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ntroduction

The Preimployment Training PrOPIM (PET)

This manual presents a collection of background notes and lesson

plans from' the new Pre.employment Training Programs at three

,,,
Refugee Processing Centers in Squtheast Asia:

The following are,the locations of the current program sites and

the implementing agencies:

Indonesia: A consortium of:

Save the Children Federation

The Experiment in International Living

Bataan,

Philippines: , IntematiOn

'
Migration'

Commis ion

Phana ikhom,

Thy and: The Consortium:

vet Children Federation

e xperiment in International

Living

orld Education

These PET programs have been combined with the ongoing

Intensive English fts a Second Language and Cultural Orientation

programs at the Cites, All programs are ,funded by the Biueith of

Refugee Programs, Department of State, In additibn to the site pro.

gouts, the Refugee Service Center of the Center fqApplied Linguis.

tics, with its office in Manila, provides resources, services, coordination

and facilitates intersite exchange on a regional level,

The pte.employmerit compbnent, initiated in'August, 1982,

is offered only to A and B4evel students, The purpose of the 108

hours of additional instruction is to enable refugees with minimal

English proficiency and education to communicate and tune.

tionniore electively on the job, to understand the expectations

of employers and co.workers, and to be Ae to le when

employed, ,Jobipocifie training Is not provided; rather thia coin.

ponent designed to enable rofugaiii to better function In any

entrplevel job In the UM,

T e preemployment component includes Basic Skills, Vocational

nglish as a Second Language and Cultural Orientation training

as they relate to the U,S, workplace,. The 'followingstatements,

descdbe contenteoveredin them three crew

A, Basic Skills (BS) Generic job skills such as sorting,

assembling, weighing and f9llow

ing a diagram and cognitive skills,

such as literacy'and compute

tion, including counting and

measuring,

Vocational English as , The focus is'on language used

a Second Langulge (VOL) for clarification, feedback, and

s I
following directions, Also

stressed la language related to

safety and social interaction

on the job,

C, CUltural Orientation (CO) , Both attitudinal and behavioral

aspects of functioning on a jqb

with employers dnd coworkers

are included., i

Thotigh' the program is new and changing, the body of work in place

combines a variety of methods for teaching English as a Second

Languife and Cultuial Orientation with ways to teach the elemen.

trey sr needed in niost beginning jobs in the cf.& It is the

perfo ante of concrete activities such as soldering, counting or

measur,ingthat requires the students to use English and Cultural

concepts as they apply to a specific. task,, In the case of larger job

'simulations studentsterequired to use,the language, CO and

basic skills in a much broader context,
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All siteiare implementlila,core set of Itompitencies which Wert ,

Identified and agreed upon by, site repreontetivel who poticipeted

, In the regiorill preieMploymentl)loning Meetings and co

currentmeetingi in the rui liete:meetinp were held before

regional implementation of thiProgram in 1981 Though a regional

4,,urTiculum is agreed upon, the way in which each ;Re has chosen

to teach, the unique makeup'of the population at the sites and the

restraint* of geography, host country atet4nd other variables such

as sehedulintrnekti every program quite different, Theo differences

artireflected,in the lesions and background information displayed

In each site's section of the manual,
4

II, Development of This Resource Manual

r
Spope' of Nougat

This volurne\tiocumente only a portion of the Preemployment

Training Priem fn Best year of implementation, August 1882

to October 193. '

Purpose of the Manila

The purpok of th resource manual Is twofold; to share the

materials and techrilques developed at different preemployment

training sites 'within loritheast Asia and to convey this information

to U,S, service provid ro who implement training programs for

newlyasettled refu s scrota Ainerica,

Manual Compilation
a

The manual was compiledl# workihg with site gait in each of the

three countries, The volum of lessons that has been produced

regionally to massive, From ite to site, manyiessons age repetitious

since they focus on identical tasks Consequitly, only Galang's

program is represented in this ianual in its entirety, This program

was initiated after those attatian and Phanat Nikhom; therefore,

the staff at Galang was able to build on the work already done at

those sites, Many of the teaching attategies and activities

developed by colleagues throughoukthe region were Moor

porated into the Galang program,

Staff at Baton and Phanat Nikhom selected Material for the

manual which' they felt 'best illustrate( the teaching approach used

for the population they save, The inNductory remarks at the

beginning of each site's section provides the context for the lessons

'which follow, Additionally, illustrations of chute, iisernidies,

equIpient, poi and tops developed:1E each alto are included

ter nituly l000ne. ,

Contributors

This volume represents the 'collective diode of hundreds of people

deeply involved Cn letup education which continues to evolve

in respopso to changing conditions in the U.S, and overseas,

Primary centributore to this manual are the pmemplillatentt training

staffs of the impleninting agencies in Southeast Asia, It la

Impossible to cite all who have helped to forth and guide this educe.

donel program; those listed below have been key daft members

during the development of the Preemployment Training Program,

They have had the primary roponlibility for writing the content

of the lamella diaplayed,

BATAAN; Ann Albrecht

Joyce Stadnick

Robed Walsh

OALANG: Mark Blahol3

Mike DiGregorio

Mark Swetkart

Bernie Zubrowild

, PHANAT NIKHONI:

The coinpilati

by the staff of

Linguistics, M

Per Christianson

Tim Diemer

MailynDillespie

Jeffrey Nelihaus

Julie Palomar

Werapong Pannone

Greg Williams

editing and production of this manual was done

the Refugee Service Center of the Center for Applied

nila,

Anne H.'rDykstm

Thomas M. Held

Molly D. Kirby ,

Philip J. Peterson

JefRey J, Villamora
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III, Pripoimloyment Training 0011(411nm Development

the PO

The purpose of the program into better equip refugeei with Milkier

" language proficiency and education (Level A end B onolents only)

with additional workirelited skills and English an that they eon

batter compete in the 11.8, Job marketand, once ortiploetl, stay

on the Joh,

Cotrienlatn Development

In September 1082, a meeting was Bangkok which brought

togotheriaff from ?harlot NI khan), Outgun, anOalting, Muir

revidwing a ntimer OPplannieg documents which flcomPluthol

background readings on VoeillOnal ESL, employment surveys of

refugees In the tf,8, and,ProgiliMnitorlili from Southeitt'Alla,

England, Australia; and the DiS,, working groups met to draft

a regloal standanllsed list of core proemployment competencies,

The resulting competencies were divided Into the three categories

mentioned earlier; Ilasla Skllk,;VESt and CO which Included,.

cognitive skills such as Hippy d computation, and generic Job

skills,

Staff at each Site has oontlnuodta work to refinepre.employrnent

competenekte, These refinements were submitted to the Refugee

urvice Center, Otter for Appl0 LInguistici, whore staff identified

nanonalities from among, sit submissions and drafted a curd.

Mum, In Janutuy 198; regio al representatives again met andt
developed the regional curricul m now being implemented,

OVIAVIll PRE,BIPLOYNT.NTctiiiRICVLUM

lteggnial Meeting in Mande August '82

(Wass VP,S1, currently In use and further development needs)

108 hour pre ,employment program mandate - August.1082

liepertmetapf Mote)

Site preparation of proliminery Co Mpeleoey Bit Aug, , $ ept, II

(hail 8kills, VE8L, CO)

Regional Meeting in Bangkok -September '82

Agreement on act eptable regional list of Basic Skills, VESL,
,

CO competencies
,

o
,

Site Curriculum Teams Sept, Dec, '82

, Curriculunnievelope* 108, hours of instruction at each site

.
Regional Meeting in Manila January '83

Synthesize curriculum tram various Rites and refine regional

let of competencies for basis of regional curriculum

Pre.employment Training

=.1.....irordowww...041.m1.01Ift
implementation of Regional

, Program

%.



Guiding Principles ,

The primary expectation underlying the curriculum is thathe'

.refugee will begin a job soon after arrival im the U.S, Whiliiindiag

empioriient is a niajoifocusin the Intensive ESL/O.progiiitsi

the Preemployment Trautulg Program emphaxes ways 9:!*0.).

ij°1100i4.10Ykl. he ff 911910i0iiIciplikii;idir4e

culum m its present fort:

Basic Skills

'activities ire

cf.ttral to the

curriculum

Basic communication

will be taught in

the language of the

workplace

The acquiiition and facile use of b

akills,whichlinerican employers

expect all workers to possess, is

centar to the program. ',The sequence

of tasks within each activity, the

materials, equipment and tools used in0::

the product to be prodttced by the

students predicate the language to be

tau'ght. a large degree, these

activitieeinfluence the way in vfhich

the CUltural Orientation lessons are

integrated into the curriculum. The basic

skilleactivities provide the context for

the language and Cultural Orientation

that the student must use, It is ::umed

that the accomplishment of the basic

skills task will help OlDstudent acquire

Englitth more effiCiently and use it

more expertly on the job.

The refugee should be taught the,

age necessary to communicate. ith

co.workers, supervisors and support

staff, ,Basic categories of communication

used on the job which should be

taught are:

A. Sittiational 4z4

1) Task related: receiving directions,

asking for clarification, providing

information on quality,Or progress,

beasuring, counting, asking or being

asked for help, etc.

2) Job related: reporting absences,

. responding to safety warnings, following

,gt schedule, using a time clock, etc. In

all Oategories cited above, "real"

language as opposed to "classroom"

language is used.

Social interaction

The polite, friendly conversational

conventions used with coworkers and

superfisors when asked or asking about

family, living arrangements', past

history, etc.

.

Values of the Concepts such as the cruciestress

American workplace on time in the' workplace quality

shouldbitroight control, teamwork, ifiitiative, etc,

should be taught. Additionally, upward

mobility, styles of ,superrision, and

ways of handling critical feedback

will also be addressed. Eveiy etfnrt

should be made to help the student to

internalize the values discussed and

to practice ,the behavior which

demonstrates that they are under-

stoo,

The Preemployment Training Program

does not offer specificid training

in an oclupational arealsuch as

welding:, Rather it offers instruction

and practice in the common lingiage;

skills and cultural competencies needed

for any beginning job in the American

workplace.

A "job.training" model 'should be used in

the Preimployment Training Program

when appropriate. Everii, effort should

be made by the teachers to give directions,

corrections and ask for information ov

feedback as a superviso(p,ritther than as

Training is not

to be job specific

Job training model

should be used

14



teacher, The program emPhasizes

training as a refugee would receive it in

an entrY.level job in America.

Classroom activities and procedures

mimic the American workplace as /inch, as

poss bled Time clocks; sign in sheets;

mbly insPectiaii

edging:product:quality are examples of

such procedures,. Social interaction can

be simulated bypning breaks and building

in personally directed dialogues about

family and home life,

Native language

will be used as

necessary

t
Infoimation and diseustion about work

values, customs and expectations require

the use of complex language structures

and vocabulary, Therethre, cultural points

are presented in thestudents'lative

language when necessary; However, the

0 inactice of culttnally.specific behaviors,

such as social talk between coworkers,at 11

breaktime, will be in English,

(
Since American employers expect

employees to be safety conscious, students

are taught safe ways of using basic hand

and power tools, to heed safety signs, to

respond to safety warnings and to store

materials and equipment properly,
41

StUdents should first learn English and,"

skills for comUetencies that are already

.;' familiar to them, such as learn' he

function of power tools, by referrin o

their past experience with kid tools.

'Only after that should students leam

the English and/or skill competencies that

apply to unfamiliar situations such as

using an electric drill,

Less complex to , Both-language and skills shouid be

more coniplex; presented sq'that the, students are

the way language able to' g4sp simplepts and build

and tasks will be , to more ctimplex relationships. An example

presented
is teaching students to accurately graph

a tnangle belore asking them ,to make

ca patteni for a box witli4

Concrete to abstract; Abstractions such ai",accuracy shoind

the way concepts will be taught .by having students demonstrate

be presented th9oncept, i,e., assemble the parts

they have measured and'cut or eat the

pancakes they liaie made..

Jobrelated

Safety should-

be stressed

Familiar to

unfamiliar will

be the sequence

of learning

The Preimployment training Progam is offered only to,A or B

level students. Five entry levels'are distinguished ,to faailitati

regional standardization. The'ESL Plicement Test, which measures

students' literacy skills and oral Englisli language ability; was

developed by the Center for Applied Linguistics to provide a

common basis for making some of the distinctions betWeen levels,

The definitions which apply to the Pre-employment Training

Program follow;

LEVEL A; Stud ho are not literate in their

nati age and who score betWeen

0.8 CAL ESL Placement Test,

LEVEL B: Students who are literate in their,

native language, score between 0.8

on the ESL Placement Test, and may

Abe ableto answer some basic information

questions, but have no systematic kno*

ledge and/or use Of the English language,

In order to meet the needs of specific populations, each site has

developed curriculum which is, in a limited fashion, desiimed to

'expose a Hilltribe,student to modern technology or, in the case of

students from urban centers, build on'tbeir existing knowledge

of technology.



V, program Scheduliii'g40.

Each site (hits dtveIoped a schedule which best suit&tha staff

andlefugees, FactOrs such as program philosciphy, VISA

requ meits.and leave tithe for supervisors and hpskountry

teach whether or not the Staff jives on or off the site, anphe

daila ity of classrooms are determinants of thychedules which"

t

is e

10

t. I
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PREEMPLOYMENT CURRICU

BASIC SKILL COMPENNC

e 'dent can demonstrs' ttethe ability to perforni'aisignments

on ot;clete ipgtaska igumen a,,conieting a

Ica bn, comple task Willi Igiven4ime frame,.

orniing o))1)

worldng alone,

i, 8!gwin r sc418and self task aid
equ' ment, probm.somiilu''.g judgments for Minor probitms

wh e working to speciiycations. '1

2; The student can appVe technique or proCethire (for

has pre

,

viouslY been given) to new/different tailOhich includes using,

apprOp4ate probleolving skills to plan and accomplish thetisi

with 01110 or no additional

3 The student can use counting skills to com) plete a task,
, I

A. counts,

. .17 mg counts,

4. The student can measure using tools;

A, . , determining if two quantities are of equal length,

volume, or weight.

. duplicating the length, volume or weight of something without

the use of standard tools,

C, g standard tools, determine whether duplicated items are

equal.

D. . , measuring the length, volume Sr voight measurement of

something using a standard 04

The student can organize, classify, And sort discriminating between;

L . color code, shape, material, size, \'
B, number codes, letter codes, alphanumeric, codes.'

C. function,

D. weight.

E,. tailthrelated,,specification.

°

I 0 .

411

6 'the studentaaii f011ow a sequence:
, ,

7 The student,Can use time;related information on schedules and forms,

8, The student canlitilise plans and patterns:

A,' iriputisource of information to perfoun a task:

input/wave of information to-evaluate a task.

C. ioutputiproduct,

The student can recognize visual cues and signs indicating direction,

operation, and areas/locations.

10. ''he student can demonstrate an awarenessof safety with respect

procedures/practices and Visual cues/sigs.

nn '2



PRFAMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

VESL COMPETENCIES

Directions

1, The student can follow inple directions

Acknowledge that one is ibout to receive directions,

b. Obllowtme.steP directions,

1, to start a task

, 2, to take something apart,

3. to put somethinglway

c. Follow multiplestep directions to perform a task;

d, Follow directions in use of hand or power tool,

e, Respbnd to simple cautions and negative commands.

f, Follow dire ions to complete a form.

2, The student can follow redirected instructions

A. Respond to a negative command,

b. Follow instructions; delay repeat and reorder an activity.

Giving and Responding to Feedback

.3, The student can provide feedback on performance of task,

a; Provide feedback on progress,

1), Provide feedback about quality of work.

c, Provide specific assessment of a product

d, Describe activities in progTess and needs for

cOmpletion Of task',

e. Report time worked, ,

L Acknowledge and apologize for mistakes, poor performance,

being late and absent,

Requesting.

4 The student can ask for feedback, assistance, advice and

emergency help,

a, Ask for feedback.

b. Ask for assistance or vice from a supervisor or coworker,

c, Ask for help in an eme ency,

12

. 5, The student can ask for clarification

a, Indicate lack of understanding

b Ask for clarification,r

c, Ask far repetition of demonstration,

6, 'The stucnt can ask how to say something

in English,'

a,° Ask names of workplace objeCttand procedures ,

Ask foi meaning of English

Ift

7, The student can ask and respond t6 quIstions about

items in the workplace,

a, Ask or, tell the location of an object or lace,

b, Ask 'or tell who has an object,

c, Make and respond to a request fOefin object a

8, The(student can request permission and give reasons for being late

oz Absent. '

Litera8,v and Numerdey'

9. The student can use numbers,

a, Read and understand numbers in codes,

b, Discriminate between, coded numbers,

c, Provide a count,

d, Verify a count,

e, Read and report a measurement;

f, Read and report time on work records,

g, Read and verify/pay figures.

10, Theistudent can use the alphabet,

a, Read and understand alphabetic aid alphanumeric codes,

b, Discriminate among alphabetic and alphanumeric codes.

c, Place itema in alphabetic or alphanumeric order,

11, The student can read and write work related personal information.

9 (4



12. The student can read workplace signs:

a. Read common workplace signs.
b. Read safety signs.

13. The student can initiate
establish rapport.

a. , Greet supervisors and co4nrkers.
p..' Initiate and respond to farewell's.

respond to greetings and farewells,

14. The student can identify and introduce.him/herself and others.

a. Identify him /herself and'ask other's identity/
- b. Introduce him/nerself and others. 1)

15. The student can accept, turn doWn and make invitations.

a. Respond to an invitation and date of invitation.

16. The student can converse in simple language about family, weather,
and leisure activities.

a. Family
b. National origin and language
d. Living situation
d. Leisure time

.;

2,4



PREEMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

CULTURAL ORIENTATION COMPETENCIES

1, Students understand how pre.employMent training can assist adjust

ment to life inthe U.S. by familiarizing them with the job training role:

A, Student can describe hi lher respdnsibilities,In the role of a ,

job trainee.

B, Student can describe theapproaches to training that are used'

in the preimployment classroom and.relate4these to the initial

employment period in the U.S. workplace,

2. Students understand how pre.employ*nt training can assist adjust.

ment to life in the US. byfielping the to deielop realistic strategies

for gainful employment:

A. Student can late training ticommon entry.level jobs generally

available to fugees,

B. Given his/her employability profile/previous work experience,

and the current employment situation in the U.S., student can

establish realistic goals.

3, Studentanderstand importance of rules, policies androcedures

common to the workplace.,

A, Salent can identify strategies for clarifying workplace rules,

policies and procedures.

/
B. Given a sample of company rules, policies or procedures,

the student can distinguish situations which conform to or violate

them,

4: Students understand importance of developing and maintaining good

,interpersonal relationships at the workplace:

A, Student can give examples of ways to establish rapport with

supervisors and workers,

I

14

B. Given the following critical incidents, the students can select from

alternative actions the most appropriate one Mr the American .

workplace;

1) your boss is angry

2) a comorker it angry or, seems unfriendly

3) a coiworker who is your friend leaves the Job

4) you feel isolated

5, Studenti understand importance of communication in accomplishing

job assignments at the workplace,

A, Given the following situations on the job, student can select from

various alternatives the most appropriate action:

1) unclear directions

2) redirection in task

3) being unable to carry out a given task

4) negatiie feedback from supervisor or coworker

5) soniething goes wrong on the job

B. Student can give examples of situations in which it is appropriate

to interrupt a coworker or supervisor,

6, Students understand importance of taking responsibility for their

own and others' safety on the job:

,frr

A. Given simple pictures of worksites, student can identify safety

hazards,

S, Given a dangerous situation, students can identify an appro.

pate action to be taken,

7, Students understand that work habits and decisions affect present and

future employment prospects:

A. Students can state the components of a good work record,

B. Students can state possible consequences of losing (being laid off

, , or being fired), changing or quitting a job,



urricu



PRE.EMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

BASIC SKILLS COMPETENCY BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY VESL COMPETENCY LISTENING

1, The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform ignments after initial training,

A, starting and/or detennining task

ignments, completing a task spe6ifica.

tiOn, completing a taskiithilia given.

time frame, performing as part of

a team,

working alone,

16.

(Activity for Basic Skills Compethncies 1A$

Stoddnts make a lamp from a PVC pipe

following 'a diagram:

1) they make itworking together,

2) they peke itforking alohe,

1A

1B

1D

1

3C

3A

A.L}VEL

Look at that,

Take the ipe,

item

Put the wire here,

item)

Like this,

Put the wires together,

pipes

lamp

Plug it in

Unplug it,

,

Do this,

Be careful!
,

Don't touch!

Stand back!

Finished?

Hurry up,

--Give-it to

1pronoun)

Put the lamp here,

(iter7n there,



SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRA,M!

MINIMAL

VOCABULARY

ATIVE LANGUAGE

POINTS

ALEVEL'

Items

o Importance of commu

nicating with super.

ylioricoworkers re.

garding job tasks,

COCOMPETENCY
J

1,A

2A

5A

5B

lamp

light

wire

Pipe

screwdriver

o IMplIcations of not

completing task on

time or to specifia

tion;

o hnportance of

initiative and

direction on the

job,

17

, . . , , . , , -



PREEMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

BASIC SKILLS COMPETENCY BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY VESL COMPETENCY LISTENING

C, showing,motor skills and self.confidence

with tasks and equipment; making problem.

solving Judgments for minor problems

while working to specifications,

18

Students joiniblocks of wood using screws and

bolts, In one activity they lineup holes; In a

third, they tighten bolts without easy access to

the sowle,g,; underneath a table or on the

side of a dpor),

1B

B.LEVEL

Attach ,the plug,

tee

elbow

, socket

Use a screwdriver,

(Item)

Tighten the screws,

(Item)

Take the plug apart,

socket

3B Does it stand up?

Does it work?

1B

3C

REVEL

Pick up the wood,

Put the holes together,

Put the wood here,.

(item) thlre,

Make a hole,

Use a screwdriver,

Help him,

her,

Is it too big?

small?

/How many?



WRITING
MINIMAL

VOCABULARY

SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFtGEE PROGRAM!

NATIVE LANGUAGE

POINTS
CO.COMPETENCY

&LEVEL

II

to

B1EVEL REVEL

yes,

No,

Yes,

No,

AEVEL

BIEVEL

Items

tee

elbow,

socket

plug

`screw(s)

these

those

ALEVEL

Items

wood

hole

screwdriver

19



PRE EMPLOYMENT oggpil.,um

BASICSKILLSCOMPETEN6( BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY VESL COMPETENCY

t
LISTENING

2, The student can apply a technique or pro.

coin (for which training has previously

been given) to newfdifferent task which in.

dudes using appropriate problem.solving

4 skills to plan and accomplish the task with ,

minimal or no additional training,

20

4,

A

f

(Foli;.up to activity for Basic Skills compe.

tencies 1A & IB). Using diagrams or models,

students make a lamp from PVC pipe ofany'

design they choose,

113

10

1B

1B

B.LEVEL

Drill a hole, .

Hold the drill,

"C"
clamp.

Choose a "C" clamp,

drill.

Does it fit?

Attach the "C" clamp to

the wood,

Tighten the bolt,

nut,

.)

A.LEVEL

Make a lamp like this,

That do you need?

Do you ne mciri time?

1p?

B.LEVEL

Makes lamp,

Make it standup,



SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS.

, SPEAKING

BIEVEL

,,

Yet
. No.

,

, i ALEVEL

4

, .

A )4,._

t

,

0

,

READING

BLEVEL
,

.>

t

A.LEVEL

Diagram' or Modell'

,

,

.

.

&LEVEL

.

WRITING

LEVEL

,

,

A.LEVEL

,

11.1.EVEL

.

sIINIMAL

VOCABULARY

B.LEVEL

,

item

nut

bolt

drill
II dap

A.LEVEL
1

Listof tab/

maids from

Bak Oldlis

Conipetenelea

lA & 111,

BIEVEL

NATIVE LANGUAGE

POINTS

o Problemeolving

models.

o Watching comorkera

to find appropriate

models,

o 'flanderabilla

t

CO.COMPETEWCY

,

1A

1B .

6A

5B

21

(tooir/materials)

,

?as.

No.

&LEVEL

.



PREEMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM.

BASIC SKILLS COMPETENCY,

3, The student can use coun

complete a task,

skills to

BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY

(Activity for Basic Skills Competencies 3A &

30,) Using bottlecaps, beans or nails, studenis

lint a specified number of bbjects (040) for

evel; 0.100 for Blevel; and report the count

Using a spinner board, students take the number

of objects specified bythe pointer and count

them out

VESL COMPETENCY

The number will also be designated by dotL

The pointer lands on a number and either a plus

or minus sign and the student repOrts the

number remaining after adding or subtracting

that number,

How many do you have?



SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGA0

CO.COMPETENd
SPEAKING WRITING

MINIMAL

VOCABULARY

NATIVE LANGUAGE

POINTS

AIEVEL

0.10

0.10

&LEVEL

0.100

ADEL

0.10.

BEVEL

0.100

ALEVEL

0:10

&LEVEL

0.100

A.LEVEL

bottlecaps

beams

nails

"zero"

B.LEVEL

o impoitance ofl

accuracy, '

o Entry level jobs

involving.counting

skills,

23

tgl



PRE.EMPLOYMENURRICULOW

BASIC SKILLS COMPETENCY BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY

nig

24

One student counts out items (hottlecaps,

nails, beans)' and'another 'student verifies. the

count,

,C!a,

0

VESL COMPEiENCY

ft

lA

9C

1B

9C

LISTENING

ALEVEL

DO this

Take 5

(number)

Next,

Put these here,

Do it again,

Clean up,

BeLEVEL

Take 15 ,

( nurnber)

Do this,

How many do you have?



SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS

SPEAKING READING WRITING

MINIMAL

VOCABULARY

NATIVE LANGUAGE

POINTS
COMPETENCY

AIEVEL

(Students count)

O

&LEVEL

6 plus/ 12

minus

equals 18.

A LEVF1I4

&LEVEL

0-20,

ALEVEL

&LEVEIr

AIEVEL

Niumbers 1-10

&LEVEL

Numbers 1 -100

47
25



PREEMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

BASIC SKILLS COMPETENCY, BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY VESL &MPETENCY LISTENING

C

9D

9C

26

A,4VEL

Cleck

B-LEVEL

4



SPEARING READING

AEVEL

How many?

0-10

Ok.

No.

0 0
Yes,

No,

&LEVEL

How many do you have?

17100

Not enough:

.Too many,

Yes,

,No, ( 7 )

11.14VEL'.,

0.100,

&LEVEL

0-100

(Student initials

'Work)

, MIN AL

7
VOCAtUI:ARY

I 0 0

.11

tr,

numbers 1-10

REVEL

numbers 1-100

SOU EAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS

NATIV LANGUAGE

WITS CO.COMPETENCY

11

27



PREEMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

BASIC SKILLS COMPETENCY BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY VESL COMPETENCY LISTENING

4. The student can measure using tools:

A. . , determining if two quantities tire of

equal length, volume, or weight,

28

in this activity, students match objecti, as ,

'curding to length, weight and voltime, using

pencilSfOr length, closed Containers conteininf

nails for weight; and Clear containers oftiaret'

for volume,

1) Using two of the above objects, students

determine if they are equal.

3C

3C

A.LEVEL

Check these , pencils;

(FOC

Same?

Different?

LEVEL

Check these pencils,

item

Are they *same/

differea?,



SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS

READING

2A

6A

6B

6A

6B

See.
Different.

Metric. vs. English

measuring systems;

side by side in the

U.S.

LEVEL

1,74 4

29



RICIJiAN

2) Using three or more objects, Students select

the two which are of equal length, weight or

volume, 3C Check these encils,

Item

Give me the same encils,

item

Check these pencils,

itcmT

Which are the same?

3) Using three or more objects, studentsdis..

tinguish the one that is different,

3C Check these encils,

Item)

Give me the different ,

pencils,

(item)

Check these pencils,

item)

Which is different?



SOUTHEAST ASIAN RE

SPEAKING READING. .' WRITING
MINIMAL...

'VOCABULARY '

, . .

NATIVE LANGUAGE, '

,' POINTS,'

. , , .

4.. ' .,A.

131),CON ,ETENCY,
),,( ,.:-, '', '. ..,, /,

AIEVEL
1

,

Here, .

BEVEL

These arc.;

ALEV

. Here,:(
.

1LEVEL

l

This is,

AIEVEL

B.LEVEL

.A.LEVEL

.,.,

I

A1EVEL

&LEVEL

Iv

A..LEVELti..,

,

,.,, i4.
,,,

'!0'

'AA'.

I")
, A.

,

'
9

IIJ

'

,i
- , , ,

i

$111:1

;0*"'44'Aik,.
ar,

,,,,

,

.
1

.. A.LEVEL

Ithni

1 .)

!,,, ,..

1,

'.

,..
1.

I ,,

I.

,

I

,.,

1...1
. el '

,

,c.

1''

I I

'

'

...

I

I1

, .

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

:1'

i.14'

/

1,

.!

i
,11 1.
A

,, ,

,,,,,,,,,,,

,,

,

,

,

,

,

i

,

..

r

.

*

, '

,,

.

.

,.

1

I i

I

I

.

I.

0

0

.

,

i

,

,

, 4.

,

.0 ,

I

b I

4.

.' .,

1

4

(

,,

..,,

,

%

1

i

5,

d .

J

,

,,

,,,

I

i 0

,,,

.t

.

a

,

I

pencils

LEVEL

1

.

LEVEL:

.

fk

,Pq ell

14'

I i

J 'I'1

,,

L

i.,

.

,.



PRE.EMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

BASIC SKILLS BASIC SKILLS' ACTIVITY YESL COMPETENCY LISTENING

duplicating the length, volume or

weight of something wAhout the toe of

standard tools,

2

Using an object of undetemined length, weight,

or volume, students make a standard of measure,

1) Length: Using string or unmarked tape,

students create another of the same

length,

2) Weight: Using a balance, a closed container

of nails, and an on container, students

add nails to the open container to balance

peak,

3) Volume: Using a clear container of water

and an empty container, students add water

to the same level (volume),

113

18

/AWL

Do this,

LEVEL

Take the ijiin

(gin)

Put the strict next to

tem

Mark. the wood,

ALEVEIL

Do this,

i3.LEVEL

Put the nails here,

(Item)

Put some nails,

Item,

Are they'the same?

REVEL

Do this,

13.LEVEL

3C Put some water in,

Take some water out,

Are they the same?

Mark it,



SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS

, NATIVE LANGUAGE

POINTS'
SPEAKING READING WRITING

MINIMAL

VOCABULARY
COCOMPEOCO.

AEVEL

&LEVEL

A.LEVEL

NIVEL

Yes,

No,

A.LEVEL

&LEVEL

YU,

No,

AILEVEL

REVEL

ALEVEL

BIEVEL

ALEVEL

B.LEVEL

A.LEVEL

&LEVEL

AILEVEL

KEIL

AILEVEL

NIVEL

A.LEVEL

Item

string

tape

REVEL

ALEVEL

ILEVEL

Item

nails

beans

bottlecaps

A.LEVEL

&LEVEL

water

33

62'



filE.EMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

BASIC S ILLS CO M g CY BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY VESL COMPETENCY LISTENING

C using standard tools, determine

whether duplicated Items are equal,

34

Using the standard of length, weight, br valume

they created In 4B, atudents measure given

objects and report the measurement, 9C

3C

30

9C

3C

A.LEVEL

FOR LENGTH:

Measure It,

How many?,

FOR WEIGHT:

Weight it

How many?

FOR VOLUME:

Measure IL

How many?

&LEVEL

FOR LENGTH:

Measure IL

How many strinp

Item

are there?

EIGHT

eigh it,

Put some nai(!) in,

a item

in

Take a nails) out,

Take some nail(s) out

How many are there?



SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS

SPEAKING READING WRITING

MINIMAL

VOCABULARY

NATIVE LANGUAGE

POINTS
CO.COMPETENCY

A.LEVEL

B.LEVEL

10,

(#)

A.LEVEL

B.LEVEL

,A.LEVEL

REVEL

ASV"

0110

iWO

three

four

five

MVO!)

eight

nine

ten

REVEL

item

strings

naile

beans

bottlecaps

3S



POEMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

BASIC kILLS COMPETENCY BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY VESL COMPETENCY LISTENING

D measuring the length, volume or

weight measurement of something using

a standard tool,

6

Using a standgclpeasure of length (a ruler

or tape measure calibrated in inches); weight

(a scale calibrated in ounces), or volume (a cup

calibrated in ounces), students measure and

report the measurement

er

tV;

3C

FOR VOLUME:

.Measure it

Pat' some water

(substance)

Take some water ,

substance)

out.

How many are there?

A.LEVEL

FOR LENGTH:

3C Measure it

How many?

FOR WEIGHT:

3C Weigh it.

How many?,

FOR VOLUME:

3C ,Measure it.

How many?

3C

3C

REVEL

FOR LENGTH;

Measuri it.

How long?

FOR WEIGHT:

Weigh it,

How much?

FOR VOLUME.

Measure

74



SPEAKING

(#.-10).

A.LEVEL

8 (inches)

(#)

(I ounce s

(770

8 ounce(s))

BIEVEL

12 inch(es) ,

(4)

16 ounce(s),

( #)

5 ounce(s),

(#)

NATIVE LANG114:0 .....,"

POINTS
CO.COMPETiNCY

A.LEVEL

read numbers on a

niler

read numbers on a

scale

(#)

1.10

inch(es)

1.8

ounce(s)

BEVEL

read numbers on a

ruler

read numbers on a

scale



PRE-EMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM.

BASIC SKILLS COMPETENCY SIC SKILLS Acnyrr (fiSL,COMPETEICY
,

LISTENING

5, The studenttan'olanize, classify

sort discrimkating between:

A , color code, shape, material, size,

B.. ; number Code's, letter codes; alpha,

numeric codes,

38

vii,rietysof ol?je studenti Se

-sfZe

4): material

LEVEL

,
di,

Students find their n es on a list, Students

file items into a pre stablished sequence of

single numbers (0.10)'or single letters (A.Z),,

B-LEVEL

4

e
Students put slips of paper with numbers

(0.100), letters (AZ) or iilphanuinetic codes of

1 letter and 1 number (Al, B,17 .etc,) in order,

:

o r

4!'
' .P11

j

(color)

1B

1B

lE

30

'
"e4 1

LEVEL

;Gibe s

Get 10 (color) (iteml

# (shape)

(size)

(material)

.

Put this here,

there,

What do you need ?.

Put the red ones here,

4 (color) there.

(stlaPe)

(size)

(material),

BLEVEL

ALEVEL

Put this here.

there,

away.

Find your name,

BLEVEL

Check this,

Put this in order,

Do you need more time ?.

72



?t77:
SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS

SPEAKING
MINIMAL

VOCABULARY

NATIVE LANGUAGE

POINTS

Issue of repetition/

onotony in some

ntay.level jobs,

6 small naillsji

(#) (Color) items

(shape)

(size)

(material)

&LEVEL

ALEVEL

LEVEL

red

;ten
yellow

blue

black

Shape

round

square

Materials

plastic

paper

wood

Size

small

large

big

Items of choice

Identifying differ..

ent ways of sorting

same object,

, Systems for keeping

the workplace

orderly,

Ently.level jobs

irivolving sorting.

tYpe skills.

COCOMPETENCY

1B

2A

3A'

3B.
5A5

5B

39



PREEMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

BASIC SKILLS COMPETENCY BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY VESL COMPETENCY LISTENING

function, Students select flashlight bulbs from a collec-

tion of good and bad bulbs, Then test with

a battery and wires, putting the good ones in

one pile and the defective in another,

BC

1B

3C

AEVEL

Is it ok?

good?

Check this bulb,

these (6;0

Put it here,

there.

B,-LEVEL

Does it work?

Test this,'

these,



SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS

SPEAKING

A-LEVEL

Yes. Good:

Ok.

No. No good,

Bad.

13-LEVEL

Yes.

No.

READING

ALEVEL

BEVEL

WRITING ) MINIMAL

VOCABULARY

NATIVE LANGUAGE

POINTS
COCOMPETENCY

ALEVEL

13LEVEL

ALEVEL

BLLVEL

41

78



PREEMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

BASIC SKILLS COMPETENCY BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY

Students take objects and put them on a scale,

stopping when a pre,selected amount has been

reached (e,g as one does at a produce counter

in superinarket),

VESL COMPETENCY LISTENING ,,)t4

3C

ALEVEL

Weigh this,

How Many?

much?

13LEVEL

Weigh this,

How much does it weigh?

Weight. 5 .

( #1

More,

That's to much.

not enough,



SbUTHEST ASIAN RiFURE PROGRAMS

'SPEAKING....

.

.

..READING

.'i

i
., ,,,

0:,.1

ci

04.

Izit , ,,,
. ,, I

,",i, I, ,,, I.

14,'

.1

MINIMA
', 1.

.VOCABULARY ,..1/2,

A , 71 .1

,.

,. r..

1VE LANGUAGE'.

POINTS '..
,'CO.COMPETE1V01..

i.

6

.: it:4'

,..i

4 .

...,,.,

y. 1

.(#1°:

' 'I'

,

; ALEVEL

i
MITI,;'

,
,

unces,

...

,'.,.
,,

.

. .

B,IEVEL ;"'"'
.....:1,,.

.

,,;,

,

, '

. , ,

', .

j

.

j, 1

,

,...ALPiVEL

i

,

., NuiiOrS 140 (

designatedIng

'sCale,:eiii., coIci:

. number), . -,
.. ,

. ,,,.,,.l .'

f

r

!'''','...

&LEVEE:

,

. 1

u eig'1.100 . as.,

des tecl:mark on

scale-e. Calor '"
1 9 ,,At., 1' ,.

number), ..4;;.'.,....'.';.
., ,,,,. , . ,,,o,.

i,,
,

'i

:'.i. .
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,,,

,
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I

l-'hill

...

I.

' r

.,ei r,

.'4

r.'

I ,
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a

),0

ll
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'

I
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A,LEVELl'l
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(

.
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.
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a
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0
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A.LEVEL.
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, B.LEVEL :'
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PRE.EMPLOYMOT CURRICULUM

Studentetake file folders froth within sequence,

Numbers 1.10, letters AZ, and alphanumeric

codes of one letter and one number,



SOUTHER SAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS

t.LEVEL

repeat; a number

OK,

Sure,

Sorry , Pcan't now,

(Clarificatioo)

numbers 0.100

letters AZ

alphanumeric codes

,of one letter and

one number,



111E.EMPLOYMENT

'BASIC SKILLS tompgTpicy

0 ,

, BASIC SKILLS ACTIVITY;' VESL COMPETENCY LISTENING

,

6, The student can follow a liqUence,

,

.
4

),.

,

,. 0

4,-....

'

46.

e I

,

I:
f.4'

4.
''

II 1.,.

.

kii,

'

4,..

,

' i

Using a sequence of! three &pulls, of pegboard

connected ,byor geobeitrd,With pine holea connecte . y

wires student's follow the diagrams and connect
a

the pegs. This acthtltY is done hi three steps,

with the teacher first demonstrating how to

foiiow a diagram.,. second, the student and, .

teacher tiping it tegether; and third, the

student doing 'it alone,

.

ALEVEL
4.,

Stun use colored wire and follow acolor. r

. coded diagrpn, ''

°

1 4 , )
,tigt'

..,

,

.

. ,
,,,,

' ''
.

, .

,
B.LEVEL

.

' Stliienti'ilie;wires of different lengths and
, c 1

folldw idiairati Which requires lengths to be

placed on cOrrect pegs,

t,
,

, .
,

. .

!...(,..,,.,

-''.; ;7 ,,.

',II t' .4

, 41;0

0,

,.h ) .e

e

: '''

.

1

..

..',

It

,

IA

0',

.,,
'."1 .,,

,

I

3
1 if,

:4

sliv, ,;',,`,,,'
i

''',''

...:,

.

`, °,,.:

. . 14)

t4,

i

,

,

. A.LEVEL i

watch me,

Tahe a wire,

LqOk at the pikture,

t': Put the'wire here,

Like this.

,

.That's right,'
I 0,

f, , yropg..:

,,

: BLEVEL'

.;,.,

Wrong one,

wire.

nail.

Too long,

Shot.
a .

Next, ,,,,,

Let meinee
... .

.4e
1 q

1 F



WRITING
MINIMAL

VOCABULARY

SOUTHEAST(ASIA REFUGEE PROGRAMS*:

NATIVB LANGUAGE

POINTS
CO.COMPETENCY

Importance of

following, a sequence,

Awareness of

workplace notices/

announcements.,

ALEVgL ALEVEL

.,

REVEL
0

13:LEVEL



PRE.EMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

BASIC SKILLS COMPETENCY

7 The student con tilke timestelated inform .

tin on schedules and forms,

a

48

rA

BASICJKILLS ACTIVITY VESL COMPETENCY LISTENING

Students consulwrIttanlehedules to detozmine

their illsiinmentit: ..'',
t cc

. cc ci

A 11E 1., i
1 i

r4,40,,y, t,
Schedule consists of d4ts of the month, week

and work stations (by numberiand names),

agVEL

Schedules conOt of beakdown of day (c1

and work) by thne (e,g,, 8:00-10:00 work,

10:00. 10:15 alc, ), &level student can

look at time a clot and determine what they

should be (loin (e,g,,C,Iorldng, taking a break,

having lunch, ), vd

.1!j.:

cc4

v

1.0 '; fra

timccic 0"

aliat

1P

1F

A.LEVEL

Clean up,

Look at the schedule,

Aere't the schedule!
-

There's

BILEVEL

Check the schedule.



SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS

CO.COMPETENCY

A.LEVEL A.LEVEL

days 0 week u

abbittietionel M T,

W,TH,F,S,S

number' 0.10

NAME

WORKROOM

TOOLROOM

STOCK ROOM

RESTRO6M

LOUNGE

ROVO ottimo,

relitgl west

attitude",

t
AWIlt060111 of

place notice',

eneouncomentt

lA

10

IA

3A

8D

4A'

413

B.LEVEL B.LEVEL

49
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n

PREEMPLOYMENT COROLUM1

BASIC SKILLS 0 TENCY'

a

'8 The student can utilizeplans and paqems:
h

A, I as input/soice of information to

r. perform a tisk,

1

Au

,

B. ,as input/source of inform, tion

to evaluate a'task,

t

0

AS1C SKILLS ACTIVITY

a ,

Stude is use,a pattern the size of their program

certif sate 4nd cut cardboardlo serve as a -1

back g foetpoutilibg the certificate, The ,

pattern has four holes cut out which the stir.

del* trace and tatout, They, then insertpre.

cut string throughlhe holes4d make aa knot

to secure the loop of stringior hanging the

icture, They then turn it over and put mount.

corners on the. front corners,

.0 0

'Students compare"tlieir finished product

((activity 84) with the original papeni to

see how well it conforms

VESL COMPETENCY
A

A

FlB

3C

1B

LISTENING

ALEVgL

Do this,

Take this pattern.

string,

Put these here,

them

it

Now cut,'

Like this,

Big,

Tum it over,

Talie 4

(#)

413-LEVL

Take this pattern,

Tie it,

Bigger.

ALEVEL

'CU

OK'
That's right.

not right,

Too big,

Cut it.

Too small

Do it gain,

BLEVEL

OK. \

It's not right,

Too big.



:SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS

SPEAKING READING WRITING
MINIMAL

VOCABULARY

NATIVE LANGUAGE

POINTS
CO.COMPETENCI

A.LEVEL

&LEVEL

A.LEVEL

&LEVEL

A.LEVEL

&LEVEL

ALEVEL

BLEVEL

AliVEL

ILEVEL

,n A

A.LEVEL

BlEyEL

AIEVEL

&LEVEL

Anti,

13LEVEL

, :Implication of not

Coinpleting a task on

, time or to sOcifica.

don;

Entiy.level jobs

in,olvin(plani and

1B

2A

3A

6A

6B

ip



PREP LOYMENT CURRICULUM

BASIC SKILLS COMPETENCY

'1

tl

BASIC SKILLSACTIVITY, VESL 'COMPETENCY LISTENING

C, as output/product

4

of

Given a \ set of slut sample pillows of various #'\

811808, itudents make a PaterkuSing carbon

paper jInd allowing extra material for the him,

Using the pattern, they out out and sew a

1B

.0

A.LEV4

Look at these,

Take one,

Put it hetet/

, there,

'Bigger,

This much,

Cut it,

Take some

(carbon paper),

Draw it,

Cut it,

Sew it,

BEVEL "

Make'it bigger,

One inch all around,

. Draw around it,
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SmOUTHEASTASI N t,,EFU6EE PRO AIMS

SPEAKING
,

RgADING WRITING1
o, ,

,, MINIMAL

VOCABULARY
,

,

NATIVE LANGUAGE

POINTS' , 1

! . ,

CO.COMPETENCY

u

f

a

r

.

1

AoLEVEL

,

I

)

REVEL

.

a

a

..

4

#

.

4

,

a

,

I

.

\

A.LE/EL 'f:,,,

I

A

1

BLEVEL ,

. i

.
I,

,

1

I

r

f

.

,

,AoLEVEL,

0 '
sample shapes:

I

/0

REVEL

,

shapes:

''

r

i , '

,

.

, AoLEV,EL

s

carbon paper

I
I

"1 I

\
&LEVEL,.

, t

,

r

i

'

1

I

J t

II

.

4

'

,

,

1

0

s

.

A

1

r

4 ,

4

.
4

,

1

i ,..

/

4

4

I

a

44

.

.

'

.

p i °

. ,

.

,

I

4

I

,

a

.

53

rour....11%

sample

I'

A

,,e

4

I

,

,
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PREEMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

IDASIC SIULLS COMPETENCY ,MASIC SKIMS ACTIVITY

,

VESL COMPETENCY LISTENING

,

' 0, 'no student can rocbgnite visual cues and

liana indicating direction, operation, and

nreaallocetion, f
.

,

,

.

,

I\

.

\ ,

,

'\

,

, /

1

54

e..

Students read a simple floor

directory or eite plan (49

designated areas,

,

4

!.

N

plan, building

of camp) to locate

,

, ,

. ,

.

.

,

.

I

/

,

IA

i

1B

,

\ ,

A.LEVRL

it, hero is the No Iillui

kern)

%

B.LEVEL

Take this to Room 5,

00770
Bring a icrowdrifer,

Item

from Room 101,

locationr

.

,

4
4



,SOUTHEAST ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAti

i

SIMON READING WRITING
MINIMAL

'VOCABULARY

NATIVE LANGUAG

MINTS
CO.COMPETENO

REVE L

Here,

Here, ,
,

Ov ®r there,

,

1

. ,

.

REVEL

4

o

,
.

,

A.ELLEV

mid floor or Wiling

directory or rite plan

.1

f; .

, , ,

1-
,

&LEVEL

.

X You are here,

1

,

.

.

,

A. LEVEL

' &LEVEL

,

,

.

AiLEVEL
I

Rom of chow,

.
,

11.14EVk

Hemp and location'

of choice,

.

Partition"
reordIng Indli

viduil'l ability to

recognile And

rovond to vilual

cue' and olgno,
. ,1.

,,,

.

0

.

,

.

.

,

,

,

art

lA

ill
2A

IA

5A1

511

(1A

,

SS
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PREEMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM
e

BASIC SKILLS,C

,

PETENCY IC SKILLS ACTIVITY VESL COMPETENCY LISTENING

10, The student can deniontat awareness

of safety with respect to procedures/prac.

ices and, visual cuesisigns,

56

During 61* activities (thioughout the cult.

'Out) students will respond appropriately

to designteyuarning signs,

Inthnsive ESL/CO Program

Southeast Asian Regional Meeting

Manila

January' 1983

A & REVEL



SPEA6G REIAVING WRITING
MINIMAL

VOCABULARY

SOUTHEAST. ASIAN REFUGEE PROGRAMS

.(7 s

NATIVE LANGUAGE.

POINT*

A & B LEVEL

NO FOOD

NO SMOKING

DO NOT ENTER,

DANGER

CAUTION

Skull and Crossbones

Symbol

NO METAL

Note: Basis Skills,

Competency #10

(safety) Permeates

the icictilum, The

native language

points have peen

identified where ap-

propriate; This basic

.skills Correlates di-

rectly with Cultural

Orientation

Competencies 6A

and 613,

Note:. Cultural

Orientition corn.

petencies 2B and

713 do not easily

conespond to any

Basic Skills activity

and have therefore

not been.cruss.

referenced. Never.

theless, they are of

equal importance:,

and must be '

dressed. Program

hiplementOrs will

decide where these

particular coins

petencies will be

taught within the

,pre.vOcational

curriculum on

site.by.site basis.

7
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,. s.?. 4

T Teacher..

AT Assistant Teacher

S "Student
Ss Students . , 4,t ti .,. r9

[ Indicates directioni t e instructor
( ) Suggests that words co} tained within should be

used if the situation is appropriate and if
students can handle them

Indicates that mastery of both columns is
expected

,....
Indicates kit speaker m6 choose any of
thilisteZ utterances

1v -,

hammer Indicates that the the teacher should refer to
tool 'the vocabulary column headed by theitalicized

word to fin,d possiblis choices used in, responding
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Pie.' =employment Activities (Lessons 1721)

Cultural Orientation.Lespons (Lessons 1-24)



1Yugee Prpcessing Center

Galang, lnddnes!a a 4'

Galang, a small island approximately 4 hours by boat southeast of

Sjngapores, is the most isolated of4the program sites. It lies a

few kilometers north of the equator. The closest city, Tanjung

Pinang, on'a neighboring island of Bintan, is a largely Chinese commer-

cial port about 20 miles by boat from Galang.

Late in 1979, the Consortium began, developing a program in the

Anabas Islands at Bintan and Galang, This program, was initially

funded by the Save the Children Federation. The program at Galang

expanded and in S,eptember,1980, UNCHR assumed financial respon-

sibility for the project. In Juni, 1981, the IESL/CO program

began with funding from the U.S. Department of State. Over 25,000

refugees have graduated from the Consortium classes.

The refugees are housed in long, wooden barracks and attend cl es

in newly-built cement block claprooms. Administrative d commu-

nication offices for the Galang program are located in Tanjung Pinang.
a

The harbor rettlemeritand refugee processing center are the only two

communities on Galang, There is a sawmill which supplies wood

to theprogram.

Program staff live in two separate compounds Comprised of single-

story, asbestosboard buildings, Staff rooms open ontoia common

Courtyard.

The Preemploynient Training Program office is a twoetory bulling

which pre-dates most of theimildings in Gal*, It is soon to be

replaced by a new building which 41 house both the office and

training center.

Materials, equipment and tools for the basic skills lessons must

be ordared through Tanjung Pinangwhich causes a three to four .d#

delay for common' supplies such as lightbulba, Despite such cjiallenges

as delays in receiving basic materials, a limited water supply and

random interruption of electricity, a high level of energy, creativity

and succesais exhibited by staff.

Regional planning fobr the Preemployment Program began in the

fall of 1982. Soon thereafter, the,Bangkok conference was held.

Asa result of this conference, regional competencies were adopted

by all sites for purposes of curriculum development. Staff from Galang

began to write'the initial program structureof,the Premployment4

Program which was to lk implemented in February, 1983. The

compOnents of the proginun were Bisic Skills, Cultural Orientation

and a separate, expanded\ ESL (EESL). Basic Skills and Cultural

Orientation were the dothin of the Preemployment Program staff,

while EESL remained under the Evidence of the ESL supervisors and

instructors.

In January, 1983, three staff members were hired to implement the

Preemployment Program. They found the basic structure in place

with curriculum; lesson plans and activities yet to be written,

Using the activities developed at Phanat Nikhom as a catalyst and

model, the full rangeebasic skills activities were Sketched out

for the sixweek cycle, In midFebniary, two weeks of preerviCe

teacher training took place even though there were no complete

VESL lequences and teachers were ftuictioning without shelving,

desks and typewriters. This training included inalysis of the Basic

Skills' activities and discussion of those appropriate Cultural Orientation

points which had been developed in working papers by that time

The first cycle of students began. classes on February, 28, 1983,in

unfmished classrooms and with teachers woking on,aday:by-day basis

to write lesions almost simultaneousliwith teaching them for the

first lilac

Initially, the'EESL omponent waaseparate from the preemployment

effort altogether. e three.parkurriculura focusehn housing,

health and emPlOy ent, Both the A and B level curriculum

emphasized gram and employment. By March, 1983, it was obvious

that VESL should e integrated into 'the Preemployment Program.

It is now taught by each Basic Skills and Cultural Orientation teacher

as well as those responsible for the EESL component. 63
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Curriculum Description

Basic Skills: This component drew heavily from the developmental

work that was ,done atPhanat Nikhom. The curriculum as a wholeiwas

based on an experimental approach to education in which the activities

were used to teachproblem solving, foster skills*d reinforce

language acquisition,
; .

The underlying philosophy of the jirogura is that the refugees will

secure jabs soon after entering the U.S., and therefore should be exposed

to a variety of tasks and topics that will enhance their confidence

deali4with work situations'. ; .$ erica, Classroom experiences expose

:refugees to construction activi ;es. amples are: plumbing systems,

cooking and electricity. They are expected to interpret and produce

,d agrams,,drawings, and graphs, The approaCh is not to teach each

l'Competency individually in chronological lessons, but to produce

'activities which, by their very nature, encourage the development and

repetition of numerous skills addressed lithe core competencies,

In addition to developing skills, the curriculum places emphasis on

American values and customs in the U.S. workplace. Cross-cultural

teaching techniques are used to discuss contrasts between S.E. Asian

and U.S. work values, roles and expectations, as well as to relay inform

tion to the student, Cultural Orientation (CO) auyilents the compe-

tencies taught in Basic Skills by placing them in the context of workplace

situations. The students discuss the Basic Skill activities during the

Cultural Orientation lessons (in their native language) and if necessary

expand these diectissions to concepts of working in the United States,

Vocational English as a Second Language (VESL) is introduced on

a situational basis and practiced in simulations, The factory, restaurant,

home, janitorial, and mailroom simulations are the highlight of the CO

curriculum: CO, Basic Skil, and VESL concepts taught in previous

lessons are reinforced and practiced in a situation which resembles actual

working situations in the United States, 0

Vocational English As A Second Language (VESL):

The objectives of the VESL aspect of the Pre-employment Curriculum

are:

1. to provide the refugees with the language necessary to do

the tasks required by Basic Skills and Cultural Orientation

activities;

2, to provide reinforcement of language functions, as recom-

mended in the regional competencies.

Several competencies are covered throughont the lesson. In activities

which are very limited, such as sorting letters, fewer VESL conipe-

tencies are covered, In lessons which incorporate several activities,

the VESL required is much broader,

ExpandlEnglish Asa Second Language (BESL):8

'. I '

The Expanded English as a Second Language (EESL) curriculum is

designed to meet the regional recommendations Or additional Engieh

as a Second Language (ESL) for A11 level refugees, Employment,

housing, and health are the major topics in the curriculum which also

dudes time money and transportation. The intent of this curriculum

is to expand on the previous language learned in Intensive English

a Second Language (IESL), and the lesons are coordinated with

C tural Orientation and Basic Skills, For example, when teaching how

to e directions within a building, a factory floor plan is used; when

disc ssing following directions on the job, various Basic Skills and

Cult ral Orientation activities are referred to along with the factory

floor lan, The attempt is to create a cohesiveness in language learning

rather than memorization of dialogues.

Organiiation

All components of the Consortium's program make use of a formal

competency:based curriculum. Although each component's curriculum

was writteir by field staff, it adheres to the standard teaching points

which foirOthe regional core curriculum, Classroom objectives

and theirieuerree from all cornOrients are carefully coordinated so

that new Concepts and vocabulary can be reinforced in all cl s.

Teachers meet weekly to discuss this coordination, New teachers are

required tO, make use of existing activities and methods associated

with each curriculum objective, while more experienced teachers are

encouraged to be innovative.

Scheduling

The Pre-employnient Training Program is six weeks long, Students

attend classes frvedro per week, seven hours per day: three hours of

EESL, two hours Of Cultural Orientation and two hours of Basic Skills,

Some students may begin classes at 7:30 am. and finish at 6:15 p.m.

Teachers of Cultural Orientation and Basic Skills teach two, two-hour

classes,hacktobacitin the afternoon, EESL teachers, on the other

hand, teach one three-hour class and a one and one-half hour shared el

in the morning. Teachers teach five days per week for six hours, Every

119



seventh week teachers have a full week of vacation, On the average,

the. studentteacher ratio is 20:1 with the ratio dropping to 10:1 for

preliterate classes,

Student attendance is obligatory, When a student misses three classes,

s/he is called for a conference, If a student misses five classes, hisfher

name is turned into the UM. Ref Ogee Office for disciplinary action,

Gaieties Pre-employment Program serves A and,B level students who

are Vietnamese or Khmer, They enter the 'program after 12 weeks of

ESL and CO in the regular IESL Program, Approximately 10% of

the population in the program are illiterate in their native languages.

As of June 1,1983, there were approximately 1;250 students, being

served at Galang. Students are between the ages of 16 and 55. There are

about equal numbers of men and women in the low and mid-level

classes,

The majority of the students begin the Pre-employment Program

knowing basic English vocabulary and have practiced using English'

structures in a variety of contexts, Most students can read, Accordingly,

the Galang curriculum displays more complicated language in the

EESL and VESL components. Because of student literacy, emphasis

is also placed on reading diagrams and instructions. ,

Educational Approach

All aspects and components of the Preemployment Program have

equal emphasis in Galling; The curriculum is spiraled so that

teaching points are reinforced across each area, EESL reinforces

the language taught in Cultural Orieniation and Basic Skills; Basic Skills

teaclis the skills necessary for students to participate in CO simulations,

while CO provides situations in which students are able to use what

they have learned in a work-like setting,

4/ Basic Skills and Cultural Orientation both have lessons spiraled on the

basis of the degree of difficulty. Simulations, too, progress from the

easiest (Janitor Simulation), to the most difficult (Restaurant Simula-

tion), Simulations are preceded by a preparation day during which

students are instructed in needed cultural points, skills training and

VESL, Review of specific points may be held in any of the classes,

as appropriate, through a variety of activities: No one component

is preeminent in the program.

The EESL curriculum follows the CO lessons; review and reinforce.

ment of English used throughout the Pre-employment Program is

;emphasized. Concurrently, EESI., depart&from the regular Intenstive

ESL' curriculum by introducing new language, and providing a focus

OD grammatical structures,

Basic Skills lessons reflect the same approach. Skills in conitruCtion,

diagram reading, neatoraent and electricity are strengthened and ,

reviewed throughout the eixweek cycle,

65
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WEEK 1

EESL

WEEK;

EESL

WEEK 3

'Batt. Bulbs

intro PreVoc

Took

Siphoning

E mployability

Profile

Plumbing

Following

Direction;

Clarification

Sway
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,JobWork

Record

Graphing A Cards

Work Attitudes/.
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/Teat lip

Working in US
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Reporting
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Sorting A.
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Janitor
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Iron
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I

GALANG PREVOCATIONAL PROGRAM. DESIGN AND

SCHEDULE

I.
0 6 Weeks 12 18

ESL

60 teaching days X 3 hours ESL

36 hours ESL Listening Lab

31 teaching days X 3.5 hours EESL

Total Hours

Basic Skills-CONESL

31 teaching days x 2 hoOrirBasic Skills

31 teaching days x 1.5 hours CO

Total Hours

Teaching Hours

180

36

108.5

324.5

62

46.5
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Methodology

The approach to language and,culturalorientation is eclectic, utilizing

any and all methods found appropriate to the needs of adUlt refugee

students.' 'In Basic Skills classes, teaches simulate the work environment

as much as possible and model Supervisory techniques to demonstrate

skills or to provide feedback about performance, Instruction is focused,

as much as possible, on the individual experiences and. needs of the

student,

Staffing

Indonesia, the host country, requires teachers to be hired from the native

population. They are graduates of Indonesian teacher training colleges,

usually with degrees in English Language and/or LiteratUre, Their course

of study Prepares them to teach English in high school or college, All

teaches are Indonesian; superiiisori and teacher trainers are U.S. citizens,

, .

Galang utilizes volunteer aide/translators in all components of the

TrainingTraining Program,

Teacher Training

All teachers must attend training sessions; for CO and Basic Skills

teachers two and one.half hours each morning, for EESL one t,olwo

hours each afternoon,

Training for the teaching staff has been emphisized since th,

beginning of the Preimployment Program, The initial two weeks

preasice training acquainted teachers with activities; the two and

one.half hour training sessions that began, with the first cycle were e: n

tial formapping out the steps in each lesson, the lesson's rationale,

the basic approach in teaching the language lesson and mechanics of

dealing with the variety of equipment used drdly..

In subsequent cycles, while a portion of each dining session is spent

discussing the previous day's lesson and reviewing the steps in upcoming

lessons; time is also available for the following: discussing lesson revision,

, assessing the depee to which the lessons adequately address the corape

tencies, developing new activities, viewing videos oi classes to discuss

teaching techniques, meeting one.to.one with supesiors about teaching

performance, and meeting with staff from other subomponents.

125

A valuable addition to the activities conducted during training has been

the time set aside for teachers to meet with assistant teachers to familiar.

ire them with the lessons and their role in the cl oom,

By the fourth cycle, the staff was able to concentrate primarily on,tho

VESL and begin documenting the language to be used for low A through

high B levels. The le. ins displayed in this manual do tot reflect this

work which was underway at the time of writing,

The ongoing teacher training einphasizes methods and techniques,ma

terials presentation, familiarization with Basic Skills activities and use

of related VESPEESL. With more experienced teachers, alternative

classroom activities are planned and background informationis gathered,

Recently, "interface sessions" have become part of teacher training in

which teachers from all three areas, CO/ESL/PET, meet to discuss and

share related information,

EESL/VESL teachers were originally chosen for their ability to work

independently and with minimum supervision, The following reflects

a typical week: 1

TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 'THURSDAY .. FRIDAY

Weekly lesson

plan

Shared clan

planning

Aides Train.

ing

Sharing

'Techniques

iir

Realia and

Materials

production

and gather.

ing

Coordination

A of language

with Bic

Skills and CO

TIME 3.4+ 3.4+ 3.4+ 3.4+ ; , 2.3+

The training week begins on Friday, when supervisors plan for the

following week's Basic Skills and CO lessons by explaining and illus.

trating the language structures, grammar, vocabulary and related topics,

This is followed by a discussion of the placement of CO and Basic

Skills language for the next week's EESL lessons,
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CO Teacher Training

TIME DAILY TgAlik'iRAINING ACTIVITY

9:00 - 9:30 Business matters; 6thicussionievaluation with teacher

of previous.daySlisson.,

9:30 10:30 Planning session, derp4station of techniques, This

hour is for teachers '
planning is done for

the cycicincluding weekly and daily lessons,

Technique demonstrations center on improvement

of activities for lessomy,"

Sharing amoniteachers

Deyelopment materialsIrealia

7 Generating alternative activities

New Methods/I4eas for teaching activities.

10:30 r 11 :80

New Teachers

Experienced

Teachers

Revieiof lesson for the d'ey, This hour is for new

teachers, Vietnamesel cl NOM translators and

experienced teachers' who ish to attend, The

lesson for the daY, is reviewed including all the' teps

of the activities, BackgrounOnforniation is pro.

vided Teachers and aides oftencperfonn the acts.

vities.

Independent work such as generation of alternate

activities for lessons, ianufactUring realia or

other teaching aids, They may read background

reportatitudies; articles, etc, This' time is also used

by teachers to meet individually with' translators

to review the daily lessokontline,

Critique of the Present and View of the Future

Cultural Orientation:

The simulations in Cultural Orientation have met with great success.

Developers of CO/Preomployment Curriculum should be encouraged

to incorporate this type of activity,

Role plays have proven to be extremely difficult with NB level ittldenta

Role plays should be complete and thoroughly thought out before being

tried.

In all cases, if informational lessons are planned, activities should be

included,

Basic Skills:

The teaching sequence whereby the student is first involved in the

'activity, and then in the acquisition of VESL at the appropriate juncture,

successfully conveys the conteit for the language, Students are able

to perform a concrete task, reinforce basic skills and at the same time

learn related language usedin the workplace,

EESL:

Students are very interested in lessons which are related to the workplace,

especially if they are directly related to either a Cultural Orientation or

Basic Skills lesson. It is important to note that EESL is not, and should

--not be, a rep t' of, the Intensive ESL Program, Otherwise, students

could become bored and frustrated,
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Preemployment Activity

Gelang Lesson I

BATTERIES AND BULBS

I, COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

1. Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perforM assignments after initial

training;

starting and/or determining task

assignments, completing a task to

specification, completing a task within

a giventime frame, performing as

part of a team.

working alone.

c. , showing motor skills and seli

confidence with Mika and equipment;

making problem.solvhi judgments

for minor problems while working

to specifications,

2, Competency 2: The student can apply .a technique or pro.

cedure (for which training has previously

\ been given) new/different task which

k includes using appropriate problem

solving skills to plan and accomplish

the task, with minimal or no additional

training.

3. Competency 3: ,The student can use counting skills to

complete a task,

a. . making counts,

b. . verifying counts.

4, Competency 5Nrhe student can Organize, classify, and

sort discriminating between: 1

c. . , function.

5, Competency 9; The student can recognize visual cues and

letting direction, operation, and

areas/1 ations,

6. Competency 10: The student can demonstrate an awareness

of safety with respect to procedure!!

practices and visual cues/signs,

B. VESL

1, Competency 1:

2, Competency 3:

3, Competency

4, Competency 5:

5, Competency 6:

The student Can follow simple directions,

11. Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directioni,

b, Follow one step directions

1, to start a task

2. to take something apart

3, to put something away

c. Follow multiple step directions t,9 per.

forma task, 'T.'

d., Follow directions in use of hand or,

power tool'

e. Respond to simple cautions and nep

Live commands,

f, Follow directions to complete a form.

The student can provide feedback on per.

fonnence of task.

b, Provide feedbe4k about quality of work,

The student can ask for feedback, assistance,

advice and emergency help,

b. Ask for assistance or advice from a

supervisor or coworker,

The student can ask for cicification;

a., Indicate lack of understanding,

The student can sk how to say something

a, Ask names otworkplace objects and

procedures.
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6, Competency It the itudent can ask and respond to quo

tiOniatiout items in the workplace,

.'Ark or tell the location of an object or

' 'place.

b, Ask or tell who has an object,

o, Make and respond to a request for an

abject,

II, LESSON CLARIFICATION'

it

Rationee'

.'1,. Many home appliance', office machi.nes and faCtory machines

tun on electricity. It is a fundamental source of energy for

modern technology, Because It seems mysterious and

*germs, atudent; maybe fearful of using electrical

ettipment, or, they may use an appliance or machine In

image ways bees* of ignorance, Although electricity

may be strange phenomenon to many students, the

manner injwhich It works can be underitood,

B. Teaching Polnb

1, In this activity itudenti will learn some simple procedures

for deterainkg whether a:battery and a bulb are still

oil They Win construct mine simple circuits in a

manner which will help them understand that differentlinds

of bulbs have different power requirements and that

batteries may differ in thane or size, but still produce the

same power.

2. They will use this new knowledge to sort out dead bulbs

and batteries from good ones simulating quality control

procedure' in a factory,

III, CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A, Use another activity which reinforces "Quality Control,

Accuracy, and Measurement".

133

IV. MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1, Electlical wire 16 ft

2, Razor knives 6

9, Wire cutters

4, 40W light Bulb I 1

6, Flashlight Bulbs

2,2 volt 12

3,8 volt 12

6.8 volt 12

6, Auto light Bulb: -5

7, Batteries

D.Cells (1.5V) 30

(1,6V) 10

AAtells (1,5V) 10

Wet cell battery (6V) 1

radio battery (0V) 10

8, Rulers , 6

9, Pencils 6

.10. Mikof good and bad batteries,

11, MSC food and bad bulbs

12, 2 worksheets

Batteries and Bulbs

, More than One Battery
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VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY l: MEASURE, CUT-AND STRIP WIRES P,E,T. LESSON 1 Galang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES. TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/ LITERACY

1, T, with the interpretf.x, gives the rationale

for activi

Since this is the very first lesson of the

program, T will introduce materials and

tools to be used in the activity.

2. T demonstrates that a flashlight bulb can

be lit using a battery (ken) and one

piece of wire, This is done in such a

manner that the Ss cannot see the wire or

touch the battery and the.bulb,

T. demonstrates how to measure, cut and

strip wire,

1, Ss Observe, listen,

and respoud,

r

2, Ss observe, listen,

and respond.

Ss should be reminded that cutting is to be

done on the table. Ss should not use

their teeth to strip the wire,

137

This is a wire.

,item;

These are batteries.,

1/em

What is this?

Is this a wire?

Take the wire,

item

Give him 'a wire

her item

me

2. Watch this.

It lights up.

Measure the wire

Cut it,

Strip the ends,

What do I do?

1. It is a battery,

item

2.

Yes,

No, it is a battery.

item

Measure,

Cut.

Strip,

ITEM

3

wire

razor knife

wire cutter

light bulb

.flashlight bulb

battery

77



'PRKE0.1RE 2::±iligiug.!1*.cAum4.BUOTOLIGHT P,E,T, LESSON 1 Galang

SEQUENCE TiOT4Zr18-----71'ASK SEQUENCE

1 T liadaoutrezo

T should assist thOse'04rat having

trouble measuring or a S that can

measure help those whi),:comot,, Ss should

089 be rembidectto betCariul imen,

using the

electrical wire,

2, T hands out Doll batteries and fiablight

bulbs.

T draws the wiring pattern the Ss have

*discovered on the blackboard,

78

Mae piece

' 10 inches

oaaa,

STUDENT

LIMING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

I 'Ss, given a D cell bat.,

taryandi good bulb,

are asked.to make the :`

bulb light up Those

.'..v/hoiCtuidet*ight.

away are asked to` try

lighting thehUlli'

Using a different wiring

pattern,

1, Meanie the wire,

Cut it;

Strip the, ends,

Do you understand?

What's the problem?

Be careful.

The razor is sharp

Jai&

2, Make it light up,

,Does it work?

Check it,

Understand?

1

2,

Yes,

No,,

I can't cut.

verb

It's too short,

adjective

Yes.

No,

{Yes,

Show me,

ER B

1,neasure

cut

strip

ADJECTIVES

long

short

dull

139
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VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVTIY 2 MEASURE WIRE, CAUSINI0 A iUL13 TO DIGIT'

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENtIF LISTENING

STUDENT

SPEAKING

P,E,T, LESSON 1 Galang

VOCABULARY/LITERACY.

3, T hands out; workeheet and demonstrates

how to use it using the first egimple on

the sheet, Me Stare working, T can

observe each S and assist those who have

trouble intepreting the picture cor

rectly. T should discourage Ss from

wrapping wire around the bulb,

3, Using avor

make the

battery and bulb

arrangenient Mid

indicate if the I'

bulbligl ts

Try them all,

es "!or 'no"

4. T brings Ss back together and reviews 4. Ss listen,

the worksheet,

3, J. Yes,

No,

O.K.

4, I Yes,

No,

Yes

No
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VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 3: COMPARING VARIOUS BATTERIES P.E.T. LESSON 1 Galang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LIMNING SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

1 TI hands out various batteries, Coll,

keell, Doll and a 6V wet cell,

80

Having tried the other kinds of batteries,

Ss are asked what will happen with

6 volt battery.

143

1, Ss are given other

Idnds,of batteries and,

aked to see if these/

will light the bulb in

the same way as

the D.cell,

2, Ss observe and re.

sponcl.

1, Are they the,

same?

different?

Are they the same

size?

2. Is this the same?

Try this one

1.{Same.

Different.

Yes.

{No.

{2. Yes, it is.

No.

144



VI. PROCEDURE ACTI7111 3: COMPARING VARIOUS BATTERIES P,E,T, LESSON 1 Galang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE ANI) NOTES

8, T connecti the bulb, the 6 volt battery

sad comps the t to previous use

of C, A, D

TASK SEQUENCE LIS1ENING SRAM VOCABULARY/LITERACY1

3 Ss obserie and re.

!pond,

Rich ones are the

swig

3, This one,

These.

14g
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VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 4: TESTING ALTERNATE WIRING PLANS AND DIFFERENT BULBS P.E,T, LESSON 1 Galang

TEACHER . STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILIARACY

1, Alternate Wiring t

Two or more batteries are used, (Ss work

in groups of 2,)

i
T can introduce.the next worksheet by

asking Ss how to cause a 2,2 bulb to light

using two batteries, Ss can test their'
theory. Having done so, T asks Ss to

think of other ways to connect the

batteries so that thellulb lights,

,

,,)
,

)

2. Burning out Bulbs

In the previous activities Ss worked

with only one kind of flashlight bulb,

i.e., 2,2 volt,

T can now ask if there is a difference

when using other kinds of bulbs,

T S the following ortment

1, Ss complete

worksheet

cording

or not the

results in

lighting.and

the bulb

or dim,

1 Ss,using

procedur

see if bul

light wi

then wha

when mo

the =

re.

whether

wiring

the bulb

whether

is bright

,
.

the e

as before,

s will

one battery,

happens
,

than

is

1 How many batteries

here?

,

# .

1.

,,,

,)

.

,

14

1 Nutn6 er

,

{Yes,

No,

{Bright,

Dim 1`

Yes.

No,

.

.

These,

This one

Does it work?

Is the light bright? ,

dim?

Are they the same?

different?

Which ones are the

same?

different?

bright?

dim?

I Make this bulb light

up.

,

gives

of bulbs;

147
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VI, PROCEDURE Ac*ITY,4: TESTING ALTERNATE WIRING PLANS AND DIFFERENT BULBS

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

,3,8 volt bulbs

8,8 volt bulbs

Christmas light (220V)

Bulb for auto ball light (6V)

,40 watt bulb

T discusses the results with whOle

class.

TASK SEitENCE

P,E,T, LESSON 1 Ga lang

STUDENT

.4....110..01,1111101,10

LISTENING. SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERAC'

1 At the end of the discuspion about ,

different kinds of bulbs, the T cmi show

what happens when the multiple,

bstteries are used to Reit a flashlight

kill Starting with two.batteries,

how many will be needed before the

6.8 volt bulb is blown out, The same

procedure can be followed for the

other bulbs.

T lets Ss gu. how many batteries it will

take to bum a bulb out.

3. Ss set up the row of

batteries, Some

hold the end con

nection 'and :others.

add batteries one

by one with the

different bulbs.

How many batteries

do you need?

Is it bright?

dim

Try one more battery.

Which one is

dim?

bright?

dimmest?

brightest? ,

3 Try one or more

batteries. What''

happened?

How many batteries?

Which light bulb?

s

number

It's bright,

dim

This one,

That,

3 The bulb burned

out,

number

The small one.

big

medium

red

2.2 volt
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V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 5' QUALITY CONTROL P,E,T, LESSON 1 Caking

411~011.11M1411411.111

° TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NQ ES

1, T can introduce the next task by telling

Ss that inspection of finished producta

is a standard procedure in U,S, factories,

The task is to simulate such an inspec.

tion,

a, T gives Ss several containers of both

good and bad batteries and bulbs,

b. T times each group as they perform

theinspection task,

151

84

TASK SEQUENCE

1, Ss p or reject each

bulb' and battery as

quickly as possible,

LISTENING

1, Does it work?

SPEAKING VOCABULARY/ LITERACY

Check it,

Put good batteries

here and dead ones in

here.

Put good light bulbs

in here and burned

out herC

Work quickly,

Where doyou put

the good ones?

Which ones are good?

Put the good bulbs

bad

2,2yolta

here,

No,

(In) here,

there,

, These are,

Those

152



Pre.employment Activity

Galang Lesson 2

WATER FLOW

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

1, Competency 1: The student candemonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

taining:

', ,-,'etarting and/or determining task

e,ssignmentii-completinga task to

specification, completing a task within

a giventime frame, performing as a

part of a team.

c. showing motor skills and self.

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problemolving judgments

sfp

or

ecmif ca

o

triopnsm.blems

while workg:to

2. Competency 4: The student can measure using tools;,

a. , determining:if tWO,qUaititieidara ,

of equal length,' volunii, or weight', ,

c, ; ,, usingitandardttiols;determine .

d. , , measuring'the length Voliune or Nli(1:"'

whether,duPlica equal.

,,,?

.

rtW 1Weight measurement of meth' r, k ., ,.

using astandirdlool 1
' .,.1 .: ; ','

a.

3. COmpetency 7: The student can Use tipie la a.

tion On schedules and fil s,
. .

4, , Competency 8: The student * utilize Plans and p ttE

a, , ;as input/sou cej of4forma on

perforin a task,

VESL

1, Competency 1: The stu t can 'follow simple directions.

a, kckno that One is about to

receive dire ons,
4,

, ,

2, Competenc

r.

14,

b, Follow one.stap

1, to start a task,

2. to take something apart.

3, to put something aWaY t:'

c, Follow multiPleitep:cliredio s to

' perform a

d, Follow inatrutir.iniiii,:use.cit

power to,4,

3: The student Provide' feedbac on per.
.

feecip

e, ltep6

Competency 4:' iheistudeni

aciiiCeve,hd

w,

k al)0

cited','"

,

11 litskfor4stinceor adiic

supervisa qr co. worker,

Competency, : sttident C811, ask fetid

4cate)ack of erstan

iteciarifica
c. Ask fo repetl

c asks.

or

f

quality of Ivor ;1;
.

; I

etency

n1of deb

P

Ask forme

etenciIi4he spud rc'
tionkabOU

pl

istake

.11 ton,

thing

oriti:lacii'jjects and . ',..;

an

'
,

'andiespend to ques.

the workplace.

thilooation of an object'

has mi,object,

ind'a eiPond. to a SqUest for an

fcf, -

, o

, . ,,o)

5



IL LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Rationale

1, Plumbing is an essential feature of every modem American

.home, It brings clean water and carries away dirty and

"used" water. It is a necessity in preventing many health

problems, Therefore, it Is important to understand how it

works and to know when it is in need of repair,

2, By having studentiwork witirsome simple water systems

such as a siphon, they will gain some familiarity and under.

eitanding,of how such systems work. This activity will help

the *Wants understand that large systems are composed

of smaller parts, they Will understand the larger system,

Teaching Points

1; This activity starts off with a problem that is pr nted to

the students for a solution, How can water be made to flow

from one container to another using a'piece of tubing?

They may be able to do this easily but not understand

why and how it works. The questions and demonstrations

in this lesson are suggested to stimulate thinking and

observing, Students must follow several essential steps

to make the siphons work, ! By doing the activities

in the suggested seqUence they will comprehend

how a siphon works and develop some understanding

about water pressure.

2, During this activity the students will gain experience

in problem' solving, measuring time and length, develop

ing manual skills with tools, and developing an understand.

ing of pictorial representation, The measuring presented

the first day with the Ors should be reilOrced by

measuring the tubing with a tape measure,

III, CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A.. Problems with plumbing treated in "Home" lesson,

155

86

IV, MATERIALS

A, Required Materbill, Equipment and Supplies

1, 4 Tape Memures

2, 4 Clocks with second hand

8. , Connectors with adaptors for ;4" and ;i" tubing

4. 8 Teea

6, 8 Adepten for faucet

8, 8 Wets
2 Buckets, one filled with water

8, Plutic tubing, four feet long, %" diameter

9, 4 Buckets, empty

10,. 4 Blickete, filled with water

1211,

4 Pieces off lastic tubing 4 feetion W'

plastic tubing

4 4 ft, lengths

4 8 ft, lengths ,

8 2 ft, lengths '

1 6 ft, lengths

13, 1/4"plastic tubing

4 4 ft lengths

%" plastic tubing

4 4 ft, lengths
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V, PROCEDURE -; ACTIVITY I SIPHONING P,E T LESSON 2 0 long

TEACHER , STUDENT
q,

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

1, 1 asks Ss if they have ever siphoned water

before, T presents problem, Given two

containers, one full of water and the other

empty, how can ploy transfer water from

the one to the other using a piece of

tubing?

The T may, while introducing the. VESL,

have the Ss measure the various length

tubing to reinforce measurement skills,

NOTE: In presenting the problems make

sure buckets are at two different

leveli,

,

2, Ss are given one piece of tubing and

asked to put one bucket on the table,

the other on a bench, Ss are to transfer

the water from one bucket to the other

using a piece of tubing, Some may solve

this problem inpediately while others

will fail, Let those who are having pi,

blems struggle for a while before letting

others help them,

157

1, ilicussion by,

a dents,

,

ll I

2, Ss siphon water using

a 4 ft, length of

tubing, 4

.

1, This Is a bucket,

ego/Inen/

These are tubes,

p

1,

,

2,

,

Excuse me, What's

this?

20

P

i

,

She does,

He

This one,

That

8 inches,

#

,

Again, please,

Yes,

No .

I need a tube,

equipment

Please show,me,

,

EQUIPMENT

bucket

tube

tape measure

,

15' 8

.
) 1 .

,

87

equipmuni

It's a bucket .

equitnnent

,

Show me the empty

, bucket,

Who has the full

buckets?

Which one is full?

empty?

,/

How long is the tube?

.

2, Take a tube,

Make the water go

from the full bidet

'to the empty bucket,

Do you understand?

,



V, PROCEDURE envy I c SIPHONING PT, LESSON 2 (hiking

MINIZINIOMIIII

,

TEACHER

............:.....,........---.............,..---___

TASK SEQUENCE

STUDENT

LISTENING SPEAKING,SEQUENCE AND N VOCABULARY/LITERACY

I

9. When most Si him bean succesful at

causing the water to flow between

buckets, the T stops ithefoup and gives

a demonstration, I

Using a tube previously filled with

water, T Inserts one end of the tube into

a bucket of water and Mena finger

from thi other end, Water should begin

to flow into the receiving bucket, Ss are

then asked to siphon water without using
,

their mouths,

,

.

4, I shows, the clan tubing of a different

diameter and asks if there will be 'a differ.

ence in the way water flows compared

t o t h,e use of ii smaller diameter tube.

Will the water flow faster or slower? What

can be done to cause a faster or slower

floW of water?

t

,

,

88 '

I

3. Ss siphon again but

without using their

'mouths,

,.

,,, J

.

4, Ss siphon water using

4 ft, lengths of tubing

of different diameters.

,

1

1

31 Let Me show ydu

again,

Did you see that?

Can you do it?

- --,

Don't use your mouth,

,,

4, Are these tubes the

same?

How about the water?

Are you sure?

Try it,

Which one is faster?

slower?

Make the water go

faster,

3,

4,

Yes, I did,

No, I didn't,
,,

Sure,

Not the same,

Different,

Different,

Sure, ,

This one,

The small One.

big

,

s 0

.

.

i

i4k

160



V, PROCEDURE ri ACTIVITY I SIPHONING l',E,T. 1410,8SON 2 Gelling

wimomminloo

,

TEACHER
,

STUDENT '

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

5, As a follow.up to the previous activity,

Si time how long it takes the water to

empty from the bucket They may need

to become familiar with die technique,of

timing, First SI practice reading off

seconds as a minute hand moves around the

clock, They may also need practice ,

expressing time in terms of minutes and ,

seconds, '

I

I

1

,

.111=taimirsilnworm......m.L.1111111.1M=1

5,, St practice timing,

,

,

,

,

5, What's this?

Minutes here,

Seconds hero,

flow many minutes?,

How many seconds?

.

Do you understand?

Take the medium tube,

small

big

Make the water go

from the full bucket

to the empty one,

5,

'

A dock,

.

1.

10 minutes,

iseconds,

Yes,

0,K,

'

.

,

.

.

,

,

89
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PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1' SII4IONING

SEQUENCE' AND NOTES

P,E,T, LESSON 2 Galing

Ss time the Vater;floWthOughlWo lengths

of tubing of different diameters Stress

that the water siphoned must: reach the

.designatedmari.onthe'.'bUCkethi each

For Ss finishing the above. task quickly,

shOuld ask what will happen under the

following conditions:

'a. Height of the first bucket is raised or

lowered in relation to the second

bucket,

' b. The distance between the two buckets

is varied,

Diffe.ntrit

Different Diamear Hoses

r hr

90

TASK SEQUENCE

1, Ss time the flow of

waterthrough

'tubes of different

diiiiiieter; Si record.

:their data.on a chart

providedby the teach.

iron the blackboard,'

STUDENT

LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERAGy

Understand?

OWlorigr.

Which one is faster?

Can you make it go

faster?

Try; Like this,

Yei;

No,.

10 minutes 5 seconds

The small one,

big

Yes,

No,

1.

1?



'V. PROCEDURE ACTINTY 1: SIPHONING

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

7, After Ss have done the tuning exercise

several times with the different tiibings,

T discusses the results they have recorded.

There will probably be different times,'

recorded, To help Ss Understand why there

are these differences, T can ask what is

happening in the following situations.

TASK SEQUENCE

7, Ss discuss the data and

explain the differences

in flow time shown'on

'the ihart,

LISTENING

7, Look at.thiss

Does the water go

fast?

sldw?.

STUDENT

.SPEAKING

165

7, Fast,

Slow.

Very fast,

Vey slow,

VOCABULARY/LITERACY

166
91



1, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 2: USE DIAGRAM, ',10 ASSEMBLE WATER SYkEM

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

tE,T., LESSON 2.< Goingj

TA,SRFQU

1, T intoduces the activity by discussing

equipment and the drawing below which

has been put on the blackboard.

1,' Ss listen and respond

al)j)ro tely,

2, T demonstrates use of connectors and

how the faucet works,

92

2, Ss work on top of the

tables to mble and

test the system.

Buckets should be

enough to permit water

flow easily with some

pressure, ,

2, What do you want?

2. I need a tee,

e74 prnent

VOCABULARY1LITERACY

(f/
EQUIPMENT

ta
faucet

elbow

COLORS

8

red

yellow

blue,

green



V. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 2: USE DIAGRAM TO ASSEMBLE WATER SYSTEM P,E,T, LESSON'2.Gala4'

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

3. Once the Ss ave set up the basic system

with a 4,ucet t the end of the tubing,

they caiusi the T connectors to make a

more complex system,
d

NOTE: T should consider ahead of'time

what prepareckdrawings might be used to

aid discussion.

169

3, Ss assemble the system

working from the

teacher's diagrams and

drawings,

3, What is this?

Can you make this?

Does the water go

,the same here and

there?

Can you make this one?

Does the water go the

same here, here, and

here?,

3., A

equignent

No,

Sure,

{ Yes,

No,

No.

Sure.

Same,

Different,

Not the same,

93



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 2. USE DIAGRAM TOASSEMBLE WATER SYSTEM P,E,T, LESSON 2 Galang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

4. T has Ss collect tools using verbal

command,

171

94.

4, Sslollow instructions, 4, Put all tools on '
some under

T next to
the table,

Put the tee in the ,

equiTient

red bucket,

color

Yes, that's right,

4, OR.

yls,this 0,K?

172



4
Activity

Galang Lesson 3

PLUMBING'

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:

a. , starting and/or determining task

assignments, completing a task to

specification, completing a task within

a giventime frame, performing as

part of a team

c, showing motor skills and self-

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problemsolving judpents

for minor problems while working to

specifications.

2. Competency 2: The student can apply a technique or pro-

cedure (for which training has previously

been given) to new/different task which

includes using appropriate problemsolving

skills to plan and accompliskthe task

with minimal or no additional 'training

3. Competency 4: The student can measure using'fools;

c. using standard tools, determine

whether duplicated items are equal. ,

measuring the length, volume or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool.

4, Competency 5: The student can organize, classify, and

sort discriminating between:

e, , taskrelated specification.

5. Competency. The student can follow a sequence,

6. Competency 7; The student can use timerelated informa-

tion on schedules and forms,

173

7, Competency 8; The student can utilize plans and patterns:

c, 1, as output/product,

8. Competency 10: The student can demOnstrate an Swam-

no of safety with respect to procedures/

practices and visual cues/signs,

B. VESI,

1. Competency 1: The student.can follow simple directions,

a. Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions.

b. Follow one-step directions

1, to start titanic,

2, to take something apart.

3, to put something away.

c, Follow multiplestep directions to

. perform a task,

d. Follow directions in use of hand

or power tool.

e, Respond to simple cautions and nega.

tive commands.

f. Follow directions to complete a Orm.

2. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on per-

fonnance of task,

I.

b. Provide feedback about quality of work.

c, Provide specific assessment of a .

product.'

d, Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task.'

3. Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback, assistance,

advice and emergency help.

b, Ask for istance or advice from a

supervisor or co-worker'.

174
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4, Competency 6: The student can ask for clarification,

a, Indicate lack of understanding.

b Ask for clarification,

c, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

5, Competency 6: The student can ask how to say something

, in English,

4, Ask names of workplace objects and

procedires,

b, Ask for meaning of English words.

6. Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to ques

dons about items in the workplace,
L

a, Ask or tell the location of an object

or place.

b, Ask or tell who has an object,

c. Make and respond to a request for an

object.

2, Teachers will introduce inch measurements in this lesson.

More advanced groups should learn.'/" and stress

should be placed on accurate measuring,

As students work, the teacher should point out faulty pro.

cedures and make suggestions on how best to construct a

sturdy system Additionally, where appropriate, safety

should be stzesse

II. LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1, Plumbing is an essential feature of every modern American

home, It brings clean water and carries away dirty and

"used" water, It is necessary to prevent health problems

'caused by improper disposal of waste, Therefore, it is

important to understand how it works and to know when

it is in need of repair.

2. By having students work with some simple water systems

they will gain fainiliarity and understanding with the way

such systems work, This activity, will help the students

understand that large systems are composed of smaller

parts, By studying the smaller parts first,1, they will compre

hend the larger Istem,

1. This lesson is an extension of the lesson on siphons and

water systems. The students will work with PVC tubing

and connectors to install a simple plumbing system,' In the

process, they will learn how to use a new tool, the hack

saw, and how to connect pipes. In most cases, the teacher

will need to troubleshoot when students adjust their

systems for leaks or increase the water pressure,

5

96 175

CULTURAWRIENTATION

A. Problems with plumbing are taught in "Home" lessons,

IV, MATERIALS
v.

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

.1, 4 adapted tin cans

2. 7 PVC pipes of 8 ft, length

1 5 steel tapes

4, 4 hacksaws

5. 4 C clamps large and small

6. 4 tee connectors

7; 20 elbows

8. 8 adapters

9, 8 faucets

10.: 4 buckets with water

11. 4 buckets without water

12, 12 sheets blank-paper

13, 12 sheets'/" grid paper

14, Pencils

B, Suggested Materials:

1. 4 Small containers to transfer the water

2. 1 large poster.size grid sheet for the T.

Small chunks of wood to aid the clamping of the can

to the benches

3, 4 Clocks

4, 7 PVC Pipes (8 ft.)

5. 5 Faucet Connectors elbows, adapters

6, Papi)r, Pencils

7. Precut pieces of PVC pipe,

8, Tin can adapted for accepting parts

176



PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: EASING
u!cioatig'

SEQUENCE AND NOTES ISTENING
1 "'

,VOCABULARY /LITERACY

T,Ieviews:the previci Us activity and the ,,

equipment used, The review should

include thelOso.p on Water SytiOnls, ape;

daily the.unit 'On Assembling the Watfir,

SAtenv

EQUIPMENT

Thisisa

equipmeni

e

here equip.

inenit

Db tiiiderstand?

the tee?

Yes/No.

faucet,

bucket

elbow

tee.

tape pleasure

hacksaw

Review'siphOns,, Using a previously On.:

struOd water sYSteM; the ,' 'r 411101;10a

its Use:and conste,tion.,' fPoinOilt tire:;

PVP Pipe copPectors and faucet',

When Soleil T ,to turn 0. e sys

7" turns it 0 1 ; but doesn Watch tht a r,

he receiiingbucket is smaller thaithe

upper reservoir,' ,T dOesn't,reac,t unt11,,Epy

"tin ft off," ,,$s Yfilltegui telling

anothe,r,



V., PROCEDUR

TEACHER

ACTIVITY I PLUMBINCi, LESUON 3 Galaing

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES iASK,SEQUENCi LISTENING' SPEAKING VO ABULARYILITERACV

3 Ss are given the problem of constructing

a similar,system, btt:;of different &en. ,,,

T specifiesihre the reservoir and

faucet lhould be 'placed, Ss must dray!'

plan witr dimensions that will meetilie

given conditins, Ss draw he initial

plan on blank, piper showing thillmen.

slops and then, trensfer the drawing to grid

paper,

,)

98.

4.,

Miiill11111111
11111.1110M11
iilletem011111

OMNIINUINIIIINOI
IIIIHIII

IIIIHIIIII

111111111111
IIIIIIIIHIIII
1111111111111911

111111111831

.1$

3, Ss begin tOesign

the water 130tein,

They must measure

the pipe lengths re.

'quired and determine,

the °parts (elbows,

,,adapters, faucets)

needed,

3, Loa at this, ,

Can you draw one?

Do you understand?

Use this.pape,

3, Yes,

No

Yes,

No,

Plea translate,



r4(fr
11.E.L LESSONS Galang

11111 ,

STUDENT 0

SEQUEISiCE4AN6 NOT . K SEqUENCE. LISTENING YEAKING ',..' VOCABULARY/LITERACY

,, If Ss hod had limited exiiirienctusing '

;rqteel tapes, the T ahould de gPitrate how

,, ' se t4ein," Ss should practice by 'meesur.

fd ut pieces of PVC pipe;
r, v, \ i ,: 1

., "t then demonstrates how tojneasure and
, ,

*liege dimensions (4n tOe drawing cif the
4

St water system,; ! ,

,, \

5, . T demonstrates the use.Of the hack saw

shoviing hoW tO Clamp and how to cut

safely,

r.,

t i °

,

4 ,

V

It
V

Sit

' I 41

4.

181

.i.
s dbsere and follow,

4 directions, '

. , ,

,

01

,

,

5, Ss observe, ,

,

If f

It t V

1 1 '1

6, ,.1

%. .

4 What's this?

,,

Measure this,

'these,

,

How long is it?
, ,

are they?

Measure from here to

here,

How long is it?

1

.0.

5, Watch me,

Clamp the pipe to the

bench, Cut it here,

Be careful, It's

sharp, That's whong,

Like thW,

v n
. ...

' 6 .

1 t

1,

/ Itt

1

' .1 0

4,

0

noll

5.

I

a

A pe measure, ,

, ,

e.

.. ,,

,

inches,

,

,iil

,

6

4 '41

,

r.

I

, 99

____
,#

,

inches between

inches,and___ .--

Pie repeat,

,

1

I
I I

' .1

.

.,

a 0



V, PROCEDURE,. ACTIVITY I: PLUMBING PIE,T, LESSON 8 Going

_
,
TEACHER

v

.

SINDENT , ' ,
v

SEQUENCE AN 'NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

, .

6, T instructs Ss Who have finished project,

to.fill the tins with water,

,

,

,

.,

a ',, 4 ,

rk:

4
. ..1

Jr;

y
Y

wl ;

0 483
100 .

6 Ss cutPipe needed

,i',e ' and assemble the sys., '

' ''' tern,

Ss fill tins with water,

t2

,

,,

4.

.

..

,

,

1

04 'i

,.I f i

:

. 6v.
ii.

. ..rt ,
4 .

-;. .

4
1

.

,

4 .

6, Now you do it,

Measure it: .

Draw a picture,
,.

How long is it?
.

I,

Make if, Y'

Cut. ,

What, do you need?

NoW clamp the can to

'the bench.
,

Finished? 0 , #:.

,

,,,,,,,,,,

,

.
., ,

If Yes, fill the,tniiiith

water,.

,

.

1

,.,

4

,

,i,

.

)4

,

, ..,

6. Like this?

t
,

inches.

EQUIPMENT

hack saw

to pipe,

c.clamp

tape measure

..

, ,".

,,
,

.

l,

,

:!,..i

,,,

0
Lo

.

.

0

,.,

I

.:.

I

need
pipe

I nee. a

Oulpthent,

,.,
ity,

,AI
.

J.

Not,yet,

?,?,i.....,

' v ,,,

1

,

4

I

,:i,
44

I ' 'y,

) ti:)

,

, ,,,,,4::,
,,,,, (14.'t'



V. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY ,l PLUMBING LESSON 0 Galling

....

TEACHER 1 STUDENT ,

SE UENCE AND NOTES t ASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

7,

4

.

For those

completed

T call propose

ments,

bucket on

shown in

in such

same plane,

ment will

ask for any

Source

i'''.441
,.,,iiI

,

groups

and

One way

the

the drawing,

a way

i,e,,

lie two

additionhl

?)

1

V

'''
,

of students who have

tasted the systems, the

more complicated arrange.

is to place a second

floor near the first faucet psi

This should be done

that all the pipes are in the

the drawing of the orange,

dimensional, Ss should
,

materials they need,

,

7, Ss adapt the system to

the two bucket ar.

ratigement,
,

,,,,

t
i

,

7, Make the water go here

and here,

Don't move the

buckets,

How many faucets do

you need?

What else do you ,

need?

,10
,

?.111
Connect one more s.,

faucet, \:,

'Draw the picture,

How long is the pipe?

4' ,

What do you need?

Are they the sate?

Which one is fastens

7,

liteed
,

"

,

Two, \,

Tneed

EQUIPMENT

buckets

faucets

tape measure

a:clamp

hack alw

pipes

!
,i,

,, .

'',1 ,

q . `..,.,.,','" c..
1k. -,

. t

t

4,,
,,

,,*,; ,
,

q,

136 101.

_
bucket(s)

equipment

0,K,

.

inches,

,, , ,.

,1

4

#

,,.1,

pipes,

Wed
'

Same,

Different,

Not the same,

This one,

That

'. ..

.

doId
MI



V, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY 1: PLUMBING
P,E,T)LKSBON 3 Galang

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

.43 STUDENT

LIMNING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

B. T can review Item 0 having Sa dia.

ramble in a itipwlo fashion and put

parts in appropriate places,

8,: Put these hem.

that,

do got 4.tauciiti.

;011donnaat

toktrput those there,

102 187



Pre.eniployment Aplivity

4001.1pg a, Lessen 4,

AG PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS'

uil:c{t

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Haile Skills

1, Competency 1:
4.

M;

,2,' Ciimpotency3: Thu shidentmprovidefek±dhaek on poi',

foriiimen.of,tiaski '

14 Provide feedliack on progress,
The student'can apply a technique or pro -

cedure (Air which training has previously

bean given) to new/different fltsk which

inchn.les using appropriate prohlemolving''

skills to plan and accomplish the task.

with . minimal or no additional training

111

3, CompetettO The student'ean ask for feedback,, assist,'

ma.,hdvica and emergency ltelp1 .

2. Competency 3: The student can use counting skills to

complete a task,

a, , making counts,

b. 161fying counts,

3. Conipetency 4: The student canneasue using tools:,

c. Using standard' tools determine

whether duplicated items are, equal.

d. , Measuring the length, volume or

weight measurement of something

, using a standard tool,

4. Competency,5:, The student can organize, Classify and

sort discriminating between:

a. , color code, shape, material, size

5. Competency 8: Thestudent can 4ilize plans and patterns:

a, , , as inputisource of information

to perform a task

ai output/product

a sup$.i0lsOfor cO.Werlier,

Competency 5; The studenttailtisk for clarlfCcittlori,

Indicate lack of understanding,

c, sk for repetition of demonstration,

L Competency 1: The student can follow simple diiection's,

a.' Acknowledgethat one is about to

receive directions;

14, Follow otielfep ections

to startt

2, to take something apart

3, to put something away

Competency 6: 'The student Of ask how,to say something

in English,

a,' Ask named of workplad objects and

procedures,

Competency 7: The student can' ask and respond to

questions about items in'thevorkplace,

a. Ask or tell the location of an object or

b. Ask or tell who his an object,

c. Make and respond to a request for in

object,

/ 7: Competency tJ; The student Gan use numbers.

c, Provide a count.

Reti'd and,report a measurement,

1 , LESSON CLARIF,ICAIION
44

A. Ralionale

1', Color, shape andlor size are the usual criteria by which

something is sorted, especially m'an-made objects. Natural

Materials are more difficult since they often do not come

in uniform sizes and siiipes, For instance, eggs and frits

are graded according to size, but the categories are conven.
v, tional, thatis, it has been decided that a certain size would

be small, another size, Medium and a third, large. i n
189
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2. People, come in all sorts of shapes and sizes, but, in me .
rice, clothing is made in siandard sizes.,,; Students'*
unders4Oliw theseeizes are established by me
swing a gro' of people and observing how their asure-
ments can lSe fitted into categories, a method o sorting
based on conVentibn.

B. Teaching Points?,
1. The activity in this lesson gives students further practice

in measurernent, particularly with fractional units. They will
learn how to record information in a systernatic manner
and how to use and read graphs. /

2. Students will need en introduction t e term
"foot", i.e., onelobt = 12 inches. .Th er reviews .

inch versus 1 inch and may have the txid ark the
measurement of 1/2" and r on a string which can be .used

. as a measuring tool. Alternatiiely,,the student,can
measure the string as needed.

, The graphing exercise may belef until asecond day.
r

f
III. MATERIALS

RequiredA. Required Materials, Equipmentynd Supplies

1. .., Pencils
to Rulers

3. 20 Grid Papers
4. 5 Tape Measures
5. 1; Roll of String
6. 1 Floor Scale,
7. .2 Scissors
8. 1 Large-Grid Sh et for Teacher
9. Grid Paper (1 "or 1/4")

/
104/
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PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY SURVEY AND GRAPH PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
P,E,T, LESSON 4 Gala ng

..(r.117,...
" 4,

- TEACHER STUDS
,

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

,

1, T can introduce this lesson by Oking'Ss

wh9thei they are wearing handmade or

E., minufactured clothing, If nianufactured,

what sizes are the wearing? What doi

shirts come in? Whtit sizes do hats or

pants come in? Do all medium size shirts

.' fit all people comfortably? Qr, d6 medium

size shirts fit people with slightly different

measurements?

The disaission can then focus on how

manufacturers. decide upon what is small,

medium and large as those terms are

applied to clothing,

Which clothing items are sized by S, M, L

and which by number?

To get some idea If how this is lone, ''

Ss will measure each ether and record this, .,

infonnation on a graph, Using the graph,

they will decide how to make standard
,

sizes, .,

o

. \

0

I

1)2..
fi

1, Ss discuss the Vati011ti

i sizes and colors of

, , what they are wearing,

° , ..

,

,

4---

.

,

.

,

.

1 What size is your

' are his

hitt? ..,

i

1,

,

, ,

Small,

,

CLOTHING

shirt

pants

trousers

skirt

blouse

dress

socks '1

shoes
,

clothing

Is t small?

size

Yes,

No, it's 1s t

size

.
,
.

"i

Whas t coI6r is your

° are his

her

Ibige
clothing

. o

,

size

,

,

Blue,

'color
fr

r

SIZE

petite

small

4 medium

!ale

,,

COLORS

red

green

yellow.
1

blue
A

black
c

A

,

193 , io
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IV. .'PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1 SURVEY AND GRAPHPHYSICAL CHARACTERISTia ,P,E,T. LESSON 4 Oolong

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASKSEQUENCE LIS',11141NO SPEAKING vocauwilutERAcy

2, T should.spend sufficient time on the

newly intioduCed VESL before major data

collection, begins; Special care will have to

be take regarding how the information is

gathered,:iOne approach is to designate

stations in,the clessroom where measure.

ments are,,to betaken, One group at a time

rotates:through these stations Until all

'measurements are made, Then the next,

group is measured,

194

2, Ss review body parts

and' practice how to

take various measure.

menu in front of

the class,

a

2, Touch your head,

body part

What is this?,

Now we'll measure

each other, First

I'd like yoti to mea

sure shoulders,

body part

Understand?

like this,

What do you measure?

From where to where?

Hai:many inclies?,

What does your group

measure?

Where does your group

go now?

1

2, flejtd,,

body part

Yes,

No /

Show me,

Shoulder

body part

'Here to here,

25 inches,

25 and 1/2 inch s,

# fraction

fi

arms, and legs,

body part body pit

'station 4. ,

Y

BODY PARTS

head

neck

shoulder(s)

chest

arm

hand(a)

fist'

waist

hips)

leg(0,

foot/feet

FRACTIONS

'4 in

inc

19'5



RPROCERRE-ACtIVITYI

I TEACHER

SURVEY AND GRAPH PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

STUDENT

PIE,T, LESSON 4 Malang

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/ LITERACY

3, T demonstrates the rotation procetis and

chocks Ss understanding before they begin

the activity,

Ss are given a list of the members who are

participating from their own and other

'classes, They are to collect the following

'kinds of inforolation:

Age, height,

o Circumference of the head

o Width of the shoulders

o Circumference of a closed hand

a Length of each hand'

o Length of legs

o Leligth of feet

o Waist size

3, Ss work in pairs to

collect data, Ss rilust

first* ask for thq name

and age of the person

being measured,, Then,

two measurement''.

are taken and recorded

as data,

3, What is your name?

'What is'your age?

How old are you?

3:

name

I will 'helium

It's inch

196
197

4!



''SURVEY AND GRAPH iminuir cHARmmtiltricei .P,E,Ti 10;Stiolti'Golerig'

7

7
KR

i
,

f I STUDENT
,

S QUENCE AND NOTES c TASK SEQUENCE LISTFBING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

4, t laving 6allecthd' the data, Si are to graph

this information, using grid paper, Use

', 1' slime grid paper. Data which inclOos

1 1/4" or 5/4" nieesuremente should he rounded

" off 0r graphed on the horizontal axis,

'k' should deMonstrate clearly how this Is

done, Depending,upon the garment, such

as a hat, students may decide to have only

2 or, sizes, In other cases they may

decide on a range, of sizes, i.e., trousers

,

,
d .

.

A

,

,
.

t ,

, 4

'

.

198

108
., 4

4. After T and khan

the graphing procest,

Ss record data on

graph paper and pre.

sent the results in

front of the class, The

clan decides what

sizes should be stan

dard for that particular

part of the bodY,

,'

, ,

0

A I

,

4, What is the smallest ,

JAL measurrent?

body part

1

ikli

Take the graph paper,

Draw a line like this,

This line equals zero,

Mark one square

for each Inch, /1

Like this. 1

Then write here like

this,

Do you understand?

,

What, is the Wiest 4

.
measurement?

Where do you start?

Good, Now count,

Who has the longest

shortest

leg?

,

Who has the smallest

biggest
.

head?
"

4,.,

,

19 Inches,

#

,

Yes,

No,

.

24 inchei,

#

1 Here.,

Zero,

Hue

name

',

,

,

139

i

It

,,

,

i

4

,

1

.

1

,

\

,

,

1.

.

,

,

k

.

name



COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Nilo Skills

1, 'Competency 1:

r

2, Competency 8:

3, 'Competency 5:

4, Competency 8:

Prelmploymont Activity

/ Gaisng Lemon 5

SORTING BV ATTRIBUTES

,Theatudent can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments att\rdinitial,

training: '

.lo darting and/or determining task

assignments, completing a task to

specitlation, completing a task within

a given.time frame, performing as a 4

part of a tom,

b. . , working alone.

The student can tut counting skills to ,

completk a task,

a. mipng counts,

The student can organize, claulfy, and

sort discriminating between; '

A, color code, shape, material, size,

The student can utilize plant and patterns;

as input/source of inforinatiop to

perform a talk,

c,', as output/product,

5, Competency 9: The student can recognize visual cues and

signs indicating direction, operation, and

areas/location

B, VESL

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b. Follow, oneoltep directions

1. to start a talk.

2, to take aomethiqg apart,

3, to put somethingiway,

c. Follow multiplestep directions to

perform a task,

M0 0M'00

2, Competency 2;

3, Competency 0:

4, Competency 4:

Th'i)student can follow redirected instructions,

b. Follow instnictions,delay, repeat and

reorder an activity,

The student can provide feedback on par

fonnance of task,

c,, Provide specific useument of 4 pro.

duet,

The student can ask for feedback, assistance,

advice and emergency help,

b, Ask', for ulistance,or &dile° from a

supervisor'or coworker,

5, Competency 5: The student can uk for clarificatioh,

e, In scats laik of undentandkvil

c, Asitfoyipetii9n of demonstration,

6. Competency 6: Irhi studint can ask hOW,to say something

in English:

a, Ask names of workplace objects

procedures,

7, Cornpetency.liihe student can uk and respondtoques.

dons about items in theworkplace,

a; Mk or tell the location of an object or

place,

b. Ask or tell who has an object,

,Make and respond to a request for an

object,

8. Competency 9: The student can use numbers,

c, Provide a count,

IL LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Rationale
I

1, One type of operation which is part.of many factory aitua

tiara; end is found in many entry level jobs is that of

841t1111.. ' 201
109
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2, sorting can be done in a simple we); by color or shape, Cr
by using *complex system based on function, There is no
universal method of sorting used by all businesses, but
every ,stem Is loned. When the worker hal sortie under.
standing of this logic, ofhe will be better able to perlorm a
task of this kind.

B. Teaching Points

1. In teaching acting or classifying, one can have students
practice with a variety of °bloats, This will develop some
skill, but not necessarily help them generalise to all kinds
of sorting situations.

2. By using the game of attribUte cards, students are led
through the logle.of sorting. In this activity students will
make their own cards and learn how to play game9mblg
them. In the proms of playing the game, items will lie
sorted in different wily* Students will also invent rules for
Will own games,

III. CULTURAL ORIEN,TATI614

A. Related and re,inforced In "Sorting and Packaging" and
"Mailroom Simulation"

B, Attribute cards are also used in "Piecework" and "Quality
Control" lessons.

IV. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1. 1 Attribute cards (complete set)
2. 1 Roll of string
3. 20 Sheets of aph paper, 1/4" grid
4. Pencils
5. 5 Compasses with pencils
6. 10 Sc
7. 20 Paper ps
8. 20 Sheets each/heavy construction paper, colored

Red, Green, Blue; Yellow
9. 5 Envelopes

10. 10 Rulers
11. 10 Carbons

rs

B. Suggested Materials

1. I large grid sheet poster for teacher.
-v

202
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V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I. SORTING BY AT RIBUTES LESSON 5 Galang

TEACHERP STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUiNCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

1, T shows,Ss a set of attribut4,c*Is

clueing names and shapes.

2, T shows Ss how the cards will be used

and asks Ss how they should be sorted:

by color, size or shape?

T. may use various drills and guessing

games to reinforce the VESL,

After, Ss sort cardsin several different

ways, T asks individui Ss to sort from

a pile those cards that are a certain color,

shape or size,

203

1 Ss iespond appfio.

pnately,

2. Ss sort in various

ways following instnic

tons..

This is a circle,

shape

What is this called?

Give him a circle,

her -shape

Take a circle,

shape'

2. Ihis is big,

small.

Is this big?,

small? ,

What color is this?

What shape is this?

Put the same color

shape

size

here,

1. Circle,

shape

2, Yes.

No,

Red,

color

Cir e,

ape

SHAPES

circle

diamond

triangle

square

COLORS

red

yejiloW

bit*

green

204
111



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I; SORTING I? ' ATTRIBUTES
P.E.T. LESSON'S Galiang

TEACHER

SEQUENCEARIES

STUDENT

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING. VCABULARYILITERACY

3, t shows how.' to make a set of the sari.

.bute cards. It explains thd use of griph

paper demonstrating how the grid can be

used to make a square, a #iangle and a

diamond (rhombus).

The circle is drawn with a compass with the

'diameter the same number of squares is

the base of the square, T instructs Ss. on

the use of a coiripass, For each figure the

base should be the same, number of grid,

units as the side of the square;

'3, Ss make the various,:

shapes on the'grid ,".4

sheet Ss use the

compass to make

the circle,

Watclune count,

Stop, Draw a: line.

0.K.?

This is .a compass.

What is it?

Count;

Stop,

Draw a circle,

Watch me,

Can you do it?

3, 4

Yes,

No,

A compass.

{ Yes.

No.



PROCEDURE AFITITY SORTING BY ATTRIBUTES Pt,T,I,ESSON 5)Graling.,

TEAr4C

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

'4. A sekonset 'of figures is qawn using,

,the sake technique, but the base of the

'triangie, thelide of the square, etc,,is twice

the size of those previously dram

STUDENTt..

LISTEIVING rkNOCABULARPLITEti

4, Ss dos e task but

doub e the size' bi

the figures drawn,

What'stie ineatteriq

113



RE ACTIVI* I: SORTIN;Y ATTRIBUTES' P,E,T, LESSON 5 Galang
R)

..TEACHER STUDENT ,
o , r

SEQUENCE.AND NOTES. TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING OCABUI,AR1'ILITERACY

5, After the fires have been drawn

graph,Paper they can be cut from

'lion/Paper, T places tcarlinille4undeii

the gTaPh,pape and.retrices,eadb

, figures makinisure enOUgh PrOure'is

placed on pe carbon to Obtain igObd:

ePPY

" "

6 .r,

4.
q 6 T deppnstrates cutting and way

each figure,,as a pattern for,making

Cate pieces, T initrucl Ss to place

pattern over a set of lo r different

° papers and secure the pattern anttiOur

papers together with apaper clip

Size four figures at a time

.

,

r

. 114 ,

Ril the
s

of the '''

ii
,i

.,,

I''

to use

upli

e

colo

%

or two

.

,

5, Ss cut figures and trace

with carbon sheet as

dtmonstrafid by the

, ,

..

'I'W .

It

,,
,

,
'

i,

6, ; Ss tut the same shape

an size 4 piecesAt a

tine, 'Ss should work

in pai;s so that met

iifcardi can be coth.

. iiieted in one

lesion.

.

,

5, This is a paper clip,

, carbtfpaper,

What is this?
.

, ,

Put the carbon paper ,

here,

Put the paper clip ,

here, .

Put this,paper on top.

Where do I put it

l

` Now trace like this,
,

6 )

6,, Cut out.,

Yes that'S right, .

,hut e paper clips

h
, .

e 4 big circles.

;

6

1

\

7

,,

,
°,

Carbon paper,.,
Raper clip,

0

0,

)'

!,

. ,, 4,

Like;t this
,,

Is thi' 0,

I

°, ,,,

il

'
,

, , '''r ,,k/

i 1.;,6P,'

I
I '

,

7

,

,

.

e

.

,,

/

f

)

,4

,

,, ,.
4

i

V
i

,

°

.

'i

'll'''',.

1.,,, .

I"'
4

fl

t

,!

W

(i'

f #
0

1

210

,

';

///1

,

1!"

,.;
.

A'

.

,f.,.

,

wft

,

(.10

4,

._

,.

':'

.°

1,,

size shape :
. 0

()

d

.
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V, PROCEDURE ACTIVM I SORTING BY ATTRIBUTES

'

TEACHER

P E,T, LESSON 5 Gaiang

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING , SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

7, Sorting sallies:

Having made a set of the car4, Ss can

learn how to use them, T can start out

with simple sorting and lead to more coin.

plex gimes of sorting through a,series of

steps,

Dfaw a circle on the table with chalk,

T asks se to place all the cards of the,same

color in that circle,

8. T sets up another game., Pface three or

four pieces of the same atribute card in

the circle, The object, of the game is to

guess the common attrieute befie many

of the cards are displayed,

211

7. Ss sort by color,

8, Ss guess what the

common attribute will

be if the sorting con-

tinues,

7, Put the blue ones pen,

eoki

size,

shape

Put all the blue ones

here..

Put 4 of the Cie .

ones here,

Put 4 of the blue

ones here,

8. What are they?

Do you understand?

You try it,

o.r

7. Please repeat.

8. circles

color

. size

sha0

Yes.

I'm notsure,

212

fr

115,



V , PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: SORTING BY ATTRIBUTES P,E.T, LSSON 5 Galang

I TEACHER
1,

,

STUDENT .,

,SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LIMNING , . SPEAKING ,VOCABULARY/LITERACY

9,

10,

116

T

strings,

IIMIIIIIIIIIII.

In

attribute

several

placed.

bute

added?

On

circles

loops,

M-II

sets up a game as shown with 2 sets

,

of

\

9, Ss are towguess what

attribute goes in each

circle,

11

t
.

,

.

10, Ss continue to parti

, cipate in the games

using appropriate

language,

,

o

.

9, ort by size.

,shape

color

o

These are so d by

color,

sizesize

shape

10, Sort by shape '

size\ color
,,

Yes, that's right,

These are sorted by

colorN

size

shape

,

,
I

\

,

.

9,

10, Is

By

Size,

Shape

Color.

this 0.K?

'color,

size

shape

.

i

.

.,

k

.

214

--..

'

,

.

,

4,

one

in

a table

,

..

circle several pieces of the same

are placed, In the other circle

pieces Of a different attribute are

Can Ss guess the comthon attri,

each circle.before any cards are

the T draws two overlapping

with chalk or overlaps the string'

II "I 11 -11111111111.11111111.111------1

213



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: SORTING BY ATTRIBUTES p,E,T, LESSON, 5 Galang

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

11. Ss follow the same procedure as previously

described, The object is to guess the attri-

bute which should be placed at the inter-

section of the twosircles,

Using their, own-sets of cards, Ss play

similar games with each other.

T can elaborate more on the language with

advanced students.

. '

215

TASK SEQUENCE

4'

11. Ss . continue to parti-

cipate in the games

using appropriate

language.

STUD

LISTENING

ENT

SPEAKING

11. Where should the big

size

red. Circles go?

color shape

Should the small blue

. sire color

squares go here?,

shape

VOCABULARY /LITERACY

{Yes.

No.

41

117



Preemployment Activity

Wang Lesson 6 4.

MAKING A TEST LIGHT

CIIMPETENCIES COVERED

A, 'Basic Skills

1. Competency 1: The, student can demon e ability

to perfOrni assigiunents after initial

training

a, , starting and/or determining task

assignments, completng a task to

specification, completing a task within

a giventime frame, performing as part

of a team,

2, Competency 2: The student can apply a technique or pro.

76-ednie( fti

been given) to new/different task which

includes using appropriate problem.solving

sinus to plan and accomplish the task,

with minimal or no additional training

3, Competency 5: The student can organize, clessify, and

sort discriminating between:

, color code, shape, material, size,

c. function,

4, Competency 8:, The student can utilize plans and patterns:

a, ; as input/source of information to

perform a task'

b, , as input/source of information to

evaluate a task,r

5,' Competency 9: The student can recognize visual cues and

signs indicating direction, operation, and

areas/locations,

6, Competency 10: The student can demonstrate an aware.

ness of safety with respect to procedures/

practices and visual cues/signs,

217

,B VESL

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b. Follow onestep directions

1, to start a task,

to take something 'apart,

3, to put somithingaway,

c, Follow multiple.step directions to

perform a task,

d, Follow directions in use of hand

or power took

Responitti"simple cautions and nega

tive commands,

f, Follow directionsto complete a form,

2, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on per.

fonnance of task,

a. Provide feedback on progess,

c, Provide specific assessment of a

product,

e, Reporttime worked,

3, Competency 4: The student can ask feedback,issistance,

advice and emergency help,

b Ok for assistance or advice from a

supervisor or coworker,

4, :.Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification,

a, IndiCate lack ofunderstanding,,,

b, Ask for clarification,

c, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

5, Competency 6: The student can ask how to say something

in English,

a, Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures,

b, Ask for meaning of English words,

119



6, Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to ques
tions about items in, the workplace.

b. Ask or tell who has an object,

c. Make and respond to a request for an

object.

7. Coiafetency 9: Use numbers.
6, Provide a count.

d. Verify a count.
e. R d and report a measurement.

LESSON CLAWICATION

A. Rationales

I. Dttring and after the making of objects ins factOry, there

is always some type of "testing or inspection, Sometimes

this is a very simple procedure, Example:, Does the door on

a new car; open and close.essily? At other tithes, it involves

very complicated equipment such as when checking out a.

color television set, At home there are occasions when some

appliance breaks doivn and one cannot immediately ascertain

what is wrOng. Often some simple testing can determine

whether it can be fixed or not. Becoming familiar with
different kids of test equipment can be useful in home

repairs as, well as at Whirk.

B. Teaching Points

1. Students in this lesson learn how to make a simple test
apparatus to determine whether there is a break in a circuit.

In' the process of constructing it they will learn how to

work with tools sucli aSksaw and a hammer. They will

becomesacquaintea with the proper techniquerfor using'

a soldering iron.

They will also learn which materials conduct or do not

conduct electridity.

219

120

III. CULTURAL °NATATION..

Related to "Quality Control'`

Proper use of soldering kat is reinforced in "Safety" and

"Maintenance of Equipment" lessons .

C. Diagram from this activity is also used for "IDiagrams" lesson

IV. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1, wood stack 1"z 2"
2. 30.40 large nails

3, 200-300 small nails
4, 6 C-clampi

5, 5' hand saws
6. 6 hammers

7. 6 pliers

8, 5 scissors *'

steel wool

9. 3 `extension cords
10. 25 batteries (D-cell)
11. 12 ft. wire
12, 12 ft. bare copper wire

12. 12 Chrietmas lights
14, rubber bands
15, 6. soldering irons

16. 5 asbestos working boards with stones

17. flux

i18, 5 metal files ,

19. assorted tools and object,s from the previous lessons

"for testing to see if they are electrical conductors

20. 5 tape measures

21. 3 squares

22. 6 rasps

Worksheet: Conductors and Non-conductors

220



Worksheet
Conductors and Non,Conduato

OBJECT LIGHT



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I MAKING A TEST LIGHT
P,E.T. LESSON 6 Ogling

TEACHER STUDENT ,

,wwwww....ftwowwwwwww=0111..1...M.M010.11111111111,10

SPEAKING VOCASULARYILITERACYSEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING ,,

1, T reviews vocabulary for previously use '
equipment. .. i,

,

. ,

T shows a completed test light and demon.'

strafes how it can be used to test ,a piece. ,

of metal,, Then, with the help.of the

diagram below, T goes throdgkeicliSep

. of thaprocess by which the. apparatus is

constructed, ,

a, .. First, a piece, of wood is cut from the

wood stock,

101 Ss respond app.

. priately and observe T.

t' , ,

,

' '

.'%

,

,L

1. .Whatlis this?

that?

Who has a wire? ._
equipment

This is a test light.

Watch me,

Move up here,

Can you see now?

boes it light up?

(ti
What is this called?

Today we're going to

make a test light,

Watch,

a. HoW, long is this?

Cut the wood IL-

inches long #

How many small

nails? '

, How many big, ails?

1, A milli,

equipment

He does,

She

Name

I can't see.

{Yes,

No

Yes,

A test light,

a, 16 inches,

.#

16 small

2 big nails,

REVIEW VOCABULARY

,,.

equipment

h and saw

nail

battery

light

., wire
,

tape measure

,

4.

".
.,

''.-,,

, i

--.

I icz Stbd,

i

class*DiagraMs are on a chart which is displayed to
" " ,

while teacher elicits information,

.

122 222
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PROCEDURE

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOES

'

MAKINO A TEST`LIOHT
Po

STUDENT

P ;E,T, LESSON 6 (Wang

b, As shown in the drawing, nails are to

be hammered at aesignated locablens,

and such a way thatkell batteries

will 'stay In place, The Das arkilled

to properly space the nails, T reminds

Ss that this should be do e very c

fully, Ai the nails are d i to

the wood, the bnttery aced

between them to'seei r t Pits in N ay

, so that each end fir

nail,

2, T instructs Ss to place .kells between the

nails and check for tightnr.ss ofbatteries,

TA SEQUENCE

YT

b, Ss assemble,the wood

and nail ,a portion of

the test light, bheekIng

to see if their 4 b4

tortes fit,

Ss are required to ask

for thetinaterials they

need before beginning

the task of cutting the

!wood and hammering

the nails,

2, Ss follow all instruc;;,,

tionsUsing

flop language as apprati

priate,

LISTENING SPEAKING

How many nails do

you need?

b, Hammer the nails

like this,

Measure with the bat.

tory, See?

De Very careful,

Now you do it,

2, Can you do it?

Having assembled the abov and tested to

see if the batteries held ti tl the Ss can

next solder Wires to the two end terminals,

On one nail they will solder a Christmas

tree light; on the other they will solder

a 12inch wire,

224

No, that's no good,

Too loose, Make it

tight.

That's better.

Finished?

I need 16 small nails

and 2 big nails,

h I need a hand saw,

equipment

May 1 have a wire?

equipment

2, Sure.

I'm not sure.

HI try,

Like this?

{Yes,

No, I need morebtime,

VOCABULARY/LITERACY

I

123.



VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY I MAKING A TEST LIGHT Pir, LESSON 6 Gulag

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

3, T instructs the Ss to cut the wire and

Christmas lights necessary for the test light,

Ss strip the wire and twist tlie ends, Two

extra ,5" wires should be cut per group for

practice soldering,

124

3 Ss cut and strip the

ends of the 5" wife

and strip the wiresiof

the Christmas light,

A

3, Cut the wire,

Make two more wires,

rive inches each,

Strip the wire,

Now twist,

Yes,

3, Is it finished?

22 7



ACTIVITY NDUPT RE AND ON.CONDUCTORS P,E,T, LESSON 0 °along

ITACHEIV ". ° -I ? ' STUDENT

NCE As 1, DTER TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING s SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

(to at th at light will glow

, divilt ob seta are placed

1, Ss observe and re.

spond appropriately,

1. Watch this,

Does It light up?

.

vo' wifos , l, Yes,

No,

.)

ale concept 'of conductors

Icters, .)

2, Ss complete work.

Thj,s is a conductor,

an insulator,

2, Is this a conductor d'r

\

,

7 M/
the worksheet and shows

no or two objects, sheet, an ihsulator?

2,1

Conductor.

1

Check it,

Make it light up,

Which is it? f

.

,,

Insulator,

Conductor,

Insulator,

.

..,

,

,, .

125
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VI, _PRO_CEOURE2flaIVITY 2; CONDUCTORS AND NONCONDUCTORS P,ELLESS_ONI_Galan

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING

1111.
VOCABULARY/LITERACY.

After testing, T goes over

results, Many items may haVepartitha(.

act as insulators, others that Otaseon.'.

.'.dUctors,

4, If there is time, . T can deionstrate how

electricity is conducted at varying rates

along a piece of graphite,

A pencil is shaved so that a certain portion

of graphite is exposed, ,Using a 3,8 volt

bulb to which wires have been soldered,

T can show that the filament glows less

and less as the bulb i moved along the

graphite,

126

3, Ss obierVeand: ie

spoUdippropriately,

3 Which part is antin

a conductor?

4 Ss observe and re. > 4 Make it light up,

spond appropriately,

Make it dimmer,

Make it go out,

That's right,

3 This part.

That one.

4, Like this?

3



VI PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 2: CONDUCTORS AND'IB;CONDUCTORS

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

P.E.T. LESSON 6 ilalang

LIMNING

STUDENT

SPEAKING

ti'--
VOCABULARYILITERCY

5 T dimonst/ates the use of the soldering

iron, and how to care for it, clean it and

tin it

T tins the wire, Ss tin their irons and

their wires following the demonstration,

T demonstrates how to wrap the copper

wire around the end nails of their test ,

light, attach the Christmas light and.

wire, and solder the wire to the nails,

(Ss may practice by attaching the small

5" stripped wire to a nail and soldering.)

5: After the T's demon

stration, the Ss

complete the soldering

iron exercise and test

their test light.

A, Clean the soldering

iron with the metal

file,

B. Clean it with steel

wool,

C. Plug it in.

If tinning the iron;

Is it hot?

Dip it in the flux,

Tin the soldeling

iron,

If tinning the wire:

Put the solder on

the soldering iron.

Put the wire in the

flux. Tin the

wire;

If soldering the

wire to the nail:

1. Clean the nail

with the steel

2, Wrap the wire

around the

nail.

3. Put some flux

here.

4. Touch the

wire and nail

here with the

soldering iron

until they are

hot.



ROCEDURE ACTIVITY CONDUCTORS AND NOil:CONDUCTDRS
P.E1-LESSON-6Galang---

TEACHER STUDENT $

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

6, Teacher reviews steps in the making of

a test light,

128

Ss complete their test

light by fastening

batteries in place with

rubber bands, Ss re-

spond appropriately,

LISTENING

5, Put the solder

between the

nailland sol-

dering iron,

Here, like this,

6, Take away the

solder and the

soldering iron,

HoW many

rubber bands

do you need?

Now you do it,

Is the iron hot?

Did you can

.the nail?

o.

Are you fin-,

ished?

Unplug the

soldering irons

and clean

them,

Clean up,

6, What do you do first?

next?

after?

SPEAKIt41,9 VOCABULARY/LITERACY

Where?

nn

{ Yes,

No,

Yes,

No,

{

Yes,

Not yet,

23e5



...compETENqscovRED.'....

A. Basic Skills

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:

a. starting and/or determining task

assignments, completing a task to

specification;completing a task within

a time frame, performing as

p f a team.c , showing motor skills and self.

confidence With tasks and equipment;

making problesolving jud ents

for minor problems while working to

specifications.

2, .
Competency 3: The student can use counting to

complete a task,

a, making counts,

3, Competency 4: The student can measure using tools:

d, , measuring the length, volume or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool,

4, Competency 6: The student can follow a sequence.

5, Competency 8: The student can utilize plans and patterns:

a. , as input/source of information to

perform a task.

6. Competency 10: The student can demonstrate an aware.

ness of safety with respect to procedures/

practices and visual cues/signs,

VEST,

Competenci 1: The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b, oneitep hections

1. to start a task,

2.. to take something apart,

3, to put something away.

c, Follow riultipletep directions to

perform a task,

d, Follow directions in use of hand or

power tool, .

e, Respond to simple cautions and nega

tive commands,

Follqw directions to complete a form.

The studentcan follow redirected instructions,

a, Respond; to a negative command,

b. Follow instructions, &lay, repeat and

reorder an activity,

3, Competency 3; The student can provide feedback on per

formance of task,

a. Provide feedback on progress,

b. Provide feedback about quality of work;

c, Provide specific assessment of a

product,

4, Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback, istance,

advice and entegency help,

b, Ask 'for assistance or advice from a

supervisor or coworker,

5. Competency 5: The student can ask for cleiCation,

a, Indicate lack of understanding,

c, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

HI

2, Competency 2:

129
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6, Competency 6: The student can ask how to say something

in English.

A. Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures:

7. Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to quei.

tions about items in the workplac'e,

Make and respond to ifequest for an

object,

8. Competency; 9: The'siiient can use numbers.

E. Read and report a measurement.

in the activity, must decide whether or not the class

can perform the task. If not, they must be guided th

the instructions block by block,

III. CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A. ,.Proper-use.. of power, dell, saber saw, handsaw, etc. reinforced

Nakteitincabf.gquitimpirleasOns....'

B. Diagram for this is the same as that used in the."Diagrams"

lesson in C.0,

C. Finished lamp base is used in the lamp assembly in "Large

Factory Simulation"

H. LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1. There are several practical reasons for learning how to use'

basic tools.

There is always need ins home or an apartment for

some kind of simple repair simple construction projects,

such as a stool of shelf for theicitchen, save" money;

and in many factory jobs tools are used for various kinds""

of assembly work. Many people who have never used

hand tools or power tools are afraid to work with them.

Students will overcome the fear and gain confidence in

simple projects using such tools under proper supervision;

B. Teaching Points

1, In this lesson stu4ents will learn how to use a hand saw,

power drill, and saber w, They will continue practicing

with a tape measure and learn how to use a diagram as

well as a compass. Proper safety procedures

as well as care of tools will be emphasized,

C, Teacher Note

1 When a diagram is Used, it is displayed on a large chart

without instructions. Before students do the activity, the

teacher uses the diagram to, elicit the directions from

the students. Teacher points to the diagram and

asks: "What's next?", "What do you do now?"

2. Each teacher should decide how much detail to cover in

this preliminary activity and, after explaining all steps

IV. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials; Equipment and Supplies

1. Completed electric table lamp

2. 'Wood Stock rx 8", 1" x 2"

1 2 Hand saws

4.10 Cclamps

5. 2 Saber saws

6 3 brills and drill bit sets

7. 4 Screwdrivers

8, 35 Screws 1.8/1" long

9. 4 Comp es

10. Pencils

11, Tape,measures

12, 2 Extension cords

13, 3 Combination squares

14. 1 broom

15, Safety goggles

/238



Teacher's InstruCtions
Making a Lamp Base.

CUT TWO 16" PIECES FROM THE 1X8 STOCK
CUT TWO 16" PIECES FROM THE 1X2 STOCK

THt TWO PIECES TOGETHER.

DRAW A CIRCLE WITH THE COMPASS.

CLAMP THE 1X2 PIECES
ACROSS THE SEAM
OF THE CIRCLE

SECURE BASE
WITH SCREWS
USING A
SCREWDRIVER

240
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VI, PROCEDURE, ACTIVIV 1: MAKING A LAMP BASE P,E,T, LESSON 7 Galang

TEACHER ,

,
\

' STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUEgE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

. %

1, 'I' shows the class a completed electric

table lamp, and tells Ss that they,will

make a similar kind of lamp, ;

T identifies parts and sequence of con.

s ction: the base, the supporting struc

I e, the wire frame for the shade, the

lamp shade and the bulb holder.

In this lesson, they will start by making

the base,

2, 1 goes over the tools to be used

242

1, Ss observe and respo d

'appropriately.

2,. Ss respond to T drills.

,
,

,

1, This is a lamp,

Today we will k

another,
imp,

This is the

lam! )art

Whit is it?

this?

Is this a frame?

1.

2.

,

A base

.....--.

PARTS OF A LAMP

base

support

frame

lamp shade

bulb holder

0 lump part

Yes,

No it's a base.

lump part

2, These are our tools for

today. ,

This one is a square,

lamp part:,,

A square:

TOOLS

square

saber saw

extension cord

hand saw

drill .

ruler

c.clamp

pencil

screw

screwdriver r

,

243
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tool

What is this?

Take the drill,

tool

,J

tool

Give it to him,

her

Who's got the

hand saw?

. tool



PROCEDURE ACOVITY 1: MAKINQ A LAMP BABE
P,E,T, LESSON 7 Caking

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

T shOws how the parts of the base will be

cut and h6 it will be assembled, T elicits

from Ss the steps in constructing the base,

referring to the chart which illustrates the

sequence of operations;

For Teacher Use. Only

a, Usingihand saw, cut two pieces

of wood 16" long from 1" x 8" stock,

b. In a similar fashion, cut two pieces of

wood 16" long from 1" x 2" stock,

8, Ss verbally list the

steps in constructing

a lamp base when

requested,

16 inches,

#

How king?

16 inthes,

' 50:



V PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1. MAKING A LAMP BASE

TEACHER

SEQUENCE mit NII

P,E,T, LESSON 7, Golang - Page 7

TASK SEQUENCE

STUDENT

LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILrIERACY

c, On a flat surface put. the two pieces of

1" x`8 ". wood together along the 16"

length,

f""'"'"-

1111111111111111/

2, Pieces of k8 :Stack,

d, Using a compass, draw a 5" radius

circle on the wood,

c. Put the two big pieces

together like this,

Find the center,

d Then draw a circle

with the comp

Remember?

Put big together,

Yes,

No,

Draw a circle,

247
135



VI, PROCEDURE
P.E,T, LESSON

TEACHER STUDENT;

fr ;

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE ,, LISTENING SPEAKING s; VOCABLARYIUTERACY,

e,

f.

g.,

136

Cut out

saber

Clamp

across

of it,

,

Drill four

secure

the

saw,

the 16"

the square

holes

with

two semiciroles

pieces

with

in each

Wood screws,

with the

qiI1.
of 1" x 2" wood

the circle cut

end piece and

s

out

,

.

f

%eYl

, .

-

,)

,/
,

V

e, Cutout

with

What

Clamp

.9f, wood,

II 04

1,4.
tim00/10 /

1. / +

k / ., .

' 10 14,

o I
V '

Drill4

..,) piece

What

.

,

the circle

tbe saber saw,

do I do?

I

the smallpieces
,

' , o. ,

I

al

f

,t,, /

holes in'.

like

do 1 cf,/ ' 1"
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MAKING A i'AMI) BASE

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE ,OCABVLARYILITERACY

4, T again demonstrates how to Cut with

the handsaw,

4; Ss cut the 4 pieces of

wood required for lamp

base after demonstra

Lion,

5 After Ss'have cut the wood,pieces,

the T demonstrates the use of the

.compiss and saber saw again,

5. So should practice cut

tang round shapes froM

wood scraps with the

saber saws before cut

tang their 5" radius

halkircles,

Ss assemble their pieces

and clamp the wood

in preparation for

drilling,

4,, Now It's your turn,

Don't do it like that,

Do it like this,

0,K?

6, Watch me,

Can you do it?

Don't forget your

safety goggles,

Cut this,

Stop! Don't push,

Go easy,

Be careful,

Watch out,

Measure 5 inches,

How long is it?

4. J Yes,

I understand,

Yes,

I think so,

251 137



VI. PROCEDURE . MAIONG A LAIR BASE

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

Pk, 4SSON

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING

6, T demonstrates the use of the power

drill and how to put in screws,

6, Ss aro first called on

to practice in front of

entire class, Ss give

each other directions,

Ss assess each group's

finished product,

6, Drill a hole here,

Watch me,

Is it 0,10

Now you try,

It's not straight,

Stop! It's too deep,

7, T reviews with Ss the steps in making

a lamp base,

7, Ss work from dia.

.gram without the

steps written In

7, Let's review,

What do you do first?

second?

then?



Preemployment Activity

Gaiang Lesson 8

LAMP BASOINISHING

L COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

1.Pattipotency 1; The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:

a, starting and/or determining task

manta, completing a task to

specification, completinef task within

a givegime frame, performing as part

of a team,

b, working alone,

2, Competency 3: The student can use counting skills to

complete a task.

a, , making counts,

3, Competency 4: The student can measure using tools:

d, measuring the length, volume, or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool

4, Competency 6; The student can organize, classify, and

sort discriminating between:

a, , color code, shape, material size,

c, function.

6, Competency 6: The student can follow a sequece,

6 Competen The student can utilize plans and patterns:

a, as input/source of information to

perform a task,

7 Competency 10: The student can demonstrate an aware.

nesrof safety with respect to procedures/

practices and visual cues/signs,

254

VESL

1, Competency 1; The student can follow simple directions,

a. AcknOwledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b, Follow oneitop direction;

1, to 840 a task,

2. to take something apart,

1 to put something away.

c. Follow multiplettep directions to

perform a task,

Follow directions in use of hand

or power tool,

e, Respond to simple cautions and nega.

tive commands,

f, Follow directions to complete a form.

1 Competency 2: The student can follow redirected instructions.

a, Respond to a negative commend.

b, Follow instructions, delay, repeat and

reorder an activity,

8, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on per.

formance of task,

a, Provide feedbe ,progress.

b, Provide feedbac t quality of work,

c, Provide specific assessment of a

product,

4, Competenci4: The student can ask for feedback, assistance,

advice and emergency help,

b, Ask for assistance or advice from a

supervisor or coworker,

6, Competency 6: The student canask for clarification,

a. Indicate lack of understanding.

c. Ask for repetition of demonstration,

255t:
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6, Competency 6: The !Went can ask how tom soineliiing

in English,

a, Ark names of workplace, objects and

procedures, 1,

7, Competency 7: The student can ask and respond toques.

done aboutitems In the workplace,

c. Make and respond to a request for an

object,

6, Competency 9: The student can use numbers,

of Road and report a measurement,

II, LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale"

1 There is always some need in a home or an apartment for

some kind of simple repair, Also, simple construction

projects such as a stool or shelf for the kitchen can save

money, In many factory jobs tools are used for various

kinds of assembly work, Many people who have never used

hand tools or power tools aro afraid to work with them,

This fear can be overcome and confidence gained by

having students complete some simple projects using tools

under proper supervision,

CULTI,IRAII ORIENTATION

A, The use of paints, cleaners, and Mks is reinforced in

"Safely" and "Maintenance of Equipment"

B, Finished lamp b is used for Lamp Assembly in the "Large

Factory Simulation"

IV, MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1, 2 cans Oil based paint

2, 2 cans Water based paint'

3, 4 Stirring sticks

4, 5 Feint brushes

5, 4 Wood rasps

6, 8 Blocks of wood for sanding

7, 4 Compasses

8, 2 Squares

9, 1 Extension cord

10, 1 Bro.om

11, 20 each Sandpaper: fineonedltim, course

12. 2 Cleaning containers/0 water

13, 2 Cleaning containers for turpentine

14, 1 Bottle,of turpentine

15, Clotho /or wiping hands and the wood base prior to

sanding

16, Newspaper

17, 1 Bucket of water

18, 1 "Flammable" sign

19, 1 "Toxic" sign

B. Teaching Points

1, In this lesson, students will learn how to use a hand saw;

power drill, saber saw, and continue practicing with a tape

measure, They will learn how to use a diagram as well as

a comp, Proper safety procedures will be emphasized

as well as care of tools.

2. Teacher Note: ilen a diagram is used, it is displayed on

a large chart without instructions, Before students do the

activity, the teacher uses the diagram to elicit the direc

tions from the students, Teacher points to the diagram

and begin to ask: "What's next?", "What do you do, now?"

3, Each teacher should decide how much detail to cover in

this preliminary activity, and whether or not the students

can successfully complete the project after explaining the

total activity or, must they be guided through the in

structions block by block,

140 255
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V PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: LAMP BASE FINISHING P.E.T. LESSON 8 Galang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE; AND NOTES

1 T demonstrates how the wood rasp can be

used to file rough edges and to smooth the

surface of each piece okrood. The object

of using a rasp is to gain a relatively smooth

surface which is ready for final sanding,

Not a great deal of time should be spent

on this task,

2 :T infroduces the three grades of sand.

paper and; the order in which they are

used. She then gives a demonstration of

how to use the sanding blocks,

TASI(SEQUENCE;:

1, Ss observe and re-

spond appropriately

as required,

2, Ss then rasp and sand

their lamp base,

LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

9 5 S

1, Rasp, A rasp.

What is this?

File thetwood with

the rasp.

What do you do?

Watch me,

Can you do, it?

1 This is sandpaper.

Feel it,

'This is fine

medium

coarse ,

What is this?

Use it like this,

OK?

First, use the rasp.

Second, use the coarse,

Thirkthe-medium,

Fourth, the fine.

Now, sand. the wood.

What will you use

first?

next?

. . 1

1 A rasp,

File,

Yes,

Sure,

No,

2. Coarse sandpaper,

Medium

Fine

Yes.

rasp

Coarse sandpaper

Medium

e,

r.

e



PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: LAMP BASE FINISHING
P.E,T, LES 8

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY, ILITERACY

260

142

This sandpaper is rough

This desk is smooth.

Who made the

smoothest lampbase?

-roughest

Is this base rough or.

smooth?

nanie

Rough.

Smooth,

261



ACTIVITY I: LA

EACHER

ICE AND NOTES

BASE PINISHING

r I j `41a
tl

LESSOI S talang

TASK SEINENCE

e two different kinds. of
I be using, Ss can smell

the difference, The direc-

le of the can indicate how

id and what kind of solvent

clean up afterwards.

on reading the directions.

se a translator,

an-up procedures for both

used paints, S/he ern-,

!lean-up of equipment and

262

LISTENING

kks
0

3, gm
thi same?

Show me!' Which ones

are the same?

SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

4. Ss listen and re-

spond appropriately.

This is oil-based paint.

water-based.

What kind of paint is

this?

What color of paint is

this?

4, Smell this. What does

it smell like?

When, you clean up, oil

based paint, use this.

It's called turpentine.

What is it?

What is this?

To clean it off, use

water.
What 'do you use to

clean this?

Can you use it on your

!) hands?

{Oil-based.

Water-based.

Blue.

color

14. That.

Oil-based paint.

Turpentine.

Water-based paint.

{Water.

Turpentine.

Yes.:

263



PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: LAMP BASE FINISHING P E T. LESSON 8 Galang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

5. T demonstra how to apply enough

paint in an ev coat to cover the lamp

6. T reminds Ss that turpentine is Barn-

mable and that rags used to clean brushes

:should be stored outside the buildings in an

airtight metal or glass container to prevent

5. Individual Ss demon-

strafe their painting

techniques to the class;

°OtherBs givifeedback.

on the work being

demonstrated,

6. Ss clean up brushes
0

and work areas,

For the oil.based paint,

turpentiniis used for

the bnishes. For the

waterbased paint,

water is used,

264

144

5. Mix the paint well,

Watch me.

Dip the paint brush

in the can,

OK?

Too much?

Too little?

Is it too thick?

thin?

Paint the wood,

6, Let's clean up,

Turpentine is flam-

mable,

entine is also

toxic,'

Be careful, Put the

rag in a sealed' can

like this,

What happens if you

do, not put it away?'

What do you use to

clean water-based

paint?

What do you use to

clean oilbased paint?

Whit do you do with

the rag?

Why?

5. OK\

Too much.

Too little,

Yes,

No.

6. Fire,

Water,

Turpentine,

Seal it,

Fire,

Toxic

SIGHT WORDS

Flammable

Toxic



Pre.employment Activity

Galang Lesson 9

CONSTRUCTING SOLIDS FROM PATTERNS

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

1, CompetenCy 1: The student can demonetrate thd ability

to Perforin ignmenta after initial

training:

starting and/or determining task

signments, completing a task to

specification, completing a task within

a given.time frame, performing as part

of a team,

b. , working alone.

c. showing motor skills and self.con

fidence with tasks and equipment;

making problernsolving judgments

for minor problems, while working to

specifications:

2. Competency 3: The student can use counting skills. to

complete a tasl,

a. , making counts.

b, verifying counts.

3. Competency 4: The student canbeasure using tools:

b, .. duplicating the length, volume or

weight of something without the use .

of standard tools.

4. Competency 8: The student can utilize plans and patterns:

as input/source of information to

perform a task,

. , as output/product,

b. Follow onetep directions

1, to start a task,

toitake something aptui,

9; ..to,put something away,

c, Followmultiple.step direCtions to

perform a task.

f. Follow directions to complete a form,

'2, Competency 3... The student can provide feedback on per.
e

formance of task.

b, Provide *beck about quality of work.

3. Competency 4: The itudent can ask for feedback; assistance,

advice and ernergency, help,

b, Ask for assistance or advice from a

supervisor or coworker,

4. Competency 6 The student can ask how to say something

in English,

a. Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures,

5. Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to ques

dons about items in the workplace

c. Make and respond to a request for an

object,

'6, Competency 9: The student can use numbers.

B. VESL

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

a. AcIrwledge that one is about to

receive directions.

26

c, Provide a count.

d. Verify a count,

e. Read and report a measurement.

II. LESSON CLARIFICATION

A",' Rationale

1, In America, directions for the use of a household ap

pliance or for the assembly of industrial equipment is

often given in the form of 2dimensional illustrations,

diagrams or scaled drawings.' It is important that students

become familiar with and able to apply the information

given in a 2.dimensional form to a real situation. 267
145



2, Teacher Note

In this lesson, students are asked to create a 2.dimensional

pattern for a kinnensional solid, i,e,, a cube, This lesson

builds the foundation for the conceptual problems in.

herent in measuring area and volume, The lesson requires

simple arithmetic,

III. MATERIALS

A. Requited Materials, Equipment` and Supplies

1. 1 inch grid paper

.2, 10 rulers

3, 40 scissors

4, pencils

5, roll tape

6. 1 'set of solidligures as ohm

7, handouts How many Cubes?

268

146

6

SET OF SOLID FIGURES

269



IV, DRAWINGS

How Many Cubes?

270

147
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PRO EDPRE'-', ACTIVITY 1° CONSTRUCTING SOLIDS FROM
P',E,T, ON1 Galangroir

1,
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ACHER .9
,
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, STI
E'

N T :lt

,

I

SEQUEIlCE AND NOTES TASK smig ENCE ' ', 1, i ING9 SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

.

1 T InItoduces a 1inch cube tols,

,,r''.0

',

..,

AY

/1.

° ' i
, , ,

1 ,
' I A.

21, I' introduces thrmino,ogy to'desclibe the
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=work
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patterns
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i

t
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ese at
1

e ,1

s'

,o

0 ' ),,

4 ill

izi,l' ,. -

, ., ,t , 0 ,
i,

,
.

,h ,,0 ', Ali,

his is called a cube,

hails it?

. What is this?

'Id'Measure one side How.

1, "IongisIt?

,

, ,

. ,

A

,

ciy/ many sides?

''' "theieqtial?

i

where is the top?

' ' ,side?

These are patterni

# :What is this? ., ii)
,

Are they the same?

.

,6 '

, Make some, ,

Are'the sides equal?: ..,
9

,

1

21

.

a cube .

aside

a square

4 inches

.

,,

SIDES

top.

bottom

front

back
,

.

right side ,

left side

,,

#

Yes

No, ''

There,

A pattern,

,

Yes,

No different:

Yes,

No,



V. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY L COOTRUCTING SOLIDS FROM PATTERNS

1,,' TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LIMING SPEAKING VOCABULARI'ILITERACY

LESSON 9

3, T shows two more, flinch` paper cubes that

open to form different patterns,

T challenges Ss ,to find other patterns,

4, T. introduces other rectanguir solids

JA,and asks the Ss if they are cubei, T' re

cat/emphasizes the charaCteristics of a tube,

Ss are asked how many binch cubes are

in the Varibus solids,

!,14

'4;1

kV;

41,

,44

3 Ss tick alone or in

groups to produce as

many pat ems as pos.

sible.

4, Ss, must determine

how many 1inch

cubes are in various

Ads.

Now you make patterns;

Mike different ones,

Make as many

as You can;

How many patterns

are there?

Can we make still

mgre?

(1

4, How many oneinch

cubes in this?

3, 0

Yes

No

041

1 r



PATTERNS
LESSON 9 Ging

I (

SEQUENcf4*NOTi

uses pre.ini4 Set of ollds to'create ,

" other solids o irOgulato4ape',,whiCh

iii$1ddeniubei..:.

VOCABULARY/LITERACY

, ta:.must determine`

hOw many xpinch
I

ct;lies are contained'

thie,sollda'and verify

their counts,

T hands out worksheet with. 3D drawings

those created in the ptevious

exerciSOMildeterraines hot many i.inch

'Obesiate conjained the drawn solids,

6, Ss. T should be

able .to recreate the

duram with the adds

0 eiroithe
es set',

6, look 0:yOur Orkshdet,

How many eta* 4

this..and:

re



V, ,PROCEDUItE, ACTIVITY I: OONSTRUCTINGSOLID8 PROM PATTERNS

II
TEACHER' .

.,.............,....-----.......
' SEQUENCE AND 'VOTES

1

' STUDENT

TASK SEQVTitICE' LISTENING SPEAKING , VOCABULARY/LITERACY

1,

7, T re.introduces regularly shaped solid; ,.

:cii

P .1,

. ,

. ,

8 T should rotate the solldp on e table

so height, length and width c ge, T

should encourage an understandingt)e.

tween number of 1.in,ch qubes and the ,

mmeasurement's I introduce the term .

,; etibie, inch as a measurement of volume.

. vil

1.

,;

a

9 8 ,
4.,.,

7, Ss are asked how

many 1inch ClIbOB, are

in the Solids;

r ;I'

, 8, Ss measure the length

width and height of

each solid,

. , ,

,

,

4
k 1

1 1,

IN

'

? .

;1

. ..,

4
4. °4,,,,f;1"1"%

I'

,i # 0

le. a i

4,

7, What's this?

loW many

this are

1. '

8, How .lon

4 h

if

Long x high.x,)vide

equalrcubic

Total cubic

is called
,, .
") .

Whit,is the

of this cube
i

r

,

,

,

cubes like

there?

,

, ,A 1

inches,
#,

,

incheS ' '

volunie,

volume

?'

.

4

1

7. Cube,

4+

) .

,

. ,w

..

a

.

k

151

4.I

o

,

inches,

...

,

,,,

Cubic inched,

'iNolUnie,

cCpic

v '5. filches.'

:1,
1 '

P
,,

1 e ;,
,,,,,,



V. PROCEDURE ACT COrNSTRUOTINOBOIAIS FROM PATTERNS

VOCABULARY/LITERACY

9, T> may Ohio tackle Other le regular

shapes in the classrooti or challenge the

Ss t9 create patterns for the other solids

not shewn in the T's set of solids,

I

9, By measuring the

solids 'Ssihould be

able to determine

number of cubic

inches of varioui solids,

If Ss hOe previously used calculators,

this exercise can provide further

pmeticein

$

'$1'r
$1.

$

152



ti

OMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basta Skills,

Preicuiployment' ActivIly

(Wang ;,, Eesson'I'40

MAKING A WIRE FRAME FOR A. LAMP SII9E

6.. Compiitenci.9:
..

1/1: , 1

0
11 Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ahillottli.

to perfarm ents after initial,'

training: '

a. , ,starting and/or determining task'

assignments,. completing n task to,

specification ',isomplating task

a glven4lina:fraine, performing aipiart

of a team.'

working alone.

c, , , showing motor skills and self.

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problemsolvingjudgments

for minor problems while working to

specifications.

2. Competency 21'he student can apply a technique or pro.

cedar (for whichtraining has previously

been given) tomewklifferent task which

includes using appropriate problem.

solving skills to plan and accomplish the

taskwith minimal or no additional

traiuitag

3, Competency 4: The student Can measure using tools:

B. VESL,'

L..Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

The stugont can.recpgnito vlsual'cues and

diree4on,. opereticq, and

!a!Oi/locations,

student can demonstrate an aware

ness of safety with respect to procedures/

practices and visual cues/signs,

a, Acknowledge that one hob t to

il ceive directions,

b, Follow onestg directions

1. to start a task,

2, to take something apart,

3, to put something away.

d, Follow directions in use of hand tool

or power tool,

2, Competency 2: The student can follow redirected Instructions.

d. measuringthe length, voltime or.o

Weight measurement of something

using a standard tool,

4. Competency 6: The student can follow. 'nee,

5, Competency 8: The student can utiliie patterns:

, ,

a. ',,4as input /source o

Lpdform a task,

b.' :..'.asinputliource of infOrmation to

evaluate a task.

rmation to

''Responds negative command.':

3, Competency 3:' Provide feedback on performance of task,

b, Provide feedback about quality of work,

d. Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion-of task.

f, Acknowledge and apologize for miss

takes, poor performance, being late

and absent.

4, . Competency 4' The student can ask for feedback, assistance,

advice and emergency help,

b, Ask for assistance or advice from

a supervisor or coworker,

Competen6 6; The student can ask for cloOatiop,
. 4

Indicie lack of underitanding;

Ask for clarification.

c;!' Ask for repetition of demonstration,

e)
4d9u0o 153
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0,-. cOmilitellely-71,,,,I) iti,t,l141t0tott-1411,..arOcreip Mid to, quest

work place,t,abau'Ims in
t Ma 'arid reipOnti to a requea to

object, '

Competency.P; Thu student can use numbers,

o, Read and report a mettsurement,

I LESSON cl,ARIFICATION

M. CULTURAL ORIENTATION

Diagram for lids activity is used In the "Diagrams" Imo,

II, The wite,fronie made in' this lesson will be used In the "Lamp

task in the "Large Factory Simulation ",

.MATERIALS

A. .Ratlemile '

A, Required Moterlits, Etfuipinent mid Slipplits

1, S 85' lengths of wiretection, toasty gauie (almost the

gauge of .coat hanger wire)

2, 4 wire cutters/pliers,

9,, 2 largeserewdrivcin

AA steel tapes/biding tulotto4

'Ociaring Irons

. iitiolon cords I'

4 sponges

)teal wool bun

Asbestos working ards

fltlx containers

4 stones for iron support

:blocks to,position wires

lid files,

solder

rspr knives

copper wire, preferably stripped

7, drawings of wire frame construction

1, Many jobs in a factory require working with metal objects

and, the joining together of metal parts either by soldering,

riveting or welding, Wbenassembling electronic corn-

ponents, soldering-is often used, in the home,.there are

occasions whon small metal objects are broken and Minim

'simple soldering to repair them, it Is, therefore, a useful skill

to know how to work with metal and bow to join it togother,."

Soldering a wire frame for a lainp shade, begins to acquaint

students with this skill,

B, Teaching'Point

1, Students will measure wire with greater accuracy than was

required in previous lessons. They will also learn how to

bend wire to a specified shape following a pre.deter.

mined pattern, Soldering techniques are the same as those

used in previous lessons; they are therefore, reinforced;

C. Teacher Note

1, When a diagram is used, it should be displayed on a large

chart withqdt instructions, Before students do the activity,

the teachei uses the diagram to elicit the directions from

the students. Teacher points to thg diagram and

askslhat's next?", and "What do you do now?"

z. each teacher should decide how much detail tocc}ver in

"iihisTreliminary activity and after explaining the total

activity, must decide whether or not the students can

successfully complete the'project, If not, they must be

guided through the instructions block by block!'

3, Teacher should take care to insure4hat their VESL

instructions are consistent with the previous soldering

exercise,
4

1

"....1.11.imamw



Worksheet
Wire Frame for Lamps

M Lotys' wiRE. /MID A SOARS'.

WRAP, TIgfireN, AND Sre.DER
VIE OPEN CORN/ER ,

;



PROCEDURE : MAKING A WIRE FRAME FOR A LAMP SHADE

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES,

P,E,T, LESSON 10 Galling

If

1, T shows an example of the electric table

lamp that Ss will even wally assemble,

In this lesson they will be making the ,

iwire frame foripfe shade which wjll will

be made in a later lesson, T uses a large,

,diagram with the class to elicit the

directionsirom students, Directions are

not written on the chart,'

2, T points to the diagram and asks cities.

tions, The instructions through1Step 7

dareifor teacher use only, 'Use every oppor

tunity to point to the diagram and ask

"What`do'you do?" What's next?, etc:

' T demonStrates sequence of construction

before g begin to make their frame,

\ .1

ti

e

TASK SEQUENCE

1;)

LISTENING SPE

1, Ss observe and re.

ipOnd as directed by

T,

2, Prior to starting

'assembly, Ss repeat

qeps, in sequence, to

the T,

1, What is this?

Look at this part,

It's the wire frame,

What is it?

2, Today we're going to

make the who frame'.

4

1, R's a lamp,

The he from

VOVLARYILITERACY



VI, ,PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1, MAKING A wing FRAME FOR A LAMP SHOE

TEACHER

P,R,T, LESSO1V 10 Oolong

TASK SEQUENCE'

, Ss observe and re.

spond appropriately,

VOCABULARY/LITERACY

Cut what?

Understand?.

4, Make sure the wire is straight, Roll it on

the table and bend with the fingers to get

the wire, as straight as possible, The ,

pliers may be helpful,

4, St continue to ob.

serve through step

'P seven, They use op.

propriate language

when necessary;

4,, Make the wire straight,

Straighten the wire,

Watch me,

This is straight,

Is this straight?

r.



P,E,T. LESSON 10 ,Oalang

iTEACHER

O.M.t..111,01,14

STUDENT

11.

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

6, Farm the longest piece of wire Into

a' square making sure it lies flat when

placed on a table,

LISTENING

'riches,

6. Bend the two smallest pieces of wire as

shown,



V11.--PROCED

TEACHER

MAKING. AMIDE ,FRAM..FO°11.7110? stIAN:
LESSQN,10 Wang,

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

7, With e 'erY met or 1041 wool, clean the

placl indicated in the drawing,

(

8, Though task 11, T monitors Ss

as they construct theirframe,' She solicits

and reinforces appropriate language.

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING

6, Ss straighten wire,

using pliers if neces

8010

A

SPEAKING VOCAOULARYILITERACY

8. Make the who straight.

Straighten The wire,

Gotit? ,/

8.J

No problem,

I can't,

4

2,93 9
159



VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY, 1 MAKING A WIRE FRAME FOR A LAMP fillADE
P,E,T, LESSON 10 (Wang

TEACHER''
,

, STUDENT r/
. Otf.,,,,TAIMM.WIIPP.Ffr~011

VOCABULARY/LITERACY.........4..........6.0

,

'

,..

,

,

,

,

)
.

1

I

.0

.

160,

$NUENCE AND NOTES

-7

,

,

.

. ,

/
1

J

295

,

,,,

..

4

TASK SEQUENCE

9, Ss form a wire NUN

making acre it Ilea

flatly when placed

a level surface,

,
,

,

,

10, Ss bond the two re.

maining pieces of

wire as indicated on '

the dbigram, ,

)

,

I

,

,

LIMNING

9, Now bend IL

That's good;,

That's not straight, :
i

That's hotter,

Pottho wire outtor
,

hare,

OK?

.

10, Bend the two Short

wires,

Hero, How much do
,

you need here?

Put the wire cutters

,here,

Yea, that's gobd,

.

\

,
ii,'

10,

e

I SPEAKING

Like this?

{ Yea,

No, ,

,

Where?

,

11/2 inches, Ohl

I understand,

Like this?

N

1,

1

,

,

.

296



VI. PROCEDURE = ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A WIRE FR E FOR AlAliP SIi DE

TEACHER
0

P,E,T, Lesson 10 Galang

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK LISTONG , SPEAKING VOCAB LARYILITERACY

12 T directs Ss to stop their work and

observe the.next demonstration;

Using bare copper wire that has been

cleaned, wrap tit wire around the frame

at the points showh on the diag7am,

297

11 Ss clean the wire frame:

with steel ivqol at the

pOintsindicatell

drawing. hr

12, Ss observe the dem-

onstration and re-

spond appropriately,

11, dean the wire,

Yes

No, here,

Pinished,

Need more time?

12, This is a copper wire,

This one is a bare copper

wire,

What's it called?

Wrap the bare copper

wire like this,

Wrap here,

Is this OK?

Is this wrong?

11, Heie?

Yes,

Not yet,

{ies,
No.

12. Bare copper wire,

{Yes,

No,

{Yes,

No,

161



ZE ACTIVITY 1

TEACHER
0

MAKING A WIRE FRAME FOR A LAMP SHADE

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

13,7 explains and demonstrates ill

frame should be wrapped tightly with

,' copper wire, floweVer, there should be

even 'spacing betweeh each wrap of the

wire,

qq
T VVV

.........J

;Loose Tight

T demonstrates howthe soldering iron

ihould be cleaned and tinned and instructs

the Ss to duplicate the demonstration,

162

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING

13, Ss observe and,re

spoild appropriately,'

Then he wrap their

ownframe with bare

copper wire,

13 Wrap it tightly,

i'must be tight,

I's this OK?

I understand,

14. Ss observe and rep

spond appropriately,

They.,then clean and

tin'their soldering

irons,

14: 7hif is (a) soldeiing

equipment

iron,

Wiiaris it?

14, Yes,

299

Then, I clean the

soldering iron with

the steel wool,

What did I do?



c.

VI, TR.O,CEDURi ACTIVITY 1: , MAKING A WIRE FRAME FORA LAMP SHARE

TEACHER

SEQUE AND N LISTENING

Now plug it in. ,

Watciiine again..

Is the soldning iron

-:hot?

Dip it in the flux,

Then tin the soldding

iron like thif,

Understand?

Now what do you do?



r
VI. PROCEDURE AQTIVITY 1. MAKING A WIRE FRAME FOR A LAMP S P.E.T. LESSON 113\G

TEACHgR,
r

, t STUDENT

,

SEQUENCE Alt:ID NOTES I: TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING
. ,

SPE VC/CAB

,r
ARY/LI-TERapi.

\15. T shows ho ,to solder the large wires '.

together, the the support 'wires. Ernpha..'',
,size.tharwhen soldering, the metal to be 'T''''

soldered should be heated first, then 4

solder added, Remind .Ss that they do ,

not need Imie amounts of solder:. ' . ''

.

16. T Neryises Ss;

After a6lying the solder, Ss ust let it

cool. Then Ss test the tonne n to see

if it still rotates. If it does, they hould
remelt the solder on the joint and re.

solder it

,
: g

...

.y

,

., ,._....
..-

Non RotatInl Joints

V t I,,/

164

15; Ss first solder the '
'.,', frame together. Then,

using wood blocks to

support the twova.
struts which bold the

,shade on the lamp, .

7 they solder the two 0

. -.))' supports, They should ,i,

carefully check the .

angle liefOre.solderidg. 7::''
a ,. . i

i
1:

J.

,

, ,

P '

16. Ss solder the joint an'd

test to make sure the ,

joint doerri$t -rotate,

I

,

.

15. Cie khese wires witti

ie steel wobl. 'Vi

A

Wrap the copper wires

around'these wires

See? .

Put some flux here.

leouch the wires here

With the soldering.

, iron.on. ''
Make the wires hot.

- Are they hot9 4
.....0

.,../ .

.
Put thesoldeihere.
Take away to solder

and the soldering

iron.

Can you do it?'

Try i

Wai ;Mate the wire

hot! I

.

Ne, hotter.

No, thatliwrong,
Too much solder.

15{Xes,

.

"{Yes.

16.

.,,

'
' ,

,

No. '
.

No, not

- , J1
'' gr;/,

1 0 >

A '''

.4'

*Yes,

i

, ,..

Sure. ''' f

maYbe.

OK.

:.-

Like this?

OK.

1

O'n! '' e
\

(

'7,

'
b.

4

¢

,

,,

:

,

.

t.

e...

is

i'

0.

/

'-

c

k,

,

q
1

'

.



PROCURE ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A WIRE FRAM FOR A LAMP SHADE

re,....ewerewree

TEACHER STUDENT

J.

P,E.T, LESSON 10, Galang

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENC, - LISTENING. SPEAKING VOCABVLAPLITERACY

What's your problem?

Saltier here.

Put the wood here,

Check it.

Is it OK?

' ky again,

Good;

floes it rotate?,

That's not good

enough,

Try.again,

305

Too much solder,

I need flux ,

s equipment

OK,

{Yes,

No.

Yes,

No,

Not tight,

OK,

3

1.

165



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I; MAKING A WIREFRAME FOR A1AMP SHADE

I
LESSON 10 Galling

TEACIIER STUDENT , . '

' SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SNEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

17. T shouldicheck all

allowing S8 to wire

to the lap stand,

/ .

.

18. T directs students

-

307
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solder joints before'

and attach the frame

,

to clean up,

.

17, Ss use the pliers to

bend the ends of the

support wires so that

the frame fits the,

demonstxatioh lamp,

Ilie frafie is removed

, IA adjustrnentsits

often as necessary to

achieve a good fit.

,18, Ss make sure irons are

cool and that scrip

wire is properly dis

posed of,of,

t

\ .

17, Bend the Wires,

Here and here,

Make it fit'

. \

Does it fit?
a

Here, Is it 0

Mitke the bolt an

nut tight, ,,

Isthis ight?

Tighten it, .

18; Okay, cleaiug,

Where do you put the '

scrap wire? , , '

Let's go,

.

1

17.

\,,

',

0,Here.

\

.

I don't understand,

Yes,

No,

Yes.

Not good enough,

No,

There,

I
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Pre-employment Activity

Galang Lesson 11

MAKING A LP SHADE

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills ;

CoriipetenCy 1: The studelit can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training;

starting and/or determining task

assignments; completing a task to

specification, completing a task within

a giventime frame, performing as

Tart of a team.

c. showing motor skills and self-

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problemolving judgments

for minor problems, while working to .

specifications

2. Competency 2: The student can apply a technique or pro;

cedure (for which training has previously

been given) to new/different task which

includes using appropriite problem-

solving skills to plan and accomplish the

task with minimal or no additional training.

3, Competency 3: The student can use counting skills to

complete a task,

a. ; makingcounts.

4, Competency 4: The student can measure using tools:

b, duplicating the length, volume or

weight of something without the use

of standard tools.

5. Competency 8: The student can utilize plans and patterns:

a. as input/source of information to

perform a task.

c, , as output/product.

B. VESL

1, Cothpetency 1:

I)

The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b. Follow onetep directions

1, to start a task,

2; to take something apart.

3. to put something away,

c, Follow multiplestep d'aections to

perform a task.

d. Follow directions in use of hand tool

or power tool.

e. Respond to simple cautions and nega

tive commands.

f, Follow directions' to complete a form.

2. Competency 2: The student can follow redirected instructions,

a, Respond to a negative command,.

The student can provide feedback oarlier-

formame of task.

a: Provide feedback on prowess.

The student can ask for clarification.

a. Indicate lack of understantling.

b. Ask for clarification,

c. Ask for repetition of demonstration.

The student can ask and respond to Rues-

dons about items in de workplace:

a. Ask or tell the location of an object

or place,

c, Make and respp 0) a request for an

6. Competency 9: The student,Oari*iitiriibers,
;.

C. Provide a count;`'

d. Verify a count,

e, Read'antre jt aneasurement.

13. Competency 3:

4. Competency 5:

5. Competency 7:

7 .4 167



II. LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale
1. In very large factories, parts of the production line are

made elsewhere and arrive ready for use on the assembly
line. In smaller specialized factories, when the need arises
for complicated.parts, they are often fabricated on site.
Generally, patterns are used to do this. Whether-it be for
cutting wood, metal, cloth or plastic, patterns are usually
made out of paper or wood. Becoming familiar with the
use (I/patterns is a usetul skill for work or for home
projects.

B. Teaching Point
1. In this lesson, students learn how to create, and use a

patteni as a set of directions for performing a task. This
lesson reinforces previously learned skills and provides
further work with scaled drawings and the use of grid
paper. Students will work from a two-dimensional pattern
to make a three-dimensional object. "Making a Lamp
Shade" is another step which prepares students for the /7
assembly simulation.

III. CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A. Relates to "Piecework" Activity in CD.

B. Tlie
Facto

ished lamp shade is used in lamp assembly for "Large
Simulation",

IV. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies
1. Already assembled Lamp Shade
2. Grid paper, 1" square
3. Paper.

4. Pencils
5. Rulers
6. Compasses
1. Wooden straight edges
8. Heavy construction paper
9. Marking tape, or vinyl tape

10. Scissors
11. Razor knives
12. Paper clips
13: Drawing of-Lamp Shade Pattern
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VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY IL MAKING A LAMP SHADE

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NdS

P,E,T, LESSON 11 Galang

STUDENT

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING

1. T reviews the making of three (Omen.

sional cubes using grid paper, T shows

a 1" cube,

2, T writes on the box "top","bottom",

etc, When all sides are marked, T un

folds the box,

3, T shows a finished lamp shade from

heavy construction paper emphasizing

that the shade is made up of three dif

° ferent sections which are taped' together,

170 313

1, Ss observe and re

spond as appropriate

through step three,

Remember this?

What is it?

How many sides does

it have ?.

Touch the top,

2. Where is the top now?

3. Look at this,

It's a I hale,

What is

Today we're going to

make a lamp shade,

Where is the top?

How many sides?

There is no top.

WatCh this,

What is this?

Pattern, remember,

Pattern?

1 square is 1 inch.

Can you draw the pat.

tern?

SPEAKING

k

1, A cube.

box

2, Here,

There,

sides

Lamp shade.

{Here,

There,

Five sides,

Pattern,

{Yes,

No,

Sure.

Not sure,

Show me.

VOCABULARYILITERACY



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A L P SHADE P.E,T, LESSON 11 Oolong

TEACHER'

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

4 T then shows the drawing of the lamp

shade as it would look unfolded and

in two dimensions, In this activity Ss

patterns, By using a one.inch grid,

there is a one.to.one correspondence

to the measurements shown on the

chart "Lamp Shade Pattern",

TASK SEQUENCE

r

4! Ss measure the actual

lamp pattern and indi.

eate the results on the

board, This data is

then used to kale

their drawing,

LISTENING

4, How long Is this?

Now draw your

pattern,

That's right,

No, one square for one

inch, .

STUDENT

VOCABULARYILITERACY
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'V1 Pii0C PURE- ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A LAMP SHADE PiE.T. LESSON 11 Going

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING . VOCABULARY /LITERACY

51 T reviews the drawing with Ss pol'nt.

ing out that tho dotted lines are a

Ode to center the top of the trapezoid

They will not be present on the final

product,

6. T supervises each S's progress

eliciting appropriate language as the

pattern is cut,

ti

it .

%

317

172 ,

5, So first draw the pat.

+ tern for the long piece

which becomes the

shade top and two

sides, a square and two

trapezoids, 'Then they

draw the pattem for

the remaining sides,

a single trapezoid,

These are cut out

carefully.

6, S tapes the pattern

to heavy construe

tion paper and draws

around the pattern,

After the shade is cut

out, the tabs are

folded carefully,, the

shade is assembled and

taped together.

0

,
.

(

5, Don't draw the dotted

lines.

They help us to make

the lamp shade,

They are not on the ,

lamp shade,

Then cut it out,:

Be 'careful, Cut on

the line.

t
ALI'

6. Put the pattern on the

paper,

Use the paper clips,

'

,

No move it here
'

Now, cut it out,

Fold the paper here,

What do you do?

Tape the paper,

Now what?

_. ______

,

''

6, Like this?

0,K,

Fold it,

Tape the

4'

4 41

,,/

,

,

,

paper,

,

'

, .

,

318



Pmemployment Activity

Gelang - Lesson 12

PREPARING DRINKS AND MEASURING LIQUIDS

L 'COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

1, Competency.1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:
P

, a, starting and/or determining task

assignments, completing a task to

specification, completing a task within

a given-time frame, performing as

part of a team,

2, Cothpetencyt The student can apply a technique or pro-

cedure (for which training has previously

been given) to new/different task which

includes using appropriate problem-solving

skills to plan and accompli sh the task

with minimal or no additional training;

3. Competency 3: The student can use counting skills to

complete a task,

a. . Making counts

4. Competency 4; The studentcan measure using tools:

,a, , determining it two quantities are

of equal length, volume, or weight,

d. , , measuring the length, volume or

weight measurement of samething

using a standard tool.

5. Competency 6 The student can organize, classify, and

sort discriminating between:

a. color code, shape, material size,

fuqction,

d, , weight.

6. Competency 6:, The student can follow a sequence.

319

B. VEST.,

Competency 1: The student can follOw simple directions,'

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b, Tallow one-step directions

1 toltart a tisk,

2. to take something apart.

3, to put something away.

ft

2. Competency 2: The student can follow redirected instructions,

a, ReSpond to a negative command.

3, Competency 3: Provide feedback on performance of

task,

b. Provide feedback about quality of veprk,

c. Provide specific aliment of a

product,

d, Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task.

4, Competency ,5: The student can ask for clarification.

b. Ask for clarification,

6, Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to ques-

tions about items in the workplaCe,

c, 'Make and respond to a request for an

object,

6, Competency Use ntimbers,

c. Provide a count,

d. Verify a count.

173



II, LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Rationale

1, In America there are many chemicals that are used in the

) home and work. Thee are usually,concentrated and need

to be diluted with water, In a restaurant such as

McDonald's, there aro4aily routines like measuring cons

conflated Juice Into dispensing machines, All of these tasks

require that measuring is done properly, It is important

to know how to measure and mix liquids accurately acs

cording to the directions,

B. Teaching Point

1, In this lesson students will learn how to use measuring

cups, measuring spoons, and weight scales. They will

be introduced to the American system of wOghts

and measures.

III, CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A, Skills learned in this lesson are reinforced in both, "Working In

A Restaurant" and "Restaurant Simulation"

B, Measuring volumes is also importantin lioth "Janitor" lessons,

321
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IV, MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Equipment and Sup trles

1, 5 Measuring cups

2, 4 Quart containers

3, 4 Pint cups for mixing

4, 3 Pint cups for Tspremixed drinks

5, 4 Measuring spoon sets (tsp /tbsp)

8,1,0 Plastic cups .

7, 4 Buckets water (gallon level marked)

8, 1 Can sugar

9, 1 Jar Rodman orange or cherry concentrate

10, x Cnn MHO

11, 1 Cen powdered milk

,

1,\3 Plastic cups for each group

13 3 weighing scales

14, 2 Bucket; drinking water

15, 2 Buckets washing writer

18, 5 Spoons for mixing/tasting

17, Various weighable items

18, Batteries, nails, scissors

19. Package of sand,

20, Small plastic bags with tither bands to store drink

32 2



V, PROCEDURFACIIIVITY I; PREPARIts4 DRINKS AN MBANURINO

TEACHER STUDENT

LESSON 12 (Mang

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

1, T prepares ahead of time three drinks

In ten.ounce cups as follows:

a, 1 teaspoon sugar, 4 teaspoons

Redman

h, 4 teaspoons sugar, 1 teaspoon

Redman

c, 4 teaspoons sugar, 4 teaspoont

Redman

2, 'I' Introduces the lesson by giving,the

rationale, T tells.Ss that they will be

making several kinds of mixed drinks,

S/I e introduces measuring cups and

sp ono and states that there are three

` d inks containing different amounts

of sugar and flavoring, The cups are

labelled A, B, C.

323

2, 85 observe and re:

spond as directed,

, r

2. We are going to make

drinks.

I made these,

They are different,

This is a teaspoon,

tor

What is this?

Bow many teaspoons

equal one tablespoon?

I, A teaspoon,

term

Three,

MEASURING TERMS

measuring spoon

tablespoon

teaspoon

measuring cup

ounces

175



V PROCEDURE PREPARING-DRINKS ANDEASURINGLIQUIDS,'

TEACHER

P,E,T4ESSON 12 -Gal*

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE 1 LISTENING SPEAKING/0 VOCABULARY /LITERACY

3, T places a little of drink A in each

of the S's cups and Ss the taste it and

tell whether it is sweet or not, The same

'is done for drinks B; C.

T distributes measuring spoons, sugar,

Redman and measuring cup,

T enco4ages experimentation,

3, Ss work in groups

of two or three, Ss

taste the sample drinks

and try to dete ine

hoW many teaspoons

of Redman and how

many teaspoons of

sugar are in drinks A,

B and C. Ss do this by,

trying to reproduce an

equivalent drink

usingra teaspoon and

1 cup of drinking

water,

Matching the color of

the Ss mixture to that

of the,original drink

is also a valid way of

duplicating a diluted

concentrate, It should

be encouraged, Ss re.

port their results and

write it on a chart on

the blackboard,

3, TaSth drink Ai

Do you like it?

What's theiproblem?

It's sour,

Does it need more

sugar?

Not enough sugar,

It's sour,

Taste drink B.

Do.you like it?

Does it have too much

sugar?



PROCEDURF--AbVITY 1; PREPARING DRINKS AND MEASURING LIQUIDS-
P,E,T, LESSON 12. Galang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES ' TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILrfERACY

4, After Ss have duplicated each solution,

T gives them the proportions of ingre

dients used in drinks A, B and C.

327

4, Ss report their results

and write them on a

chart on the black.

board,

Which one is ivieetest?

most sour?

Can you make the

same?

Try it,

How can you do it?

Write the number on

your paper.

4, How many teaspoons

of Redman?

sugar?

Which group(s) was

were

right?

{A, B; C,

This one,

{Maybe.

Not sure,

{Teaspoons.

Color,

O.K.

This one,

That

teaspoons.

328
177



V , PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 2: MEASUREMENT USING SCALES PIT, LESSON 12 Galang

TEACHER STUDENT 4

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

T introduces the scale and distrib

utes miscellaneous objects to be

e4,11ed,

329

1 r intoduction

$0 practice With the_

scales, Using objects

si,ch as batteries, nails;

and fools from the'pre.

vious lesson, the Ss

weigh these objects

and check each other's

results,

4-0

1, Give me the scale,

Give me the scale over

there,

I weigh the battery,

What am I doing?

How much does it

weigh ?:

Ounces:

what?

There are 16 ounces

in one prthnd,

How many ounces in

ft.

Look at the scale,

Weigh the saw,

How much does it

weigh?

1, What?

{I'lease repeat,

Weighing,

Sixteen,

lbs and

u 3



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 2: MEASUREME4T USING SCALES P,E,T, LESSON 12 Galang

TEACHER' STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING

$13t,

2, T asks 'Ss to watch while she prepares

two solutions with the following Inge-

.

Ar.1. ounce powdered milk

1 tablespoon Milo*

1 ounce sugar

B. 2 ounces of milk

2 tbsp, of Milo

2 ounces of sugar

Milo Chocolate pondered drink

2, Ss, observe and' re.

Siond appropriately,

2, Watch me,

'How much milk?

Milo?

sugar?

k

Taste it,

Is it sweet enough?

Do you like it?

Can you makh?

VOCABULARY TERACY

Weigh the milk and

sugar on the scale,

What should you do?

331

ozs..

# tablespoon(s)

Yes,

No, not sweet enough.

Yes,

No,

I can try,

Weigh it,

Weigh the ,milk and

sugar.



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 2 MEASUREMENT USING SCALES
P,E.T, LESSON 12 Galang

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

STUDENT

LISTENII)IG

,f
SPEAK1N VOCABULARY/LITERACY

3, After Ss are able to use the scales,

T introduces two additional drinks which

have been previously prepared. Again,

Ss are to determine the proportions of

the ingredients used in each drink.

Measurement is to be done in tablespoons

of Milo and ounces of powdered milk,

333
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3. Ss attemp o dupli.

cate the proportion of

unknown ingredients

used in the Milo

rinks. SsiecOrd the

aniounti of the ingre.

,clieilued in the Milo

drinks, s record the

amount, of the ingre.

clients they used,

3. Measure the Milo with

the tablespoon.

What next?

Yes,

Write your measure.

ments on the paper,

How many table.

spoons of Milo?

How many ounces of

milk?

sugar?

3, O.K.

Weigh it.

O.K.
4

tablespoons.

-7-0Z11,

331



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 3: INCREASING PROPORTIONS/MEASURING FOR LARGpROUPS , 1 P,E1, LESSON 12 Galang

TEACHER

SEQUENCE A#D NOTES TASK SEQUENCE INC.'.; SPEAKING

NM.11=1.1111

VOCAI3ULARYILITERACY

Drinks for a Large Group

1, T poses the next problem to Ss, How do

you increase the volume of'drink while

keeping the proportions ofthe ingredients

the same? T asks students what they

would do to make one gallon of orange

2, T shows that some measuring cups have ,

the capacity to measure larger quantities

such as pints, quarts or haltgallpnir

335

1, Ss respond app

pridy,

2,' Using water, &count

how many cups of,

liquid equali given

easumentr

P

1, Whig one did y

How many teaspoons

of Redman?

sugar?,

Can you make 1

gallon?

2, Pui-the water in here.

How many cups

to a,pint?

How many cups to

a quart?

How many pints to

a quart,

How many pints to

a gallon?

How many quarts

to a gallon?

B

{What's a gallon?

I'm not sure.
,...

2, Two cups =1 pint

Four cups -1 quart

Two pints =1 quart

`Eight pints = 1 gallon

Four quarts 1 gallon

336
181



V, PROCEDURE 7 ACTIVITY 3: INCREASING PROPORTIONS/MEASURING FOR LARGE GROUPS P,E,T LESSON 12 Galang

, TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

i ,

3, Working with the entire cl; : T makes a

gallon of Orange drink,

i
T continuously poses questions about

measurements during the demonstration,

Teacher Note: If class time allows,

reinforce the use of the scale, Have Ss

weigh ingredients individually, Have

other Ss remeigh to check their results,

,

337
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3' Es observe and

answer direct ques.

ttons,

,

0

.

3, I'd like to make one

gillon of Redman,

How much sugar for ','';'
one cup?

How much Redman?

How much water

mix

,, sugar

do you need to make

one gallon?

0,K, Cleah up,

We're finished for

today,

,

3, teaspoons, ,

,

#

teaspboons,

I need ounces
# cups

tablespoons,

ft'of sugar.

Redman.

water,

,

0,K,

328



Wai

Pri.employment Activity

Wang Lesson 13

MAKING A CUTTING JIG

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

1, Competency 1; The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:

a, starting and/or determining task

assignments, to completing a task

specification, completing a task within

a given.time frame, perfonning as

part of a team,

c, showing motor skills and self.'

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making probfemsolving judgements

for minor problems, while working to

specification

2. Competency 2: The student can apply a technique dr pro.

7, Competency 8; The student can utilize plans and patterns:

a, as input/source of infonnation to

perform a task,

8. Competency 10: The student can demonsblite an awareness of

safety with respect to procedures/prac.

tices and visual cues/signs,

1

B. VESL

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions.

b; Follow-one-step directions

1, toltart a task.

2, to take something apart.

3, to put something away.

c. Follow multiple-step directions to

perform a task

d, Follow directions use of hand tool

or power tool,

e, Respond to simple cautions and negatiVe

commends,

2, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on per

formance of task.

1 Provide feedback **ogress.

b. Provide feedback abOut quality of work,

d, Describe activities in.progress and

needs for completion of task.

The student can ask for clarification,

b. Ask for clarification,

c. Ask for help in an emergency,

The student can ask and respond to:titles.

tions about items in the workplace.

ceflure (for which training has previously

been given) to new/different task which

includes using problemsolving

skillsIto plan and accomplish the task with

minimal or no additional training,

3, Competency 3: The student can use countingskills to

complete a task,

a. , making counts

b, verifying counts.,

4. Competency 4: Tile student can measure using tools:

a, , , determining if two quantities are

of equal length, volume, or weight,

d. , , , measuring the length, volume or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool.

The student'can organize, classify, and

sort discriminating between:

Competency 5:

3. CTpetency 5:

Competency 7:

a, , , ,:color code, shape, material, size..

The student can follow sequence.
183



5, CompOency 9: The student can use numbers,

C. Provide a count,

O. Verify a count,

E. Read and report a measurement.

It LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Rationale

1, In carpentry, the need often arises for many pieces

of wood to be cut to the same exact dimension, to the

same size or shape, or, at exact angles, This can be done

by careful measurement and cutting, However, it becomes

time consuming to carefully,measure each piece that is

duplicated. For carpentry and certain kinds of factory work;

special; devices are made that help workers produce pieces

exactly alike quickly, One such device is a cutting jig, It. is

used to make angle.cuts in wood.

B, Teaching Points

1, This lesson helps the student gain greater skill and con.

fidence in the use of hand and power tools, Measuring

skills and using a 2.dimensional drawing as a set of direc.

tons isalso reinforced, The cutting jig built by the students

will be modified to accommodate' PVC pipe dial will,

be used in later lessons. The drawingi used in building the

gutting jig will be referred to frequently to help the

students produce the language required in the lesson,

Safety when using tools is also Stressed,

C, Teacher Note

1. When a diagram is used, it is displayed on a large chart

without instructions. Before students do the activity, the

teacher uses the diagranrto elicit step by step directions

from the students. The teacher points to the .diagram and

asks: "What's next?", "What do you do now?"

2. Each teacher should decide how much detail to cover in

this activity and after the total activity is explained,

whether or not the students can successfullfcomplete

the. project, If not, they may need to be guided

through the instructions block by block,

III, CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A. The concept of diagram is used in "Diagrams" C,O, lesson,

B, Use of tools Is stressed in "Safety" and "Maintenance" lessons,

IV, MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies (for 4 groups)

1, 4 Hind saws

2, 3 Power saws

3, 3 Power drills with drill bit sets and chucks

4, 8 Clamps (8" size).

6, 5 Goggles

6, 4 Screwdrivers

7, 55 Screws (1%")

8, 4 Rasps

9, 2 Squares .

10, 2 Extension cords

11. 4 Tape measures

12, 1 Hacksaw (for cutting jig)

PVC pipe (for demonstration)

13. Woodstock

a, 1" x 8"

b, 1" x 2"

c, 2" x 4"

14 PVC pipe

184
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VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A CUTTING JIG

,TEACHER STUDENT

I 7

P,E.T, LESSON 13 &thing

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULAIY/LITERACY

, T gives the rationale for the lesson by

cutting a piece of PVC tubing with the

aid of the cutting jig. The Jig is then

placed mit of sight,

2, T displays the chart, "Making a Cutting

Jig" to the class.

1. Ss observe and re
spond appropriately.

,2. Ss study the chart and
answer the T's ques

tions or participate

in drills,

1, This is a cutting Jig,

What is this?

How long is the pipe?

I; Are they the same?

All of them are the

same.

Can you do this?

2. What do you do here?

'What do you need
here?

i. A cutting jig,

{Yes.
:No.

No,

I'll try.

2. I cut
action

inches,

ACTION

Cut

measure

drill

clanip

screw in

file

draw a IMe

EQUIPMENT

clamp

drill

screw

hammer,

I need a clamp
equipment



VI, PROCEDURE -'AtfIVITY'

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

MAKING A ourrgia JZC
LEiBON 18414

STUDENT

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

3, T elicits the language from the Ss for

materials used in'each step of the chart

before they begin operation,

T reviews safety In use of the saber saw'

drill,

T leads language drilla using the chart as

a reference,

® e

347

3, Ss respond orally and

appropriately to steps

a through g,

3, What do you need?

a, Cut 3 Pieces of wood,

Cut thin wood with

thelandsaw,

Cut with the saber saw,

Bo careful, Put your ,

fingers here,

b, Line ad clamp up A

and C,

Clamp A and C with

the Cclamp.

3, I need a saw

equipmenI

a, Cut with the handsaw,,

Cut with the sober

saw,

b, Line up,

ClampA and C,

47



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I! MAKING ouniaa JIG

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

P,B,T, LESSON 18 Gklang

STUDENT

TASKAEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

349

188

c, Drill 3 holes with the

power drill,

Keep the drill straight,

Put your other hand

here,

Wear your gygles,

d, Screw in the screws

with a screwdriver,

c, Drill 3 holes,

gl

d, Screw in the screws,

50



VI PROCEDURE -.ACTIVITY MAK1NO A CUTTING 'HO
Pkr, LEBSON

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE * LISTENING SPEAKING VOCADVLARY/LITERACY

0

f6,,,

110

(

0

i

0.,

4fli

351

\

,

e, Line up B and A and

C,

Clomp II and A and C

with the C.elamps,

f, Drill holes with the

power drill,

Screw In the screws

with the screwdrivers,

,

g. Rasp the wood with

the file,

,

i

.

(1, Line up the wood,

. Clomp ,

$

.

.

f, Drill 3 holes,

Screw in the,screws,

, Rasp the wood,

352

7

.

,189



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A CUTTING JIG

SEQUENCE AND,NOTES

P.E.T. LESSON 13 Galang

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

T distributes materials and-equipment

to Ss when they are able to ask for the
correct item.-

All right,

, 5. After Ss complete their work, T demon-

strates final step of chart, i.e., putting a
90° cut in the cuttidg jig.

5. Last step.

Measure two inches

from the end,

Repeat.

5. Measure two inches.

Draialine.

Use the square.

What?

Make a cut with the

handsaw.

What will you do?

Make a cut.

Like this':

Now you do it.

190 353
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PREEMPLOYMENT ACTIVITY

Lesson 14 Galang

MODIFYING A CUTTING JIG

COMPETENCIES. COVERED

A. Basic Skills

1. :Competency 1: Thestrident can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial training;

starting and/or determining task

assignments, to completing a task sped&

cation; completing a task within a

givekine,frame; performing as part

of a team, ,

c, .'. .'showing motor skills and self

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problemsolving judgements

for, minor problems, while, working

to specifications.

2. Competency 2; The student can apply a technique or pro-

cedure (for which training has. previously

been given) to new/different task which

includes using appropriate problem.solving

skills to plan and` accomplish the task

with minimal or no additional training ,

The student can use counting skills to

complete a task,

a, , making Counts,

b. verifying counts.

3. ,Competency 3:

4. Competency 4: The student can measure using tools.;

a, , , determining if two quantities are

of legal length; volume, or weight. ,

. Measuring the length, volume 'or.

weight measurement of something-using.

a standard tool,

5, Competency 5. The student can organize, classify, and sort

discriminating between:'

a. color code, shape, material, size.

6. Competency 6: The student can folloW a sequence,

7. Competency 8: The student can utilize plans and patterns:

a; . as input/source of information to

perform a task,

8. CompetenCy 10; The student can demonstrate an awareness

of safety with 'respectto,Procedures/prac.

tires ail visual ,Cues/signs,

B. VESL

1. Cornpetency 1; The student can follow simple directions,

a. Acknowledge that one is about to

.receive directions.

b. Follow onestep directions.

1. To start a task. ;

2. To take something apart.

3. To put something away,

o4 Follow multiplestep directions to

perform a task,

2. Competency 2: The student can follow directed instructions;

. a, Responds negative command,

b. Follow instructions, delay,repea and

reorder an activity.

3. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback o

formance of task,

b. Provide feedback about quality of work.

c, Provide specific assessment of a product,

'd. Describe activities in:progress and needs

for completion of task,

4. Competency 4: The student can as for feedback, assistance,

edifice and emergency help.

a Ask for.feedback,

5. Competency 6: The student Can ask how to say something

in Engliih,

a,. Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures,

6, Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to items,

in ,the Workplace,

c. Make4and respond to a requestfor an

object.
191



LESSON CLASSIFICATION

A. Rationale

1, In carpentry the need often arises for many pieces of wood to

be cut to theme exact dimension, or to be ;cut to the same

size or at exact angles. This can be done by cape measure.

ment and cutting 4oWever, it 6ecomes tote coil 4166

Carefully measure each piece that is duplicated,: lkitearpontrY,

and certain kinds Of factory Work, special device's aretade

that help workers produce pieces exactly alike quicklY. One

such device is a cutting jig, It is used to make migle.cuts,

in wood.

B. Teaching Points

1, This lesson helps the student gain greater skill and confidence

in the use of hand and power tools, Measuring skills and using

a 2dimensional drawing as a set of directions is also rein.

forced, The cutting' jig will be modified to

accommodate PVC pipe which will be used in

later lessons. The drawings used to build the cutting $'

jig will be referred to frequently to help the students

produce the language required in the lesson.. Safety when

using tools is also stressed,

C. Teach ote

1 When a di am is used, it is displayed on a large chart without

instructions, Before students do the activity, the teacher uses

the diagram to elicit step by step directions from the students,

The teacher points to the diagram and begins to ask: "What's

next?" "What do you do now?"

I ;

°

ERNS
1/2

'

4

A, ReqiOad Materialsi.E4uiment and' pplies

4lfaadshws

6wer drills

.clainps

4 felt.tipped pens

4 raps
;

2 squares

2 exteision cords

4 tape measures

1" 4" wood stock

2, Each teacher should decide how much detail to cover in this

activity, and whether or not the students can successfully

complete the project after the total activity is explained, They

may need to be guided through the instructions block

by block.

III, CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A, Designs shown hi these lessons are used again in making a

"Magazine Rack", "Small Fact* Shnulition" and "Diagrams",

k

X357357





VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I. MODIFYING A CUTTING JIG P.E.T, LESSON 14 Galang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

1: T introduces the following steps from/

the chart, T should elicit language from

the Ss for each step,

Steps 1 & 2:

Measte 2" on both sides from

board B to' the c f Board C, the

floor of the ji Draw a me lengthwise

between the two points high divide

the floor of the cutting ig in half,

Step 2:

Starting at the cut, which is zero,

mark every inch andjabel with numbers

,1.6 on line C,

194

1, Ss study the chart

and respond appro

priately step by step.

1, Look at the chart,

Lateiwe will do this,

See Step 1.

Measure 2 inches on

both sides,'

This way,

What do you do?

Draw a line from here

to here,

Repeat,

Starting here, mark

every inch with a

'number from 1 to 16,,

What do you do?

tia

1, Measure 2 inches,

Draw a line,

Mark every inch.

361 362



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1, MODIFYING A CUTTING JIG

TEACHER

P,E,T, LESSOk14 Galang

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE VOCABULARY/LITERACY

Step 3:

Drill holes at one inch intervals, as

marked, on line C, ,

Drill a hole at each

mark,

Here, here ,

What's the third step?

Drill holes,

2 T directs Ss to complete steps 1 through

3 of the task,

2, Ss measure, mark the

jig and drill the holes.

2, Now you do it,
2, A11 right,

Is that right?

I'm not sure,

Be careful with the

drill,

195
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VI ROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1 MODIFYING A CUTTING JIG P,E,T, LESSON14 Galang

,-----
TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

3, When Ss have completed stepslt\hrough

3, T stops the class and guides students

through the remaining steps shown On

the chart.

' -
.. ..

,
.-

.

'`1 -
S

,_ , 0,, / ,

'

a. Measure and cut a4" x4" piece of

1" x 4" wood stock (a),

b Using a pencil and ruler, divide the

block into 4 equal parts.

c. With a pencil, divide the lower left

hand square in half as shown on the

chart (a) Whe dotted lines,

d. Cut along the dotted line to remove

a 1" x2'! piece of wood (b), \

365'196 . t

,

3, Ss follow directions

and respond appro.

priately through

Step 7.

.

3, Measure 4 by 4" on

your wood,

Now divide the block

into 4 equal parts.

DraW a line.

Where?

Now divide this sec.

tion in halt Mark

with
ca

dotted line,

What is this?

Cut along the dotted

line and remove the

piece of wood.

Like this,

Understand?

Finished?

3. 2 here and 2" here,

Dotted line.

Yes,

No,

Show me,

Yes,

{Almost,

366



CIS

ACTIVITY :.MODIFYI.NG &COMO, JXa

stuENcE,A0)NoTEs.

.Begin dhe inch from the edge and,

3 holes spaced, one inch apart,

fr

the:lolis,, ini

iirio,On'itop'.' into th0. floor of Mad the holes like

Now pig the stop in

here,



P,E.1, LESSON 14 Galang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCfAND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

Insert the PVC pipe so that the ends

abut the stop and saw,

'4, I.,demonstrates how to insert stop into

the entting.jig,,

4, Put the small wood Into

the cutting jig,

Pain a nail to hold

the pipe, "

Yes, that's tilt,

No use the like

this,



i :11

;.,deincinstratea how the "stop',,an be

e0 along the line tO:match the

iiietiociretnentrOf, pipeailed or'

y their cut

tingjigifter,a brief'

revid of fjteps,

T can show, Ss completed ele'ctiic

lamp then Hi Ss to cut the pipe, the

same size as those hi lamp,

is is a practice exercise, T should

rviseind elicit appropriate language,

6 Yes

No

flow n

'11



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: MODIFYING A CIMINO JIG

rFEACHER

E,E.T, LESSON 14 Clalang

7. T Instructs ,Ss to cut the pipe needed for

PVC furniture design lesson or PVC ehair

lesson.

7, Siiieut the pipe

neededlo complete

their furniture design, thein,

Keep all of 'these

together,

Tie with string..

Write here:

"Now manylit.,':

"IioW long"

tY,



COMPETENCIES COVERED

A,
o

Basic Skills

I, Competency i; The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training;

startinjtjuidlor determining task

assignments, comp sting a task to

specifidationoo pleting a Mick within

'a giventimel e, perforthingis

part of,a team,

b, , working alone,

c. sh6wing motor skills and self.

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problemsolving judgments

for minor problems while working to

specifications/

Pre.employment Activity

Gaiang Lesson 15

PVC DESIGN. PROBLEMS

2, Competency 2:. The student can apply technique or pro.

cedtue (for which training has previously

.0 ) been given) to newgifferent task which

includes using appropriate problenisolving

skills to plan and accomplish the task with

Minimal or no additional training,

3, Competency 8; The student can utilize plans and patterns:

a, , as inputisource of information to

perform, a task.

b, as inRutisource,otinformation to'

evaluate, a task,

;..Competency 9: The student cali recognize visual cues and

signs indicating direction, operation, and

areas/locations.

\or

B, VESL

I, Competency I: The student can folloW simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b, 'Follow one.step directions

1, to tart a task, k

2, to take komething apart, -w

3, to put odmething away,

c, ollow niultiplestip directions to

pertain a task,

d. Follow directions in use of land

, or power tool,

2, Competen'el: The student can follow redirected instructiofis.. ,

a, Respond to a negative coni

b, Follow instructions, deltl,tiPeat and

reorder an 'activity,

3, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on per.

fomitince of task,

Provide fee' back on progress,-

ovide feedbacjeabout quality of Work

t Provide specific eiment of a

product, ,

Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task.

e, Report time worked,

4, Conipetency,4; The student can ask for feedback,

advice and emergency help,

a, Ask for feedback,

5, Competency 5:

istance,

The student can for clarificatii6

a, Indicate lack of understandinr

b, Ask for, clarification, ,,,.,

c,. Ask for help in an emerged

201
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II, Competency 7: The student can ask and reipodi Cues.

eons about items In the workplace,

c, Make and respond to a request for an

object,

7, Compethney 9:' Theitudent can Mic numbers,

'0, Provide a count,

d, Verify a count,

11, LESSON CLARIFICATION

A., Rationale
1`.

1, Whether in the home or the factory there is often a heed

to use a manual or written sOff.instructions to assemble

something, In the home it be anew metni, 'Obilt; Or

,a child's toy, In the factory there' might beMstitictions on

how to assemble a new electronic component, One major

Pioblem for many who use such manuals is how to under-

stand or interpret,* illustrations;'It is particularly

difficult to visualize a three.dimonsional object from a

tmlo4limonsional drawing, TB; lesson will give students

practice in using diagrams and constructing objects.

It is also a continuation 'of a series of activities iq the

making of the electric lamp,

8; Teaching hints

1, ,Spatial perception plays an important role in underethnd

jog some fundamental math and geometric functions as

well as some principles thatgovem modern technology,

This lessoU'Is designeclOarkp the,studentearistializtl.,

tion of aihree.dimensionS) Csjectrepresenthd in a two

. dimensional drawing,

2; The students will use drawings of various pipe con-

structions, interpret them, and then amble the

construction shown, ,Students will useTVC pipe in this

lein,to construct various kinds of designs used for,

the support on the, electric lamp;

CULTURAL ORIENTATIONS

A, Use of a nlartUDl Is stressed In 'Dlagrams" lesson,

B, A manual is also used for the vacuum cleaner in "Working as a

Janitor", I,

C; Putting PVC. pipes togetherLis alsi done in

ons

"Followlitg Dike*

ri) .....

,

Equipment and Supplies

1; Worksheets

2, 20 Tees

-8; 20 Elbows.

4, Precut PVC pips with the following

a, 12 8104
b, 10 5" pipes

c, 12 7" pipet,

d, 1611" pipes

o, 4 16" pipes

f, 2 21:pipes

PARTS LIST

PVC Pail ,';----'-.-----Chair 0; lied Table) r Table 2

Elbows 4 '.,' 4 4 8

Tees 4 8
4',.

4r
2 6 4

55,
4 2', 4

71, .
4 , 8

11" 10 6

'16" 2

22"



DRAWINGS
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373

Worksh

C. Furnittt

TABLE

lIAGAzINE RACK
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VI, PROCEDURE ACIVITY1: PVC DESIGN PR BLEM t LESSON 16 Gala;

TEACHER '

. I

. ,
STUDENT

UENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE ,

,, ,
' LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

;,, i ,

1, T introduces the lesson byjhowing I

the already assembled table lamp, A

duplicate one is alio shown but is lacking

the electric socket and bulb, This one is'

given to each individual student and they .

are askedto make a new design chaniing

some part of the arrangement, The pur.

pose is not to proddce kfundional stip

port for th,e lamp, butto see how many
, ,

ways the same structure cap be r

arranged,

/ , s'

I

2, T then introduces aVorkkeet which

includes 2 and 3 dimensinal drawings

with some missing lines/ Ss are asked

Ito first complete the 2-smensionai

drawings, T should ci'leck each S's work

to sure it has been done correctly.
, 1 ,

/
,

.

/

. .

,

a .

3,

, c.

38i
IT

I, Ss p dthe lamp

around, examine it

and discuss deign .

variations,
. ,

,

,

a

a

,
. .

-

,

2, Ss demonstrate their ,

ability to build the

21iinensional exam',

, plesa,on the worksheet,

0

I

1, Change it, ,

Like this,

. You try it, ,

What's the problem?

Watch,

OK?

/ oa

Give it to hini,

her,

a

2, 'Look at the picture,

Can you ke these

. drawings, .

. i

t'
,

That's wrong.

,

,

.

1

,

1 I don't understand,

{Yes,

No,

\
.

OK,,

1111 try;
a

Sure,
.

, . ..

This one?

a

{Why?

.

t
4

...

. ,

.

.

/

,,

.

.

362

,,

.

,

,

205



PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I PVC D SIGN PROBLEM
'P,E,T, LESSON 16 (Wang

TEACHER
, ' STUDENT

I

SEQUENCE AND NOTES: TASK sEOENcE LISTENING ,SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

3, '1' then discusses the difference between

a flat versus a three.sided design or

between two and three dimensionS, The

Ssi are asked to, take each of the 2 ,

dimensional designs and rearrange them

in different ways to get threedimensional

structures, Then they can continue on

to complete the3dimensional examples

on the worksheet,
,

,

4. Suggestions

,

As Ss construct each of the designs

shown on the paper, T should ask,

whether the drawin s indicate that

all the%pieces of pipe e the same

size, T should conti ue to make sure

the angles of their structures are the

same as shown on the worksheet,'

206 4'
i 4

3, Ss continue with work

on the 3.0 examples'
,

and finish building the

three dimensional

designs,

.

4, If Ss are having diffi

culty,constructing

designs three, four or
,,

five, have them go '''

back to designs one,

two, and three and re.

construct thein, Then

have them twig the

various parts and see if

these new arrange.

ments look like.others

' on the Worksheet,

3, Which pipe thi you

need?

,

Are they the same

size?
,

That pipe's too short,

long,

c

4, Is it OK?

'
Look at the picture,

,

Is s/he right?

I,

cr

3,

4,

This one!

That

Yes,

No,

,
Oh,

,

.
04

Yes,

No,

I'm not sure,

;

Yes, it's OK,

-Yes,

No,

,

,,

,

,
,
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'VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY 1: PVC DESIGN PROBLEM P,E,T, LESSON 14 Galang

TEACHER S'iUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES , TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

,

5, The second worksheet slioWs the con.

struction of taliles, beds, and, chairs

all using' arious length pipes, The

methodof distribution of these pipes to

the various group can vary, It is an ex.

cellent opportunity to cOmpare lengths .

and check measuring skills, .

T introduces the second worksheet,

Ss should be encouraged to look care.

fully at the drawings before construction.

Each group should ilimited to corstruc.

'tion,from their set of pipes, .

.

,

6. Note:
,

Anothersuggestion from a preeinploy.

ment teacher is to challenge Ss to create

a bed, chair, etc, from their pipes, If

they do not come up with 'a drawing

equivalent, the worksheet.drawing is then,

introduced and the Ss attempt to re.

produce it, ,

,

0

,

,..
.

35

5, Ss examine the

drawings antLassemble

the items one by one,

,

,

r

,.

0
a ,

,

.

If

.

,

5, LoC at,the picture,

WI* is this?

.

How Ipng is It?

IS long or short?

,
,

IlOw about this one?

Is it long or short?

This'is the longest,

shortest,

Understand? .

Can you make this?

v

..., .

, ,.

Which pipe is this ?

(on worksheet)

_

,

, p .

'
.

.

,

5,

,

Pipe
,

3 inches

not long

not short

medium'

11 inches,

Long,

Yes,

{No,

,$!

{Yes,

Sure,

This one,

.,

,

,

1.

.

,

ti

,

LIG0
Q 0 n

ye

J ,,

C
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VI) PROCEDURF- ACTIVITY I: PVCDEBION PROBLEM
.E.T, LESSON thtlong

iEACIIER ' STUDENT,

' SEQUENCE AND NOTES ' TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING , VOCADULARY/LITERACy,

,
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I '

'

o

A

, .

,,,

,i

,
4

.

''. 33
.

i

14

0

,

v

)

,

.

,

,

,

,
,

,

,

1

°

\

$

ti

.

What do you need?

Connect these, ,

Put jt together.

M set?,
,

Are you finished?
,,

i

Disconnect these;

Take it *art,
,

;

.

,

'

4

A

4,

' I need a
f

tee

,

orwall
1

I

,
, ,

0

,

.

,

,

,

338

r

1,used 4 pipes and

g elbows,

Not yet,

,

No, '

of yet; ,

0E,,
.

'OK,

,

\

t '

4

1

lei
si

1,

'W
\s



Pretinploynient Activity

Calms Loon 16

ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS I,& II

COMPETENCIES COVERED '

A, Basic Skilla

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training;

a, starting and/or determining task

assignminta, completing a task to

specification, completing a task within

a given.time frame, performing as

part of a team,

c, , showing motor siOlis and self

confidence with tasks,and equipment;

making problemlving judgements

for minor problems, while working to

, specifications,

The student can apply a technique or pro.

cedure (for which training has previously

been given) to new/different task which

includes using appropriate problem.aolving

skills to plan and accomplish the task with

minimal or no additional training,

The student can use counting skills to

completf a task,

a, , making counts.

The student can organize, classify, and

sort discriminatingblween: tr

a. , color code, shape, material, size,

The student can follbw a sequence,

The student cap utilize planspd patterns:

a, , as input/source of in/onnation to

perform a task,

b. , as input/source of information to

evaluate a task

2, Competency 2:

3, \Competency 3;

4, Competency 6:

5, Competency 6:

6, Competency 8:

0389

7. Competency 9: The at t can recognize visual Cum and

signs indicating direction, operation, and

arena /locations,

B. VESL

1, Competency 1; The student can follow simple, directions,

a, Acknowledge that,one is about to

receive directions

b, Follow ono-step direction,

1, to start a talk,

2, to take something apart,

3, to put something away,

c, 'Follovilmultiple.step directions to

perform a task,

d, Follow directions in use of hand

or power tool,

, Competency 2: The student can follow, redirected instructions,

a, Respond to a negative comman

b, Follow instructions, delay, rep t and

' reorder an activity, ,

3. Com etency 3; The student can provide feedbac on per.

formance of task,

a, Provide feedback on prowess.

b, Provide feedback about quality of work,

c, Provide specific assessment of a

product,

d, Describe activities in prowess and

needs for completion of task,

e, Report time worked.

f, . Acknowledge and spologize for

mistakes, poor performance, being

late and absent

4. Competency 4: The student can ask for feedhack assistance,

advice and emergency help,

a, Ask for feedback, 3
209
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Cialiiiitiency ha `I'Ituatud001 an foi eltliitiOtttiO0,

Inlicatv lark or undttstanding,

b, Ask for deification. "-

roliilitfoti (lenioteitr4000

LionlPtelleY 9: 'the student can ike iiiiiiiherti,

c, Provide a comic,

:(1, Verify II eolit,

LESS(
)N

A, Rationale
,

thallythe professionarelectricion should 100t4 ants f1

spy proliiiim that ofetir with oiNtriCili,eiretlitt However,

It 1)1 MPhil to know how lights and other kinds of electrical

equipment are conneelcd, This knowledge is useful not only

in, recognizing potential
safety hazards, but also In

locating very simple probleilla such as a burnt out

bulb, a Nulty plug or tt had starlet In a fluorescent

lesson will help the student understand what is meant

by an electrical eireuit and how to cope with simple

electrical problems,

B, Teaching Points

1, There are at letisst two types of learning outcomes which

result from doing this activity, Students are continuing to

practice reading and interpreting diagrams and drawings,

This (sson moves to a more abstract presentation of in

formation in the form of aschematic drawing. Some

students may have difficulty in interpreting what the

drawing means and may need help, Additionally, students'

will learn more about the properties of electricity,

One cannot expect them to fully understand the difference

between series and parallel circuits, but they should at

least recognize that there are significant 'differences,

Troubleshooting with a flashlight is their chance

to apply what they have learned in all the previous

lessons on electricity,

391

s.,

Steps I throng!) 4 on he done In una kotir Nom And

otmpi through 9 to KOMI WOOL If time remains, the

teacher can return t game playing with the attribute cards,

III, CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A, ElectrIcal,sality la totaled on In "Safely" and "Home"

lemons,

It Faulty Or 19;0 of "Maitifeninfe of Equipment" and

"Piecework, and Sequence of Operatitapi'! ivoona
I I

IV, MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies "

1, Wosksbeelti;

A, Series and Parallel Circuits

Switches

2. Each student group (lesson 1)

3, 2 testers to be Wed as a source of electricity

6 Christina lights

6, Alligator clips, red and black

6, Wire

7, 2 Wire cutters

8. 2 Razor knives, ;.

9. Each student group (lesson 2)

18, 1 Protolvard

11, 1 Test light/battery holder

12. 1 Screwdriver

13, Paper clips

14, Large headed nails

15, Defective flashilghti (used in Activity 2)

392
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VI, PROCEDURE. ACTIVITY 1. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS I &41.,

STUDENT

P,E,T, LESSON Oallw

SEQUENCE AND NOTES ' TASic SEQUENCE. L1STENNG

1. T should thoroughly review with Ss'

the previous lessons on electricity.

Thekmphasis shoulcl be on examples

of electrical circuits, Have Ss also recall

the resukoiutinginore than one bury
to btim Int different bulbs.

1, Ss ,pkiticipate in the

review and vspond

appropriately,

What's thii?

4 tl

Look here,

Prisitive,,',

Negative,

This is the plan for

battery,

2 T introduces the worksheet on series and

parallel circuits, explaining how the two

new symbols will riow stand for batteries

and bulbs, T 'should construct, the first,

example with Ss so that .,they fully under.

stand how the schematic represents a

circuit;

X bulbs *batteries

Syni

Bulb

B err=

396

2. When Ss:construct

each circuit they

should write down

whether or not each

bulb, lights and ,

whether it is bri ht or.

dim,

2, Look at example

number

How many. b ?tteries ?.

This is a ChristmaS

light:

What is it?

, AA Chrisimal

213
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PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I

A

ELEOTI{ICAL CIRCIJITSIA III
P33.'0801%116 Wig

TUDENT

SEQUENCE D'IiiiTES

4

In thedistussion.ofilie amples on

tiie et, the T .sliotild have the

c Pere results, ,,14

T asks que Lions tdlielp !s expo their

'44understantig of what

the electricity goes through those lights

that are parallel to each; other;

4. T can create new circuit diagrams'and

have Ss speculate on results,

398

TASI SEQUENCE

3, Sys constrizAitcirCuits

#1 and g,,If'possible,

Ss exPiain in a simple

way,why there is a

difference, Ss con.

struct, ,circuits #3, 4,

5 and light their all at

the same timei

Ss construct Circuits

#6 and 7 anyiscuss

; 'differences between

thio circuits,

4,, Ss check their guesses

by constructilig some

of the new circuits,

If the Ss feel, coil!,

fortable. with the in

forination;the volt.

meter can beintro

Awed here.

LISTENINA sPER

S, Is it; bright or dim?

'Which is brighter?

, dimmer?

3, {Bright,

This one,

That

Which is the biightest?

dimmest ?.

Are they the same?

different?

This is a sries circuit,'

parallel,

Is thi a setiesior

parallel?

Will the bulb light?

Can yqu makelt?

o Is this a parglIel circuit?

flepes,

This one::

That

'Different.,

{Seriei,

Tarallel,

{Series,

Parallel,

{
4

.4, Yes; ;

No.

Sure,

If

{Series,

Parallel,

OCAMARY/LITtRACY1

399



VI, PROCEDVRk ACTIVITY V ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS I 8; II

TASK SEQUENCE 'VOCABULAiiYILITERACY

5, Ofore introdicingtieworksheet on

.;74`Switches", the T Shoti ki explain:the

use of the,t,nns open and close,i4

circuitv T. should also'denionatrate how

a switch works in a simple circuit and v

dernonstrite the various Other switches

in.the classroom,

° 5, Yilatchme,

Open'

The *cult is open,

The light is Off,

Open off,

Repeat.

81,1b

The circuit is closed.

The light is on,

Closedon

Is this open?

closed?

ti

5. Open.off,

CIOSe .011.

{Open,

Closed,

215



VI, PROCEDURE ITY 1: ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS I & II P.E.T. LESSON 16 Galang

\ \
TEACHER STUDENT

,

SEQUENCE AND,NO TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING. , SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

\
\

6, T introduces worksheet on lwi hes", .

T helps students construct the firs

circuit shown opothe worksheet, \

6, Ss work to construct

the drawings and fill

in the worksheet,

,

6, Look at number 1,

How many batteries?

1 --)

,

item

6, batteries
I I

T should aid the Ss in setting up their

..
boards appropriately, One of the par. Close switch )3,

poses of the exercise is to have them Is the light on?

think about circuits in a more abstract
No

manner so that they can picture them , Close switch A.
,

in their minds, it is important that they; Is it on now?

predict what will happen ahead of time,'
,

"No,'

Close A and B,

Now?

ii.. , 11'

No, that's wrong,

Write yes here,

Yes,

Can you ow me? ,

,

1 ill 1 1

111
1 i (

r no
I see,

Do it again,

wire.

' aboe/ rt
.. -

t

i

Board uirHi po.rtr clip sufch

. ,

--,
.

402,
103

216



VI. PROCEDUR ACTIVITY 1 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS I & II P.E.T. LESSON 16 Galang

'TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES! TASK SEQUENCE LISWG SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

7. After discussing all of the examples on

the second worksheet* can ask Ss

to consider how the fluorescent light;

are connected to the switches in the

classroom, Are themeeparate switches

for each light? Are the ay/itches in'series

or parallel? If one of the fluorescent

lights is unscrewed, will the others go out?

Have them try,

If there are various kinds of switches

available, they can be taken apart and

investigated by Ss: ,

o

8 Trouble Shooting Flashligl its:

T explains that circuits fail both at home

and/or at work, Simple ways of checking

a circuit are,often used to find out what is

wrong, Tiiii is called trouble shooting,

Teacher Note: In setting up the flash.

lights beforehand; T can use stencil

correction fluid to disrupt circuits '

between batterieior within the circuit

of the flashlight,

$
.

, 1

104

7. Ss participate in,the

1 discussion using appro.

/ priate language and

perform the actions

as directd,

8, 'Ss receive flashlights

which have been

changed in some way

so that they no longer

function,

Ss use the bulb test

apparatus they con.

structed in lesson 6

to determine what is

wrong with the flash.

light.

7, Turn this on,

off,

Does 'the light go on?

off?'s..,

Are the lights in

series?

ptirallel?

Unscrew the light,

Do they all go off?

8, Take a flashlight,

Make it work,

Can you do it?

What's wrong?

Use the test light.

Fix it,

.

.

7,

{No.

8,

=

OK I

,

Yes,

,

Series.

Parallel,

{Yes,N ,

Yes,

This,

That,

The wire.

The bullfis bad,

The battery is dead,

OK.

I'll try,
,

,

.

105

217



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I gLECTRICAL CIRCUITS I & II
P,E,T, LESSON16 08,1Ang

TEACHER

SEQUENCE ANDNOTES.-1TASK SEQUENCE

STUDENT

LISTENING SPEAKING

9, T ,re ambles the group and asks Ss

what was wrong with the flashlight,

As a group, T and Ss draw a diagram

of a flashlight on the board,

p

1os

218'

9, Ss draw a diagram of

the flashlight, Ss trace

the circuit and discuss

where in the flashlight

the circuit was broken,

9, What's wrong?
9, This,

That.

Here,

The wire,

The bulb is bad,

The battery Is dead,

VOCABULARY/LITERACY
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Preemployment Activity

dalang - Lesson 111

MAKING PANCAKES

COMPETENCIES COVERED 7, Competency 10; The student can demonstrate an'aware

riess of safety with respect to procedures/

A, basic Skills practices and visual cues/signs.

1. Competency 1; The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

txaining;

a. starting and/or determining task

assignments, completing a task to

specification, completing a task within

a given.time frame, perfonning as part

of a team.

2, Competency 2; The student can apply a tech e or

procedute (for which training has pre.

viously been given) to new/different task

which includes using appropriate problem.

solving skills to plan and accomplish the

task with minimal or no additional

training,

3, Competency 3: The student can use counting skills to

complete a task.

a. making counts

4, Competency 4; The student can measure using took

d. , , measuring the length, volume or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool,

AM

5, Competency 6: The student can follows sequence,

6, Competency 8; The student can utilize plans and patterns:

a. , as input/source of information to

perform a task,

B. VESL

1. Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions.

s, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions.

b. Follow one.step, directions,

1, to start a task

2, to take something apart

3, to put something away

Follow multiplestep directions to

perform a task.

d, Follow directions in use of hand or

power tool,

e. Respond to simple cautions and

negative commands;......

f, Follow directions to complete a form,

2, Competency 2: The student can follow redirected instruct

tions.

a. Responds to negative command.

3. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of task.

a. provide feedback on progress,

b. Provide feedback about quality of work,

c. Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task,

f. Acknowledge and apologize for mis

takes, poor performance, being late

and absent,

I0'9
.219



4, Competency 7: The student can ask antirespond to gum

dons about items in the work place,

a, Ask or tell the location of an object

or place,

b. Ask or tell who has an object,

c, Make and respond to a request for an

object,

6, Competency 9; The student can use numbers,

c. Provide a count.

d. Verify a count,

e. Read and report a measurement,

IL LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1. Certain processes at home or at work require close attention

if a good product is to be made, Using glue, mixing plaster

or dentent are examples of jobs that require a knowlege of

timing, If chemicals are not mixed in the right proportions

or not heated properly, a poorproduct may result,

Cooking pancakes is 'a simple example of many situations

where close attention is importint, If the batteris cooked

too long, the pancakes will burn. If it is not cooked long

enough, it will be raw and inedible. 'Practice with such a

process will develop attention and judgment; both are

important traits in any worker,

B. Teaching Points

1. In this lesson students learn how to make pancakes by

following a set of written instructions, Doing this activity

in sequence is important because it determines the quality

of the final product, Cooking the pancakerequires close

attention and it will take praCtice to Imow when to-turn

it over and how long it should cook, This lesson will also

provide further practice in weighing solids and measuring

110

220

III, MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Supplies and Equipment

1, 2 scales

2, 4 measuring cups,

3. 4 pint containers

4,'' 4 measuring spoon Its (1 tsp,,1 tbsp.),

5. 4 bowls for mixing batter

6.. newspaper

7, 4 electric stovesiheating elements

8,. 4 spatulas

9, 5 spoons powdered milk

10, drinking water and container

11, bakingpowder

12. margarine

13. sugar

14', flour

16. 4 eggs

Suggested Supplies and Materials

1. napkins

2. ,plates and forks

3, jam or syrup

111



Bernie's Galang Pancakes

In3redient

Rptuclered

:Water
Guar

kin twder
Flour

E99
1. We'13.i 3, ounces of pOWdera

Milk, put ,inpmallest nwasur.

ih8 Cup.

R II mea.suri9 cu wi441

via* to the high mask

We.;911. 8 ounces or

but in bowl

Add 3 'tablespoons of sugar

and

3 liaspoorts of bakin3 powder

Mix -Flour, su9ar and bakinta

powder

41'2



`Pour, milk. int?, la er
iineasurin cup

8. Add e3 aid

lour, sii r?ritue I

S_tg

Teacher Ig.nicit.Wrates,.; How `to Cook Rpicakes,.

A. Acid Y2 -teaspoon air o.rtne, to part, wok'

u,nlil If ars 'Du b 6s.

B, Pour bkri r ufrtfil you have a 4 inch Cyr ,l

C. kit ts< ci bubbles' appatr in boy 1.er

D. ibrri one pancake IAA s ula
E. Eat and .en joy

413



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY rl s MAKING PANCAKES Uhl', LESSON 17 Oolong

TEACHER STUDENTT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUEN 0 LISTENING SPEAKING VOCADULARYILriERACY

1, T gives a brief description, of what

pancakes are and how they are cooked,

T can discuss how similar cakes are road()

in Vietnam,

T explains that Ss will be given a recipe

to read and they will mix the ingredients

as it indicates,

2, T introduces the ingredients and utensils

used to make pancakes, T reviews the

lotion verbs involved ,in the preparation

process, T should review the use of

measuring spoons, sdale, and measuring

cups,

For lower level Ss the steps of the recipe

can be reviewed, not by actually mixing,

but 1,47 showing the actions that would be

taken, inlollowing the recipe,

.

1, Ss respond appro.

prInthly,

2, Ss follow the teachers

lead and respond with

appropriate language

or physical imitation.

,

o

1, Recipe,

'Phis is a recipe,

.

today we're making

pancakes,

2 Get me a cup,

tiiia

Co you get me

another cud?

1, Redo),

,

2, Here's a cup,

Sure,

{I do,

He does,

She

O.K.

UTENSILS

,

,

cup

measuring spoon

bowl

'spoons

spatula

.

.

A 1 .
li o

223

utensil

Who's got a a?

utensil

Give it to me,

her

him,

[T demonstrates)

4 1 4



V, PROCEDURE.. ACTIVITY I: iMAKING PANCAKES

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

P,E,T, LESSON 17 0001it

STUDENT

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY TptAcy

224

416

What am I doing with

the scale?

Am I weighing?

mixing?

I add this to this,

What?

Now what am I doing?

Remember?

Now I pour the mix.

Lure into the pan,

What do I do?

Any questions?

Weighing,

{Yes,

No,

Add,

Mixin

Pour,

What's this?

417

weigh q.

add,

mix

pour



V PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY I: MAILING PANCAKES PII .T LE880N"11 Oplang

o TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE , LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

3, T hands out the recipe sheet,

When Ss receive worksheets end supplies,

they should be reminded that following

the sequence shown in the recipe is

important, The ingredients should be

mixed well,
.

1' supervises each S and solicits

appropriate language, i

4, T demonstrates how to got the pan ready

for cooking and how to cook the pan

cakes, Remind the Ss that pancake

should be no bigger than 3114 inches in

diameter, This will insure that they wit

be cooked all the *ay through,

418

3, 81 work through step

'I,

4, Se proceed to make

their own pancakes

with guidance from

teacher,

I

N.)"

0, Kook at the recipe,

What can I give you?

Are you finkhed?

This) celled the

batter,'

4, Add' t, margarine to

the pan.

, ,

Wait,

These are bubbles,

What are these?

The margarine is now

hot.

Like this, This big,

Now turn it over with

the spatula.

How does it taste?

.

3,

4.

I need milk,

Ingredient

Yes,

No, not yet,

I need more time,

Batter,

Bubbles,

0,K,

Turn it,

Good,

Bad,

O.K.

wMot..*......414,01".............10....ii

4

INORLD
0

IIIN 18
.

milk

water

flour

sugar

baking powder

eggs

_____------

113

,

225



PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1 . MAKING PANCAKES
PIT, LESSON 17. Galang

TEACHER
STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

226

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

Wait,

Too much.

little,

Not like that,

See?

Now turn over

pour

add milk."

ingredient

What are you doing

now?

Look here.

It's ready.

Turn it over,

Be eareftil.

It's hot.

How does it taste?

It's not cooked,

Like this?

I'm weighing.

Good,

Bad.

0,K,



PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1

TcACIIER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

MAKING PANCAKES

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING

STUDENT

SPEAKING

;5. The remaining partof the lesson can be

used to help Ss better understand the

concept of fractions and fractional parts.

T introduces fractions: 3/4, 112, and 3/4 cup,

5, Ss measure and

record the following

How many 1/4 cups to

make one whole cup?

How many 1/4 cups to

make one whole cup?

If you measure four'/.

what is the final

volume?

If you measure eight

cups into a container,

what is the final

volume?

If you measure, three 1/4

cups into a container,

what iste final

volume?

5, This much is 1/2 cup,

% cup.

1/4 cup.

[Holding a cup]

How many 1/4 cups?

1/4

Put 4.half cups in

this,

How much is it?

Put 8 oneuarter, cups

in this.

Are they the same?

How much?

Is it more than 1 cup ?'

How many cups is it?

Put 3 oneuarter cups

in this,

Is it more than 1 cup?

How much is it?

All set?

Clean up now,

(2 1/4 cups =1 cup)

(4 % cups :.1 cup)-

5, Two,

-Four-

11 pint.

2 cups,

Yes.

1 pint,

Yes,

Two,

No.

3/4 cup.

Yes,

VOCABULA /LITERACY

Skt R 1,,TtN G

423
227



It I

Pre- employment Activity

Gang Lesson 18

MARINO A FLOOR PLAN

A, Basic Skills. 1, COmpetincy 1; Tha student can follow-simple directions

1, Competency 1; The studentcan deraonstrate the ability a. 'Acknowledge that one is about to
to perform ignments after initial receive directions,

training; b, Follow onetep directions,

a, . starting and/or determining task

ignments, completing a task to

specification, completing a task within.

a given time frame, performing as part

of a team,

b, working alone,

2, Competency 2; The student can apply a technique or

procedure (for' which training has Pre

viously been given) to newldifferent

task which includes using appropria0

problemolvig skills to plan and accorn

lish the taskwith minimal or no ao.
. timai

, Competency 4; The student can measure using tools:

d, measuring the length, voliime or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool,

The student can utilize plans and patterns:

b, as input/source of Mforroation to

evaluate a task,

c, , as output/product,

5. Competency 9; The student can recoglize visual cues and

sips indicating direction, operation, and

areas/locations,

1, to start a task

2, to take something apart

3, to pugsomething away

c. Follow multiplestep directions to

perform a task,

f, Follow directions to complete a form,

2, Competency 2: The studentcan follow redirected instruc

tions,

a: Respond to negative command,

3, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of task,

a. .Provide feedback on progress,

1). Provide feedback about quality of work,

c. Provide specific assessment ofa
product,

4. Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback, assists

mice, advice and emergency help,

a. Ask for feedback,

5, Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification,

a. Indicate lack of understanding,

6, Competency 9; The st(tdent can use numbers,

e. Rea and report a measurement,



II. LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1 Finding an office in a large building or locating a store in
a large shopping center is a common problem for many.'
Usually thereAre maps, or diagrams at the-entrance that
indicate where offices or shops-are located. Locating an
item in a roomful many objects such as a storeroom may
also require the help of a diagram. Blueprints and sche-
matic drawings are also frequently used in various work
situations which require Placing or finding the object.
This is especially true in large warehouses or factories.
It is important to know how to use a floorPlan, maps or
locationardiagram; they all require practice to be able to
decipher and use the information presented.

B. 'reaching Points

1. In this lesson stu = nts will measure in inches and convert
to feet. They will have further practice in use of graph
paper. In the process of doing the lesson, they will develop
an understanding of ratios and scale. By constructing
floorplans themeelves, students can better understand what
is meant by scale and proportion, and know how to
interpret these kinds of drawings.

This is a 2-day lesson. On the second day if time remains
T. can return to A-cards game playing.

III. CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A. Floor plans are used in "Home" lesson and "Working In A
Factory".

IV, MATERIALS

A. Requited Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1. 5 tape measures
10 rulers

pencils
blank paper

5. le 1/2" graph paper

230 426



V. PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY MAKING A FLOOR PLAN P,E,T, LESSON 18 Galang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

1, 1, having given,thiationale, asks Ss to

draw a floorplIi of the classroom,

Any person should be able to look at the

floorplan and know the dimensions of the

classroom and where desks and benches

are located, The drawing should be from

the point of view of a person on the

second floorlooking down at the first
,

T supervises work to guide students in

completing a floorplan, not a-picture of

the classroom.

Note: For this exercise, the T may

want to simplify the room arrangement,

I

.

\

2, T stops drawing activity after allowing

no more than ten minutes, T discusses

with students the details shown in their

drawing,

Wiiich drawings have a lot of detail?

Which drawings have the least number

lines,

Do

but thtelle most informationin?

gthe drawings where everyth Is

located? ,

1.

The idea of scale should be discussed,

. ,-

,

of

1. Ss observe

spond

ding
tion,

M en

drawl

comple

plan

of paper

2. Ss

teacher,

guage

`'..'g
f-,',1

.',1

appropriately

the)introduc.

they
. 't

Ind

,

oiii,

.,

'i,.',;!

$

v
t,

, 3,

.1

l

I

discuss

,

cim

" 0

,,

,

,

,

,

,

. , ....

,

and re.

begin
,

.

finally

the floor

blank sheet

.

,

with

Native Ian-

be ,used,

,
ii

.

,

,

i
.,

',

4

1, Take a pencil and a

piece of paper;

Today we're going to

draw a floor plan of

the classroom,

Like this one,

What is it?

Is it the same a

picture?

Go ahead, Draw,

No, no legs! [table]

Who's finished?

,

Give me your paper.

All set,

2. Native language:

Where are you?.I .

Where is the door?

chair?

bench?

Is the table next to

behind

in front of

the bench?
S

Is the map right?

,

1.

2,

Floor plan.

,

,

Not the same,

Different,

I am,

Me,

Yes,

,
.,

H ere, (points to map),

Here.

{Yes,

No

Yes,

{No,

$

,

,

.

.

1128

\,.

.

%

4

,

,

231
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V; ,PROCEDURE '= ACTIVITY 1; MAKING A FLOOR PLAN
LESSON 18 Gang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING

3, T hands out grid paper and asks Ss to

make anbtheffloorplan showing tables

and,benchei to the same scale as the

walls of the room.

Before Ss begin drawing, T should discuss

and illustrate on the blackboard the con.

ventions for indicating doors and windows

on a floorplan. The point should again

be reinforced that objects should be

drawn in proper relation to each other,

4. T blieflYiexarninef.Ss' finished product,

Ss, as a group,, correct gross errors,

3, Ss redraw the room

using grid, paper,

4, Ss examine each

other's work and, as a

class,,correct errors.

3, Look over here,

Door, window,

Do you know what do

do?

Draw the classroom

again.

Use this paper.

4: Is this right?

Where is this?

the table?

etc?

3, Yes,

No,

4, Yes,

No,

Here;

430

VOCABULARY1LITERACY

r.



V. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A ,FLOOR PLAN P,E,T, LESSON 18 Galang

TEACHER . STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACP

5, T will again,ask Ss to draw a floorplan

of the classroom, but this final plan will

show accurate dimensiontand scale,

T reviews the use of the tape measure

and the measurements "foot" and

"inches",
.

T directs Ss to measure the length and

width of the room and any additional

objects that will help clarify the task.

\

6, T then discusses drawing'to scale,

Questions:

a. How are the squares on the grid paper

used to represent width and length?

b. Should one square represent one

foot?

c. Should one square, equal one foot?

how many squares equal 2 feet or

3 feet? How many squares equal.

thirty feet?

T shows Ss how to indicate the room's

length and width on a new sheet of

graph paper,

N

431

5, Ss participate in the

review and respond to

language and direc.

tions by measuring

the room and otheri

, objects,

6, Ss together draw

some measurements

to scale using graph

paper.

.

5, Measure the table,

wall

bench,

Measure, From here

to here.

there

Look. Here to here,

How many inches?

feet?

18 inches = how many

feet?

6, OK. One square

= 1 foot

How many squares

.equal six feet?

How about 6'6"?

Draw the walls,

Can you do it?

Measure it,

How many squares?

I',

5.

6,

What should I do? .

From where to where?

inches

feet

1% feet

Six squares.

Six and % squares,

I think so,

I'm not sure.

t

,

.

432

233,



'Pre-employment Activity

Galang- Lesson 19

MAKING ICE CREAM

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

1, Competency 1 :' The studentgcan demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:

,starting and/or determining task

assignments, completing a task to

specification ;completing a task within

a given.time frame, performing as part

of a team.

c, , showing motor skillsand self.

'confidence with tais and equipment;

making probleinsolving jUdgments

for minor problets while working to

specifications.

Competency 2: The student can apply a technique or

procedure (for which training has pre.

viously been given) to new/different task

which includes using appropriate problem.

solving skills to plan and accomplish the

task with minimal or no additional

training.

5, Competency 5: The student can organize, classify, and

sort discriminating between:

d. wweight

6. Competency 6: The student can follow a sequ nee.

"1, Competency 8' The student can utilize plans and pattenis:

a, , as input/source of information to

perfom a task,

Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

Acknowledge that one is abOut to

receive directions,

b, Follow one.step directions,

1, to start a task

1 to take something apart

3, to put something away

Follow multiple.step directions to

perform a task,

, Respond to simple cautions and nega

commands,

2, Competency 2: The student can follow redirected instruc-

tions.

3, Competency 3: The student can use counting skills to

complete a task,

, making counts

4, Competency 4: The student can measure using tools:

b, .duplicating the length, volume or

weight of sornething without the use

of standard tools.

d. measuiing the length, volume or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool;.

3, Competency 3... The student can provide feedback on

performance of task,

a. Provide feOback on progress,

b, Provide feedback about work quality.

c. Provide specific assessment of a

product,



I

cl, Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task,

f, Acknowledge and apologize for

mistakes, poor perkinance and

being late and absent,

4. Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback, assts.

tance, advice and emergency help,

b, Ask for assistance or advice from a

supervisor or coworker,

6. Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to

questions about items in the work place,

c, Make and respond to a request for

an object.

LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

Ill, CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A, Following recipes reinforced in both "Restaurant" lessons,

IV, MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1, 4.5 iluckets

2, 2 Buckets filled with water

3, 2 Buckets filled with drinking water

4. 4 Large, tin can with lid

5. Measuring culls

6 8 plastic drinking cups

7, 8 Spoons

8, 4 Measuring spoon sets (tsp /tbsp)

0, 4 'Thermometers

10, Ice

11, 4 PVC pipe stirring sticks for ice

12, Rock salt'

13. 1 Can Powdered milk

14, 1 Gallon can Ovaltine

16, 2 liottles Vanilla concentrate 4 oz,

16, 1 Bottle Lemon concentrate 4 oz,

17, Sugar

18, Newspaper

'19, 1 Hammer

1, This activity is similar to the lesson "Making Pancakes",

A set of instructions are to be followed in a sequence and

judginents made at critical points in the process... When

making ice cream using a tin can in a bucket, the sides of

the can must be scraped occasionally to hasten the freezing

process, If the tan is opened too often, the milk won't

freeze, . If it is not opened at all, it takes a long time,to

freeze, Observation and, judgments are required in this

process as in, the liome and, on the job, Using observation

and judgement to change or interrupt a process is a useful

skill in a variety of jobi,

B. Teaching Points

1 A new skill that is introduced in this lesson is using and

reading a thermometer, Students continue to practice

measuring liquids andsolids, They also followa sequence

of directions to prodtte a product,

236

C. Teaching Note

1, A half day before'the lesson staxts, place a bucket of water

in a refrigerator., Chilled water,then used to make the ice

cream mixture, till speed thefreezing process,



Ice Cream Retipe

1

Add

itiospoons
lemon -Fluorin



It

AP4tNcgti)'i\iii
,

1., r..10 'ices tlielessOr0y,telling Ss.

., throu ,thein eter thOey will be

ma ng 0 ere ;

.,.

s Questio iv, , .,

I

a. :. Hp ,d4tIlinlii am is made?
, ,,

,,, b.' it ark edi nts?

110viii411 14.i( frozen?
,

KING' a CREAM
P,E,T, LESSON 19 Oalang

STUDENT
(1

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

tr'

114,n oduces the thermometer and,

"using a drawing, shows Ss how to

r d the temperature,

recipe for ice cream is not posted

until students are able to read a them

meter, ,

)

238

438

1, Ss participate in

the discussion.

Bs read the thermo

meter and state the

temperature of the air

in the classroom,

1, Native language.

This is a them.

meter,

Repeat,

What's the tempera

bare of the room?

95 degrees.

#

2, Thermometer,

95 degrees,



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: MAKI 0 ICE CREAM

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

3, T passes otit buckets with about one

cup of water in the bottom,

4, T then gives Ss pieces of ice about

the size 9f a fist to put in their buckets,

T instructs Ss to compare their

thermometer reading of the ice water

with their first test of water temperature.

The buckets are set aside while Siprepare

the ice cream mixture.

440

: TASKFQIIENCE

I'. 1,I, i il

3, Ss ,f

1,.h

e li!ie tempera...

turn, o i) water in

tite bti et,

i

it

4, Ss checkothe tempera.

turn of the water with

ice, .

:STUDENT

PiE,T, LESSON 19 Oolong

LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITER;CT

3, I have put a little

water, In the bucket,

What's the tiempera.

turn?

1
4, Put your, ice in the

bucket, Stir it. .

What's the tempera.

ture,

3, 45 degrees,

4, -32 degrees.



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: MAKING ICE CREAM P,R,T, LESS 4 Galog

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

5, gives Ss recipe for making Ice cream:

Recipe for Ice Cream:

- 4 cups Water

2 cups pow4ertal milk

8 tablespoons of sugar

2 teaspoons of vanilla extract

As alternate flavoring, Ss can try

4 teaspoons of lemornavorIng,

or 4 tbspoons of Milo,

6. When Ss have finished preparing the

ice cream mixture, the remaining ice

should be, evenly divided and added to

each group's bucket, No additional water

need,be added to the bucket,

T instructs Ss to weigh 10 oz, of salt

and add a little at a time to the ice,

stirtingwell after each addition and

then checking the temperature,

The temperature of the water, ice and

salt mixture should be 20° F Ice should

be added until the thermometer reads

20° F,

442

*

240.

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABWARYILI

follow the reelipe

*JirectIons,

Ss measure ingredients

Into a large can. They

should stir well to

make sure milk and

sugar have dissolved,

6. Ss measure 10 oz, of

salt and add it to the

ice a little at a time,

After each addition

they stir well and

t checkthe temperature

of the water, salt and

44.

'Ss stir with a stirring

.!cstick, not the thernio..

Mieter, until the salt

dissolves, Additional

salt may be added if

the temperature does

iiot drop to 20°F

ii

5, Take a recipe,

'Can you do It?

4

If you have a question,

ask me.

6 Stir it well,

No, not enough,

Keep going,

Put 10 oz, of salt into

the bucket,

ry

Stir it.

Yes,

What's the tempera

ture?

It 20°t needs to be 20 F,

You need more salt,

Add more salt,

5,, Sure,

Yes,

No,

6, O.K.

All right,.

degrees,F,

143
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VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I. MAKI% ICE CREAM
P 14ERSON 10 Ahlany

TEACHER ,

i

L_T .4, e V .2,,TINa, ..

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCADULARYAITERACY
. ........

7, When the temperature drops to 20`) F,1

demonstrates how to pleb the tin full of

,': ickream mixture into the bucket full of

'ke, water and salt, 1 shows students

how to turn the tin can

After five or ten minutes, 'I' Instructs

Ss to open the lid and see whether or not

the milk has started to freeze. If so, the

sides of the tin are to be scraped 'quickly,

the lid replaced and the freezing process

continued,

.

444

.,

,

7, Ss add their tin to the

ice bath and stir and

, Scrapelintil the milk

hits frozen,

.

.

4

.

7,' Put the tin can In the

bucket,

Turn the can like this

in II minutes, cheek It,

Don't look yet,

Scrape the sides. Like

this

Scrape the bottom,

He careful, Don't let

the salt go inside,

Is it finished ?,

,

flow's it going?

flow does.it taste?

O.K. Clean up,

,

7, 0,K.

1

Not yet,

Almost finished,

Slow,

{0,K,

Good,

Yumum,

.

,

1

11,10

241



1400:ill

Wang Lesson 20

MAKING A PVC PIPE CHAIR

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

Competency 1: The Student can demonstratelthe ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:

a, , , ,starting and/or detennining task

assignments, completing a task to

specification,ComAting a task; within

a giventime frame,performing as

part of a team;

c. . , , showing motor skills and self.

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problemsolving judgements

for minor problems while working to

specific,ations,

5. Competency 8: The student can utilize Plans and p'atthits:

a , iinput/source of information to

perform a task,

b. , , as inputlsource,of information to

evaluate a task,

B, VESL

1. Competency 1; The student can follow simple directions.

I 1

a, Acknowledge that one is about lo

receive directions,

b. Follow one-step directions,

1. to start a task

2, to take something apart

3, to put something away

c, Follow multiplestep directions to

perform task,

2. Competency 3; The student can provide feedback on per-

formance of task.

a. Provide feedback on progress,

b, Provide feedback alSout quality of work.

c Provide specific assessment of a

product,

cl, Describe activities in, progress and

needs for completion of task.

3. Competency 7; The student can ask and respond to

questions about items in the work place.

2. Competency 2; The student can apply a technique or

procedure (for which training has pre-

ROusly been given) to.newidifferent task

ich includes using appropriate problern7

solving skills to plan and accomplish the task

with minimal or no additional training,

3. Competency 3: The student can use counting skills.to

complete a task, 4

a, , , making Counts,

b, , verifying counts,

4. Competency 4: The student can measure using tools;

446

. determining if two quantities are

of equal length, volume, or weight,

c. , using standard tools, determining,

whether duplicated items:are equul,

d. measuring the lei h; volume or

weight measuremen

using a standard to A

c, Make and respond to a requestlor an

object. I

4. Competency 9: :The student can use numbers,

Vic, Provide a count V

, Read ajOeport 4

2

rc

)j

o!,



II. LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Rationale

1. On the job or at hoine the refugee will frequently be

confronted in America with the task of assembling an

object fromdiagrams alone,

B. Teaching Points

1, In this lesson Ss are asked to interpret a rather complex

'3 dimensional diagram and use the infonnation from the

diagram alone to construct a PVC, pipe chair, Ss must

work in groups and the teacher should encourage the

groups to plan the construction together and divide the

tasks, Ss have already; tad experience with PVC pipe

construction and measurement.

2, Ss work in groups to assemble the chairs. Ss shciuld dip

the joints in dishwashing detergent as they assemble the

chair' to make joining parts as easy a's possible.

B. Required Materials, Equipment and SuO

,

For Classes Assembling the Chau' Fenn Precut Pipes

1, '4 3" pipes

2, 6 5" pipes

3. 11 9" pipes

4. 5, 10" pipes

5, 2 11" pipes

6. 5 22" pipes

7. 9 elbow connectors

8. 16 tee connectors for each chair assembled.

9. Worksheet; PVC Pipe Chair (4)

III. CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A. Assembly from diagram also done in C.O. "Diagrams" lesson.

MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1, PVC pipe

2, elbow connectors

3, tee connectors

4, hacksaws

5, cutting jigs

6, measuring tape

7. dishwashing detergent

244'









V, DRAWINGS

qtj

248

P Chair

456



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: MAKING A PVC PIPE CHAIR P.E3, LESSON 20 Galang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

1 1 shows the Ss , a 3illimensional drawing

of a PVC pipe chair, Using their ex.

periences with PVC pipe construction, Ss

are asked to recall the names of the

components of the chair in the picture,

2, Referring to the Ss work with cubes,

the T ask Ss the terms needed to de-

scribe the sides of a cube.

T refers to the diagram of the PVC

chair and labels each side with Ss help,

457 ,

1, Ss study the drawing

presented and respond

to the teacher's ques.

tions using aperopriate

language, '

2, Ss respond with al

propriate language.

f Let's review,

What's this?

.

2. What's this?

Which side is this?

.

Is this the right side

of the chair?

Which side is this?

I,

{Elbow,

2.

{

{

°

PVCA*

Tee,

Cloth.

.

A cube.

Front..

Back,

Yes.

No

Left:

Top.

Bottom,

.

.

419
249



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1 MA

TEACHER''

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

NG A PVC PIPE CHMR

3 T leads Ss through the drawinghelping:

them to discover the information that,

ea9,,be derived from the drawing. '

.4,

Questions;

a. ilowinany pipes ancityatious

conteetors are needed?

b, Wlltit are the lengths of pipesin0e.,(

gwing.

c HoW are the 2dimensional &wirings

of the rigitt, left and back sides of

the chair to be labeled?

d, What are the equivalent parts in .the`'

2.0 and 3.D drawings

AsKIEQV LISTENING. SPEAKING

S may came to the

el*
;

ion foOrove
. 'Pipe

. elbow

tee

hacksaw

cutting jig

tape measure

How Many 5" pipes?

4. T dividesihe'elass into.groups of 3.4

...persons and instnictsthe omalte,

list 4 materials foreonsi eting the

hair, 1

s "pf:

the irlsthey' need

Lejiacksa% cut.

of the

OjkOlair

c cintOtients they

need, #;e1

ow, tees)

estimate the num.

ber of feet of pipe

they will need for

the chair construe.

tion'

(converted from

inahes to'feet),

250



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: MAKING A PVC PIPE CHAIR P,E,T, Logan 20 Chiang

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING, SPEAK' VOCABULARY /LITERACY

5. T distributes Opplies as Ss request them,

Once construction his begun, T can

assist and 'supervise various groups,

6,, T should encourage comparison between

each group,

Note: Ss' can take chairs apart by follow.

ing stcpby.step oral instruction given by

the T. Each group of itudenta'should be

given a chair which they didnOt

to perform the following tasks while dis

ii,ssemblingihe Chairi:'.

a, Double check the accuracy of pipe

measurements using the constructioA

diagram as a guide,

b, Compare lengths and express dit,

ference0 language.

steel,, qqk
long/16,nge on

shortish "rt st

46I

Sscut pipes needed

using the cuttingjig or

take what they need

of from the supply of

pre.cut pipes.

5, Ss begin construction

,of chair.

6, When finishe Ss

should check the qual

ity and comfort' of the

chairs produced by

each group.

r.

1.

1

, 5. What do you'want?

need?'

6 Which k good?

ie

Which are not

Which is best?

'I

.1.

'1411V

II

5, I heed a . pipe

want to,01

That one.

'Those.

one.

Thos

Jion
1, .

6'

it? '1.1

ip e



PrImployment Activity,

Caking ; Lesson 21
4

TESTING CIRCUITS' MYSTERY BOXE

t
Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:

he sttiilent caniollow 'simple direction

a; Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b, Follow onestep directions,

a, starting and' /or determining task

assignments, completing a task,to

Specification, completing a task within

givekime frame, performing as part

''of a team, ,

c, ,,showing Motor Skills and self.

Confidence with tasks and eqnipment;

making prOblemsolOig judgements

for minor problems while Working0,

specifications, . "'"

2, Compete* .2: ',The student can, apply cft ch'nidue or'"

or procedure (for WhiCli traininglas pre.

viously b n given), o,newidifferent task

udeS using appropriate' problem

solvin ills to plan and accomplish the
.

task t minimal or na additional

training,

1, to start a task

2, to take something apart

3, to put somethingiway

c, pollow multiplestep directions to

perform a task, .

d. Follow directions in ukof hand or

power tool,

e. Respond to,simple cautions and

negative contends,

f, Follow directions to complete a fo

Competency 2: The sfutlent calm followredirected ins

ai, Respond to negative command, '/

b,, Follow instructions, delay, repeat bpd

reorder an Activity,

ompetocy 3 The student can provide feedback on

performance of task: '1/4.

c, Provide specific assessment of a

product, '
1:.,.Competency.5i0;The student can organiie, classify;and

discriminating betWeen:

number codes, late?'

numetic codes,

;function,

etency 7: The student can ask and respond to

qUestions about items in the-work place,

a:, 'Ask or tell the location'of an object

,;_yp place,

and,ieSpond tot request for

an o bject

4. Goinpetdic 6.; The student can a Sequence,
°

5, Competen 8: ,'The student c ige plans and patterns:

as outputtpiocIct,
3,,,,.,Competenc 'The student use nuMbers,

Reitd and report a Measurement,
I

d.



LESSON. CLARIFICATION,

41' Ratloffile,

1.. In eleetronic assembly plants, as in Manysimilar factories,
g compon'testinentp with, meters is standard operating

,

Procedure: The Irieters used are sometimes simple to
operate while:404S may be quite. complex. Using a meter
to testa systeir#1,0r, Coinponent'can be difficult, esPeelally
for the first time user,' However, confidence can be
quiddy gahied by using a simple testing procedure and
meter. Theexperience can,ielp the student approach a
more complex test with-less fear.

B. Teaching Points

1, This lesson will pro e p ctiCe in using an electronic volt.
meter to solve a prob at &mot be seen directly. The
"Mystery Boxes" contain both7qpplete and incomplete
circuits, made of wires, batteries and bulbs., The volt
meter is used to test the unseen circuits. The lesson rein-
forces previously,emilored concepts,.about electricity.,

Teacher Note

1, Elbctritial activities may prove difficult for certain graups,
the lesson should be adapted to ihe,group's level. Teachers
should remember their goals:

.

a. To acqUaint Ss with a testinidevice.;,
b. To work on diagrainrskills:
c. To encourage f ^ er understandmOf electricity.
d. To cultivate to inking, (,

0 or

111 MATERIALS
,

A, Required Materials,

t 1. '5 Test lights made in previous lesson.,
2. 5 Meters -- measuring volts
3. Mystery boxaprepared before

a. 10 Wire.connections only i:,5;c:

b. 5 Wire connections, batterie
c. 5 Wire connections, batteri.,

4. Pencib
5. Paper 4656. Rulers

254



PRUCEDURE - ACTIVITY 1 TONG CIRCUITS -.MYSTERY BOXE 1),E,T, LESSON 21 Oolong

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

STUDENT

TASK SEQUENCE

T reviews use of the test light and hoW it

was used to test eonductora and non.con.

hams by testing several objects,

2, T also reviews th concept of a circuit

using examples fit the previous lessons

on electricity.'

py

466

9

LISTENING VO ABULARYILITERACY

1, Ss participate In

the review using appro.

pride language,

2, .Ss respond'as appro.

pride,

1, Does' the nail light

Neill

it up,

2, This is a wire,

These are wires,

Is this circuit open?

closed?

1, YeS, It does.

No,:it doesn't,

2. Open.

Closed,

ITEMS

114

,nail

plastic jar

folded cloth

, scissors

255



IV, PROCEDURt,,, CPVITY 1: TESTING CIRCUITS r MYSTERY BOXES P,E.T, LESSON 21 Oftlong

,TEACIIER
. ,

STUDENT

.......,,,,,......
SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCASULARYILITERACY

i. Using a: interpreter, the T explains that

many circuits are small or hidden from 4

view, (specially electron ', circuits used In

radios,. ttleVjsion sets or s I appliances,

If the Circuit is not closed because of

faulty soldering, or a looso,tomponent,

l'he trouble may be difficultl'or impossible

to detect by visual ingpection, Test

meters, such Mil volt meter, are used to

locate such problems. :

..
,

....

4, 111 then displays a mystery 15biin which..

some`wires have been connected to each ...''

other, and other,wires go nowhere,:

The box is convered 'with a0,

,ic.

ti

, -

xi,,,,

256
.

3. Native language

explanation, Ss

participate in the dia

'cusiPi using their

own language .

Ss observe.

,

17,,9:..,.A .brIf4
e

t

, ,

ri. t., '

4

3, Native language,

,

, i;
e

, i ...

Some wires are con.

nected, but some are

not connected,

, .

'
:Cheek the wires with

the test light.'

,
Which wirepre.cop ,

necte'd?,

.'Which Os are not

connected?

''''..

"..",., , ;.,'''., ' ':

,

V'',

4.

'

1

,

,

. ,,,.

.

A & 13 are,
,.

That one
4

a n d th at one,
'Ai

E & G are not,

That one and that one,

.

.

.

,

1,.

,,
,

I 61

,.,,,

,

, ,

I

,



IV; PROCEDUR ACTIVITY I: TESTING CIRCUITS MYSTERY BOXES 'nil:000N 21 Oillon
.41.111.1M1.111.4111

TEACKR STUDENT ,
')

._

,
, i

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

the test light

which wires ore

,

)

,

. ,

testiond ,

the bidden

TAS1( SEQUENCE

,,,

5; The Ss are to each test

''', two of the mystery

bow and draw o

Ologroni of.the wires

they have determined

are connected, Having

done? so, they can ,take,

the tape off the ,. \

boxes and see irthey

are, correct,

..,

.

,

,

.

,

LISTENING ,SPEAKING,'

I .
VOCABULARY/LITERACY

5,

I!

T thou

0411140

connected

I

0

T instructs

carefullywires,;
,

deMonstrato how

used to ileternmie

lei evil other,

A B c

7

5, This is o diligronl.

Drow .tiw dlogrom for

your box,

s

Look inside,

..'. Is your diagram

red?

lifi,iit's the matter?
,.,

.

.

5'

;

.

, 1

4)101iiiim,' ':

Yes,

No, ,

This is Wrong, ,,

0

.

. '

'3'

I

,

' 4..1,4

4N.4

,

.

'

,1

e

,

,,

257

,

Ss to begin

draw a diagram

1

0

tm k:

11

their

of

4r-



4.

IV, PROCEDURE - TESTING CIRCUITS MYSTERY BOX
IP E.T, LESSON 21 Galan

,

TEACHER
i

i
STUDENT

,. ,

SEQUENC AND NO ES1\

!,

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING

....,...:___,

VOCADULARYJOTERACY

6,

1,

258

)

iA

'T introduces a new

,boxes,one with a light

other with a battery

SS are to use their test

determine how the

Which connections have

bulb,
.

, ,,

'T revieWs the'Symbols

andbattev, i,e, ,

X bulb IF battery

. !

Questiorc

a. What iyould you

if there is bulb.insVe

1.1,, What would happen

_battery inside the

PC, directs the Ss to.test

their findingg.

set of mystery

inside and, the

inside, As before,

light to

box is wired and,

a battery!Or
, ,,

for a light bulb

,'

,

'eXpeet to happen

the box?

if there is a

box?

and diagram

)

Bulb causes 0,

decrease ir, !

current

/
A

!

,

,

. .

,

6, Ss use the test lig t

to deterMine the ark.

ings of their boxes,

! This set of boxes has a

light or battery inside,

Ss should diseoVer

which hnd indicate it

.' on a new diagram for

their ho .

/
.

R
, ,

,

,

,

, ',

. .

6.

, .

Thorofare some bulbs

or batteries inside,

There are some wires

tot.

Check the

,

wires with

the test light,

Which wires are

aren't

connected?'

,

Is there battery

btilb.inside?
.

Which one is inside-

a battery or a bulb?

Wre is the bulb? .Where

battery.?

Draw the diagram,

Look inside;` '.'

Is your diagram 0,

r,

10

,
,

,

6.

{Bulb,

.1,

I {No,

.

.

.

,A & B are,

E & 0 are not,
. , ,

es\

Battery,

Between A & B, etc.

Yes,

1

.

,

.

.

3:

_.,'
,

'N:

,

,

,,F

Balrery causes

an increase i n

curreht

,

,

.

i
I

/
(

1 7i



IV, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: TESTING CIRCUITS MYSTERY BOXES

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

7, 1 introduces another set of boxes cons

taming both light bulbs and batteries

and instructs Ss to repeat the test and

diagram procedure,

1 Ns

47J

7. Ss test and draw

diagrams for the wiring

in their box,

LISTENING

9

7, There are some bulbs

or batteries inside,

There are some wires

too,

Check the wires with

the test light.

Which wires are

aren't

connected?

{Is there a battery or

bulb inside?

Which one is inside .1

a battery or a bulb?

Where is the bulb?

battery?

Draw the diagram.

Look inside.

Is your diagram, O.K.?

SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY,

7.{A & Bare,

& G are not,

Battery.

Bulb,

Between,A & B., etc.

{Yes.

No,

I



IV, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY 1: TESTING CIRCUITS MYST

TE/\CHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQO

P,E,T, LESSON 21 (Wang

STUDENT

Na LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

8, If Ss are cothfortable with their

discoVeries, the T pay introduce the

use of the voltmeter, Various boxes

can bore.tested, Ss should be a askod,to

predict the meter reading,

.

476

81 Ss use the4itmotor

to test various connec

dons !Ade the mys

tory boxes,

Use the meter,

Check the battery,

Red td+

i3ktck to 1

How many volts?

Check the bulb,

How many volts?,

How many volts

inside?

Guess.

Use the nietercto check,

What does, it say?

Draw the diagram.

Look inside. Is yoUr

diagram good?

2, volts.

2 volts;

2 volts.

Yes, its O.

it's.wro g.
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,:COMPitENCIES,COVERED

4 I

A, VES11.,

1, Competency 7: Ask and respond to Items In the work.

place, .

a, Ask or tell th location of an object

or place, '

b, Ask or tell who has an object,

a, Make and respond to a request for an

object.

Pre.employineut Cultural Orientation,

Galang ., Lesson I

INTRODUCTION TO THE PREEMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

1'

B. Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 1: Students understand how pre-employment

training can assist adjustment to life,in

the.U.S, by familiarizing them with the

job trainee role:

b, Student can describe th'e approaches

to training that are used in the preem

ployment classroom and rely these

to the Mil employment pe od in

the U.S, workplace.

LESON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1. The purpose of this lesson is to give the students some

,background information about the Pre.employment Pro

gram and to clear up any ,misconceptions they may bring

with them concerning the program, It is also designed

to introduce tools, skills °elated with the use,of tools,

and the VEST, language that will be used in the program.

Thd lesson is designed to familiarize the student with

various approaches to training used in the pre-employment

oom and relate these to beginningjobs in the U.S.,

workplace.

479

B. Learting Out/comes

1, 'Student can dencrilxi the approaches to training that

are used in the preemployment classroom and

refute these to the initial employment, period in the U.S ,

workplace,

2,, Become familiar with the tools and activities to be used in

the Pre-employment programs, become aware of the

varying levels of technology that may he experienced in

the U,S,

III, MATERIALS

. A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

clkss sets of drawing "This, That, These, Those"

IV," PROCEDURE

A. Introduction,offeacher, Translator and Students

1, If class has already participated In a basic skills lesson,

begin with a brief discussion of that activity, If they

have not yet completed afireemployment lesson,

proceed to the following(

40

a, Briefly discuss the students' expectations of the

Preemployment Prom

b, Ask students to describe what they believe they will

be doing during the next six weeks.

c, Explain why,AB level students must attend this pro.

'cl. Ask how useful they expect the concepts leaned in

the prograni to be when they anivein the U.S.

.... .261



k.

4

B, 'rectum legy min,f

1, Briefly discuss the studente' prior experience at work
and at home with technology, Questions:

a. What kinds of jobs they did in Vietnam?
b, What tools did they use?
e. llow did they learn to use these tools or otionskills?
d. HoW long did it take to learn this skill?
e, Ask about tools used in the U.S. Are they'different

from those used in Vietnam. How are they different?

2. Show the class some simple and complex tools that wt he
used in the Preemployment program. Questions:

a. Are they familiar vyith.these tools?
b, What are their functiont/e
c. How much Skill is needed to Use them?

3. Introduce the English name] of the tools. You may want
to use some plcturgii of tools as examples such as those
shown in the "Oxford Picture Dictionary".

C. WS!, Intoduction (40 min.)

1. Using Tim (Total Physical Response), introduce the
. words, A, THE, THIS, THAT, THESE, THOSE.

Examples:
Give me A screwdriver (meaning any one)
Give me THE large screwdriver (meaning a specific.

#F. one)
Give me A nail
Take THIS screwdriver (singular and near to you)
Take THAT screwdriver.(singular and far from you)
Take THESE screwdrivers (plural and near to you)
Take THOSE screwdrivers (plural and far from you)

2. Hand out the worksheet, ail( the students for the appro-
priate response for each picture. Have them practice saying
the sentences.
LOOK AT. THIS

THAT,
THESE.
THOSE

431

262



V, DRAWINGS

STUDENT HANDOUT

11

THIS THAT'. these a those

482

TEACHER'S COPY

THISaTHAT these 'those

---
Leek at those (hammers).

Adapted from English For Your First Job, Gage, Prince, Fuller and Ryggtiordell,

19 0( Office of the Superintendent of Public instruction, State of Washington. 433
263



Pre-eMployment CultUral Orientation

" Sittcalang Lesson:2

EMPLOYMENT PROFILE

COMPETENCIES COVEREff

. A. Cultural Orientation
..

1. Competency 2: 'Students Inderstand how'pre-emploAkn
training can assist adjustment to life in the

U,S. by helping them to develop realistic'

strategjerfor gainful employment.

a. Student,can relate training to

common entry level jobs generally

available to refugees',

b. Given the' employability profiles,
previous work experiences and the

current employment situation in the

US., student can establish realistic

goals,

2. Competeney 7: Students understand that work habiaand
decisions affect present and future em-

ployment prospects.

a. Student can state the components of

a good,workecOrd.

, b. Student -can state possible conse-
quencei of losing (being laid off or

being fired), changing or quitting

a job.

LESSON CLARIFICATION
k

A. Rationale

This lesson is designed to help develop realistic strategies for

gainful employment. It is important to stress the severity
of the unemployment problem hi the U.S. In this manner the

refugees can begin to establish realistic goals for their employ-

ment, individual refugee skills identification will not be

covered. Rather, the lesson will concentrate on skills needed

for entry level jobs that are generally available for refugees

and how preeinployment training relates to these skills. o.

ExamPles of entry4evel jobs available to refugees will be given

484

1/4 k

eff

and skills needecior these jObs will be identified along with he

general characteristics of each job. Unemployment will be

discussed.
(`

B. Learning Outcomes (

1, Students will be able to state how severe the uneihploy,

o went situation is in the U.S and why it will prObably be

necessary to take an entry-level job.

2. Students will be able to give examples of some common

entry-level jobs available to refugees and the mir mal skills

needed for these jobs. I

MATERIALS
4do

A. Rbquired Materials, EquipMent & Supplies

1, Clasi set of the open-ended story "Duc's Fdmily".

(optional):)

IV. PROCEDURE.

A, Short Discussion of Previous Pre-eiriployment ctivite

B. The Employment Situation in the U.S. (60 mins.)

1. Brief discussion of the expectations of students relating to

their chances of employment in the. U.S. At this time

the discussion should be batd on what the students have

heard from friends and relathes in the U.S1

2. Introduce the Employment Poster

3. Show the class the "Employment Situation in the U.S." 4
poster, and use it for discussion and a simple explanation

of these points: / li

a. There are many people who are unemployed (out of

work and looking for a job).

b. It is getting more difficult to find work,

c. Many government job training programs are being

reduced or even eliminated.

265
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d, In the U,S, peoplele status in society is based on,their

job, Unemployment causes psychological and family

problems, '

e, In the U,S, many refugees do not have their extended

family to help them, The extended family helps to

support each otheiin.difficult times, In the U.S, many,,

refugees have only a few people from their family; .ni

they are more isolated,

f Most of the jobs in the "want.ads are skilled jobs that::

requite English,

C. Open-ended Story "Duc's Family"

1, Many points relating to employment are, reinforced by

putting them in the context of a family's situation,

DUC S FAMILY
1.

By Mark Bishop,

2, Discussion Questions

a, What do you think Due should do?'

b Should he keep his job; or quit andlry inda better

payingjob?

c. , Duc's son is willing to qiiit school and work to.help his

family, Should ,Due allow his son to work or should

he tell him to stay in school?

Should Due's wife Anh stay home with the children

more or look for,anOther job?

e, How do you think Anh felt when she was laid Off her

job? ,

f. How do you think Due feels about working as a jani.

tor? .
g, In Vietnam, Due lived with his parents and another:

brother's family. HOw would the problem pfDuels be

solved if there were more family members living with

them?

h. In America many of you will have a much smaller

family living with you, What will you.be able tondo

when problems like Duc's face;you?
Duc and his wife Anh are considered lucky bimany of their

Vietnamese friends. They were able to escape Vietnam with

all three of their children. Duc'sMother and father have been

in Ammica,for the past two years, They are all living together

in a stall two room apartment in Los Angeles, Duc was a

mechanic in Vietnam but his sponsor 'ouldhelp him get a

job as a janitor at the l'Ocal school, 1.

Anh used'sed to work as a seamstress in a factory, but was laid off

after working only two months. She is sad because now she

does not haveenough money to send to herparents who are

still in Vietnam. Due did not like it when Anh was working.

Anh worked dwing the day while Duc worked at night, They

(lid not get toispend much time together with their family,

Due also thought thatAnh should be home more with the

children.

Due does not like his job. He wants to be a mechanic again

but his English still needs to improve, He visited a garage and

saw that it looked very different from where he worked in

Vietnim. There were some tools that he was not famili

He was sure that if be got some more training and learned

English he wouldabe a good mechanic,

Duc's parents are too old to work. Duc's oldest son is 17 years

old; old enough to work. Duc wants to keep his son in school,

Due also wants to go to a vocational school to get more

training, but it is very expensive,

: r

D. Entry-Level Jobs in the U.S, (50 mins.)

1, Give the students the handout of Entry-Level jobs, Intro-

duce the English names of some of the more common jobs

i,e, Janitor, Busboy, Dishwasher, Assembler, Clerk,

Laborer, etc,

2, Other Entry Level Jobs s in hotels, laundry

workers, assistant carpenth ticks, plumbers,

painters, mechanics, mainten ce workers, warehouse

workers, pickers (for farms), gardeners, and others.

3, EntryLevel Jobs for Refugees Ranked According to

Availability,

a, Restaurant)

Food Service

b, Domestic Jani-

torial

c, General Factory:

Worker

waiters, waitresses; busboys, dish-

washers, some cooks, prep persons

janitors in offices, factories,

hotels, schools and many other

places,

assemblers, stock clerks, general

laborers, dock workers, some

machine operators.

48



d. Production wing: Needle trade workers sing

o'
"lie power sewing achines,

Cleri.

Service

F, Some Characteristics of Entri-t el JO,

1, In addition toltheskills required,there are other chaise

teristics thA cbn,be mentioned abotit'these jobs, Copie

pictures flom -"English That Wor,ks" may be helpfui, fi .

this portion of-the lessbn,, Scinie o'f, the characteristics are:.

a, Entry -level jobs '`psually fegiiire little ti!inin/.,,if .6

411 !' training is required, it is donenn the,joli,

b. Many of tbesolob are on hate* bash, wOrk is
: a

k
done onl a fewhours. a day dr a few'days per week,

This means' here islessPO per welk, gpme peopl;,...
,

work at two part-time jobs,formore money; or work,
,

part-tithe and study Engliih Rart-time, 4 ",' ii,'; .

re, The most common way to he paid for a beginniog job.

ison atr hOurly basis. Hdlirly'13ay eagbe low by U.S.

oi, stai*d4about $3 to 4 peDhoUr; frecause workers .

are !raid on an iiourly biais they a,4lequired to use

a time:clock to keep tract of their time, it
cl, 1vlaniof these jokespecitlijanitors and restaurant

their employees 'to :vork second or

'even thir shifts, Second and third shifts Work late,at ,,'
, ,k 0

night and early in the morning,

e, Entry-level jobs may 'also be more boring, require t

heavy or dirty work, or may-even be, more dangerqus'

than other jobs,
Y.. .N

0

File clerk, countRales, service.

station attendants, cashier, stock

clerks.

4, Ski ls Neeied for Entrylevel Jobs i,

1, Poin out the skills :needed for these kinds of jobs; Explain ,, .

that they will practice some,of these sips anflobs in

i class. Pictures froni- the booklet "YourVew Job" may also

be useful inlescribing these jobs.

a, Questions:

1 Why are these the Most common type oflobs

available for refugees?

2, What skills dcthey bring with them fr m VieMam?

3, What skills do they need to learn bef e working inr
2, Entry-level jobs May require 'both.a specific skill and a

general skill common to most jobs. Some of these skills

are:

a, Simple English for followin(directions, reporting pro,

blems, asking for help, ;
,

b, Some basic arithmetic skills? addition, subtraction,

Multiplication, division,'

c. Sorting skills:,Sorting by 'tter, burlier, size, shape

or color, ;
d. Working with both hand and elecbic tools.

e. Folldwing instructions, and' reading diagrams,

f, Working well/with American co-workers and super.

visors,

9 4

The three areas most commonly employing refugees will

be explored along *it'll the specific skills needed for jo'6

in these areas. They are: Restaurants Jobs, Maintenance'

kiljs and Asyembly Work,

488
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COM. TENCIES C

A.

'Coinpeten'ci 3,' The itUdent'dan use Countinglkills,,to

,conOeth a task,

f a. , , making counts,

2, Competency 6;

Comiietency

V

PREEMPLbYMOT CUtT17.1RIARIENTATION

Galanei- Lesson 3

FOLLOIN'C.DIRECTIONS OD WORKING IN GROUPS 7

f,

B. YESL

1, Competency 1; The student can follow a

The can follow a sequendeil

The stud t can utilize plans and Otterns; ,

, as iiiiputi,souri'e otinfonniion to

Terfonn a t;sk,

a, Acknowledge that on

directions,

Follow one step dirett0a.

Folloimultiple.step direc s to

rform task,

d, Fo w direCtiona in use df aland'or

po7 ool.

CoMplethny 2; The student can folloiv directed instruction's;

3 Comp

c.

41

actions,

toleceiyes

a, Respond to negative commands. . `,,,,

ncy 4: The student can ask ftit feedbaek, assistance, '
) advice and, emergency help,

a. Ask for feedback; ! ,

--,- ,. , ---------------C.--Ask for-help in anemerg ncy, 7

4, Competency 5: The student can Ed for clarification,

a. Indicate lack of understanding,

b, Ask for slarification,

6`.. Competency 6: T e itudentizan ask how to say something

in Eng

a, /Ask n

procedures.

b. Ask for rneaning nglish words.190

of workplace objects and,

')Gt Competenci 7; '.The student c ask and respond Veins

in the wok place ,r

. a, Ask or tell the location e at

Place,

,b, Aak or tell 'who h3sara dbj

.c. Make axthrespOnel to a request for in

object.0

ject or

C. Cultural 0 tation

1. Comfaete y 2: Students understandho

training can assist adju8 1 I

U.S. by,hellaing th .., / la ,
i, ,if

AYstrategies,for g;
7

y 'f

, , 0

,a, Studen ; .i /pi 0
. , is ,1

n '} /, . ,( I" 0:' ?.

' , o

1( 1 I4

UP LESSON CLARIPICATIOP

4'

'A, Rationak

'1Y

the

tic

common

able to

oa

I

Students; by tiaiiiime, pirti Ad in at least three Basic

Skills activitie's where they hivecvio 'Jed in groups while carrying

out a sequence of dirctional,PW ,'POrtance of following

directions is evident in arapo, ain'ee role, and this is 0.e..

Paiatoryslesson for an EiCtOxitOil "Job Training Ro

tie° the nature of iiiiiiessOn,VESL language wilbe us d,,

Some of thdclarificatith41.0age may be new to the stidents,

_however, ind maived'apecil emphasis in Pre.eniployment,C0:-----

B. Learning Outcomes

.1. Students will be able to listen to, repeat and carry out a'

sequence of simple instructions,

'2. Students will be able to state whelher or not they hnderstand

a command.

3, Students will begin to use "cl fication" language to ask for

directions or redirections in task.
.
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MATERIALS

A. Required Materials,Equipment and Supplies

1; '2 CO nails two differentsizes

2, '2 Cabs of screws two different sizes

3. 1 Can of bolts

4, 1 Can of nuts and/or washers

5., 3 pieces of scrap wood

6, 3 hemmers'

7, 8 screwdrivers;

8, 8folding ruled ,

9. Several pieces of Ripe 3"; ",10" 16 of each .

10. Connectors for the pipe 7 16 elbows and' 16 tees

IV. PROCEDUkE

A,' Hold a short discussion about the previous basic skills activities,

In addition to asking technical questions to discover how much'of

the lessons the students understood, questions should be asked

about following directions:

1, Does following directions make a task easier?

2, Can you understand all of the directions?

3. What do you do when y,on cannot understand a direction?

B. There should also be some discussions held with students working

in groups,

1, Does working with others make a task easier?

2, Do your colorkers help in,clarifylig directions?

3. Is it important to communicate with others in a group?

4. Why is it importantto communicate?

C, Discuss Cultural differences between Vietnartiese and Americans

when following directions, asking for clarification, or working

in groups. Possible points for discussion:

1, Americans often divide a task and each member of a group

works separately,

2. When Americans are unclear about a task they do not hesitated

to ask questions, even to a supervisor.

D, Follbwing Directions

.1. The teacher'eacher gil'res a short series,of simple directions to a

student, .

a. Take the can of pails,

. b. Take 10 nails out oi the'can..

c, Pass can to

name/

d. Give 3 nails to
name

e. Give 4 nails to

name.

2, Teacher asks: "How many nails, do you have?" "Hammer,

2 nails into the wood." Repeat this procedure:with 3 pti 4

students, If student makes a mistake, do not ask ther10t.of

the class if it is correct Instead, the teacher, in a firra voice,

says, "qa That is Wrong!" This should be a one.on.one

dialogue between student and teacher; asimulation of 'a

'.trainee and supervisor, When teacher says "NO" this may'

cause some initial confusion, The teacher is promoting some

kind of clarification and apology from the student, such as,

"I ain sorry, I do not understand" or something similar, '

If there is confusion after the teacher says "NO",

teacher should ask the cl :, "What should you say?" If the

students do not understand, then use the translator as a model

and then have the-students repeat the clarificatiOn and

apology, Praise the students when they ask for clarification

after mating a mistake,'

3, Give examples,of unclear directions. There are many kinds of

directions that may be unclear to the students especially'

because of their limited vocabulary. Continue giving directions

to students, Pint use familiar objects but spealcunclearly.

Then fail to give enough information in the directions so that

students must ask for the missing details. Finally, combine .

unclear speech and incomplete directions about an

unfamiliar object,

Listening Speaking

softly softly

spoken .! spoken

give the nails,

p name'name

Give him the pliers

fool

Give who the nails?

Give him what?

What do I give to ?

name



4, The examples that f llow need repetition and practice, more

than iS'usual. The orris being iitroduced are for specific

situations requiring clarification

Listening

Put the nails over there

(without pOinting)',

'Give one of thise cans

to her,

softly softly

spoken spo'ken

give

name name

the nails,

Give the nails,

name

Speaking

Where?

I don't tuilrstand

Give who the nails?

What do I give to

name

Give .what?

name

5. Examples of some commands with unfamiliar words. (Screws,

nuts-and bolts, under, over, in, on, outside, inside, etc,)

Listening Speaking

Give her the screws What should I give her?

Put the bolts under the Where?

table

Give the supervisor Who?

the hammer

6, These clarification words can be reinforced by asking the

studLts queptions using them.

\Listening Speaking

What is this? A hairline!

Where is Zone C? Over there (pointing)

Which one is a nail? That one/This one

Who is she? the is'Anh./She is a student,

E, Give students the lengths of piptwith the mismatching connect

tors, i.e., wrong size, wrong kind,

Directions:

a, Take the 10" pipe.

b, Connect the 3" pipe to the elbow joint.

c. Connect the T joint to the 3" pipe

d. Connect two 5'; pipes to both sides of the tjoint.

e, Put elbow connectors on both ends of the 5" pipes.

f. Put a 5" pipe on the right side,

F, During this'exercise the students may ticorkin groups of two.

Remember to say "NO! This is Wrong!" when a group makes

a mistake.,Make some of the directions unclear to elicit clalifica-

tion from the students, Praise thm if they ask for clarification

immediately and especially if they use specific words like

"Wher,", "Whicli connector?", "pat pipe?"

1. When students ask for clarification the teacher may choose

to deMonstrate saying: "Do it like this,"

G. Divide the'class into 3 groups and appoint one person from each

group to be the supervisor. Take the 3 supervisors aside and

show them a simple diagram which they will use to direct the

students in their group to assemble, They are to use English

only, encourage them to cbrify directions, To add the dimension

of work being.done in the shortest possible time, encourage

the students to compete to see which group can finish first.

The supervisors give directions only, they are not to assist with

the actual assembly,

494 495
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H. Discuss the activity they have just completed again asking ques-
tions about working in groups and following directions. Discuss also
the fact that in almost every job in the U.S. they will be following
directions and their supervisors will be Americans speaking
English. Will they ask, questions in English to an American
supervisor when they do not understqnd something?

tr
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Preemployment Cultural Orientation

Galang Lesson 4

JOB TRAINEE'S ROLE AND ESTABLISHING

A GOOD WORK RECORD

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 1: Students understand how pre-employment

training can assist adjustment to lifein the

U.S. by familiarizing them with the job

trainee role:

a, Student can describe his /her respon,

sibilities in 'the role of a job trainee,

b, Student can describe the approaches

to training that are usedin the pre-

employment classroom and relate

these to the inllial employment

petiod in the U.S, workplace.

1 Competency 2: Students understand how pre-employment

training can assist adjustment to life in the

U,S, by helping them to develop realistic

strategies for gainful employment.

a, Student can relate training to

common entry level jobs generally

available to refugees,

3, `!.Conipetency 4: Students.understand importance of

, developing and maintaining good inter,

personal relationships at the workplace.

b, ,GiVen the following critical incidents,

the.students can select from alteima

tive actions the most appropriate one

for the American workplace;

1, your boil is angry.

2, a coworker is angry or seems tin:

friendly,

4, you feel isolated,.

497

4, Competency 7: Students understand that work habits and

decisions affect present and future employ-

ment prospects,

a, Student can state the components of

a good work record,.

b, Studeit can state possible conse

quences of losing (being laid off or

being fired) changing or quitting a job,,,,

It° LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Rationale

The trainee's role is related to establishing a good work record;.

Good work habits were discussed in regular CO class but dis.

cussion of other points such as job stability, getting along with

others and reporting absences will help to increase the stu.

dent's understanding of working in the U.SA.

Learning Otitcomes,

41,, Students will be able to state several responsibilities of a

good worker.

2 Stud its will be able to state why it isimportant to

listhb carefully and ask for clarification when following

directions,

III. MATERIALS

A.. Req'uired Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1. 3 cups marked nails

3 Cups marked screws

3 cups marked bolts

nails, bolts, screws, brown paper, markers

Cl.:. set of drawing "Understand"

498
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IV, PROCEDURE

A, Discussion of Previous Basic Skills Activity

B, Job Trainee Role

1 ask the el to think about yesterday's activity where

they were asked to follow directions, Explain that lessons

are planned to simulate.the workplace; the teacher and

translator will take the part of the boss or supervisor,

Ask students questions such as; How will they feel when

they have, an American supervisor or American coworker?

How would they ask an American supervisor or coworker

for clarification? What would they do If they did not

understand thebisupervisor's directions? What would they

do if their boss became angry with them?

2; Role Play: Sorting screws, nails and bolts,

The role play involves four people, 3 coworkers and a

supervisor, The supervisor gives instructions to the workers

to separate the screws, bolts and nails and put them in

sepamte cups, One worker asks the supervisor a clarifies

tion question such as; "Excuse me, WHERE DO I PUT

THE SCREW?" One of the othei coworkers waits until

the supervisor it; g'One and then asks the co.workers

"WHICH ONE DO I PUT THE NAILS IN?" The third co

worker does not understand the stperviTr's instructions,

butdoes not ask anyone forclarification, and does the

job wrong, When the supervisor comesSck to check the

work done, he finds the worker:that asked him forela.rifica.

tion has, done the job correctly and he. praises him, The

worker that asked his coworker for clarification also hi-

done well, but the worker who did not ask fOr clarifies

tion did the job wrong. The supervisor gets angry at this

person and yells at him'for doing the job badly.

3, Questions concerning this role play

a. What can happen when a worker does not understand

directions?

b, Do you think it is important to ask questions of

clarification?

c, What should the worker who did fhe job badly have

done?

d Wduld you ask questions of American supervisori

if you did not understand their directions?

e, What would you do if your boss gets angry?

4

C. Establishing a Good Werk Record.

1. Ask the el what makes a gooctworker, Explain that a

job trainee is under especially close supervision until his

boss determines whether (Ott s/he is a good worker,

Traineesare evaluated according to certain criteria, such as

being on time, performing the task assigned as well as

possible; and following the supeivisor's instmetions. Both

the worker and the supervisor have responsibilitiesiO each

other, one to produce the product and the other to make

sure the product is produced well anti on time,

Divide the elms into two or three grouptiand have them

list on one side of a large sheet of brown papr the

worker's responsibilities and, on the other side, what the

supervisor's responsibilities are. They should remember

some points from regular CO class such as::

a. Coming to work on time,

b. Being neat and orderly.

c. Calling in to, report absences or lateness.

d. Being willing to learn.

2. We can expand this list in Pte.employment Cultural

Orientation, For this lesson the points brought out in the

roleplay should be reinforced.,

a. Follow directions carefully,

b. Ask questions if something is not understood,

3, Perhaps by listing the above behaviors under worker's respon.

sibilities and the giving of directions and answering

worker's questions under supervisor's responiibilities,

students may understand a little better the importance of

clarification language. For more "responsibilities" see

the last three pages of the paper "Some Thoughts'Con.

ceming PreVocational Curriculum"available from CAL.

D. Advancing in a Job

The possibility of advancing in a job is very much related

to establishing a good work record, Students need to know

the meaning of Job Stability, i.e., staYing it one job for a

reasonable amount of time before changingjokPeople

often want to change' jobs for various reasons. When

employers are reviewing a person's work record they rarely

hire a person who has changed jobs often or who has

worked for a few weeks then quit. They hire people with

job stability, people who will work for them fora long

time.
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E. The Attierican Culture Stresses UPWARD MOBILITY

1. American culture stresse6.7PWARD MOBILITY, This
simply means working to get a better job and more money.
This is often done in America by establishing a good work
record and than moving to a better position in the same
company or even changing companies. This is often differ-
ent from Vietnam where many go directly from school
into jobs they keep for much of their working lives.
Because of this cultural difference, students.may benefit
from a thorough discussion of UPWARD MOBILITY.
Companies often have a regular review of workers' job per-
fonnance and attendance. Worker is promoted to a better
position.

2. To advance to a skilled positionoften reqtares additional
training.

a. Many government sponsored training pragrams such es)
CETA or Job Corps have been reduced or do not exist'
at all. Governmental loans to help-with school ex-
penses are still available, but to fewer people. Voca-
tional schools, community colleges and adult educa-
tion programs usually require a good English speaking
ability and often tuition or fees for classes. On-the-
job training (O.J.T.) is one of the best ways to leani
new sldlls,increase the level of English skills and
become UPWARDLY MOBILE.



UNDERSTAND?

MONDAY

2130
,UNDIIWAND1

DON'T

UNDEOSTA

UNIT 57A N

Ligon, F., AMERICA, IN SIGHT, The Experiment in International ,Living, 1982
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STUDENT HANDOUT

8I1VATION1' During en interview an applicant is told to return to

the office after the Weekend. The man really doesn't

understand and fails to appear (twice) Loot Frame:

Ito man's npplicetion is torn up.

UM Cultural Orientation

Job Interview

Tine Planning

ESL

Ciployment.Making an Appointment

FRAME BY FRAME:

1 One man' is having ah interview.

He is told to return to the office on 'Monday it 7:30.

He agrees,

2 The personnel manager asks, "Do yOU understand?"

The man says,. "Yes."

3 On Monday at 3:00 the man is watching T.V.

He slued his appointment.

4. On Tuesday at 4:00 he is still watching T.V.

5 On Wednesday' the personnel manager calls hie.

. ,8 He asks, "Where were you on Monday at 2:30?"

The man says, "I don't understand."

7 The personnel manager says, "OK, came to,the office on ,

Thursday at 9:00 a,m,"

The man agrees.

8 He asks, "Do you understand?"

The Ian says, "Yes."

I 9, On Thursday the man is still' sleeping at 11 :00.

He missed his appointment.

10 On Friday the personnel manager tears up the man's

application.

/Re thinks the man is not interested./

NOTE: 1f you do not understand, you should continue to ask

questions until you do.

Being on time for'appointmente is lessential.

DISCOSSIONAUESTIONS:, What should the man have. said when he was

asked, "Do you understand?"

Why did the personnel manager tea / up the

man's application?
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I, COMPETENCIES COVERED:

°

1, Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to questions

about items in'the workplace, ,
.0444;

Aseor tell the location of an object'

or pl

b, Ask t tell who has an object,

c. Make d respond to a request for an

object,'

P./

A, VESL

Pre.employment Cultural Orientation

Galong Lesson S

PiORKAITITUDES AND SEX ROLES

B. Cultural Orinta

1. Competency nderstand how preemployment

assist adjustment to life in

helping them develop realistic

r gathful employment.

fGiven e 'employability profiles,.

, 'previa work experiences and the

curre employment situation in the

U,S,,, ',student can establish realistic

2, Compe cy Students tmdsrstand importance of devel

oping and maintaining good interpersonal

.relationship; at the ivorkplace.

Stirdenilcan give examples of ways to

establkrapporrith supervisors

and

b., Giv e following critical incidents,

thews dent can select from alter.

'native actions the most appropriate

one for the Ametican,workplace,

, your boss is angry,

you feel isolated,

504

3.1ompotioney 7; Students understand that work habits and

decisions affect present and future em.

ployment prospects.

b. Students can state possible con

sequences of losing (being laid off

or being fireil), changing or quitting

a job,

II, LESSON CLARIFICATION

Rationale

This lesson discusses attitudes of men and women in the U.S,

toward work, When living and working in a new culture, the

refugees will experiencemany changes, some of which are atti

tudinal. To understand the employment conditions in the

U.S, and the kind of jobs available to refugees, one must have

some awareness of U.S. values toward work for men and

women and work restrictions due to age, Vietnamese women

may find that in the U.S, there are new possibilities for jobs.

Men may find themselves being supervised and evaluated by

a woman. In discussing differences and similarities in cultural

values concerning work, the refugees will begin to think

of ways to cope with differences, ways to adapt

their lifestyles to a new environment, Many of the issues

discussed in this lesson have been presented in the regular

Culthrel Orientation class, Therefore, the same points are pre

sented here, but in a different context,

B, Learning Outcomes

1. Students can state what kind of jobs are available for men

and women in the U.S. and possible cultural differences

between Vietnamese and Americans concerning sex roles.

2. Students can identify some generalsimilarities and differ-

ences between Vietnamese and American societies con

cerning work attitudes,
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III, MATERIALS

A, Materials Needed

1, Class set of drawing "Here, There, Them, It"

2, Class set of drawing "Womenin America, Barham"

"Women in America, Joy" ,

3, Clan set of stories "Wife's Rote", "Ilusbend's Role"

(Optional)
w

4

41,

a,

f,

g.

h,

I.

k,

1.

m

Punctual

Low abesenthein

Productive

Strict adherence to rules

4 Reliable

Cooperative,

Very polite and pleasant

Dedicated to advancement

Adaptable

IV, PROCEDURE

A Discussion of Previous Basic Skis Activiti,

B, Work Attitudes

1, Ask the cl if they remember the characteristics of a good

work record, Show them the list they made the previous

lesson, Say, "Today we will discuss similarities and differ.

ences between Vietnamese and American attitudes toward

work," Divide the class into groups. Using the list devel

oiled in the previous lesson, have them decide which of the .4

work attitudes they feel are similar and which may be

different from American attitudes, To this list can be

added such topics as:

a, Relationships with supervisors,

b, Relationships with co.workers,

'c, Men and women working together,

q. The kinds of jobs men and Eaten hold,

e, The decision to work and/or to go to school,

2, Some important points to reinforce concerning a good

work record:

a. The importance of timeliness

b. The importance of following directions

c, Job stability

3. After, discussing what the students havewritten on their

papers, see how they match up with Magee and Smith's

study "Focus on Employment"; This is a study of Amen.

can employers' reactions to having Indochinese workers,

Employers cite that workers from1ndochina are:

a, 'Hardworking

6. Dependable

c, Quick to learn

d, Tireless

278

4. Tile problems that employers noted fall into three eato.

goriest

a, Communication and misunderstanding

1, Overly to expressions of anger

2, QUit over "nothing"

3, Say yes even when they do not understand

4, Do not tell supervisor when problems arise on the

job,

b, Job behavior

1, Job.hopping some refugees change jobs very

quickly,

2, Sanitation and toilethabits such as spitting in the

working area and not flushingthe toilet,

c, Cultural values and preferences

1, Some refugees quit their jobs to go to school

2. Some Indochinese are too impatient for upward

mobility

NOTE: For more detailed information see Magee and Smith's

article on "Focus on Employment",

C, Role Play of a Vietnamese Family in America (0 mins.)

ByMark Bishop

1, Briefly discuss men's and women's roles concerning work

done in the home, Mk if there are any differences in

atitudes between Viethamese and Americans concerning

men's and women's roles in the home,

2, Use the killow)ng role play and discuss it briefly,

Wife's Role:

You have juststarted working as a waitress in a restaurant. You work

from 3:00 PM unti1114,00 PM, You help take food to the tables and clear

the tables when people are
finished eating, Your pay is low, but you also

make money from tips the customer's, give you, During your first week
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s.

you even made more moneytilati your hliabia who woke (luring the day

in a gas station, Because you mush leave your house before your husband

comes home from work, Ou must h teenage girl to wed, your two

young children who are 1111;too yOung to go to school, You are happy that

your family now has more Money:You even have enough money to send

to your parents who tie still in Vietnam, You are also leaning more English

because you are waiking with Amiens, Your husband has to cook his

and the children's eVenikmeal now after ho comes home from work,

lie mud also'take care of the children alone during the evening while you

are at work, ,You, want to talk to him tonight to convince him to let you

keep your job, /

Husband's Role:

You have been working for several months in a gas station, You put gas

in peepIA cars and colleet the money for the gat' You work during the

any front 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Your pay is low, It was just enough money

to pay the rent !yid buy food, not enough for any luxuries, Just this past

Creek your wife got a job as a waitress in a restaurant, She works during the

evening, This past week she oven made more money than you did, She

Seems to enjoy her now job, Because she leaves her now job before you

come home, she must pay a teenage girl to watch your two children

who are Still too young to go to school When you come home from work

;you must cook your evening meal for yourself and your children, You must

also take care of the children by yourself during the evening, Although

the money your we makes helps a lot, you want to talk to her tonight about

quitting her job,

,, 3, Discussion questions concerning the role play,

a, Is the husband right in asking his wife to quit her job?

b, Should the wife try to Convince her husband to keep

her job?

c, Could this kind of situation occur in Vietnam?

d, How would having an extended family help this situ

ation?

e, What can you do without an extended family in this

End of situation?

f, What do you think an American husband and wife

would do in this kind of situation? Why?

g, Do you think this kind of situation could happen to

you when you get to America?

h What would you do if you were the husband?

i, What would jou do if you were the wife?

1), VIM - IT, THEM, HERE, THERE (30 mind)

1, Using some simple tools, practice these woida using UR

technique,

a, TAKE IT (Singular) also use THIS

b, TAKE THEM ((plural) also use THESE

c. PUT IT WERE (near to you) or PUT THAT HERE

d, PUT TIIEM HERE or PUT THOSE HERE

e, PUP THERE (far from you)

f, PUT THEM THERE

2, Introduce the above structure by pointing to the object,

Then later give some unclear directions (do not point)

to 000 if they remember to use clarification language,

Hand out the worksheets. Ask the students for the ppml

pride response for each picture, Have them practice saying

the sentences:

a. PUT IT HERE

b, PUT IT THERE

e, PUT THEM,HERE

d, PUT THEM THERE
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V, DRIMIGS

280

c.

11,

Adapted from English For Your First Job, Gage; Prince, Fuller and RyggNordell,

1980, Office of the Superintendent of PUblic Instruction, State of Washington,



V. DRAWINGS

STUDENT HANDOUT

DAY CAq
CENTER

SITUATION: Barbara Conti is married and has two children, She is

28, Sheds a business secretary. Each morning she

*Ives her children to a day care center. Someone else

will take care of her.children while she is at work.

She pays for this service, ler husband works too.

Pot every family decision, she and her husband talk

about it, They things together,

USE: CUlturalOrientation

Women In America

NOT!: Visuals folloWihe story above

a

Ligon, F., AMERICA, IN SIGHT, The Experiment in International Living, 1982



DRAWINGS

STUDENT HANDOUT

SITUATION: Joy Thomas is married and has four children. She does

not have a job, She works at home, She prepares food,

She cleans the house, waehes the clothes and takes care

of the children, lier husband works, She accepts the

idea that he decides where the family will spend the

money.,

USE: Cultural. Orientation

Women In America

NOTE: The visuals follow the story above

282
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COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

1. Competency 7: The student can use timmelated inform

mation on schedules and forms,

Pretmployment Cultural Orientation

Galang Lesson 6

WORKING IN THE UNITED STATES

B. VESL

1. Competency 3: The student$an provide feedback

on perform4de of a task.

f. Acknowledge and apologize for

mistakes, poor performance, being late

or absent,

2, Competency 8: The student can request permission and give

reasons for being late or absent

3. Competency 9: The student can use numbers?

f. Read and report time on work records.

4. Competency 12: The student can read workplace signs.

a, Rea common workplace signs,

b, Given a sample of company rules,

polices Or procedures, the student can

distkiguish situations which conform

to oeviolate them,

lE,SSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1. There are accepted ways of responding to many common

working situations, This lesson prients information on

accepted workplace customs and rules that are essential to

any worker, For example: the need to understand the

idea of both a daily schedule, with breaks, and a weekly

schedille,'(Stch rigid schedules are part of the importance

of time in the workplace, Being on time for worklrei

portingabsences or late arrivaltpunching time cards and

time clocks are ways that time is accounted, for on the job).

VESL language will be introduced concerning reporting

about time on the job, Daily and weekly scheiiles will

also be discussed and some simple examples given,

B, Learning Outcomes

1, Student will be able to use English to give :excuses for

absence and being late for work,

2'. Student will have some awareness of the importance that

Americans place on punctuality, especially concerning

work.

3 Student will be able to read daily and weekly time ached.

ula and know what a time card is,

III. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1 Time cards with students names on them,

2, Class sets of drawing "Break Time",

3 Class seta of drawing "Late for work"

4 Cl sets of handouts "Weekly Schedules"

C. Cultural Orientation

. 1. Competency 1: Students understand how pretniployment

training can assist adjustment to life in the,

U.S. by familiarizing them with the job

trainee role:

b, Student can describe the approaches

to training that are used` in the pre

employment classroom and relate

those to the initial employment period

in the U.S, workplace,

2 Competency 3: Students understand the importance of

rules, policies and procedures common to

the workplace,

a, Student can identify strategies for

clarifying workplace rules, policies

and procedures.



IV, PROCEDURE

A, Discuss Previous Basic Skills Activity.

B. Work Schedules (IS min.)

1, Ask students about their daily cl schedule,

A, When does your fist cl start?

b. Are there breaks between classes? Any breaks for

lunch?

c.- When do you come baclJor class in the afternoon?

Any breaks in the afternoon?

d, , What time are you finished with classes?

Draw their daily schedule on the bard, as they answer

these questions,

2. Discuss some of the daily chedules they might follow

when they are working in America:For example:

First Shift Daily Schedules ' Second Shift

8:00 AM Arrive at Work 3:30 PM

10:00 10:15 AM Break Time 5:30 5:45 PM

12:30 -1 :00 PM Meal Time 8:00 8:30 PM

3:00. = 3:15 PM Break Time 10:30 10:45 PM

4:30 PM Finish Work 12:00 AM

a. How many break times are there? What is the purpose

of taking breaks?

b, Were there break times in your job in Vietnam?

3, Explain that not all jobs hi the U.S. follow this pattern of

breaks, The timing of the breaks and number of breOrs will

lepend on the kind of job. Some jobi, such as those found

in a restattrant, will depend on how busy everyone is

that partic*

C, VESL-Places to Take a Break (20 mites,)

1, Intzoduce places to take a break:

a, Lounge e. Hallway

b, Cafeteria f, Smoking Area

c. Restroom

d. Outside

2, Pass out the worksheet and assess whether or not students

can give the appropriate response to the situations por

trayed,

3, Make signs and place them around the classroom, Use

some visual Cues as the candy machine for lounge, plates

and glasses for cafeteria, ashtray for smoking area

Listening Speaking

It is breaktime, go Lounge

to the Cafeteria

place Smoking Area

Where are you going? Lam going to

the

place

Do Time Cards (15 mins, Native. Language)

1, Show students time cards with their name written on

them. Explain that in many workplaces there is a special

clock called a time clock. When the time card is put in the

slot the time is recorded on the card. The companies use

time cards to record the number of hours each empl2yee

works during a week, arriving late or leaving work eay

shows up on the time card, Workers are paid according to

the time recorded on the time card, The teacher should

explain the words "Time In" and "Time Out" shown on

the time card; Also explain as much as possible abouthow'

a time clock works,

E. Weekly Schedules

1, Give students examples of some weekly schedules and ask

questions about the schedules to see if they understand.

If they cannot answer some of the questions, explain the

terms and abbreviations for the days of the week,

a, Who works first shift? Second shift?

b. Who works during the day? At night?

c, Does Nghia work during the weekend? Does Dud

d, What day does Co have off? Nghia? Anh?

e, Who works part time? How many hours a week does

he work?



f, Who works swing shift? (Swing shift is when a person

works for one shift for part of the month then changes

to a different shift for-the other part of the month,)

g. Which shift would you like to work? Why?,

h. What does Wed, stand for? Sat? Tues? Mon?

What does T stand for? Th? Sai Sun?

j, Whic) shift would you least We to work?

F. VESL Reporting absence and late arrival to wo

(40 mind)

1. This section is claimed to give the studen

English vodabulary for reporting absence

to work. Before going into the VE

should be a brief discussion, in na

what should be done if you know

44e/ 13; Abletfie

Repea :the previous dialogue to the supervisor's

,questin1hat can I do for you?"

S,tudent : I cannot come to work today,

/ : Why? What's the flitter?

'VStudent : I am sick, or: I hurt my legfarm/back,

or; I have to go to 'the hospital.

doctor,

court,

110'.

e new

And late arrival

1 guagithere

od lan&ittage, about

ou are going to be late

for work, if you are sick and cannot corm to work, Then

proceed to the English drill using telephones as realm

and practicing excuses and apologies 'th, as many itu

dents as possible, The dialogues may writtenOn the

blackboard to provide additional remf cement of

the language. In both "late for work" and "absence ".'

the teacher should take the role of the supervisor.

A. Late for Work

Dial a number _

Supervisor :

Student

Supervisor :

Student

Supervisor

Student

Supervisor

Student

Supervisor

520

..Phone rings

Galang Toy Factory ,may I help you?

t to speak to supervisor

, speakinglYluitoan I do

; Hello, this is Lang, I will be late kir

work today,

What't the matter? (or What's the

problem? What's wrong?)

I missed the bus.

or I have to go to the doctorldentist,

or I have trouble with my culbicycle.'

When will you come to work?

In one hour (or soon).

OK, thanks for calling.

Supervisor : OK, thanks for callih ee you

tomorrow,

521
285



HANDOUTS

A. Schedules

I, THAO

2, CO

3, HGUIA

4, HUY,

5, DUC

6, ANH

286

WEEKLY SCHEDULES

I

A4-s4

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

,

SATURDAY SUNDAY

8:00 am

4;30 pm

8:00 am

4;30 pm

8:00 am 7

4:30 Om

8:00 am ^

4:30 pm'

B:00 am ,

4:30 pm

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

3;30 pm 3;30 pm 3;30 pm 3:30 pm 3;30 pm,

in° am 12;00 am 12;00 am 12:00 am 12;00 am

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

2:00 pm 2;00 pro 2:00 pm 2:00 pm- 2:00 pm

10'30 pm 10;30 pm 10:30 p'in 10;30 pm 10:30 pro

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

8:00 am 8;00 am 8;00 am 8:00 am 7" 8:00 am -

12A0 pro 1,2:00 pm 12:00 pm 12:00 pm 12;00 pm

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

11;00 pm 11:00 pm 11;00 pm 11 :00 pm 11;00 pm

MO am 7:00 am 7:00 am 7:00 am 7:00 am

MONDAYS TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY , SUNDAY

7:00 am 7;00 am 7:00 am
2:00 pm 2:00 pm

3:30 pm 3;30 pm 3:30 pm 100 pm 10:30 om

522
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V. DRAWINGS

Adapted from English for Your Firit Job,Gage,' Prince, Fuller and Rygg.Nordell, 1980,
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STUDENT HANDOUT

'LATE

SITUATION' The men is continually 1st' for work. H. is warned !wino

by his edboryloor end is plemill with himeelf when he

arrives nt work only D minutes 101. lest from IM his

bun timid Ind 11 looking fore new job.

ISIEt Cultural Orientation

The Workpinos

Time Planning

Eat
EmployMint...Punotuoilty

FRAME iv FRAME'

1 On Man* the man goon to work at 9t30.

2 On Tuesday the mon goes to work it 2115.

3 On Wadnoodey he nose to work et 9:21.

The mm's supervisor tolls him to'al on time Thuredno

4 On Thutodoyho pie to work et 1000. .'

5 On Friday he gm to work at 10110,

The aunorvieor tulle him to be an time Ponday.

/Ohm 10 angry./

G On Saturday he totally' T.U.

7 On Sun* he sloops let..

O On Manny he goes to work at 9105.

/14 is hippy bloom he 10 not too Ink/

9 On ;Tuesday he pan to work at 9105 agetn.

The aunorvisor fires him.

10 On Wednisday he looks fare bow job at the Employment

NOTE: Tieing on time In Amin is very Importent...eeneolally

for work.

Employes. are often onactod to use a time clock to pow

their arrivals end deporturos.

DISCUSSION SUESTIONSI Whet Jobe do women utility supervise In

Southent Ails? Not supereloof

In Anaheim! Asie Whet would a nunervIon

do or soy if an imolai/a to lets?

Ligon, F AMERICA, IN SIGHT, The. Experiment in. International Living, 1982
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I, COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

1, Comfoiney 1: Thu student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

Protmployment Cultural Orientation

Colons Lesson 7

WORKING AS A JANITOR

C, Cultural Orientation

training:

a. , starting and/or determining task

ignments, completing a task to

specification, completing a takilthin

a given.time frame, performing as

part of a team,

b. , working alone,

2, Competency 4: The student can measure using tools:

d. , measuring the length, volume or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool,

3. Competency 9: The student can recognize visual cues and

signs indicating direction, operation, and

areas/locations.

B, VESL

1, Competency 1; The student can follow

simple direetions

b. Follow onestep directions,

1, to start a task

to e aomething apart

3, to p t something away

d. Follow instructions in use of hand

or power tool,

1 Competency 7: The Student can ask and respond to questions

about items in the workplace,

a, Ask or tell the location of an object or

place,

b, Ask or tell who has an object,

c, Make and respond to a request for an

object,534

1., Competency 1: Students understand how pre.employment

training can assist adjustment to life in

the U.S, by familiarizing them with the

job trainee role:.

b. Student can describe the approaches

to training that are used in the pre.

emPloYmOg Clagirnoni and relate

these to the initial employment

period in the U,S, workplace,

2. Competency 2: Students understand how preemployment

training can ist adjustment to life in

the U,S, by helping them to develop

realistic strategies for gainful employ.

ment: ,

a, Student can relate training to coin.

mon entry.level jobs generally

available to refugees,

b. Given the employability profile,

previous work experiences em1 the

current employment ai on in the

U.S., studentfcan este allltic goals.

3, Competency 5: Students understand the ce of

communication in accomplishing job

ignments at the workplace:

a. Given the following situations on the

job, student can select from various

alternatives, the most appropriate

action:

1. unclear directions

2, redirection in task

3, being unable to clay out

a given task

4, negative feedback from super.

visor or coworker

5. something goes wrong

on the job, 03 5 293
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11 LESSON CCARIFICAtION

A, Rationale

According to John Willitunson's study: "A Survey of Mining

Priorities" in whieh employers were asked to name jobs that

newly arrived refugees are typically able to find In the U.S the

Domestic/Janitorial field was mentioned by 49.2% of the

respondents, second onlyto the Restaurant/Food Service field,

Thus, the need to give the students some background In this IV,

kind of work is obvious. Janitors, orcustodians, NO often

required to do a variety of tasks, most of which involve simple

skills, Janitors use a variety of tools; some are simple, such as

brooms and mops, others are more complex, such as vacuum

cleaners and electric polishing machines. The purpose of

this lesson is to aequaint the students with the job of a janitor,

the skills needed and characteristics of the job, VOL related

to janitorial jobs will be introduced such as identification

of simple took, care and cleaning of a vacuum cleaner and

directions about where or what should be cleaned.

B, Looming Outcomes

1. Student will beable to recognize tools associated with

cleaning and to state their English names,

2. Student will have an awareness of a JOiitor'0 job ekills

and some characteristics of the job.

3, Student will be able to respond to instructions which

contain some of the position adverbs: above, below, under,

top, next to, etc.

4. Student will be able to operate a simple vacuum cleaner

and be able to state some of the proper maintenance

procedures.

MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Supplies andEquipment

1, Two buckets of water

2. Two brooms

3. Two mops

4. Two scrub brushes

3, Four rags

6. One feather duster

7, One trash can

8. One containerDensol(Top Job)

9. One container Vim (Ajax)

"T

10, One dust pan

11, One vacuum cleaner with instruotions

12, One small carpet

13, One Windex (window cleaner)

14, Handout sheets

Class sets of handout "Working as a Janitor"

Clam seta of drawing "Clenning"

PROCEDURE /
A. Discussion of envious basic skilh ectivily (10 min)

B, Working as a Janitor (40 min.)

1, Explain that this lesson will help students become familiar

with janitorial work.

2. Ask students a few simple questions related to work:

a. What do janitors do?

b. What tools do they use?

c, What skills are needed?

d, In what kinds of places dojanitor's work?

e, When do they work? Part.time o fulitimel

How much pay? Entry.Level or skilled Job?

Be sure to mention some of the maintenance duties that may

also be connected with the job,!

3, Give the students the information sheet "Working as A

Janitor", Discuss briefly the characteristics and skills

associated with being a janitor, N
4, Use flashcards with the students which show some of the

work janitors perform and the characteristics of

these tasks,

C. Job Training

1, Tools (20 min,)

a, Show the tools to be used in the lesson simulation,

Use TPR as the English names of the tools are intro.

duced,

TAKE THE BROOM

GIVE ME THE BUCKET

GIVE HER THE MOP

PUT THE SCRUB BRUSH HERE

PUT THE DUSTER OVER THERE

TAKE THE WASHRAG

537'



b. Vacuum Cleaner,(20 min. Native Langiage)

J. Explain that janitors may also use machines such as

a vacuum cleaner. Show the students the instruc-

tional mantial iith the visual diagrams. This

section of the lesson provides simple training in

tit proper use and general maintenance of the

vacuum cleaner, The lesson also gives an introduc-

tion to the use of visual diagrams to convey in-

formation or to give directions.

a, Use of a vacuum cleaner

Ask the students to assemble the hose and

connect it to the vacuum cleaner by following

the diagram. Take precautions with the hose

ring and the connecting switch.. Ask the

students the purposes of the switches

vacuum (on-off switch, cordrewind

switch, switch for opening dust compartradt,

and the hose connection switch), Show the

three attachments and explain that inmany

jobs there are special kinds of tools, cleaners,

and attaclunents to make a task easier and.

more efficient,

b. Care of a vacuum cleaner

Have the students practice using the vacuum

cleaner on the carpet. Have some small metal

objects, such as paper 'gips or nails, on the

carpet. Warn them abdtt the danger that these

present. Ask the students how to open up the

dust, compartment, Ask them to explain

what they think the pictures in the diagram

mean concerning cleaning the dust comport-

went and removing and cleaning the filter,

Why should you do this? Finally, demonstrate

the cord rewind, making sure that you hold

onto the plug so that it does not hit the

machine and break.

e, Clean INSIDE the bucket

f. Clean OUTSIDE the bucket

g. Clean IN FRONT OF the door

h. Clean IN BACK OF the door

,Clean NEXT TO thatabla

ean.AROUND the table

11ave t Students practice thaposition adverbs for a feW

minutes. Pass out the worksheets froin "ENGLISH FOR

YOURFIRST JOB 7.

HANDOUT "Working as a janitor"/ By Mark Bishop

Janitors,.somethnes called custodians or. cleaners, keep office

buildings, hospitals, stores, schools and other buildings clean

and in good condition, Their routine includes necessary main-

tenance tasks such as fixing leaky faucets, emptying trash, doing minor

painting and carpentry, refilling bathroom supplies, and mowing

lawns, They also see that heating and air-conditioning equipment

works properly, ;

Janitors use` many different tools and cleaning materials; for

. one job they may need a mop and bult for another an electric

polishing machine and a special cleanin solution.. Chemical

cleaners and power equipment have made many tasks easier and

less time consuming, but custodians must know how'tO"use them

properly to avoid harming floors and equipment,' Bef.* most

office buildings are cleaned while they are empty', janitors often

work evening hours, Some jobs, such as a school janitor, may

require daytime work, In buildings requiring 24 hciiir main-

tenance, janitors may 'work on shifts.

Although janitors, sually work inside the building, they,

sometimes; work outdoors sweeping walkitiyai mowing lawns,

'tor shoveling snow. Working with machines can be noisy and some.

tasks, such as cleaning,bathroom and trash rooms, can be

Janitors may suffer minor cuts, bruises, and burns frOm machines,

handtools, and chemicals, Janitors spend most of their time'

on their feet, sometimes lifting or pushing heavy furniture or

equipment, Many tasks, such as dusting or sweeping, require

constant bending and stretching,

No special education is required for mostjanitplialjobs, but

beginner should know simple arithmetic and be able to follow

instructions. Most janitors learn their skills on the jOb. Usu

beginners do routine cleaning and are given more complicated

duties as they gain experience. As' part of on the job training;

janitors may learn minor electrical, and plumbing reOri and

plan their work, follow safety and health regulatiotis,l4,ea1 '.

L

%'Introduce the position adverbs again using TPR (30 min.

a. Clean ABOVE the door

b, Clean BELOW the window

C, Clean UNDER the bench

Clean ON TOP of the table
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with people in the buildings they clean, and work without
supervision. 1

Janitors usually find work by answering newspaper advertise-
ments or applying directly to a company where they would like .

to work. They also get jobs through the State employmentoffices.
Persons looking for part-time or evening work can expect to
find many opportunities.

Janitors are not the only.workers whOclean and maintain
buildings. Some workers who have similar skills and job duties are
trash collectors, floor waxers, sweepers, window cleaners, private
domestic household worprs, hotel housekeepers, and gardeners.
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Listen; Circle the right

a Clean cult 'this.

c Clean inside there,

545

CLEANING

0

b. Clean tinder this,

d Chan ahove here.

TEACHER'S COPY.

LAOIS
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V DRAWINGS

a Clean tinder this,

300

ac;INA roni of here,

h. 'Clean behind tAert,

1,
Clean newt to this.

Adapted from English For Your First Job, Gage, Prince, Fullei and Rygg.Nordell, 1980,

Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, State of Washington
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COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

a, . , , starting andlor determining task

assignments, completing a task to

specification, completing a task within

a given.tinie frame, performing as

part of a team.

b. , working alone,

c, , , showing motor skills and self.

confidence with tasks and equipment,

making problem.solving judgments

for minor problems while working to

specifications,
,

'2, Competency 4: The student can measure using tools:

Pre.employment Cultural Orientation

Galang Lesson 8

JANITOR SIMULATION

2, Competency 2: The student can folloW redirected instructions,

a, Respond to negative command,

b. Follow instructions,; delay, repeat and

reorder an activity,

3, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of task,

b, Provide feedback alt quality of work

d, Describe activities in progress and

t' needs for completing a task within

f Acknowledge and apologize for mis

takes, poor performance, being

late and absent,

4, Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback, assistance,

advice and emergency help, 0

b. Ask for assistance,or advice from a

supervisor or coworker,

5, Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification,

a, Indicate lack of understanding,

b. Ask for clarification.

e, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

d, measuring the length, volume or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool,

3, Competency 7: The student can use timerelated informa-

tion on schedules and forms,

4. Competency 9: The student can recognize the visa al cues

and signs indicating direction, operation,

and areas/locations,

B, VESL

1. Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

b. Follow one-step directions.

c, Follow multiple'step directions to

perforin a task.

d. Follow directions in use of hand

or power tool,

549

6, Competency 6:

7. Competency 7:

8, Competency 8:

The student can ask how to say something

in English,

a. Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures,

b, Ask for meaning of English words,

The student can ask and respond to questions

about items in the work place,

a, Ask or tell the location of an object or

place,

b, Ask or tell who has an object,

c, Make and respond to a request for an

object,

The student can request permission

and give reasons for being late or absent,

ro
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I,
er7Myr.

9, CornPetencY 9; The stUdent Call. use numbest)

c. Provide ii'cOunt.,

Read and report time'OiiWork'recprda,'

rz.4

10, Competency 121 The student ean.reaq 1.1Trkp)tq, 1

a, ReadcomMonyorkplice

C, CultOal, Orientation

co

1, CoMpeteney 1: Students iinderstan preemployinent

assist , Mint life In the;

by,fainiliatizinfAern:o the job

trainee role: 4

a, Student can ddscribe his/herrespoir

sibilitieti in the role,of a job trainee.,

b, Student can describe the aPpreaches :

to,training that are used in thOtemploy, !

men classroomand relate these, taF e

initial employment Perlad in e,
, :, ,. . .

workplace; P

Competency V 4 d ta h '_o_petencAlt ents im ers owpre.emplo

'',$ .
trAiniho can assist .adjititinent;tali

4 , , 1,

U.S. by, helping them to dev Pt' 11

StraieOestfor gain, eny ,, Pr I

l'

I
4

a; 'sttioOt can re ate' tritinin

mo entrylevel jpbsen

available

, ,

g

brtanonipeteocy,4 Stu ce..of "fie pp'

ingand ivintammg rpc.rsopiiiq,

itliitionshrpai the

b even critic 1120

student;9seleet frOm tern*

rolJrialeone,

16:

a. "your boss it an

4.
:Cornpeten6y,Sttidepta Underatand the importance of coin.

Municatiokin,accomplishing job assignments

at the workplace.

a. Given he following situations on thejab,

itudent:'can select froril.va;i911

tiVes,,e most OprOirititeietian';.

55

r.

our boss is angry

hig unable to carry out a givedtask

A

li

ESSONCLARIF1CATIO

. Rationale

1, This lesson is a continual°

"Working as a Janitor",

duced on the proper use

*and:More VESL ocia

ive feedback froni a supervisor.,

Worker

"

p us lessdn,

materiel Will be intro.

d cleaning solutions

earring, he most

important aspect of this lesso ; however, is to put much

of what his already been learned in prgious lessoni into

the context of tin acttia warking situation, This is a

, simulation. Students take the part of a janitor and the

teaChe( acts as the supervisor. The students, (workers) must

demonstrate good work habits such at coming to work

on time, "punching in" on the time clock, asking for

clarification or, directions; performing tasks involving some

simple shil) taking a break, working well with others and

"punching out" on the time,clock,

Learning 'Outcomes

4, Student will be cable to explain in native language the uses

of .a variety of soaps, and measure the proper amounts from

visual cues,

2 tucient will be able to respond tosimple instructions in

English or ask for claryication associated with cleaning.

3. See the competencies dated in Rationale for other,learning

outcomes,

Ill, MATERIALS.

Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1 trash can

1 dust pan

1 containerDenial (Topob)

1 'container Vim (Ajai)

1 container &Tie (Tidybowl)

1 bottle windex

1 box Fab (Powderisoap for

clothes)

1, 'container Mama Lemon (Disiv,,
.

washing Liquid)

1handpap
Vacuum 'cleaner and Carpet

2 buokets of water

2 brooms

2 mops

2.scrub brushes

4 rugs

1 feathei duster

1 set measuring spoons

1 measuring cup

,,,, .1 quay measuring cup

J 21



IV,

For Break: Signs for roomsolusrealia:

Plates, silverwares, ciips for,,LOUNGE

Ashtrays for SMOKINOAREA,

"Vending Machine for LOUNGE '(self.manufactured)

PROCEDURE

A, Discussion of Previous Basic'Skills Activity (10 mins))

B. Job Training (20 mins)

1, Explain thatthis is the first job simulation in which the

students perforkos workers and the teacher and trans

lator are supervsop, Tell the students that they will

receive a little* training and then be put to work,

They will be iexPected,to follow directions and askfor

clarification if theY donot.understand; Explain that you

will not act as a:teacher but as a supervisor and that

you will give instructions and check their work, If the

work is not done, ell, you may get angry and yell at them/

just as a supervisor might do in America, Show them the

schedule for the day including.15 minute breaks. Ask the

students (workers) what they 'do first when they come

toWorit (punch in on time clock),,

2. Showthe different soaps to be used, In native language

ask the students what they are; sed for and why different

Soaps are used for different jobs? ,Point out the simple

instruction's for using the soap properly, Ask why it is

iniPertant to folloliAttstructions; Asseee whether or

iibt students are able to, measure according to the direc

tiOns. Stress that there are many soaps for special purposes

in the While some are used in the home, special

inditrial strength cleaners are used in factories, hctpitals,

etc. Point ontthe worci ,DISINFECTANT'andexplam

that it is used to kill germs. Disinfectantrare especially

important'in the bathroom Mike house,and also in hospitals.

3; Discuss the safety rules that apply. Maq, cleaning agents

are poison. Special handling is,necessaryi when Storing,

mixing or using these chemicals, Sometleaning agents are

flammable, soriteltijure people if theme inhaled or if they

touch the skin tress again how impOrtant it is to follow

the:tiecti`

C. Use the verbs associated with the tools, Again practice some f

TPR.

1 SWEEP THE FLOOR (with the..hroom

2, MOP THE FLOOR (with the mop)

3. SCRUB THE WALL (with the scrub brush

4, DUST THE WALL j with the duster)

5, WIPE THE BENCH (with the Washrag)

6, ADD THE SOAP TO THE WATER (inithe bucket)

7, MI$''PHE SOAP

8. WET THE MOP, WET THE WASHRAG

9', DO IT LIKE THIS

D. On the Job (80 mins, English)

,1. Have the students clean a room other than the classroom,

Some options might be teacher offices, training rooms

or recreation rooms,

2. Direct the students to the places they will clean and have ,

them begin the tasks described in C above.

a, Hue, 'sweep the floor below the Wind

Dtic, dust the table over there,

c. Huong, dean around the windows;

d, ,Thanhonop the floor in front of the door,

81 Check their Wolas a supervisor would:, ask them w

they are doing, if they snake a mistako yell at thein

praise them for doing good work, praise thein espi

for isfing Clarification if they donotiideistid kir

directions.,

Half Way thrOugh the class peiicid tell the,st den

time to take a 15 minute break, 414hem

will do du re ime, and where they can go

briefly the names of ces w breaks are tai

Haie them pnctice using the snack achiie" i he

lounge. Afterthe break period direct t 6to re rn to

work, Have theM.!!punch out" on'the

,minutes,before the period iSover,

E. Closure (10.15 min, Native Language)

1. Close the doss by asking thestudents some questiO

concerning the day's simUlation,

Same
'Were their jobs easy/ W iffiault to use English?,

b. Would they want to do this kind of work ftir 8 hoUrs

a day, 5 days a week?
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'.

(P. Wh. t did they do dUring.i?reaktini y
,
feel better

or Work faster after the break? .p .

,lioNkr did they feeljivavinga for hug watching
' 'and examining thiiir vv9r1F,1 Di erstand the

.

dupervisorsVhen.they Woke
What did they, do ii they had a prablen1 on the job?

,'' Were they able* aslvforcyuification in English?
. Would they like,to do a job like this lathe U.S.? Working

nights? Part-tir4?

e

AN 71f7

7



SAFETY AT WORK AND IN THE HOME

COMPETENCE COVERED

A. Basic Skills

CoMpetoncy 6: Students understand the importince of

Communication in accomplishing job

:assignments at the workplaces,

a, Given the following Situation on the:

job, student can select from various

alternativeithe most "appropriate

5, something goes wrong on the job,

b, Student can give examples of situa

.tions in which it is appropriate td,

interrupt a hworker or supervisor.

3, Coinpetency 6: Students understand impOrtince of taking

responsibility for their own and pthera,'

safety on the job:

a. Given simple pictures of vorksites,

student can identify safety haiards.

b Given dangerbus situation, student

Identify an appropriate action to

be takep, )

1, CoinpetencY 9: The Ourl'ent can r bgniie'visiial.dues and

signi indicating direction, operation, and

areas /location;''

2. Competency 10: The Student can demonstrath an aware,

ness of safety with respect to procedures/

practices and visual cues/signs,

B. VESL

Competency 1; The student, can follow simple directionS';'

a. ACknowledge that one is about to

receive directions.

b. FdlloW onestep dike Lions;

c. erections to

perform a task,':'1,

RespOnd to simple cautions ind Dega.

tive commands, ,,

2: The Student can folio

45 ilesponclito'a ugh,

COMpeteney 4: TheStudsliCan ask

assistance, advicd an

4,1

LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Rationale

1, is not onlyimportant Oriithe job, There are many

similarities between safety at wank andiqety in the home.

SOme. of the conimonsafety'Precautions; such as safety

dealing with eleCtncitY and with chemicals will,be dis

cussed, Recognition of safety hazards as 'well as safety ill,.

signs is animportin tiart of this lesson, Being able to warn

co:workers and learning how to reportan accident are a

majOr part o!fPeople'slesponsibility for their own and

others' safety on the jbb:13y using pictures and practicing

VESL these safety Piocedures will be introduce These

points will be reinforced in many simulations to

doneiater. '

b: Given a saMple of company rules,

'policies or proeeduresi the student

can distil) ishsituationswhich;Con.'

'II
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B, Learning Outcomes

1, Given simple pictures of worksites, student can identify

safety hazards.

'2, Student can state some safety precautions to be taken in

the home,

3, Given a dangerous situation, student can identify an appro.

priate action to be taken,

111. , MATERIALS,

A, Required Equipment, Supplies and Materials

1, Soiclvin iron

2, Pow 6r so

3, Hacksaw

4, Extension cord

5, C.clamp

6, Kerosene

7. Cleaning fluids or detergents

8: Cigarettes'.:;

9. Wet battery

I0. Telephones

11, Safety,goggles

12, Sagty signs seltna factured in Galang

13. Class sets,of drawing Safety"

IV. PROCEDURE

Discuss the Previous basic Skills Actiiity,

B Discnss Safety. Precautions Taken in Previous Basic Skills

Lessons, .

1. What kind of safettpMcaufjons did you,follOW when yob

used the eleetr)c drillielectrieSalv/hanirSawlhacksaW?

2. 'Could water spilled on the floor be a safety thazard?,

3. What happensif you are standingin water or are Wet and

you use an electric tool?

9,, Review of Safety Rules learned in Vietnam.

hat precautions did you have to follow in your

oni;eIn Vietnam? ' 0

k !Did your house have:eIectricity?

b, Wereihere safety precautions used when cooking?

c, Where did you store, soap, paint,medicine?

558
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2, What kind of safety precautions did you have to follow In

. your work?

a, Did you work with electrical tools?

b, Did:you work with any chemicals such as paint or

gasoline?,

,c. Were you allowed to smoke on the job?

d, Did you wear clothing designed safety?

ci Were you required to use or wear any piece of safetyo

equipment?

D, Identity Safety Hazards from Pictures,

1 Pass ouVtictures of safetthazarcls and have students

identify tivm, Have students explain why the situation

they have ideridfled is a:safety hazard and what pre.

cautions should be taken,

2. DisplaYipictures of safety lothing, Have students explain

the kind of jobs thareqii e safety clothing and why it

is worn,

E, Warning Signs

1. Show student a warning sign, say! the words on,the signs,

. and have the students rePe$ the words, Explain the im.

portance,of each of these signs:

a. DANGER!

b, NO SMOKING!

c, DO NOT ENTER!

d, FIRE Etg,,t
e. NO ADMITTANCE

I
4

f,

t g.
h,

j,

k,

m,

DO NOT OPEN

KEEP CLEAR

HAZ4ARpOUS MNTERIALS

DO NOT TOUCH

COON
HIGH VOLTAGE

POISON

BEWARE

4



11,

2, Teach 111 bring pictures or props to use with the signs,

Exempt of possible aids are:

Prop or &sal Sign

a. Kerosene FIRE EXIT

b, Cigarettes NO SMOKING,

a. Soldering iron DANGER

d, Light Socket HIGH VOLTAGE ,

e, Power sad CAUTION

f, Gasoline POISON

g. Detergents , HAZARDOUS

h. Cleaning fluid'

3, Have students or the Teacher and the Aide role play

some dangerous situations, Props that might be used in
1

such a role play are an extension cord, a saw or a battery,

F, Warning Someone

1,,lgain.using,the' tools as teaching aids and acting out the

situation'iri.the cl bom, teach the students useful

ph ti to shout out in order to warn someone of danger,

It important that,,stud9itio# forced to .3'1:out these

warnings.

a, Look outiThe soldering iron.

b, Be careful! The cigalte,

Watah out! The floor,':

d; Out of the Way! The power saw,

e, Be careful! Your hilt,

f, Look out! Your eyes,

2, Possibleseenes for warnin

Peopit's hands too` to power tools,

sandels,;/i.
,

e, Smolong near kerosene"

, d, Extenston'cOrd or exposed wire in the way,

.4 People's hair, clothes, jewelry near power tools

b, Wats on the floors and using electricity, also wear ing

G, Reporting accidents

1 Again using simple situations, role play accidents thS have

happened, Discuss in native. language what Should,be,done

56

at work and In the home tnisuch can, Ilave' students

role play using the telephone to report an aCcident,

Explain, the context for each of the sentences below,

Remind students to use 94 to report an emergency,

a, Fire at 1116 Spring atx#t,

b, Police come, to 1116 Spring street,.

c,' Send en Ambulance. tO '1116 Byripg street,

2. At work when there is an accident, someone, must be told

immediately and at a later time, a supervisor may ask

more questions about the incident, Students should

already know the parts of the body and some words like

hurt, cut and burn, Using tools as props, have students

not out the following scenarios using appropriate Ian.

gunge,

a, I hurt my hand,

b. I cut my finger with the saw.

c, 'I burned, my arm with the soldering iron,

d, Something is in my eye,

e. I hurt my back,

t, cut my leg,

H, Safety Rules

1, Explain that mail, worksites have safety rules that all the

workers must follow for the safety of everyone. Many

/of the rules may involve wearing special clothes and

knowing the. warning sign's,

2, Some peOple even have simple safety rules that their'

families folloiv in their homes. Have students think of

good safety rulei/Or 'the hoine;

1,, 4

.1

',)
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. COMPETENCIES COVERED

Basic Skills

I. Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial train.

big:

b. , , working alone.

Preemployment Cultural Orientation

Galan Lesson 10

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT AND REPORTINPFAULTS

4, Competency 5: The student can ask for cliiification,

a, Indicate lack of understancling,

2: Competency 2: The:student can apply technique or pro.,

cedure (for which training has previously

been given) to new/different tasks which

include using appropriate problem. '

solving skills to plan and accomplish,

the task with minimaler no additional

training.

Competency 6 The student can follow a sequence,

5, Competency 'I: Thestudent can ask and respond toques.

tons about items in the workplace,

c, Make anctrespond to a request for an

object.

6 Competency 12: The student can read workplace,signs,

,a. Read common workplace sips,

b. Read safety signs.

C. Cultural Orientation

1. Competency 3: Students understand importance of rules,

policies and procedures common to the

workplace,,

a, The student can identify strategies fOr

clarifying workplace rules, policies

and procedures:

b, Given a le of 'company rules,.

policies eclures, the student can

distingui tions which conform

to or violate them,

B. VESL

1. Conipetency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

a. Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b. Follow. onelthp directions,

c, Follow multiplethp directions to

perform a task.

2. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on per-

formance of task,

b, Provide feedback about quality of work,

c. Provide specific assessment of a pro

duct,

d. Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task,

f, Acknowledge and apologize for mis

takes, poor performance, being late

or absent.

3, Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback, assistance,

advice and emergency help.

a, Ask for feedback,

. 2. Competency 5: Students unde d importance' of

communication in omplishing job

assignments at the workplace:

a. Given the following situations on the

job, student can select from various

alternatives the most appropriate

action:

3, being unable to carry out a given

test.

5, somejthing goes wrong on the job,

b. Student can give examples of situa

tions in which it is appropriate to inter

rapt a coworker or supervisor,578
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IL LESSON CLARIFICATION,.

A, Rationale
,

1.' Maintenance and repiir of tools and equipment is a

common d important functicin in both the worksite

and t dome, There. are many jobs which require mainte.

,dnance d repair, of
equipment, 'Wolters in almost every

job are expected to thaintain.and care for their tot's

properly, as well as to make minor repairs,

Repdrting whyi something:goes wrong on the iob,

.4, such as when tools xe in need of repair, is alsokmoriant.

In this lesson we also want to acquaint the studentS

with the skills and tasks associated with main-

tenanceijobs requiring tools; The VESL included

,,,atqaires that students give an eiplanation Of ior cess

involving a series of steps

d, ,What would haplienio tile tools if they'got wet?

e, What speci61 care does, a soldering iron require?

f,' 'What special careilops'a poWer drill,reqiiire?

g at special care does a saw require?

r
r

2, Show some of
the'toolpantequipmentkhat 44ve been

--damaged in previon's°:cycles...Disouss.With the students

bow they may have been
mishandled and in what WaY they

should be cared fur, Five t(hofolowingo of

damaged tools:',

. a, Broken folding ruler's .

b; Damaged gsinid switches oniextension CordsY

C. Rusty l'bcok razorknives

Leamin t
6

COMeS

k

g . u

1, Students can describe lie importance of care, and repair of

equipment and proper maintenance of tools uied in

Basic Skills

2, Students will be able to report, in Eng h broken and

damaged equipmentl,

Students,will have awarenessof some Common

maintenance jobsand skies associated with them,

III. MATERIALS
p. ,

0 A, Required Materials,
Equipment and Supplies

1, Class sets of handout "Working as a Repair Man or Media-

'nic" (Optional)

1,4

, 9 ,

d: 'Rusty ols ill general and silverware °, 1,

e. Paint bruilies that have noqeeti Cleaned tho'reitigh11\
1

C. Repairing Equipment

1. Have studen Fuss any prior experience they may have

had repairini quipment,.People like mechanics, carpen:,

ters, welders oftenhilice a living doing repair Work, Many

people do simple repair's around the haige or in their

daily work, EnCourage studentslo give`examples of these ,

' by posing a series of questions.

a, In your former job did you repair tools and equip-

ment?
.

b, What kind of repairs did you make? How did you'd'

it?

c, Does it take a special skill to"make these repairs ?,

d, Did you do' any repair work on yourhouse?

e, What kind of repair? How did you repair these things?

Why did you do.these repairs? A

What kind of repair work does a fishennan need to

do? .A seamstress? A housewife? A cook?

OCEDURE

A, The Teacherbeads a Spirt Iriscussion ofPrevious Basic Skills

Activities,,

B, Maintenance of Equipment

1, ,Equipment in basic skills

a, Why did you clean the paint brushes after painting?

b, What, would happen if you did riot clean them?

c, Why do we put tools back in the storeroom after they

are used in 61 '

318

,D. Working as a Repaitman or Mechanic

41

1, Give the students the information hand° t `Working as a

Repiirrnan or Mechanic", Let thein read it,,the .

discuss the job.

E. Flashcards

1, Show students some of the flashcards that involve ate-

*nonce and repair work, Ask them to identify the picture

and skills needed to do the 'work portrayed,



F. Repairing Frayed Wir!.on a Plug
.

1. Diiifde the ijtitdents into pai4, Gip Qach student the

tlyed Wire,, Ask the folluwilig questions',

What's wrong with this? Is it dangerous?

b, d yoiltna how to repair it? (Do not ask for ex.

lantioti, Some .1noitifrirn previousexpetiences,

but we want oth.eis : iithey Ce. figure it out,)

, Whattholklo ybii,needio'repair this?.(Pass otitrazor

and scrawdriVera iaclfpair and ,tell them to

2. After repairing the plugs have itudents exaraine each,'

'other's work to see if it waste properly. Ask questio

a.° Was this ,y/difficult to repair?

b,'' Could, you do this in your house in America?

c. What safety precatiti&s do you need to tale win

working with electricity? ;

4., If you are renting an apartment or hollse, whose,

respondbility is it to do the repairs?

e. If you arelinying your owl' house,whose respO

is it to do 'the repairs?

f. What kind of things can you fix yourself?

g. Wliat kind of things would you need to
call

as'k'

repairian to'fix?

h.; Why, would you want to fix somelhinge.yourse

G. VESL: Explatition of a process.

1. Repairing the frayed wire on the plug involves a series of

steps. Aft discussing these steps with the students go

through so e simple English with the students to explain

the steps. i

a. UNSCREW .THE PLUG

b, UNSCREW THE SCREWS

c. TAKE OUT THE WIRE

d. CUT THE WIRE

e. STRIP THE WIRE

f. CONNECT THE WIRE

g. TIGHTEN THE SCREWS

h. SCREW IN THE PLUG

H. VESI., .Reporting Faultson the

1. Give one Student a bent nail and mer and instruct him

tnhammer the nail into the wood. opefplly he will be

582

confused, If he tries to hammer it in stop him and ask

whaht.is wrong? Explani,that on the job you may need to

rept problems and 10)ten or faultiequipment to yont

supervisor. Use your translator as a role 'fide' and give

her or him the same initructions..:

/dr
4V

Listen , 9

,t itf

is wrong? The nail la' BENT

BROKEN

DAMAGED,

It d not wor . A

Write the above vocabulary on the board. Us'

and screws as props for TPR, re eat the exert 1.

students should identify the tool equi
(i

appropriatekord or phrases,

,

ols, n

Listening,

at iti,wrotig?

7

4

h h sa e is broken,

bent '1,

is too big for the,) The sore

Th electricity,

'1111(irong plug.

nee& bit,

blade,

319
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HANDOUT .

Working as atepairman or Mechanic ,1
By Mark Bishop e

A. Working as a Repairinen or Mechanic: Two job categories

dkiihe repair work, A repairman fixes different appliances

such as a television or a refrigeratOr; a mechanic repairs

different types of engines,

B. Skills Needed: There axe some skills common to these

jobs. Both mechanics and repairmen may use common

handtools, such as screwdrivers andlirenches, some power

tools, such as a poWer chill, plus some Special equipment 4,4

which requires specific trainingfor effective use, Both need',

toLbe knowledgeable abo'ut engines and to be able to

understand manuals with picture diagrams. Both need to

understand English because they talk' with customers about

the engines. Both specialize in what they repair: mechanics

may specialize in car, boat, truck, ornAtorcycle engines;

repairmen in a specific appliance, such as televisions, air

conditioners, refrigerathts, of in small appliances like toasters

and irons.

C. Working Conditions: Repairmen and mechanics often have

very different work environments. Most repairmen work in

appliance stores or repair shops, others in large department

stores or for a manufacturer. Many gQ to the customer's

home to make the repair, Meehan' ics usually work fOr auto

mobile dealerkor in gasoline stations and must often work

with greasy, dirty and heavy parts. SNety is very im

poytant in both kinds of work due to contact with electricity

and strong cleaning chemicals, ,

4,4 Training: Treining'in appliance repair is available from

some high schools, private vocational schools, and community

'colleges, Employers will usually give additional training, Up to

three years of on.the.job training may be needed to becothe

a skilled appliance repairman. Persons who want to become

appliance repairers generally must have a high school diploma

or G.E.D, before they begin training, Most ineehanics learn

eir skills on the job, Beginners may start as helpers and

iractually gain skills by working with experienced mechanics.

It usually/lakes 3 to 4 years to become a good mechanic,

320
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Because both repairmen and mechanics require many

skills and special training, they seek skilled jobs, not entry

level jobs. They usually work full time during thdaytime,

and the pay is higher than most entry.level jobs, Because of

the level of English required and the specific skills needed,,

this type of work is not as easy to hnd,

ti
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I

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills ,1

Pre-employment Cultural Orientation

4,9

Galang Lesson 16

QUALITY CONTROL, ACCURACY AND MEASUR ENT

C. Cultural. Orientation

\ 1.1 Competency 1: Students understand how preemployMent

i training can assist adjustment to life in

fir the U,S, by faitiliarizing them with the

job trainee role,

a, Student can describe his responsi-

bilitiesin'the role of a job trainee.

b. Student can describe the appro es

to training that are used in the p

employment classroom and relate

these to the initial employment

period in the,U.S. workplace.

. 2. Competency 2: Students understand how, pre-employnient

training can assist adjustment to life in the

U.S. by helping them to develop realistic

strategies for gainful employment.

a. Student can relate training to

common entry-level jobs generally

availkble to refugees.

1, Competency 4: The student can Measure using tools:

a. determining if two quantities are

equal length, volume, or weight.

c, using standard tools, determine

,wheth'er duplicated items are equal,

d, measuring thOlength, volume or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool,
. ,

2, Competency 5: The student can organize, classify, and

sort discriminating between:

b , number codes, letter codes,

alphanumeric codes,

taskrelated specification,

B. VESL

1, Competency 2: The student can follow redirected

instructions.

a. Respond to a negative command.

b, Follow instructions, delay, repeat and

reorder an activity.

12. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of task.

b. Provide feedback about qua,lity of work.

c. Provide specific assessment of a pro-

duct,

d, Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task,

3, Competency 9: The student can use numbers.

c.' Provide a count.

d. Verify a count.

e, Read and report a measurement,

Compe cy 5: Students understand the importance of

communication in'accomplishing job

assignments at the workplace,

a. Given the following situations on the

job, student can select from various

alternatives the most appropriate

actions:.

1. unclear directions

2. red)rection in task

3. being unable to carry out a given

task

4., negative feedback from supervisor

or co-worker

5, something goes wrong on the job

b. Student can give examples of situation

in which it is appropriate to interrupt

a co-worker or supervisor,
, 341
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LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1 Most, if not all, refugees with limited English will be

employed in entry.level manufaturing jobs, Though

termed "unskilled, labor" these jobs often require

basic knowledge of measurement, accuracy, and quality

tontrol, They also expect a minimum knowledge of the

manucturing process, Le., the dependence on standard!

zation and ithe necessity for quality control. ,

'B. Learning Outcomes

1, Students will .understand the necessity for quality control

and accuracy.

2, Students will understand their role in the process:

3, Students will be able to describe their responsibilitie`i

using the present continuous tense,

4. Students will be able to perform a task from a mitten

simple assignment sheet,

5. Students will respond to negative feedback.

MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1. Class set of Handouts "Quality Control"

IV, PROCEDURE

A. Standardiza n .

1, Modern manufacturingdepends on accuracy and standard.

ization. Every tool, machine part, plastic bag and earring

'whicli is mass produced must be exactly the sane as the

previous one., This is how a company can produce items of

quality, keep costs low and still make a profit, Mani!.

facturers depend on both machines and workers to pro.

duce items withReed and accuracy. Though a certain

amount of waste is expected, employers try hard to keep

it to a minimum. inspectors are hired to maintain quality

control, Their job is to check the product. If the product

meets the specification,.it is p : :ed, If it does not, it is

rejected, The inspector has an importantjob because

the company's reputation' nd profits depend on whether

or not the product works well for the consumer,

342

Many refugees possess the skills to be a good Inspector,

They should be encouraged to prove their abilities to

their supervisors for promotions from entry.level manufac

turing to.quality control inspector.

B. Accuracy

1; Time: The wotking day is divided into shifts,,

Shift , Bow I

First 7:00 am 3:30 pm

or

8:40 am 4:30 pm

Second 3:30 pm 11:0D pm

Third 11:00 pm 7 7:00 am

Third shift workers are usually paid more than first or

second shift, Workers are expected to "punch in"

before their shift begins, If a worker arrives late, pay for .

that hour is reduced. For example: If they are lessthan

15 minutes late, they are docked for 15 minutes; if they

are late for 16 to 30 minutes, they are docked 30 minutes,

etc. Workers are expected to take breaks and be backito

their work situations on time.

C, Counts

1. Products are usually shipped in large quantities and

sorted by standard measurements or terms, Students

should know the following classifications: .

a, dozen = 12

b, gross = 12 dozen/144 ,

c. pair = two

d, set a group of one each or twoeach, etc,

e. assortment = a mixture

Example: 4 dozen assortment

1 dozen each shape
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D. Measurement

1, In many manufacturing jobs, measurement is very im-

portant, For machinists, it is crucial, However, there is an

allowed variation from a standard dimension w)ich is

called tolerance, This permitted variation is,often very

small. In a machine shop it is often less thaa 02 1

(students do not need to know 1/32, only that it is small),

Tolerance is usually shown as ± a number,

2, Exercise I Measuring

First, do a measuring exercise using the lamp

b s. Given a set of standard measurements, the students

will respond to questions concerning quality, The lamp

bases, should be 16" x 16", unfortunately they are not,

Allow a tolerance of % inch, Each group should measure

all of, the lamp bases and record the information,

Introduce the symbols for feet/' and inches/" as in 1' and 2",

3, Exercise 2 Packaging

This exercise is played like a game, The teacher and the

. aide play the part, of supervisors, They are responsible for

explanations and feedback, both positive and negative,

The Students are the workers,

supply clerk

measurement inspector

carder

-' packer

order inspector

Let the aide explain the game.

a, The instructions are given to-the supply clerk who

passes them out to the workers apil measurement

inspector, The supptlies are arranged on the front desk,

The supply Clerk takes the supply request and gives

the supplies to each worker. Ifworkers do not

underitand their tasks or need clarifieation at any

time, they must use appropriate English and ask

a supervisor,

b, Next, the carder puts the product in sets, as directed,

the packer puts them in boxei and the order inspector

counts them. The first team that finishes counting and

packing their boxes correctly is the winner, During

the game the supervisor asks the worker:

Listening Speaking

What are you ding? Getting

supply

Checking the size,

Putting the

together, (tens

Peering

Checking the count,

Throughout the exercise the teacher and aide should

provide direction and feedback;;

a
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Preemployment Cultural Orientation

Golfing W Lesson 17

WORKING IN THE FACTORY.

I. COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

1. Competency 8: The student can utilize plans and patterns:

a. as input/source of information to

perforni a task,

c. as outputlproduct,

2. Competency 9: The student can recognize visual cues and

signs indicating direction, operation, and

areas/location,

B. VESL

1. Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions.

a. Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

c. Follow multiple step directions to

perform a task,

2, Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback, istance

advice and emergency help;

a. Ask for feedback,

b, Ask for istance or advice from a,

supervisor or a coworker.

3, Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification.

a. Indicate lack of understanding,

b. Ask for clarification,

c. Ask for repetition of demonstration,

4. Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to questions

about items in the workplace.

a. Ask or tell the location of an object or

place,

b, Ask or tell who has an object,

c. Make and respond to a request for an

object

6. Competency 12: Read workplace signs,

C. Cultural Orientation

1. Competency 1: Students understand how preemployment

training can assist adjustment to life in the

U.S. by familiarizing them with the

job trainee role:

2, Competency 2:

b. Student can describe the approaches

to training that are used in' the pee.

employment classroom and relate

these to'the initial employment

period in the U.S. workplace,

Students understand how pre.emPloyment

training can assist adjustment to life in the

U.S. by helping them to develop realistic

strategies for gainful employment.

a. Student can relate training to

common entry.level jobs generally

available to refugees.

3, Competency 6: Students, understand the importance of

conitunication in accomplishing job

ignments at the workplace.

a, Given the following situation on the

job, students can select from various

alternatives the most appropriate action:

1. undear directions.

II. LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1, Many common basic activities are practiced daily in a

factory, Several of the previous lessons were based on these'

routines and can be built upon and put into a simple factory

context in this lesson which presents more information

about working in a factory in America. The concepts

introduced are essential for the factory simulation

which takes place as pail of the next lesson,
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In order to help "set the stage" for the small factory

simulation, a typical factory, floor plan can be used to

explain factory processes, This strategy will also reinforce

many points that have been presented in previous lessons,

For example a factory floor plan can show:

a. The employee lounge or cafeteria,

Review the purpose of breaks and practice, social

language,

b, The location of the time clock

Review the importance of time, pay policies or excuses

for late arrival,

c, The location of fire exits and extinguishers,

Review safety rules.

d, The quality control section, packing section and supply

rooms,'

Review working with others, the importanceof accu.

racy, clarification language, numbers, etc.

B, Learning Outcomes

1, Students will demonstrate an understanding of a simple floor

plan and the factory process by identifying designated

areas on a factory floor plan,

2, Students will be able to explain the skills needed by a

factory worker and the working condition in a factory.

3. Students will be able to ask in English for the location

of objects in the factory.

III, MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1, A class set of handouts "Working in a Factory"

IV, PROCEDURE

A, Brief Discussion of PreviouyBasic SI(lls Activity

B, Working In The Factory (Native Language)

1. Briefly discuss the students'experiences, if any, of working in

a factory..:

Sample Questions:

What kinds &jobs are there in a factory?

b, How is something made in the factory?

On an assembly line each person adds a component or

part to the item being built, Each person's work depends

on NW welIthe previous task was done by other

workers on the assembly line, This process continues

until the product is finished tasted,

c, How much skill is needed for some of these Jobs?

There are different kinds of Jobs requiring skills,

Examples are: supply clerks, .mblers, quality cone

trol, packers, etc,

d, Bow hard or difficult is this kind of work?

2, Information Sheet

a. Hand out the information sheet "Working In a Fee.

tory", Give the studints a few minutes to briefly read

it; ask if they have any questions, Check to make sure

they know the skills neededifor and working conditionsof

the jobs described in 'the handouts,(
C. Factory Floor Plan

1, Show the students the poster of the floor plan. Ask them

what it is, and if they recognize any words in the various

sections, They should be able'to read Fire Exits from the

safety lesson, quality control and assembly from the .

previoas lessons, They may also be familiar with other

words from ESL cl es. Explain the purpose of each area

shown on the floor plan.

a. Loading Dock (Receiving): where parts and Supplies

used in assembling a product enter the factory,

b, Storeroom' : Wheie parts, supplies and tools are

stored,

c. Assembly Area: the center of most of the activity in

the factory, It is here that the workers take the parts

from the supply room and put them together into a

finished product. This is where most of the people in

the factory work. The assembly area has fire extin

guishers and a fire exit for safety.

d, The Lounge: where the workers take breaks, It

usually contains some snack machines, a toffee

machine and a sofWrink machinafor people to use

dOring breaks, before or after work,
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e, Near the Entrance: there may be Time Clocks which are

used to keep trackof the number of hours each

eiployeethai worked in a certain pay period (usually

one or two weeks),

f,, Toilets: where peopleuse bathroom facilities

g, First Aid orNurse's Office workers go to this office

for some immediate attention when they got hurt on the

job, The flit aid room is for minor accidents;

it is not like a hospital, Serious Injuries cannot be

treated there, I

h. Supervisor's Office: usually close to the assembly area,

It is important that the supervisor be close to the

workers so that problems can be solved as they arise,

Personnel Office: secretaries and other people here keep

track of evaluations, payroll, leave earned and taken,

r s, applications and interviews,

j, The Quality Control Area: where the finished pro.

duct is checked to see if it meets the company's

standards.

k, Packing Section: where the product Is put into boxes

or bags for delivery to stores where it may be sold,

D, VESI,

1 The next exercise will demand a lot of imagination on

the part of the teacher, Students are required to ask for

information and at the same time learn new vocabulary.

They should be encouraged to ask the location of rooms

on the factory floor plan which is built using cujainaire rods,

Any configuration is fine,

a. Work Areas:

Personnel Office

Shipping and Receiving

SupplyRoom

Assembly Area

Nurse's Office

Restrooms

b. Designation of Place:

IN

NEAR

IN BACK OF

IN FRONT OF

NEXT TO

2. Using the cuisinaire rods, the teacher ontlies the floor plan

of a factory and then asks students to put someone or

something in the rooms, Since the students have not been

told anything about the factory, (what product is made

there, how big it 18,ote,), they must ask questions or ask for

translations, If the students make a mistake, scold them

using appropriate sang, Try to make the exercise fun,

3, In the remaining class time begin preparing the students

for the small factory simulation, Explain that they will;

once again be doing piecework, but this time each person

must depend on how well the previous work was done.

An assembly line will be set up to produce cprocluct, '(The

teacher may want,to show,an example of the final pro.

duct.) Remind them to "punch in" and "out" on the time

clock, to take their scheduled break, speak English on the

job, ask'clarification about where to locate supplies, etc.

HANDOUT

WORKING IN A FACTORY

There are many kinds of factories, The most common 'type of job inmost

of those factlaries is that of an assembler, Below are some facts about any

mbler's job,

What is an assembler?

Workers who put together the parts of manufactured products Rivalled ,

assemblers, Assembled specialize In just one pad of a job, Producing a

finished product is a team effort in which each Oler does a single

task in a sequence until there is a finished product, Sometimes hundreds of

people work on a single finished product, In the U,S, today almost every

manufactured item Is produced in an assembly line,

Skills Needed

There are many rent-kinds_io assembling jobs and the skills needed

will change according to the kind of as mbiy -job Some electronic

assemblers must do very precise and d ate work. They may use tools such

as twpzers, tiny cutters, and raagn lenses to put together small parts

in radios and televisions, Other assembl work on large machines such

BS cars and trucks. They may use pow ols such as .a power drdf or sol

dering iron to put parts together, Assemblers must be able to follow detailed

instructions,
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Working Conditions
The working conditions will also vary with the assembly job.
Elec.-tzar& assemblers may work in a clean room seated at tables.
Machine assemblers may work In a noisy, dirty building and stand all
day. Since most assemblers do only a few steps in the assembly
operation, the Job may be repetitive) and boring. Shift work is common
and workers may have to rotate shifts.

Training Required
Some assembly jobs require special training and may require people who
have been to vocational school, but inexperienced people can be trained
on the job in a few days or weeks to do most kinds of assembly work.
New workers are often trained on the job by their supervisors who prefer
workers who can do simple tasks at a fast pace. Later the assemblers will
work more on their own and be fully responsible for the work they do.
Experienced assemblers may move up to more skilled jobs, become quality
control inspectors or oven supervisors. Because the economy of the United
States is weak now, these kinds of jobs are difficult to find, but as the
economy improves, more assembling jobs mayycome available.

Other Entry-LevellJobs in the Factory

Supply Clerk
Painters
Janitors
Dock Workers (loading and unloading boxes of supplies)

Skilled Jobs in the Factory
Machine Operators
Welders
Quality Control Inspectors
Supervisors
Machine Repaixpersons
Electricians

600
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v.
Sample Factory Floor Plan
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Pre-employment Cultural Orientation

tdang Lesson 18_

SMALL FACTORY SIMULATION

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

1, Competency 2: The student can apply a tecOque of pro-

cedure (for which training has preViFly,

been given) to new/different tasks which.

includes using appropriate problem-

solving skills to plan and accomplish the

task with minimal or no additional training,

2, Competency 4: The student can measure using tools:

a. determining if two quantities are

of equilength, volume, or weight,

b, .duplicating the length, volume or

weight of something Without the use

of standard tools,

d. measuring the length, Volume or

weight measurement of something

using it standard tool,

3, Competency 6: The student can follow a sequence,

4, Competency 9: The student can recognize visual cues and

Signs indicating direction, operation, and

areas/ locations,

5, Competency 10: The student can demOnstate an aware-

n of safety with respect to proCedures/

practices and visual cues/signs,

B , ,VESL

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions

b, Follow one-step directions

1, to start a task

2, to take something apart

3. to put something away

c, Follow multiple-step directions toper-

form a task,

d. Follow directions in use of hand tool

or power tool.

e, Respond to simple cautions and nega-

tive commands.

f, Follow directions to complete a form,

'2, Competency 2: The student can follow redirected instructions

a, Respond to a negative command,

b. Follow instructions, delay, repeat and

reorder an activity,

3. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on per-

formance of task,

a. Provide feedback on progress,

b, Provide feedback about quality of work

c, Provide specific assessment of a pro-

duct,

d.. Describe activities in prowess and

needs for completion of task.

e, Report time worked,

f, ,Acknowledge and apologize for mistakes,

poor performance, being late and

absent.

4 Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback, assistance,

'advice and emergency help,

a, Ask for feedback,

b forassistance or advice froni a

sup rvisor or co-worker,

c, Ask for help in an emergency,

5, Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification

a, Indicate lack of understanding.

b, Ask for clarification,

c. Ask for repetition of demonstration,
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6. Competency 6: The student can ask how to say, something

in English,

a, Ask, names of workplace objects and

procedures,

b, Ask for meaning of Engfish words,

Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to ques

tons about items in the, wOrkplace,

a. Ask or tell the location of an object or

place.

b Ask or tell who has an object,

e and respond to a request for an

object.

Competency 8: The student can request permission and

give reasons for being late or absent.

dopvetency 9: The student can use numbers.

a. Read and understand numbers in

codes,

b. Discriminate between coded numbers.

c. Provide a count,

d. Verify a count,

e, Read aid report a measurement.

f. Read and report time on,work records,

g, Read and verify pay figures,

C. Cultural Orientation

1. Competency 1: Students understand how preemployment

training can ist adjustment to life in the

U.S. by familiarizing them with the job

trainee role:

a. Student can describe his respon.

sibiliiies in the role of a job trainee,

b, Student can describe the approaches

to training that are used in the class

room and relate these to the initial

employment period in the U.S. work.

place,
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2. Competency 2: Students understand how pre.employment

training can assist adjustment to life in the

U.S. by helping them to, develop realistic

strategies for gainful employment:

a. Student can relate training to

common entty.level jobs generally

available to refuges,

b. Given the emplOal)ility profile,

previous work experience, and the

current employment situation in the

U.S., student can establish realistic

goals

3, Competency 3: Students understand importance of rules,

policies and procedures common to the

workplace:

a. The student can identify strategies for

clarifying workplace rules, policies

and procedures,

b. Given a sample of company rules,

policies or procedures, the student can

distinguish situations which conform

to or violate them,

4, Competency 4: Students understand importance of

developing and maintaining good inter.

personal relationships at the workplace;

a. Student can give examples of ways to

establish rapport with, supervisors and

workers,

b. Given the following critical incidents,

the students can select from alternative

actions the most appropriate one for

the Ainerican workplace:

1, your boss is air

2, a co.worker is angry or seems un.

unfriendly,

3, a coworker who is Your friend

leaves the job

4. you feel isolated
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5. competency 5: Students understand the importance of

communication in accomplishing job

ignrnents at the workplace:

a. Given the following situations on the

job, students can select from various

alternatives the nitst appropriate

action:

1, unclear directions

2. redirection of task

1 being unable to carry out a given

task .

4, negative feedback from supervisor,

or co-worker

5, something goes wrong on the job

b. Student can give examples of situations

when it is appropriate to interrupt a

co-worker or supervisor,

6, Competency 6: Students understand importance of taking

responsibilities for their own and others'

safety on the job:,

a. Given-simple pictures of worksites,

student can irientify safety hazards.

b. Given a dangerous situation, student

can identify an appropriate action lo

be taken

7. Compelency 7:1 Stti4 understisbetthativork'hoo, and,'" ,

decisi ns affect present and future em

plo ent prospects:

a, S udents can state the componentsof

a good work record.

III

LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1, At this point in the program the students should have

some understanding of the factory process, some simple

skills, and minimal English. With this knowledge; the

students should be able to participate in a very simple

simulation of a day in a factory. In this simulation many

CO, VESL, and some basic skill competencies'can be

applied to a "real" situation, Students will use tobls,-

practice measuring and sorting, and recognize and respond to

safety rules. They will be required to speak English during

0

the simulation, They must report to work on time and

demonstrate appropriate way0of interacting with co-

workers, Students should be able to better visual.

ize how pre-employment training Aill_help them on

their U.S. job, English ill be usedly students as the'

actual need arises in the workplace ituation,* as,

clarification of directions, reporting on the job; respond-

ing to negative feedback, redirections, misdireOtions,

asking for help, reporting faults, etc. Although no new

specific concepts are addressed in this lesson, the factory

simulation is designed to create an awareness of what

an actual day in a factory may be like.

B. Learning Outcomes

As this is a simulation, it serves as a review for many concepts

covered in earlier lessons, Thus, outcomes of this lesson

are very general, i.e., students gain more understanding of the

factory processes and the many concepts that relate to

working in the factory.

MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

IV.

Each rack requires:

1. elbow tonne tors

4 tee connectors,

3, 4 5 inch Pr pipes

4. 4 6 inch PVC pipes

6. 411 inch PYC pipes

6. 215 inch PVC pipes

7. 1 pre-cut piece of materials

8. 1 piece of string

9. Tools Needle and thread, pins

PROCEDURE

A PunchIn, on the Time Clock

1. If the students forget that today is like an actual workday,

remind them. Tell them if they/orget to "punch in they

will not get paid-for workingithit day. If a-student comes

in late, yell at themfTell them their pay will be less

because they are late. Mk for an excuse in English.
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B, Discuss Previous Basic Skills Activity.

O. Job Training

1, Explain that in order to understand a job everyone goes

through a period of training, Students will play several

different roles but, for the purpose of understanding the

factory process, the whole cl will learn all of the jobs

before a job is assigned to each To facilitate the ?mutat

lion divide the cl: . ;room into different sections:

Supply, Assembly, Quality Control, Packing, Super-

visor's Office, and Lounge.

For the actual work in the factory simulation, see the

attached sheet. The roles should be explained in native

language to assure understanding. On; the actual simula-

tionbegins,only English should be us Go through the

various steps in the assembly, inspection and packaging

of the product once or twice to help the students under.

stand the work that must be done, Then assign students

the various jobs. Tell them that they must use only English

on the job, except during the scheduled break time,

D. Fictory Simulationt VESL

1. Only English is to be used, When necessary , demonstrate

a procedure by saying"Do it like this", Translate only

as 'a last resort ,The teacher and translator act as super-

visors and check the work of each student penodically,

Simple English dialogues should be used with the students,

For example: exannning the students' work;

praising when it is good and getting angry when it

is bad; correcting their mistakes (first by explaining, then

by demonstration or if necessary by translation), ispond-

ing to a request for help or clarification or reports of

faults, asking for an explanation of the task they are doing

or reports on progress and safety warnings, etc,

The various areas in the classroom should be identified

with signs, and some warning signs such as NO SMOKING,

FIRE EXIT, should also be posted. Labels for the differ-

ent factory roles could also be used for identification.

Remind the cl before beginning the simulation that you

are playing theisupervisor's role which may involve getting

angrand yelling at the workers if it-is-approphate.

After the students have worked for about 354O minutes,

stop them for a 10 minute break, Let them relax, talk

in their nafive language, go outside if they would like,

9

After exactly 10 minutes call them back to work. If some

have wandered off and are late coming back, yell,at them.

If some are slow in getting started, prod them to "get going."

Have student work another 15.20 minutes to complete

as many of the orders as possible. Check the inspect

tors to make sure they are doing their job property, Ask if

they are rejecting any pieces and, if so, what is wrong with

them. Encourage the inspectors to use English responses,

such as, too long, it is broken, it does not work, ett, Give some

workers redirection to see if they ask for clarification.

Give unclear directions, issue faulty tools, delete pertinent

information, or have them nut out of a supply. Set up

a safety hazird such as stacking boxes in a walkway or in front

of a KEEP CLEAR sign and monitor student response.

E. CLOSURE, Stop the simulation, Ask questions

1. Was their job easy?

1 How could this factory be more efficient (Produce more

of the product at faster rate)?,

3, Would they want to do this Itinctof work for 8 hours

a day, 5 days a week?

4. What did they do during break? Did the breaktime make

them feel refreshed? Were they able to work faster after

having break?

5, How did they react to supervisors when they spoke in

English?

6. What did they doff they had a problem on th job?

Were they able to get help when they requested it,

7. What did they do at the end of the day when they finished

their work?
J

F, The assembly process involves nine steps:

1, Connect a 6" PVC pipe to aTee connector

2, Connect a 6" PVC pipe to the other end of the Tee con.

nector

3, Pittelbow connectors on theends of the 11" pipes

4. Connect the 5" and 6" pipes to the other end of the elbow

connectors, forming a square.

5, Twist the Tee connectors at a 45 degree angle,

6, Connect two 15" PVC pipes to the Tee connectors of one

square,

7. Connect another square to the other end of the 15" pipes

at the Tee connectors forming the frame of the rack,

8. Pin the material onto the rack (possibly a two person job)
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G. On the assembly line each student can be assigned to do one of
these steps or depending on the number of students in your
class, steps 1 and 2 and steps 5 and 6 could be combined.
Besides the assemblers, other positions can 6e added to the
factory process:
1. A supply clerk to keep Isackof materials and distribute

them to the workers
2. A-measureinent inspector,-tO check the length of the PVC

pipes; an inspector to check th&assembly of the squares.
3. A finished product inspector

Some,of these positions could, be swr hed or combined,
such as first assembler switching to ished product
inspector after the assembly task is complete.
The inspector checking the squares could also
twist the tee connectors to the proper angle. These roles
are not as essential as the actual assembly role, but there
should be at least one inspector (quality control) in the
process. The steps and tasks you assign Will, of course,
depend on how many students are present that day.





COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

Preemployment Cul

Caking Lesson 19

RULES, POLICIE ANL) PROCEDURES '

//
2, doinpetency 7: Students understand that Work habits and

decisioni affect present and future era

ployment prospects:

1, Competency 3: The student can uses counting

complete a task,

" a.. , . , making counts,

b, .. , verifying coon

2, Competency 5: The student carf org lie, 'classify, and

sort discriminating. een:,,

b. , . , number codes, letter codes, alpha.

numeric codes,

e. , . taskelated spec' 'cation, .,

3. Competency 7: The student: can use time., fated informs.

tion on schedules and forms,

13, VESL

1, Competency 5: The student can ask for Clarification,

2, Competency 6: The student can ask how to say something

in En..

4,1174"
\t?

,144;

b. Ask, Hi of English words,

3, Competency 12: The student can read workplace signs,

a. Read common workplace signs,

C. Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 3: Students understsid importance of rules,

policies and procedures common to the

workplace:

a, The student can identify strategies for

clarifying workplace rules, policies

and procedures,

b, Given a Sample of company rules,

policies or procedures, the student

can distinguish situations which

conform to or violate them,

IV,

a, Students can s mponents of

a good work record.

LESSON CLARIFICATION.

A, Rationale

1, One of the first things given to a new employee is an

employee's handbook. This bookeontains the various rules,

policies, and procedures of the company. Refugees will

be given this book, probably along with a brief explanation,

when they are hired,

B. Objective

1, Introduce students to common rules, policies, and pro.

cedures in American industry,

2, Present students with situations in which they must

distinguish obeying or violiting the rules,

MATERIALS'

A, Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1, Class set of drawing "Personal Office"

2. Class set of drasing "Appropriate"

3, Class handout Payroll Checks

PROCEDURE

A, Review telephone reporting procedures for arriving late and

being absent.

1, Lateness : My car is broken,

I missed the bus,

2 Absence ; My is sick,

I am sick; I have a

My died,

Explain to the students that.they must call before their shift

begins. This is one policy that virtually every' business follows,
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B, The aide will have the students imagine that they are the

owners of a big company, Ask them what kind of rules they

would make for their employees, This may be difficult if they are

hesitant to speak in class. Have the aide translate their list

4

of rules into English and write it on asheet of broWn paper,

When does work be ritil

2, How many shift4,

3. If employeet are 10 or 20 minutes late, would they

be docked?

4. If employees are Bich, will the company pay for the day

they are absent? ,

5. If a holiday falls on a work day, will the company pay the

employee for a full week?

6, How many days of paid vacation a year are they each

entitled to?

7. What kind of benefits are available?

8, How many hours are they required to work in one week?

9, Should they receive more than their hourly pay for over-

time?

10. Where should the employees park their cars?

Note: Make sure students know the meaning of the word "if,"

Review this structure if necessary.

C. Write the students' answers to the above questions on the board

in the simplest possible sentences. Review their list of company

rules, making sure they understand each of theiand can read

(at least partially) the list they have made.

Their list of company rules should look like this:

1, Work begins at

2, If are 10 minutes late, dock 15 minutes pay.

3, If are 20 minutes late, dock30 minutes pay.

4. All paid holidays.

5. One week paid vacation.

6. Overtime after 40 hours.

7. Employee parking lot (or no employee parking).

The rules students give will be different from the above list,

but try to' simplify-them and write them as clearly as possible,

Use the tense:

1. Dock

2. Paid holidays

3. Paid vacation
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4, Sick days.

5, Overtime

I

f they do `t understand " )ock," use "take away."

\ ,

tO sethese words when asking for information about the

company rules that have been listed,

eD. Wh drilling the class, have the aide write the company rules

on la e cards in big, block letters, one rule per card.

The teacher now has two sets of cards, one showing the

questiotiand the other giving the students,' "company rules."

Question Cards

Work begins?

Shifts? -1

Pay DoCked?

Sick Days?

Paidilolidays?

Overtime?

- Employee parking?

Benefits?

Company Rule

5:00

None

For each/15 minutei dock

30 minutes pro!

10 paid for per year

6 per year

Extra pay on weekends

None

'Retirement

The teacher holds up one card and reads: "When does work

begin?" The aide responds with the card showing company

rule. The teacher reads the question again, students repeat. Aide

gives/the answer, This is done for each card, Next the rules are

handed out to the class. Let each person with a card read

the rule, After that, the teacher asks the questions, The person

with the appropriate card responds. If they do well, hold up the

question cards and have one student ask the question, The

aide answers. Finally, have the students ask and answer the

questions.

E, This section is largely presented in native language. Common

personnel rules will be explained,

1. Work week Full-time work equals a 40hour work week.

Usually that is 8 hours a day, 5 days a week, Any work

over 40 hours is considered time and a half, or regular

pay plus one-half of that pay rate, If employees earns $3.50

per hourithe overtime pay will be $5,25 per hour. If they

work on Sundays or holidays, they would be paid $7.00

per hour. Though these rules are often followed in large

manufacturing industries, they may not apply to res-
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taurant workers, nonunion shops, medical workers and

small companies.
,

2, Docked par The usual procedure is to dock 16 minutes ,A

pay fiora the wOrkers' salaries if they are lath 16 minutes

or ldss; 30 minutes pay if they are late 30 minutes or

less, Pay is docked in 16 minute intervals; therefore,

someone who comes to work 16 minutes late loses

30 minutes pay.

3, Sick Leave: Each company is different, Such leave can

range froili 3 to 12 days a year on the average, Some com.

panies allow accumulation of sick days, adding unused sick

leave to the next year's allotment, Other companies do not

alloweccumulation of. such leaye while still others

piy once a year for unused leave,,

4, Paid holidays: Most companies pa , their workers for

' national istate holidays, There s,about One holiday per

month, usually on a Monday.: If the workers want to

get paid for the holiday, they must work the day before the

holiday; thus, if the holiday is on a Monday, they must

work on Friday.

5, Paid vacation: some close during the first week

of July. This is a paid vacation, Some companies will give

each employee a paid vacation if employees have lieen

with the company a fa year, Usually, companies giant

2 weeks of paid vacation per year, Vacation can some-

times be saved from one year to the next, If employees

leave a company, they Must be paid for unused vacation,

6, Benefits: Every. company has benefits, Paid holidays and

paid vacations, are just two, Many also include paid medical

insurance, There are two forms Of insurance: the "indi

vidual" policy in which the insurance covers only the medical

expenses for the emiployee, and the "Family Plan" Which

pays some medical expenses for his /her family, The Company

usually pays'ays for an iridividual plan and alloWs the worker

to pay a "small amount" more per month for family .

coverage,
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While there are general rules that are common to most come

panics, there may be specific rules which pertain only to one

company's policies, Examples are;

1. Mandatory Overtime, Some companies require that

workers work overtime, This may be one hour extra each

day or extra time on Saturday, It might be both, If em.

ployees are: told to work overtime, they must or

risk losing their job,

2, Probation: Some coMpanies have a probation period of

3 months, for new wo4ters, This is a time for a supervisor to

judge whether or not the new employee can work fast

enough, comes to work\ on time or makes too,many mis.

takes. At the end of probation, the supervisor decides

either to keep the,new employee olt ask him/her to

leave,
1i

3, No Relatives: Many companies do hot allow close relatives

to work together or to work in the same company. For

example: A father and son may work at the same large

company but indifferent departments while at a different

factory, a woman will be .refused employment because her

mother works there,

F. Payroll Deducfions: Presented in Native Language.

P out examples of paychecks with payroll

Give students time to examine the handout, Ask the

following questions:

1, Mat is Nguyet's gross pay?

2, Mat is, Huy's net (take home) pay?

3, How much is Duc's withholding tax?

4, How much is Nguyet's. Soda! Security? iay

. 5. Does Duc pay for health insurance? Doesluy?

6, How much money does Nguyet have to spend? Duc?

7, How much of a deduction does Huy have? Nguyet?

0, As these questions are asked, some key words may need a dear

explanation, These words below should be written on the hoard

the students should practice saying them, then there should

be an explanation in native language for, each word;

1; GROSS MY: The total amount of Money that a perioh

has earned in a given pay period, i,e,, $200 per week,

2, NET PAY; The amount of money an employee receives

after the deductions are made, i.e., $172.55,
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3. DEDUCTIONS: Mo ey that is subtracted by th6 com-
pany from each wor, er's paycheck to pay taxes, Social
Security,;union dties,.c =xtra insurance, etc., i.e., $27.46.

GROSS PAY DED i IONS = NET? PAY, i.e.,
$200 $27.45 = $ 2.55.

Every worker' aycheck has Some deductions.
Examples of some of these deductions are:

. FEDERAL WITHHOLDING. TAX: This money is for
income tax that goes to the U.S. Government. Some of the
states also have a STATE INCOME TAX. If so; the corn-
pany must deduct money for the state tax. Sometimes
there is a CITY TAX which the company must also
deduct from the paycheck.

b. SOCIAL SECURITY: This is F.I.C.A. which is shown on
payroll checks. Social Security insurance is too help you pay
bills when you, are old and must retire. Workers who pay
into theSocial Security fund receive a check fro* the
U.S. Government when they are over the age of 62.
HEALTH INSURANCE: Some companies alsO deduct
money, to pay for health insurance. When the worker is
sick, insurance will help' pay for hospital bills. There are
other kinds of insurance deductions that different COM-
ponies may deduct. Typictil insurance deductions
are LIFE INSURANCE; DISABILITY and PENSIONS.



COMPETENCIES COVERED

Pre.employinent CultUral Orientation

Lion 16

QUALITY CONTROL, ACCURACY, AND MEASUREMENT

C. Cultural Orientation

A, Basic Skills

1. Competency 4: The student can measure using tools:

1, Competency 1: Students understand how pre.employment

training can assist adjustment to life in

the U.S. by familiarizMg them with the

a, , determining if two quantities are job trainee role,

equal length, voltune, or weight,

, , , using standarkools, determine

whether duplicated items are equal,

measuring the length; volume or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool, .

2. Competency 5: The student can organize, classify, and

sort disaiminating between:

number codes, letter codes,

alphanumeric codes,

taselated specification.

B. VESL

1. Competency 2: The student can follow redirected

instructions.

a. Respond to a negative command,

b, Follow instructions, delay, repeat and

reorder an activity, 4

2. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of task,

b. Provide feedback aboutquality of work,

c; Provide specific assessment of a pro

duct

d, Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task,

3. Competency 9: The student can use numbers.

c. Trovide a count.

d. Verify a count,

e, Read and repert a measurement,

2, Competency 2:

a, Student can describe his responsi-

bilities in the role of a job. tiainee,

b, Student can describe the approaches

to training that are used in the pre.

' employment classroom and relate

these to the initial employment

period in the U.S. workplace,

Students Understand how pre-employment

training can assist adjustment to life in tha

U.S. by helping them to develoi'pealistic

strategies for gainful employment,'

a, Student can relate training to -

common entry4evel jobs generally

available to refugees,

3, Competency 5: Students understand the imPortarice of

communication in, accomplishing job

assignments at the workplace,

a, Given the following situations on the

job, student can select from Various

alternatives the most appropriate

actions;

1, unclear directions

2, redirection in task

3, being unable to carry out a giveh

task

4, negative feedbaek from supervisor,

or coworker

5, something goes wrong on the job

1,), Student can give examples of situation

in which it is appropriate to interrupt

a coworker or supervisor
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11 Modem manufacturing depends on accuracy and standard.

, ..4 ization,,, 'EVerY tool, machine part, plastic bag and earring

. whit .is mass produced must be exactly the sane as the

previous one, This is how a company can produce items of

quality, keep eats low and still make a profit, Manus

factfacture pend on both machines and workers to pro.

duce.ite with speed and accuracy, Though ascertain

amount o waste is expected, employers try hard to keep

it to a minimum, Inspectors are hired to maintain quality

controlTher job into check the product, If the product

meets the specification,it is passed, If it does not, it is

'rejected, The inspector has an important job because

the corapany'ireputation and profits depend on whether

or not the product works well for the consumer.

I

1,1
Many iefugees possess the skills to be a good Inspector,

A They should be encouraged to prove their abilities to

their supervisors for promotions from entiplevel manufac.

Wring to quality control inspector,

B, Accuracy

1, Time: The working day is divided into shifts,

Shift Hours

First 7:00 am 9:30 pm

or

8:00 am 4:90 pm

3:30 pm 11:00 pm

11:00 pm 7 :00 am

Second

Third

Third shift workers are usually paid more than first or

second shift, Workers are expected to "punch in"

before their shift begins. If a worker arrives late, pay for

that hour is reduced, For example: If they are less than

16 minutes late, they are docked for 15 minutes; if they

are late for 16 to 30 minutes,they are docked 30 minutes,

etc, Workera are expected to take breaks and be back to

their work situations on time,

C. Counts

1, Products are usually shipped in large quantities and

sorted by standard measurements or terms, Students

should !mow the followingclassifications;

a, dozen = 12

b, gross = 12 dozen1144

c, pair two

d; set - iiroup of one each or two each, etc,

e, assortment = a mixture'

Example: 4 dozen assortment

1 dozen each shape
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D, Measurement

1, In many manufacturing Jobs, measurement is V,eiy irn.

porttutt, For machinists, it Is crucial, However, there, 18 an

allowed variation from a standard dimension which is

called tolerance, 'This permitted variation is often very

small, In a machine shop it is often less than 1/32 A'

(students do net need to know 1132, only that it is small).

Tolerance is usually shown as ± a number,

2, Exercise I -Melt Elting

First, do a measuring exercise' using the lmnp ;

b gip, Given a set of standard menurenients, t e students

I I

will respond to,questions concerning quality, he lamp

b s should be 16" x 16", unfortunately they ere not,

Allow a tolerance of inch, Each group should measure

all of the lamp bases and record the informetio, IJ

Introduce the symbols for feet/' and inches/" op in 1' and 2",

3, Exercise 2 Packaging

This exercise is played like a game, The teache and the )1. I

aide play the.part of supervisors, They are res nsible for

explanations and feedback, both positive and negative,

The students ar ',workers,

supply clerk

measurement inspector

carder,

packer

order Inspector

Let the aide explain the game,

a.. The instructions are given to the supply clerk who

passes them out to the workers and measurement

inspector. The supplies are arranged on the front desk,

The supply clerk takes the supply request and gives

the supplies to each Worker, If workers do not

understand their tasks or need clarification at any

time,,they must use appropriate English and ask

a ;sor;

b, ext, t e carder puts the product 1n sets, as directed,

the pa ker puts them in boxes and the order inspector

countathein, The first team that finishes counting and

packing their boxes correctly is the winner, During

the game the supervisor asks the worker'

(
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H1'.

Listening Speaking

What are you doinif Getting

supply

Choking the size,

Putting the

together. items

Packing

Checking the count,

Throughout the exercise the teacher and aide should

provide direction and feedback,
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Preiimploymeill Cultural Orientation

Oolong - Lesson 17

WORKING IN THE FACTORY

I,. COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

1, Compotent81, The student can utilize plans and patterns:

a, ,as input/source of information to

perform a task,

c., , as output/product.

2. Competency,9: The student can recognize visual cues and

4 signs indicating direction, operation; and

areas/location,

B. YESL

P 1. Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

c, Follow multiple step,directions to

perform a task,

2, Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback

advice and emergency help,

4 a, Ask for feedback.

b. Ask for assistance Or advice from a

supervisor,or a co-worker,

3, Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification,

a, Indicate lack, of understanding,

b, Ask t r clarification,

c, As r repetition of demonstration,

4, Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to questions

about items in the workplace.

a. Ask or tell the location of an object or

place,

b, Ask or tell who has an obfect,

c, Make and respond to a request for an

object. -----'

5. Competency 12: Read workplace signs,

istance
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C. 'Cultural Orientation

l'Competency 1: Students understand how preemployment

training can assist adjustment to life in the

U.S. by familiarizing them with the

job trainee role:,

b. Student can describe the approaches

to training that are used in the pro.

employment classroom and relate

these to the initial employment

period in the U,S, werkPlace,

2, Competency 2: Students understand how preemployment

training can assist adjustment to life in the

U.S, by helping them to develop realistic

strategies gi gainful employment.

a. Student can relate training to

common entry.level jobs generally

available to refugees,

3, Competency 5: Students understand the importance of

communication in accomplishing job

assignments at the workplace.

a, Given the following situatio r he,

job, students can select fro US,

althrnatives the most approp action:

1, unclear directions,

IL LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Rationale

1. Many common basic activities are practiced daily in a

factory, Several of the previous lessons were based on these

routines and can be built upon and put into a simple factory

context in this lesson which presents more information

about working in a factory in America. The concepts

introduced are essential for the factory simulation

which takes place aspart of the itext lesson,
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in order to help "set the stage" for the small factory

emulation a typice factory floor plan can he used to

explain fal;tory proem, This strategy will also reinforce

many pointIti\liat have been presented in previous lessons,

For amp! factory floor plan can show:

a, The employee lounge orcafeteria,

Review the putimse of breaks end practice MIRl

language,

b, The location of the time clock

Review the importance of time, pay policies or 'Amigos

for late arrival,

c, The location of fire exits and extinguishers,

Review safety rules,

d. The quality control HOW, packing section and supply

rooms,

Review working with others, the importance of accu

racy, clarification language, numbers, etc,

B. Learning Outcomes

1, Students will demonstrate an understanding of a simple Boor

plan and the factory process by identifying designated

areas on a factory floor plan,

2, Studepts will be able to explain the skills needed by a

factory worker and the working condition Oa factory;

8. Students will be able to ask in English for the location

of objects in the factory,

III, MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1. A class set of handouts "Working in a Factory"

IV. PROCEDURE

A, Brief Discussion of Previous Basic Skills Activity

B. Working In The Factory (Native Language)

1. Briefly discuss the students' experiences, if any, of working in

a factory,

Sample Questions:

a, What kinds of jobs are there in a factory?

b. How is something made in the factory?
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On an assembly line each person adds a component or

pert to the Rim being built. Each person's work depends

on how well the previous task was done by other

workers on the assembly line. This process continues

until the product is finished and tested,

c, How much skill Is needed for some of these jobs?

There are different kinds of jobs requiring skills,

Examples are: supply clerks, assemblers, quality con.

trol, packers, etc,

d,' flow hard or difficult is this kind of work?

2, Information Sheet

a, Hand out the intonation sheet "Working In a Fax

tory", Give the students a few minutes to briefly read

it; ask if they have any gilOstkinli,. 'Cliotk to make sure

they know the skills needed for and working conditions of

the jobs described in the handouts,

C, Factory Floor Plan

1, Show the students the poster of the floor plan, Ask them,

what it is, and if they recognize any words in the various

sections, They should be able to road Exits from the

safety lesion, qUality control and assembly from the

previous lessons, They may also be familiar with other

words from ESL classes, Explain the purpose of each area

shown on the floor plan

a, .. Loading Dock (Receiving): where parts and supplies

used in assembling a product enter the factory.

b. Storeroom: Where parts, supplies and tools are

stored.

'c.' Assembly Area: the center of most of the activity in

the factory, It is here that the workers take the parts

from the supply room and put them together into a

finished product, This is where most of the people in

the factory work, The assembly area has fire extin.

guishers and a fire exit for safety,

d. The Lounge: the workers take breaks, It

usually contains some snack machines, a coffee

machine and a softdrink machine for people to use

during breaks,' before or after work,
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e. Near the Entrance: there may be Time Clocks which are

used to keep track of the number of hours each

eniployee has worked in a certain pay period (usually

one or two weeks).

f. Toilets: where people use bathroom facilities

g. First Aid or Nurse's Office workers go to this office

for some immediate attention when they get hurt on the

job. The ipt aid roomis for minor accidents;

it is not like a hospital. Serious iinjuries cannot be

treated there,

h. Superuisor's Office: usually close to the assembly area.

It is important that the supervis& be close to the

workers so that problems can be solved as they arise,

if Personnel Office: secretaries and other people here keep

track of evaluations, payroll, leave earned and taken, 1'

raises, applications and interviews,

j, The Quality Control Area: where the finished pro

duct is checked to see if it meets the company's

standards,

It. Packing Section: where the product is put into boxes

or bags for delivery to stores where it may be sold,

D WSJ,

1 The next exercise will demand alot of imagination on'

the part of the teacher, Students are required to ask for

information and at the same time learn new vocabulary.

They should be encouraged to ask the location of rooms

on the factory floor plan which is built using cuisinaire reds.

Any configuration is fine,

a. Work Areas:

Personnel Office

Shippingand Receiving

Supply Room

Assembly, Area

Employees' Lounge

Nurse's Office

Restrooms

ignation of Plaee:

IN

NEAR

IN BACK OF

IN FRONT OF

NEXT TO

I

2. Using the cuisinairerbds, the thacher outlinei the floor.plan

Of a factory and then asks students to put someone or

something in the rooms. Since the students have not been

told anything about the factory, (what product is made

there, how big itis,etc.), they must ask questions or ask for

translations. If the students make a mistake, scold them

'using appr, iriate slang. tyto make the exercise fun.

1 In the re l' glass time begin preparing the students

for the small 'ry simulation, Explain that they

once 'again be doing piecework, but this time each person

must depend on how well the previous work was done.

An assembly line will be set up to, produce a product. (The

teacher may want to show an example of the final pro.

duct.) Remind them to "punch in" and "out" on the time

clock, to take their scheduled break, speak English on the

job, ask clarification about where to locate supplies, etc;

HANDOUT

WORKING IN A FACTORY

Therege many kinds of factories, The most co n type of job in most

of those factories is that of an assembler. Below are some iacts abOnt any

assembler's job:

What is an assembler?

Workers who put together the parts ofmanufactured products are called

assemblers. Assemblers specialize in just one part of a job, Producing a

finished product is a team effort in, which each assembler does a single

task in a sequence until there is a finished product, Sometimes hundreds of
4

people work on a single finished ',duct. In the U.S. today almost every

manufactured item is produced in an embly line.

Ns Needed

There are many different kinds of assembling jobs and the skills needed

will change according to the kind of assembly job. Some electronic

assemblers must do very precise and delicate work, They may use tools such

as tweezers, tiny cutters, and magnifying lenses to put together small parts,

in radios and televisions. Other mblers work on large machines such

.'as cars and trucks. They may use power tools such IS a power drill or sob ,

Bering iroito put parts together. Assemblers must be able to follow,,detaired:

ctions,
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Working Conditions
The working conditions will also vary with the assembly job.
Electronic assemblers may work in a clean room seated at tables.
Machine assemblers may work in a noisy, dirty building and stand all
day. §ince most assemblers do only a few steps in the assembly
operation, the job may be repetitive and boring. Shift work is common
and workers rn ay have to rotate shifts.

Training Required
Some assembly jobs require special training and may require people who

, have been to vocational school, but inexperienced people can be trained
on the job in a few days or weeks t9 do most kinds of assembly work.
New WorkerS are often trained on the job by their supervisors who prefer
workers who can do supple tasks at a fast pace. Later the assemblers will
work more on their own and be fully responsible for the-Work they do.
Experienced assemblers may move up to more skilled jobS, become quality
control Inspectors or even supervisors. Because the economy of the United
States is weak now, these kinds of jobs are difficult to find, but as the
economy improves, more assembling jobs may become, available.

Other Entry-Level Jobs in the Factory

Supply Clerk
Painters
Janitors
Dock Workers (lOading and unloading boxes of su plies)

Skilled Jobs in the Factory
9

Machine Operators
Welders
Quality Control Inspeptors
Supervisors
Machine Repairpersons
Electricians

348
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Pre-employment Cultural Orientation

Galang Lesson 18

SMALL FACTORY SIMULATION

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

1, Competency 2: The student can apply a technique or pro-

cedure (for which training has previously

been given) to newldifferent tasks which

includes using appropriate problem:

solving skills to plan and accomplish the

task with minimal or no additional training.

2. Competency 4: The student can measureving tools:

a. ... determining if two quantities are

Of equal length, volume, or weight,

b, . duplicating thtyngth, volume or

weight of something without the use

of standard tools,

d, , measuring the length, volumwor

weight measurement of something,

using a standard tool.

3, Competency 6: The student Can follow a sequence;

4, Competency 9: The student can recognize visual cues and

signs indicating direction, operation, and

,areas/locations,

5. ,Competency 10: The student can demonstrate an aware-

ness of safety with respect to procedures/

practices and cuesl-signs;

B. VESL

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that,one is about to

receive directions

b, Follow one.step directions

L to start a task

2, to take something apart

3. to put something away

c. Follow multiplestep directions to per-

form a task.
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d, Follow directions in 'use othand tool

or power tool

e, Respond to simple cautions and nega-

tive commands,

f. Follow directions to complete a form,

2. Competency 2: The student can follow redirected instructions

a. Respond to a negative command.

b.. Follow instuctions, delay, repeat and'

reorder an activity.

1. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on per-

formance of task,

a, Provide feedback on progress.

b, Provicie feedback about' quality of work

c. Provide specific assessment of a pro-

e duct,

d, Describe activitiesin progress and

needs for completion of task,

e, 'Report time worked,

f, Acknowledge and apologize formistakes,

poor performance, being late and

absent. '

4. Competency 4: The student,can ask for feedback,,asiistance,

advice and emergency help.

a. Ask for feedliik,

b. Ask forassistance or advice from a

supervisor or co-worker.

c.. Ask Nthelp in an emergency.

5. Competency 5: The student can ask forclarification

a. Indicate lack of understanding.

b. Ask for clarification;

c. Ask tor repetitibn of demonstration..
,

r!,
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6, Competency 6: The studen can ask how to say something

4 in English,

a. Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures,

b Ask for meaning of English words.

Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to ques.

tions about items in the workplace,

a, Ask or tell the location of an object or

2. Competency 2: Students understand how preemployment

training can assist adjustment to life in the

U.S. by helping them to develop realistic

strategies for gainful employment:

a, Student can relate training to

common entry.level jobs generally

Ilvailable to refugees.

b, Given the employability profile,

previOtis work experience, and the

current employment situation in the

U.S., student cah establish realistic

goals

3, Competency 3: Student,s undeistandimportance of rules,

policies and procedures common to the

workplace:

a, The student can identify strategies for

clarifying workplace rules, policies

and procedures,

b, Given a sample of company rules,

policies or procedures, the student can

distinguish situations which conform

to or Violate them,

place,

b, Ask or tell who has an object,

c. Make and and to a request for an

object,

Competency 8: The student can request permission and

give reasons for being late or absent,

Competency 9: The student can use numbers,

a, Read and understand numbers in

codes.

b, Discriminate between coded numbers,

c, Provide a count.

d, Verify a count, .

e, Read and report a measurement.

f, Read and report time on work records.

g, Read and verify pay figures,

-46

C. Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 1: Students understand how pre-employment

taming can assist adjustment to life in the

U.S, by familiarizing them with the job

.trainee,role:

a, Student can describe his respon.

sibilities in the role of a jobtrainee.

b. Student can describe the approaches

to training that are used in the class

room and relate these to the initial

employment period in the U.S, work-

place,
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4. Competency 4: Students understand importance of

developing and maintaining good inter

personal relatiOnships at' the workplace,

a, Student can give examples of ways to

establish rapport with supervisors and

workers,

b, Given the following critical incidents,

the students can select from alternative

actions the most appropriate onefor

the American workplace:

1., your boss is angry

2, a coworker is angry seems un.

unfriendly: ,

1 a coworker who is,your friend

leaves the job

4, you feel isolated
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5, Competency 5: Students understand the importance of

communication in accomplishing job

ignments at the workplace:*

a, Given the following situations on the

job, students can select from various

alternatives the most appropriate

'action:

1 unclear directioni

2. redirection of task

3. being.unable to carry out a given

task 'I

4. negative feedback from supervisor

or coworker

5. something goes Wrong on the job

b. Student can give examples of situations

when it is appropriate to interrupt a

coworker or supervisor.

6, Competency 6: Students understand importance of taking

responsibilities for their own and others'

safety on the job:

a, Given simple pictures of worksites,

student can identify safety hazards..

b Given a dangerous situation, student

can identify an appropriate action to

be taken.

7. Competency 7: Students understand that work habits and

decisions 'affect present and future em-

ployment prospects:

a. St'udents can state the components of

a good,work record,

LESSON CLARIFICATION

A; Rationale

1, At this point in the program the students should have

some understanding of the factory process, some Simpl

skills, and minimal English, With, this knowledge, the

students should be able to participate in a very simple

simulation of a day in:a factory, In this simulation many

CO, VESL, and some basic skill competencies can be

applied to a "real" situation, Students will use tools,

practice measuring and sorting, and recognize and respond to

safety rules. They will be required to speak English during

the simulation. They must report to work on time and'

demonstrate appropliate ways of interacting with co.

workers, Students should be able to better visual.

ize how pre.employment training will help them on

their U.S. job. English will be used by students as the

actual need arises in the workplace situation, such as,

clarification of directions, reporting on the job, respond

ing to negative feedbaok, redirections, misdireetions;

asking for help, reporting faults, etc: Although no new

specific concepts are addressed in this lesion, the factory

simulation is designed to create an awareness of what'

an actual day in a factory may be like,

B. Learning Outcomes

As this is a simulation, it serves as a review for many concepts

covered in earlier lessons, Thus, outcomes of this lesson

are very general, i.e., students gain more understanding of the

factory processes and the than concepts that relate to

working in the factory,

III MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

Each rack requires:

1, 8 elbow connectors

2, 4 tee connectors

3, 4 5 inch PVC pipes

4. 4 6 inch PVC pipes

5, 411 inch PVC pipes

6. 215 inch INC pipes

7. 1 precut piece of materials

8. 1 piece of string

9, Tools Needle and thread, pins

IV, PROCEDURE

A. PunchIn, on the Time Clock,

1 If the students forget that today is like an actual workday,

remind them, Tell them if they forget to "punch in" they

will not get paid for working that day, If a student, comes

in late- yell at them Tell them their pay will be less

because they are late. Ask for an excuse in English,
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B Discuss Previous Basic Skills Activity,

C. Job Training

1. ExplaM that in order to understand a job everyone goes

through a period of training, Students will play several

different roles but, for the purpose of understanding the

e. factory process, the whole cl will learn all of the jobs

before a job is assigned to each, To facilitate the primula.

tion, divide thaclassroom into different sections...,

Supply, Asseibli, Quality, control, Packing, Super.

visor's Office, and Lounge,

For the actual work'in the' factory simulation, see the

attached sheet, The roles should be.explained in native

language to assure understanding, Once the actual simula

tion begins, only English should be used, Go through the

various steps in the assembly, inspection and packaging

of the product once or twice to help the students under

stand the work that must be done, Then assign students

the various jobs, Tell them that they must use only English

on the job, except during the scheduled break time,

D. Factory Simulation VESL

1, Only English is to, be use When necessary , demonstrate

a procedure by saying" o it like this", Translate only

as a last resort The teacher and translator act as super.

visors and check the work of each student periodically,

Simple English dialogues should be used with the student&

For example: examining the students' work;

praising when it is good and getting angry when it

is bad; correcting their mistakes (first by explaining, then

by 'demonstration or if necessary by translation), respond.

ing to a request for help or clarification or reports of L'

faults; asking for an explanation of the task they are doing

or reports on progress and safety warnings, etc.

The various areas in the classroorn should be identified

with signs;and some wamingSigns such as NO SMOKING,

FIRE EXIT, should also biposted. Lab& for the differ.

ent factory roles could also be used for identification,

Remind the cl before beginning the simulation that you

are playing the supervisor's role which may involve getting

angry and yelling at the workers if it is appropriate.

After the students have worked for about 35 . 40 minutes,

stop them for a 10 minute break. Let them relax, talk

in their native language, go outside if they would like,
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After exactly 10 minutes call them back to work. If some

have wandered off and are late coming back, yell at them,

If some are slow in getting started, prod them to "get going,"

Have student work another 15 . 20 minutes to complete

as many of the orders as possible, Check the inspec-

tors to make sure they are doing their job properly, Ask if

they are rejecting any pieces and, if so, what is wrong with

them, Encourage the inspectors to use English responses,

such as, too long, it is broken, it does not work, etc, Give some

workers redirection to see if they ask for clarification,

Give uncles' directions, issue faulty tools, delete pertinent

information, or have them run out of a supply. Set up

a safety hazard such as stacking 'boxes in a walkwq or in front

of a KEEP CLEAR sign and monitor student retne,

E, CLOSURE, Stop the simulation. Ask questions

1. Was their job easy?

2. How could this factory be more efficient (Produce more

of the product at faster rate)?.

3. Would they want to do this kind of work for 8 hours

a day, 5 days a week?

4, What did they do during break? Did the break time make

them feel refreshed? Were they able to work faster after

(' having break?

5. How did they react to supervisors when they spoke in

English?

6, What did they do if they had a problem on the job?

Were they able to get help when they requested it,

7, What did they do at the end of the day when they finished

their work? ,

F. The assembly process involves nine steps:

1, Connect a 5" PVC pipe to a Tee connector

2, Connect a 6" PVC pipe to the other end of the Tee con.

nector

3, Put elbow connectors on the ends of the 11" pipes

4, Connect the 5" and 6" pipes to the other end of the elbow

connectors, forming a square,

5, Twist the Tee connectors at a 45 degree angle,

6, Connect two 15" PVC pipes to the Tee connectors of one

square,

7, Connect another square to the other end of the 16" pipes

at the Tee connectors forming the frame of the rack,

8. Pin the material onto the rack (possibly a two pergon job)



G. On the assembly line each student can be assigned to do one of
these steps or, depending on the number of students in your
class, steps l and 2 end steps 5 and 6 could be combined.
Besides the assemblers, other positions can be added to the
factory process:
1. A supply clerk to keep track of materials and tribute .

them to the workers
A measurement inspector, to check the length of the" 1 f .4°

pipes; an inspector to check the assembly of the sq :P IP
. A finished product inspector

Some of these positions could be switched or combined,
such as first assembler switching to finished product
inspector after the assembly, task is complete.
The inspector checking the squares could also
twist the tee connectors to the proper angle. These roles
are not as essential as the actual assembly role, but there
should be at least one inspector (quality control) in the
process. The steps and tasks you assign will, of course,
depend on how many students are present that day.
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COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

PreeMployment Cultural Orientation

Lesson 19

RULES, POLICIES AND PROCEDURES.

1; Competency 3; The stu ent can use counting s1Eills to

complete a task,

aking counts.

b. erifying counts,

2. Competency 5:" The stu ent can organize, classify, and

Sort disc 'urinating between:

b. , , umber codes codes, alpha..

num tic codes,

. e, , krelated specification.

3. COmpeteficy 7: The Btu, ent can useitimelated informa

tion 'on hedules and forms,

B. VESL

1, Competency 5: The stu tcan ask for clarification,

2. Cornpetenc'y 6: The stu' .nt can ask how today somethin

in Englis

b. Ask or meanintof English words.

3. Competency 12; The stu ent can read workplace signs.

"a, Rea Common workplace signs, ,

C. Cultdal Orientation

1, Competency 3: Students undertitand importagce of rules,

policies d procedures coffinion to the

vvorkpla e;

a. The tudent can identifystrategies for

clarifying workplace rulekpolicies

andprocedures.

b, Given a sample of company rules,

Policiei or procedures, the student

can distinguish situations,which

conform to or violate them.
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2, Compethncy 7.; Studenis,uncierstand that work.habits' and

decisions affeCt *sent and future ems-

,ploymnt,prbipecti;,
..

a, ?Students can state the components of

c.go6d work record.,

I LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1, One of the first things given to anew employee is an

employee's handbook, This book contains the various rulel,

policies, and procedures of the ccfpan Refugees will

be given this book, probabli wi Orief explanation,

when they are hired,

qdr

B.,. Objective

1; Introduce studenth to coming policies, andl)ro,

cedures. in American induityr

2, Present students with situations ii which they must

distinguish obYing or violating the rujes,

MATERIALS

Requiredl'viaterials, Equipment and Supplies

1, 'Class set of drawing ",PerSonal Office"

2. Class set'of dra g "Appropriate"

3, ,Chas handout Payroll Checks

,

DORE

t eview telephone repojting procedures for arriving late and

being absent.

1, Lateness My car is broken.

I missed the bus,

2, Absence : My is sick;

lain sick; I have .a

died.

Explain to the students that they must call before.their shift

begins, This is one policy that virtually every business follows.
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B, The aide till, have the'''atu.elents i1;iite they are the

Owners olo bli,company, Ask (het' what kind of rules they

would make for their emploYees.. This'inty be diOicult, if they are

hesitant to speak in claas, HaVi. the:aide translate their list

Of rules into English write it On fa sheet of broW paper,

1, When does work begin?", (40

2,, How manyehifts?

3, If employe:es* 10 or 20 minutes late, .would they

be docked?:

4, If employees.are sicle,I.Wilf the company pay for 'the day

they are absent? y.

5, If a.holiday falls on a work dp,will the company pay the

employee for a; full week?

6, How many ays of paid,vadation a year are they each

, entitled t

7, What kin of benefits are available?

8, How many 4intra Fe til,ey' re uired to w

9 Should they raCeive.npreAlri their ho

time? . ,
I'

Where should the employ

' 4
'Note: Make sure

te the sni

. i ''tie sirnplpst

les; making au

at leal pitiallY).

Th list of com,atty:

Work begins at !
2., If '

If ' are

. All paid ho

On week;

6, Overtinie

ployee p

titan

him

laark th

eats

ruct,ureif nece

In one week?,

ly paY for over-

. I ;

,

ahingiff

I

answeiQh a ye questions on the board

ossible,sentencei ei their:list of company

otoidildeistind e di of tlthirt*O'can read

list tli . de.

,44

J

I 1, 61ai

Pai

cat On

s late dock '15 minutes pay,

tag fate cit.'3OMitUtes pay;

t!

' '.) d,. '
1 1$

,0
,J'' '1,

'14'

'
,a
.'

.11' '

,

'

1.

tiqt..(r OPFkil/g). ." Ai

.'2..r. I"' I l''11 4
12 i

giie4ill be different frot t above, st',.4.,,

Mei and write kem as cle Y as b10

girth

A

s

a

r 0 0

,jrq

If they don't underStand "pcick," use 'take. away,"
,

,,,tonatOese words,Wlien asking for inforMation about the

oti'fOirtiles that have been. listed.
.1,

p, While drilling the liisS,kliave the aide write tlitcornpany, rules
Fh

on ,large cards in block letters,. one ru,

The teacher milit has two sets of cards, one slio)lirig lhe

questions and the other giving the students' "conipany,ird 0

,:;Quesiion Cards

Work begins?

Shifts?

Pay bocked?

Sick Days?

Paid Holidays?

',Overtime?

Employee parking?

',Benefits?

Campany Ride

8:80 -- 5':00

None

For each 15 minutes dock

30 minutes pay

10 paid for pet year

6 per year

Extra pay on weekends
,

None '

Retirement

) '
,,re-

The teacher, holds up one card and reads: "When doesiwork

begin?" The aide responds with the card showing coMpany

rule, The teacher reads the question again, students repeat, Aide,

gives the answer, This is done for each card, Next the rules are

handed out to.the class, .Let each person with a card read'

the rule, After, that, kteacher.a.sks thequestions, The person

with the appropriate responds. If they do well, holt up the

question cards tMd have one student ask the questio

aide answers, Finally, tide the students ask and' ans

questions.

PI

This section is largely presented in nativelanguage. tOmMon

peisonnel rules will beex

1. Work week: Full-timiwork equals a 40-hour work week.

Usually that is 8 hours a day,I5 days a week. Any work

ver 40, houts is conSidered time and a half, or regular

ay plds,one-half ofthat pay.rate, If employees earns $3,50

per hour, the overtime pay will be $5,25 per hour; If they

; work on Sundays or holidays; they would be paid $7,00

Peihour. Though.ilieee rules are often followed in large

,4 manUfactming indutries, they may not apply to les-

, it4

! 4.1 V,
tip
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taurant workers, non.union hook medical workers and

small companies, ii I. ' 1

2, Docked play: The usual proCedure is dock '

pay from the 'workers' salaries if they are late 15 minutes

or less; 30, mintites pay if they arelate 30 Minutes or

leSS,' Pay isdocked in 16 minutein als; therefore;

someone who conos to' work 16 Min a late loses
4

30 minutes pay,'.

3 Sick Leave; Each is diffeOnt.:04ave can ' ..

range from 3 to'12 days a year on,th'e,aVerage;,,Some 'OM

panies allow; accumulation of sick days;adding unused sick

leave to the nextyear's allotment, Oth'erdempanies do pot
. . .

'.. allow acedinulationof such leave while still Otfiers"

pay once a year for unused leave,

it!' Paid holidays, Most'companies pay,their workers for

natidnal or state holidays;, There is about one holidayper

monp usually on it Monday, If theworkers want to,

getii for theholidaY, ,they must work the day before the

holidity;lhus, if the holiday is on a Monday, they must ,

Work on Friday.

Paid vacation: Some companies close during the first week

of July, This is a paid 'vacation, Spine compant 11.give

each employee a paid vacation if employeeshO'

with the company a full var, Usually, companies grant

2 weeks:;!of paid vacation' ier year, . Vacation can so

times be,saved fpm One year to the next, If emp

leave a company, the f must be paid for unused wig a
i

. \ ,, (, ,,1 , li;,

6, Benefits: Every comp y has benefits. Paid boll a i4i ii.
paid vacations are just o.",Many aliciinclude,:, 1 ..igi ,

. 400,,,-
insurance, There are two isms of insurande;,,the,, ,,,,,,, 1,,,,,,.

Ividual policy in tc9siQ ly' the di ,

expenses for the e---I,, ,, '' 2 lan" which
ad ''''..

pays some 'Medical even'. '4;.. ' II ly; Th company

usually' pays for an jridi 11,1:4 tie orker.
? ',2of,

to, pay k"small amou ttt
,

overage, , i
( ,,

650
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While there are general ruleethattare common to mostIonv

pant% there may be specific,roles which pertain ohly.ti9ne
('

policies,company's po , Examples are:

1, Mandatory OVertinte: Sim companies require that

workers work overtime. This may be One hour extra each

day or extra time on Saturday, It might be both, If

ployees are told to work overtime, they mustpr

risk, losingliteir fob, /

2, Probation: Some 'companies have a probation period of

'3 months for hew workers, This is a time for a supervisor to

judge whether or not the new employee can work fast

etlouA, comes to work on time. or makes too'many mis

takei. At theend of prohatipn; the stipervitior decides

either to keep the new empl6yee or ask himiher to

leave, ,

47,1

3, No Relatives: Many coMpanies do not a ow close relatives

to wit toiether or to workin the sancompany, For

example: A fat and son may work at the seine large

company but hirdifferent dePartments while at a different

)
factorY a woman will be refused employment because her

mother works there.

F, Payroll Deductions: Presented in Native Language,

Pass out examples of paychecks ,With payroll aeduction$,

Give students time to examine the handout, Ask the .

foilowiniqUestions:

1, What is NgUyet's

2, 'What is Huy's net (takeinne) pay?

3, How much is Due's withbolding

4, Ho,* much is Nguyet's SOcial Securit0i,

5; Does Duc pay for health insurance? DOes Huy?

)6, How much money doeiNguyet have'fO,Spend? Duc?

Eck much of kdeduction does Huy,haVe?,Ngdiet?

G As If' questions are,asked, some key words may need a clear
.

explanation, .Theiwords below be written on the board,

the studentS.should practice SaYing them, then there should

be an explanation in native language for each word,

1;t;GROSS PAY: The tttil amount of money that ,a person

'has earned in atven pay peliod:Lei, $200 per Week,

10

PAY: The amount of money an employee receives

after the deductions are made, i.e, $172,55,

359
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3. DEDUCTIONS: Money that is subtracted by the corn -'
, pony from each worker's paycheck to pay taxes, Social

Security,,union dues, extra insurance, etc., i.e., $27.46.

4. GROSS PAY DEDUCTIONS = NET PAY, i.e.,
$200 $27.46 = $172.66.
Every worker's paycheck has some deductions.
Examples of some of these deductioha are:

a. FEDERAL, WITHHQLDING TAX: This money is for
income tax that goes to the U.S. Government. Some of th9-
states also have a STATE INCOME TAX. If so; there*.
pany must ruct money for the stateME. SometimeS
there is a CI Y TAX which the company must also
deduct from the paycheck.

b. SOCIAL SECURITY: This.is F.I.C.A. which is showion
payroll checks.'Sociai Securityinsurance is to ,helpxoU par
bills when you are old and must retire. Watittrii.:Whp'p!ty
into theSocial S9curity fund receive a check fiOliPthe
U.S. Governmot-When they are over the age. of 62'.

c. HEALTH INSURANC . Some companies also deduct
money to pay for healt.' surance. When the worker is
sick, insurance will he p for hospital bills. There are
other kinds; of insu eductioris that different com-
panies may deduct:. Typidal insurance deductions
are LIFE INSURANCE; DISABILITY and PENSIONS.



V, DRAWINGS.

ERSONNEL OFFICE

BERSONNEL OFFICE

STUDENT HANDOUT

BITUATION1, A women goes to a personnel office looking for 4 PC

itd woroonnel monger tap hor to fill out en

ipplication and thettleka'har a aeries orqualtione.

last Fill001' PO aeke'for hit telephone number.

USE1 Cultural Orientation 1

Job Interview

ESL ..
,

. .

Imployment,Cive Relevant Informati3 When Applying For n Job,
. _

FRAME BY FRAME:

1 The woman goes to the pereennel office.

)
/She goes to Room 31,/ :. fv,

2 The personnel manager asks, "Can I hiiiYon7"

She says, "I'm looking, cir a job.",

,J1

3 He. gives her An app i

MONDAY

6310

4 The man reads and the'woMen filli.in her application,

/it's 2:30./

5 The manlike, "What's your social security number?"

' She tells hie. ti

6 He,eake, "Cin you speak Elgliell?":

She says,

;31

,./110ske, "tan you work morning

4''
he'sliY81 "No, I can work nightL!

8 He aske, "Cee'you work after:16one

(or 'You can't work orAing81")

She sem "No, I, have, a h

t4

9 He asks, "When can you start?"

.... She says, "Monday."

10 He asks, 'Wet is your telephone number?"

She tellehim.

, ,,feh.;

NOTE: It's helpful to providtedditional information when responding ,

negatively to a question. For example; the omen says that she :4,- 4

can't work in the morninibut she can work iet night.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS: Why does the man ask for her telephone number? i° 4 4

Ligon, F:, AMOOAIN,IGHT, The Experiment in InternatiOnal Living, 1982

The women4las'86aby butl'ehe can work nights,. s.

Who takee'care ef' the baby?.
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V, DRAWINGS

APPROPRIATE

r

010

MAY6E

NO1

niVIMOPRIAT'

STUDENT RANDOUTp,

,.;.ii 'I
11, I. 1 , ,fl: 11

il / ''''1.6

41111A0PRIO$ '
liejli"014

1

#

'
tioN ii1 ipii} 1 OA to. wo interviews, Me drassaa inappropriatelyl"L.01A ,ie

,,/.\ 0 . fpr both of then, tut FreOei lie doesn't know why he

has not been given e job '

MN
i 0.,

N01.

Uill Cultural Orient:aiOrientation

kJ :
AiTO0PIM i) Job Interview

181 ,

fil

Employment....AParoach Person at the Worklito

Make an Appointment

NORTH NIG4

5ntoOL

Ligon, F,; AMERICA, IN SIGHT, 14Experiment in internetiona1 Living, 1982 .
I

)62

FRAME BY: FRAME:

i The ma use an ad fora construction worker.

2 hies dreseedifor the interview.

3 He goes to the California Construction Company,

4 The interviewer says, "Maybe you're lot appropriate for the job."

(Mayne the job is not appropriate for you.)

5
He doesn't, know why he hee not been given the job.

6 The man sees an ed for a teacher's aide.

7 Ne gets duped for the interview,

8 Hopes to North Nigh School.

9 The interviewer says) "Maybe ybu're not appropriatelor,the job."

(Maybe the job is not appropriate for ydu.)

'IQ- He doesn't know* he bee not been lien the job,

NOM There is a need to drain appropriately when attending job

interviews. Drilla, Al well IA What you say during an

interview, is important.

DISCUSSION QUESTION: What did the man do wrong?.

.

4A,

' !1!-
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, 4

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

DI

plOynient giltural Orientation

Le'ssoh 20

GRAMS AND FACTORY,CODING

1, Competency 6, The student can follow a sequence,

2, Competency 8: The student can utilize plans and patterns:

as Wutlsourcepf information to

perforin a task,

b°, , as inputlsourp nation to
evaluate a task,

1, CoMpetency 1: The student can °How sim4le directions.,

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

b, Follow onestep,directions,

c, Followiniultiple.step directions to

perform a task,

d, . Follo)k directions in use of hand or

:pow tool.

2. Competency 2: The stdent can follow redirected instruc

Eons,/

espond to a negative command,

b,/ Follow instructions, delay, repeat and

reorder an activity,

i

, 3. Competeicy 31 The student can'provide feedback on

performance of task.,

4, Compe

/
d, Describe activities in progress and

' needs for completion of task,

5 The student can ask for clarification,

a, Indicate lank of understanding.

b. Ask fOr

c, Ask for repetition of demonstration.

5, Competency 7: The student can respond to questions

about items in the work place.

c. Make and respond to a request for an

object.

Competency9: The student can use numbers,

a, Read and understand numbers in codes,

b, Discriminate between coded numbers,

Provide d count,

(I. Verify a count,

7, Competency 10:.The student can use the alphabet,

a, 'Read and understand alphabetic and

alphanumeric codes,

b, Discriminate among alphabetic and

alphanumeric codes,

c. Place items in alphabetic oralpha:

numeric order,

C, Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 1: Students understand how pre-employment

training can assist adjustment to life in

the U.S, by familiaiizing they 9

with the job trainee role:

b, Student can describe the approaches

to training that are used in the pre

employment and relate

these to the initial ployment period

in the U.S. workplace. .
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CompetencY 2i Students understand, how preemploy

mont training can assist adjustment to

life in tie,S. by helping them to

develop Atlistie strategies for gainful

employMent..,

a. Student carrelate training to

common entrylevel jobs generally

available to refifgees,

3.. Competency 4: Students understandimportance of

developing and mattitaining good inter.

personal relationships,At the workplace,

b, Given the following critical incidents,

the students can select from alterna.

tive actio s the most appropriate one

for the meriean workplace,

4. Competency 5: Students nderstand the importance of

communication in accomplishing job

assignments at the workplace,

a, Given the following s' nations on the job,

student can select f rp various

alternatives the most appropriate

action: ,

1. unclear directions,

2, redirection,in task,

3, being unable to.earry out a given
..,.

task.

'IL LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Rationale

1. In many jobs, even entry.leveljobs such'as maintenance

and assembly work, being able to read and follow simple

diagrams is important, To' be able to read simple diagrams

is one of 'the basic skills that an be reinforced and,,built

upon in the Pre.employment and Cultural Orientation

curriculum, The ability to understand simple diagrams can

also be useful in everyday activities around the horise,

Many things bought in stores require simple assembly. ,

Some cookbookt have visual diagrams that go along with

their recipes. In repairing some equipment, a diagram is .

often necessary to help locate theproblerfi; this is espe

cially true when repairing an engine,, The processos'offoljovv

ing a diagram or oral instructions have been introduced

in previous lessons, i.e,, "Making a Cutting gig'.' and

"Soldering a Wire Frame", Students have also worked with

designs using' PVC pipes, This activity can easily be linked 'I

with previous sorting activities from the Basic Skills airri

culum, It is, also valuable' to review the "Classification

systhm" used toidentify PVC tubes and pipes and "lioW,

to follow a visual diagrani" from the Basic Skills lesion

PVC De.tilgti Problems,

MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipmentand Suppliq

four oot tubes, each of a different diameter

3 pieces of tubing 1.3 inches long ofdifferent diameters

8 tubing connectors, -4 elbow 'and 4 straight

3 different lengths of pipe of each

4. different pipe connectors (elbew tee, straight, adaptor)

12 of each

faticets 4

can 1

Class set of Worksheets PVD Pipe besign

IV, PROCEDURE

A. Discuss the previous basic skills activity,

B. letter* bek eview

1. Review the concept of an alphanumeric classification

system. Give examples on the blackboard from the

letter/number codes worksheet, particularly Part C and any

other parts tharthe class may have difficulty with. Ask the

class to, explain the classification system used in sorting.

letters in the Mail Room Simulation,

C. Coding Parts

1. Spread out all oldie tubing, pipes, connectors, etc, on the

table, Give a few unclear directions in English, such as

Give me the tubing.

Give her the tubing, the pipe, the connector,

Put the connector there,

Students should iespond With clarification language,

especially using "which one".



2. The purpose of this introduction Is to show a need for a

coding system, Spend only about 6 minutes on the drill,

Then, explain In natiye language that parts In factories arc

. often coded using4nalphanutteric system, This makes

sorting, storing and mounting supplies of parts more

efficient, Assemblers in the factory should be familiar

with the codes for ,the parts they too; They will,use coda

numbers to ask other workers forhelp and to locate °rusk

for parts from the 'supply clerk, For exAmple: Ask a

mechanic. In your class many paitf there are in an

engine (hopefully he will say many), In parts supply stores

each part has a code which is listed in a parts book, The

parts are sorted and filed according to the part number

which helps the store clerk accurately locate the part

needed,

3, Teacher first piles the tubing, tubing connectors, pipes and

pipe connectors on the table, A the class how they
,

would divide this pile of parts into two [pups, The 9

'obvious answer is t ?group the tubing and tubing connec.

tors together and secondly, the pipe and pipe connectors

'together, The teacher aria designated student should divide

the parts into these two groups, Continue to ask and

cuss ways of labeling and categorizing parts,

QUESTIONS 1 ANSWERS

How would you divide the By length,

pipes?

How would you divide the By shape; tee, elbows,

connecters? adaptors, straight

Hoy would you divide tubing? By length and diamekr,

Hoy would you divid6 tubing 13y'shape, adaptor, elbows,

connectors? and strOight.

After the teacher and studenis have divided the parts, begin

to introduce the coding.

a, All tubing and connectors begin with A

b. All piping and connectors begin with B

co' Both tubing connectors and pipe connectors,have C

isecond letter, j

d, ,Both kinds of elbbw connectors have the number 20!

e, Both kinds of stroight connectors have the number 30.

f, The tubing of different lengths, but the same diameter,

have the number. AA 20 and AB 20,

4; Put the parts do the table and label the sections of the

table as you go through sorting and labeling with the

students,

PARTS CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM(

small diameter tubing

AA 20 larger diameter tubing

AA, 30 7 'largest Rooter tubing,'

Altlaiger diameter tubing, short length

largest diatheter tubing, short length

AB 04 largest diameter tubing with cut, short length

AC 20 tubing elbow connector

AC 30 pipe straight connecter

BB 03 ' pipe 3 inch length

BB 05 Pipe 5 inch length

BB 11 Pipe --11 inch length

BC 10 Pipe Tee Connector,

BC 20 Pipe Elbow Connector

BC 30 Pipe Straight Connector

40 Pipe Adaptor

CC 01 Faucet

DD 01 Can

I

(

D, In English giie students some commands to see if they under.

stand how to find a part using this' classification system,
612 I

TEACHER STUDENT

6,

dive me 011ie AB 2's

'Put one BC 10 over there,

Yes, there.

Giye hey two AA 10's

Yes, True Lee
True Lee?

Okay,

Here?

Connect the BC 30,50 to the BB 03,
Okay,

Yes, that's gbod.
Like this?

367
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lingthem practice Commando like this, It there Is time, have

them 'try giving each other orders for parts, Again, encourage

them to use clarification language it they don't understand,

E, Following e'Visnal Diagram (30 mins,) )

1, 'After the students have practiced son commands

in Section D, they should be fairly famillit with the coding

system, This can be reinforCed by having eacimittident

got one of, the items needed for the assembly, Examples:

Due, take two BC 30's,

,Theo, take four 1110,

Nghle, take two BB 03's,

Co, take two 13B 05's,

2, l)ivide the claii ihto two parts, One person from each

team. must come and lailte a part using the classification

system, At the end Of is activity, both teams should

have the following parts:

jALlfr Four 42 10's

Straight con ctors.Two 11C 30's

Tee connect rs

Four 12 20's , Elbovi? cyiirinktfs,

Four BB 11's/ 11 inch ,Pipe ,

Four 3i3,0 ' lincli pipe i

Six BB 6 inch

3. inn with the class in tw groups, Spread the two

,

/0oups apart so they cannot e each other's work, Explalh

/ that you and the translator re both going toshoWithem

"; some pictures on k card wit words which describe whiit

they are going to do, Explain that bdth you and the

translator are not going to talk, They,are to figure out

what to do by to king at the pictures and reading the .

words, The people in the grouplay talk among themselves

to figure out the visual instructions, Tell the two groups

that they are competing to see if they can comeupivith

the right design,

...14,1d up the cards with the diagrams one by one and let .

them work, DO NOT TALK or correct their mistakes 4'

between each card, eeave each card on display for a few

minutes before,goinj on to the next one. If they make

some mistakes at the beginning, Perh so they will be'able

toffirrect,them after seeing the last.card;

iTranslotors,am to say NOTHING during thiroctivit ,

Teachers must stop the two groups from lalkitig with each

other or copying each Other's work, At the end of the i ,

activity, have the two iroups compare their finished ,

products, Correct any mistakes, Then ask questions about

this activity,

a, Was it east or difficult? Why?, /
b, How did they find out what to do, byflookin` et the

picture or reading the instructions? Why?' Which was

easier? ";
c, Could they read any of the instructions ?,

d, Which stops were easy? Difficult? Why?

o throuih the cards one by one with the 'class, Read the

cards to the class In English stressing key words

CONNECT, MIDDLE, TWO, etc, After reading the girds

in English, have them translated, .

F, Explain the importance of theifollowing visual diagrams,

Ask the students if they have used v?ual diagrams in Vietnam

(perhaps mechanics have used them"or seamstresses have used

them in cutting a pattern), Explain that some jobs In the

LI,S, will involve following a visual diagram, such as people

walking with Machines or some assemblers int factory; Dia'

gr carkalso be usef ulyn the home; some cookbogks have

visual diagrams; purchasei often need to be assembU at honk

and this reqiiires following a visual diagram (examples am

shelves, Oaks, beds, etc.), Repairing things often requires ,

Usual diagrams, Even being able to follow a flog plan is like

following a visual diagram:. Ask the class if they haveused

visual,diagrams in basic skills class,

G., Explaining a Visual Diagrani I

If class time remains, show one o(the visual diagrams,they

have used in basic skill either assembling a cutting jig

explain

or soldering wire frame (Lesson 10); Have them'

explain in nativelanguage each step of the process depicted,

If they ha4no trouble with thisitask, ask them to describe

this process tigain using a few simple English words, i,e,,

the VESL anguage from that lesson,

A
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4

ti

1, q) CONNECT

BB 11 TO BC 20,

b) DO.,THIS,TO

(4 BB.1115,

370

4.

BC 20

B8

A

CONNECT

B803 TO THE
OTHER END OF BC 200

DO THIS TO ALL

,BC 20's,

pe

BB03'
7-1
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V. DRAWINGS

5, BUT TWO PIECES TO6ETHER5Y CONNECTING,

TWO OF THE 8010 WiTH ONE 85 OF,

5010 13q, os



7. 9404NECT THE TWO PIECES BY
PUITING.TOGETHER THE OTHER
TWO $8 OS wrti-i THE 8C 30,



Preemploytent"Cultural Olientation

Carling ysson 21

'LARGE FACTORY SlMiUTION

5. C#getency 5: 'The student can organize, cl ify,

sort discriminating bOweeij:

number codes, letter codet, alp!),

numeric codes,

c. _ function .

e. taskelated specification,

6. Competency 6: The studeilt can follow isequence.,

. 4

7; Competency 47: The student can use timelated informs

.tiOn onichedules and fonns,

Thestudent can demonstratethe ability

to perform issignments aftepinitiel

training.

s g'andlor determining task'

rits, completing a task to

specification;tonipleting a taskithin$,

a giveniine f4.anie, performing as

part of a team,

. : working alone,

c. , showing motor skids and

confidence with tasks kid 'equipment

'halting piOblemsolving judgments

'for mincu\problems While working to

siecifications.

8. Competency 6: The student can utilize plans and pittenis:

a, as inputIsOurce of,infOrinifion to

performe task, ,

c, asAutput/product,

2, Competency 21 The student can apply a technique or

procedure (for which training ilasipre

viously been given) to,new/dilfefent task rt"

solving ss to pl *and accomplish the

,which prbblem.,,

skis

task With ininimal'or no additional

training,

3, ComPeincy 3: The %tudent can use counting skills to

complete a task,

.\11 b, , ve coulitt

4. Competency I.:111 e student can meture using tools:

a. . determining if two quantities are

of equal length, volilme, or weight,

VEIL'

/ 1., ,Competency 1 The itudenkcan follow siniple

Y.

c, using standard taals, determine,

whether thiPlicated items are equal,

d. measuihig the:length, vollune or

weight measurement of somethii

using a standard tool, °

Acknowledge that one. is about to

receive directions,

b. Follow onetep directions:

1, to,starta task,

2, to take something apart,

,3,° to put something away,

c. Follow multipleitep directions to

perform a Oak,

d. Folio* directions in use of hand

or powertool °

e, Respond to simple cautions and

negative commands,

2, Competency 2: The student follow redirected instruc

',gang

ResAond to a negative command,

b. Followinsttuctions delay; repeat and

reorder an activity,
375
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Compency & :T he's tt{dentpean.providefeedbacic,on

perfqrthance of task. 7

ati Proyide feedback 9n progress.

b. Provide feedback Aout quality of work!

c, 'Provide spec*.aisessment of fir. ,
3 product. Ir.

d, Describe aetivitieSIn progress and

) needs for.gompleOniof task,
Reptit-time W.orked,

f Acknowledge and apologile for

mistakes, poor pformanO, being
late arid absent. f-

4 :44
4.... The studentican ask for feedbtick,.assist.

ante; advice and eme(gency help.

.a. Ask for feedback.

b. Ask for asEistance or adVice from a

supervisor or de-worker,

c, Ask for help M an eniergency.

Competency

cro

10. C tency 10: The student can use the alphabet,

a, Read and understand alphabetic and

alphanumeric codes.

b. .fDisc:riminate among alphabetic,and

lalphinameriecodes.
c: Place Reins in alphabetic or alpha.

numeric ordv.

11, Competency 12: The student can read workplace signs.

a,. Read common workplace signs.

b; Read safety signs. .

C. 'Culhiral Orientation

1. .Competency 1: Students understand how pre-employ-
nient can assist Adjustment to life in the

U.S. by familiarizingt jhem with the job

trainee role:

a.' Student can describe his/her respon-
sibilities in the role of a job trainee.

b. Student can describe the approaches
to training that are used in the pre-
employment classroom and relate

these to the initial employment period

in the. U.S. workplace'.

Competency 2: Students understand how pre-employment
training can assist adjustment to life' in

the U.S. by helping themto develop
realistic, strategies for gainful employment:.

a, Stullent can relate training to common
entry7levefjobs generally available to

refugees.

CAmpetency 5: The student can ask for clarification

a. Indieate lack of understanding:

E Ask for clarification,

Competency 6! The stu ent can ask how to say:something

in Engli h. '

'COrnpetency 7., The
"(

student can ask and respond to
questions about items in the work place.

a, Ask or tell the location of an object

or place.

b. Ask or. tell Who has an object,

C. Make and respond to a 'request for an

t object. 'r

Competency 8: The student can request permission And

give reasons for being late or absent
. . 6

Competency 9.... The student can Ilse, nukbdrs.),

a. Readtand unclerstan4 numbers.in

'codes.
Discriminate between coded numbers.

c. ProVidet count. ,

Verify a count,

3.. COMpetency 3: Students understand importance of rules,

policies and procedUres common to the

workplace:

a. The student can identify strategies for

clarifying workplace rules, policies

and procedures,

b. Given a sample' of company ruloti,

policies or procedures, the student can

distinguish situations which conform

to or violaie them.



4. Competency 4: Students understand importance of

developing and maintaining good inter

personal rerationships at the workplace:

a. Student can give examples-of ways to

establish rapport with supervisors and

workers.

b, Given thefollowing critical incidtnts,

the students can select from alternative

actions them* aPpropriate one for

the American workplace:

1. your boss is angry,,

2, 'a co-worker is angry Or seems un

Mendly

3. acoorker who is your friend

leaves.the job

4, you feel isolated

5,- 'Competency 5: Students understand the importance of

communication in accomplishing job

assignments at tile workplace:

a. Given the following situations on the

job, student can select from various

alternatives the most appropriate ac

1. 'unclear directions

1 redirection of task

3, being unable to carry out a given

task.

4, negative feedback from supervisor

or co-worker

5, something goes wrong on the job

b, Student can give examples of situations

in which it is appropriate to interrupt

a co.workef or supervisor.

6. Competency 6: Students understand importance of irin

responsibility for their own and others'

safety on the job;

a. Given simple pictures of worksites,

student can identify safety hazards,

b. Give,n a dangeous situation, student

can identify an appropriate action to

be taken.
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III.

LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1, The students have had one experience with the factory

process in a previous lesson. The large factory simulation

will build on previous experience by having students

participate in a more complex one, The number of steps'

in the mbly process is increased, more tools are used

including electrical tools, A factory coding system for

supplies and tools rounds out this simulation. The points,

from previout lessons can once again be reinforced. The

major goal isto try to create a "real" working situation,

and by doing this many CO, VESL, and Basic Job Skills

Competencies are addressed. Relating to Cultural 9rienta

tion, the students can practice safety procedures, commu

inicate appropriately while accomplishing job assipments

and obey rules such as coming to work on time, By simu-

lating an actual work situation, students will be better able

to inte ,te what they hate learned in the Preemployment

program. Many of the VESL competencies can be practiced

again in a working situation,

B. Learning Outcomes

1, As with the other simulatiotis, this lesson serves as a review

for many conceptspriviously covered, This lesson will

help explain furtherlire factory process and the students

will be able to see\ a practical application of factory coding,

following diagrams and communication skills.

C. Since this assembly has more steps, two classes must combine

and the teachers team teach,

MATERIALS

A. Required Mitgrials, Equipment and Supplies

Class set of "Supply Room Code Sheet"

Time Clock, Time Cards

Safety Signs, Room Signs, Breaktime Signs

To make 10 lamps:

10 8' lengths of wire

10 Two.prong plup

10 Light sockets

10 Lamp bases (made in Basic Skills)

666
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IV. PROCEDU

10 Wire Frames (made in Basic Skills)

10 Lamp Shades

40 5 inch PVC pipes

20 11 inch PVC pips

10 Tee connectors

40 Elbow connectors

10 Straight connectors .

10 3 inch bolts, washers nuts

6011h inch nails

10 Light bulbs

2' Wire Ctitters

2 Razor knives

2 Small Screidrivers

3 Large Screwdrivers

2 Pliers

3 Power drills, drill bit; Crclamps;extension cords

1 Hammer _

1 Roll Maskiiig4pe.

1 Roll Insulating tape

2 Scissors

2. Assign job roles to the students:

, one person at each work station,'

one or two quality control stations

supply clerks

'Go over each stepwith the students and send them to the

supply section to get their supplies, .Be on.hand to make

sure they speak English. To speed up the proces, each

teacher can be at one station explaining individuallsign

onto.

A. "Punching In" (Native Language)

1. Make sure students do this. Remind the students that,

if they forget, it will cause problems for them on their

job. Make studentswho come in late give an excuse -

in English if possible. Remind them that their pay will be

decreased and that this will be noted on their work record,

B. Job Training

1. Acquaint the class with the arrangement of the factory.

Point out the various sections: supply room', assembly

area, qualit onto', lounge, supervisor's office, etc,

Show them the ety sign; Pass the supply room code

sheets anion students and show them the supply room

section. ,Check to see if they can explain the coding system

briefly. Show the class the different working stations oz

the instructions (or diagrams) posted in the assembly area,
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3, The jobs should be explained in native language

to be sure that the students understand their tasks,

4, Tell students that they must use English once they begin

their jobs, including break time conversation.

C. Large Factory 'Simulation (VESL)

1. Encourage the students to use English as much as possible,

Only when a person is having too much difficulty with

the instructions or a demonstration should native language

be used, The teacher and translator act as sui. w.ra,

They should be periodically checking the work of ch

student,

2. Use some simple English dialogues with the students:

praise good work, correct their mistakes, respond to

requests for help, clarify instructions, report faults, ask

them to explain the task they are doing or report their

progress, have them use or respond to safety warnings, etc.

After the students have worked for about 40 minutes,

stop them for a shbrt 10minute break, Encourage them

to try to practice the social language learned in ESL and

practiced in the "Communication" lesson. If they, come in

late after breaktime, once again,tell them their pay will

be cut and the behavior will be put into theirwork record.

Have them work a few more minutes, Check the inspec

tors to make sure they are loin heir job properly.

Notice if they are rejecting any pieces; if so, ask them

what is wrong with each.
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3, Set uplome problems for workers'to solve, such as:

a, faulty tools and equipment

b, not enough supplies

c, possible safety hazards

d, some unclear directions or redirections. Use as mane

situations as,posslble to force the students to interact

with their superviso9 in English.

D. Closure (Native Language)

1. Give the students some time to disassemble what they ha

made. Ask a few questions to get their impressions about

the simulation and the job they held, See below and small

factory simulation for examples. Have them' compare

this factory simulation to the other simulations done

previously. Don't forget to have students punch.out with

the Time Cards,

14. Nail the lamp to the wood base,. _s

15, a, Screw in the lightbulb.

b, Check to see that it works (Quality Control)

16, Tape the lamp shade to the wire lamp,

4

Each station must have a picture diagram to make the direc.

tions clear,
e

In the assembly process each student can be assigned to

complete one, step in the process depending on the number of

students in your class, Some'steps, such as 1 and 2, could be

combined, In addition to the assemblers, other positions

can be considered part of the work force:

a, One or two supply clerks to keep track of materials and

distribute them to workers "using the factory 'ceding

system;

b, Quality control inspectors to check such things. as the

strength of the wire frame, plug and light socket connec

tions, the lamp shade ippearance, wire strength, lamp b

size, etc, These extra roles are not essential for assembly

roles, but there should be one or two inspectors to illus.

trate this important step in the factory process, The

number of steps and additional tasks assigned will,

of course, depend on how many students are present

that day,

a. Which factory simulation was more complicated?

Why?

b, Which one is more like a real factory? Why?

c. Which factory siMulation was more efficient?

Faster? Why?

E Work Sequence For Large Factory Simulation: Lamp Assembly

The assembly involves sixteen steps, each step is done at a

separate work station:

1, Strip one end of the wire,

2, Strip the other end of the wire,

3, Connect the plug to one end of the. wire.

4, Drill small holes in the middle of two 5 inch pipes,

5. Drill small holes hi the middle of two 11 inch pipes,

6. Drill a large hole in the middle of one straight connector,

7, Connect the 11 inch and 5 inch pipes to a 15 inch pipe

(as shown in the picture) using the straight connector,

S. Assemble the pipes (as in the picture) using the straight

connector.

9 ,Connect the light socket to the other end of the wire.

10, Tape the light socket to the wire,

11 Put the,bolt through the straight connectors, attach the

Washer and nut to the bolt,

12, & 13 Put the wire frame on the lamp,
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SUPPLfROOM CODE

b.

AA 10 Wire

AA N Two Prig Plug-

AA` '30 Light Socket

AB' 16 Lamp Base

Ai 30 Wire Frame

AB 31 Lamp Shade

BB 05 5 inch PVC, Pipe

'BB 11 11 inch PVC Pipe.

BB 15 15 inch PVC Pipe

BC 10 Tee Connector

BC 20 Elbow. Connector

BC 30 Straight Connector

CA 30 3 inch bolt

CA 31 Washer

CA 32 'Nut

CB

CB

CB

CC

CC

CD

CD

CE

CE,

CE

CE

CF

10 inch nail

151' inch nail

20 2 inch nail

10 Wire Cutter

11 Razor Knife

10 Small Screwdriver

30 Large Screwdriver

20, Power Drill

21 'Drill Bits

30 Clamp

40"Extension Cord

10 Hammer

Masking Tape

Insulating Tape

Light Bulbs

Scissors

Pliers
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AA 10

AA 20

AA 30

AB 16

AB 30

AB 31

BB 05

BB 11

BB '15

BC .10

BC : 20

BC 30

CA 30

CA 31

CA, 32

CB 10

SUPPLY ROOM CODE

WIRE

TWO PRONG PLUG

LIGHT SOCKET

LAMP BASE

WIRE FRAME

LAMP SHADE

CB

CB

CC

CC

CD

15 1.1/2 INCH NAIL.

20 2 INN NAIL

10 WIRE CUTTER

11 RAZOR KNIFE

10 SMALL SCREWDRIVER

30
LARGE SCREWDRIVER'

5 INCH .PVC PIPE CE 20 POWER DRILL

11 INCH PVC PIPE CE 21 DRILL BITS

15 INCH PVC PIPE CE 30 C - CLAMP

TEE CONNECTOR CE 0 .EXTENSION CORD

ELBOW CONNECTOR

STRAIGHT CONNECTOR CF 10. HAMMER

MASKING TAPE

LIGHT BULBS

SCISSORS

PLIERS

3 INCH BOLT

WASHER

110T;

INCH NAIL
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COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

1, Competencies stressed are up to the teacher in review.

B. VESL

1, Competencies stressed are yp to the teacher in review.

C. CulturalOrientation

1, Competencies stressed are up to the teacher in review.

Preemployment Cultural Orientation

Wang Lesson 22

REVIEW DAY

PROCEDURE.

LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Rationale

1, The students have been introduced to many new structures

and words over the past few weeks. To reinforce many

of the concepts and language, a review of some of the

previous activities often helps. To make the learning ex

perience even more concrete, some of the concepts,

language and ideas can be put into different contexts to

help the students understand them better. These activities

were written by teachers as examples of ways that many of

the previous activities can be reinforced and the student's

learning experience can be made more enjoYable,

B. Learning Outcomes

1, The learning outcomes are to be determined by the indi

victual teachers for their classes. Teachers, because of their

close involvement with students, are often the best judge

of where there is some weakness or lack of understanding

in the language and concepts taught previously in the

CO curriculum, Teachers will decide how best to prepare

for this day and where the students need more practice,
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A. This lesson includes examples of additional suggested activities.

They are not intended to begin any chronological order, nor

are they the only activities Which a teacher is limited to in his

or her classroom,

Activity 1: Numerical Code/Sequence Game

1, rite a numerical code on 3" by 5" flash cards.

WO5 ABO1. OT70 DF54

Distribute the cards to the students randomly (one each).k)

\Ask the students to stand in a sequence (in order) accord-

ing to their cards, If they stand in the wrong place they

are out.

3. Divide the cl into two teams, keep score,

ActiOity 2: Following Written 1nitructions

1, If the students cannot follow wOtten instructions, show

them the drawingimcluded on the next pagl

a. Connect two 11" pipes to the ends of a Tee Connector.

Take one 3" pipe, connect it to the middle of the

Tee Connector.

b, Cut a ten inch wire. 1,f

Strip both ends of the wire,

Connect one end of the wire to the, bottoin of the

battery, connect the other end to the bulb,

Connect the wire piece of bulb to the top of the

battery.

c, Refer to Basic-Skills Activity "Cubes and Patterns'',

Make a cube from an 8" by 12" flashcard.

Draw a 21/2" by 21/2" square at the top middle of the

paper.

Write #1 in it.

DraW another 21/2" by 21/2" square under square # 1.

Write#2 on it. _

Draw another square under#2. Write# 5 in it,

389,



-- Draw another square under # 5.

Cut it out,

Fold it into a cube,

Write your name on square

Write on square#_, e

Actipity 3: VESL, Reporting

WORKER

I would like to talk tolou.

Activity 5: True/False

I. All the Americanshave no concern for Vietnamese

refugees, (T/F) ,

2 It's difficult to characterize native American attitudes

toward the Vietnamese refugees; (T/F)

3. There are three 'general native American attitudes toward

the Vietnamese reftigees, Le., sympathy, apathy, anger,

(TIF)

4, One of the strategies of how to build up communication

with American superVisors is by bribing; (TO')

5, ,Another way to build up communication with the super.

visor is by praising him/her every time we meet, (T/F)

6, The Americans believe that the Vietnamese refugees are

hardworking people. (T/F)

RVISOR

I am sbrry, I broke the

gl lhammer/scissors,

Yes, I'm sorry.

Activity 4: 'Repotting sicluiess/Absence by Telephone

O.K.

You broke the glass?!

hammerflscissors?

(said angrily)

SECRETARY

Hello, Galang Toy Company,

Can I help you?

Sorry, he is not in, May

I take the message?.

Why?

What's your name?

How, do you spell that?

HUE?

tell him.

390

WORKER

This is Hue, May I sp

with supervisor Mar

Yes, tell him that I can.

not work today.

I am sick.

Hue,

HUE

That's right,

Thanks, goodbye.

6
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I, COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills ,

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perf orm assignments after initial

training;

a. , ;starting and/or determining task

assignments, completing a task to .;

specifications, completing a task

within a given timgrametPerforming

as part of a team,

working alone, .

Preemployment Cultural Orientation

Going Lesson 23

WORKING IN A RESTAURANT

2, Competency 2: The student can apply a technique or

1, procedure (for which training la

previously been given) to new/dfferent
;

task which includes using appropriate

problem.solving skills to plan and amain. it a.

plish a task with minimal or no additional

7: Competency 10; The
T)

1. an awe
nos of safety with respect roolklusearY,

praetices and visual cuesfaigs,' f. ;

VESL
i7 ir

1

1. Competency 1: The student can follaly ple threcti

a. Acknowledgejliat ottle is abaut te.,'

receive directiOns.. ,,,,:,',..,.1. ,' '',,,, ' , ,, ,

.

b,i Follog onei ctiOni;.. ,. r",:,'., ,,, ,

I porta II . ! ,

a, ,F0110*iiiie '4a-4:
powar topf,';

/ i.,

e . Repondlo,
...

'1,',.
ti" earintatds

2 Competency',2:'0Th itOiti,letin ,f611+?v'I',dicted 1

rr.orrr.

3 Competency 3: The student can de counting gas to ,' . if: ,' 'i 7.
. .

complete .a task
, ,

!

'

a. . making cottnta
,

b, , v ingtoun
4

4, Competency 4: the student can easure uein

c. Using itar?dard tools, determine

whether.duplicathditems equal.

d. '. measuring the leagth, vOlume ot

weight measurement 'of something ,

using a standard tool,

' ti0110k' ;

131
Respond !IPPga4vaorq'mand,',

Pall114*Ctionill'ek0iy, repeat

'reorder atii4iitity:,

cy 3 Ttu c piaVidef tibiek

forth tas3l

ii

5. Competency 5; The student',. followa sequence,

6, Competency,9; The student tan irec fselvititaiquis,

. 4 signs indic g direction, operitiionimd

arollocati

a. Sayide,feed

otit;cliitilitt of wbrit,

ovi4e pecficSsset of a

Describe viii s progress and

:,14,e08"19r pleqop of task..

ort te worked,..

owledgeW apologize for nil'.

'arformance being late
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4, Competency 4; The student can ask for feedback, assist.

once, advice and emergeny help,

a, Ask for feedback'.

b. Ask for assistance or advice from a

supervisor or co.worker,

c. Ask for help in an emergency,

5, Competency, 5t, The student can ask for clarification,

a, Indicate lack of understanding.

b, Ask for clarification,

c, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

6, Competency 7: The student can ask and responds to

questions about Items in the workplace,

a, As or tell the location of an object

or place,

b, Ask or tell who has an object,

c. Make and respond to a request for an

object,

C. Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 1: Students understand how pre.employment

can assist adjustment to life in the U,S,

by familiarizing them with thejob trainee

role:

a, Student can describe his/her respon.

sibilities in the role of a job trainee,

b. Student can describe the approaches

to training that are used in the pre.,

employment classroom and relate

these to the initial employment period

in the U.S, workplace,

2, Competency 2: Students understand how pre.employment

training can assiat itdjustment to life in

the U.S. ,by helping to develop realistic

strategies for gainful employment.

a. Student can relate training to common

entry level jobs generally available to

refugees,
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A,

9, Competency 4: Students understand importance of

developing and maintaining good inter.

personal relationships at the workplace,

b, Given the following critical incidents,

the students can select from aherna .

tive actions the moat appropriate one

for the American workplace;

1, your boss is angry.,

2, a coworker is angry or seems un.

friendly,

4, Competency 5: Students understand the importance of

communication in accomplishing job

assignments as the workplace;

a, Given the following situations on the

job, students can select from various

alternatives the most appropriate

action;

1, unclear directions,

2, redirection of task,

4, negative feedback from supervisor

or coworker,

b. Student can give examples of situ.

ations in which it is appropriate to

interrupt a coworker Or supervisor,

1J

ESSON CLARIFICATION

Rationale

1, In the study "Refugee Resettlement A survey of Train.

ing Priorities" by John Williamson, respondents to his

survey indicated that 54.9% of newly arrived refugees .

located jobs in the Restaurant/ Food Service Category.

This lesson gives background information about the food

industry, It is intended to prepare stUdents for the

"Restaurant Simulation" lesson which takes place the

following day,

2, To carry out the simulation the students need inform&

tion about the responsibilities, skills and language that

are needed to perform the various jobs in a restaurant,

This lesson inclUdes VESL, some application ofprevious
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vocabulary, plus some new terms, Each work role has its

own,particular vocabulary. The students can practice

some of the simple skills associated with the work roles,

such as, taking an order (for waiter), setting the table (or

(for busboy), reading a recipe (for cooks), washing dishes,

making change (for cashier), In preparing for the simulae

tion, many of the VESt, co and Basic Skills Competencies

can be reinforced,

B. Leming Outcomes

1, Students will be able to give examples of the duties come,

moldy performed' by those who work in various capacities

in the food serviceindusty,

' 2. Studenta will be able to take a person's order from a simple

Menu in English,

3, Students will follow simple commands for tasks such as

setting a table andmaldng change, .

III, MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, quip pent and Supplies

1, Kitehen;

Two stoves and extension cords,

Two frying pans, qiatulas, silverware sets, eggbeaters,

measuring spoons, measuring cups, pints, and quarts,

aprons, scales, mixing bowls, drinking pitchers..

One thermos, a container for ice,

Cans of Milo, Klim, Su :: , flour, margarine, jar of

'orange drink concentrate, coffee, eggs, baking powder,

preesliced bread, fresh milk, One bucket of drinking

water,

IV, PROCEDURE

A, Working in a Restaurant (20 min, Native Language)

The purpose of this exercise is to'cletermine how much

knowledge the students already have about food service,

The class as a witole, or in two or three groups, should make

a list of the different kind of jobs in a restaurant, Under each

Job category they should list the job responsibilities, The

job titles and responsibilities may be similar to restaurant

workers in Vietnam, and the students may already have some

understandingrof the industry, The outcome will influence

what kind of activities will be scheduled for the' estaurant

simulation, The roles and responsibilities which students

should list are;

Dishwasher: Washes dishes, silverware and glasses; sorts stacks

and puts these in their proper places; kits

the cook,

Cook ; Cooks and prepares food; possibly keeps track

of food inventory and stores food properly,

Provides supervision to dishwashers,

Waiter/

Waitress ; Serves the customers, takes orders., checks table

settings and food deliveries, provides supervision

to busks,

2. Dishwashing area: One tray for plates and silverare,

Two buckets of water, one. Mania lemon soap (liquid

dishwashing soap), four dishcloths and towels, two

aprons, one trash can, mop, broom and dust pan,

3. Dining area: Three tablecloths, ashtrays, cruet sets,.

6 jars of jam, 3 jars of syrup, napidns, 12 plates,

gl s, cups and saucers, sets of silverware, 3 aproni

for busboys, 3 serving tap,
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Busboy Sets the tables properly, clears the tables after

the customers are finished, assists the waiters

and cleans as directed ty the manager.

Janitor Cleans floors, tables, bathrooms, etc, after

restaurant is closed,

Cashier ; Checks the customers' bills, collects their

money and makes change for the customers,

Provides; n account ofMoney received from

customers against the bills.
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11, VES1. for Simulated Food Service Jobs

1. Walter/WaltresPisplay the menu to the class.while

wing the vocabulary used; teacher

and translator demonstrate the dialogue

between the customer and waiter.

cta
WAITER , CUSTOM

Take one

item

Teacher demonstrates the following tasks using VIA

language; students respond and perform the tasks when'

directed, " '

SUPERVISOR BUSBOY/WAITER/

WAITR1ESS

Iloilo, how if you today?

Fine, thank you,
plate

lore is a menu, May I
napkin

take your order?
fork

Yes, a dip of coffee, please.
spoon

With cream and sugar?
me.

I want cream, no sugar.'
Do this with

Anything else?

Yes, I want two pancoles,, Fold the napkin, Put the

napkin on the left side.No, that's all,

Demonstrate to the ci how a waiter writes and verifies

the customer's order. Divide the class into two groups,

waiters and customers. Have them practice giving and

receiving orders. Give them menus and check to see if

they know how to use them, Do this tWice, switching the

roles,

2, Busboy; Introduce the new materials using any 'I'll

genre& Place on the table: plate, gl napkin, knife,

for spoon,

. Examples of TPR;

Okay, all right,

Like this?

Put the knife on the napkin,

Okay..

Put the spoon on the right side

of the knife.

Here?

Yes, here, C
Put the plate in the middle.

Put the cup above the knife

Like this, '

Pick up the plate. Pa the glass above the fork.

Put the plate here Check it

there Okay,

over there

Hand me two forki
Is the fork on the right side?

Count the spoons.

Yes/No,

Setting the table: Go through the above series of instruc.

Is the knife on the !ft side?

Yes/No,

tions with a couple of students to see if they can follow H
f

the dirttions for setting the table, Use as much clarifica.

tion language as possible, ,
In going over the busboys duties explain it is hisfher role

to set and clear the table, but'that a walter/waitress may

also help,

I don't und
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11,1 Cashier; 'Oo over denominations of the money with the (ir

student/I, This should be a review, Ask them to identify

the nom and the values of the coins and dollars:

1PENNY

NICKEL

DIME w
10 0

QUARTER PR 25 0

HALF DOLLAR 60 0

ONE DOLLAR BILL " $1,0,0

FIVE DOLLAR BILL kit $5,00

Show the students some sample cRtorner checks (Ofrbills),

!lave them calculate tt lo total for the customers to present

to the cashier,

CASHIER CUSTOMER

Hello, may I have your

check, please?

That will be 2,26

amount

Here is your change,

(or your change is $2,75)

You are welcome, Come again,

Mere it is,

Hero

amount

Thank you

Stress that the waiter and cashier are the people who talk

with customers and that it is important to be polite and

courteous, They should have a pleasant appearance

(always smiling), Busboys are often seen by the customers

but do not talk to them unless a customer makes a special

request,
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4, People in the kitchen (cooks and dishwashers) do not have

any contact with the customers, However, If they have an

American supervisor, they must be able to respond in

English to directions from himiher, GI* directions to the

cook in area designated as the kitchen for the simulation,

SUPERVISOR COOK

Wash your hands, use lots of

soap and waikr.

Light the stove, (Turn on

the stove)

Make"cof fee like this

'Make orange drink like this

(show diagram and revieW',;,

steps),

Make pancakes like this

(show diagrain and review

steps).

Put orange drink in the glass,

Yes,

Put the Milo in the gl

Okay,

Yes,

(repeats steps and

vocabulary as di.

rected by the teacher)

(repeats steps and

vocabulary as di.

reeled by the teacher)

(repeats steps and

vocabulary as di.

rected by the teacher)

Like this?

Okay,

Put the pancakes on the plate.

All right,

Toll the waiter: Table two is

ready.

Table two is ready.
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Dishwasher: Show the section of the room where-the
dishwasher works. This is where the busboy brings the
dirty dishes. Cooks shows where the dishes should be put.

SUPERVISOR DISHWASHER

Wash yotir hands. Use lots of
soap and water.

Put tie dirty dishes on the
counter.

Add the soap to the water
like this (show diagram and
review steps).

Put the diShes in the water.

Take the dishcloth.
Wash the dishes. First the

glasses, next the plates:
Last wash the silverwaxe.

Rinse the dishes.

Dry the dishes'.

400

All right.

(Repeats steps and
vocabulary as di-
rected by the

r.,teacher):

Okay.

First, glasses, then
plates, last the
sibierware.

Okay.

All right.

f



ESTAURANT

with CREAM

with CREAM'El SUGAR

MILO DRINK

MILO wit MILK $ .50

ORANGE DRINK $ 25

2 PANCAKES $1.00

2 FRENCH TOAST $1,00

TOTAL

A

)

THANK YOU, PLEASE COME BACKIAGAIN.

WAIERC,

COFFEE BLACK

with SUGAR/CREAM

MILO DRINK $ .50

MILO with MILK $.50

ORANGE DRINK. $25

2 PANCAKES

2 FRENCH TOAST

$1.00

$1 00

,401



Pre-employment Cultural thientation

Galang T, sson 24

RESTAURANT SIMULATION

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

4, Acknowledge that one is about to

cy 1; The student can demonstrate the ability receive directions,

to perform assignments after initial b, Follow one-step directions,

training: c, Follow multiple -step directions to

.. starting and/or determining task
perform a task,

assignments, completing a task to
d, Follow directions in use of hand or

specifications, completing a task
power tool;

Within a given time-frame, performing
e, Respond to simple cautions and nega.

as part of a team,
tive commands,

b. , working alone,

, shoviirig motor skills and Self
2, Competency 2; The student can follow redirected hstruc-

confidence with tasks and equipment;
tions,

making problem-solving judgments a, Respond to a negative command.

for minor problems whiliworking to

specifications,
3, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on per-

formance of task.

a, ,Provide feedback on progress, 4
b, Provide feedback about quality of work.

c, Provide specific assessment of a

profict,

d. Describe activities in progess and

needs for completion of task.

e. Report time worked.

1. Acknowledge and apologize for mis-

takes, poor performance, being late

and absent,

4; Competency 4; The student can ask forfeedback, assist-

ance, advice and emergency help.

a, Ask for feedback,

b. Ask for istance or advice from a

supervisor or co-worker.

c, Ask for help in an emergency.

2. Competency 2: The student can apply a technique or

procedure (for which training has

previously been givenj'to new/different

task which includes using appropriate

probleln:solving skills to plan and accom-

plish a task with minimal or no additional

training.

3, Competency 4: The student can measure using tools:

using standard tools, deterinine

whether duplicated items are equal.,

d, measuring the length, volume or

weight measurement of something %T-

usingistandard tool,

4, Competency 6; The student can follciw a-Sequence,

5. Competency 10: The student can demonstrate an aware-

ness of safety with respect to pro-

cedures/practices and visual cues/signs,

72$ 403.



6. Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification.

a, , Indicate lack of uhderstanding,

b. Askfor clarification,

c, Ask for repetition of demonstratidn,

6. Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to

r questions about items in the workplace,

a, Ask or tell the location of an object

or place.

b. Ask or tell who has an object.

c. Make and respond to a request for an

object,

2, .CoMpetency 2: Students understand how pre-employment

training can assist adjustment to life in

the U.S. by helping to develop realistic

strategies for.gainful.einploymenL

Student can relate training to common

entry level jobs generally available to

refugees,

3, Competency 3: StUdents understand importance of rules,

'policies andprocedures common to,the

workplace,

a. The student canOdentify strategies for

'clarifying workplace rules, policies

and procedures. '

b. Given a sample of company rules,

policies or procedures; the student can

distinguish situations which conform

to or violate them,

7. Competency 8: The student can request permission and

give reasons for being late or absent,

8.° Competency 9: The student can use numbers,

0, Provide a count,

d, Verify a count,

e. Read and repots measurement

9. Competency 12: The student can read workplace signs.

a. Read common workplace signs.

b. Reid safety signs.

C. Cultural Orientation

1, Competencyl StUdents understand how pre-employment

can assist adjustment to life in the U.S.

by familiarizing them with the job trainee

role:

a, S4ident can describe hisiher respon

sibilities in the role.of g job trainee,

b. Student can describe the approaches

to training that are used in the pfe,

employment classroom "and relate,

these to the initial employmentperiod

in the U.S, workplace,

0.
404

4, Competency 4: Students understand importance of

develot)ing and maintaining good inter

persohal relationships at the workplace/

Student can give eximples of ways to

establish rapport with supervisors

and workers,

Given the following critical inCidents,

the students can select front

tine actions the most appropriate

one for the Anierican workplace:

1, yOur boss is angri,,

2. a coworkeris angry or seems

untriendlk,

b

5. Competency 5: Students understand:the importance of

'communication in accOmplishingijob

assigntents at the 'workplace:

a., Given the following situation on the

job, students can select, from various

alternatives the Moat appropriate

action,

)1.

3, being unable.,to carry out a given

task.

4, negative feedback from supervisor

or co-woriter



5. something goes wrong on the job.

b. Students can give examples of situa-

tions when it is appropriate to inter-

rupt a co-worker or supervisor.

6, Competency 6: Students understand jinportance of

taking responsibility for their own and ,

others' safety on the job.

a, Given simple pictures of worksites,

students can identify.safety hazards.

b. Given a dangeous situation, student

elideAtify an appropriate action.

Fe taken.

IL LESSON CLARIFICATION
..r

A, Rationale

1, As stated in the previous lesson, working in'the food

service industry is commonly where refugees find their

first U.S. job, The food service industry has gown rapidly

during the past few years in the U.S. and there are often

jobs available in:restaurants which require minimal English

and few skills;

2, The purpose of this lesson is to further familiarize the

Aludents with the various, work roles, skills and English

needed in this simulation, The students will be able to

apply previously learned English, Basic Skills and cultural

information to the new tasks, This lesson is most effective

with customers who speak good English (perhaps cl

room supervisors, other teachers .or English speaking guests).

B. Learning Outcomes;

1. This simulation serves as a review for many concepts

introduced in earlier lessons, Thus, the outcomes of this

lesson are very general: students gain more understanding

of what it may be like to work in a restaurant, improve

English, and practice skills required for food service jobs.

732
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III. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1, Kitchen: Two stoves and extension cords.

Two frying pans, spatulas, silveriare sets, egg beaters,

g ,spoons, measuring cups, pints, and quarts,

apro scales, mixing bowls, drinking pitchers.

One thermos:,°one container for ice,

Cans Of Milo; Klim, sugar, flour, margarine, jar of

orange drink concentrate, coffee, eggs, baking powder,

presliced bread, fresh milk, One bucket of drinking

water.

2, Dishwashing area: One tray for plates and silverware.

Two buckets of water, onearna lemon soap (liquid

dishwashing soap), four dishclothes and towels, two

aprons, one trash can, mop, broom and duit pan,

3, Dining Area: Three tablecloths, ashtrays, cruet sets,

6 jars of jam, 3 jars of syrup, napkins, 12 plates,

glasses, cups and saucers, sets of silverware, 3 aprons

for busboys, 3 serving trays. ,

IV PROCEDURE

Preparation and Training (20 min, Native Language)

1. Review the various job reponsibilities briefly. Assign a job

to each student, The teacher and translator should be the

managers. There should be three tables prepared for

'customers., Divide the workers as follows:

a. two or three waiters

11, two or three busboys (one for each table)

c. two or three cooks: one for drinks and at leapt one for

cooking

d, one or two dishwashers,

e, one cashier

Assignments of course, will depend on class attendance

for the day.

F
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2, Have the workers organize their working areas,

a. The waiters/waitresses and busboys must set the tables

properly.

b. The cooks must organize their stoves and cooking

utensils.

c, The dishwashe must organize the plates, glasses and,

silverware for the busboys and the cooking utensils

for: tile Cooks.

d. The dishwashing area should be near the kitchen

(cooldng area). The clean Nate, glasses and silverware

Must be organized neatly-so that the waiter/waitresses

and busboys can locate thein easily. The prepared

orders should be put on a table for the waitresses to

pick up for serving.

e, The cashier should be placed near the exit.

3. U there is time before the customers enter, review the

English needed for the waiter/ waitress and cashier roles.

Remind them to try and to be polite and to smile at the

customers,

B. Simulation (80 min, English)

1. Customers should begin to come to the restaurant approx

imately onehalf hour after the lesson begins. If possible,

try to arrange for good English speakers as customers,

Limit the number of customers arriving to match the

capability of the class. If the restaurant gets too crowded,

the students may become confused and discouraged;

the teacher will not be able to control the simulation.

Each table should have four place settings; the maximum

capacity of the restaurant is twelve,

406

2. The sequence for each customer, or group of customers,

for the simulation should proceeed like this:

a, Busboys set their tables under the supervision of the

waiter.

b.. Customers-enthkthe-waiter gre ts-them; -gives-then

menu and takes their orders,

c, Waiter takes the customer's orde ook,

d. Cook prepares the orders andtells the writer.when the

orders are ready,

e, Waiter takes the prepared orders to the custoy.

f. Customers ask the waiter for their checks.

g. Customers pay the cashier,

h. Busboys clear the table, take the dishes to the dish

washer, clean and set the table for the next customer,

i. Dishwashers wash, rinse, and dry the dishes, then stack

them neatly near the cook.

3 As the restaurant manager you need. to check the work of

your employes, This offers an opportunity to encourage

students to practice not only the English in this lesson, but

previous lessons as well, The teacher stould stress using

clarification language, reporting faults, running out of

something, safety (particularly when using the stove), and

other feedback language. The manager should get angry

with his/her employees and should also praise them for

doing good work. Because there is a sequence to the

simulation, the teacher should try to spend time at each

station to check the work and the English being used.

C. Closing

1, Close the restaurant about 20 minutes before class ends.

to allow the customers time to finish and thestudents

time to dean up and put things away,
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V, DRAWINGS

V ILO DRINK

MILO g MILK

ORANGE DRINK (uirth ico) 4,25

PANCAKES ti

FRENCH TOA5T, 41,60
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EXTENDED ENGLISH' AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
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Key lo mbols

Social Language

Initiate and Respond to Si I ple Greetings
Introduce Self and Ot4rs
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Describe Educational Background
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tessOn' 'Transportation
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Lesson Employment

Filling out Forms
Give Releva4 InformaiIon When Applying for a Job

"' Give Relevant Information: Getting Information About Job.
keport Sickness, Absence and Lateness
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417

':419
420
421

423,
426

:.427
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.Transportaber

Ask for a Ride Home In An Emergency
Give' Directions/Follow Directions
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KEY TO SYMBOLS IN EESL

'Teacher

AT ,Assistant Teacher

$,-

Ss

..!!-

{

Student

Students

Means "number"

Suggests that words contained within should be used if
the situation is appropriate and if students can handle
them or gives teacher directions.

-Indicates that mastery of both columns is expected.

Indicates that wolgcer may choose any of the listed
utterances.

hammer Indicates that the teacher should refer to the vocabul
_;too/ column heal:lefty the italicized Word to find possible

choices used in responding.

Indicates that each dotted section within a solid block
can be taught as separate unit.

e*.

B A All conversaNpnwhich falls Within the 'A block is taught
flat that level:. lt,is presumed that level A is mastered and
-reviei:Ve& before additionallanguage in block B is addressed,
A:44-B mastereifbaore B+.

o

wee wee ..11

B IA.. If the B or B+ lines match those in earlier levels, no additional
'language is addresS6d in gE§L,

A.



TOPIC: SOCIAL LANGUAGE

COMPETENCY: INITIATE AND RESPOND TO SIMI GREETINGS Lesson 1

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAD, SIGHT WDS, '''GltAMMAR ACTIYI'f IES. NOTES/SITUATIONS

0+

'AI

B

,

A

Hello; ,,

I low are you?

cl . '''r ,

How's life?

Fine,

III,

' .1417)e, thank ...,i

, r''''''
0,K,

{I'm fine,

How.,1pout you?
.",..,,,; ....., ,, ,

... ,

,

,.

,,::,,,' .-

,,.
ty; ,

i 1
t, ,

i "

i

I,

.

... , r.

1 ,Ir'''

)4440 , '
'.,4it.)Ph(iii -

,,

Subject pro.

nouns "you

and F"

, ,

,,

''1,'.'')-

,.......,

, .

,

.,

01

',First day.ofelaas.

'Situation tilay'imititta

the first day otworIt'.

i

VI SOCIAL

LANGUAGE UOMP.

13a
-,-

,... ...,,H..._........

f. ,

cl

?-

,

,

,.1

I '

,

.

i.

., ,. .q4,)o.1

How are you doing?'

How's it going?

{

Fine, .

0,K.
.

{Soso,

Not too,baci.

How 'bout. you?

- .
,

,

Too as an

intensifier

{What's up?

Whit's happening?

<-:.--.)

..,

,.

9

Not munh,',,

, h

o

1

',',01X"0

/

Arr.,.



l'op!c,..tipclAi014yquAGE

COMPETENIY', INTRODIJCS'SELVAI9 GT1110114,,

SPEAKING , LIS

Lesson

VOCAD, NOTESISITUATIONS

'Yost 14,

miD

LAST Her

Niou to meet !Jolt,

114Y' name is Ton,

name

Nice to meet you too,

The elasi sits In

circle, and one by ono

Infroduceilieniselves

and the prson next' to

Mom,

hl ...O.' "4..1 ywr

What's your name?

her

his

Presentense';;,

Her name is Hue,

His name

My

I don't, know,

. ..
Ten, this Is Hue, my

name name

supervisor,

relationship

Nice to meet you

<74

relationship

friend

brother

sister

husband

wife

mother

flither

uncle

aunt

List various relation.

ships on cards, Have Ss

introduce each other,

Students put their

name on "Hello,

my name is" cards, ..

relationship

supervisor

Oassmate

cousin

stn,,

dau te

niece

nephew

420

'VESI,, COMP, 14A,'B

Americanacapect you to

Introduco yourself, Don't

wait forlomeone to

introduce you; that clay

may never come.

4,



SOCIAL .ANOLJADE
)

OMPETENCY: COVERSE.EN SIMPLE LANGUAGE ABOUT FAMILY ATIONALITY Lesson 1

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB,
Y,

SIGHT WDS. GRAMMAR

oi;old is sihe'? AGE'

Yrs,

flow old are you?'

8/he's B5 (years

-di; old),

S/he's ablears old,

age

isn't slhe?

Yes,Vh'e is.

' Positive tag?

ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

Students interview VESL COMP' OA, B

,each other,

Write autobiograRhics,

B+ B A

Yes,

No, I'm single,

Are you married?

,

MARRIED

SINGLE

YIN question

No, Sihe'S not,.

No, S/he's not.

Is s/he married?

Sihe's not married, is

s /he?

dOn't,

Yes;I

Do jou/have children?

family

member
./,

/ow many?

5

children

SPOUSE

MARITAL

STATUS

Negative tag?
4

CHILDREN' Present tense

"to have

YIN question

' Do insertion'

ANY

Basic' Skill:

",`Battqies & Bulbs"

Do you have any bulbs?

batteries '

razor knives

wires

421,



TOPIC: SOCIAL LANGUAGE

COMPETENCY: CONVERSE IN SIMPLE LANGUAGE ABOUT' FAMILY, N ATIONALITY Continuation , Lesson 1

SPEAKING LISTENING VO,CAB, SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR ?ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

)1( A,

I'm from Vietnam,

,' country

Where are you ftom? PLACE OF'

BIRTH

Where is she from?

S/he's from Viet.

nom country

4---)

S/he's from Vietnam,

country

isn't slhe?

{Yes, S /he is,

No, She isn't.

Positive &

Negative tags,

13+ B A ,

Iiye,
See you later,

time period.

422

Catch you later,

O.K.
titne period

Fine,

Bye,

time period

tomorrow

this afternoon

time phrases

Ss match autobio.

trophy to person,,

(Save for near the end

of class)

May also include nation.'

silty.

VESL .18B



TOPIC: EMPLOYMENT

COMPETENCY; DESCRIBE WORK EXPERIENCE

B+ B

SPEAKING

A

LISTENING VOCAB, SIGHT VDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES

Leon 2

NOTES/SITUATIONS

I was a farmer,

occupation )

I didn't have a Jbb,

I was a student,

occupation'

Od a farm,

place

What was your JO)) In

Vietnam?

Where did you' work?

lie! rice,

duties

'1

What did you do. in

Vietnam?)

For 13 years,

From 1965.1978;

years

4.

I was a fame/.

occupation

Howiong were you a

farmer?

occupation

When was that?

Were.you a fanner or a

occupation

fishermen?

occupation

75'

(own occupa

tlon or situa.

tion)

(own a place

of .employ.

ment)

(own duties)

Past Tense

oro,
be ".

Where

What

'How long

When

4'

The following situation

might take place:

7 between 2 friends

betWeen a refugee

and a Job counselor,

between a refugee and

a sponsor,

betweeniarefugee and

potential employee.

Each' 'student must kno

and be able ,to piono lee

his /her own intormation.

Examples might be

on a boat

on a farm

in an office

in a school

in a store

in a spa

in a restauranft

Basic Skills

"Batteries & Bulb"'

bright orilitn,

The same or different

pod or bad

big or small

"Check it!"

P. r
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TOPIC; EMPLOYMENT

COMPETENCY: DESCRIBFI WORK Ffi(PERIEIVCE = Continuation 'Uison 2

PEAKING
,

1,i8TENING ' VOCAD, ,SIGIIT WOS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES . NOTESISITIIATIONS

0+ B

.

q

1

Yes, '

No, but I can cook,

r,tww---

I can fix not .,,,,

Can you see .

sg

i

,..

What can you do?'

.

,

Can you speak Chinese?

,

(Own Skill)

._

.

w

1

I.

,

,

,

.

,

,

Sub, pm,

Illeltili
,

Can 1, + verb

P

What,

i

t

.

.

,

.

,

WritP a lint of Ss'

skills on large.paper

atd pest it, . .

,

,

0

1

# '

,

,

. ,

,

.

, i

_

,

,

,

......._:......14.._

Examples of students

own skills might include:

,

sew

t'oo'k

. ' fix nets

drive n (rotor ,

use a sewing machine

-- fix engines

Elaborate on Students'

skills . ,
,

Ex: Basic Skills activities

practiced during the first.

iveeli, e,g,,.

cut

Illeatillre

strip

connect .

turn on/off

check

A

Many Americans are ,..

either immigrants or de.

,scecOants of recent im

migrants and are sym

pathetic towards people

who are trying to learn

english, They are also

impressed by multi.

linguals,

'

4

11/

425
i

skill

.

\

.

Yes, '
,

No,

A little,

.

i

Vietnamese,

language

.

.

, .
.

What anguage can

you 00k?

1 '',

\
language

,

Vietnamese,

\
.

Can you speak any

other language'? ' ,

.

.
,

,.

,

$

Can't

,
language

(Nlittle) French,

language

No, I can't,

t ,

(Student's own,

opinion) .

vi
Is your English diffi.

cult for you?

/ri i

1
Too not too

,



TOW:: EMPIA)VMENT

COMPETENCY: DESCIIII1E KIXICATIONM, HACKaltOtitIp Lesson 2,

11f

.

ft A

S P E A K IN G '

SRI),

I' d ratite work

on a farm,

1,1SIITNIN6

Would you like to

work Ina f41401)11 ,

" VOCAll,

e

lonifjon

In n factory

, on a farm

e

on office ,

. It
outsid
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NOTVS1111,1ATIONS
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Uhl full liorkontill

section gips tit bottom

eof next pnge,

,

location

e

lif

.
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, Mt I (11d,

No( didn't, Hut r

',tient to school

In a rdligoc camp,
, ,

.
I , ,

II months,

7571717

,,

1 stuOled In a

, camp;
.refugee

Pid you goo school

In Vietnam?

i

, ,

flow long did you go

to school in Vietnam?
.

.

Where did you study

English?

. ,

,

i

.

,

,

\ '..
I list tense

Gollihuly

YIN

How long

Where'

.

,

.

,

,

,

,

ti

,

, 1

,

Use daily activities

to emphasize the

grammar:

Where did you go thil

morning?

When did you go to 011,

,

r1

place of study

426

,

.

{ Yes,

No,

Did you finish High

Schbol?

763
1,

,
,

,

,

i

I

I,

7134,
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TOPIC: EMPLOYMENT

COMPETENCY: RECOGNIZE COMMON ENTRY LEVEL. Jr Lesson 2

SPEAKING liSTENIN6 YOCAB, WDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

I'd like to find

a job;

What kind of job

would you, like?

I'd like to be

a busboy. -

common entry level

job

(I'd like to work)

in tone Z.

place

S/he'd like to be a

gardener,

common entry level

job

8/he'd like to work.

in Zone A.

place

Where would you like

to-work?

Where would you like

to work?

765

common;

.entry

level job,

a bnsboy.

dishwasher

waiter

waitress

laborer

gardener

farm worker

fisherman

clerk

gas station

attendant

security

guard

janitor

seamstress

an assembler

place

Zone A

Site I.

ICM.

PMI

P3V

Modal

"wo d" in

con cted

form "I'd

like"

What kind

of

Where

Smatch first letter

'of job to letter on pocket

of a large rack. Then,

initeams, they sort the

"Help wanted " cards.i

Later; they come to an

Employment Office and

speak to the secretary.

Sihe tells Sto take a

card, and go to thq

interview.

HELP WANTED Jobs on

cards. Ss select jobs

from a file or list of

many jobs and, la

refile the card. an be

number.coded or alpha.

betical

These are the most Com

ion entry level for

refugees,

Most shold be reviewed,

CP LessOn;

"Employability Profile"

introduCes common

entry level jobs.

Basic Skills:

Use toils from Basic

Skills lesson WiflOwhat

kind of

"Wh4 kind of nail would

you like?" (a big one)

Simulate an employment

selling session.

Place listed are agencies

or areas in Galang, They

are familiar to all the

students,



f

TORO' TRANSPORTATION

COM/ETENCY: LOCATE MEANS OP TRANSPORTATION

r

11 SPEAKING *LISTENING

r ,

; ' VOCAB,

.

SIGH DS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES
,..

.

NOTESLSITUATIONS

1
6 +B A

Which bus should I

take?

_......., .

Where should I get

it?

01, you should go

to ICM,

1

place

I

, ICM

World Relief

Site I
., ..pm .

") ..........._,...

, r

place

bank

school

post office

store

, church

direction

over here

there

on the corner

near the

school

' place

in front of

the school

place

there,

, \

Numbers

anty ,

number/letter ,

combinatiOns

i.

.

Should ".

I.

Which .J

.

Imbedded,

question

'Preps, of

place ,

,

P

I

See saMple bus sche

dules,

Make a lftrge city map

with streets and loca.

tions on it;

Use vinyl overlays

for bus route,

,

i

,..

,

,

,: ----.-------

It-lii

,

This situation is appro.

priate after an interview

, at the local employment

office- it inay be

aske 01 a friend or'.

sponsor before going to

apply for a job, Both the

qtudent and the adviser

know where the student
P

is going,

,

,

,

-Try-to-use-names

.......
place. i . *;k

You should take

35 Harbor.

# name
--_____....A..._.....__

There,

direction

.
,

,

. Excuse me,'I don't

have a car, Which

bus should I take?

.

-

428 1

t7g 7

d takeYou should

35 Harbor,

place

"Citizen"

bank

"Sears"

,

of

places, '

'
Bic Skills:

Using tools and a bucket,

review prepositions of

place: ,

in, on, under, in fiontof,

inbackof, inside,

# name.

Across thestreet from
\,,seara If

name of place



TOPIC: 'TRANSPORTATION

COMPETENCY: LOCATE MEANS OtirRANS/PORTATION Continuation

SPEAKING °r11 I TENING

Lesson 3

ACTIVITIES NOTESISITUATIoNS

localion'

over there.

On thelcorner

in front of the

b k

pla

across the

street

Viking directiOrp on the

street. Students May

gave to try sever ' dies

before getting a atitiafae.

tory answer,

,p1av

the b k

sc ool

r.1 ps st office

i.church,

employment

office

bus stop

Hart

Excuse me, how can

I get,t6 the store?

place: ,

Excuse me, where's

the bus stop?
)place

Down' there

Up there,

In front of "K-Mgrt"

name of Ace

Across titre street from

tte church.

ph7,

1.Martli is the name of a

poPular discount depart.

,pent 'store in the,U,S,



TOPICJTRANSPORt.4TION,

COMPETENCY: L CATE MEANS OF:-TRANSPORTATION CONTINDATION Lesson 3

KIN

. ,

.

SP , LISTENING YOCAB. SIG%TpDS.,. GRAAMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS
.

, .771".
4, .

ik

B+ B
., . .

p
, .

.
. ,' '4

. ,.f , I' 4
Excue m , do you ,Basic killg: '.,

. . *
) kn6w will re t e'

,
...,

. (14 tpoisl.nd buckets to,

bus stop I?

'prOvide reap while

placer, ' ., ,

asking !'Where is the

Sure, it'sin front 'of the Ilamthei?" 'vt4",.
kkution 2 toot s , r,

...,

bank. It .s the ' ,
N,bank.

ver e?

,.,

;/ It.s over
, . 4,--,,

I thi 'i' er there,. .,741
,

6 f;

) :

i A Sentence with ,. ;,,1
, , , %..0,

,1 imbedded que.
,,,.:
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WrIL ; 1 114'11101'VA ti IIVII

COMPETENCY? PURCHASE TRANSPORTATION'SERVICE5i Lesson 3

, SPEAKING , LISTENING VOCAS, i SIGHT WDS,

. ,

GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

5+
,

Does this buslo by

KMart?

place

-- -----------
How much does it

cost? ,

.

. Do you have any)

change?

' A dollar,

Pr

.

Sure, Uh, huh.

Nope,'Uli, Uh, .

--

NO

'

,,

.- -.

.

, ,

,

I.

place

.

,

.

,a,

Contrast

do ankloes

Prep, 'by'

Students role play bus

driver and passenger,

, The teat er can set

up benches to re.

semble a bus. .

,

,

Refugees have a

of getting stuck

and eventually getting

lost,

The studen can

language assenger

passenger or assenger

to bus driver,

k

,

.

, .

, ,

If the dents s

"Can you ow

I get off?",

most Americans

understand,

?7 A

.
real fear

on a bus

practice

to

,

y

e where

4

will

431

amount

No, i
Nope;

Uh, Uh.

Stie, what do you

have?

Here's your change.

)

Ill show you, sit here,

At the church, ,
place

,

amount

Where do I get off?

,

'

store

bank

church

post office '

' employment

office

(name of a

place, e,g,,

KMart)

a

Can yo show me

where I kpff?

I i

,

Uh, huh.

Sit here,

1

,,

Complex

sentence

with embedded

question

,

(i



TOPIC: TRANSPORTATION

EMERGENCY.: RESPOND TO SIMPLE QUESTIONS ABOUT DESTINATION . tessoy

SPEAKING ,LISTENING VOCAB, SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES
.

NOTEOITUATIONS

B+

S

B

432

A

(I'm going) to the

hank,

Where you are going?

,

.,

place

i

LOUNGE

CAFETERIA

RESTROOM

.

, ,

\ Present continu

\ ous tense

,
k

..

Different places can

be marked out on the

floor with arrows di-

recting traffic. Ss

are stopped and asked ,

the question,

,

Students at this level

can be doing more

written or reading

activities.

q

,..

,
,

,
.

4

,

----.1--,

..

Move from the known

to 04 unknown, Use '

the place names in the

bus simulation first,

The rest of the lesson is

review of some factory,

terms used in CO lesson

"Working in the U.S,"

The last term "to No

is a tie in to the next
.

lesson. It can be substi

tut ,by the narne,of a

company,

,

,

,,

,
JJ
#

,

bank,

store

hospital

lounge,

' cafeteria

restroom

hallway

personnel

office

KMart

place
o
i

, .

if

Sihshee's going to

the hank,

Where s'sille going?,

.

i

,

,

,

.

,

.

\

he's

' s

)

,

\

place

, ,

,



TOPIC: EMPLOYMENT

COMPETENCY: EILLING OUT FORMS

Lesson 4

M,L, FORMS

SPEAKING i LISTENING VOCAB, SIG/1T IIDS,

(

GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/S1TUATIONS

2

Bt

B A

-

pue,Tran.
name

Trani I

n one

Hue, ,

Name?

,

First name?

Last name?

Address?

,

Can you spell that?

,

Age?

Middle name?

.........

Mid le initial?
1

..

LI

.

..

,

,

A

NAME

FIRST NAME

LAST

7 /...)

ADDRESS

n

.

M,I,

,

Capitaljzation

and punctua

tion on forms

.

I

.

.

Teacher should

provide class with ,

sample applications,

,

,

t

fr

Americans may be un

familial' with SEA names;

and pronunciation. Say

it clearly, ''

,

,

MONTH, DAY, YEAR

'

name

761 Broad St.

Boston

U.S. address

(Student spells

name and address)

-r

25'

Ti

' Buu /
name___,.... ..
B.

initial .

B A
March 1,1958.

,

Date of birth?

.

Married? )

Single? '

.7

.

AGE

DATE OF

BIRTH

MARRIED

SINGLE

circle.

check

,

date of birth

Married,

{Single.

777
,

MARITAL

STATUS

DIVORCED

WIDOWED

crossout

underline

.

Teacher should

play the role of an

unconcerned clerk,



TOPIC: EMPLOYMENT

COMPETENCY: FILLING OUT FOR Continuation Lesson 4

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB, SIGHT INDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTESISITUATIONS

B

Social. Security Num-

ber?

037.38.4204

SEX

MALE

FEMALE

M.

F,

MISS

MR,

MRS,

SOC, SEC,

SIGNATURE

X

Circle or check one

Pant own title,

Teacher should

provide Soc, Sec,

cards and 1-94.

Vietnamese,:

nationality

Saigon, Vietnam,

birthplace

A23-43827

ID

;434

Nationality?

Place-of birth?

Alien Registration

number?

NuMber of depen-

dents?

NATIONALITY

PLACE OF

BIRTH ,

ALIEN

REGISTRA-

TION NUM-

BER

DEPENDENTS

CIRCLE

HIGHEST

GRADE

COMPLETED

Ant

IPY

"Sex" is only a sight

word,

Number of depeidents

is important for tax

purposes,



TOPIC: EMPLOYMENT.

COIPETENCY: GIVE RELEVANT INFORMATION WHEN APPLYING FOR A JOB Lesson 4

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB, SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR

B+ B A

Sure. (Students

hand over 1.94 and

Social Security

cards)

For 3 months,

amount o f timeti

Yes, I- do,

No, I don't,

I can take the bus,

transportation,

Are you allowed to

work?

How long have you

been living here ?.

N you have a car?

How can you come to

work?

Can you work,

mornings?

time frame

transportation

bus

train

subway,,

time frame

weekends

mornings

afternoons

evenings

SOC, SEC.

Time words

and phrases

"this

ACTIVITIES NOTESISITIJATIONS

Students should have

sample 1.94 and social

security cards.

Use sample work

schedules. Ask qubs '

tions about the

schedule, "When do

you work?" "How

long do you work?"

781

time frame

first shift

second shift

third shift

overtime

Saturday

mornings

Day shift

Swing shift

Graveyard shift

Ordinal

numbers

Job interview in the U,S,

Ainericans will expect

them to say "Yes" but

students may, qualify that

With comments about

the'weather or family

situation.

7:00 3:00

3:00 - -11 :00 approxi.

mate.

11:00 7:00

Many companies have

compulsory overtime,

CO lesson;

"Working M the U,S,"

435



TOPIC: EMPLOYMENT

COMPETENCY: GIVE RELEVANT INFORMATION, 4,TTING INFORMATION ABOUT JOB

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB. SIGHT WDS,

Lesson 4

GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

B+ B A

Monday,

,day

Fine.

When can you start?

How 'bout Thursday?

day

Days of the

week

Tomorrow

DAY

Mon,

Tues,

Wed,

Thurs,

Fri.

Sat,

Sun.

Tomorrow

Next Monday,

When can you start?

next Time phrase

B A
What's the pay?'

What are the hours?

What are the

benefits?

3.35 per hour,

amount

8 to 5 tuid_ihour(s)

# # #

overtime a week,

One week paid vaca

tion 5 days sick leave,

All paid holidays,

Medical insurance.

What

AIM

excuse me, what is

"Blue Cross"

medical insurance?

436

(Explanation of "Blue

Cross Medical Insur-

ance.)

78

CO Lesson:

"Rules, Policies, and

Procedures"

$3,35 is the current mini.

mum wage,

Overtime is equal to 11/2

times salary for work

over 40 hrs, Sundays and

Holidays = Z times salary,

exceptIplaces where

you are required to work

on Sundays and Holidays

Some companies have

mandatory overtime

written into their sche-

dules,



TOPIC: EMPLOYMENT,

COMPETENCY: REPORT SICKNESS, ABSENCE, AND LATENESS LessOn 4

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB, SIGHT WHS. GRAMMAR, ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

8+ B

'

A

Hello, tills is Ten,

Trap, name

May I speak to

/ Can

Frank?

Hello?

,

,

Just a minute,

Can you hold?

{

This is Frank (speaking)

,

.

.

, ,

.

t';

,

,

,

,

.

Future using

"gonna be"

Contrast
../

am"

"I'm gonna be"

Use telephones

class.

Teletrainge

able from

,

Situations

placed pn

given to cla4B.

in

are avail.

Ma Bel.

c be

c ds and

. ....

.

On telephone,

Most businesses

have someone in the

office early enough

in the morning to an

ewer the phone,

"Can you hOld" is a

quite common response,

Music is usually played

while you wait,

,

CO lesson:

"Working in the U.S."

ti

,

86
437

supervisor

.

Yes, I'm gonna be

lath today,

I'm sick,

supervisor

Sorry, he not here.

Can I take the

mes e?

,

What's wrong?

When can you come to

work?

O.K.

,)

,

Mike

Late

Sick

9.33

excuse

at 9:00

time /

See you later,

185



TOPIC: EMPLOYMENT

COMPETENCY: REPOItT SICKNESS, ABSENCE, AND LATENESS ConlInuatlim Lemon 4

SPEAKING

,

LISTENING YOCAB, SIGHT WAS, GRAMMAR 41CTIVITIES ' NOTESISITUATIONS

B+ 11 A f

I'm gonna be late

today,

I'm sick,

When can you come

in?

O.K., I'm gonna tell

him/her,

excuse

.

"gonna bo"

0,

Role play,

One student is the

secretary, adother

calls;

Situations can be put

on cards,
C

,

..

,

,

i

g

*Sometimes, calls are re.

ceived by answering

machines. Use the same

machine message used in

"Sealing repairs" Name,

Phone #, message,

"Out" is more common,

but "Absent" is familiar

to "A" level.

.

I'm sick,

My car broke

down,

I missed the
a,+

bus,
,

i

excuse

At 0:00

Te

Thanks,

I'm gonna come in

at HO,
*You are speakingng to an

automatic telephone

answering machine. At

the sound of the tone,

please leave your

nameohone number,

and a brief mes ,

1

lime 4

B+ B A
Frank, I'm gonna

supcoisor

be absent today,

I'm sick.

What's Wrong?

Can you come to work

tomorrow? .

0

excuse

r.

7aS

o

My daughter's sick,'

son's

baby's a ,

I'm

My mother died,

father

uncle

,aunt

brother

sister

Cousin

baby

I missed the bus,.

My car broke down,

{Yes.

No, Friday

day

438 I 8 7



TOPIC: EMPLQaT

COMPETENCY: REPORT SICKNESS, ABSENCE,' AND LATENESS - Continuation

SPEAKING LISTENING

I!+ Il A

My tine is Ten

Dan, name

I'm gonna be absent

today,

I'm sick.

excuse

Yes, '

Friday,

onefrank

Thank you,

Frank's not here,

mune,

Can I take a message?

Can you come to work

tomorrow?

ihne frame

01,

VOCAB.

Message

lime frame

tomorrow

on Mor_ula

day

next week

SIGHT WDS,

4

GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES

Why

Itemise

Past tense

Review

Future tense

can't come to

work today,

I'm sick,

excuse

I'm gonna come in

tomorrow,

time frame

[Answering machine]

789

Liam

NOTESISITUATIONS

Take a message',

Why were you absent

yesterday?

Because I With sick,

"absent" or "out"

Out is preferable,

but may be contusing,,

f

Answering machine

NankFhone

Brief 'message,

439



TOPIC: TRANSPORTATION

COMPETENCY: ASK FOR A RIDE HOME IN AN EMERGENe ti

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAIL SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

B+ 0 A

I lue can you give..J.
name

me a ride?

My baby is sick,

What's the problem?

s

Where do you want to

go?

'Where's that?

Okay, wait a minute,

location

tho gas

station

the hospital

bank

park
timitti

Central High

School ,

Broad soot

,

,

,

HOSPITAL

EMER

GENCY

ROOM

fit

,i

1

Wont to

Haveto

\

Those locations aro
.

placed on a c map

large enough fo tho

whole class to o,

.

r
.

\
B+ level can expand

on fills lesson, Read.

tag passages ,(with have

to, want to) can be rued,

792

Student 4 talking to an

American friend of A Was

oho. It can take a place

at school, at work, or at

home,

,

I'

Students request to be

taken to an appropriate

facility,

,
,

family

member

(I have to go) to

Broad Street,

location

Near K.Mart,

location

II
_.

Hue, my car is

Okay, wait i minute,

location .

Post Rd,

Elm Ave,

to the etner

gencyroom

home

RD,

AVE,

EMER

GENCY

name

broken, can you

give me a ride

home?....._,
location

440

I missed the bus,

I ran out pigu,

(Any aPPrePr(ate

situation)

791_

It help you,

I cant help you,



TOP C TRANSPORTATION .

COM kV. GIVE DIRECTIONS/FOLLOW DIRECTIONS Lesson 5

SPEAKING LISTENING/ VOCAB1, SIGHT WDS. GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUAT

B B A

Go straight.

Turn right/left.

`Bear right/left.

Turn right/left at

the next corner,

How do I get to your

house?

place

Where?

Here.

Over there. <___>

Yes, thank You.

Is this it?

No problem.

.t;:),--

place

your house

the drugstore

gas s on

hospital

clinic

post office

name of a

market, e.g.,

(Safe

HOSPITAL Commands

CLINIC

POST OFFICE

BUS STATION

DRUG STORE

Where

First turn rightfieft.

at the

intersection,

location

How do I get to ,your

house?

place

First go straight

for three blocks,

Then turn rightfleft

After that,

straight.

location

intersection

stop light

Twotep

instructions

First/Then

How do I get to the

hospital?

place

Tliree.step

instructions

first

then

after that "

One S is the driver

another is the passen.

ger; They sit together

on a bench,'Only the

passenger knows the

route to the destina

tion.

They use .a map. .

Directions are given in

the car on the way home..



TOPIC: HOUSING

COMPETENCY: SECURE HOUSEHOLD REPAIRS

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB. SIGHT WDS. GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS 1

B+ ,B A

May I OW( to

Mt Garcia?

landlord

This is Hue Tran,

name

My phone # is

My stove is broken.

house part'

appliance

{Speaking.' ,

S/he's not here.

Can I take a message?

*you are speaking to

an automatic answer-

big machine. At the

soundbf the tone,

Please leave your

name, phone number

and a brief message,

house part!

appliance

window

roof

faucet

toilet

sink

stove

refrigerator

Use phone book,

to look up

landlord's number.

Role play.

Use tape to

simulate an.

swering machin ,

I don't have any

water.

utility.

What's the matter? utility'

heat

gas

water

electric

Any, some,

A little,

A lot of,

Not enough

My roof leaks,

house problem

What's wrong? house problem

roof

shower

sink

faucet

plumbing

Review Present

tense struc-

tures

Z96

This is between a land-

lord and tenant.

Refugees not being able

to get repairs is a big

problem. They may have

to call several times

before they reach the

landlord.

*Refugees will face the

answering machine at

some time. They have

20 seconds to reply, You

may want to give them

a little more time,

CO lesson:

"Applying PreET in

the Homeh:

the faucet leaks

the toilet is broken

the wire is frayed

the hinge is loose.



e

TOPIC: HOUSING

ri

COMPETENCY: SECURE HOUSEHOLD REPAIRS -Continuation

SPEAKING LISTENING . VOCAB, SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES

Lesson 6

NOTESISITUATIONS

B+ B A

When can you fix

it?

Sure,

I'm sorry, I have

to.work,

How 'bout Monday

at 5:00? day

time

797

Is Monday at 3:00

day time

okay?

Okay. I'll see you

r.:

Sure

.1

;4

Ss should record

time and day on an

appointment card,

Let the students play

all three roles: land-

lord, tenant, and mes-

sage taker, . Have the

landlord call hack,

798

443



TOPIC: EMPLOYMENT ONTHEJOB

COMPETENCY: READ COMMON SAFETY AND WARNING SIGNS AT THE WORKSITE Le

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB, SIGHT WDS. GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

B + .B A

Watch out.

Be careful

No problem.
Thank you.

DANGER.

POISON

Toxic

DO NOT ENTER.

EXIT

FIRE EXIT

FLAMMABLE

NO ADMITTANCE

CAUTION

This lesson must be

vaystivity.oriented,

rabbling real

war:11141%ns should ha

made for each t

word,

: !Jo

Don't mention it.

444

Thanks,

HAZARDOUS

MATERIALS

KEEP CLEAR

?9'9

This lesson is a foll up

of CO Lesson "Safety at

WOrk and in the Home'

You should move from

dangerous situations in

the home to dangerous

situations in the works

site.

,Cheek ENGLISH THAT

WORKS flashcards for

example,

Others include:

Overloaded extension

cord

[DANGER]
Household cleaners

A worn wire oi plug

[POISON]

[DANGER]
[ HIGH VOLTAGE]

Hair spray and amok.

[ NO SMOKING]

[FLAMMABLE]

soo



TOPIC: SOCIAL LANGUAGE

COMPETENCY: CONVERSE WITH COWORKERS Lesson 8

SPEAKING LISTENING

Q_____.

VOCAB, SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS,

13.1; B

A

A

01(.9

Sure.

In a minute,

O.K., let's take,a break. activity "(Read time)

\

-

"Would, like"

followed by

a noun or

noun phrase

YIN?

What

This part of the

Social Language

lesson can be placed

in an appropriate ,

place, Before lunch

or during break time,

Use a vending ma.

chine complete with ,

"out of order" sign,

,

On the jck,

Between either two

coworkers or a co.

worker and a supervisor.

Relationships with co.

workers improve if

refugees make an effort

to make friends,

CO Lesson:

"Working in the U.S."

Break time, Cafeteria,

restroom, lounge, hall-

way, outside

"Communication &

Establishing Rapport"

activity

Would you like a 6

coffee?

drink

take a break

go to lunch

go home

call it quits

drink

'a coke

coffee

tea

soda .

'Sure,

Thanks,

>

,

B+ B A

4.

..

Yes.

No, my wife is in

How many people are

in your family?

Do thqy live with you?r

How long have you

been bing here?

.

.

, This conversatiotitakes

place in the lounge,

Basic Skills lesson:

"Mixed drinks"

Use how many/much

with measures,

302

445

familymember

Viettiam.

3 months.

time period

C



TOPIC: SOCIAL LANGUAGE

COMPETENCY: CONVERSE WITH COWORKERS Continuation , Lesson 8

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB, SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR ; ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

B+

446

B

.

A

Sure,

Not too much,

Not really,

Do you like to go

dancing? ,

activity

,

.,,'

,

.,

.

,/,,,;',,

"Go .4)4"
Future usinr,"

"gonna", .
"gonna,

ing"

Obj, Pro.

silej(ls

' Contrast

"dolwould"

.

*gonna is the more
.

common spoken form of

"going to"

CO Lesson:

"Communication: Estab.

lishing Rapport"

Formal invitations are

rare. Refugees have to

recognize invitations in

informal form,

The teacher should feel

free to continue with:

Do you like your job?

What do you do?
,

Would you like to come

to my house?

Do you like to eat

Vietnamese food?

go swimming

fishing

shopping '

dancing

,

adiPity

Would you like to

go shopping..

uctivity

with me?

I'm gonna watch TV,

What are you gonna

do tomorrow?

., activit Review

Time

Phrases

"This/next"

.,

To lead into the next

lesson, use a No

"Why not sequence,

This can be followed

by "I feel sick",

'
SO

watch V,

tinte period

u?

time period

I'm gonna go fishing,

Would you like o ,

come? !14,;;':#4.,
.11; ,

Why not .1

activity

Nothing, how 'bout y

,.

{ Sure,

I'th sorry, I can't,

(Explanation)

803

tomorrow

this weekend

this afternoon

next Sunday

on Friday

',:'' , ,

etc,

,



TOPIC: HEALTH

COMPETENCY: EXPLAIN MEDICAL PROBLEMS Lesson 9

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB,

,

SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

8+ B A

I

I feel sick,
'

-1;.'

How do yqn feel?
,

. :?

.. ,:i's

. .

w

Do you feel very sick?

"(1(11 ectIve ..

.,,,

,

These exchanges may

occur between two

friends, between A doctor

and a patient or

an employee and a

supervisor;

447
'

_
Pd

.bad , .

tired

hot

cold

sick

dizzy

OM MOO= iim Om .. OM Wm ma

intensifier

really

very

not too

a little

.
adj.

Yes/No, '1,

{A little,

intensifierjadj,

Yes/No,

A little,

1

TN°holet.tsamooeb.ad,

A little weak.

805

Do you feel very sick?

,

adjective

.

,

Past tense

time words

intensifierladj,

. ,

How did yo feel this

morning?

depressed

terrible

ne

weak

nauseous

time frame

this morning

'lafastettime fro e



TOPIC: HEALTH

COMPETENCY: EXPLAIN 'MEDICAL PROBLEMS Continuation Lesson 9

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAO, SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

B+ B A

My 'lick hurts

body' part

(really bad).

interTier

Yes/NO,

What's the matter?

Do you haye a

headache?

s,ymptoiris

body part

back

neck

shoulder

knee

chest

elbow,

intensifier

bad.

really bad

448

I have a fever.

symptom

For 2 clays,

time frame

HOW long (have you

had it)?

8)7

symptom

an earache

a backache

morning

sickness

time frame

5 days

#

, 4 hotirs:

a. couple of

dayS

T may use this oppor

tunity to review other

body parts.

American doctors use

series of questionsto

diagnose an illness.

308



TOPIC: HEALTH

COMPETENCY: EXPLAIN MEDICAL PROBLEMS CONTINUATION

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB, SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR

Lesson 9

ACTIVITIES NOTESISITUATIONS

D+ B

S /he has a fever,'

symptom

His' back hurts,

body part

S/he feels' hot,

717

09

odlectiyes

good

bad

tired

hot

cold

sick

dizzy

depressed

terrible'

weak

nauseous

Allow one student

to translate for

another,

A student May have to

translate for a friend or

child,

449



TOPIC: HOUSING

COMPETENCY; DESORISE HOUSING NEEbS
Lesson 10

GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES

How many rooms

do you want?

would you like?

BULLETIN

BOARD

l(ST) FLOOR

FOR RENT

Present conti.

nuous "looking

for"

Other two

word verbs

go to

take, ,apart

put, toge.

ther

pick up

put down

Use Basic Skill tools

and already assembled

products to demons.

trate, ,

looking for a

5.room apartment,

# type of

housing

I'm looking for a

5.room apartment

type of

housing

Did you look on the

bulletin board yet?

place of advertisement

PARKING

FURNISHED

UNFURNISH.

ED

UTILITIES

INCLUDED

The language trod'
.

mend with the

resent egntinu;u8

f, s: "What are ,

you dcling?".

Situation takes

work, between c'o.vvorko

utilities usually

gas

heat

water (hoOilifiter),

electric ty

but it Ay* 'de Mi

combinStfon the-4 ,

(44:heat ii,14;14era.'

Infokmation'about jobs,

fir sale,;andaps0'

*ntseforienti tit*

4

.ney)sp

4

LEASE Conti t of

NO PETS ire* .

,CARPETED', corstiancl,psst

BUS LIN Yitiqeaciy

CO Lesson; 1 ,

"quality crolitiop

Accu

ment turdcizen,

I o'



TOPIC: HOUSING,:

DESCRIBE HOUSING NEEDS -, Continuation,

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAD, SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES

Lesson 10

NOTES/SITUATIONS

8+

Can you take a

50,00 deposit?

amount

No, s /he doesn't,

low v. sa Ism ay It

3

(1 boy and 2 girls),

81

Does s/he have any

children?

a a. PO!. 'mt.. PM

ANY

451



TOPIC;.HOUSING

COMPETENCY; MAKING AN APPOINTMENT TO SEE AN APARTMENT 1,14son 10

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCABI SIGHT WITS, GRAMMAR ,ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

B+ B A

Hello,

Do you Wein

apartment for rent?

,

Hello,

Yes, I do, '

Pm sorry, it's taken,

,

When can you come? zi°

,

O.K. Fine,.

I'm sorry, How 'bout

'tonight/at 7:00?

type of' housing

STREET

AVENUE

Review ques

lion forms in

variouo tenses

Prep, relating

to addreises :

,

Write down time and

address on appoint,

'runt olds,

Use a map complete

with streeet directory

and letter to find the

location of the ap art-

ment,

816
,,

\

On the phone between

landlord and possible

tenant,

This phone call is prior to

a visit to see the apart.

ment.

a Ouse

an apartment

a room

Out' day

type of'

housing

(0,K, thank you),

I'd like to make

an appointment to

see the apartment

tonight

tomorrow

, this afternoon

Read time

type of

housing

How 'bout tonight

time of

i day

at 8.00?

time,

Fine,

O.K.

Where is the

apartment?

time of time

day

(It's) on 5th Ave.

street or avenue

near

Can you tell where

the apartment is?

it

452. 0 15

(Any multipleitep

direction),
,

,Sentences with imi

bedded,questiOn,



Wril;: 'MUNN

COMPETENCY; RENTING AN APARTMENT Loon 10

., SPEAKING LISTENING VOCA11, SIGHT INDS. GRAMMAR

,

ACTIVITIES

.

NOTES/SITUATIONS

B+ B A

Hello, My name Is

Ili, #4

I11Ce,to meet you.

My name Is CI, uck,

name

!lands)

i

Yes, come in,

ADDRESSES

,

,

Review

IntroductIons,

Role play. Make it

complete with ringing

doorbell, knocking,

shaking hands and

looking around,
1

,

./

Between landlord and

ossible tenant,

.

,

1

,

,1 8,
453,

WC

(Shake

Do you have an

apartment for rent?

type of

housing

I called about an

apartment,

Yes, please come in,

type of

housing

I called earlier

'Would *like to

come inf

time frame

time

frame

about an apartment,

earlier

an hour ago

two hours

ago
type of

housing

Yes, thank you,

.

8

.

7,



HOUSING

COMPETENCY: DESCRIBE IOUSINO NEEDS

SPEAKING LISTENING YOCAll, SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTESOITUATIONS,

B+

,..

13

B

A

Yes/No,

4,

Do you have any dill.
dren?

How many?

Any/some

Don't . , , any

.

,

The landlord might also

ask how old the children

are; small children break

things,

,r,

The landlord may not

think that it is possible

for 6 people to live in his/

her apartment,

.

"Utilities includ" may
be gas and electricity

only, heat and hot water

only, etc.

Security deposit is a sum

of money that is used to

repair damages made by

the tenant,
A deposit is usually 10%

of the amount;

nonrefundable until
after tenant moves to ,

a new location.
.... .. .._,

Yes, I have 4

#
childrm

3 girls and 1 boy,

IF :if

Do you have children?

How many?

.

Nouns in

series

'

{6,

$7

My wife and I and

Now many people will

live here?

family member.

4 children.

B

454

A

A B C Company

Where do you work?

work place

819

The rent is $300.00 a

'month amount

No utilities.

I need a $200.00 secti

amount

rity deposit and one

month's rent.



TOPIC: EMPLOYMENT

COMPETENCY:: FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON THE JOB (ORIENTATION' TO WORKSITE). Lesson 11

SPEAKING .LISTENING VOCAB; SIGHT WDS GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

B+ B A

ere's that?

Excuse me, where's

the Personnel

placellocation

Office?

Exclise me, can you

411 me where the

cafeteria is?

location!

place

Go to the supply room.

location

Over' there/here,

Down there.

Turn right/left,

Right there,

here,

Across the hall.

Near the supply room,

place!

location

Down the hall.

Through that .

those

'door(s),

In the back of the

front

bUilding.

Go down.there and

... turn right.

multiple -step direc-

lions)

location

the Supply

Room

the Assembly

Area

Quality Con.

trol Office

the Nurse's

Office

the Super.

visor's Office

the Personnel

Office

place

the time

clock

the lounge

the rest rooms

place

loading dock

the cafeteiia

ENTRANCE Commands

EXIT

LOADING

PARKING

VISITORS
Direction

DEPT,
woids

number
-

FIRST AID

NURSE

YOU ARE

HERE

Imbedded

queition

sequence

Then

After that

Teacher uses a factory

'floor plan which has

no rooms labeled, In

each,roomthere is a

ard with the room's

ame on it, but Ole

cards are tined bver.

The student's game

piece is placed in the

factory, S/he is then,

told where to go, If

s/he knows where to

go, fine. But if not,

she must ask, The

names of the rooms

are thus "discovered".

This takes place within a

large factory. Students

have to find their way

around the bililding

askintappropriate

questions.

This is only the second

time they have been con.

fronted with those

words, Take it slowly!

This lesson must follow

CO lesson', ,"Working.

in a factory"; hut can

precede "Small Factory

Simulation" and Basic

Skills lesson: "Mapping

the classrOOin".
I



TOPIC: EMPLOYMENT

COMPETENCY: FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON THE JOB 7 Continuation Lesson 11

SPEAKING LISTENING

B B.

Where (s) that?

What

Get what?

HOw many?

Put the boir in the

object.

supply room;

location

over there.

Go to the supply room.

location

and get the PVC pipes

object

Take 3 nails frOn the

# objects

supply room.

-75F I.

3 .

VOCAB.

object

box

nail

razor knife

elbow tees

screwdriver

PVC pipes

light

bulbs

screws:

drill bit

C-clamp

thermometer

faucet

$SIGHT WOS, GRAMMAR

Commands

Where are you going?

I'M going to the

supplycroom.

location

Pres, cont.

Where?

What can I do for you?

Can you give me

5 :Tees?

objects

Sure.

Thanks.

ACTIVITIES

Continue with this

after the Ss learn the

names of the rooms,

Again, Ss move a

game piece around the

board,

This factory floor '

plan can also be used

as a review activity,

Different instruc-

tions (relating to

what is done in the

room) are placed in.

each room, The S must

stop to converse with

the workers in the room

his/her game piece

stops in front of

This can be set up like

a monopoly board

with a hallway through

23

456

NOTE SfS, VATIO NS

T should give a negative

response if S goes to

wrongrOom,or gets,

wrong object,

Do not force them to

ask the questions if they ,

know what to get and

where to'go.,

between co-workers.

824:



TOPIC: HEALTH

COMPETENCY: EMERGENCIES AT WORK

LISTENING NIT Os: TESISITIJATKN4

I cut my finger,

accident body part

Right here,

{Yes/No,

A little,

In the supiily room,

location

(Let the students

explain any way

possible; except

translation,)

Where does it hurt?

Does it hurt here?

Where did it happen?

How did it happen?

'accident

cut

bun

hurt

twisted;

fell down

body part

see 5,1

.past tense

end pres4,

tense

r!'
Use caids:deipicting

`hOth',,the injury and'

the igise,'

Emphasize I4of

'safety precautie

. .

location

In the parking

dot

Assembly area

Supply,room

Cafeteria

Lounge

Office

On the stairs

On my machine

s.'fal place in

!lute's' office,

Check 001 on;

"SiftY at V,IrOrk & in the

Home

Use thit as a review of

.,some CO points and

'11,ESL competeqies

relating to work safety

and locations in the

worksite,

CO note:

Temporary Dis

TaSurance will ay

Worker's salary they

are injured on the job.

Any injury must be re

ported,

tY

The object is cOmmu .

nication, not structure;

T

457



TOPIC: HEALTH

COMPETENCY EMERGENCIES AT WORK Continuation Lesson 12

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB, SIGHT WDS. GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

V

Let me see the. injwy.

it.

Thistaoming.

time phrase

re t! bad.

intensifier

It looks really bad.

intensifier

It doesn't look too bad.

intensifier

When did it, happen?

intensifier

really

too

time phrase

this morning

just now

5 minutes ago

B+

How do you feel now?

You should

-go home.

go to the hospital,

see a doctor.

Time phrases

Contrast

agolyet

> "should"

modal attic.

Contra:st

"should"/

"have to"

Can you make an

ippointment for

me ?''

Yes/No.

How 'boui today?

time frame

:158
827

Is tomorrow O.K.?

time frame

time" frame

tomorrow

today

next week

Monday

day

823

Still in the nurse's offi&

The nurse may want the

worker to fill out an

insurance form.

Yet with questions.

Ago with statements.



TOPIC: HEALTH

COMPETENCY: EMERGENCIES AT WORK Continuation

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB SIGHT WDS,, GRAMMAR, ACTIVITIES

Lesson lAy

OTES SITUATIONS

Who's your supervisor?

615B

What's your department?

(Alphanumerical codes)

Let the Ss try to

pronounce some of

the expats' names;

Review letter /number

codes.

Not cal Americans have

"American" sounding.

names,

Many are also immi

rants,

S30

459



TOPIC: HEALTH

COMPETENCY: MAKE APPOINTMENTS BY HONE OR IN PERSON Lesson 12

8+ B

SPEAKING

A

LISTENING VOCAB. SIGHT WDS, GRAMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTESISMATIONS

I'd like to make an

appointment,

Yes /No,

Ten Tran,

name

T-E,N

o,k,

Fine.

I'm sorry, I can't.

O.K.

Hello, Dr. Lee's office,

name

May I help you?

Did you see the doctor

before?

What's your name?

Can you spell that?

Can,you come on

Tuesday at 3:00?

day time

itow_ahmit.Mednesday

at 4:00, day

time

day

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday.

Stmday

Possessive

form

460

I'm sorry. I have

to work,

HoW 'bout Tuesday

at 4:00 day

time 3
3tkay.

Pres, cont,

Ss must be

able to spell

at least their

own names

clearly.

On the telephone with

the receptionist or in

person.

332

(



TOPIC: HEALTH

COMPETENCY: MAKE APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE OR IN PERSON Continuation Lesson 12

SPEAKING GLISTENING VOCAB, SIGHT WDS, AMMAR ACTIVITIES NOTES/SITUATIONS

B+

,

B

Aiv

A

,

My name is Ten

name

Dan.

You are speaking to an

automatic telephone

answering machine, At

the sound of the tone,

Please leave your name

:I i a brief message,

The . ! r will call

you when e p. 1 s,

,

.

0

i

Doctors' offices are

usually closed on Wed

nesdays, Some are open

on Saturday mornings,

but not many,

When calling on Wed.

nesdays or Saturdays,

you can expect a record.

ed message,

Again, time their

responses,

It's no more than 30

seconds, )

834

461

My phone number is

783.4678,

phone number

I'd like to make an

appointment,

I'd like to make an

appointment to see

the doctor, '

i
0

,

I have a fever,

833

,,,..

i

,

.

.

Review

Poe, Adj,

Whose?

symptotit

My son has a fever,

family symptom

member vir



,TOPIC: HEALTH

QMPEtENCY: GET MEDICAL HELP (LOCATE A PLACE WITHIN A BUILDING

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAB,
'

SIGHT WIGS/ ' AMMAR ACTIVIT : ,'"' NOTE,SjSITIJATIONS

S

'

I

B ij

EicuSi me,,where is

Dr, Lee's office?

.

,,,,,1
.

,i,,,,

Down the hall,

.

clireCtpnr ip)

Downi4e linip!!;',

Over thire

Do h/te

On theLth PHARIVIA0

flo4IT

liext0'i4lic,

f

EMERGENCY .'

,HOSPITAL

AMBULANCE

RAY . ,;'))",

iNFo4m. 'fib
.,,

14El

STAINS' 9

, c4 ,),

,

1,;,y ,, ,0 ,.

, ,4; t,

. r
,'

1,, ,r ,

i

'

1

,

,,

.

I

.

-,,,''

.Take

la! or

eptionist

rinatioridesk,

ave to

for theglirections,

Ss are

plicated

directions,

ce inside a hos

clinic. Ss ask the
.

at the in

Ss May

ask'several people'

given more coin. :

mUltiple-step

..

/ .

36 ,

locgtion A

4
1

direction .
,i,'

A,

ke

. ,

i,

'

16ciatioil':

Go straight',

Turn right/left,'

406111,505

Vpstairsi

Dow Is

rik,'

,

S; i

,,,',

I'm lookulg fdr, ,

Dr, Lee's office,

Can I ItOlp you,?

,

a (.i

t).s down hall,. ,

i

,f I
,,; '

''''' 't '''' ',.

; 1

I

'4,,

j'..?, ". J'i J

,,
, .,V,;: ;

.

r' t

.
,

1

' lift

it!

MATERN T ).
, 1

,

EI l'ATRO

'1,!;',
i 4

1

,

,

I

'p, locafioN, ,4

't
.,

... ,,,,,A, i

r,

on the right

,Onultiple7,3tep direc-

Rs),
- ,

.v ,

r I

Excuse ine,'ilo,'you

'InOw.where

Dr. Lee'i Office is?'',/

' '

' '

' ...

i. ,

''

it's the' 4th door one_
,..

,

'..,t:,,,the leftitigh
It

/
oritlitfpfr7step4irec .

' tiolis)..,t 'k.

,

0..

.

I

d

.

,,,,,..,", ,, ,e,,. \,, ),'/
.., , ,, sH

, ,,,,,

4 'i

..

'

' '

if /i1
. a

, ,,,,

,

,,.:

/ :',

',INTDNSIE

CARE

.

,

'

,

' lotion.

' '' i' ,
tip;



TOPIC: 'HEALTH,
,

COMPETENCY: FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS DURING AN EXAMINATION Lesson 12

VOCA13, GRAMMAR NOTESISITUATION S

:T gives commands and

,demonsirations and

students respond,

Say "Aaah"

Open your mouth,

Roll uP'your sleeve,

Take,Off your shirt:

Cop

Lie down,

Breath iiifoit;

Situp,

Make a fist,

Cross your legs,

These instructions woulc

be given by a' octor or E

nurse in ail examination

room,



T0710,

COMPETENCY FOLLOW ;INIRpCTIONS ABOUT TREAT

, ,, w ''!
. 7

SPEAKING iLISTENINQ SIGHT PITS; GRAMMAR' .ACTIVITIESI, NOT ES/ TUATIONS
.

... li.

0 1, N 11

B+ .,"'A,

0 1,1 c,
00 ,

,.' Ucb should. I i
116v(much .Pract ee the difference'

1 ,, , i .

,... ,

tried ine HoWinany '.between how muciiihow
, .. '... ,,; ,. P6SON . 4

. ..

Should' many.
1, , t

'' I, Take 3 tablet's,'
KEEP 9UT

, ,00 Og Tilt '
IJ. '

,

# type Of medicine l'' : ptailbliiiet'8, ,

Thilsit4 ation takes place

* , REACH OF ,
* tablespoons in a doCtOr's office or a

..

CHILDREN
galill'is Dons :. teaspoons ,pharmacy. .

r#untof \ drops ..

rue,asurefnent capsules
, 3teaspoOns,- 1 table.

spoon

2 times a day., frequency
,

m ,

TSP.
Fireqtency

,,, TBSP,
once

twice .

. everyt4:
, . 4

. ,,,

..' hours .'',

1
,

B II .

, ,
, .,,

When should I take '.. inneperiod .
Students should know

them? ,
.,

f
teaspoonStablespoon

,

'',..it?' ` befoyea ,, from Basic Skills lesson;.

Take them bef meals. 1. afteeM re
"Mixed drinks"

HI,
it time period', . with Oe , ,

.

at b,edtiine Teacher may expand this

lesson by reviewing some

, of the activities in
. ,,,

,, . i: "mixed drinks"..

I ii*/ Y.,

I I f.:

,
p

0 ....: le
1 '

..

:ii,

0.
, ,

839 t,

,

I ,

. ..

464 '!'y
. g

,,,



101111.;: MLA

COMPETE01:6 FOLLOPISTRUCTIONS ABOUT TIPATMENT Tr:Continuation Lesson 12

,. SPEi?iKING LISTENING , yOCA11, SIGHT INDS, GRAMMAR'' ACTIVITIES NOTESISITUATIONS
,

z,-

How should I tat Rovicw 1

these?
i ' Otte Stionso,

this? With juice, ,

o when

water, , ' o how

o how

many
-- -- ... ......... .... _ ........ ........17...." - _

olitow

How often should I frequency much
.

take these? flick how

this? v
3 times a day ::. often

3 times a clay. # o ho'w long ,

,.." , frequency
,

, ..il .....
,,..,

HOw long should I ' durdtion . NO Some prescription are re

take these? , h REFILLS tillable, others are not.

For 2 days. eeks

ys I refill
,,,, ,,

..

,
,

.

this? .

duration i' . as long as
,

,

1

neeessary
, ..., .

',1:
.

. 4,;

,,

What should I do - ' 'activity , 4,

. iir,' , , '4' , f,

now? , ' ' .,: % .

q

.,

Stay in bed. , stay in bed ' :
...,..,

ni .

,....

.

.
, activity .. k liquids 1

1,,,,,,Q.11

i ,,,,, 1

It smoke

, .

i

' 1 on't drip t

9

'4, 1 5i: , .:
i' tany alcoholi . ,1, -,

.,:.

,m, '.

i .-' .

.. .

)
,

At. What did the doctor . Rep rted
,.:

tell you to dO? ..., s ,ch
...: ...,

41 ,',. '4 ,;;,./: \ :7.07;. ":

0
if 4' ,;',:4,....

, .

He told me to dot . , ,. ,..
4 '') ''

.. .

, I:-

to) stay in bed...t,f f.li
....
I

,p,

, 4, ' V ,"

) !

Ti,3actIVII) 4

44 4

d

t 1',

0 l',

.8'41 0 o ,,,,

,

,, ,.,
, , ,i

4t;
46.

,
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TOPIC; TRANSPORTATION

'.."COMPETENCY:." .HANOLEIMERGENCIES TI1110.,AIRPORT

SPEAKING

Excuse me, I'm

looking forjt,

gate 131t

ania

LISiTNING

, [Responds' with any

multiplestep direc-

tions]

*AB,

areas

. Oath 1342

gate #

Panm93
number

44 A,

seal number

SIGHT WAS,

[ GATE#

[ FLIGHT*I

[ SEAT#I

[ Read.Thne I

DEPARTS

[ 'ARRIVES I

INFORMA

,TION

STAIRS

TELEPHONE

GRAMMAR

Imbedded

question

ACTIVIcIES

Lesson 13

NOTES/SITUATIONS

So read: flight #

Destination, gate:/,,

and departure time,

then compare this

with their ticket,

Students s,hoi sign

their 'lent on a

baggage tag,

Each S is given

suitc1:!: Each bag

has a bagga6 tag;

Students"tire also

a baggage tag

an ust find the

m thh.

Also lookin "f'o

telepho

restrooms
f!'ti

( ExIcUse-me, can you

me whete,

gate B-12 'is?

area

I'm looking for

gate 13-12, cdri y,ou

area

466' telt me whdre it is?'

In an airport,

This is during the last

week of class,

The gate #and Departure

time are not on the

ticket, The students must

get that information

from an Arrivals/Depar-

tures board,

S

hn



TOPIC: TRANSPORTATION

COMPETENCY: ACT APPROPRIATELY IN AN AIRPLANE Lesson, 13

SPEAKING LISTENING VOCAD, SIGHT WDS, GRAIOMAR ACTIVITIES. NOTES/SITUATIOI

li+ II A

IS, gives ticket)

Ticket, please,

Yours seat's) in the buck

seTtirvtion

seat location

,'

, A

:

1,,,,,r, '''
:910;,,,

illir.14'

'.

;

,p.

o',

.0 '1
i

,

StOents find their

sellA b?naatching their

liefit:# to the # on tho :

BAK
it it i

Boarding airplano,

'''

,

Airplane is taking off

or landing.

,

,

.

ii.:i't ,- A

i

4E

..,..,_
In the back,

'. 4'ont,'

On'the right.

left,

In the center,

( TPR I

III

pl.
.

,

.1 .

I

NO SNRKING

FASTEN

YOUR SEAT.

BELT

.

.

..

,,,,

o

Coffee, Please,

Crlam only,

Sugar only.

\Black.

,fin I have some

juice?

,,.

I

Coffee?

Tea?

7UP? ,

Cream and sugar?

uYes, one minute,

' ,t,

-

,

,

,

....,

"

..,



lOPIC;, HEALTH

COMPETENCY: RBP01.1,i;. lKNR80 NO REQUE8T PERMISSION TOI!EMT.
,

.."1.8.04.4.11401MIL.1.4014,1.411,01,1.0111.1.517W

Ilrr

lr

B

468

SPEAKING

A,:

Frank I feel.oltk

,ti1i1clrllisnr ride

1 have a headache,

symp10,11

Can I go home?

locution

Friink, Hoe feel

supervisor

well,

I have a backache,

symploitt

Can I go home ,

,

OSTEN!

What's the matter?

What's wrong?

No,

11 e

VOCAO. SIGHT WHS,

flick

hot

cold

tired

bad

dizzy

,vymptoni

headache

toothed)°,

.itorriach ache

fever

to `the tae's

office

hoe Ital

emergency

room

symptom

a backache

earache

the flu

a bad cqld

a really bad

cold

rl

NURSE'S

OFFICE

HOSPITAL

EMERGENCY,

ROOM

GRAMMAR

!moo 14

ACTIVITIES NOTESISI'l UATIONS

Iii the tporuihor'fi

drive:



TOPIC: HEALTH

,COMPETENCY: REMIT SICKNESS AND REQUEST PERMISSION TOT' AVE ConLation

SPEAKING

Thanks, Frank,

supervisor,

GRAMMAR

Sure,

HI try,

Pm sorry, I cant,

Yes,

No.

{Take cite, ok?

Take a rest; ok?

Can you stay until

3:00?

time

7-

Can you finish yoUr

job first?

r

ACTIVITIES

If possible, use a time

clock in tlass, By this

time, they should be

well aware'of factory

procedures. Keep,a

rack with their time

cards in alphabetical

order,, Have them

write the time that

they enter and leave,

leave.

ri

Lesson 14

NOTES /SITUATIONS

"Punch out" means to

record the time you leave

on the time clock

CO Lesson;

"Sorting and classifying"

"Mailroom Simulation"

The emphasis in these

lessons is coding, The

teacher may want to

code the students' time

cards,and have them put

the cards in order,

650
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Refugee Processing Center,

Bataan, Philippines

Background

The 1E8140/Pit program in the Philippine Refugee Processing Center

(PRPC) In Bataan is conducted by the International Catholic Migration

Commission (ICMC), Founded,in 1951, ICMC is an international

nonprofit organization with affiliate offices in 50 countries around the

v/orld, zoom iffillatiln the U.S. is the office of Migration and Refugee

Services in the U.S."CatholleConference which, through,the Catholic

dioceses, resettles thousands of refugees every year,

The PRPC is the largest of its kind, capable of accommodating 17,200

refugees, A four.hour drive from Manila, the center stretches three

and onehalf miles along a ridge ing from the South 'China Sea on the

western side oftheBataan Peninou t is divided into 10 neighbor

hoods whiCh house, in long wooden barracks approximately 1,700 refugees

eaq.,. Cl es are conduCted in the neighborhoods in centralized school

house blocks,' Administrative offices, staff housing, and other facilities

are located within the center, although, somestaff members live in the

hearby Own of Morong.

InSarch ,1980, ICMC began an English language program at the Philip

pine Refugee Processing Center, Later that year, ICMC was contracted

to,provide an inteniviESL/CO program to U,S,7bound refugees.

This effort;was funded by the U.S..Bureau for Refugee Programs Depart.

ment of State, By March 1982, the cycles were lengthened, cl; size

'as reduced; and.an :01 ted ESL/CO curriculum was developed for

the lowest level classes. In August 1982, formation of thePreem

ployment Training Program began, More than 36,000 refugees have

completed the Bataan progain since November 1980,

Student Populption

Pre employMent 'rraining is delivered to all students at the .A igid B level,

The ethnic makeup of the student population varies from month to

month, As of late 1983, itwas approximately 50% Cambodian, over

30% Vietnamese and 15% Lao, including a small number of hilltribe

refugees.,

Curriculum beserilition

As yirtually all actlyiti nvolved giving/receiving instructions, the

language was written Instructions" to In presented as cues for

the students' physical 'p Alliance of the task, The instructional language

used Incorporated muclrof the required regional language, The r main

der of the regional language bonaltited largely of designated "fe

language" which, as it was agreed at the conference; was not to be t d

to specific activities but would be presented throughout the entire cu

culum, This langUage was not written onto the curriculum page, but

was seen as a small pool 'of language which teachers were to elicit from

students and practice in every lesson.

The CO content was dealt within tw ways, Major CO presentations

were not incorporated in the basicjob skill activity lessons, It was

thought that incorporation might draw awayfrom the emphasis on

Oils and language and would not allow for the thorough treatment the

CO content warranted., However, teachers are encouraged to address

cultural orientation points as they arise in the classroom, This Is called

"living CO" and is exemplified throughout, the day by such behavior

tai saying "Excuse me" as you pass, having students line up for the bus,

having students walk next to a teacher/supervisor instead of 10 steps

behind, ete,

Major CO content areas, such as workplace procedures and maintaining

good.relations on the jcib; are dealt with in separate lessons called

orientation units," These units covered all the designated pre.employ

ment CO points and inclucle many other considered essential in

rounding out the preemployment cultural orientation experience

presented to the student. Orientation lessons are designed as role

'plays to be acted out by teacher and students; then processed and

discussed in.the native language. Theleacher is free to substitute an

other activity of his/her choice, hoWevei, and ,orientation lessons are

being expanded,

s54
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PRIE.EMPOYMENTRAINING CUltRICULIJM

Dodo moot Process
I I

A Wor oup consisting of ten supervisors from 01%C° and ESL

iirogr ms was formed in September, 1982, The group task was to

'write the curriculum for the Preemployment 'raining Progratind to

,formulattthe draft guidelines for teacher training,' teacher selection

and logistics',

Pre.emploYin imt 01118808 startoiN the end of November, 1082. The

,
i)Prodtiets froM the initial w9rking group provided the first lessons for

the.classroom and were a starting point for Bataan participation in the

: January, 1983, Regional Conference in Manila on the Pre.employment

component, he Manila Conference produced a general curriculum

guide for region WhIch_was to serve as a base for the developmek

of site curricula, It str'essed basic skills activities,

t

Scheduling , ,

As mandated, Bataan Pre.employment Training consists of 108 hours of

instructon, curriculum is arranged to conform to the pre nt

chedullng m. Students In levels A d'D study f

ur and onehalf hours per day for 16, eeks,., In, addltio , Pr

ment Training classes are conduct° in Aid *eekly segm nts,oin

spersed to f1 within an ovprall .week program schedule: Level A

students attend classes throw the Integrated Program which combines,

both English Language end Itural orientation in true under one , .

teacher with the help of 'refugee interpreter, Lev B tudents follow a

concurrent ESL and O schedule, Students in I s C, D and E also,

follow a concum schedule for four and onal hours a lay, ,`" 1

Organizatiii

The Curriculum is organized along the regional basic job skills compe

.tiicies, They are grouped intomajortopic areas, within which I

individual competencies are ordered as tocgnceptual complexity, (See (

the Pre-employment Curriculum Outline) The competencies are taught .

through a series of activity-based lessons which begin with the simpler

competencies in the earltr part of the program and move through

more ,complex competeleies in the course of the four weeks of instruc.

tion. The competency topic areas are studied concurrently; that is,

lessone or units in each triple are included in each of the four weeks,

The Course Syllabus provides an overview of the lessons covered in the

f ourfeek instructions,

Y.

,

Edueollonal Approach

The primary focus of pre.employment instruction Is language rather

than basic job skills, Since most of the skills involved aro relatively

simple, even for A students, teachers emphasize the language practice

aspect of basic skill and cultural orientation lessons, This Also serviis

to maki; an otherwise simple activity mare challenging,

('

' In regard to Image which accompanies the activities, it Is expected

that students not only listen and respond to the instnietiona, but

'actually give some of the instructions theinselveo to other students

In.the course of classroom practice, Student use and production of the

language is Been aH essltial to mOterY of it. '

neentratal etude t practice of the language CAR occur most Wec .

ti ely in group wor For this reason, it is suggested that, for most of /
the activity lessons, the class (averaging 18.20 stUdenti) be divided '

into four groups, Materials and procedures are listed with this in mind,

Group work increases the amount of active student paAicipation, allowing

for more student "contact time" with the language, To teacher, after

initial demonstration of theictivity and the instructional language

involved, orchestrates the lesson so that, the students in each group are

giving instructionato other students who perform the activities, The

'step.by.step

procedtis something like this:
,

1,, Teacher and Assistant TeacherAIIT) demonstrate; students ,

watch and listen,

, .

2. Teachevnd Assil'tant Teacher demonstrate; students repeat

instructionsand mimic procedure:,

3. Teacher instOs an individual student to be &model:
io 1

4, The class is dMded into pups; teacher instucts one student,

from each group to be a model, ---

5, Each of the "model" students instructs the other members

of her/his group; then other students take turns doing

the same, Teacher and AT circulate to monitor and

assist groups. i

By following this techniOuecramobth transition from a teachementered

to a itudenkentered focus is made and student language practice can

be maximized,

,



Methodology
14'

To focus of the lesson is on language:students:are to produce as well

ea respond to 1144141°ns,, Ppictice oftlinguage takes place In groups'

within each elulia and between studentii or Iti4ent and teacher, Teachers

are free toadjust the lessons accoling to the level and needs of their

iialividual students and (lama as a whole, For major changes, teeeherti

work in\conjunction with their supervisors, Variations and Minor

adjustments are Made at the teacher's discretionAachera can

change activities (except those mandated regionally): creating

variations uctivitlea in the coattail*, combining activities; deleting

activities; adding their own activities; and/or rearranging the schedule

of activities, '\

Problem Solvinglituations

After the atudentiliave Mlton) time to practice the activity, problem

situations are intro%cd, 'he problems listed are examples of those

which teachers inco ,orate into their lessons, Problems may be planned

by the teacher and/or\assistant teacher or they may occur naturally

during the class, The teacher and assistant teacher should take advantage

of those unplanned problems to elicit language from the students,

Staffing

The Filipino teaching staff are graduates of Philippine colleges anduniver.

sities. Most of those who jolt the Pre-employment Training Progam

were experienced teachers in e Intensive ESLIO and Integrated

program, Some newer teacherare beginning their career in eduCation

with the pre employment classes., The majority of the supervisors and

program coordinator's are Amerieam Theyte graduates of U.S. colleges

and universities and draw hemily bn their experiences in the workplace

- as well as their formal educatioll, efugees with advanced English skills

are trained as Aslistant Teachers an assigned to the Preemployment

Training Prognd,
ti

Teacher Training ,

The Filipino teaching staff receives at least 10ours of inervice staff

development supervision per week, Training includes teaching methods

and techniques, orientation to materials and media, and updates from

resettlement agencies and service providers in.the U.S. The Filipino'

teaching staff has had little preyiqs working experience in the U,S,

labor market; thus; teaching language and ski& ielated to U.S. jobs

is also a new effort, Tiring therefore focuses on familiteizing teachers

57

with die Amok:oil woritplami, the work relotionah Me that iixist and the

types of interchanges that might take place, Maximizing cleasroom langui

tgi) praetice and eliciting teethe:It language are two.of the skills most

strongly emphasized,

The Role of the Assistant Teacher

The AssIstunt.Teacher (Al), has a variety of roles in the pree mloyment

clams These include:

model supervisor

coeecher

teacher aide

tutor

'Ventilator (for CO,leasons)

Ansiditional end vitally Important role is that of cultural infonnatit,

liecatui that AT Is (almost always) from the same ethnic group as the stu-

dents, Is a catalyst.for the teacher to better understand,exIsting'

differences, The AT Informs the teacher of cultural apsects which may

affect the class and the learning' that takes place,

Because of hisiher English language ability, the AT is also a catalyst

for learners' insight into the teacher's culture as well as the culture'

of the U.S.A.

View of the Future

The basic curriculum is complete and Is functioning adequately, Changes

are planned in the following mils:

Curriculum and Implementation

1)

2)

3)

Refine language and activities as they are presently/stated,

Improve the method of leveling for lev,e1B students by providing

more challenging Ian uage (and perhaps basic skill) activities,

Incorporate sampl 'Communication Loop Language" in the

written curriculu

4) Write new Cultural Orientation Units or expand the present

Cultural Orientation content of basic skill activities where

Develop a system of student achievement and proficiency

assessment,

6) Develop a bank of teacher created activities,

5)

415



Teacher Training

1) Ite.emplossize the primary focus of the Pro,omploymotit Program
as language acquisltionlither than the teaching of basic skills,

2) .6evelop,the teaching staff's ability to expand the language
practice offered in the lessons.

3) \Develop teachers' skills with role Plays and other techniques used
When presenting the Cultural Orientation lessons,

4) De VkIlop teachers' Akilla in using a wide variety of HSI, teaching
tecluliques,

*,c

Program'Desio,

1) 'Develop a formalizit'id institutional. method'ot feedback from students

and AT's, .

476



BATAAN, PHILIPPINES'
Pre omploymont Curriculum

OUTLINE'OF BASIC SKILLS COASETENCIFS, INCLUDING
AerivrriEs AND SCI. EDULING

1 MAIN TOPICS: COUNTING
MEASURING (linear)
MEASURING (wseilibt)
MEASURING (volume)
HORTING/ORGANIZING
'PORMS/HCIIEDULEH
PLANS
PATTERNS
ASSEMBLY

CUmpetenclesi

A, Correlating numeral and
quantity

B. Sequencing numbers

C. Counting out a given number

D. (1) Counting and re
recording

(2) Verifying a written
count

COUNTING

Activities UNIT PEl Wk,

1. Number/dot flashcards
2. Domino matching game

I (RI
I

1/2
1

1. Put number cards in
order

2. Collate papers .

II(R]

II

1. Spinner game /card gam. 9
2. Put certain nuniber or

buttons in a plastic
bag

3. Put certain number of
screws of 4 different
sizes into bags. '-'

III

HI

(It] III

1

1

2

1. Count number of tags
In envelope, record
number

e 2. Count number of screws
in bags and mark count
on bag

IV

(11,1JV
aE ,

1. After Act. D(1)1,
verify the recorded
count

2. Verify count in D(1)2.

IV
,

[It] IV

1

2

860

a

*Lessor4 displayed in this manual.



yL PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 21: MEASURE WIRE CAUSING A BULB TO LIGIlif

,TEACHER 4 STUDENT

P,E,T, LESSON 1 Galang

SEQUENCE AND'NOTES , ,

1, T hands out razor knives, electrical wire,

lomlers,

TASK SEQURICE

1, Each S cuts apiece

of wire 10 inches

long,

T 1110111d Hit those who are having

trouble measuring or have a S that cm

measure help those who cannot, Ssphould

:also be reminded to'be carefulwhen

using the knife,

LISTENING.: SPEAKING VOCABUIARYILITERACY

1:,..,,':,.01easiire.the wire,

the eridli,

.po you understand?
"Yr

2, T 'hands out ken batteries and flashlight

bulbs,

T. draws the wiring pattern the Ss have

discovered on the blackboard,

2,. Ss, given a Dtell bat=

tery and a good bulb,

are asked to make the

bulb, light up, Those

who caido,thia right

away are asked to try

lighting the bulb

using a different wiring.

pattern,

Rat's;the problem?

ViEBS

measure

cut I

strip

ABIETIVES

Be careful,

The razoris shirp.

knife

2, Make it light up,

Does it work?

Check it.

Understand?

O.K.



Competencies

A. Using a given item as a
standard of measure

MEASURING (weight) -1

Activities, UNIT PET Wk.

1. Given a one pound bag of ,
Beans, find another bag.
of-the same -weight.; first',
by feel, then by, marldngii
on a scale.

2. Given a scale with a
marked dial, fill bags
with/beans until the
correct weight is reached

3. Mark on dial (of scale)
weight of a given bag of
beans; fill other bags
with the same weight
of 'beans.

Making and using a
siandard.of measure

Using a scale
(English System)

Competencies

A-.1i Using a given item as a
standard of measure

1/[R]

2

2/3

[Under reconsideration]

o
1. Weigh out specified weights II

lof beans and mark weight on
bags.

2. Weigh given objects on a
scale and report/record
weight in pounds.
(worksheet)

II

3. Weigh objects and report/ II
record weight pounds
ounces. (worksheet)

J

3

MEASURING (volume)

Activities UNIT PET Wk.

1. Distinguish which one
of 5 containers of water
is filled to a different
level.

2. Fill a cup to a marked
line in measuring water
into a bucket; use a spoon
to measure detergent. Use
solution to wash chairs.

I 3

Making and using a standard
of measure

3/4

(Under reconsideration)



u. using a measuring cup
(English System)

Use measuring cup 4(.3
measure water and soap for
making cleaning solution.

2. Use measuring cup to mea-
. sure quantities of water in

various containers and;
report/record ;nee gmenta.

LSORTI,NG ANDARGANIZI.,;

Activ idesCompetencieF

A.. Sorting Rig:Qs:by given
characteristics:
(1) by color . Sort spools of thread

according to color by.
putting them rack;
then count.

(2) by shape . Sort rourki and square,
beads.

2. Sort knives, forks and
spoons.by putting them
away in a silverware
day.

( (3) by material Sort plastic, metal
cloth, and wooden
buttons.

* 1. Sort different sizes
of tags by putting them in
boxes.

*2. Put bags of different-
sized tags into boxes
marked with a sample;
count and record number.

(5) by quality

B: 'Locating, retrieving or
placing an itbm in an.
Organizedrsystern.

1. Sort good flashlight
bulbs from defective
ones.

1'. Find and check name on II
list.

(a) File papers marked
with colored dots
into folders marked
with corresponding
colors.

A'.(14tfile numbered papers II
tri numbered folders.

(c) file papers marked II
with a letter into
folders marked with
letters.



5. rut sups oz.paper marxea
with alphanumeric codes
in order.

. 4. Get a request file
folder from withina e 2

sequence Xn.tunber, letter:.
alphanuMeric).

5., (a) Put,shirts on a rack
by letter size (S, M,

(b) Put shirts on tirack''
,..by !lumber size.

6. (a) Get a requested 0_
key from ,a peg board..
arranged Alphanumeric:
ally.

(b) Repl e key in correct
locat. n on peg board

1. Arrangedifferent 'sized
' nails in a logic6ai order

.
(to easily finda re-
quested size).-, . AQT

.C. Organizing items into
logical.arrangement.

I II/LnJ zio

. , , .

2. rrange numbered keys' (1,01-IV
02, 201-201, 301 - 302- -)

on rack in ordered way.

Arrange bags a screws, nuts I
and washers of 4 different
sizes on racic.

FORMS AND SCHEDULES

Competencies Activities

Using a. time caid:.: *1. Use a simplifiedltime
card.

*2.. Punch in and out of
class on actual time
card and record total

'daily hours.
I

*1. Refer to posted clean- ,

up schedule for assign-
ments.

*2. Refer to posted class
schedule to determine

- time 'of various activities
(e.g. break, clean-up
times).

. "Following daily schedule

II/[R]

C. Using forms and ctarts
(1) Stock inventory list . Take inventory of stock

used in Act. C3, Sorting
and Organizing.



awr

Competencies

A... Locating given areas on.
plans
(1) Classr9orn

.;

(2): building,

4

(3) site

-

0.

kompevtencies

A sing a pattern to make
an'object (and if appro-
priate, chelt object for
conformity o pattern).

Vk "tr

B. Making and using a pattern

Activities

Identify own location o4.:
a classroom floorpran antl
initial location.

UNIT PEfiNk.°

I/[R] 1/2

C

.2. (a) Locate assigned seat ( I/[R] 1/2
by finding initials ° 11,

on clasSroomfloOr-
plan.,

turned aro
(124)'AiSit);butulvidt1'plan

)

3. (a) Rearindre furnitu,re in -II
classroom according to
revised floorplan..;

J;

(b).-Locate seat in re-
qrranged ficoorplan
by 'referring to
initials.

1. Locate classrooin on .

buildingfloortifari.

2. Find given location
Marked on a building

. fiiiorpliin (e.g. exi
-restroom, doom members).

It
Oven location IV
al?. (worksheet),. a on site

In-

PATTERNS

116 Activities'

1. U s e a to tfitce
initials on over of
notelpok.

Millie a cloth na

3. Mate a T-shirt. °

ifse a stencil to make a
° feleinitial to put on

pin Cushion madeIn B1.

UNIT ,PET WIC;

5. 'Make a dip oma count. V

1. Make a pin : hion using III
a pattern students make ,-.9

from a foim rubber form.
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Competencies

A.\ Completing a Construction,
\or asseMbly task by follow-
ing step-by:sterpictures. j

Completing construct ion
or assembly ask by follow-
ing a model sample
piece of finished work.

(1) Without 'required
sequence df steps

(2) With required sequence
of hteps

f

. Completing:a-construction%
or assembly task by follow-
ing demonstrations and oral
instructions.

(1) As an individual

2

Activities PET Wk.

. --,
Select and.conneet wires
to nails on a pegboard

in-three steps, each
;shown by a picture.

(a) using a pre-cut colored
Wire and colored
illustrations

(b) using pre-Cut black
wire and black `and
white illtistrations.

(c) cutting wire flit.

Fold: paper cupliom as'
rheet-of paper foilo3vitig

Assemble fielothes.rack II
b"ST,followin
trated instruq, ) ' ,heet.

-

0';

Asseircble a
ing aatep-by-s
illustrated-hist
Sheet: A

-I
y follow- III

and'
tion

4: (a) duplic te a giver
wiring 1J, t. ern shown
oh a'peg b d model!), 1

(b) duplicate tern
shown by a

(a) s e as (0--aisg
(b) ame as-(b) aboVe:\

Make a beaded necldice
by following a model.

4/2 ;,4

'1/2

Il 2
II 2

IIL

1.' Si connects wires on
, board in own design,
then gives S2 directions
to produce the same.
design (see Act.A(2) 1).

2. Assemble a wooden doll.

867
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. lAssemble arlamp,:from PVC,, ' z IV
pipe., -

*
. Asseinble4Olatties rack -from:

PVC pipe-
(3) As Part oil'anasstabl3f,

line

*2.. Pack silverware sets:

3.. Assemble it lamp from
.Pyt .

4. Make flowers fram'iibbon. IV

5 Make wOoden blocks of IV
differeni shiwesitml sizes

6, a Make a box from raj-to-him.. IV



'BATAAN PFtE-EMPLOYMENT TRAINING CURRICULUM
.

,

. ORIENTATION UNITS

II Orlentation to Pre-employment Training
II dObs for Refugees in America

III Staff, Responsibilities and.Relationships; Workplace locations
IV Po Hales and Procedures I: Attendance

V Policies and Procedures II: Shop Rules and Safety
VIA POlicies NW Procedures III: Pay

VII Work Assignments, Training and Job Performance;
Work Record; Leaving a Job

. VIII Communication on the Job
IX Maintaining Good Relations on the Job I: Greetings, Mall Talk

X Maintaihing Good Relations on the Job IT Asking Questions;
Asking for or Offering Help, Invitations; Conflicts and
Other Problenis

XI Maintaining Good Relations on the Job III: Work Attitudes

and Work Habits
XII Maintaining Good Relations on the Job IV: Personal Habits

XIII Waiting in Line

XIV Orientation to the Restroom

Schedulihg: Week 1 : I, rit XIII, XIV
Week 2 : III, IV, V
Week 3 : VI, VII, VIII'
Week 4 : IX, X, XI, XII
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Bataan

're-Employment Activiiie
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I. COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

Lessons

1. Competency 3:

2, Competency 7:

3. Competency 9:

Probleni Solving

1. Competency 1; The student can demonstrate theibility

4 to perform assignments after initial

training:

c, showing motor skills and self-

confidence with tasks and equipment,

making problem-solving judgments

for minor problems while working to

specifications,

Pre-employment Activity

Bataan Lesson 1

USING A TIME CARD

4

The student can use counting skills to

complete a task,

a, making counts

The student can use titierelatet informa-

tion on schedules and forms.

The student can recognize visual cues

and signs indicating direction, operation,

and areas/locations,

B. VESL

Lessons

1. Competency 1: The students col follow simple directions,

b, Follow one-step directions,

1. To start a task,

2. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of task,

e. Report time worked,

3. Competencyl: The student can ask for clarification.
. ,

a. Indicate lack ofinderstanding,

4. Competency 9: The student can use numbers.

c. Provide a count.

f. Read and report time on work records,

5, Competency 11: The student can read and,write work.

related personal informations

6. Competency 12: The student can read workplace signs.

a. Re d common workplace signs.

7. CoMpetency 13: The Went can initiate and respond to

pee ings and farewells, establish rapport.

b. Initiate and respond to farewells.

8. Competency 14: The student can identify and introduce

him/herself and others,

a. Identify and introduce himlherself and

others.

b. Introduce him/herself and others,

Problem Solving

1. Competency 1: Students/can follow simple directions.

b. Follow one-step directions.

1. To start a task

487
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2, Competency 2: Students can follow redirected instruc

dons.

A. Respond to negative command.

b. Follow instructions, delay, repeat and

reorder an activity,

3. Competency 7 :' Students can ask and respond to items in

the workplace.

c, Make and respond to a request for an

object,

,

4, ipoMpetency 11: Students can read and write workrelated

periOnal informafion.

5. Competency 12: Students can read workprace sips.

6. Competency 14: Students can identify and introduce

themselves and others.

C. Cult7al Orientatign

Lessons

. Identify and introduce themselves and

others,

1. Competency 2: Students understand how pre.employ.

ment training can ist adjustment to

life in the U,S, by helping them to

, develop realistic strategies for gainful

employment,

a, Student can: relate training to

common entry-level jobs generally

available to refugees,

2. Competency 3:, Student's understand importance of rules,

policies and procedures common to the

workplace:

a. The student can identify strategies for

clarifying workplace rules, policies

and procedures.

b, Given a sample of company rules,

policies or procedures, the student can

distinguish situations which conform

to or violate them,

3, Competency 7: Students understand that work habits and

decisions affect present and future

employment prospects,

cea. Stu nts can state the components of

a go d work record.

Problem Solving

1, Competency 3: Students understand importance of rules,

policies and procedures t ommOn to the

workplace: 1

b. Given a sample of coovany rules,

policies or procedures, the student can

distinguish situations which conform

to or violate them:

2. 'Competency 5: Students understand the importance of

communication in accomplishing job

ignments at the workplace:

a. Given the following situations on the

job, student can select from various

alternatives the most appropriate

action:

3 being unable to carry out a given task

4. negative feedback from supenrisOr

or co-worker .

5, something goes wrong on the job

b. Student can give examples of situ

ations in which is is appropriate to

interrupt a co-worker or superviiisor,

II. LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Description of Activity

1. Students fill in name and file a simplified time card.

2. Students fill IN and OUT columns on cards with time

they enter and leave,

3. Students total the number of hours attended each day,



B Problem Solving

After the students have practiced the language and perfomied

the activity, the teacher can present the activity again and

incorporate problems, such as, giving the Ss time cards on

which their names are spelled incorrectly; not giting one or

all of the students time cards when they come to class one

day, See Procedure, Section VI,

III, CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A, Time In The Workplace (given in the native language)

Workers in 'American.cornpanies are expected to work

a standard numbers of hours'a week, In almost all companies

each worker is told when his/her lunch break will be, when

to arrive at and leave work, The number of hours and minutes

each employee works Mir day is carefully recorded, At the

end of the pay period, the hours worked are totaled and

multiplied by the wage paid for each hour of work, This

amount is how much yon will be paid,

It is important for both the employee and employerto keep

accurate records of the time worked, Because there are many

worker's M a company, it irdifficult to record the time worked

for each eniployee'unless a system is used, Some companies

use time sheets Ott:workers sign and record the time they

enter and leave'the building each day, Other companies use

lime clocks with a card for each worker, The workers put

their cards in a slot and the time clock prints the time on

eir "time card"; The card is "punched" each time the

orkers come in or leave their work station, In this way

the comPany can keep a very accurate and complete record of

the hours workers spends on the job, It's also a good idea for

every worker to keep a personal record of the number of

hours he or she hai worked,

'B, At many companies, each employee receives .a time card with

his/her name on it which s/he uses for one week. When s/he

comes tO work, the worker takes his/her time card from

the time rack under "OUT", "punchesin" in the time clock

so the time is recorded, and places the card in the' the rack

under "IN", When the worker finishes working, s/he takes the

card from the "IN" rack, "punches out" in the time clOck,

and places the card in the "out" rack Workers are bften

required to punch in and out during lunchtime, A worker can

only punch in/out his/her own time card; s /he cannot punch

in/out a friend's card,

IV. MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Equiiment and Sup plies

1, 1 simplified time card per student

(mimeo 8 x .5 cards)

2, In/Out card rack (hung on wall)

3, 1 actual time card per student

4, Time clock

,

a
I
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DRAWINGS

No, Eelling 19

Name'

Dept,

Position

Age

Actual Time Card

HOW Rate Amount ABSENCES

Rig,

0
Z Finn

Over,
0

P

Withhold.

In Tee

AIM
Toni EernIqs, 1111

Leo Malone

A

14 IIII
NET PAY ...

a
TOTAL
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1111111
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1111

1111
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1111
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3
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II
IN
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ii..,®®®MilIII

10
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NI III11111.

®®13

14a a Ill
III15 a II
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No,' Icy Wing
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09t, Age

Hun Rate Amount ABSENCES

Res, ._.1J
0
z

0

}"
U

a°

41

A

Finn

Withhold..
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®I
ME

Over,

Tole EarnInp I
Lei DeduclIone

NET PAY TOTAL
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17

INORNIN r AFTERNOON OVERTIME 5,1

410IN
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IMIN

OUT n OUT 1111 OUT

IN
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El

18

1 9 I
2° MN1111 111
21 ME
22 III NM

3 IMMIIMII
24 111111111.1111111
25

2 8

,

111
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18 1111111111111
29 1111

®M® i®®
31

1 Hereby certify the Ihkebove records Ill Title and covert,'

E PLOYUISIONATIA1 0
MODEL.1,000

COMO TEL 26.61.45 28.51.11 26.51.11 0 0



V, DRAWING

, Simplified Time Card

TIME CARD

NAME

DAY I N 0111 TOTAL

I.D.s

DAY N OUT TOTAL

3, 19

4 20

21 .

6,
22

-23---

__8.: 24

25

10 26

11 27

28

29

miIm1104.1111010...11.101i

14 30

15. 31



A, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY 1 FILLING OUT AND FILINO TIMECARD P,E,T, LESSON 1 Bataan

(T)EACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES1

STUDENT

1, T introduces.the concept of printing

a name on a lino by drawing the following

on the board:

Name:

Last

'1' and AT print their names on the

line, last,name first,

NOTE: This concept has been introduced

in the regular ESL class, so it, should not

be completely new for the stu'denti,

T pints several more labelled links

on the board, the same as the one above,

and asks individual Ss to print their names

on the lines,

2, T hands out simplified time cards and has

the-Ss print names on-the cards-(last

name, first name). If Ss are unable td

print their names' by themselves, the T

gives them strips of paper with their

names already Opted on them and has

the Ss copy.

Ss are then given an actual time

card on which they write their names,

3. T and AT, explain cultural information

(see IIIA),

4, T and AT, model filing a time card in the

card rack on the wall. While placing the

cardunder "IN", teacher repeats "IN"

several times,

492

831

TASK SEQU NCE

1, Ss listen and respond

when appropriate.

Ss particOate in

lesson as,directed using

appropriate language.

1 Ss write their names

on the time cardsflast

names first,

3, Ss listen and respond

appropriately,.

4, Ss practice filing their

time cards.,

LISTENING SPEAKING VOCADULARYILITERACY

1, Write your (first/last)

name hereithere:

name

t

2, [see language above]

1, OK,

Yes ,1

4, [This language is for

T.production only.]

name

4. Yes.

LITERACY"'9=.
Nang

Last

[Print own name]

NEW VOCABULARY

`timecard

NEW VOCABULARY

out

t
rack

882



VI, PROCEDURE ACIWITY I FILLING OUT AND FILING A TIMECARD
11P

ESSON 1 Bataan

TEACHER ,
.

STUDENT
,

,

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

,

LISTENING SPEAKIN9 VOCABUI4RYILITERACY

,

T and AT eitplain cultural Information

(see IIIB),

T instructs students to file their time

card under the "IN" column of the card

rack, T calls on students in alphabetical

order to put their cards in the slot so that

they are arranged In alphabetical order,

T repeats the same with "OUT",

Problem Solving

A. T misspells name(s) of student(s) on ,

time card,

B, T takeiT(a) siudent'M time card out

of the time rack before the Ss come to

cl. ,

[Note; Both of these activities can be done

on any day after the day this lesson

is introduced,]

883

,
,

,

S(s) tell VAT that their

names are misspelled;

.

tell ,

Ss tell T/AT their timl

card is missing,

Take the time card,

Go over there
,

Put the card number

"INTOUT",

Yes.

Sorry.

Yes. '

Here, ,

,

4

.

OK,

,

OK,

.

, '

OK:

Excuse me

(This is) wrong,

not right/good,

My name is __ _ _ _ _ _

[spell name]

,

Excuse me,

NO time card,

Thank you,

,
. .

°

0

,

.

884

4

4

.
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VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY 2: RECORDING DATES AND TIME ON A TIME CARD P,E.T, LESSON 1 saran

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING

......
VOCADULARYILITERACY

1, T reviews telling time, then 'II draws

a Amplified time card on the board and,

fills in a name, Slhe points to the IN"
column, looks at his/her watch, gives the

time aloud and writes the time under the

"IN" column,

9, T has Ss form a single line as they take

their cards from the ruck , and instructs

them to, write 'the time on the card in

the space next to the day's date,

I circulates, checking to make,sure ,

students '4ve filled in the time correct.

ly, Thenflias Ss filiicards under "IN",

if necessary calling Ss in alphabetical

Order,

NOTE: Teachers may first have to '

explkin alphabetical order to Ss in native

language-and-have them practice alphabet.

izing,

4

885

,

494

1, Si listen and observe,

responding when ap.

provide, 1

2, Ss retrieve their time

cards and fill in the"

correct number,

1, What time is it?

(It's)

2, OK,

Yes,

is that right?

LITERACY

[day) 1

# (for day's data) i ,

, ,

time

(clock face and digittli) ;'

1

1 , .

,

,

r

)

,

,

,

*
.

, 83

.

time

2, [This language for T.

production onlyi

[Go over there]

[Get your time card,)

[Write the timed

(Put the card back]

[Put it under IN' ,]

Yes,

,

,



VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY 3: RECORDING TOTAL pm ATTENDED EACH DAY

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING

STUDENT

P,EiT, LEMON I Ratio

SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

[NOTE: This activity Is done on the last day

of the weeks]

I, I draws a simplified time card on t e

board and reviews the language a

cultural orientation (see ILIA) co red

in the two previous activities about filling

out and tiling time cards,and recording

dates and times,

2, T uses a practise clock to count the

number of hours worked then points

to "'TOTAL" on the simplified time card,

To demonstratepacher asks AT to fill

in 41/2 hours or 4:15 or 4:45 under

"TOTAL" next to corresponding number

for the date, Then 'I' has several 88 ROM(

to the board and fill in totals,

T instructs students to get their time

cards from the rack, fill in "TOTAL"

hours worked, and put the cards back,

887

1, 8s respond as directed,

2, Ss listen and respond!"

3, Ss find their time

cards, total the hours

worked and record the

number,

see previous 2 activities]

2, how many (hours)?

one

ICome
here,

Write the numbethere,

Here,

3, Get your time card,

Write the total,

Put the time card back,

see previous '2 activities]

2, Yes,

OK,

Here?

OK,

3, OK,

All right,

INIlimma.1111imia..111

NEW VOCABULARY

total

NEW VOCABULARY

Put (the time card) back,

495



Pre-employment Activity

Bataan-Lesson 2

LINEAR MEASURING

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

Competency 6: The student can ask how to say something

in English.

a. Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures.

4. Competency 74 The student can ask and respond to items

in the work place,

c. Make and respond to a request for an

object

1. Competency 4: The student can measure using tools:

a. _determining if two quantities are

of equal length, volume, or weight.

d. . measuring the length, volume or

weight measurement of something

using a standard tool,

B. VESL I
1. Competency 1: The student can follow simple direc

Eons.

2, Competency 5:

b. onestep directions.

f. Follow directions to complete a form

The student can ask for clarification,

b. Ask for clarification.

c. Ask fdr repetition of demonstration,

3. Competency 9: The student can use numbers.

e. Read and report a measurement,

Problem Solving

1. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of task.,

c, Provide specific assessment of a

pr duct.

scribe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task.

2. Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback, assist,

ante, advice and emergency help,

b. Ask for assistance or advice from a

supervisor or co-worker,

C. Cultural Orientation

Problem Solving

1, Competency 5: Students understand the importance of

communication in accomplishing job

assignments at the workplace:

a. GiVen the following situations on the-

job, student can select from various

alternatives the most appropriate

action:

5, something goes wrong on the job.

b, Student can give examples' of situ.

ations in which it is appropriate to

interrupt a coworker or supervisor,

II, LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Description of Activity

1. Ss measure a piece of wire with a ruler, then measure

other pieces to find one of the same length, Then they

also use measurement to cut another wire to the same

length.



B. Problem Solving

After students have practiced the language and performed the
activity, the teacher can present the, activity again and in-
corporate problems, such as, not providing a ruler or wires or
providing only one wire of a particular length.

C. Further Practice

1. Ss use ruler to measure other objects in. the clissroom.
2. Ss use a steel tape measure to measure larger objects

(e.g., doors,windows, room dimensions.)

D.- Techer Note

In a prior lesson, one piece of pre-cut wire was used to
measure another piece of wire. The second piece of wire was
then cut to the same length as the first. In this way, the
wire was used a.yrmeasuring tool. In this lesson a ruler is
introduced as a tool for measuring length.

III. CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A. In the U.S. the length of objects is measured in feet and.
inches, rather than meters and centimeters as in the students'
native countries. 12 inches is one foot; 3 feet is about one
meter. On a ruler there are usually 12 inches.

IV. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1. 10 inch precut wire: black, green, red, blue, yellow
4"
5,,

2. one ruler per student
3. spools of colored wire
4. wirecutter
5. paper/pencil
6.. class set of worksheets





VI;- PROCEDURE =ACTIVITY' = LINEAR - MI'~ASURII G=
- - < --P.E.T4ESSON 2 -Bataan--

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

1 Aftei giving Cultural, Orientation

mation A, teacher introduces ruler,

T; draws an enlarged ruler on the black-

board and numbers the inches, T draws

lines of various lengths parallel to the

ruler and asks Ss how long they are,

2. T shows the real ruler to Ss. T draws

lines, on the board and measures them

with the ruler, To demonstrates T

instructs AT to measure the lines, then

T instructs Ss to measure the lines.

3. Using the precut wires, T and AT demon-

strate how to measure wire with a ruler.

894

500

TASK SEQUENCE

I. Ss discuss and ob.

serve.

2. Ss observe and re-

spond as appropriate.

3, Ss observe and respond

as appropitiate,

Ta tethe ruler.

wire

ere.

ere

easuri the ,wire,

ow long,,(iNit)?

,

Howl/ivy inch ,

'

VOCABULARY/LITERACY

REVIEW VOCABULARY

wire

4



VI; ?ROC DUKE = ACTIVxTY F. -USING-A-RULER LINEAR-MEASURING P-,E;T: LESSON a Bataan

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILrfERACY

4. T mixe the various lengths of wire to

demonstrate. T instructs AT to find a

wire of the same length as the piece

measured in step 3, then T instructs Ss

to do the same,
t7

Problem Solving

A. T does not provide ruler or wire.

B. T provides only one wire of a partic-

ularIength.

4, Ss select wires from

the mixed pile and

measure them,

Ss inforth T of lack of

laterials,

,

Ss inform I of problem. it

4. Find one the same.

Get

Show me.

Same or different?

w long (is it)?

Go over there.

Go get a ruler,

the wires,

person

IShow.me..

4.{0.K.

All right.

{Same
pl

'Different.

Excuse me.

No ruler.

wires,

I don't have a ruler,

wires.

Please give me a der.

wires.

Where is the ruler?

wire?

Excuse me,

No wire the same,

Look.

89'7 so



-VI; PROCEDUREACTIVITY-2-DUTTING-A WIRE TO A PARTICULAR LENGTH-- --'-- P,E,T, LESSON 2 Bataan

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE ,

1. T and AT demonstrate the activity,

T instructs AT to measure a given wire,

then cut apiece of wire (of the same

color) to the same length.

2, T divides class into four groulis and

instructs Ss to do the activity, Ss in

each group take turns giving instruc

tions to the other students,

898

502,,

1, Ss observe and re

spond as appropriate,

2, Ss performs activity;

LISTENING

c

1. Take the ruler,

(repeat)

SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

Measure the wire,

How long?

What?

Now take the

get color

wire.

Cut one the &tree.

Take the wire cutters,

Use

Cut the wire,

(The) same?

Hod long?

[See above language],

1, Again please.

#

[Student repeats]

O.K.

0,K.

Yes.

Different,

_inches.
#

REVIEW VOCABULARY

measure

cut

same

different

(colors)

NEW VOCABULARY

wirecutters

99



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1 MEASURING OBJECTS AND RECORDING PIT, LESSON 2 Bataan

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

,1, T reviews measuring by drawing an

enlarged ruler and lines of various lengths

-, on the blackboard, T includes Y4 inch

S length as well, T asks Ss for length of

the lines. Then T draws smaller lines and

measures them with a real ruler,

]

2. To demonstrate measuring with a ruler,

T draws smaller lines on the board

and has AT measure them and write

the number of inches next to the line.

Then T calls on various Ss to do

the same,

3, T shows a worksheet to the class and

demonstrates measuring the lines with a

ruler and recording the measurement,

then T passes out worksheets to class

. for students to complete. T and AT check

student work,

,

, .

900

1, Ss observe and res.

pond as appropriate,

2, Ss observe and res.

pond as appropriate,

.

3, Ss observe and res.

pond as appropriate.

Then they complete

the worksheets,

.

,

1, Look,

How long?

How many inches?

2, Take the ruler.

.

Measure the line,

,

{How long?

How many inches?

Write the number here,

Yes,

No,

.

1

..,,,

REVIEW VOCABULARY

.

look

half i nch

measure

WRITING

1 12

,

901
503

#
'

2, O.K.

This one?

Which one?

Here?
,1 i



VI PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 3: MEASURING OBJECTS AND RECORDING

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING

PiE.T, LESSON 2 Bataan

STUDENT

SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

Further Practice

A, Ss use ruler to measure other classroom

objects..

B. Ss use steel tape measure to measure

larger objects;

902

504

REVIEW VOCABULARY

pencil

notebook

desk

chair,

door

window

floor

wall

NEW VOCABULARY

(2) 8"

steel, tape

9 3



COMPETENCIES COVERED

Preemployment Activity

Bataan Lesson'3

ORGANIZING STOCK AND TAKING INVENTORY

A, Basic Skills

Problem Solving

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform ignments after-initial

training:

showing motor skills and self-

confidence with tasks arid equip-

ment; making problemsolving

judgments for minor proble\ms while

working to specifications,

2, Competency 2: The student can apply a technique or pro.

cedure (for which training has previously

been given) to hew/different task which

includes using appropriate problem.

solving skills to plan and accomplish

the task with minimal or no additional

training,

B, VESL

Lessons

1, Competency 1: The student can follow Simple direc tio n s,

b, Follow ohe.step directions,

To 'start a task

2, Competencil: The student can follow redirected instnic

tions,

a, Respond to negative command:

3, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of task,

a, Provide feedback on progress,

c, Provide specific assessment of a

product.

4, Competency 5; The student can ask for clarification,

a. Inclicate lack of understanding,

5. Competency 9; The student can use numbers,
o

c, Provide a count,

3, Competency 3; The student can use counting skills to

complete ,a task.

a. making counts, 4

4, Competency 5: T,he student can organize, classify, and

sort discriminating between:

a, , . , color code, shaprnaterial,

size,

c, . function,

5. Competency 9: The student can recognizeyisual cues and

signs indicating direction, operation,

and areas/locations,

904

Problem Solving.

1. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on per.

formance of task,

a, Provide feedback on progress,

b. Provide specific assessment of a

product,

d, Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task,

905.



2, Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback, assist.

ance, advice and emergency help,

b, Ask for assistance or advice from a

supervisor or coworker,

3, Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification,

a, Indicate lack of understanding,

bAsk for clarification,

4, Competency 6: The student can ask how to say something

in English,

a, Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures,

5, Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to items

in the work place,

c, Make and respond to a request for an

object,

Competency 9: The student can use numbers,

Read and understand numbers in

codes,

c, Provide a count,

d, Verify a count,

7, Competency 10: The student can use theilphabet\

Problem Solving

2, Competency 5: Students understand the 'importance of

communication in accomplishing job

assignments at the workplace:

a, Given the following situations on the

job, student can select from voriobs

alternatives the most appropriate

action:

3. Wit unable to carry A given task;-;',

5, something goes wrong"on th job, '

b, Student can give examples,

tions in which it is e toappropriate
,

interrupt a cooworkeror, 4106/180r/

C, Cultural Orientation

Lessons

Read and undertand alphabetic and I
alphanumeric codes;

1, Competency 2: Students understand hovv pre.e

ment training can assist adjustm nt to kfe

in' the U.S , by helping them to develo

realistic strategies for, gainful employment:

aining to

bs generally

ploy

a, Student can re

Common entri4eve

airailableto re

506
906.

IL

,r

LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Description of A ivity
,,,,

Studentsare give bagOscrews, nuts,,andivas

different sizes to: ange on a rack, py, .ge,

the,
,

logical thangem aca)rdhlg to the, itcim anti the i

.
, they aregiven arse and set of bitstot ang on,the' rack an,i

an nventory sheet to takeinven of the entpatocif..,

Prd lern(So

,,After the st ents hav p ced thelanint e and pe orme

ach 4present,th Ct00

4

1.

thelactwity, th

incorporate prp

41,1411ber of ))igs, ha

I

llag
)
having dif

1See,teption VI

'Further Pictide

Depending;ipon

time aiailatle4urth

pltttar

1hr

donlitO see,h

o

such as in de

i(different:sizek scre W
0Itensk019, f,thk ba

cedure f4elttimple '',

'

I I f st4,dents d the nt of

racti '..otrid.bepefttlyough

ss, tiinOncleteing to titp

ingOare o aiizetic,ir,tilkinglnVent017

bC,usecl by ,

aikJH,

4

`.1

a.

.o

if



III. CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A. The Stockroom (given in.native language)

1. Most large companies have stockrooms -where parts,
supplies and tools are kept They are systematically
arranged so that they can Pe located accurately and
efficiently.

2. 'Periodically, items stored in the stockroom must be
counted to find out how many parts, supplies or tools
have been used; and what must.be ordered. The counting
process la called taking inventory... Part of this task
requires the Worker. to record the number of items
counted on an inventory sheet,

IV. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1. 4 racks (18" x 24", 20-nail)
2. 4 sets of screws, nuts and washers of 4 sizes (Set A)

(pre-packaged for class use)
3. niasking tape
4. 4 sets of 10 bags of nuts and Washers

(pre-packaged) (Set13)
Class set

5. Stock InventOry List

908



t

Stock Inventory List
ITEM SIZE, QUANTITY )

A 1

4

1

2

3

NAME
9 09

DAVE

OK

d.



VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY I ORGANIZING STOCK P,E,T, LEssofq 3 Bataan

,

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES . TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

.

,

1, Using bags of screws and the rack, the T 1. Ss observe,and respond 1, Put the bags on the VOCABULARY REVIEW
,

and AT demonstrate how to compare the when appropriate, table,
01

bags, sort them by size and hang them on 1, O.K.

the rack, Use only two bags along with
,

screws

appropriate language.
Look. nuts .

Uh.11uli
washers

Think, rack
O.K. ,

Put the screws on

item

. the rack,

0.K.

,

2. Divide the class Into four groups, , 2, Ss mange the bags '2, Now you do it,

Give each group Set A of screws, nuts and on the rack, 2, O.K.

washers and one rack. ' (If you have) any

problems, let me

Give no further explanation of how to know,

organize the bags on the rack but let the
,

students figure out their own system, t i
All right,

Instruct students to begin the task.

3 T and AT assists groups or individuals 3. Ss finish sorting and 3. How are you doing? \

as needed. The student's finished display arranging their bags. . 3, 0,K,

of bags on the tack should look something All right,

like this: Not so good,

z I have a problem.
,

Is this O.K.?

Scrtis-?
right?

B ttril :foJ ;1Lr;]

shersa C tj itj Ti:vel fill .

SO9



VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY ORGANIZING STOC P.E,T, LESSON 3 Bataan

TEACIIER ' STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES T K SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

4, When all groups are finished sorting and

hanging the bags, T compares one display

with another, In the nativ6 language, T

explains the logic and advantage of those

displays Which approxinite the above.

T gives Cultural Orientation Information,

III A 1, . ;'

,

.

6, T instructs Ss to label each column as

illustrated by writing the number on tape

and attaching it to the display rack,

It

i

9.12

510

' ,11 Ss observe and dip

cuss the four displays

of bags.

6. Ss label columns on

display rack,

4, Yes, it O.K.

right,

Are you finished?

done?

(Are these) the same?

different?

6, Write the numbers like

this,

Put the number here,

them

Yes, that's right,

No, it's wrong,

like this,

Write the letters

like this.

Put them here.

Yes, and two bags

of # 4 washers, ,

Arejou finished?

,

91.

1,

4;

,

6,

o

Yes

Not yet

Same

Different

All right,

O.K.

Is this right?

O.K.

Like this?

,

,

Yes

No.

1

,

#

s

,

,

AI

'fli

, (

9 1 3



VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY I: ORGANIZING STOCK

TEACHER

L ON 3 BIWA

STUDENT

.4111=11

' SEQUENCE AND NOTES

0111111I

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING

. . , .. .

SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

Problem Solving

T has put different sizes of i re s in a

ha

,

Further Practice

A, T asks 'students to.got a particular item .

from the rack,

8, T takes students to visit stockroom. , .

.,

i

,

I . .

.

.

914

,\

,

8s notify teacher and AT

that bag is Incorrectly

packaged.

.

Ss take turns role pleylog

stock clerk and ask for

and get items from

the racks,

.

)
Ss observe arrangement of

stock in stockroom and

discuss,

.

.

What's the matter?

.

Got one hag of #2

,

I want two bags of #4

washers,

,

.

Excuse me

Please look at this

I have a problem.

Not the same,

etc.)

,

.

0,K,

What number?

All right,

I don't understand,

Say that again please, ,.

Now many?

,

,
)

,

.

,

.

.

,

ni. .

olo

.



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 2: PILLING OUT AN INVENTORY SHEET P,E,T, LESSON 3 Batat

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING

STUDENT.

SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

1, After dividing \the class into four groups,

T .ves each goup Set B of nuts, screws;

'and washets, 1r instructs Ss to put theM

on .the display rack ,Using the same system

1. Ss arrange their inven-

tory,

1 Put the bags on the

rack.
REVIEW VOCABULARY

inventory

rack

size

2. Give native language explanation, See

Cultural Orientation III A 2,

3. After T and AT demonstrath how to fill

out an inventory form, T gives each S

an inventory sheet, She again demon-

strates how to fill the form out byins

tructing one student while the class

observes,

2, Ss listen and respond

when appropriate,

3, Ss observe and listen,

Then one S follows

the teacher's instruc-

tions while the others

observe.

NEW VOCABULARY

quantity

item

3, Look here.

What size is this?

How manybags are

there?

Write the numberhere,

{Yes

Yeah.

Writd your name and

the date here,

Nine bags.

All right,

Here?

Okay;

Like this?

512



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 2: FILLING OUT AN INVENTORY SHEET

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

PET I,EOcil3 Bataan

LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABUIARYILITERACY

T instructs Ss to complete their inventory 4. Ss complete the in.

forms. T and AT supervise individual ventory form; using

efforts. correct language in

responding to T and

AT commands,

How are you doing?

5. T or AT signs each form as it is coin.

pleted,

Further Practice

A, T takes students to stockroom to take

inventory of certain items,

5, Ss respond,

Ss take inventory as as,

signed,

Any problems?

Yes, that's right,

good,

No that's wrong.

5. This is right.

good,

You're welcome.

O.K.

How many?

Count the bags,

items

No.

Is this right?

5, Thank you.

I'm finished.

O.K.

Here?

919

513



is

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

Lessons

. , .

ompeteney 1: The student.can f011odi simple 'directions,

.) a FO4w one-stepiireetions,"

c, FotIOw inultiple-itkdirecons to

perfonn a task

Co vetency 3: The student Can provide feedback on

performance of a task,

a, Provide feedback on progessr

3, Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification,

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:

a, , starting and/or determining task

assignments; completing a task' to

specifications, completing a task

within a given-time frame, performing

as part of team.
r.

2. Competency 5: The student can organize, classify, and

sort discriminating between;

a, color code, shape, material, size,

3 Competency 6: The studeht can follow a sequence.

Problem Solving P

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability ,

to perform assignments after initial

training:

a, , starting and/or determining task

assignments to completing a task

specification, completing a task within

a given time-frame, performing as part

of a team,

c, . , showing motor skills and self-

confidence with tasks and equipment,

making problem-solving judgments

for. minor problems while working

to spedfications,

a, Indicate lack ounderstanding.

b Ask for clarification.

Problem Solving

1. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of task.

d. Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task.

2. Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to items,

in the work place.

C. Cultural Orientation

c. Make and respond to a request for

an object,

ri

1, Competency 2: Studdnts understand how pre-employ-

ment training can assist adjustment to

life in the U.S. by helping them to

develop realistic strategies for gainful

employment

a. Student can relate training to common

entry level jobs generally available to

refugees.

sY 921 515



hobkin Solving B, Problem Solving Activity (Given in native language)

1, Compete* 5: Students understand the importance of

communication in accomplishing job

assignments at theworkplace:

a, Given the following situations on the

job, student can sekct from various'.

`alternatives theMost appropriate

action;

3, .being unable to carry out a given

task,

4, negative feedback from supervisor

or co-worker,

b, Student can give examples of situ

ations in which it is appropriate to

interrupt a co-worker or supervisor.

II, LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Description of Activity

Students organize into assembly lines, pack sets of silverware,

Problem Solving

After the students have practiced the language and performed

the activity, the teacher can present the activity again and

incorporate problems, such as, some 'objects are lacking;

T and AT, as an assembly teal', work too slowly,

III, CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A, Packing Silverware (given!' the native language)

In a previous lesson, a clothes rack was made", This was done

by using an assembly line method in which each person did

one thing, then passed the.rack to the next person, who did

something else,

In Using an assembly.line method, many items that are exactly

the same can be made or assembled accurately and quickly,

Otherlasks can also be completed accurately and quickly by

this method,

516
922

A supervisor may tell a worker to work faster, A worker,

however, would not tell a supervisor or co-worker to work

faster,

IV, MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Equipment andlupplies

80 ea, knife, fork, tablespoon, teaspoon

(40 ea, in 2 big boxes mixed)

80 large paper napkins

80 rubber bands

80 plastic bags

10 boxes

9.23



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: PACKING SETS OF SILVERWARE ON AN ASSEMBLY LINE
P,E,T, LESSON if Bataan

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

7
TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

1, T and AT review vocabulary and de

monstrate the assembly procedure to the

class step by step:

a, T takes one each, knife, fork and

spoon,

b, T wraps the set of silver wan in

a napkin,

c., secures it with a rubber band,

d, puts the package in a bag,

e, packs 8 bags in a box and

f, takes the filled box'tothe super.

visor's table,

Then the supervisor cheCks the bs,

924

1, Ss listen and observe, 1, Put the knives on

spoon

forks

the table.

Take one knife, one

fork and one spoon,

Like this,

Put it (a napkin) around,

Put it (a rubber band)

around,

Put it in a bag ;'

Put it in a box,

Take the box over there,

All right,

O.K.

REVIEW VOCABULARY

knife

fork

spoon

napkin

together

rubber band'

NEW VOtABULAR1

around

watch

check (it)

925

517



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY ,CKING SETS OF SILVERWARE ON AN ASSEMBLY LINE .P.E,T, LESSON 4 Bataan

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND. NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

2 T divides Ss into two work teams,

Ss take positions at one of five work

stations at which one of the following

is located;

a, silverware

b, napkins

c, bags

d. rubber bands

e, boxes

One S acts as supervisor for each

group,

T and AT monitor the activity and'soli-

cit appropriate VESL,

926

518

, Ss take up their

positions,

Ss assemble silverware

sets.

2, You put them together,

You puthapkin

around,

You put the rubber

band around.

You put them in the

box,

[Teacher repeats]

You put them in the

box,

Take them to the

j supervisor,

(You) got it?

Put it here,

Yes,

Work faster,

How are you doing?

Cheek it,

(Are) (you) finished?

2, 0,K,

All right,

Uhhuh,

Please say. that again.

0,K,

Yes, Uhhuh

Here?

Okay,

{Okay,

Good.

All right',

Yes,

No.

Almost,

Not yet,

927



V. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: PACKING SETS OF SILVERWARE ON AN ASSEMBLY LINE P.E.T. ESSON 4 Bataan

TEACHtlt STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYiL ERACY

Problem Solving

T provides too few items at one of

the stations,

If"T and AT, as a Work team, work too

slowly.

T and AT give cultural information

(see IIII B).

S tells teacher that

there is not enough of

the item,

S, as supervisor, tells

VAT to work faster.

What's wrong?

the matter?

How many?

(Work) faster, please.

Hurry up.

Excuser,

I have i).rohlem,

No more;

Not enough,

I need spoons,

knives.

forks,

more

item

Pleasergive me (more)

item

929
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9

N

COMPETENCIES COVERED

. Basic Skills ,,:.,

Lessons

1,{

to!

fremploYMciii ,A151 vitly

btaan r

AS8,EMBLING A:c1,0,TOtSit,ACK:

'BY/FOLLOWING ILLUST00 INSTRUCTIONS
4

.,4

...

I, A

Yy,

y

1

, ,

toinpetency 1: The student can demOnstrate the ability
,

if ' %,4k,' to perform ; .; ignments after initial ,,,, /,;

training:

,

1. 0

tt, ., .., stating andlor,clet411i4jPgti°4,

assignments, completingittasktii
' \

wd

s eCifiCations, c 0'040 task "44., ;

..,,

Rhin agiven4 6,..fr einerfarmiii .il

.'4 '', atipart of a team' 1 7

4.1 l'" ''''.
,.',,,,

,

2; .Conpetency4i ,Thestude

.CoMplet1
104

,
4

2, Competencyi; The student can organ

sort cliscrimmattrig,b t

4

a.

can usepuriting si

9.

rt king counts;, 4

1111

I

,

COmpetency 8: The stud nt and pa ern,

'7,, P.

fic
II h

put/soi ,

A An a task,'

ides, letter'cOdes, alp

Problem Solpin$

Comp' deli e itudent,, an.demonstrate the ability

erformilgigunents after initial

111g:

. St g and/or determining task

assignments completing a task to
,/e,I

11

Y.

4

. 41y,

Iui

ra

specif n P11 mpleti g a task within

a given el Pe ormintas

part of a team,

C. showing motor skills, and self.

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making probleinsolving judgments

for minor problems while working to

specifications,

Competent ,13: The student can use 'counting skills to

:complete a task,

a; , , taking counts

qompetendy 4: The student can measure using tools:

b, , , duplicating the length, volume or

weight of something without the

use of standard tools,

4. Conipetency rl'he studentcan utilize plans and patterns:

, iSinput/Source of information to

perform a task,

44 4 as input/source of information to

evaluate a task.

B VESL

Lessons

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

4Y

b. Follow onestep directions.,

To start a task,

To take'Soinething apart,

c. Follow multiple.step directions to

perforka task, '"

C11



0.1

2, Comilthnoy 3: ,The student can provide 'feedback on

performance of task,

a, Provide feedback on progress,

b, , Provide teedbaCk abdut quality of

work,
,

, CoMpetency 4:' The student can ask for feedback, assist.

Rice; advice and emergency help,

a Ask for feedback,

Competency 5. ,The studentrcan ask for clarification(

a. Indicate,laCk of understandin

b. Ask,f0Clarification,

5, Competency 9; The student'can usenumbers,,

c. Provide a count,

Competency 10; The student can, use the alphabet,

a. Read and understand the alphabetic

and alphanumeric codes.

Competency ,2; The student can follow redirectedinstruc

tions,

a, Respond tdrn,'e,gative commands,

b Follow instructions, delay, repeat and

reorder an activity.

Competency 7: The student can ask and'rem

questions about items in th

p d to

work place.

Make respond to',a request f

'an Object,

Competency 10:' The student can use the.alphabet,

Lessons

a, Read and understand alphOetic and

alphanumeric codes,

1, Competency 2u 'Students understand how preemploy.

menOining can assist adjustment to life

in theta by helping them to develdp

realistic strategies for gainful employment,

a. Student can relate training to

common entry level jobs generally

available for refugees,

Problem Solving

1, Competency ,5; Students understandthe importance' of

communiqtion in accompliShing job

. assignMents at the workplace;

,.,,,gompetency Thestudent can provide feedbaCk'on.per-

fonnance of a task,

a. PrOvide feedback on progres'0,

b. Provide feedback 4put qualit'y of.

work,

C, Proide specific assessment

product.

d, Describe actiVities in progress'and

otcompletion,of tailu
. e

j. Given the following situations .on %e

job, student can ,select from various,

alternatives the most appropriate

Otion;

3. being unable to cam Out a giv

task,

feedb

ky

Valfaskfor clarification.

i4of g;:`,1;';;k, . .

(0petition of, demonstration,
'4'4!

I r

4, negat superyisor

1.
gob,

or cowor er.

5.. something.goes wrong on t,

b, Student'can give examples'of

.ations in which appropriate

pt,aco.worker or supervisor;

IL LESSON CLARIFICATION

DeS4i0ion of 4COvity

Ws.assemble a clothes raCk1romPVC by folloWing an

trated instruction sheet,

o>'

9



II. Problem Solving

After the students have practiced the dd performed
the activity, the teacher can p nt t again and
incorpoiate problems, such as, vin iiicomplete
assembly kits, and helping's groUp of stu ate to put the rack
togetherincorrectly. 'CStie Section VI, Procedure:

ULTUitAL ORIENTATION

. Assembly (givr httraktye language)
4. "

\ 1. When assembling items, ther*is sometimes a piciureor
1 diagram which is used aaa guide. There may be a series of

'pictures which indicate the sequence of the steps that'
are to be followed in order to complete the assembly task.

V. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies,

-1 Part A: two 1/2" ,X 2" PVC pipes
Part B: 4our 112," X 4" PVC pipes

' Part CA two 1/2" x 34" PVC pipes
r two 1/2" x 36" pvc pipes

iPtirt E: six elbows
Part k": ,four tee joints

Four instruction sheets4





I VI. PROCEDIIE Y I ASSEMBLING A CLOTHES RACK BY FOLLOWING ILLUS OATE'D INSTRUCTIONS P,E,T, LESSON 5 Bataan' .

TEACHEIt I STUDENT ,

i

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

..........._,
LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITEIZAcY

1, T and AT prebent Cultural orientation

information, then class Is divided into

/ groups. Each is given a 'instruction sheet,

T introduces the vario tut by holding

them up and referring t he instruction

sheet,

2. I. and AT then demonstifffthe

assembly process while .referring to

the instruction sheet and using appro.

priate VESL,

.

': te

3, T and'AT pass outk to each group

and reit 44 Pait,S;.fiien students

assemble t e rack fiillowing the instruc.

tion sheet, ,4k

T and AT monitor,

,, _

, Ss observe and re.

; spond appropriately,

/

,

1\

2,, Ss observe and re.

spond appropriately,

q
. , +

4;1'''

.
, ,

0

3, Ss work in,a group and

follow thynstruction

. 'sheet tdisSemble a rack,

2,

'

1, This is part A,

How many A's?

MO '
f

,

Look hero, at number one,

(First) take this part.

What part is it?

'

(Then) put it here,

(Next)

(You) Got it?

Look here, at number two,

Take part

I.

2,

3,

Two,

(etc.) ,

, ,,

Part ,

LITERACY

(letters)

fnumbers)

,

NEW VOCABULARY

, P

part

connect

apart
1

..

i

,' . 14

,

't.

4,

9J , 525
.1

letter
,,

Yes,

No,

, : .IpG.K ''
A

.

7

,

0,k, .,

All right,

Yes, .

No,

I don't understand,
, ,

x
letter

and put it here

Like this, 1

c

Conhect A to t

Part Part

[etc.]

Take it apart. ,,,

Take this Off,

3, How are you doing?
t,

Dia 7.ou u4de. rstand9



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: ASSEMBLING A CLOTHES RACK BY FOLLOWING ILLUSTRATED INiPRIICTIONS
P,E,T, LFSSON 6 Bataan

TEACHER ,

9

ir +

TASK SEQUENCE

STUDENT

..............,..........,_, .....................
SEQUENCE AND NOTES

)

NJ

? eci , _

'4,:,.9ita.,.' _

,

Problem SolVing ,

,

A, Teacher gives Ss incomplete kits,.

v. .

. ,

11

1 .

B, VAT help one group put back t41

{ther. incorrectly,
,,

M, I ,4 .,or', ,

4

52 ,

e

0,,i

LISTENING

That's right,

eg

YBeall

uhhuh,

Min4unm,

No, That's wrong,

Like this,

Are you finished?

;r' ,e
1"

a

Go over there,

(Go) ask L..._____,

person

.

..,.ti .

SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

9

AA

Ss tell

are missing,

.

: Si compare

. of various

check &gram,' '

TJAT/Ss

together

1

,

.1

,

i
. y

'DT thatpieces.

.

. 4

finished racks.
p
groups, Ss )

Ss tell

how to put rack

chrrectly.

,,

4

Is t/hia OK?

right? ,

1

Like this?

Yes

N o,,

Not yet,

(I'm finished.

;,t
Excuiet

lne: ,

I don't have this (one)

, Part A

more

Not enough 1

'
0

Not the same,

This is wrong,

tit's wrong,

Not like that, ,1

Like this,'

.1.

0 48 Ole here,

shert

,

1

.
1

,..,

,,

,

940
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COI TENcIES COVERED

A, Dole Skills

Lessons.

1, COmpetency 8; The student can use countingikilis to

complete a task,

a. maldngVOunts.

2, Competency 5; The student can mink°, classify, and

sort discriminating betwe'en:

Preenloymetit Activity

Batson- Lesion 6

SORTING TAGS BY SIZE

a, , , color aide, ehapematerld, size,

3, Competency 6; The student can follow a sequence,

oblem Solving

Competency 1: The student can,dernonstrate the ability

to perform ignrnenteAter initial

training;

c, showing motor skills and-elf

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problemsolving judgments

for minor problems While working

to specifications,

2 Competency 3: The student can use, counting skills to

complete a task,

a, , making counts

3 Competency 6; The student can follow a sequence,
,.4,+,)' 24 ,

, 7$,

941

1",

VESL

Lessons

1, sCompetency f: The student can follow simple directions,

Follbw one.eep4directioni.

1, To start a task,

multiplestep directions to

perform a task,

e. Respond to simpl6 cautions and

negative commands, 4

2, Competency 3; The student can provide feedback on

performance of talc,

a, 'Provide feedback on progress,

,Competency 4; The student can ask for feedback, assist.

ante, advice and emergency help,

a, Ask forlpedback, )'
b, Ask for 'stance or advice fromA

supervisor or coworker,

4, Competency 6: The student can ask for clarification,

b, Aek for clarification.

6. Competency 6:, The student can ask how to say solnethi*

in English,

a, Ask names'of workplace objects and''

procedures.

.6, Competency 9; The student can use numbers,

d, Provide a count,



V, PROCEpURE ',:-.ACTIVITY I: PUTTING TAGS INTO BAGS. P.E,T, LESSON 6 Bataan'

TEACHER ,t, STUDENT
,,

, SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

,1,

1, After giving Culturil Orientation point

WA 1; T and AT demonstrate the

: activity. T tolls AT to put a certain

: number of tags in each bag,

2,J T divides class into three or four groups,

each with a supply of tags, 4i, and

boxes, Then, after demonstrating with

ii student, T instructs Ss to perform

activity. From time to time, T changes

0 number of tags to be put in each bag,

4

Problem Solving

A T gives students too few bags.

Further actice,

A,. Te er gives Cultural Orientation point

III A2, and 'sets a time limit for students

or groups to fill as many:bags as they, can,

945,

1. Ss observe andillsten,

2, Ss instruct each other to

put tags into bags,

0

,

Ss inform teacher that .

they lack bags, '

. it

Ss respond'to T instnic.

tions,

i

1.

.

,

Take a hag.

,

Put 4 tags in the bag,

# ,

Put the bag in the box,

1. OL

"OK.

. tic,

,

-7-

.

.

946
529

[Instructional language

'

I don't understand,

What (did you say)?

Say that again,

(
[Instructional I

,

Stop, , ,

Count the.bags,

How many?

il ,

,

2,

nguage

as above.]

.

o
,

Excuse me,

I need (more) bags,

I don't have bags,

Please give me (more)

bags.

r,

as above,]



V PROCFDUR ACTIVITY

TEACHER

SORTING TAGS P,E,T, LESSON 6 Bataan

&BENT

SEWN AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

1 T demonstrates to class how to sort bags

of tags by:size, putting big tags in.one

box, small tags in another, etc,

2, '1' demonstrates with AT sorting the

bags of tags, then instructs a student to

do the same, Thep each group sorts

the pile of bags and puts them in boxes,

T and AT Monitor,

3, T and AT instruct each group to count

the number of bags in each box and write

the number on the box,

Problem Solving

A, T gives Ss unclear instructions,,not

specifying in which box to put the tags,

30

t Ss listen and observe.

2, Ss perform activity

as intrusted,

a Ss count thebigs and

recoid the number on

the boxes,

Ss must ask for clarifies.

tion,

{Same?

Different ? '°

2, Big?

Small/little?

Take a little bag,

small

big

Put it here.

Put it in the box,

Here, the same,

That's rig,

wrong,

3, Now countthe bags,

How many?

Put the tag in the box,

This-box,

That

1{Same,

Different: .

2{Big)

Here?

3, OK,

All right,

I don't understand,

This box?

IVIiich box?

one

94.8
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V

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

Lessons ,

1, Competency 1; The student can demonstrate the ability

,1/4 to perform assignments after initial ,

training:

a,' startingtllor determintng task '

assignments, completing a task to

\ specifications, completing h task 1,

within a given.time hullo, performing

As part °fa team,

2; Competency 7: iT e student can use init

lotion schedules d forms,

Pre.employment Activity

Bataan -,Letoon 7

READING Al4fEEKLY WORK SCHEDULE

2, Competency 3: The student can pro ide (feedbrick on

performance of task,

e, Report time wor

3, C Inpetency 5; The student can ask r Clarification,

a, Indicate lack of u iderstanding,

b, Ask for clarificati n, ,A

Problem Solo g

d informa

Corhitency 1: The student can'honstritte the ability

to perform ignmenty after initial

training:

VESI,

Lessons

"too' ,

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge t at one is about to

receive directions,

b, Follow one.step directions;

1 To start a task

2fir To take something apart

c,' she ng motor skills and self.

confiden e with tasks and e5pip..

rent, making problemsolving

,/ judgment for minor problems while

working to aPecifications,

'1 j

(4,

Competency 9: The student can use ri

f, Read and report ti

, records,
)

,5, Competency 12: The student can read 1, orkplace signs, ,

mbero,

ne on work

l'r,ttm Soloing
r.

1, Competency 3: The itudent can provid feedback on

perforrhaiice of task,

d, Describe activities in progres and

needs for completio of task, ,

2, Competency 6: The student can ask how ksay'something

In English,

a, AskUnes of workilli ce,objects and

procedures,'

toMpetency 7: The student can as and r spond to items

in the work place, ,

c, Make and,respond to ai request fbr

an object,

4, Competericy'll': The 'student can read and write work.

related personal information,
,

5, CompetenF 12: The student can read workplace signs,

950



6, Cympeteney 14; Went Ifyand introduce theiRelves and

others',

a. identify andliitrodUce themtainves and

others.

C, t Culiu al Orientation

I
Lessons

'1, Competency 2: Students understand how pr employ.

mont training can assist adjustment to life

in the U.S. by helping them to xlevelop

realistic strategies for gainful employment

a. Student can relate traii1ig to

comlnon enirY level jobs generally

available to refogeuo,

CompetOR 3 ,Students understand importance of rules,.

pollcles and procedures common to the

Workplace;

The student can identify strategies for

larifying 'workplace rules, policies

and procedures,

b, 6(on a sample of company rules,

'poi) les or procedures, the student

can istinguish situations which con

form o or violate them,

Problem Solving

1, Competency

\

6; Students und;stand the impo ce of

communicat' in accomplish' g job

!pimento at:the workplace: .

a. Given the following situations on the

job, student can select from various

alternatives theinoot appropriate

action; '

'3. being unable to carry out a given

task, '

5, sonothing goes wrong on the job

b, Student can give examples of Ritual.'

dons in which it is appropriate to

interrupt a coworker or supervisor,

III LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Description of Activity

Students read work schedule listing cleanup assignmen

and perform their Ides accordingly,

IL Problem Solving

After the aylents have practiced the language and pekormed

the activity. Tht teacher can present the activity again and

Incorporate problems, Riche', items or tools needed to come

plote the task are'not at hand; students' names on the schedule ,

are spelled Incorrectly, See Procedure, Section VI,

LOA

1.411

C. iOachOr l4otc

This !monis an introduction to an activity that recurs

throughout the four weeks of preemployment training,

,A new schedule for each studdht Is posted in each claoiroom

r at the beginning of each week,

III. CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A. Work Schedules (given in the native language)
II

Schedules are Nquontly d in many jobs in America, They

inform workers of what they are expected to do and when

the task is to be done.

,

k

To use a schedule you must be' able to read your name, ,

the time, days of the week and the ysk to be done,

IV, MATERIALS

Required Materials, Equ ment and,Supplies

1, Picture "Weekly Wor chedule"

Name cards for stud Is

,3. Objects to clean, em ty, open'or close

4, Cardboard Clock wi b movable hands,

9)2
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Pit.

VI PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: READING A WEEKLY WORK SCHEDULE
P,E,T, LESSON'? Bataan

SEQU NO AND NOTES

1: T reviews telling time and then intro.'

duces the Weekly Work Schedule

demonstiating the tasks shown and

indkating the corresponding time at

,Which each task is to be done,. After

initial prarctice;T writes Si nathes'or

initials on the schedule,

TASK SEQUENCE

1, Ss listen and respond,

LISTENING

What's this?

," What am I doing?

Look (at the schedule),

Find your name/

initials,

What do you, do at

time

SPEAKING

1, It's

11;4 a,m,

1;15

.5:35 p.m.

board,
It's a

window

floor

etc,

You are sweeping

erasing

emptying the

trash

etc,

N

Sweep the floor,

'-... Empty the trash,

Erase the board,

Set the chairs.

Close the windows,

Operithe door,

Open the window.

2nd Week

Turn off the light,

Turn off the fan,

Turtit down, ,

956

VOCABULARY /LITERACY,

REVIEW VOCABULARY

I

windows

floor

board

erase 1

1 50
days of the week

door )

NEW VOCABULARY

trash,

trash can

empty

sweep

set up

stools

READ

[Time]

[Days of the leek]

[Recogoize own

names]



/ VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: READING A WEEKLY WORK SCHEDULE P,E,T, LESSON 7 I3ataan

TEACHER 14 STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING

2, T gives commands to students then

instructs 'Ss to give each other commands,

957

2, Ss perform the ac

tion and. use appro.

ptiate language,

name
Yes,

Come here,. (Gesture)

Sweep the floor,

Empty the trash,

Erase the board,

Set up the chairs.

Close the windwws,

Open the door,

Open the windows,

2nd Week

Tam off the light,

Turn off the fan,

Turn it down,

O.K.

E---->

O.K.

Yes,

(I'm sorry) I don't

understand,

Yes

All right,

VoliBULARYILITERACY.

958

rN



PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: RAI?
,P;E,T. LESSON 7 Bataan

k 141d

Itetnt or tools needed4 doing tasks

are not athand,

Ss thll VAT that gay'

need an item, and re

spoilt! to T/ATicroctips,
a.

-6re is t

B. T spells stdent's name or initials

incorrectly on work schedule,

9 tO the ..__t__,
place ,

4 I

As, kc,
i

person

, 0

Haw do,y,ovs#11 your

,,,,,nanle7



COMPETENCIES COVERED

,A.

Lessons

Ptoblein Sollg
P 6

4* CoMpetency 1: The 'student can demonstrate ,the,

*,. to perform assignments after init;

,training;

Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the

to perfonn assigniilen4after initial

`
starting andlor deterthin g task

assigninents, completing a t,

specifications,

within a givengtime frame,

ing asl)art Of a team.

c., shoWing motor skills

confidence with talks

making problem.soliiii

for minor problems

0 \specifications,

2. Colnpetency 4: The studeni can ip

Competincy The Student can apply a4,techiii0e or

prqcedure (far which traking.has pre-

viotisly been given) tofiewIdiffrent

task which includes using a

problealoking skills to p°1

plish tglask with inthhn

tional training,

propriate

and accom

t noaddi

3 Competency 6: The student can follow a sequence,

4 ,
4, Cometency 8: The student can utilize plans and patiems:

Ei. as uputisourfe ofinfOrmatiok to ,

perform a task, 0",

b. as iiftitisotircliotrrnation to .

"evaluate a task,

2. Competency 3°: The stiRlefit
0

can provide feedback on

pe ee /of task,

a.:.!PrbVide feedback on progress;

3,' Competency 4; The ltudent can ask fo feedback, assist

ance, advice and emer ncy help.

p directions.

a task..

a, Ask for feedback,

4. CompetenCy 6; The stildent can ask for clarification.,

Indicate lack of understanding.

b Ask for clarification,

537



538

Competency 9: The student can use numbeis;

alead and understind numbers in

codes,

1?roblem Solving

Competency 2: The student .can follow repted istruc.

tions,

a, Respond to a negative command,

°
. 2. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of task,

a. Provide feedbaCk on progress.

Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task,

3, Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification,

c, Ask for repetition and demonstra

tion,

4. Competency l: The, student can ask and responcIto items

in the work place,

c, Make and respond to a request for an

object.

C. Cultural Orientation

Lessons

1, Competency 2: Students understand how pre.employ.

went training can assist idjustment to

life in the U.S. by helping,them to

-devetp realistic strategies for gainful,

employment:

a, Student can relate training to '

common entry.level jobs generally

available to refugees,

Ptoblein Solving

1, Competency 5: Students understand' the importance of

communication in acc'omplishing job

assignments at the workplace:

963
a, Given the following situations at the

job, student can select from vazioug

alternatives the most appropriate

action:

being unable to carry ,out a given

task,

'4, negative feedback from supervisor

or coworker,

kudent can give examples in which 0,

it is appropriate to interrupt a co. If

worker or supervisor,

H. LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Description of ActiVity

1, Ss connect wires on a board in their own design, then give

other Ss directions to produce the same design,

B, Problem Solving,

1, After the students ve practiced the language and per.

formed the activity, the teacher can present the activity.

again and incorporate problems, such as giving students

wires which are too sh'ort, See Procedure Section VI,

III CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A, Giving Instructions (Given in native language)

1, Workers are often required to give a coworker instructions,

In order to be understood; English must be spoken

clearly, Instruction must also be given in logical order

with none of the steps left out,

IV, MATERIALS,

A, Required Materials Equipment andSupplies

1, 16 sets of pre.cut colored wires,

2, Masking tape .

3, 8 peg boards with nails

,9,64
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V, 'PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: DUPLICATING PEGBOARD WIRING PATTERNS P,E,T, LESSON 8 Bataan

i
%

1 i TEACHER

r

STUDENT .

I

,,,

_. ,

SEQUENCE AND NITES .TASK SEQUENCE

, 1

1,ISTENING SPEAKING VOCAi3ULARYILITERACY

1, T divides Ss into,4 groups giving each

gfups 2 peg boards, masking tape, and

approximately 20 wires,

T instructs 8s to number each nail with

tape as shown below:

1. Ss label

.

4,

t

P\

each nail,

,

.

,

1

1

1, [This labguage is for T

produc 'on only]

(Do this.)

Take the ,

\Mite numbe ,

'
,

1, All right,

'

0,K,

All right;

4

. ,

101

LITERACY

[Ss read Its 1 .100]

,

c

\

t.

,

,

.

i

, e ,
T

/,.
El 4

/
fa ID

/ / .

El 4

/ /
El ID

1 /
II e

\ #

Put it here,

Go ahead,

) \

,

While. Ss are numbering their peg board,

T takes 4 . 6 pieces of wire (any color)

and connects them to the nails on his /her

peg board in any design,

,

1

965
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V, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY I DUPLICATING/PEGBOARD WIRING PATTERNS P,E,T, LESSON 8 Bataan

TEACHER STUDENT

,

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

.
TASK SEQUENCE ISTOING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

1

2, T and AT review vocabulary (with

emphasis on the meaning of "connect")

by demonstrating the connection of a

wire between two points,

,

Then T shields her/his peg board from

the students' view while'giving them

stepby.step instructions on how to dupli

cate the design,

The T shows his/her board to the Ss

for comparison,

967

540 . .

2,' Ss listen, observe, and

respond when appro.; ,

priate, connecting wires

.to their pegboards.

1p

.

I ,

Ss follow teacher's

instructions and con.

firm or clarify in appro.

priate language.

Ss compare their lvork

with the T's.

2, Take blue wire,

,. .

Confect Number

2 Uhhuh

All .right;

' O.K.

.

,

01,
Like this?

,

Where?

,
.

.

,

,,

Yes, the same.

No,

Not the same;

Different,

/
,

r

, ,

.

r'

.

_,
#

to number ......_

,

.

Yes,

No, Not like that,

Like this.

[T repeats necessary

instructions.)

0

.

,

The same?

Different?



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1; DUPLICATING PEGBOARD WIRINGPATTERNS PIT,' LESSON 8 Bataan

TEACHER. STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

3, Next, the T instructs.one S from each

group to, make his/her own design.

Then the T tells the S to give instruc

tions to the other Ss in the group on how

to make the designs without seeing the

model, T and AT monitor groups,

Problem Solving

A T gives some Wires tols Whichre too

short to be connected between two oints

on the peg board.

TASK SEQUENCE

3, Each S takes turns

giving and receiving

instructions,

Ss 'take turns

designs and giving in.

structions to other Ss,

using communication

Loop Language when

appropriate,

Ss tell TIAT that their

wires are too short,

LISTENING' SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

[This language is

for '.production only.]

Take 5 wires,

Put them on the

board,

Now tell your friends,

How are you doing?

,How's it going?

Yes.

Yeah,

What's the miter?

3

Uhhuh,

All right,

0.K.

All right.

[instructions]

Good, (etc.)

Excuse me,

rs/AT's name

Please look at this,

I need a (long) wire,

Not good,

Short.

[Ss show short wires,)

[etc.]
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COMMUNICATION LOOP LANGUAGE

As much as possible, the language in the curriculum reflects natural,

spoken English which the refugee may encounter in any job in the U.S ,

There is other language that is also common but, because of the English

level of P,E,T, students, we cannot possibly teach them to understand all

of the language they may hear, What we can do is give them the tools,

the "coping skills", they need to find out what, was said when they don't

understand, This Will,holp them to continue to learn on their own,

The "coping skills" enable them to handle unfamiliar situations that will

arise and are important in helping them to be successful in their encounters

with Americans in the URA,

WHAT:

"Communication Loop Language", also Called "Feedback Language",

is divided into three categories:

1. Indicating Undeistanding/Lack of Undetandini.

e.g.: OK J I don't understand,

2, Clarifying/Confirming

e,g.: Which one? / (repeating what someone said)

3. Work Being Checked/Repot ng Progress

e.g.: How's it going? J Is th s OK?

I'm finished.

In addition to verbal language, there is also non-verbal "language" and

cultural information,

The Communication Loop Language is an integral part of the Pre-

employment class, although it is notwritten into the curriculum on adaily

basis. It is up to the teacher to include this language in the class so that the

learner knows when and how to use it, and uses it whenever the need arises.

This language indicates that communication is taking place.

HOW:

#

There are two ways this language (4 be incorporated into the daily

activities of the PET class: /

a. planned into the lesson

This takes a conscious effort on the part of the teacher during

lesson-plannifig to create a situation whey this language is neces-

sary, This is especially important in, the nitial introduction of

the language, It can also be in the lesson Ian for the students

to have an opportunity to practice the language,

b. used "naturally" in an unexpected situation that arises in the class

,

Thateacher would take advantage of this situation, requiring

the learners to learn/practice the language, This kind of situation

is espeCially'important in the practicing of the, language that has

already been introduced, This is Where the language becomes apart

of the learnet's active vocabulary.

The Communication Loop Language his been divided into four weeks

(the four PV weeks), Language for PV1 should be introduced in PV 1 and

incmorated into the class each day, as the need arises, until the last day

of PV 4. This procedure should be followed with the Communication Loop

Language designated to be taught in PV2, PV3, PVC, The non-verbal Ian-,

guage and accompanying cultural information should be introduced and

reinforced- in this same manner, ,

For each week, the language is divid4 according to what the supervisor

says and what the worker says, The worker/learner is not taught to say the

supervisor's language (except where indicated) but rather to listen for it,

understand it, and respond appropriately to it,
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Key to symbols used in the pages following: 444
ft le

..K``

* ;-workei initiated

underlined words "spoken English"

.1 explanation to teacher; non-verbal; ete

) optional, depending on level o the leainers,

}various ways of saying something; all should be taught,' depending
on the level of the lea1ners and the situation. If,

mastery of both columns

mastery of both columns -- depending upon the situation
and teaching technique

NOTE: This language is currently being field-tested.
Subject to revision and leveling for A & B

,
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COMMUNICATION LOOP LANGUAGE

SUPERVISOR , WORKER

INDICAIING UNDERSTANDING/LACK OF UNDERSTANDING

[instructions] *' 9
OK

onetep (with and without demonstration) *I don't understand,

*Plea say that again,

Do you understand?

dfla understand?

(OK) (You) Got it?

ya

(Do it), Like this, [demonstrate]

{Yes [nod head]

No [shake head]

OK

(I'm sorry) I don't

understand,

[Name] [getting attention] Yes

Come, here (please),

emere

CLARIFYING /CONFIRMING

[instructions]

e,g,

OK

(IName] [getting someone's

*Excuse me, attention]

Give me the box,
-------> Which one?

{
Get me the screw.

etc,

This/Thsit one, [pointing]

Which one? This/That one,. [pointing]

WORK BEING CHECKiDIREPORTING PROGRESS

(Are) (You) Finished? Yes [nod head)

ya No [shake head]!

How's it going?} OK

how zit goin?
t
e

I'm sorry,,

I doni understand,

*I need a ,

[object] ,

1.

That's/It's not right, (Do it) Like this, OK

s' not right *Is this right?

izis

Stop!. [hand up] [worker stopi]

*Finished, ;

7' sas



NON-VERBAL/CULTURAL

Indicate "hero /over there" with index finger/hand/cum motion.
"this one /that ono"

Indicate "come here" hand waving, palm up rather than palm down
or sideways as done in Asia:' Sometimes the index finger is used
to call someone (palm up), although this is more often done with
children than adults. r

Giving/recoiving something: one hand rather than two hands used.
Bowing is not done.

"Is this OK?" Learners should check back with teacher/ supervisor
after they've begun a task to be sure they're doing it right rather
than finish it before checking back with the supervisor/teacher.
They should also check back when they are finished.

Saying: "Please," "Excuse me," "Thank you," and "Thanks"
are very important ways of being polite.

0*.

:46
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1,

SUPERVISOR

COMMUNICATION LOOP LANGUAGE

WORKER 4

INDICATING UNDERSTANDING/LACK OIP UNDERSTANDING

, uli;huh [nod head]Listen, [instructions]

[2tep using "and "]

[with demonstration]

[without demonstration]

>

*Again, pies.

'Please speak slowly

'Like this?

No, not like that, Like this OK

UnIh [shake head]

Do you understand?

fa understand?

CLARIFYING/CONFIRMING

[instructions]

r Get the box,

Over there,

Go to the

A little,

*Pie show me,

W here?

[Worker listens for key word(s),

"over there", "Go", in the instructions,

If s/he hears these, s/he doesn't

ask "Where?", If s/he doesn't

hear "Go", etc. and has no idea of
*What's this (in English?

what was said, s/he must say
[pointing]

"I don't understand", etc.]

What did you say?

978

[repeat, See Non erbal/cultural

notes.]

BEING CHECKED ON/REPORTING PROGRESS

(Am) (you) finished?

are ya
t

Yes

), uh.huh

Finished,

Not yet,

Toll me when you're finished, OK

yur

How are you doing?

How ya doln?

What's the matter?

What.sa madder?

Good (job/work) ,

<-7>

PV2

OK

Good,

I don't understand,

Like this?

I don't understand,

I need a

[etc.]

'Finished,

*Please look at this, [when having

work checked to be sure its correct,]

Thanks,

547
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- :

NON - VERBAL/CULTURAL
it,,4% .

Nod head to show understaniAing: (When someone speaks to you
you must show that you underitand.)

Rising intonation in an, affirmative statement indicates a question.

Respond aPpiopriatelf,when not understood. (i.e. Supervisor or co-
worker doesn't underetand refugee, Refugee/learner should repeat,
use different language, use gestures, draw, etc.)

Listening for key weds is important: It's not necessary to understand
every word spoken.

930
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SUPERVISOR

COMMUNICATION LOOP LANGUAGE

WORKER

INDICATING UNDERSTANDING/LACK OE UNDERSTANDING

[Instructions)

(multiple stop, with and without *Again, please,

demonstration,'

(Listen) I want you to. , [instructions OK [etc]

1 tvaneha to , All right,

Don't do it like that, do it like this, OK [etc,'

this

Do you understand?

l'a understand?

You got it?

Ya got it?

(instructions]

Yeah,

CLARIFYING/CONFIRMING

A little, 'Worker repeats,whot

s/he understood)

*I understand a little,

[worker repeats what slhe

understood]

*Please help me,

*Like this?

[instructions] -- Where?

e,g, Get the hammer,

Put it there, Here?

(Right) there/here,

BEING CHECKED ON/REPORTING PROGRESS

(Are) (you) finished? Almost,

ya

(Is) (everything)

sitveryilting

OK

all right

? All right,

OK

p

Gdod

I don't understand,

Like this?

[etc,)

Wait (a minute)! [hands up)

I'll be right back, OK

*Is this OK?

(If) you have any problems, J call me, OK

f'ya I tell me,

What's wrong? I don't understand,

I need a

Look at this,

Not good,

*3roken,

etc,

PV3
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COMMUNICATION LOOP LANGUAGE

'SUPERVISOR WORKER

INDICATING UNDERSTANDING/LACK OF UNDERSTANDING

[appropriate response]

[redirected: All right.

[i.e. Give worker one task, then
before s/he is finished, tell
him/her to stop and do something
else. When s/he is finished,
s/he should tell SV, then go back to
original task.]

multiple step [using "and /then "] *ExCuse me. I I don't understand.
[iteruptin] Please ,speak

e.g. "Take the sponge and wash slowly.

the chairs." I understand a

"Get key number A4 and give little.

it to Tuan." [repeat what was

"Wash the chairS; then wash understood]

the windows." [etc.]

*I don't understand " " [word not understood.]
*What does . mean?

[worker says *Ord s/he didn't
understand[ .

CLARIFYING/CONFIRMING

*Did'you say .. ?
[worker repeats what was
understood.]



BEING CHECKED ON/ROORTING PROGRESS

(If you haVe) any problems, let me know.
f'ya

What. happened?

(I'll) be back in a minute.

How's it-going?
How zit goin?

All right.

(Please) Look at this.
I'm sorry. (I made a mistake.)
Broken.
Not good.

[ete.]

*(Excuse me.) (I havea ) problem.

*(I'm sorry, (I made a) mistake.

OK

All right.
OK.
Like this?
I can't understand.
Good.

(Are) You done/finished (yet) Yes.
ya No.

Almost.
Not yet.
Finished.

Put it away.. OK.
Where?
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COMPETENCIES CORED

A, VESL )1 ,

Pre.employment Cultural Orientation

Bataan Lesson I

ORIENTATION TO THE PREEMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

1, Competency 10: The student can converse in skiple

language about family, weather, and

leisure activities,

b. National origin and language.

B, Cultural Orientation

1, Competency Students' understand how pre.employ

ment training can assist adjustment to

,life in the U.S. by familiarizing them

with the job trainee role;
9, ja, , Student :c describe his/her respon.

sibilities the role of a job trainee,

b. Student can desaibe the approaches

totaiiiing that are used in the pre

employment classroom and relate

these to the initial employment

period e U,S, workplace,

986

2 Competency 2; Students understandlow pre.emplciy

ment training can assist adjustment to

life in the US. by helping them to

develop realistic strategies for gainful;

employment.

a. 'Student can relate tr mg to

common entry-104 jol4sgenerally

available to reqees,

b, Given hislhet employability profile,

previous work experience and the

current employMent situation in the

U.S., student can, establish realistic

goals,



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

. .1
PURTNER Diseuskow RELATED LANGUAGE

An Indochinese farmer and

his wife are at home in their

country, going about their daily

activities: farming, tending

animals; getting water, caring

for children, cooking, etc;

1, Who are they?

2, Where are they?

3,1 What are they doing?

* * *

4. Did you come from alife

like this?

5. Did you live in the country

[on a farm] or in the city?

SCENE II (SLIDES)

Soldiers shoot in the

background. the people leave

their home and run to Thailand,

They wait in a refugee camp as

years 1979 1980 . 81 . 82 83

pass, Then they are cleared to

go to America but are first

sent to the Philippines RPC.

Ma}yrefuees were farmers

or, came from a traditionpi rural

[country] bacligrOund,'

1, What happened?

2, Where did the people go

when they left their home?

3, How long did they stay

there?'

4. What did they do there?

5, Where did, they go next?

Why did they go to the

Philippines?

r.
Manypeople had tolepe

their Colthirit ecause of fight,:

ing, and vent to anothq court

try. ,They ,were put in refugee'

camps Where they stayed some.

timea formaily years; .,UanallY,

theY' had littie:adthrity or

training:.

00:eleiralte for resettle.:

merit in thei.J,S,, refugees are

sent tothis camp the Philip

pines
.

a Reid plaCe

whereiqUgees can study,before

theylo to live.in,Anierica,

98
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

7. Did something like this

happen to you before?

8 Why did you leave your

country?

9. How long did you prepare

to leave ?.

10, Where did you go? I

11, How long did you stay in

that country?

12. How long have you been in

the Philippi es?

13. Do you HO it here?

14. Why?

LIST SPKG,

How long ( ) in

country

Do you like it here?

SCENE III

The refugees go to ESL and

CO classes for one month, then

are told by their teacher that

they will go to Pre.employment

classes. When they come to

start their first: day of Pret

employment; they're still not....

sure what they will study.

1. What do they study at

PRPO the first month?

2 Then where do they go?

3 What do they thiA they

will study in Preeriiploy.

molt?

991 55



A DISCUSSION QUESTIONS,

o

. FURTHER DISCUSSI4 RELATED LANGUAGE

,99
.

7

4, What Iixeyou,studied at
PRPC?

6. Why do 'Ybustudy these
subjects? =

6.. Do you know why you have .

come here to. Preemploy-
went? Do you know what
you will study here?

.

,

it

The training you receive

here at PRPC will prepare you

for life in America, You will
continue to study English (ESL)

and Cultural Orientation (CO).
You'll need English to be able

to talk to and understand
American people when you get

to the United States. Cultural
Orientation teaches you about,
life in America and about the

customs of American Oople.

This is a special class to

prepare you for working in
America. Most refugees get a
job soon after they get to the
United States. However, they
often have a hard time on their
job because they don't speak
English well enough and be

cause they sometimes don't
have the basic skills needed to

do their job. Remember the
refugee farmers we saw in the
drawings?. No English, no

American job skills.

This program is called
Pre-employment Training or

P.E.T. In it we will teach

you language that will help

you on the job in America
and some basic skills needed
at work or in your Oily life in
the U.S./ We will also give you

more information about work-

, ing in America to add to what

you learn in your other classes.

LIST. SPKG. )

'

S.

.

Q nt.),J,3



1 SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION

, .

RELATED LANGUAGE

,

.

994

N

.

i

You will not learn difficult ,

'Os like mechanics or car-

pentry, but rather basic skills

such as counting ", measuring,

organizing things, putting

things together, using pictures

and diagrams; and following

schedules,

The language is also very

important; We will practice the

simple language of following

instructions because in most

jobs, you'll have to follow in

structions, i,e,, understand what

must be done when someone

tells you to do something,

We'll practice using language

in practical situations while

doing work activities, Some-

times your teacher might act

like an American work super,

visor and speak quickly or tell

you something only once,

We'll teach you how you

can communicate with your

supervisor to get done quickly

and correctly, how, to comm.

nicate with the other workers,

and also how you should act on

the job in order to get along

with everyone,

You will study P,E,T, for

four weeks, First, you will

study ESL and CO in your class

for four weeks, then study

P,E,T, for one week; then you ,

go back and study ESL and CO

for four more weeks, then come

.

LIST, SPKG,

i

.

,

4,

.

,

A

i

,

990

,
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SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANCUAGE

back to another Week of P,E,T.,

etc. After you finish all your

classes, you will get a certificate.

[Follow with specific in

formation on class tinier, at.

tendance requirements, other

policies'and procedures, etc]

558
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Pre-employment Cultural Orientation

Bataan Lesson 2'

JOBS FOR REFUGEES IN AMERICA

COMPETENCIES COVERED

VESL

1. Competency 14: The student can identify and introduce

himiherself and others.

a, Identify and introduce himlherself

and others,

2. Competency 16',,f The student can converse in simple

language about family, 'weather, and

leisure activities,

.br National origin and language,

B. Cultural Odentation

1, Competency 1, Students understand how preemploy. 2,, Competency 2: Students understand how pre.employ-

ment training can assist adjustment to ment training can assist adjustment to

life in the U.S. by finiliarizing them life in' the U,S, by helping them to

with the job trainee role: develop realistic strategies for gainful

employment,

a, Student can relate training to

common entry' level jobs generally

available to refugees,

b. Given hisiher employability profile,

previous work experience, and the

current employment situation in

the U.S,, student can establish

realistic goals,

b. Student can describe the approaches

to training that are used in the pre-

employment classroom and relate

these to the initial employment

period in the U.S. workplace.
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SITUATION FURTHER DISCUSSION RELAT91ANGUAGE

Materials:

Slides; Entry level Jets

SCENE I (DRAWINGS)

farmers flee as refugees,

From their first refugee camp,

they go to the Philippines.

Then they fly to the U.S.

1, Who are these people?

2. Where do they go?

SCENE';,

In the United States the

refugees go to a job placement

office and talk to a counselor,

She asks them about their

backgrounds, experiences and

skills,

.40

3, Why.are the refugees here?,''

4. What do you thinkthe

people are talking about?

5, What did they; do hi their

country?

6', What skills do they have?:

What can they de?

Refugees nedtp sprit at

a job afterthejr ge,to thet!*§.

They can getImoneta elp.

Jrom the'goverithent, elf
, ,

f a shorttim04it s,rint

ough; A joblialpays a wage

is,necess to bid food. d

clotb' to p, *f?r ousing.4

l
So taths ha blilact\

%pent C n rs run, liegoVerril; ,,,

rent o by 'vate agencies 'T
,

but m y places kave no ,, 4 , !

special service for helping re,'',

fugees find jobs,



SITUATION DISCUSSION, QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION

7. What did you do in your

country? Did you have a

job?

8. What skills do you have?

What can you do?

9, What skills do you have

that can help you get a

job in America?

[Find, out the previous occupa

tion of each student.]

[Ss may give specific skills;

they may say they can do some.

thing,)

Everybody can do something.

People have many skills learned

in their village, on the farm,

at the home, school or on a job,

The farmer we saw can do

many things,

Not all your skills can help you

get a job in America, Some:

times it's hard even for refugees

with very good skills to find a

job because jobs are, scarce or

because your skill may not

match the jobs that are avail:

able.

But even,if you don't have a

skill needed by a local employer,

you can still find ijob, The

work may be hard end long and

the pay may be low, but it's

important to work, You will

have a chance to move from

your first job to a better job

when, you have some experience

and a good work record.

LIST

RELATED LANGUAGE

SPKG,

What did you do in your

country?

Did you have a job?

What can you do?

Fanner

Occupation

Yes

Job

.No,

I can cook,

skill



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

562

4

0 4

10, What kind of job do you ,

want in America?

What kind of job do you

think you can get?

,

[Ss may give specific jobs,,

which may or may not`be ,

attainable, or they may any that

they don't know what jobs

there are in America,r

In America, there are many,

many Ends of jobs but not all

are open to refugees, because

refugees usually lack American

job skills, work experience,

education and English language

ability, Even for Americans

now it's hard to find a job;

many people are looking for

work,

The jobs open to refugees

usually depend on the'area

where they go to live, In many

big cities, there are jobs open

for factory workers, assn a,

shoe factory Oa furniture

factory, There are sewing and

clothing fictories. There are

also .embly factories where

. workers make things by putting

pieces together, such as parts

for radios and televisions,

i There is packing work (putting

things in boxes'or bags or cans);

stork room work (getting things

and putting things away), clean.

ing work (sweeping floors,

washittg windows); house.

keeping (cleaning rooms);

laundry work (washing clothes);

restaurant work (carrying dishes,

helping the cook); and outdoor

work of many kinds. These are

some examples of the kinds.of 0

jos refugees get in America,

,

LIST, SPK ,

,

,

4

$ ,

,

.

,

,

.'. 905



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

11, How can you learn how

to do these jobs?

006

(SLIDES, T discussea slides

onebpone and answers

questions students may

have]

Nqw you are studying In

the Pre.employment Training

Program whore we prepare you

for working in Americas We

i" can't tzain you in a particular

Job because we don't know

what kind'of job you' will got in

the U.S,, but we will teach you ,

skills and language you can use

in any job, Later when you

have a Job, the company will

teach you how to do it.

LIST, SPIN

o07



Prey ployment Cultural Orientation

Bataan LOM0113

STAPP POSITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIESAND RELATIONSHIPS

I, COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. VESL

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple

tions,

a. Follow one.step direction,

1, To start it took,

2, Competency 12; The student can read workplace signs,

3, Competency 13: The student can initiate and respond to

greetings and farewells, establish rapport,

a, Greet supervisors and coworkers,

4, Competency 14: The student can identify and introduce

him/herself and others,

a, Identify and introduce him/herself

and others,

b, Introduce him/herself and others,:

6, Competency 16: The student can converse in simple

language about family, weather, and

leisure activities,

b, National origin and language,

B. Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 3: Students understand importance of

rules and procedures common

to the workplace,

a, The student can identify strategies

for clarifying workplace rules,

policies and procedures,



SITUATION

o.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE.

LIST SPKG,

SCENE

Pi.refugee has been hired to

on thc, first day. /he

goes to the office and talks to

the secretary. S/ii,ftasks ttsee

Mr. Jensen, the ihrsonnel

manager who interviewed him/

herbefore, 'S /he calls the

manager and he takes the new

employee.into the shop and in

trocluces hiCher to to the

work supervisor.

1, Where is the refugee?

2. WO does Ole talk to

3, Who does the manager take

him/her to see?

Big'coinpanies have a

Personnel Manager who inter',

views and hires workers. The

Personnel Manager works in an

'office,

May help you?

SCENE 2'

The suPerivisor talks with

the worker a little, then takes

him/her around the factory and

shows him/her everything. S/he

explains what all the workers

do, .

1. Where does the supervisor

take, the worker?

2. What.does s /he show him/

her?

A supevisor is in charge of

the work operation, She is the

!Fader of all the workers and

tells them what to do,

What's your name

again?

Where are you from?

How long have you

been here?

ilanie

country



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION

3: What places does s/he show

him/her?,

The supervisor shows the

worker 'important places: the

stockroom, the tool' room,

the restroom, the lounge, the

vending machines, the office,

Then s/he takes the worker to

the place where s/he will work

and introduces him/her to a

co-worker named Joe;

A new worker should learn

the location of important

places:,

stockroom = room where stock

or supplies are kept.

tool room= room where fools

are kept for workers to

check out and use on the

job,

restroom = bathroom,

loUnge = room for workers to

sit and relax in.

vending machieS = machines

that sell food or drinks,

office = where the secretaries

and managers are,

When you are introduced to

someone, you should call them

by the name given, .You should

call important people by Mr,t

Mrs,/Miss and their last name;

you call co-workers or other

people-at your level by their

first name only,

.16(

RELATED LANGUAGE

LIST, SPKG.

[LITERACY;]

STOCKROOM

RESTROOM

MEN

WOMEN

OFFICE

Joe this is Huong,

name name

American co-workers will

want to call you by your first

name only, Your name maybe

very hard for them to pro;'

nounce, so some people will

want to give you a shoitt name

or an American name, Ifyou

ddn't like the nickname you

can teach them how to pro-

nounce your name, Yoti,might

also give an easier way to pro-

nounce your naine,

How do you spell that,

Huong

(name of refugee)

[mispronounced]

Excuse me, My name

is Huang

Fyne

[pronounce name

clearly]

My name, is Huong,

Call me Hung.
567X13



EAT D QNGUAGE

Joe talks to the new worker

and explains the work s /he will

do, He also introduces him/her

to the other workers, He takes

him/her to a work station and

has him/her work with a man

named Charlie, Then he leaves,

saying he will come back later,

Charlie: then shows the new

worker what to do,

1, What does Joe's position

seem to be ?.

2..What does he do,with

the new, worker?

3. Who is the other men?

4, How will the refugee

leam the job?

You'witkiiillY learn how

to. do a job,by working with a

co- worker. 'This'Worker flas,

perience and knnws:the job

well; Samd factory vciork,

groups have a work leader.

(lead inan/woman),

Workers who have experi

ence, are good workers and are

very responsible, can move up

to becomeileaders or even

supervisors.

As a worker, you would

talk to a work leader when you

have a qtiestion or problem

about the work. You would

talk to the supervisor'abbut

more serious problems concern-

ing your job or your leader, and

about Your days off, being_late

or absent,



0

0

SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION

Later the supervisor comes

back and talks to the new

orker. Sihe.tells him to go

to, office and talk to the

secretary. She has to fill out

Some papers,

The refugees goes to the

office and talks to the seer&

tary, S/he wants him to fill

out a lot of papers: information

forms, tax forms, insurance

forms, etc.

1.016

4. What kind of papers does

he fill out?

Most offices have a secre

tary, ,This is a person who

takes care of papers and in

formation' in the office', You,

as a worker would talk to the

secretary, about any kind of

paperwork and about pay prob.

lems, When you call in sick,

you talk to the secretary.

For every job you have to

fill out papers. The forms are

a record of informatiOn about

you (for example: your social

security ntunber, your home

telephone number, the name

and hone number of a person

to cilll in caseyou have an

emergency at, work: tax forms

with informhtion for the

government tax office; insur

ance forms which show in

formation about the health of

those insured).

RELATED LANGUAGE

'LIST, SPKG,

Go to thf

Talk to the secretary.

017

569



, Pre-employ
I

mentCultural Orientation .

Bataan Lesson 4

ATTENDANCE

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. VESL

1. Competency 3: _ The student can provide feedback on
performance ota task. ,

f. Acknowledge and apologize for mis-
takes, poor performance, being late
or absent.

2. Competency 8: A-The student can request permission ande
give reasons for being late or absent.

B. Cultural Orientation

Competency 3: Students understand importance of
rules, policies and procedures common
to the workplace:

a.. The student can identify strategies
for clarifying workplace rules,
policies and procedures.

b. Given a sample of company rules,
policies or procedures, the student
can distinguish situations which
conform to or violate them.

1018
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NAME:

ID NUMBER;

DAY

TIME CARD

MORNING

OUT

AFTERNOON

IN, OUT

51/ENING

out

C018/4 WORKSHEET

MON

I

'TUE

WED

THU

FRI.

SAT

SUN

MON

TUE

THU

WED

FRI

SAT

SUN

P.019

t



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

Situation I

Scene I
.

It's 7:45 a.m. and workers

are coming in to Work. They

punch in at the time clock and

go Jo their work area, More

workers punch in until 8:00.

'Scene 2

At 8:10 a refugee worker ,

comes in and goes to the work

area, The supervisor sees him/

her, frowns, and goes to talk

to him /her, ,

2______1,.._
=

.

..

,
1 Who are these people?

2, What are they doing?

,

3. What is that machine?

4. Why do they do this?

* * *

5. How do 'companies in your

country keep a record

of workers' attendance?

1. What time does the

refugee worker come in?

2. Who is that man?

3, What is his reaction?

c * *

; 4, In your country what

woulghappen if a worker

came,in late?

Companies, in the United

States, especially factories, use

time clocks to record the it.

tendance of their workers,
,

The time clockrecords the

exact time you come and leave,

You must go to work, on

time everyday, If you're late,

the supervisor w ill talk to you.

You might have to explain why

you're late,

If you're late the company

can deduct money from your

pay. Even if you're only 5 or

go minutes late, you may lose a

quarter or halfhour's pay.,
, ,

i

LIST SPKG,

,

You're late,

(What's the matter?)

.

,

.

.

I'm sorry, I'm late. ,

(I missed the bus) (etc)

,

513

ti2.2



Sitnation 2

It 7:50 and workers are,

punching in. A retigee worker

comes in takekhis/h9r card, ,i1J,

puches it and putsif,on thp

"IN" side, ThenVie lookto

see if an is fitcliin,g, takes

another time card and punches

it in; then goes to hisTher work

area, There are four workAta
,

tions but, onli4hree workers

are present, The supervisor ,E

walks by and'noticesIthat

work is abseil( , I

1, What's happening he

2. What does the'worldr4O?'

2, Why does the worker punCh

in two cards?

4, What do4 the supervisor ,

notice?

4 8..1 fa:,,refilgee 'Worker

comes in quietly and goes ti

the empty, work station; S/he,

sees the other refugee worker

and smiles, The sitrieryiSor

comes i)y; sees tliii,wtrker,

t10itoeS to the time

I ie; checks the worker's 'card,

koks clock_; ;and °frowns''1

hengoe'Ocl tells the Worket,

to go over to time clock%

with hii/heoThere she

shows the worker the card'ard and

speaks to himTher sharply.

doesn't

o
I

) 3, Why does they

check he tune;

ers?,,

5. Do you thiojt.it s right
.

punch in for someone

574'

You cannot punch in for

someOnetlse, This is con

siderecfdiliOnesti if yOutdo

more than once, you

probably lose yoUrjob,



DISCI1SION.QUESTIOKS

LIST, SPKG,

A 'refugee wakes up in the

morning and is very sick. .0

He looks at the clock and it's,

7:16, time to leave for work.

She gets up but feels sick and

goes back to bed.

1, What's hippeninglere?

'2'. Does sjhe go to work?,

Scene 2

It's 8:30 a.m, Workers at

affactory are,itheifWork

stations. Four workers are in

a line, but there is an 'empty

placeyamoiittliti, The-super

visor sees. this and checks' the

. time c4th, All are on the

IN sidecesieipt one still on the

OUT side.'

,S/he frowns, then goes and

tells the workers to move over

'and work faster.

1, What's the matter here?

2. Why dots the suPervisor

CliZok the time cards?
r.

3, What does s/he tell the

other workers?



.14

nex a r:theref4ee

Work and

ThetSupeivisor

Sees him/her and talks to

himlhor somewhitai)grily.'

j, W4, is the supe&ladi,

mad?

What should _the worker

have,doner

If yottare iick,and Can..

not go to work you Inuit call

and tell your Supenrisor, There

is work that, Must be done;

the absence of even one em.

ployee may mean a loss to the

employer, Sometimes when

a worker is sick a tempOraiy

worker will be hired for the

day to take hialher place.

refugee is sick at

hMne, S/he callS the company

to let them knOw,



,1
SITUATION , DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION , RELATED LANGUAGE

-,............_
LIST. SPKG,

, . ,If you will mip wolk, you

Situation 4
i.1 .

mu0 have a goodleason, ,

Yori should miss work only ifshould

Scene 4 , yO,U are sick, The'company
, r

, ; ) alloWs a certain number of sick

It's 7:30 a,m, A refugee 1, What's the probleM? days a year for each employee,

is at home with his family,
..1

,

For example, if you alflIgiven

His/her daughter is sick and , Does s/he call his company? \., 8 sick days; you can stay home
,

s /he wants to take her to , . , sick for ,8 days wftli pay, If you_

see the doctor, S /he calls in 3, What was the supervisor's are sick more than 8 days and

..,,, to the company where slhe ,reactions? stay' home, you will lose money ,

works and talks to a secretary, from your paycheck, Often an
q' $

--The secretary,then tells ' aiiployee requires a doctor's

the supervisor, who looks % ., ''',.i written statement saying th

dis'plaped, ,
you aresick if you stay home

more than three days, ' ,,,

/ .1

'Usually Atherican corn. °

, , Ilello;i1 ,I.
plies do not permit *ricers ,4 t "`

Hello,

to miss work because of fablily
,

0 problems; If someone it
,

,.4

/ treome today,/

fy is sick, you are stil 6,

4, In your country, is it ail ., 4nected to go to work, you ,,,,e1

right to Miss Work if some ;,. 4 '' 7 '
'' '

, My daughter is sick,
,nuss work only for timer.

'one in your family is sick' , , s, , .. .,;

,, , lencies, Thesompany.is
, 'interested iiis.fln your job and. ,..' ''''I'll take' my daughter

5, Do y,ou thin li are
,

,,ii,' noVinieres01 in your faiiiily , to'the doctor,

good reaso , ,i,,,' Ss 'work? '., ' ,. ,

i
,,4' ) mitterS, ,... .

,,,- ..
,

1

1 My wife stomach DO
.

J,

proigein, : '0r
..14, .'''

,-

2, My brotheq1s c ming to.6 7 no ,

visit and I ha to pick , ''t

him up,0 the bus 0 ,
*

-77H---7-----statioiV- l .,,4". 1

,, ,, ,, ,

,

3, I WaitogO ticytne ''° , In this case you can go on ,,

.... , , ,
.,

automobile department ,i.,1.1;,Amch time, or yoU'4n ask ",

to apply for a tiriitr'S ':. 1
iiiirlUpervisor foi, r. ,' ' Y

, license and ,,e office ' ,i'pralleave.;pnear two
41

D is only open during my. , tai.early" ite.daY.

r work houisW i ,
, ,,

,,,, , , 577

.....



SITUATO IISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION

'4, My baby is Unconscious

and I want to take her

to tho hospital,
jl

4, Yes, emergency problems

such as this are more

portant then work; even if

it's not possible to call the

company, your supervisor

will understand (but always

call when you have a

chance),

ti

tr

r

P.

678



COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. VESL

Pre.employment Cultural Orientation

Bataan - Loon S

SHOP RULES, SAFETY

1 competency 1: The student can follow simple direc

tips,
,

b, ono strop direc'tions,

c, 'FollOW multiplOtip directions to

perform it task,

d, Folloikdirections in use of hind or

poWer tool,

° 2, Competency 12: The student can read workplace signs,

B, Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 3; Students understand irtiortance of

rules, policies and procedures common

to the workplace:

t'TileitutlelitCailaintify strategies

fo!claritiing workplace rules,

policies and procedures,

b, Given's iample of coppany rules,

policieor procedures, the student

, can distinguish situations which

conform to or violate,them

a, Read common workplace signs,

b, Read' safety signs,

2, Competency 6 ,Students understand importance of

taking responsibility for their own and

others safety on the job,

a, Given sample pictures of worksites,

students can idigi' fy safety hazards,

b, Given a dangerch situation, students

can identify an appropriate action

to be taken,

40

579



.., ....,,,,

SITUATION

ktiol ,ey..

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 11141144DiSCUSSION
, 'y,

RELATED LANGUAGE

Mil Ii,r8010 on worksWp

. safety

SCENE,'

,

*Ill A refugee worker is at

4 wforkliolping a carpenter who

13 (Nall* -hint, 121 The

(-4111)(1141 nods a 111110111er

tniak(44 a hammering 'notion)

1111(1'101s the refugee to go to

the tpol room and get it, 131

, , ,...,.................,..,,,,,-- .......,

SCENE 2

13 1 The worker goes to the

tool room and asks the, clerk.

for a tool, ''f,41 l'he clerk aiks.

him, "What Size?" (holds out

hands measuting.small,

Inedium, large), The refugee

doesn't know, TheOrkdooks

annoyed, The refugeegook,

back to the carpeRterrii.
11.,.

. 6 ,

4.

L Who are, these people?

2, What are'they deing?

3, What does the carpenter

tell the refugee worker to

do?

............

1:

, ,

iq '

,

A wOrluir who is le.arping

a job may first help an expo.

rlenced worker, Illailler JO

migh( ho to get What the senior ''''

wOrker needs and to clean tip' of,

the work site,' , ,,
4

,.. .,

,,,,,

[1,,
w4

,
,

LIST SIIG,

Gala honk

t ,,,,

,

1

4

.
.4, ,

(

,

0,1(4.

, ,,

,.._
ifeul ,'''

.1.- .

1 , Where does the worker go?,

11,,,,,., , ,3 ,

12, What is a tool rdOin?
,

,3, What problem does the

.., worker have?

..4, Why was the clerk

. annoyed?

,

' r

.

. , T

0
In many jobs where tools

. are used, such 'as garages or

machiieshOps, the tools are ,

kept in 'a tool room, Workers .' ,

go there to get the tools they

want to use, .

4

.

.,

Tools and other equipment

come in various sizes, In \

looking for or asking for a .

tool, you must know the size ,

that is needed,

4,

.

.4,

How big?

What size?

ty

,

4

.,

I

I don't know,

*Bracketed number indicates slide ,-'

manber and slide change,

\ .)

A

41



SITUATION

'I

DISCUSSION 1 UESTIONS RTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

,i , 4
t, '

\ 11 1

'
LIST, SPKG, ,

0

,

SCENE 3
,

, , .

,
. /.

f51 The worker goes back and 11 Why does the worker stop There is a certain 'procedure
' 7

asks the carpenter, "What ' and go ,back? to follow in checking out

size?" The carpenter tells him
,

. ,
equipmnt from a tool room,

(show hand gestures again),
2. Why does he have to sign ., Usually you halite to sign your ,

and he returns.t6 the tool , 'his itune?' nameor your initials when

.

room, [6] He asks the clerk / , you check but equipment, I

for the tool; [7] she gets
0

In this way, the clerk lows , Hey!

it and gives it to him°, [8] iie t
,

who has thie tool, ,Stop!

takes it and starts to leave but
Sign here!

,

. i

il e calls him and has him
It

[10] 'the 'clieck.out list, , Si ' .

en he takes the tool tb. ,
,

, the carpenter. ' . `

, ,

. ,

, (

,

.
, ,

I ,

h I

;

' SCENE 4

[9] The carpenter takes a! 1, What does the carpenter ' , Many workshops have , .

wooden board and gives it h want-the worker to do? , machines that the worker's
, LITERACY; ;

,

the refugee worker, He tils . use in doing their jobs,

hit to saw it with 4 saber saw, 2, Where does the worker go? ON
, .

OFF

, PUSH ,

.

START

STOP

I

*Bracketed number indicates

the hur4erand slide change,

i I 1

581
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SITUATION
it

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS , FURTHER DISCUSSION

.

RELATED--',-.
LIST,

LANGUAGE,

:

[NI The worker gokovei to

the machine, turns it on, and'

starts sewing the part, [11] The

supervisor walks by and'',sees

' him, and yells at him, telling

him to put on safety glosses,

[12] The worker turns ''off the

machinq, [13] goes,over to the

wall, takes pair of safety

glasses and puts.them on,

lefore he starts the machine

again, [14] the supervisor tells

him to roll up his sleeves, which i

are loose and hanging down,

[15] The worker rolls up his

sleeves and then turns on the

saw and works, The supervisor

tells him not to forget and

walks away,
,

582 ,
.

3. Why does the supervisor'

yell at him?

What does he tell him?

01 * ,

,,

,

4, In your country, how does

someone tell another per.

sm that he doesn't like'
.,

something that person is

doing?

At work,'would it be the

same? /

.

I

Everybody that has

machines or other dangerous

equipment has strict safety

policies, There are procedures

for using machines id equip.

,ment that must be followed,

The company does not want its

worIrts to get injured, An

inju .could mean that the

worker will miss work and that

' the company would have to

pay for the insurance costs,'

,

, k

Americans, especially work

supervisors, usuiilly tell people

very directly when they don't ,

like something or if they have

some criticism to make, It may

seem impolite to you, but this

is the American wax. Don't

take it personally; it's not that

they don't,like you, but rath0

' that they ddn't like what you're

do,.m. .

,

4 w

1

SPE,

Hey!

Put on glasses!

,,,

.your sleeRollup ves,

,

'

0

,

,

Sbriy.

i!'

,

e

A

,

;

*Bracketed number indicates

slide number and slide change, ,

i



t SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

.

,

'

,

.

. 1

i

\ 1

,,

tOtt

/

.

i,

I,

' 1

.

,

.

,
.

(SLIDE'S ON

SAFETY)

:

' Safety procedurps

,

1, Wearing s

when ope

or when 'cl

requires protegtion,

example:

worker must

and hard hots,

2, Being careful

machines

You cannot

clothing, loose

or other Jewelry,

,
3, Using machines

correctly and

,

4, ,Using electrical

Safely, for

put too many

socket; dolVt'use

or worn cord;

electrical tools

water, .

, Keeping the4
'

for Oier'workers

dreging hazard's;

pie; don't

,dangerous

around where

could hurt

don't leave

water, on the

string an electrical

whete someone

on it,

'

WORKPLACE 1

1

.

Include:

ty equipment

mg a machine

iug work that

for

Obstruction

wear gloves

around

and moving parts,

wear loose

hair rings,

and tools

Safely,'

equipment

ekaMple:,don't '

plugs in one

airayed

don't use

around

0 ,

Workshop safe

by not

for exam-

leave sharp or

material lying

someone

themselves;

gretige or ail or

float don't

cord out

could trip

LIST, SPKG,
11...~.

,

111:im

583 ,'

LITERACY: '.'

DANGER

CAUTION

,

,



SITUATION , DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 'FURTHER DISCUSSION

.

,

RELATED ANGUAGI

,

,

6, Do you Oink workplaces

in your (*unto, are as

strict, as this? For,example:
,

do employers NOIR

construction workers or c'

machine operators to '

wear safety equipment?

..,,,

'

,

Workers must

location of safety

Such as fire extippishers

first aid kits, fire doors

emerge* exits,
, .

\

.

also know the

equipment

and

and

LIST, SPKG,

,

ty

.

/

4

,,,

i

,

''

. , ,

,

LITERACY,
, '.,

"--7-4"--'-fr".'.

FIRE
. ..

r HQ ATINGLASHERS,

FIRST AID KITS

, EMERGENCY KITS ,

.

o

lesemosawmre.,

SCENE 5

WO It's 4:301 A bell rings , ,

7 signal cleanup time, [1

All the workers stop worn ,

Jtnd start to cleanup,

,

[10] The cum r tells the

worker to tak the tools back,'

works'The worke ich up the tools,

cleans;th Tioff, and takes

the over to the tool room,

/([ 0] Ile then hands the tools

to the clerk, [211 The clerk

checks off the.list, [221 The

worker starts to leave bu) the

clerk asks him for a tool he

didn't bring, [23] The worker

has to go back and find it,

[24] He then returns it to

the tool room, ,

1043
,

Sgt,I

,

,

1, Why did

Wh?t dcieilt

2 What is the

,

3, Whit doesfhe

h retumsthem?

, Why does

does the

1

'

Ithe bell ring?

ean?

1,

wo er doitig?

tlo before

,

he stop? What

clerk tell hini/

,

; J

.

,

1 '

,

W,orkshops and

usually have a spec

tithe at the end of

day. There ay

someone may 11

cleanup or mkybeoveryone

knows the cleanu

watcKes the clock

r'

You must re

thing you borro'w

thing is missing, y

have to pad for it,

'reason, many wor

like to lend tkeir j

,workers If that person/
not return Rothe

signed out the to'

sible,

.

factories

is cleanup'

he work
,.

a bell or

orkers to.

time and

A

, ,

m every.;

d, If sonri,

q might

For this

era do not.

bit other .

does
.

lerfon go

I spon.
, I

0

/'i'i

Nap,
: ' ,

,,,

0 ,

,

1, c

I ,

a

Wait! a . ,

.

.
. .,

.

,

,
.

i 1
P

4

I ,

I

i

.

.

r
i

', , 14

,

f

,

t,

,

,
,

.

°./

I. I

i

.

,

,

,

, , .



Pre-employment Cultural Orientation

Bataan Lesson 6

1. COMPETENCIES COVERED:
I

O \
A. VLSL

\ 1. Competency if,: The student ca use numbers,
"\

\

\ ,

II:. Road anal verify pay figurc;s.

B. Cultural Orietation , . fr
\

. \ '1. COMpaanCY 'P : ' Student understanti importance of rules,
C .. policies and procedures common to the
\ workplace: , . .

. r\ ,

a. The student can identify strategies
for clarifying workplace rules, poli-
cies and procedures. 4

Given a sample of company rules,
policies or procedures, the titudent
can distinguish situations which con-
form to or violate them.

b.

A

fr

1'

14

a

I.

1045

PAY

1

S.
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4

SUM
r.

IANDOUr

MOM

CAB PAT 01%00
1111 PAY 1110.00

, fly 044

03 03 03
Pt CM

Oailale Memo%

DEMON
RCA

43,00

I 4,111 h

Scats with, To City with, to
1140 0.00

WOO
Nit to 459, 0

CAM IV
1500,00

Adapted from English For Your thirst Job, Gag(Prince, Fuller and IlloNordell, 1980,

Office of the Superintendent of Public instruction, State of Washington

Note to the teecher;

There have been several mistakes

pieced on this sheet for student:

to find.



Workers come in to work in

the morning and Punth in at

e clock. The SOabove'

the' c bck says :`Today is Thurs.

day, July 31." A supervisor

comes and takespl the cards

from the rack, sits' at a desk

and workswith the cards.

2:11.hat is thedate.

3. What does the supervisor

do? 1

4 What do you think she is

doing with the time cards?

Workers' attendanteis

usually recorded bY a tithe

card or time Sheet. Worlters

-.usually work 40 hours a week

if they are full.time, less than

40 if they are parttime, For

hourly woikers, pay is deter.

mined by the number of sours

worked in a: Week. At the end

of every week, two weelis or

one month, the supervisor will

add up the number of hours ,

° each emplOyee hai worked ac

cording to the time shown on

the time card, This total deter

mines the worker's pay.

A worker comes in late

(a.clock reads 8:10) and

"punches in," A supervisor

comes and talks to him, taking

his /her time card and pointing

to it, to 8:10 and to.,8;30 on

the clock.

1. (Vhat time does the worker

'punch hi?

2. That do you think.the,

supervisor is 'talking. about?

1048

If you miss work by coining

in later orliaving early,,you

ot,be paid for that time,

0 iitybu miss 10 or 15

minutes, you lose, 30 minutes

pay, You are paid according

to the time recorded on the

time card or time sheet, How-

ever, you are not paid extra

if you come in early or leave

after quitting time,

Some workers, usually

those in futime, higher level

jobs, are not paid by the hour,

They have a monthly salary

and usually don't have to use

a time clock,

(049
,581



I

1 SITUAATION

,

. DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION ,

II,11141

. RELATED LANGUAGE

r
SCENE 3 .°

Workers are at their work ,

stations, A supentisor comes

around With a bunch of en.

velopes in hisiher hand, S/he

passes them out to the workers

and has them write on a piece

of paper,

,

1 What does the supervisory ,
di

give to the workers? ;

1 What do' you think they ,

write on the paper?

Workers are paid once a

week, once every two weeks, or '

once a month., A supervisor I

may hand them their pay or

they may have to go, to an

office and pick 4 up, They,

usually have to sign their name

or write their initials to show

that they received the money,

Workers are paid by check,

not in cash. Money is given to s3 1

workers when they `.1h" their

check, usually at a b , Some

companies mail pay checks to

the workers' houses instead of

paying workers at the job site,

LIST. SPKG,

'
LITERACY; READ

,

0

LITERACY, WRITE

4
A

own name

,
'

.

0

,

own name .(sign)

own initials

i., '

SCENE 4

Two workers receive their

pay checks and compare them,

One worker, newer on the job,

sees that the other worker

receives more pay, and doesn't

understand,

.
,

1050
588

w

1, What are they looking at?

2,. Why does the worker look

confused?

'

There are pay levels which

determine how much workers

are paid, A worker's pay can

increase after he has worked a

certain time or when he ad.

vanes to a higher level job,

1 Raises are sometimes auto.

matic; workers are sometimes,'I
given a raise after 6 month's or

one year of work, In some

companies raises are not given

according to the length of time

worked; the worker has to ask

the boss fora raise. Usually ,

workers receive a raise once a

year,

:;

,

.!'

need a raise,

1051

i



1 .

a 0

SIT 0 DISCUS 10!1,QU4STIONS

a..

e )
F'URTFIER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

A, ( ,

1,

A ,worker can beopthrnoted

to a higher level job afters

has worked at hislher,t b for a

certain 'amount tim towst,

the job very well and is a pod

worker and a responkible ern.

ployee, Promotions also de.

'pend on whether or not there is'

a position open for 'a higher

level person.

LIST,

Al

d

SbENE1

A worker goes to the office,"

picks in his/her pricheck from the,'

secretary and initials the list,

She logks at the check and is

surprised, She figures his/her

pay whet she gets hOme:

$ 3,35

x 40

$134.00

X 2 Received:0

Earned $268,00 $217,53

and lookicoilfused,

J.

1, What does the secretary

give the worker?,

2, What did the worker db

after tlr secretary gave 1,

hini/her the check? (

3, Why do you think s/he was

surprised?

4, (What do the numbers

mean?

The amount on a worker's

Paycheck is always less, than the

tdtalvay the worker earned,

This is because taxes and other

payments such'as social security,

and insurance are ded\ted'

The amount deducted can add

up to 10% to 20% of a worker's

pay.

Workers sgould find out4

whattese dedictions are and

how much money is taken from,

'their paycheck for each, de.

ductian,

A

4
1

,
589
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Pre-employMent Cultural Oricntation

Bataiiijr Lesson 7

TRAINING AND JOB PERFORMANCE

:;
.

.*COMPTgNciS (),XERED;

A. Cu itnial6rieptition.

1. Competency Students-understand how gfe-einploy-
ment training. Canifissist adjustment
to life in the 9.S:",hy fanifliarizing them
with4the job 'ee r re: . . . .

b. Studer. .1describe the}approacheg .,;
tdtrallung hat are used in the pre.
employrn nt,classroon anti relate

, .. these tq'tlie initial employment
period iri, .S.,,wo kplace.

. .

'5' 'tit d importancec6Students und t of ...

rtges,Ipoliciaand procedures common t
to the orkplace:-

A .
14

a a. The turit can identify strategies
for ing workplace rules,
po c ea and procedures. ,,

: ,Given a sample of company rules,.
policies or procedures, the'student
can distinguish situations which
dbl.-dorm to or iriolate them. >40

t', 1 , .
Students understand thatworkbabits
and decisions affect presentWIcInuture
emplo ent prospects;
.
a. Students can state the components

of a good work record.
1.3> Students can state possible Con-

. sequences of losing (being laid off
or being fired), changing or quitting
a job.

Conipetenay 3:



o 'r ft.

SITUATION"' '

NE 1 1.;

),8tipepiisor showing

a new r kwOriier around

fac S/he is showing

him %lie different types of,

work, ignments,

gat they see several

ers Working tbgeithtr

in divid u
,

Then-they se w kers

Working together as a team

on jointoint task

a '4

Then they see an assembly

line where 'a piece of work is

passed aldng the line' rom

ohe worker to the next, r.

o .

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
; FURTHER, IJOSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

`LOST, SPKG,

4. How are tifexiv.olkers

doing their jobs?

5. How are these workers

doing their jobs?

. 6, How are these workers

doinirtheir jobs?
r

°

New employees are Om.

aropid.the workplace before

they s their job. A stIlmr1' r
;.

visor or aliother worker'orker may do

this,

t!,

Thiri are several typeidf.

Worg assignments, Some

'workers work alone at their

job.,,otheri wOrkes'a group or

team, :TheregiratemplOyees

on the`assembly
1,7

lint On the

line; an item, passes,froin one

worker to the each

worket, adds a part or performi

an operation before the item

;Oyes to the next worker,. This

4system is used .in producing

a,large number of identital

items gine* and with accu-

racy,



SITUATION
.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER' DI CUSI

,

., RELATED LANGUAGE
. .

SCENE 2 " ,

The supervisor assigns the

new worker to the assembly ,

lineoSlhe stands,next to a

worker and watches him/her ,

dollie job, Then slhe does the

work him/ herself and the co. , ,

worker watches him/her.

,

,

,

.

1, Where is the new Worker

going to work?

2, How does s/he learn the

job?

.

, ,.

,New workers are trainedito

, (19 their jabs, Uspliy,,another

work r will show them.
$

, ./
.

,

,

LIST SPKG,

, ,

.
,

.

.

,

SCENE 3

1

The coworker leaves and

now the re ugee is alone on the

line, S/he w ks very slowly;'

the parts begin to pile up

behind him/her, At lunchtime,

,thesupervisor talks to him/her,,

.

.

105 7

,
,

r How is the new worker

doing?

,

2, What problem does slhe

cause?

,

3 What do you think the

suPervisor said to him/

.. her?

,

.

\
,

.

. .

(

,

'Workers on an assembly

line must,work at a steady,
,,

accurate pace because everyone

is passing work along to the

next person, Usually, the speed

of the work is set by automatic

'conveyor belts moving parts

systematically from worker to

worker,

,

,. ,

.

Too slow,

Faster.

Hurry up;

.
,

,

0

,

,

.

,

. .

93



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

.

FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE , I

SCENE 4

When she return to work,

the supervisor ; ;;igns himTher

to do individual work at a work

;station, Hii/her job is to take

items from one box, do some.

thing td thein, and put them

in a box in front of his/her.

S/he watches another co.

worker who teaches him/her

by having her/him do the .

task side by 'side with him/her,

.

.

.

1 What is the worker's new

job?

'

2. Is she working alone or in

a group?

3. How does slhe learn the

job?

i
i

. .

,

Workers are often trained

to do a job by working along

side anotker worker and doing

the task step.by.step together,

.

I,

.

,

LIST, '1

.

SPKG.

.

,

,

/

,

,. ,

,

i

/
SCENE 5

%

Near the end of the day'the

new worker is working at the

station with 2 co.worke'rs stan

ding along side watching, S/he'

is working slowly. The other

workers next to him/her have

produced much more,

The supervisor comes

around with a checklist,

Slhe checks the work of the

other workers: s /he gives back

some jtems to the workers

saying "no goods " then counts

the good ones,

, \

1

1059

.

I

r, ildw,iss/he doing now?

,

2, Wy is the supervisor

doing?

3, 'Nhy does s/he give some

things back to the workers?

4, What is s /he counting?'

.

0

,

.y,

In a factory, worker.per

formance is usually judged on

standards of time and quality,

It is necessary to work at a ,

certain speed and the work

Must be well done. One Worker

is often comparedto another

worker in terms of output,

0
.

,

4

)

i

No good,

Not good. '

4

i

.

.

1060



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

SCE E 5 (con't)

When the supervisor comes

,' to the worker s /he checks his/

, her work; s /he returns many

that are not good, only a few

have been done correctly, .

S/he looks sad, The supervisor

smiles and says, °That's all

right," His/her coworker pats

him/her on the back, and

smiles,

5 What does he think about

the new worker?

,

6, How does the new worker

feel?

,

' Everyone knogs it takes

time to learn a job; you can't

be very good on the first few

days, The company will give

you time to leartlyour job,

LIST, SPKG,
_

SCENE 6

A workercomes in to work

early, punches in, goes to his/

her work station, and works

hard, Later, as she is working,

two supervisors come by and

. watch him/her work, They

look at each other and nod

approval, One asks the worker

to follo,v them to the office,

In the office they shake hands

and promote him, pinping a

supervisor's pin on hiiiher shit

.

1, Does this person seem like .

a good worker?

2, Vlho are the two people , ,

who match him/her?
.

3, What do they think of him /

her?

4, What do they do to the

worker?

5, Why did they give him/her

a promotion?

6 What do you think is nece

sary to get a promotion?

7, Do you think all good

workers get promotio s?

If you are a good worker,

there is a chance that you can ,,

, move up in your job, You

could get a raise in pay or move

into a higher level job, Not

every good workeriets a pro e

mbtion, however.t;

Being a good means

working hard and doing a good

job, but it also Means coming

to work on tine, not being

absent frequeitly, being cooper.
.

Owe with supervisors, and i
having good relations with

other employees, By being a

good worker at every, job you

have, you can establish a good

work record, and it will be

easier for you to get another .

job,

--If you-are-nottgootl---
worker and don't have a good

work record, it will be hard for

you to get ahead and to get

better jobs,

,

,

10

,

._.

t061
2 595



I. COMPETENCIES COVERED:

A. VESL

Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification

a. Indicate lack of understanding.
b. Ask for clarifieation.
c. Ask for repetition of demonstration.

Pre-employment Cultural Orientation

Bataan Lesson 8

MMUNICATION ON THE JOB: GIVING FEEDBACK

B. Cultural Orientation

Competency 5:0 Students understand the impo e of
communication in accomplishin ob
assignments at the workplace

. Given the following situations on
the job, student can select from
various alternatives theiaost appro-
.priate action:

1. unclear directions
2. redirection in task
3. being unable to carry out a given

task --.

4. negative feedback from
supervisor or co-worker

5. something goes wrong on the job

b. Student can give examples of situ-
ations in which it is approiiriate to
interrupt a co-worker or stipervisbr.

1063



'ION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

supervisor is

)Chinese

ving the work
tells him /her:

m to Joe,"

worker smiles

The super.

The refugee

other side of
American

3uperviita he

supervisor

to the Ind°.
id yells at

)64

1, What is happening here?

2. Who are these people?

3. Where are they?

4. What did the supervisor
tell the worker?

5. What did the worker say?

6. What didn't he do?

LIST, SPKG.

1, What did Joe tell the

supervisor?

2. What was the supervisor's

reaction?

3. What did s/he do?

4. What do you think s/he
said to the worker?

5. What did the worker do
that was wrong?

When ArnericIts request

something of another person

they usually let each other
know that the request was
.understood. This is especially
true when a supervisor gives

instructions to you. If you
don't understand, but say
nothing, your supervisor will
think s/he was understood,
Your jack of understanding
may cause you- to-make a

take and waste worktime, The
supervisor may become an

noyed with you.,



SITUATION ' DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
.1

FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED,..._.,___I%...M.
LIST

LANGUAGE

SPKG,

SCENE 3A

The supervisor tells the k
refugee worker, "Take those

boxes to Joe," The worker

says, 'ISorry, I don't under.

stand," The supetvisor ex

plains again and the worker sayl

"OK, now I understand? .

the supeivisor says, "Good,"

smiles and leaves, The worket

takes the boxes to,Joe,

1, Whatld he worker say?

c 2, Was the supeivisor mad?

'0' Whaalid she do?

i4.4,
9, Did thevorker understand

the second time?

','

.

When you're at work,

Americans will not get mad

or laugh at you if you say that

you don't understand. In fact,

want you to tell them

ecause than they can explain

again and make sure y'ou' will

do what they want you to do,

(Sorry,) I doliSt

understand,

Whatr

What did you say?

SCENE 313

The supervisor tells the

refugee worker, "Take those.

boxes to Joe," The worker re.

.

1, What did the worker say?

2, Why did s/he ask the qtes.

When you understand you

also should say something

such as "ok ". or "all right",

Take these boxes to

Joe,
Ok,

sponds, "OK," These boxes ?"

"How many?" "To Joe?"

"Where is Joe?" [etc, see

RELATED LANGUAGE] ,

The, supervisor answers and

leaves, The worker takes the

boxes to Joe,

ttions#

J, What did the supervisor

think?

1

,

Then the supervisor knows you

understand and slhe won't

worry ,that you will make a

mistake,
..,

If you think you under.

stand, but you want to be sure,

you can ask other questions

repeating what was said or

'asking for more information,

.

,

Ye,s,

All,

6 to 20

Yes.

That's right,

Over there,
,,

In the' qf ice.

In the stockroom.

Outside.

Inside,

All right,-----

These boxes?

/ How many?

To Joe?

Where is Joe?

599



Pra.employmentCultural Orientation

Bataan - Lesson 9

TAINING GOOD RELATIONS ON THE JOB:

qREETINGS, SMALL TALK

COMPETENCIES COVERED:

A, VESL

,1, Competency 13: The student can initiati

peek* and farewells,

a, Greet supervisors an

b. InSiate and respond

d respond to

tablish rapport,

coworkers,

o farewells,

B, Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 4: Students'understand importance of

developing and maintaining good inter.

personal relationships at the workplace;

a, Student can give examples of ways

tb establish rapport with supeivisors

and workers,

b, Given the following criticalln.

cidents, the students can select from

alternative actions the most appro.

priate one for the American work.

place,

1, your boss is angry',

2, a coworker is angry or seems

unfriendly.

3, a coworker who is your friend

leaves the job.

4°, you feel isolated,

2, 4: The student can identify and introduce

him/herself and others,

a. Identify and introdu

and others.

b, IntzodUce him/herse

The student can come

language about family,

leisure activities;

e him/herself

f and others,

in simple'

eather, and

a, Family

)b, National origin and langu

Living situation

d, Leisure time



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

Situation 1

SCENE 1

American workers are

coming in to work in a factory,

It's 6:46 and they are punching

in., They are talking among
-themseivK

ri .

)

i

1, lit hat is happening here?

',

2, Who arethese people?

9, W'f,here are they?

4, What are they doing?

6, What do you think they're

telkiiig about?

6., In your country, do people

like to talk to each other?

At work too?

.

In any country people like

to talk to eaci) other, In Amer.

Ica it's the same, You'll see

friendi and co-workers talking

, to each other, This is con:

sidered a friendly and polite

thin to do.

LIST SRC,
, 1

.

. 4

,

,

.

SCENE 2

A refugee worker enters,

takes his/her card and punches

in, The Americans look at him/

her but slhe doesn't look at

them or talk to them, This,

happens every day for two

. weeks. One day, as slhe goes

past, they stop talking and look

at him/her with a front

602

1, Who is the person who

, comes in?

2. What does ache do?

3, Rat does s/he say?

,

4. How do the Americans' .

react?

5. How do you think they

feel?

6, Why do you think the,

refugee doesn't talk to the

Americans? (elicit possible

reasons from students)

.

Americans usually expect

people to say hello and to talk

to other people, If a person

doesn't do this, he or she'is

considered not to be riendly

or polite,

Some possible reasons:

1 the refugee doesn't speak

English well

2, the refugee is a quiet person

and doesn't talk much,

,

,

i



P11

DISCUSSION IQUISTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION

s

8, the refugee la unhappy

today or has some problems

and doesn't want to talk, "

4, it's too early and she

doesn't feel like talking yet.

8, talking or not talking Is not

Important to the refugee -

she Just doesn't think

about it,

8, the refugee wants to work

herd and doesn't want to

stand around and talk.

7, the refugee doein't feel

comfortable in the factory

and only wants to go to

hislher work station and

do hilher work,

8, the refug 't feel

comfortable around Amer.

loam strange people,

culture,

9, the refugee doesn't like

Americans,

10, the refugee doeet like

these lieople,

11, (etc)

So we see, there could be

Fireasons why the refugee

't talk to them,

RELATED LANGUAGE

a

is

SPKG,

603

1072



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

7. What do you think the
Americans think is the

reason the refugee doesn't

talk to theth?
lq

But now try and think what

the Americans are thinking.

1. they might think that' the

refugee doesn't like them.

2. they might think that the

refugee is unfriendly.

3. they might think that the
refugee is strange.

4. they might think that the

refugee doesn't speak

English.

5. (etc.)

This is what the Americans

might think in this situation.
And because most Americans

have had little experience with

refugees or other foreign

people, some mightthen think

that all refugees are strange,

are unfriendly, don't like

Americans or don't speak

English.

LIST. SPKG.

* * *

8. Do you expect other people
to talk to you sometimes?

What is your reaction if

they don't talk to you?



SITUATION DiSCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION

LIST

RELATED LANGUAGE

(same as Sitiation 1,

Scene 1)

SCENE 2

Americans are talking

among themselves and a refugee

worker comes in, Slhe smiles

and says hello, They look over

their shoulder, say. "hi", and go

back to their convention, The

refugee looks at the group

sadly and then turns and walks

away.

1, What does the refugee do

when s/he comes in?

2. What do the Americans do?

3. How does the refugee feel?

4, Why do you think they

don't talk to the refugee?

This,is another situation

that could happen.

Some possible reasons;

1, They might be thinking

only about their conversa

don, It's very interesting

and they want to continue,

2 They might think the

refugee wouldn't under .

stand the things they are

talking about,

3, They might think the ref

ogee doqsn't speak English

well,

4. They might not want to

take the time to be friend.

ly to refugees,

5, They might be unfriendly

or impolite people,



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION

1078

6. They might not like

refugees,

They might not like this

particular person.

tl -

8. (etc.)

There.couldbe many rea,

sons to explain this situation,

Remember that Americans

have differentcustoms than

yours and that they will see'you

as a stranger, You should try

to be friendly: smile, say. hello,

talk to other people. (See

Related Language.) Even if

your English isn't very good,

try to say something, Usually

if Americans see that you are

trying to speak and that you

.to bp friendly, th will

balk to' (yoU and also be endly,

There are, however, some

Ainericans who have a bad opin

ion of refugees, even if they

don't know any refugees. Some

Americans don't understand

foreign people or look clown on

them, Sometimes they think

the 'Peoples' language seems

strange, or they don't like peo.

ple who are not the same color:

orrace as their friends, and

family, Other Americans don't

like refugees because they

think they get more money

frorii the government and take

RELATED LANGUAGE

LIST, SPKG,

Fine, thank you,

And you?

Hi,

Hello,

How are you?

(How are you doing?)

I'm fine,

Bye.

Goodbye,

(See you later),

tomorrow

Monday

day

1079



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

Situation

SCENE 1

It's 9;45. A refugee and an

American are working, The

American looks at the clock

and says, "Breaktime," and

turns to leave. The refugee

says, "It's hot today,"

(See Related Langauge,)

1000

V.

jobs fro! Americans, Try to

be friendly to everyone, You

can show them that you

nice and that refugee's are

people,

Talk to Americans when,

ever you have the chance,

LIST, SPKG.

(It's) breaktime,

Yeah,

Where are you from?

How Ichig have you

been here?

1

It's hot today,

In my country it's

hot

Cambodia,

4.months,

081 607



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

SCENE 2

Workers 'are talkin at break

e,

(See Related Language)

608

82

FURTHER DISCUSSION

,You can talk about any

.about work; about

yourself, your countly,'your

family, about the other person,

about the weather, about

what you do on Sundq, etc.

Don't ask too many ques

Lions about another' erson's

family situation if you don't

know that person well yet,

"Are you married?" and "Who

da you live with?" as well as

"How old are your, How

much money do you make?"

and "How much did you pay

for ?" are considered

personal questions by most

Americans,

RELATED LANGUAGE

LIST, SPKG,

Are you Chinese?

nationality

What language do you

peak ?:

Where do you live?

Do you have children?

How many children

do you have?

How old (are they?)

(is )

How was youfweek.

end?

What did you do?.

Yes,

nationality

Cambodian,

language

102 N, Main St,

(address)

Yes,

No,

6 aiit2

age(s)

OK,

Good,

I stayed at.hothe,

I went tO my fllend's

house, u83
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CQAMIq COVERED-

A. VESL

1. CoMpetency 4:

2. Competency 15:

B. Cultural Orientation

1. Competency 4:

-9

Frre'-employment CultufirO

Bataan

ASKING QUESTIONS;
LN V I T ti

;"..s

The student can ask pi feedback,
assistance, ad cieniergency help.

a. Ask forif edbac .1/4 4,

b. Ask fOr Eissistance radvice from a
supervisor or co-w ker.
Ask for help in an e ergency.-

The student cari accept, turn down and
make invitations.

Students understand importance of
developing and maintaining good inter--

;tut."'

.4.4r..
ionships atthe workplace:pers

: examples of ways
to establish rapport with supervisors'
and co- workers.

b. Given the following critical inci-
dents, the students can select from
alternative actions the most appio-
priate one for the American work-
place:

1. your boss is angry.
2. a co-worker is angry or seems

unfriendly.
3. a co-worker-who is your friend

leaves the job.
4. you feel isolated.

1084

o 10

OR OFOING,Ht1.13,
OM ' CONFLICTS

ittation;

la°
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SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

SCENE 1

A refugee is working neat

an American, The refugee

worker looks at the American

and then goes over to talk to

him/her. S/he asks him/her

questions about what she is

doing. At first the American

responds only briefly to the

question, but later s/he smiles

and explains more freely to

the refugee,

.

1 What do you think the two

workers are talking about?

i2, Why do you think the

refugee worker went over

to talk to the American?

If you want to get along

with other workers you should

Wk to them, One gond way

to do this is to ask them about

their work. It is a friendly, way

to show you are interested in

them and in their work, If

asked, people are usually

willing to explain what they're

doing, This is also a good way

for you to learn more about the

company you work for,

LIST SPKG,

- What are you doing?

,

.

SCENE 2

,

The refugee worker is at his/

her station, S/he sees an Amer.

ican nearby trying to carry

some boxes and goes over to

help. The American smiles

and thanks him/her. The

refugee returns to his/her

work station, Later s/he has

trouble doing something

and asks the American to help

him/her, The American comes

over to show what to do,

.

, 1, What did the refugee do?

I '

2, What was the reaction, of

the American?

3, What did the refugee ask

the American to do?

Another way to bMiendly

with other workers is to offer

them help,

Other workers are usually

willing to help you if you ask

them,

These are other ways to

show friendship to coworkers,

,

(Can I help you?

Please help me,

show

.3

SCENE 3
0

.

A refugee and an American

are working together, The

American looks at his/her

watchees it's break time and

610 .

,

1, What did the American say

to the refugee worker?

2 Where are they going?

,

,

At break times workers ,

often go together, They will go

to a break room or lounge and

have a soft drink, tea, coffee or

Break time

Let's ;o.
(YES) OK, ,

All right.

Let's go,

6



invites the refugee to go out,

The refugee says OK and they

leave together,

smoke, They will talk among,

their friends, They may invite

you to go on a'break and you

should know how to respond,

If you want to talk to

someone or make friends with

thent, taking breaks or having

lunch with colorkersis a good

time to get to know someone,

(NO) No, thanks,

Not right now

Later,

In the break room, the

merican can offerthe refugee

a cigarette; The refugee'says;

"Thank you", (meaning "NO")

and the Ainericai) keeps holding

the cigarettes out,until the

refugee motions "no",iThen

the American walks °Veto the

Coffee machine nearby,

buyi a cup of Coffee, and

walks back toward the refugee,

The refugee hesitates, then

after she sees'ees the Amer*

drink the coffee, goes to buy

a(cup of coffee for him/herself,

1, What did the American

offer the refugee?

2, Did the refugee accept?

3, . Why did the Arnetican

hesitate?

It's all right not to accept

offers, no one will be offended

if you don't do as they suggest

or take what they offer, Mak e

sure you know the right way to

say what you mean, however,

(NO;) No thank youI

No, thanks,

4 Who did the American buy

coffee for?

5, Why did the refugee

hesitate before he bought

coffee?

6, Why didn't the American

.buy coffee for the refugee?

An American inviting some

one to go on a bpak or to ac.

company him somewhere will

not usually pay for the person

s/he invites, Americans usually

do not buy things for other

people, evena cup of coffee,

It is just expected that each

person will buy what s /he

wants,

611



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION ; RELATED: LANGUAGE

A refugee worker and an

American are working together

on a machine when something

breaks od it The American

gets mad at the ,.efugeeland

starts yelling at him,

1, What happened to the

machinel,

2. What did the American do?

3, What ShOuld the refugee

do?

Americans sometimes get

angry easily and usually show it

openly,

If another worker gets mad

at you, or if You have an argu«

ment,:stay cilm,. Later report

the matter to the supervisor,

If something is damaged,

accidentally or through your

.fault, report it to the super.

visor, Sihe will appreciate your

honesty, If you fail to tell

your supervisor and s/he find

r out about the damage from

another employee, sihe may

become angry,

612



COMPETENCIES COVERED:

A, Cultural Orientation ti

1. Competency 4: Students understand importance of
developing and maintaining good inter-
personal relationships at the workplace:

Student can give example of ways to
establish rapport with supervisors
and workers.

Bataan Lesson 1 I

WORK ATTITUDES AND WORK HABITS



,

o

°Li SION QUESTIONS FURT114 DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE;

A '

refug ne is oiking

herytorlt stati ,Wor

yeriliard, corice

work aOloing

Thmte; e ,oMplAels,

her,''

a

ilth

11

4

.1, liow is the worker doing?

2. What is the reaction of the

supervisor?

your supervisor would

always like to see yOu work ,

hard and work well. If you're a

good worker, you have a better

chance of keeping your job or

of moving up to a higher level

jo)).

LIST gPKG,

Very good,

(Good work.)

(Good sob,)

ti

A s king among

otiPp4ni At break

all Wet? )eave and one

call .t thellfugee worker,

hew ,flier eefines the offer

,O king, When the

gales by and seesf;
.

m/1 e "Working, the other

-.(wo frown.

'SCErIli 3

A group of workers are at

their works tion, It is work

time, but y are drinking

COffee'an alking,' Another

worker cgmes over and tells

them that thesuperVisor is

coining. The/alhurryback

', to'work andlook busy when

the boSs domes in. After he

Walks.away they relax and go

back to.taliidg.

1 Why did the American work.

ers get up?

2, What do you think they

asked the refugee?

3, Why didn't s/he leave?

4. WO were the other workers

angry?

Most companies allow

workers to take's 15,Or 20

minute brAk in the' morning

and in the afternoon, Workers

like to take this break; they

also like to take their full lunch

time and like to leave when it's

time to stop)flork. Some

workers might get mad at the

other workers who don't take

breaks because they think, that

they will appear lazy in contrast

t to the hard workers.

1,

2.

3,

4,

61,4

What are they doing?

Is it break time?

Why did the workers hurry

to start working?

Do you think the super

visor knows that they are

lazy?

It's important to be a good

ivorker. Do your best all of. ,

the time not only when the

sups visor is looking,

1092*

093



SITUATION

SCENE

A worker is alone at his

work station. Sihe looks

around, sees no one then takea

a few items out of the drawer

and puts them in his /her

pocket,

S FURTHER DISCUSSION

I., What doei the wt

2, Whl do you think

loo ing for?

3. Do ou thhlk there ady.

thin wrong With ivh4 th

worker does?

waswiwwwigiurr emangnmai %wpm

RELATED LANGUAGE

You must be honest, Don't

thkeinything from worVor

your personal use or iforr Ttir,''

friends' use, If you are caught'

takingsomething, you can be

fired,
,

1094

LIST, SPKG

10,5

615
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I. COMPETENCIES COVERED:

A. Cultural Orientation
411

Pre-employment Cultural Orientation

Bataan Lesson 12

PERSONAL NITS ON THE JOB

ri

1. CoMpetencY 4: Students understand importance of
developing and maintaining good inter
personal relationshipsat the workplace;

. .

. Student earvgiVe examples of ways

JLN,to
establish rapport with supervisors

and workers,

!g' 1_096



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER,DISCUSSION LATED LANGUAGE

SCENE I 4
.

A victicor come in to

work In a dirty TdIrt,

Ithilhor 1)9to arc dirty, hillher

hair is messy and s/ho smells

bad, Other workers look at

him/her and turn their backs

to him/her,

,.._____________.........,......._

SCENE 2

,

1

Two refugee women come

in to work, One is Cambodian

, and is wearing a sarong; the

other is Vietnamese and is

wearing a thin pajamas like,

a blouse and pants, American

workers see them and smile

and talk to each other.

a

,..

1 Describe the worker's

appearance,

2, How do the other workers

react?

3. How do you think a

person should dress when

ho or she goes to work?

,
Workers should dress,,
neatly and be clean.

LIST, SPKGI

,
,

.

,

,

.

'

,
.

1, Describe the women's

clothes,

2, How do the American

workers react to the way

the refugees are dressed?

3. When do you think its

appropriate to wear your

native clothes?

a

Americans are not used to

seeing people wearing tra

ditional SoutheaEt Asian cloth.

ing They may be surprised

and think It is strange; some

people may laugh at or make

fun of people who wear such
clothing.

When you wear American

clothes, you sometimes have

to be careful too, en's and

women's clothes hive different

styles and are sometimes hard

for refugees to distinguish,

,

, it:,'

,.

SCENE 3

It's lunch time. Workers

are in the break room eat' g

'sandwiches; the Southeast

Asians take out food which

has a strong smell (such as

fried garlic and hot chills),

.618
,

1, What are the people doing?

2, What kind of food do they

have?

3, How do the Americans re.

--a-cri,o the Asian's food?

,

,

Asian food is different from

American food and it smells

strong to Americans, Some

'people may not be polite about

their reactions. Americans will

probably not like the taste of

.

,

.

1

.

.

.

1098

1091



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1 ,

FURTHER DISCUSSION ,

.--"--.-*-"TM^"""""---or^r-m

RELATED LANGUAtIE

4r117...1..1.

The Americans make a good.

mtured comment and smile,

' but act as it the food Wert

them, The Asians offer them

their food, but the /ttmericans

decline,

4 4 How do you think the

Miens feel?

,

Asian food that has a lot of hot

spices or garlic, They are

sharing their food 1 as many

Asians aro,

LIST, SPKG,

SCENE 4

[WITH PICTURES)

Picture #1.,,

A person is squatting on

a toilet,

Picture #2:

A person is seated on a

toilet,

1, What is happening in

these two pictures?

Americans sit when tilling a

toilet, They consider it im

proper and strange to squat ,

on a toilet,

Refugees should also be careful

to use the bathroom equipment

for the right purpose, Long

sinks for washing hands may be

mistaken for urinals by some

refugees,

...................

'

SCENE 5

L Three refugees are taking

a break, They are squatting

in a corner, talking and

smoking,

2, Three or four refugees go

into the break room to eat

lunch, The table, is crowded,

so they sit on the boor in a

corner, put their food con

tainers in the center of the

group and begin eating,

1 (1(n

1, What do you think about

the scenes just presented?

Americans and Asians have

different customs, different

ways of doing things, One way

is not necessarily better than

the others, just different,

However, Some people may

think that customs different

from theirs are wrong; other

people will think different cuss

toms are strange, '

.

..

'DO
619



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

LIST

RELATED LANGUAGE

SPKG.

3, A° refugee woman is seated

in a chair working, She is

tired, she iicks.Off her shoes,

Puts her legs up and sits

cross.legged in the chair;

Yoit should try to notice what,

AmetiCan Customs are different

from yours:It will help you

. if you can act as muchlike

other' workerion the job as

Possible.

If you prefer to do things

your way perhaps it is, better

to do them at home.' Otherwise,

you may be ignored or co.

workers may complain about

Your behavior to your Super.

visor:



COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

Pre-employment Cultural Orientation

Bataan Lesson 13

WAITING IN LIME

1. Competency 9: The student can recognize visual cues
and signs indicating direction, operation,
and areas/locations.

B. Cultural Orientation

Competency 3: Students understand importance of
rules, policies and procedures common .=
to the workplace:

b. Given a sample of company rules,
policies or procedures, the student
can distinguish situations which
conform to or violate them.

3





DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION

LIST

RELATED LANGUAGE

SCENE II'

SEE PICTURE

What is happening?

What are these people

doing?

3 Why are they running?.

4. What is she doing?

(the person putting a'

bag through the window)

5, Do you think she will get

a seat?

6, If there aren't enough seats

for everyone, what will the

people do who do not have

a seat?

(they'll stand inside the bus;

others will have to wait for

the next bus)

1. What is happening?

2. Are they walking or run-

ning?

3, Do you think he will get a

seat?

4, If there aren't enough seats

on the bus,,what will the

people who do not have a'

seat do? (same as above)

5, In your country, how do

people get on a bus?

In every culture, people, are

pate to other people, How.

ever, each culture has a differ.

ent definition of what being

"polite" means and what being

"impolite" means. In America,

people consider it polite to

stand in a line and wait for

one's turn. People wait in lines

to get on the bus, as shown in

the second picture. If there are

not enough seats,'some people

will stand (but they cannot

stand in the doorway or on thf

steps; they must be inside the

blis behind the driver.),They

cannot stand in the entrance

or exit Other people will have,

to wait for the next bils;

If the bus is crowded and

you bump someone or step on

someone's foot, etc., it is polite

to say "Excuse me",

Ovetthere,

,(etc.)"

Excuse me.,

Waiting in line means oue,

person stands in back of

another person (point to'

Picture) and waits forhislher

"turn" to do something, At

a bus stop, the beginning of the

line A at thelus stop sign,

People stand behind the first

person standing next k) the

sign.



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

108
614

6

-(n

6. How do they get on a bus

here at the processing

center?

What's this? (point to bus

stop sign)

8. Do you have to wait in line

in your country? Where?,

When?

9.. Do you have to wait in line

at PRPC? Where? When?

10, Where do you have to wait

in line here at the Pre-

employment Training.

Center?

11. Why do people wait in line? )

Is it faster or slower?

13,-Is it easy 'or difficult for the

bus driver (cashier, sales-

person, etc.)?

14, Where do think you will

have to wait in line in

America? (to pay for things

in stores, in the welfale

office, at work; at the time-

clock, in the cafeteria, etc.)

LIST, SPKG,

1. 1.09



SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION RELATED LANGUAGE

SCENE III

Roleplay; 'Butting in line

in &store"

One moil (A) goes to the

cashier to buy something,

Another person (B) tries to

get in front of him/her,

(B) also tries to ask the sales.

person the price of some.

thing before (A) has finished.

(A) becomes angry. (B) tries

to motion to the salesperson

to save something for him/her

but the salesperson shakes her

head and (A) buys what (B)

wanted,

1. Who

2, Where,

q were

3. What

(tried

4. ,Why

5. Did

your

When?

6. How

7. How

happened

would

8. What
(tried

person).

9, What

person

thing

10. Did

.,

:r.

were he people?

0
were they? What

they doing?

did (B) do first? .

to go in front of (A),)

did slire do that?

you ever see anyone in

country do that?

Is that acceptable?

did (A) feel?

would you feel if that

to you? What

you do?

did (B) do next ?'
to talk to the saki.

How did (A) feel?

did (B), want the sales-

to do? (save some

for him/her )

the salesperson do it?

.

Americans do not like

people to get in front of them

in a line, They think it is

impalite to do this. They

think that first person who

conies is the first person who

should be waited on/helped,

In the United States, you

must wait until it is your turn

to speak with the salesperson/

cashier /welfare worker, etc,

Even if you have a very short

question, you must wait until

it is your turn. The first person

must finish before the sec.

and person is waited on, or

before the second person can ask

a question,

The salesperson cannot

hold/save anything for some.

one at the end of the line.

Each person must wait his/her

tum, even if it means that

what they want to buy will

be bought by someone else

ahead of them in the line,-

LIST. SPKG.

.

,

,

,

.

4
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Pre-employment Cultural Orientation

Bataan Lesson 14

ORIENTATION TO THE RESTROOM,

1, Competency 9: The student can recognize visual cues

and signs indicating direction; opera.

tion, and areasflocations,

B, VESL

1, Competency 7: The student can ask and respond to

questions about items in the work

place,

a, Ask or tell the location of an object

or place.

2, Competency 12: The student can read workplace signs.

a, Read common workplace signs,

C, Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 3: Students understand importance of

rules, policies and procedures common

to the wotlace,

b. Given a sample of company rules,

policies or procedures, the student

can distinguish situations which

conform to or violate them,

t113
627
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SITUATION DISCUSSION QUESTIONS., FURTHER DISCUSSION , RELATED LANGUAGV

[Tour of reatroorn]

CI

(Refer to signs.) , ,,
, Qm, 1

, //`PilnY ,

-,,

r,

4

(Refer to ttel!A.) i%

,, '

0,.

.)
.

,

,

.
'i

;.) ,,,, 0,44p.

. t
. -.,

.,
1

1 ,

,

.
,

.

..,

1 i s

630'
, . A

1. Did you see the signs?

What'do they say?

, ,,
2,, Wily do we lock the door of

the toilet?

Sr, Why s ouldn't you stand or.

ton the toilet? .

,

i,

,
i, ,

d

, ,p ,
,,

.

0

o

, Whatiet,hat paper for?

,

' e

. , 7',71,

.

, ,,,, oro' , ,

' '',5,4 Whet do t,witith your
e , ,1 w

, him ,y4 t ;
1,, 0.

lig 74,

; i ,,,

1 1

. v0 '
d

,

$.,,

It i'' 'k;i'

''' "Theie Ire separate refit!

/001118 iir meli OfOrloinin, ,

[ROTE': "Canfo Rooinu is 4)

term used in the Philippines but

hot in the VS]
,,

The_door to the toilet

Should be locked so that no one

will come in while the toilet is
,

bin use.

Americans consider it;

strange and improper'to squat

on a toilet. The American,

custom is to sit on the toilet,

and AmeriCans wouldn't like

,to sit on a; et or dirty seat.

The seat might also break if

someone stood on it,

Men, when urinating,

should lift up the seat.

Americans alWays use
. ,

paper, not water,to clean them

, selves, TOilet paper is a ., ial :

paper that can be thrown mto

the toilet Other o8jecti, kuch; .

m other kinds a paper, sanitary .

napkins, diapers, cigarettes or

plastic bags should/not be
.

throWn in a toilet.

Restrooms have a sink for,

ands and face, Soap

provided,
, .

r

,..,'

ID

,,

1 ' '

UST, SPKG.

4 '10
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FIATHER DISCUSSION , RtiLATE4ANGUACE

LIST, SPKG,

Some work places require

em loyees to wash their hands

r using the toilet: It is OM
;that people working with flood

have to wash their.hapds with

soap after they use the toilet,

It is very offensive for

Americans to see someone

urinating outdoors; in some
laces this might even be illegal,

Everyone, including children, is

expected to, use's restroom,

,In your country is it accept
able for people to urinate
outdoors?

[Directions]
Excuse me, where is

the.i:eitrOom?

PleaSe say that

7, ,What can you do if you're

away, froni home and need

to go'to the restroom?

There are public restrooms

in large stores or shopping
centers and in restaurants and

office buildings, Some public

g, places such as bus stations may

have pay toilets, where you

need 10¢ (a dime) to enter the

stall,

To flush the toilet yowhaVe.

to push thePmdle dor, IV
Yi you throw a lot of paper. in thel

toiletit Might become stopped

up and the water. won't go

down Then you neecka plan.l

446 file toilet.

,
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,VTUATION ,
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS FURTHER DISCUSSION

,
,

RELATED LANGUAGE

toilet

down.

the

toiletr,

40

stalls,

hands

thing

hair,

other

..,,:Other

(Show

tenni".

A, N

632

When finished, flush the
. .

by pressing the handle

[Demonstrate; show .

visual of the cardboard.

.7,"
're

'The sink, outside the to

is used fqr washing your

or face, Never put

in the sink, Don't ,put

cigarette butts,or any

trash in the,sink, Put all

objects in the trash ,can,

trash can and "No Lit.

sign.)

.,

, ir,

441ei

i

,,

1 4

0

.

, r

,

.,
0,

, w
4

,,

,.

,

,,,,

t,

:R

'',-'

v

1

i

The cover to tIletoilet's

water tank should not be

lifted, If there is something

, liwong with the toilet at

work, report it to the lead
1

person or supervisor,

Some work places require

emplOyeesto wash their hands

after using the toilet, It is a

lawfor anyone working with'

food to wash their handi with

soap after using.the toiletsl,i
.

(skew sign washing hands),

Often paper or cloth towels

are in restrooms for drying
, ,

``sands, Thesp paper towels thould

put in the trai)h can afer use:
PI

ill

I

LIST, S'KG,
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(SEE PICTURE B)

"Public Toilet" means,

that anyone Can ,use it, It 10

also reeponeibill

to keep a publie'restroom c

If anything is broken, report it,

Children should understand

that the toilet is not a toy,

1 Where else can you find a

public toilet in the 1),S,?

(Retauranti,

doctos'Identists' offices,

movie houses, airports, large

gores, public officeelbulld.

ings ouch as welfaii Offices,

libraries, etc. )

2, If you are in the dentist's

office and you (or your

child) want to use the rest

room, but you don't know

where it is, what can you

do?

(Ask someone.)'

Who'can you ask?

(A secretary, etc.),

What can you say?

( "Excuse me, Where is the

restrooli? )

Sonicitrooms are only

for the use of those who work

in or use a building. Schools

have toilets for their studente,

office buildings for, their.

'workers. They are not for the

"general" public,

Illsome public restrooms,

you can buy sanitary napkins,

kleenex or.coMbs from a vend

ingimachinion the wall,,

4144,41r,
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-Reigpe:hcess

Phoat'Nikhoni

Background

The IESLICO program' inPhanat Nikhonfis,cbnducted by the Consor.

tium

,

of Savethe Children Federation (SCF),,the Experiment in Inter,

national Living (EIL) and World Education (WE). SCF has a long history .

of work in relief and refuges activi And, since 1966; has operated

programs forSocial and economic d ment'in the V.S. and around

the world, For,over 50 years EIL,hai e ucted a variety of inter.

national programs which include WW1 and foreign language training,

st*nt eichangei,.and technical lid community development. EIL'a

degree granting campus is locate in Brattleboro, Verniont For the

J decades World Education has heped *clop innovative currcula

awl Methodologies for indigen s people around the world with low

leVels of literacy and helped them to acquire the skills necessary to

undertake furtherleaqng,

At Phanat Nikhom, SCF p ovides administrative coordination and

support, EIL conducts th SL and Pre.employment cOmponents, and

WE is responsible, for the/CO component

All programs have been funded by the Bureau for Reftelrograms,

U,S Department of State. /

Phanat Nikhomli'both a holding center and a transit center,

Facing facioas the road.; the two.faeilitiei have a combintd population

of about 20,000 refugees.,

Those refugees enrolled in the Intensive ESL/CO/PET program have

been accepted for resettlement' in the United States and leave for their

new home Within two weeks after finishing clasies,

the Intensive ESL/CO/PET, Prograth at,Phanat Nikhom. Student

opulation in classes varies between 250 and the peak enrollment

f approximately625 students,

e earls developmental work in basie skills done,by the staff at

'Phanat,Nikhom for the Hilltribe Project was the basis'for many of

the lessons used throughout the region as Preemployment Training

was implemented at each site,

om July 1982 to January, 1984, 1.2 cycles of students have completed

The'Phanat Nikhom fugee Center lies approximately 75 miles southeast;

of Bangkok, It takesits rude from the nearby town of Phanat Nikhom,

a Medium,sized comMercial community in an'agrieultural region, The

camp itself is located on the highway 30 minutes from tok. Refugees

are housed in ba boo and asbestos board structures with tin roofs

and attend classe in similar structures; Administrative offices and ,

t

training facilitie are located in the town of Phanat' Nikhom; as ere

residences for staff members. Staff members are taken by bus to the

camp each m ming 6:0 ,m. and bussechback to Phanat Nikhom

at 3:30 p.m All materi s for 'activities are purchased in hanat Nikhom.

Stu

In March,1980, the Consortium operated an ESLIC program for

Khmer and Lao refugees, In May, 1982, the Hilltrib Projeet was

developid for hong and other hilltribe groups fro Laos. In October, °

1982, he Consortium beginc;operafing an 'ESL/CO program based ;

o English language ability rather than on ethnic background,

The majdrity of the students at Phanat Nikhom are Cambodian and

lowlandiao; with small,numbers of Hmong, Mien and other Hilltribe

groups from Laos, 2hanat Nikhom has the largest enrollment of

pre. literate student's of the three Intensive ESL/CO/PET in Southeast

Asia, Most sthdents cannot read or write in their own languages and

may never have attended school. a

!127



Students in the Pre-employment component often exhibit the

following characteristics in the classrooM:

1, They may be experimenting and learning to manipulate

a paper and pencil,

, 2, They are often initially frightened in the classroom.

3, They are ireticient and reluctant to weak,

4, They often take an exceptionally longtime to perform

theaction or respond tp direction, ,

hey may lack c

6, They lack the 'ability to concentrate on typical classroom

tutivitiesi,-PiTcildimportaktrieng-igclianat

638

5, Tonfidence in their ability to learn,

The Curriculum at Phanat Nikhom is designed to accommodate these

!taming characteristics,

Curriculum Description

Almost 2/3 of Pre-employment Training consists of Vocational English

as a Second Langtiage (.VESL) or reinforcement of ESL, In the early

weeks of the program, when the students have very little language,

lengthy VESOesson precedes the Basic Skills activity, Gradually,

as the weeks ggby, the English is increasingly taught and used within

the context of the basic skills activity,

Each activity introduces the student to new equipment or systems,

and alloWs for increased familiarity with and development nf skills and

self-confidence, Topics around which activities are planned include

sewing, food service,. electricity, measurement, wood working, drawing,

Lesions which reinforce number recognition, introddce nu bng
and systems such as alphabeticalfiling and alphanumerical oiling.

system and addition are also providek,The activities are designed for

participation. #lost of the time students work individually or in pairs

Many of the activities allow the student some latitude in what has

to be done, rather than specify each step exactly, For example, in

Changing the Size of a Drawing, the students are encouraged to mike

their own simple drawing: instead of copying one proVided by the

teacher This approach tends to capture the interest of adult students,

and alsoincreases the number of ambiguous situationsin which

English is practiced;

Early activities provide the groundWork foracquisition of more

complex skills and language, One or two simple skills are emphasized

in each beginning activity, while simultaneously key language

structures are laid in place, Later in the program, as activitie be.

come more involved, many basic skills comp,etencies are addresied

in the same activity, It is assumed that students have nO knowledge

of English at the start of the pregram. Concurrent study oES1

augments the more complex VESL conipetencies'covered,Idter in the

program, Cultural Orientation discussions take place,eitherin the

Pre-einployment class or in the CO lass depending on whether or not

the teacher can speak the same langbage at the students and on

whether there is an Assistant Teacher in the class or On call. Some

teachers prefer to have an assistant; .Othera feel that it. is easier

to establish and maintain an English language atniosphereividioi

analisistant.

i41

Short measurement activities'ind math games are used when reinforce-

ment of number skills is needed. These occur after the Basic Skills

activity has been finished and vary in duration according to the time

remaining in the cl Oriod, The games also provide a frnitful

environment for VESL; Every fifth day is a review day,,winch allows

time to complete whatever was not done'earlier'in the week, VESL

is also reinforced on review day.

The curriculum at Phanat Nikhom is carefully stepped Activities are

graded from the'very concrete to the more abstract, Abstract concepts

are built bp series nf experiences rather than extensive explanations.

Organization

Lessor follow this general sequences:

1. VESL is introduced while t to er demonstrates the

action, The students Watch and listen,

2, Materials are distributed to students and they are

encouraged to explore and manipulate each of them.

3, The teacher then repeats the instructions and monitors

the students' completion of tie activity while giving

performance feedback. ,

4, The teacher encourages students to share their work

With each other.

5. Tools are cleaned and tables cleared by students at

the close of each lesson.



Materials Center:

The pre - employment materials center plays a crucial rble in the smooth
running of a program which prides itself, In creating a handson
learninomvironment. The center ie staffed and'organized to serve
over 600 students working on'different lessons each day. The inven-
tory Ctoonsist's of mbre than 40 differenttools such as electric drills and
saber saws, sewing machines, soldering irons; cooking utensils and,
an array of material's, such as solder,nails, batteries, wood, wire and

t

Through the effortsof a staff of artists, large visuals of the tools
and materials used rn'Pre-employmehtave been added tcithe inven
tory and ere used atteaqhing aids.

,

The system for the procurement, storage and distribution of materials
used in thePre-employment program,has grown and evolved dramati-
cally during the first year of the program.,



PHANAT NIKIIOM

Precmphiyment Curriculum Outline

* 1, Joining Wire

2, Water in a Flexible Tube

* 3, Designs with Lind and Circles

* 4, Making and Drawing a Design

41 5, Drilling Holes in Wood

* 6, Making an Extension

7, Making a Hat

* 8,, Tinning Wire

9, Tool Invont'ory and Maintenance

*10, Changing the Size of a Drawing

*11, Circuit with a Battery and Light Bulb

12, Learning to Use a Sewing Machine

13. Sewing a

14. Making a.Pattern fora Cutting Board

*15, Making and Using a Test Light

16, Using a Saber Saw to Make a Cutting Board

17, Circuit with a,Light Bulb and Switch '

18, Making a Terminal Board

19, Stuiding a Cutting'Board

Activities Selquenct

I

*20, Making Patterns ttl,onsthict Cubes

21, Soldering Many Identical Pieces

Food Service: Cashier, Jobs in a Restaurant

23, SYstems and Specifications

24, Making Patterns to ConstrUct Rectangular S!

25:' Food Service: Washing Dishes and Taking Inventory

26, COncentration of Liquid Mixtures

*27, Follow a Pattern to Make a Box

28, Food:Service: Setting a Table, Making Coffee and Tea

29, The Octopus: Using Test Equipment

30, Timing a Task

31, , Make a Lamp

32, Weighing Things

33, Food Service: Customer/Worker

34, Food Service: Customer/Worker

35, Makinia Metal Shelf

88t

37,

38,

39:

40,

41,

48,

1'45,

4

4

50;

51,

4

Mathboard: ;,ength and Widh'

,Wnodworking 1

Readihg a FloorPlan

Battery: Positive and Negative

Reading a Map

Woodworking 2 ,

Measuring in Inches

Circuit with a Pt14

Kitchen titOnsils+,',ApAlances

Woodworging 3 ;

Mounting a Door Lock

Circuit with a Common Ground

'odworking 4

king Pancakes

S ng Project 1,

Automobile Electricity'

-Automobile Maintenanc

Woodvfitiking 5,

Sewing Proiect

;Sewing Project 3

Filing by tier

lourescent Light

Simulation: Door Locks

ctrictty

'0(

Circuit*

Assembly

Fioueho

Dictionar

Diction

Househo

Making

DilPtio

laihtenance

tore Simulatipn

nothing



Stedu Ilug

A and 11 level students study six and a half hours of ESL, Co and

Preeinployment,for,18 weeks, They may attend an optional two hours

of Native Liniguage Literacy in the 'evening,

r

Typical Student Day

7:00 ton, td 12:00 p,m,

ESL 1.12 hours

Cultural Orientation 1.112 hours

ESL 1.1/2 hours

P,E,T,

Free Time

1:00 p,m..to pa,

2 hours Students attend one

or the other

P,E,T, classE ,T, 2.112 NO

Free Time

NO p,m, tp 9:00 p;i1\
1

Optional

Native Literacy 2 hours

1

Educatiot(al Approach

Underlying the curriculum is the philosophy of self discovery.

Students learn many of the baste concepts in the lessons by seeing

and doing task ther than by listening to,lectures or observing

teacher deMon rations.

Because the students are unfamiliar 14ith a cl room setting,

actittities and VESL must be paced so that students have the neces

sary time to examine tools, experiment with processes or respond

when; they have developed the confidence to do so,

Students must I taught ways of lenriiing It the classroom; 0,g,,

. /

to focus on the teacher when approPriate tOlook toward the

teacher rather than to randomly it estate around the room; to sit .

and complete an organized activity, Each lesson reInforc'es theseeon

milking while stressing eykand coordination, elute attention to

accuracy, skill in using hand and electric tools; an becoming familiar
it

with technological concepts1 4 \

Teachers let students initiate as much action mid conversation as '
possible,' During the course of the lesson, they help &meet obviously

glaring erkors quickly but guldellt he student ito rectify Minor errors

010[1.1014, The object is to as st students in successfully completing

the activity while using as much of the VESL as possible,'Jhe activity

is 11' vehicle for learning the language.
\'

Teachers and supervisors plan to involve students at a persona level ,'

when possible, Knowledge'of skills practiced in the students I

homeland are drawn upon to provide examples of how those.skills

can be applied in a new context.; Both the U,S, work'place and the

technology used in most American homes can be sources of model'

'situatios

in which the refugee must function, Activities and \
VESL can help the student better visualize both contexts; \

ti
Finally, each hour of classroom instruction provides ways to strengthen 4

the students' ability to use initiative, and to build self confidence as th

master skills and language, Student reticence and their slowness in per.

forming some of the abstract tasks required, Is counteracted by'a

spiraled curriculum in which basic skills and language are used again

and again. Encouragement during the first weeks of the program are an

important part of the lessons, By the middle of tie cycle, students

are using safety language outside the classroom and have becomeefamilitir

with eleCtrical tools, By the end of the cycle a great deal of the VESL

can be heard from students outside the claisroom as they go from

classes to their billets,.

641



,

, A wide variety leeching methods appropriate fur adult lorners

at the MB level is used, As much as poseibli,itachors are encouraged

to Wept various methods to specifically meet the needs of their

students and to continually reinforce skills previously learned,

Ttmehers assess each student'a learning pee 191d, when pOssihle, group

students to prnmote igo,od learning environlent, lie

I, A chills of 50% met and 00% women, \I

2, Young people together Ogee 10,30)

oktoilwoot in Fine claps with one or two students

of moderate age who can act Its'it catalyst 1

Total 'Physical Response (TPIt) end III varlotions are routinely used

for the VES14 lotion, They are augmelited by substitution drills,

sitt9tional reliliforeetnint, silent way, role plays and other teaching

infthods,

Thiproductl made in specific basic skills activities are often used to.

complete a later task, For example: thebox made in one lesson will be

used to house circuits in another lesson, This not only reinforces

the skill taught but also puts the lessons in kpracqeal context,

irjtaffing

Teachers who arc graduates'of universities in Thailand are hired,

These locally hired teachers do the actual ESL, CO and Preemployment

classroom teaching, They work as teams of approximately six, super.

Weed by a master teacher who provits support and a line of cont

munication between teachers and o her administrative staff, Master

teachers are responsible for training, cl:..rOom,upervision and

administrative tasks such as substituting,

Coordinators in each component supervise the staff, their training

and development and work with the Bangkok administration on

program planning, development and implenfentation. Ali staff work

approximately,nine hours a day, Teachers teach four and a half

hours and attend twohour training 'session's a day, Other daily activi

ties include travel to and from camp, meetings, lesson planning,

TOEFL classes and extracurricular activities.

113t
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Teacher `Frolulng

Teacher Training Is ithid daily for two hours four days a week, The

training is a key Willman of the progrium It nolitmly develops teaching

techniques,for pnientationlhasie skills and language 'hut also helps

teachers understand the rationale which underlies each lesson New host

tlotintly teachers learn the sequencing of tool use, VOL ciintent and

techniques and Ilifety, aspects of each activity, They perform each

task as their students will Experienced teachers participate

In revision of existing lessons or develp new activities,

Enrichment training provides additional background in electricity,

household plumbing, appliance assembly, and how antomobiles work

and often instruction and practice in new teaching techniqaes.

Daily training Is a time in which,lotiselier.ii and supervisors con criticise

classroom implementation of the curriculum, It lothls critical dip

cuss* which has.provided the epontanious ideas resulting In the cpffce'

shop simulation, the hardware eke and eeveial new addition! to the

curriculum, It is central to the ongoing development of the program,

Additionally, daily discussions of curriculum issues and imply,

mentatlon promote coordination between program segments

While teacher s must become familiar vdit the intricacies of such

mechanical aseemblielao door locks and soldering equipment, they

must also stress appropriate use of the language, Therefore, P nat

Nikhom supervisory stiff Prepares specific training units and-dr.

service sessions on thtrtopice and issues shown below,

1137



VESL TRAINING PLAN

PreimplOymenf: Phanat Ngorn

Oveoliew.

Staff; Twp fulltiine supenriSors withbackground. ,in VESL /ESL.

B. Training units. .

...., .

A, Overall go o repare teach to enter the classroom

begiti.to tqich,effectiiiely..\

B. Objectives; To provide teachers with:

Knowledge of what they are. to teach,

/ 2. Skills they need to NO to teach,

3 Knowledge of who their Students ate,

4, An awareness of how adults learn.

5, Knowledge of how VESL fits into the Pre-employ-

ment component.

C. Scheduling: Ten two-hour sessions.

2. inservice

A. Overall goal: To build teachers' expertise in the

classroom.

B. Objectives: To provide teachers with skills and

knowledge in the following areas:

L reaching issues

a. methodologies and techniques

b. classroom management

c, meeting students needs

2. Language issues (the VESL cuniculum)

a. grammar rules and usage

b, specific grammar and vocabulary found

in the curriculum

3, ESL instruction

a, techniques to *rote fluency and pronun-

ciation (teacher as well as students)

b, techniques to teach literacy ,

tss teaching' 4. .,C1 room eaching through observation and

feedbao% on

a, lesson planning

b, evaluating students' Progress ,

c, setting goals (student and teacher)

d. lesson --specific issues

(topics in thii area are addresed on,an ongoing basii,

us* oneto.One between the teacher and

supeivisor)

C. Scheduling: aPproxi tely 2.5hOurs Per week for

the duration of an i.8-week cycle

(45 hour)

IL Training Outline by Module and Week (see attached sheets)
(

During the course of the week, ideas for new games and materials

may undergo further examination, Teachers and supevisors

may group together to test a new concept and then proceed to build

a necessary apparatus or design and' produce new materials.

A Viewof the Future,

The morale of many experienced teachers is contingent on being a

part of an ongoing development process, Within a framework c5atecl

by the history of the prograln, and minimum requirements

safeguarded by the regional competent es, lessons will continually

tmdergo change and refinement,

A process of coordination witji the Cul ural Orientation program is

well under way, and it is antiCipated tht several emplOyment simula-

tions will be developed.s part of the r training, experienced CO

teachers have recently begun viewing Pre-employnient classes, This

will enable increasingly valuable discuisions about employment to

take placein CO classes.

A recently-completed analysis of the emphasis given to each VESL and

ESL competency, in he-employment din ESL, has provided data

for adjustment of the time spent on certain language content and

structures.

In a concurrent schedule, maintaining CordinatiO cross the separate

ESL, CO and Pre-employment programs requires continued interest

and attention,



VESI, TRAININOLAN

Module Preservice week

SESSION TOPIC

"What is the purpose of vgsL?"

Day 2 To introduce emotional,

mental; and.phYsical inipact

of adult second language

'acquisition.

Day 3, To introduce theories of

language acquisition;

Day 4 T9 provide inclass training

gme for teacher manipulation

of techniques.

Review, feedback.

Language learning

Shock language.)

Send langu age acquisition

Methodology:

Grammar translation .

Audio- lingual

Total physical res

Silent way

Definition.

Trainer demonstration

Teachers' demonitmtion

Total physical response,

gesture language,

Review consolidation

Questions/answer session.

Demonstration mini-lessons,

teacher developed,in response

to trainer ,developed situations..
(



VESL TitAINING PLAN:

Module Pre.servicheek

PURPOSE

+,

To faintlitnize teachers with

historical, current YEE

ingupstic Oaraeterlatics,

I 1

An oymiew 4f NESL laiguage:,

Vocabulary, grammar, structure.

Day 2 To introduce project VESI,

curriculum.

Ovary., iew of preslills VESL curriculum', Introdat Pre:SIthls purricukun

discuss activity topics in r
lationship'to VESL and,VESL

amcteristics activities 1,4.

emPhasis, '1;
4

Day 3 To e phasizeimportance of

effective lesson planning for

successful teaching,

Day 44, To provide insight into appro

priate and effective clastoom

management,

Day 5 To provide tune forlesson

( planning: teaching week 1. /.'

a .

LessOn 'planning.;

.

Classroom management techniques

)arid variables,

/

DISCUSS factors otlearnini

interferense, cultural factorsof

behavior; awareness,14 cultural

,differences. ""

1, 'Useactivity Preskilla and

VESI0 curriculum, for teacher

prgaiation of lesson plans.

4'



Teaching

;Issues,

....

, PURPOSE , SESSION TOPiC ACTIVITYACTII'IlY .i;,'

. ..,

r

o.providetiachers viithoptions,

,..fOrIpachtnt comniantls, ,

Provide information about principles,

underlying TPIt,

orer ....

Pro el practice teaching opportunity

tvitli TRP. '''' ''' .

I

'' A '''

,

.; ..,

Ps

Teaching Techniques: Variations in t R

, 0. t:
.,

.

. ..,,
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to,
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, 'I,
..,7,

,,,

, .4

f
Y ,

Yin

41
/1

1'

)

1 .

Language Issues ,

e, ,.

To assist teachers.in Understanding

the formation and use of int ek,

To identify the imperativested in .

i .
the curriculum .

Imperatives, transformational

explanation. , k,( '''
0.

.

, .

'
., ,,.

./ ,!,,,

, q '''

.../1,4,7

') p i

, 4

S 1
/ .6' , ,

0 ,

, 1,/, 44. . 0 clout, ,

Id dil /
:1,,,; 0.44 curriculum.

1 f ,

i

.

s 4 *

ESL

e

o

114

646 o

,

To devel'dp teachers' , e y.in use of

imperatives.
q.

To improve teachers' accuracy in

pronunciation. le; : ,

,, ' '

. To illustrate techniquei for teaching

, imperatives and pkntmciation. !

T
i1

,

) /
,

Imperatives 4.
ei ,i

' s'

, '

. ,,
.0 a

. ,

do

h

,

, , )
,d,

..,)

;...r t'

., ,,!1,1,qii,
,/.

b
, :i,r,,,,)

,
,

1,,"'` . i ,

i:,,,,,Itimi.language awn with native

,speakers as observers. 4

1. °

.
,

1145

I .

() 4



VESL TRAINING PLAN

Module I Week 2

.

Teaching

Issues

. 'To

.. PURPOSE t SESSION TOPIC ". ACTIVITY
.,

T provide teachers with filter'
, . ,

i optiots in teaching hods, '

To illustrate hrough demonstration

specific teaching methods,

providi opportunities for peer

practice teaching using specified

methods,

,

Optional teaching tichniques:

Substitution drills

Situational reinforcement

Silent Way

Role play

i

,

,

.,
, ,, ,

i

DemonsOtion of methods

Peer ted;iing .,

Followup. discussion
,

,

,

. .

Language Issues, To identify types of questions/

answers used in the curric,

To help teachers improve techniques

of uSing4uestions/answers.

Interrogatives, .. , .

.

,

Curriculum related demonstration

lesson.

Peer teaching and observation

Follow up discussion,

,

.

ESL n
,

. ,

1146

To improve teacher's fluency in use of

interrogatives.

To demonstrate techniques for

teaching interrogatives, '

To help teachers improve accuracy

in pronunciation,
,

.

1

Interrogatives

.

;

.

.

,

Demonstration lesson using

. interrogatives through a shock language

experience.

, ,

. ,

1147
,

647



VESL TRAINING PLAN

Module I Week b3

PURPOSE SESSION(TOPIC ACTIVITY

ntroduce methods of developing

nglish literacy.

D velopment of English literacy,

s t ?fords.

Demonstration lesson,

practice teaching

Language Issues, Explain English system of phut'

morphology,

plurals Examination of preldlls

requirement with singulars

and plurals,

ESL

a"
Provide Li, L2 English teachers with

their own language maintenance

opportunities, '

1148

648

k

Singular plurals Minilanguage lesson,

1149



VESL TRAINING PLAN

Mothile'll Week )

. Teaching

Issues

PURPOSE
,

SESSION TOPIC
.

' ACTIVITY

To provide teachers with strateglei for

developing and exploiting classrooni

communication opportunities.

1

Cipital zing on L2 arget language)

opPo nities.

i

Demonstration and explanation,

Examples from classroom

situations,
,4

Role playing.

Language Issues

.

r

TO provide teachers with linguistic

structure requirements.

. , .

Questions; answers

Yes/no questions Iv/ Do

Negative and positive questions

question words: who

what

1 where

when

Why

.

Comparison of teacher Ll and L2.

Language lessonnsing PV picture

cards; small talk topics focusing

on using questions words.

,..

ESL.

11.50

.

To develop teacher fluency in English

structures,

.

,

Questions, formation and response

yes/no questions w/ ri;', negative

and positive,

Question words.

.

)
Simulated classroom situation: I

Teacher demonstration of

language usage fi:ir student lining.

1151

.

1 .

649



VESL TRAINING PLAN

Module II Week 2

Teaching

Issues

PURPOSE SESSION TOPIC ACTIVITY

To demonstrate and provide methods of

teaching grammatical forms in second,

language learning,'

Method techniques

Substitution and transformation

grammar.,

Demonstration of techniques,

Peer praCtice and observations

oftechniques,

Followup discussions of

peer presentation of

techniques,

Language Issues To provide Li English speaking teachers

and L2 English speaking teachers with

appropriate grammar structures.

Possessive forms. Lecturette and handouts on

grammar structure.

Discussion on possessive

forms in first language vs,

taiget language [Thai, Dutch,

Filipino, Burmese vs, English)

ESL

650

To help teachers develop accuracy

in using possessive forms,

To help teachers develop accuracy in

pronunciation/s/

Izj

Possessive form, Teachers illustrate the use

of possessive forms through

sibstitution and transformation

grammar skills.

Evaluation of teachers'

understanding and Usage of

pos Sive forms.

11531'



VESL TRAINING PLAN

Module II week 3

Teaching

Issues

PURPOSE SESSION TOPIC ACTIVITY

To foster awareness of adult refugee

language needs in the classroom and

future iesettlement,

Assessing student language needs,

Language Issues To provide teachers with basic grammar

fops..

ESL

, .

To identify various forms of requests,

To help teachers improve accuracy in

using forms of request,

Communicating requests for assistance

noun +'verb

Q + Do + noun + verb

Discussion and teacher assessment

of student language needs,

1:liscuss English grammarstructures,

Oral and written exercises in

grammatical structures.'

Forms of requests in English:

Questions + various forms of responses.

Classroom simulation:

How to motivate and encourage

students to request needed

tools/materials, added

instructions, re.directed

instructions.

Role play using the situational

reinforcement Method to teach

students the forms of request,



VESL TRAINING PLAN

Module III Week I

Teaching

Issues.

OSE SESSION TOPIC ACTIVITY

Provide teachers with strategies for,

facilitating language skMsat

student levels,

Techniques of facilitating

communication skills in classroom,

Role.playing

Situational responses

Language Issues To identify parts of'speech that are

used to describe and pies Or locate

objects,

Description

Modifiers adjectives

prepositional phiaseS

Oral and written exercises,

Grammar explanations,

ESL

11

6S2

To help teachers improve communication

skills when using adjectives and

prepositions,
b

5.6

Adjectives and preposition, Mini.l&nguage lesson,

1157



VER TRAINING PLAN

Modulo III. Work 2

Teaching

issues

PURPOSE SESSION TOPIC ''

Techniques in teaching English sound

system,
,

: ACTIVITY
o;

-------,.................._,,,,..._.

To provide background knowledge in

phonological systems, in general; ,

to present specific pronunciation problems

in English for refugee population,

Lecture

Pronunciation drills

Hid.Uuts

Language Issues To establish use of comparative

structures in VESL,

.

,,,

Copparatives and superlatives. I

.,

,
0

0

\
Demonstration

Handouts

Examination of pre.skills activity'

language requirements

1

0.

ESI:

1158

To develop greater fluency in English

linguistic structures for Ll and L2

VESL teachers,

4

------------.,____.....--

Comparatives and superlatives.

.

4

Handouts

'Mini.language lesson

4

.1159

,

653



VESI:fRAININ6 PLAN

Module III Week 3

Teaching

Issues,

,

PURPOSE SESSION TOPIC ACTIVITY

To introduce teachers to effective ways

of incorporating past lessons into

present and future curriculum plat,

Cumulative lesson planning,

,

,

,

Identify and discuss the features

of a lesson plan,

'Language Issues To provide teachers with assessment ,

tools and ability to differentiate

student levels of proficiencY,
,

1

Planning for varying degrees of

proficiency and reinforcement of

previous lessons,

Use assessment tools,

Evaluation of student performance

in VES,L,

ESL

654

To review previous structures and

provide strategi s for reinforcement

of VESL,

,

1160

Structure review, Discussion past pre.skills

activities and applicable

structures,

Prepare lesson plans incorporating

past and present structure lessons,

.

,

1161
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VESL TRAINING PLAN

ivIndide IV Week I

PURPOSE SESSION TOPIC ACTIVITY ii, p:1

1 ,,

,

Teaching Provide more strategies for English Development of English literacy Set goals with strategies,

Issel reading and writing skills in the , sight words. Use sight words In planning i ,

classroom,
classroom activities.,, .

Plan lemon. '

,i'.
.

I ,' I i
Language Issues Present structural. , . Present progressive Examinaiion of pre.skills

explanation of progressive verb forms.
activity reqUirements,

, What are you

Where are you Manipulation of verbs or

functional, meaning;

Verb contrasts ,

.

s

..
r

I ,

ESL Continue development of teacher Present progressive Mini.language lesson. '''

,

fluency in English 'as a Second

,

Language. ,

.

. ,

. .

1162 1163

655
,



VESL TRAINING PLAN

Module IV Week 2

Teaching

Imes

PURPOSE SESSION TOPIC ACTIVITY

,
.

Demonstrate valous communication

games designed to reinforce VESL,

,

Teaching techniques

Target language (L2) games

Mini.planning simian,

Discuss curriculum reinforeemeA\ ,

games.

Language Issues

,

,........

Present applicable

excuse "formula phase's" as needed at

work, in language in general.

Communication functions: 1

Making excuses

Lecturette,

Situation development,

Role playing.

/SL

656

Discuss role of formula expressions

in preikills activities; develop more

teacher fluency in formula expressions,
.

.

1164

,. .

Formula (frozen) expressions

In English

I'm sorry,

Excuse me,

Sorry I'm late,

,

.

Minilanguage lesson,

Oral and written performance

testing,

,

.

1165



VESL TRAINING PLAN.

Modup IV Week 3

Provide teachers with openinded

opportunitY for questions, problem

raising, 4.0

Open forum for teacher concerns,

needs, and discussion,

Teach applicable locative prepositions

related bo module IV,

Prepositions of place, Demonstrate use of locative

. constants according to place

in English.

f

Provide teachers with opportunity

to discuss'individual VESL needs in

training,

Open discussion (see above:

teaching)

U66

657



VESL TRAINING PLAN

Module V Week I

PURPOSE SESSION TOPIC

To demonstrate activity strategies

for teaching

Discuss VESL'requirements for

time, 1~

TPR demo nstration,

Stehyltep pictures

Use of rods

Language Issues To integrate literacy of time to

work requirements.

Reporting time with work

How much ,

How long

ESL To provide refresher course on

timeleporting fluency requirements,

Reporting time at work,

Review lesson requirements,

Discuss potential classroom

problems; native language

interference,

Minilanguage course,



VEST, TRAINING PLAN

Module V Week 2

PURPOSE SES PIC

Teaching ' To illustrate strategies for

Issues -vcommunicating tenseS:,.,

Techniques,

Function of verb tenses

Language Issues To explain functional meanings and

forms of basic verb tenses,

ACTIVITY

Present

Past

Present progressive

Future

Functional examples;

linguistically possible and

impossible verb structures

Lecturette

To reinforce teacher fluencyin

appropriate verb tenses,

Present

Pastq$

Present proglessive

Future

Mini.language lesson

Review of person, number, and

time requirements in English

117i 659



VESL-TRAINING PLAN

Module V Week 3

Teaching

Issues,

PURPOSE

Reconfirm program goal of integrating

pre-skills activities with vocatiolial

English as a Second Language,

SESSION TOPIC A IVITY

Integration of preikills and VESL. Lecturette,

Problem-solVing opportunity.

Language Issues Re-confirm program goal of integrating

preskills activities with Vocationl

English as a SecOnd Language:

Role of language in VESL integration.

ESL

660

Reiterate fluency standards for

Li, L2 VESL teachers,

1172

Role of language in VESL integration: Lecturette,

Discussion:

Open session for Ll and L2

VESL teachers,

1173



VESL TRAINING PLAN

Module VI Week I

eihing

Issues

PURPOSE SESSION TOPIC AMITY

To provide means for ielevaluation

of teaing.

Teacher selfissessment, Presentation of evaluation tool,

Discussion.

Self

Cyclessessment.

Language

Issues

To demonstrati' VESL techniques in

requests for clarification,

Asking for clarification

IS this

Do you have --,
What is

Examination of prekills

activity requirements.

ESL

1179

HToimprove.L1 and L2 VESL teacher

flUency,in.English,

Asking, for clarificatiOn. Miiii.language lesson.

1175 661



Teaching

Issues

To provide continuing in

support in supportive and ctiv6

teacher assessment and f essinent,

SESSION TOPIC

Eximiliation of additional assessment,
`

ACTIVITY

DIc supervisor evaluation,

pee valuation, student

evaluation of teachers,

I

Language

Issues

To review preskills q istion needs; ' Review otquestion words

What

vvhen

fete

Examine preskills activity

requirements.

Develop teacher strategies

for exploiting situations,

ESL

6621

To provide additional support in

individual .Li and L2 V,ESL teacher

language needs.

117

Question words, Minilanguage lesson,

In.class discussion,

1177



VESL TRAINING PLAN

Module VI Week 3

Teaching

Issues .

PURPOSE SESSION TOPIC

To discuss students' progress

during cycle; examination of

.cycle and student success,

0.111111..

Student assessment.

ACTIVITY

Discuss performance measures and

VESL competencies,

Language

Issues

To demonstrate requirements for

VESL; reporting of needs,

ESL

117 3

To instruct VESL teachers in

structures for function of. reporting

needs.

0

Reporting needs,

noun + verb

noun + verb + obj, noun

noun + verb + adj, + obj, noun

def, adj + noun

noun + verb

Reporting needs,

maintenance of teacher classroom

language,

Examination of preikills

activity,

Demonstration of techniques,

Minilanguage lesson;

1179
663





COMPETENCIES COVERED

Preemployment Activity,

Phanat Nikhom - Lesson I

ELECTRICITY: JOINING WIRE

A. Basic Skills

k,. Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments nfterinitial

training:

b, , working alone,...

c, , showing motor skills angelf

confidence with' tasks and equipment;

making problemsolving judgments

for minor problems'while working

to specifications,

2, Compethncy 4; The student can measure using tools;

,

using standard,tools', detennine

phether duplicated items are: equal,

3, COcmpethncy 10: The student can demonstrate an

awareness of safety with respect to

Procedures/practices and visual cues/

Signs,

B, VESL

0

1, Competency 1 The student can follow simple directions,

a. Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b. Follow one step directions,

1, To start a task

2. To takesomething apart

3, To put something away

c Fellow multiple.step directions to

perform a task,

41, Follow directions in use of a hand

or power tool

e, Respond to simple cautions and

negative yoranands,

2. Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification,

a. Indicate lack of understanding,

b. Ask for clarification, ,

,c, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

3. Competency 6. The student can ask how to say something

in English,

a, Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures,

4, Compethpcy 9: The student can use numbers.,

c, Provide a count.

d, Verify a count,

5, Competency 13. The student can initiate and respond to

greetings and farewells, establish rapport;

a, Greet supervisors and co.workers,

b, Initiate and respond to farewells,

6. Competency 14: .The student can identify and introduce

him/herself and others,

a, . Identify and introduce him/herself

and others,

Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 1: Students understand how pre.employ

ment training; can .:ist adjustment to life

in the U.S. by familiarizing them with

the job trainee role,

2.. Competency 2: Student understand hoWpre.employ.

ment training can assist adjustment to life

in the U,S, by helping them to develop.

realistic strategies for gainful employment,

a, Student can relate: training to

common entry.level jobs generally

available to refugees.

1182
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'3, Compettncy 4: Students understand importance of,

developing and,maintaining good inter.

personal relationships at the work ire,

b, Given the following critical Inc ent,

the students can select from alter.

native actions the most appropriate

one for the American workplace:

2, a coworker is angry or seems

unfriendly,

IL LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Teaching Points

1, Stripping wire

2. Splicing two pieces of wire

3, Using a razor knife safely

4. Attaching wire to a screw terminal

IV, MATERIALS

Required MatCrials, Equipment and Supplies

1, knife, razor'knife

2. screwdriver (mbditim)

3. ,Bell wire, Any length

between 10 in, and 24 in.

with no bare wires showing,*

13, Learning Environment

1, Lays groundwork for future lesson featuring electricity.

2, Introduces a new set oftools and stresses,the beginning

of Safe handling of knives in a culturally accepted way,

3. Introduces students to the concept of quality work with

a'coarete task, i,e., twisting wires and fastening them

tightly without the frayed ends showing.

4. Stodents.work indiVidually,
.

Teaching Note

1, Two techniques are taugheor twisting wire:

a. Splicing wire

b, Attaching wire with a screw

III, CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A, Questions that Reflect upon Learning

1, Did you use y own ideas or the ideas of,others,(teacher

and -class,mates

2. In the work situation, when is it best to use your own ideas?

When is ,it best to follow the directions of others?

OR

Lampcord separated

into single strands, between.

6.24 inches long. Ends must

have no bare wire showing,*

plastic tape

piece of wood with

4 holes drilled in it,

Two of the holes are

filled with a.sheet metal

screw.partially screwed

down,

6, brush, used to clean

the,tables

7. .Box with many pieces, At

'least 2 pieces for each

student,

8. visual Attaching Wire to Screw

visual Stripping Wire

1 each

1 each

1 each

2, per class

1 each

1 per class

*NOTE

Ends of wires which have been stripped have to be cut off

before these wires can be used again in this activity,

1183 1184
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VI., PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1, JOINING WIRE
p,E,TI LESSON 1 Phut Mom

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES,

STUDENT

TASKSEQ EN LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

1, '1' intzoduces the VESL by shovving

the Items named,

1, Ss observe a, d re

spOnd approi

2. T gives oral commands with gestures

to indicate what thel is to do, Have Ss

move around as thqnspond to orders,

T should give commands to individual

Ss, but refrain from dwelling too long4.

on this step if the, 5 does not under

stand what's being asked, T should keep

moving from S to S.

If the permits and the Ss seem to

, respond easily, try giving commands

without gestures, '5

1187

668

6

2. Ss respond to co,

mends, by perfort g

the action and us iig

VESL,

1, This 18 a wire,

item

Rat i,e this?,

Is this a wire?

item

2. Pick up the wire

Item

Put the wire here,

item there.,

over there,

Give me the razor knife,

him item

her

, who did she

name ,he

give the screwdriver to?

item,

, come here,

name

What is this?

Give-.
name

the razor knife,

'item

1, (It's a)11_4ro

iteth

{Yos,

No,

2. O,K,

0,K,

K

o

name

O.K,

wire,

item

1188



VI, PROCEDURE.. ACTIVITY 1 JOINING WIRE P,E,T, LESSON 1 Phanat Ikilkhon

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

I NM IN I 10~1116,

TASK SEQUENCE

3, T provides each $ with several pikes

of wire and ti razor knife, Stress safety:

Speak very Iducily; by acting make it

clear the knife is sharp,

Show how to pass the knife correctly,

Have students practice passing the

knife correctly to each other and

to the 'T.

3, Ss use theNESL as

directed and,practice

passing the razor

4.

LISTENING

STUDENT

SPEAKING VOCA31F1

Thank yoU,

3. It's sharp,

Is the razor knife

sharp?

Be careful, .

Is the handle sharp?

Give me the razor

knife, Handle first,

Like this,

Give it tome,

Give the razor knife

O.K.

You're welcome.

3, Yes,

[Yes,

No

name

, give it to

name

name

Give me the razor

knife,

0,

O.K.

O.K.

Thank you,

O.K.

You're Welcome,



VII PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY 1: JOINING WIRE ON Rhat Mom

TEACHER , STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING

...........

VOCABULARYILITERACY

4, T demonstrates how to strip

wire, Make sum So are watching,

It is important that the T refer

'visuals showing the steps, T

the method of twisting the w

the right diroetion,

, .,$)
1

,

,

5, T provides Ss with wire and lets

strip and twist vvires with relatively

direction, If the , Ss seem not

what to do, T demonstrates each

again,

119O.K.1

670 .

and twist

,

to the

exaggerates

e in

them

little

to know.

step

4, 8s obstnie,

,

,

I

5, Ss cut and twist wire

using VESL as appro.

prigs,

,

4, Cut the wire here,

Like this, Watch,

Twist it like this,

Now twist together,

' like this,

Now you dolt,

Twist the ends of two

pieces of wire,

5. Cut it here,

cut it

5, O.K.

,
,

O.K.

,

1

s

1192

,

name

like ,

name

Twist the wires

together,



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: JOINING WIRE P.E.T. LESSON 1 Phanat Nikhom

TEACHER

'SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK' SEQUENCE

, ST. UDENT

LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

6, T continues to circulate, monitoring

and making appropriate small talk,

T demonstrates again how to make a

tight splice and encourages Ss to help

each other, As ,Ss work, 'T supervises.

T continues to monitor and point out

good work.

1193.

6,* Ss continue their task

and respond as,appro-

'tate.

7. Ss splice another set

of wires and continue

to rgipfoild to VESL.

6 What's your name?

What is this?

7, Cut the wire,

Like this,

Strip the wire,

Twist the wire.

Now you do it again,

cut it here.

name

Look wire,

name

It is good.

This one is not good.

Do it again,

6, My name is

A razor knife;

item

7, O.K.

Thank you,

O.K.

11

ti

1



VI PROCEDURE. ACTIVITY 1 JOINING WIRE

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE 'LISTENING

p,E1,,pssoN 1 Banat Nikhom

SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

8 T. places several rolls of electrical tape

on the tables, While demonstrating

how to tape the splice, T uses; VESIJ;

;Following the demonstration, T instructs

.Ss to splice another set of Wires,

9, T points out the best work after testing

the splices, If no one has made a tight

splice, T demonstrates the sequence again

and instructs Ss to do yet another splice.

1195

672,

8; Ss observe and re.

,sponcl. After they

watch. the demon.

strations they splice

and tape their Wires,'

9. Ss respond as di.,

rected.

8, What are these?

Twist them like this,

, give me the tape,

name

Use the tape.

Tape the wire like this,

Do you understand?

9. Look at this,

This is good.

Is this good?

7,test this

wire, Is it good?

8. (The) wires,

(Two)

9,

0,K

Yes.

No.

{ Yes.

No,

(It is good,)

'1196



OCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: JOINING
P,E,T4LESSON 1 Phanat-Nikhom

STUDENT 1.")''

VOCABULARY/LITERACY

10 T demonstrates how to attach stripped....

wirho woodivith a screw, As T demon.,

strates sihe stresses:

A, The tviist'of the wire must be in the,..

same direction as the screw rotates,

Use the second twisting technique,

B, All ends of the wire must be under the

screw ends,

For added clarity, T refers to viSuals,

10, T wire,

t the wire here and

twist it thisway,

Use the screwdriver,

Ti'ghtez the screw,



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1 JOINING WIRE
P.E.T, LESSON I

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCAI3ULARYILITERACY

11, T passes outkood with screws partially

mounted, T continues` o monitor and

interact with Ss,

T has Ss compare each other's work,

T intucts Ss to niake corrections,

1199

674

11, Si cut, strip and

attach wire to screw

posts,. Ss respond

with appropriate

VES16..

12. Ss examine ea

other's Work, ake

corrections and use

appropriate VESL,

11. This is good,

_,show_
name name

how to do it,

Is this 0,K,?

i.Do it again:-

Let me see it?

Give me your wood.

Tighten the screw,

12, Look at this.

Is it good?

Tighten the screw,

is this

name

good?

Do it over, Here,

11, 0 K

0,K.

0,1

12{Yes,

No,

O.K.

No, not good,

Yes, good,

ITEM

screWdliVer"

razor knife

wire

wood

tape

1200



VL PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: JOINING RE

TEACHER STUDENT

P,E.T, LESSON 1 Phanat Nilchtnn

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK LISTENING 5PEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

13, T has Ss put tools and materials' away

while reviewing VESL, This is an

portant part of the lesson; sure

there is enough time at the end of the

lessOn to eomplete this last.step,

13, Ss follow directions

and continue to use

appropriate \TESL,

What's this?

Give me the tape,

item

Pick up the wood

item'

Put it here,

there.

over there,

Give me the wire,

him item,

her

See you tomorrow,

Good-bye,

13, (It's a) wire.

item

0,K,

O.K.

0,K,

O.K.

Good-bye,



1i-employment Activity

Phanat Nikhom Lesson 2

DESIGNS WITII LINES AND CIRCLES

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A Basic Skills

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstr0 the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:

.b., working alone,

c, ; . showing motor skills and self

confidence with tasks and equip-

ment; making problemsolving judg-

ments for minor problems while

working to 'specifications.

2, Competency 8! The student can utilize plans and patterns.

c, as output/product,

VESL

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions.

a. Acknowledithat one is about to

receive directions.

b. Follow one-step directions,

1. To start a task,

2. To take somOing apart.

3. To put something away,

c, FollOw multiple-step directions to

perform a task.
JJ

cl, Follow directions in use of a hand dt

power tool.

e, Respond to simple cautions and

negative commands.

f, Follow directions to complete a form,

.tr1
w3

2. Competency 5 The student can ask for clarification,

a, Indicate lack of understanding.

b. Ask for clarification.

c. Aik for repetition of demonstration.

3, Competency 6: The student can ask how to say something

in English.

a, Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures.

4, Competency The student can use numbers,

c. Provide a count.

d. Verify a count

5; Competency 13: The student can initiate and respond to

greetings and farewells establish rapport.

a. Greet supenisors and co-worjcers.

b. Initiate and respond to farewells,

6. Competency 14: The student can identify and introduce

him/herself and others. 43

a. Identify and introduce him/herself and

others,

C. Cultural Orientation

1. Competency 2: Students understand how pre-employ-

inent training can assist adjustment to life

in the U.S. by helping them to develop

realistic strategies for gainful employment.

a. Student can relate training to

common entry-level jobs generally

available to refugees.

1204
671



678

2, Competency 5: Students understand the importance of

communication in accomplishing job

ignments at the workplace:

a, Given the following situation on the

job, student can select from various

alternatives;

IV, MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

pencil 1 each

straight edge 1 each

compass 1 each

eraser 1 each

pencil sh er 1 per class

paper (white.paper) 3 each

3 being unable to carry out a given

II, LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Teaching Points

1, Using a pencil, straight edge, compass, and eraser

2, Drawing straight and curved lines and circles,

3, Practicing skills needed for future drawing and design

activities,

4, Using a compass,

B. Learning Environment

1, It is important that workers on the job share information,

Students are encouraged during their activity to learn

from each other by sharing their work, By this sharing,

the students also gain confidence in themselves and

in using the knowledge they process,

2, Small talk and interruption during a task is introduced,

HI CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A, Questions that Reflect upon Learning:

1, What further use can you make otthese same tools?

2, What projects can be planned with the use of these tools?

3, In your own country, what kind of workers used these

tools?

4, What ideas did you get by examining the work of others?

What can you learn from watching others on.the job?

B, Discussion Topks:

1, Finding the right tool before a job

2, Developing skills and talents for drawing

1205

m.

1206



iltutouKt Al:1011T 1; MANINLi 1)/iJ14N4 w1111 1.111Nf4,1
*$ ,

TEACHER

lomat INIKnO:

, , SEQUENCE AND NOTES ' ASK .'4EQU LISTENI ' 1',ir SPEAKING ilOCADULARYILITERACI'

$+

1, 7 introduces the VESL by saying the ,',' ilistp care.; '$, ,1 ; , 1, Thisis a compass, line , , ".,,
names of new, tool or materials as '$' fully and then one Vo, tool triangle

I )

they are shown:4i the class': Not muck g! new ,is0 ''' rectangle

tine is,spent correcting the students 1; ,,', , rested, . , i ' r.',;i What is this? com ass circle... ,; $...);,.

pronunciation. 4 , to I compass
,, 44, 1

compass, , ruler,

.

tool eraser
,

$ e
1
t

pencil

, chalk
,,, .

,
4

r ,
1 I '

2, T passes out aipencil and paper to 2, Ss.Will respo ..2,:;'Pick up the pencil,

'1.' '.,eaciistudent while introducing the notion comniandka4s0p;$ ,, paper,

and language connected with the act of'"'' ' pr4ilitelan $, ' , $, i 2, 0,K, ,
REVIEW VOCABULARY

lassing", Some:students VI be'more
' :Put the pencil here;

intrested in the new objects and must , , ,
,

item there,
.

encouraged to cdncet4rate onthe , 4' C over there,

langliage : ii ,
A 01.. ,

, ,, ,
"' 4 ' 11 , Owe me the erLIi,. ,, ,

$° .$.
' ' ' her . item

.0
I

'1. .'

i
,

him
. 0 I, '

, il
1

* i ...................,

, i' s lines And circles on the 4pard '' ,, s ,reS o A pro4 .$ 31 AlB Level

whilekising VESL to intrdduce titeletioi',/,1 na ia, ' iraW 'D'raw a line

T .Shoulctke'ep the Ss' attenti4lOcu as (lir c r
circle ,,

on thelloard c(uting the ins p 'r f s ' .. , , .

Valet is this? [T points.),

rstep, Sa.vv111 keep,repeatihm ly , , , 4 ,,,,
.

I .

3 A line.
"( whaOhe' 11! ays°,,,,ifthettident$40peitts ,$ r, ±i/' ', ,

i . ',.. ;;,; i 'A,' ;, ' ;$,, '',.$,$, I circle,
a question, the T shOuld answyj ' 4001 q,

r ''' ,0 !' .

q 1

r'cl

V ,1 ' .
, Watch me again.

Draw a line, o
,

circle,

Like this,
$ i. ,,,,,,

4 $$ Now you do it
,

, $

,

,



VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY'l MARING'pESIGNS WITH LINES AND CIRCLES rilias UMW L rIlallat NIKIIOM

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULAItYILITERACY

trating the action' with a S or directing

two Ss' work at the board in front

of the class,

4, Class observes demon;

striitionand partici.

pates in action and

language as directed.

4, A Level

Come here,

Pick up the chalk,

Draw a line,

circle.

Give me the chalk

What is this?

(T ointing)

Use a ruler

tool



1.

V PROC;DURE ACTIVITY ,1 MAKI

SNENCE AI NOTES

a

5." 1 encourage's Ss; to Share their work,

In the early days of the cycle,. Ss are

afraid of being *,rong and there is a lot of

copyig, Often they equate "different"

with wrong, It takes a lot of reinforee

merit to keep Ss from copying,

6, 14epeats the demktration with

more Ss participating at their tableS;

Number re introduced in command

form;' elicits a group response firsVand

the indlOyalresponseS, Since this is:

early in '.061e'it,ii.ittparta0nat tlp

rut anY: oktlig'spot, II

o.

H LINES ANDWIRCLES

TASK SEQUENCE

5 Ss share and compare

work,

a

Class obs9rves the de.,

monstration and parti.

eipites in the action

as directed using ap-

propriate langtiage,

STUD NT

LISTENING

:'Put a line ,next to the

on the

rectangle,

triangle.

.square;

Yes, tha44right,

Put a 1hr between

'here and here,

Gpod,

5.. Loq jk at this,

his,

Look at that,

hers,

6', Draw two lines,

tlDraw three circles,

yes, like that,.

Draw one rectangle

Draw four triangles,

Yes,

No.

r.'od

0

1,4

SPEAKING

. Here?'

5. 0,K,

O.K.

.0

Here?

0

L this?,

P,;T, LESSON/ Float Nlkhom

VOCABULARY/ LITERACY

one, tio, three, foui,

212

681



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: MAKING DESIGNS WITH LINES AND CIRCLES LESSON .2 Phalli ?Mom

TEACHER

, i

,,......--..........................................

/ STUDENT '

.1i.M.11w
,

,

....._

SEQUENCE AN NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/ ITERACY

,

7, T 'gives comMands to the class, Soie ill

will try to follow direetions; others '. i:i,

cannot brill not begin, Mb Ss, 1,0,'-1

understand this exercise to help sloOrSs, .

1,r 0
. 1

8, During the activity, the T interrupts

the class 'to practice VESL Since this is

an early lesson in the cyCle, encourage

class response generally and limit clues! ,

lions requiring individual response,

,
,

.,

. ,

9 T instructs the class to clean up th6

classroom and dismisses the clasi, .

,
,t

(

t
, 9, . i

i: ,,14.,

..ir,,,,'

"1 ,',0

12131

682'

7. Ss follow direction's,

use the language asked

'. for and draw the

figures requested,'

..

8 S4spond a '

' 'priii .

,,

, , Ss use VESL as they
,,,

clean up j,

, , i
,

, '

,,,, , ,

1

J' ,i
it 0,,,..;i:

714' ,

" '
1, 4

it,
to,

X

rf
't 1

i ,,

7, pickup your

^

DraW a line,

Put nur

.,Draw line

/0, good,

.
8, 11'hat's your

lhat's this?

How man

do you
. ..

4 si'

fir
ii.,;,,

, ,;

i , Clean,u ''.,,

.1

Put the pencil

1/4,

pencils,

pencils there,

[T 'points],

....,.........,._..

,

name?

,

circles'

aye?
J,

, ...,.

, .

here,'

.,,

7, 0,K,

.

0,X,

Like this?

8, My:name is__

It'ia(n) eraser,

,

,

,

,

.

%,.,,

(

...

,

,

, , ,,

.

l,.

,,.

...--

,4

,.

-toot.; ..

, 4'
.1 0,, i

circles
,

,
''

0.

; .,

v. di

A.'.' ''''''''''''''''..4;r*

,bye,,

:.
, V.

,,

.. :

I i'',

'','
0

. r.

I

ool ;:.i.:''' 4for

' '-,,pood.bye,

,

r
:'

,i.

Y.



COMITTENCiES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

Preiemple 'pen( AclIvIly

Pliant Nikh esson 3

MAKING AND DRAWING A DESIGN

1, Competency 1; The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments, after initial

training:

a. workinolone,

, show4motor skills and self.

.co fidendbith tasks and equipment;

m king problem.solving judgments

for minor problems while working to

specification,

2, Competency 2; The student can utilize plans and patterns,

a, . as input/source of information to

perform a task,

as outputlproduet,

VESL

Competency 1; The student can follorimple directions,

a. Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b, Follow one.step directions,

c, Follow multiplestep directions to

perform a task.

d, Follow directions in use oft hand

or,power tool,

e. Respond to simple cautions and

negative commands,

f, Follow directions to complete a form,

2, Competftcy 2: The student can follow redirected instruc

tions.

Respond to a negative command,

3, Competency a; The student can provide feedback on

performance of a task,
r.

a. Provide feedback on Progreis,

b, Provide feedback about quality of

work,

c, Provide specific.ass ssment of a

product,

4, Competency 6: Tlfp student'can ask for clarification,

0.?

a; Indicate lackf understanding,

b, Ask for clarification.

c, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

;''.Competency 6; The student canitsk,11906,sty.senietiiing

in English,

,o;

a.. Ask nits of workplace objects and

procedures,

6, Compeency 9: ,The student cause numbers,

31tovide a count,

Vii

Rpetency 13: The student can initiate and respond to

greetings and farewells, establish rapport,

a, Greet supel)/isOrs and coworkers,

b, Initiate and respond to farewe4.

ompetenCy 14: 'The student can identify and introduce

him/herself and others,,

a,k Identify and in:00e him/herself

and other's.



p, Cultural (Notation

1. Competency 9: Students understand importance of rules,

policies and procedures common to the

workplace,

a, The student can identify strategies for,

clarifyIng workplace Mos,

and procedures,

2, Competency 4; Students understand Importatitii'oy,

developing aipd maintaining good In

personal relitiOnships at the workplace:

a. Student can give

with

of yip to

establ*rtipiort with supetilsoi:1

and workers,

b, Given the kilowing critical incident,

j!k. the students can select from alter.

native actions the most appropriate

one for the American workplace,

1, yOur boss is snip,

3, Competency 5to Students understand the importance of

communication, in accomplishing job

assignments at the workplace,

a, Given the following situations oh the

job, students can select from various

alternatives the most appropriate

1, unclear dirictions,

5, something goes wrong on the job,

11, Teaching Tips

' 1, .4and out felt tip pens so studehts can begin, drawing In

color; students love colored pens,

2, Students can create either an abstract or formal design.

nc4rtigtotftdants not to copy,

C Learning Environment

1, This lesson features a learning activity,which helps students

conceptualize simple ways to organize the work such as

taping the edges of the paper tote table top, .

2 The lesson introduces use of simple tools, such as a

comp , to control the precision of thedrawing,

ever, Students are allowed t Chooie their own design,

3'; It is important that workers on the job share infonnation,

Students are encouraged during their activity tOlearn from

each other by shazing tht.ir Work, By this sharing, the

students also gain confidence in themselyei and in using the

knoWledge they possess.

4 When redrawing the design 014 a second piece of paper, .

the studeiitgains experience in using a paper and pencil and

in judging dimensions, Eye.hand coordination is reinforced,

an important preliminary activity for writing, The lesson

introduceste concept of comparisOn,i,e., "same" vs

"different",

11, LESSON CLARIFICATION,

A. Teaching Points

1. Plan and construct a design withtflat ob

2, -tlg a pencil and ccopy a design,

3, ,I;earn basic geometric shapes,: squares, rectangles, triangles

andcircles,

4. ,Organize a task,

04
- um

1218



CULTURAL 0

A. Questions that Reflect upon Learning:

1, What'did you learn In this activity?
Dici.you use your qwn ideas or ideas of ;therlii
classMitos17 ,

Discussion Ttipie

1. Job assignments: following specific instructions, applying
your own ideas to general instructions.

--Cultural Involvement Activity

1. Exainine American signs and determine the.mettning
for triangle, circle and rectangle:

IV. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

pencil 1 each
straight edge 1 each
cornpast 1 each
eraser 1 each
pencil sharpener 1 per class
masking tape 1 roll/class
paper, white 3 each
set of cardboard pieces 1 each

a set consists of a square
a rectangle, altriangle, and
a circle. The4ive pieces
should be'alhe to fit in an
area the size of a piece of paper.
They should also be of
various colors.

PATTERN'S

1219





VL PROCEDURE AC'T'IVITY 1 r MAKING AND DRAWING A DESIGN P,E,T, LESSON 3 Plianat Nikhom

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

1, T 'introduces VESL by showing the

'Materials andlOols and saying their' names

as they are held up.' Si will try to repeat

the names of objects iminedlitely,'but

it is important that they listen direfully

first,

2,.'T,draws geometric figures, randomly,

placed on th0,blackboaril. T. continues

to make ,sure th4s focus on the board

and carefully watch the T demonstration,

1222,

1, Ss listen to objects

being named and re.

spond to T only as

directed,

2, Ss observe demonstra

tion,

1, This ism
Item

What is this?

(T points)

2. Look at the line,

What is this?

(T points)

1, (It is) a paper,

Item,

2. 0,K,

(It is) a circle,

shape.

pencil

paper

line

straight edge

compass

edge

SHAPE'

circle

rectangle

triangle

square

DESIGN

one, two, three, four

COLORS

red

yellow

blue,

green

687
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111 ,:.PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: itAkiNd.ANb DRAWING AbESIGN
P,B,T, LESSON 8- Phpat. Nfkhom

TEACHER

SEQUE CE AND NOTES

STUDENT

S T1 pints out geometykshapes in the

classroom such as tables, windpws and °

wastepaper baskets,

4, . T gives commands,

o

688

rf

1224

TASK SEQUENCE,

3, Ss observe,

MI

r

LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

s respond appro.

}lately to commando

d requests for,

language usage,

(,

4,

'

8, This is a rectangle,

shape

stand up,

,'mine

Go over there,

[T points'

Pick up the chalk,:

Draw 1a circle,

shape

Sit down;

4, 0,K:

O.K.

O.K.



VI PROCEDURE 7 ACTIVITY I WAKING AND D*RAWINGI kiiHON P, TI 4880N j Phanat ,Nikhom

TEACHER"

,
i 1

.

, STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES 'TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

,

6, T demonstrates several random arrange.

menti'of the cardboard pieces on,imper to

illustrate the word "design", T repeats

''This is a design" each time she recog

nIzes the shapes, Dray designs on, the

boar4as the lesson prOgresses to reinforce

this 'Concept, Continue to help Ss watch

) carefully and to focus on the problem ,

by reviewing shapes and adore as a

. group,

if

I

,

,

/
/ ,

.
. .,

1 2" A

1 i

i ,

5, tki respond to quest

dons and draW or

mood pattern pieces

i as directed/

.

i

,

A

/ 44,

,

,

1, I

r

'1'

N,

I

, d,

5 This is a circle,

,.. .
,

,

,

,
,

6, That is a square, ;

ti

,

,

, V

,

1227

I

,

1

'

1

...........

shape

What is this?

[T holds up cardboard

patterns(

'

Pick up the strai t

edge, /

Use it, Dra a line

on .your paper,

..,

Good,'

Put the circlkrec.

tangle and triangle on

the paper like this,

[T demonstrates a.

sample arrangeniert,1

took, this is idesign,,

What is this? : ?1;

I.

What color is the circle,

I shape

, .

0,K,

. L.

04K,

2, ,

..' This is &design,

That --
,

r It is blue,

item

,

..

,,, color' '.

,
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tL VI, PROCEDURE a ACTIVITY 1 NiARING AND DRAWINdA DESIGN
L LESSON 3 Phut Mho

TEACHER
STUDENT

, ,

,

.

1

SEQUENCE AND NOTES' TASK SEQUENCE LISTEN! 0 SPEAKING VOCADULARY/LITERACY

,

6, if prises out eilboarti pieces and mar'.:

to Ss, 'While Ss are examining the platen

pieces, 7 reviews `VSSIi.

# ,

,

,.''

,

,

.

, \) 4, ,

\ . ,

7.. T directs Ss to make's design by

drawing around patternk and using a

straight edge and comp*, If T has

drawl designs on the chalkboard they

should be erased to discouiage Ss from

copying. T must circulate from table,

to table to encourage Ss anti\ prevent

copying, S request material 118 needed,

\
.

,

1
,

i \

8, 1 continues to monitor Ss' workilid

ask questions, '

' 4

1228 4
, ,

690 i

6, Si participate in

VESI, review,

4. ,

.

7, Ss draw designs using

. patterns, straight edge

and compass, They

, use appropriate Ian.

pale,

'

,

, ,

I

8. Ss complete their de.

signs and continue to

respond,

,
,

,

'

, .

,

)

y

, .

6, Pick up the circle,-1---
I sop

,

/

Give me the ureic,

,

i
'

6, 0,K, .

.

0,K,
,

, ,

,

0,K,

1 .

.

.7, O.K.

The straight edge,

,

.

,

,

1

1

,

7

,,

,

e

,

.1

.

,.

i

him
)s

lupe r:

her

,

Put the rectangle here,

rprthere,
' over there,

, t

4 , ..

r
7,1. Make a design.

(1
that Is this?

A

.,

Use the stra t e e,
item ,

,

,
.

I need a compass,

len)
.

,

What do you need?/

8, What's this?

Show me a pei,

item .

fli A line,

, ,

O.K. [Holds up item]

L...,

Yes/No

Yes 12)9
No, Not yet,

) .

Thank you,

147Pn

1

'Is this a uare?

s ape

,i

Is this firlished? '

That's good,



VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY I: MAKING AND DRAWING A DESIGN

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

14ES9N, Phanat Nikhom

9, 1 rev161 shapes and colors by encour.

aging is to show their work to each

other,

10.1,110 out pencil, corolla and straight

edge anti assists iis in organising their

workspace to perform the next task,

Center the paper, tape it to the table,

11. '1' hands gut pencil, compass and straight

edge and briefly reviews the names of

the tools while demonstrating the uses,

especially the compass,

1231)

TASK SEQUENCE

9, Rs comOtire designs,

10, Ss follow T example

and nspond appro.

printely,

11. Ss observe and respond

as directed,

STUDENT

LISTENING

9, Is thil the same?

j different? s

I low many circles?

10, rut the paper hire,

Use the tape, Like

this

1, This is a pencil,

Use the compass 0

make a circle. Like

this,

SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

9,{ Yes, the same,

Noolifferent,

circles

10. 0,K,

0,K,

11, It is a pencil,

7reTI

1231

691



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: MAKING AND DRAWING. A DESIGN
P.E.T. LESSON 3 Phanat Nikhom

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES'

STUDENT 11)

N.

TASK SiQUINCE LISTENING SPEAKING

12. T demonstrates the'word coprusing

the'same,'." ass /he dpiyus several'

patteiii the,same;

le 12, Ss observe end

siond uskiappro. ,

Priate'VESL,

NOTE: Visualization oi the word copy is

difficult, T shoUld continue to

use "copy", "same",.and "put it

here" as often as possiblg,

13. T instructs Ss to copy theirdesign,

T circulates constantly to monitor and

to elicit the language used in the previous

steps,

13. Ss copy their design

and respond to Tin.

dividually using appro.

priate language,

692

4232

12..LOok at this, Copy

the design like this

[T draws a repeated

.design] .

Is it the same?

dopy the design like ,

this, [T dirs a

repeat of another

de!ip.]

Put it here.

Copy the circle.

Is it the same?

different?

13. Look at this, Copy

the design here, IT

indicates another

sheet of papi]

Copy it the same.

Is the circle the same

or different?

Put the line here.

shape

Are you finished?

12. Yes.

(It's) the, same.

different,

13.0.x,

O.K.

{Same.

`Different,

O.K.

Yes,

No.

Not yet.

VOCABULARY/LITERACY

\1233



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I ; MAKING AND D14WING'ADESIGN
x 9 PIT, LESSON 3 Phanat Nikhom

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING OCABULARY LITERACY

14, T asks thole Ss who have made the

same design to display the work)

15, T asks Ss who have drawn different

designs from others to display their work,

T points out at least one thing that is

good in each design.

1234

:14, Rs with similar di-

signs respond to 1' ;11

instructions,

15, Ss with individual

designs respond to

T instructions,

14, Is it the s'amer? A.

different?

Is your design the

his

her

same?'

Is your deSign dif-

ferent?

her

15. How many circle's?

shape

Good circles,

Is this a triangle?

Good square,

14, Yes,the same.
9

No,

No, different,

{Yes.

No,

15.

The same,

Different,

S.

'shape

Yes,

No.

A square.

1235
693



"> VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: MAKING AND DRAWING A DESIGN ° P.E.T. LESSON `3 Phanat'Nallo,na

TEACHER

SEQUE AND

SVDENT '

TASK SEQUENCE .LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARVILITERACV

. '

6, If timvennits, y poises out felt tip pens

and* Ss to\cNolor their designs,

"

17, T instructs Ss to write theAiames on

-their gapers and passlhem in,

12.36.

694

16, Ss cola!' their designs

nitd respond to ques.

tons froni T.

.17. Si sign and pass in

'their papers,

16, Take four colored

number.

p6ne

What'color is your

Pen?

Is it the same or,

different? [T

up two 'pens]

)
17. Color your desigt,

-Like this,.

1,Vrie your name on

your design.

5)

Give )iiir designs.

1/`.

Thankyou,

So'

17;

(It's). red,

(It's) ithelinie,

different,

O.K.

You're welcome,

;

.137

r.

a

4 .4 )1'

4



VI PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: MAKING AND DRAWINGA,DESIGN P,E.T, LESSON 3 Phapt Nil oin

.. .0

,.,4, TEACHEIL.

,
,

, ..,

' .

1

3./' i

STUDENT . .

,.,

,

. ,

SEQ6ENCE AND NOTES TASK S UENCE, iii LISTENING

i

G f.,.

.

VOCABtLARIYIITg AtY,

18, T. instructs..cles to clean up the room and

reviews VESL as students put A.,,° ..

. .

items away.°Disthisses the, dais; -

"
.

. i °
.

...

.

,, e

1.

° 1238'
r

° la, Ss put toots' and .

materials away while

. ' responding to the' T.,

.

i ,

..

0

°

... 1,I,

1 44 't,."
.,

.....

,,,

.

.r, .

f

1 t

,

s
1

- 1

1

1

18. Cleanup,

"Give

t.
1-,,

HI

Give

' '
1

Put 'it

, /. .Goo
cite'

tOmorrow,

1

.

me

,

,

here.

.1.)ye,
1,

I'

1.

the ruler,.

1

[

,

r

:

`

,o
': IP . '

1,

, ,-[.

..,

O.K.

o

,,

Good.bye. , ,
it,9 ,,try

't
4 /

e / 11

?,, . k i

' , )ft . , 1
( 7

,/'

N , /,'/.,

lb,

r1 71y

0,i'.,. /

qVi.V.:,'''

V , 1 .

: 1

.7,

...,,. 1

f

1 2

I'll

',.1).:

,

ii

r,.

,

0,1

.

9

. .,..,
. r 5

"

s'

,.

4 q.

,

''.

i

p. ,,,,

1 j '-1"

7 A

41

"k?

r.s

r

i

/

,

o,
.,

,

;

,

'Cl,i''',

g

71,

','

1

i,

695

$,ilet,
,--

1

.

0

,

the,06 pen°.

color ,'

1

...'

See.you ,
, '

,

1 '

e... f

e



CON,IpETNCP COVERED

A, Basic Skills

Pre.eMployment Activity

Phanat Nikhom Lesson 4

DRILLING HOLES IN WOOD

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:

and/or determining task

aSsigkinients, completing'a task to

specification; completing a task

within a given.time frame; performing

as part of a team.

c, , showing motor skills and self. .

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problemsolving judgment's

for minor, problems, while working

to specifications:

2, Competency 5: The student, can organize, classify, and

sort'discriininating between:

a, .color code, shape, material size.

3., Competency 6: The student can follow a sequence.

4. 'Competency 10: Theitudent can demonstrate an aware,

ness of safety with respect to proCedures!

practices ancrvisual Cues/signs,

1, ,Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions..

Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b. Follow one.step directions,

1, To start a task

2, To take'something apart

3, To put something away.

c. Follow multiple.step directions to

perform a task,

d, Follow directions in use pf.a hand

or power tool,

e, Respond to simple cautions and

negative commands,

2. Competency 2: The student can follow redirected instruc

tions,

P

, a,' Respond to a negative command,

3. Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of a task,

a. Provide feedback on progress,

b, Provide feedbackabout quality of

work.

c, Provide specific assessment of a

product,

4, Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification.

a,. Indicate lack of understanding,

k. Ask for clarification,

c, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

5. Competency 6: The student can ashow to say something

in English,.

a Ask names of workplace objects

and procedures,

6. Competency 9: The student can use numbers,
o

c. Provide a count,

d, Verify a count,

7. CoMpetency 12: The student can read workplace signs,

b, Read safety signs,

697
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8. Competency 13: student can initiate and respond to

greetings and farewkls, estalsh rapport.

a. Greet supervisors and coworkers.
I

b. Inithite and respond to farewells.
4

9, Conietency 14: The student can identify and introduce

him/he'rself and others,

a, Identify andintroduce him/herself ,

and others, <,

C, CutiraI OrientatiOn

1. Competency 2: Students understand how preemPloy.

dent 'training can assist adjustment fo. life

in the U.S, by familiariiing them

the job trainee role:

a. Student can describe his respon.

sibilities in tbe role of a job trainee.

2. Competency 4: Students understand importance of

developing and maintaining good inter.

personal relationships at the workplace:

b. Given the following critical incident,

the students can select froinalter.

native actions the,most appropriate

one for the Amerieln workplace:

1, your boss is angiy,

3. Competency 5: Students understand the importance of

communication in accomplishing job

assignments at the workplace:

a. Given the following situation on the

job, student can select from various

altemativ4the most appropriate

action:

5, something goes wrong on the job.

1242

698

II. , LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Teaching Points r

Lear i how to put a drill bit into the chuck of n

hand drill.

/
, 2, Be able to seleA correct size of drill bits tflUse.

when drilling and countersinking wood.

3. Use a hand drill to make holes in wood,

4. Use a screwdriver and a screw to fasten two pieces of

wood together.

B.\ Teaching Tip's:

,

,Provide an example of two pieces of wood with many hOles

drilled in them find already fastened together. Teacher

should encourage students to drill many holes in their

pieces of wood.

C. Leaning Environment

1. This is the first lesson introducing the student to working

with wood, The students may or may not have worked

with hancitools depending upon their villageoccupation,

sex or geographical location.

2. Org ization is an important part of their activity. Students

are using two pieces of wood, clamps and a hand drill while

listening to verbal instructions. They must learn to use a

Ceclarsii and to hold the wood and the drill. The teacher

should encourage and not be alarmed by mistakes,

3. This lesson helps develop jui: tient in estimating the size

of difimeter.

1243



III. CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A. Questions fiat, Reflect upon Learning

1. In your own country, what kind of woodworking tools
did you use?

2. What is the purpose of a bench hook?

3; Was any equipment broken or damaged,during this lesson?
In a job situation, what happens when equipment is broken
or damaged?

To do this work well, what things must you know?

B. Discussions Topics

1. The value of learning throUgh mistakeS.

2. What to'ay to boss or co-workers when you make a
mistake.

IV. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

Took

hand drill 1 each
screwdriver 1 each
set of drill bits 1 per pair
C-clamp 1 per student

Materials

screw, wood screw about 11/2" length
pieces of wood*
masking tape

Materials Specialist Note

2 each
2 each
1 roll per class

*pieces of wood should not &heady have holes

1244
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NI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I DRILLING HOLES IN 'WOOD
.,P;$1.LESSON.4 Phan0 Nlkham

RACIER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

STUDENT

TASK SEQUENCE ISTENING SPE VOCABULARY/LITERACY

I T introduces VEST, by identifying

the materials and tools, T repeats the

name of the rejects as s/he passes them

for Ss' examination,

demonstrates how to putl drill bit

into a chuck and tighten it Pass around

the drill so Ss can feel a t ht and loose

drill bit in place,

1247

1, Ss listen to names of

objects, handle them and

repeat words as direc

ted by T,

2, Ss observe demonstra.

Lion and examine drill

and its puts.

This is a bit

item

What is this?

2. Thissis a dril

Pick up the chill,

Pick up the drill bit,

Put the drill bit into

the chuck.

Tighten the chuck like

this,

Is it tight?

Will the bit fall out?

It is tight,

Is it tight?

Do you understand?

Is it tight now?

Tighten I

1, (It is) a bit,

17;

r.

2. I don't understand.

No,

Yes,

{No,Yee,

No,

1248
701



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: DRILLING HOLES IN WOOD
LESSON4Phanat Nikhorn

TEARER
, STUDENT

,SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

3, , T, or if possible, a S demonstrates

the use of a hand drill with a piece of

wood emphasizing how to drill a hole,

how to avoid drilling holes in the table, 'and

how to avoid getting one's, finger

caught in the gear,

T may want to show the meaning of a

hole by pointing to other holes in the

classroom clothes,iall paper, etc.

..

I , ,

4, T reviews VESL related to safety and

ileionstrates safe and unsafe placement

of the drill, ,

1249
702

3, as observe then each

one practices turtling

the handle correctly

and replacing the bit,

Ss find additional

holes in the room.

,

ti

, '

,

4, Ss observe and recog.

nine the word

DANGER,

3, Hold the hand drill .

like this.

Stand behind the hand

drill this way,

Put the driltbit in,

Is this right?

Look at the drill bit.

Is it straight?

) Turn the handle this

way,

Do it like this,

Don't do it like this.

Are you sure?

This is a piece of wood,

Clamp it to the work

table. ,

Place the drill like this,

Drill a hole like this,

4, Drill like this,

Don't drill like this.

Put the dfillhere,

Not here or here.

Is this O.K,?

4

Is this also 0.K.?

3

pi

4.

Yes,

{Yes,

No,

J don't understand,

O.K.'

I understand.

Yes,

No.''

Yes.

No,

No. 125(

SIGHT WORD'

DANGER

,

,

,

f



PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: DRILLING HOLES IN WOOD P.E.T:LESSON 4 Phinat Mho,

TEACHER

LISTENING

STUDENT

4

SPEAKING

'MINIM.

VOCABULARY/LITERACYSEQUENCE AND NOTES k i TASK SEQUENCE

,
4, '

6, T demonstrates using screws and attach.

ing the wood. '

.
\

f

6. T directs Ss to drill holes into their

pieces of wood and attach with a screw,

During the activity the teacher monitors

students and uses language to report

progress,

Pointout good work and explain errors.

/

7, 1 instructs class to clean up the room.

T reviews VESL as Ss put items away.

1251

5. Se observe attentively.

ti

4

8. Ss drill holes then

attach pieces of wood.

7, Ss put tools and mate.

/tab away while re.

sponding to the T,

5. Pick up the screw.

driver, ,

Pick up the screw.

Place screw inside

drilled holes.

Attach the wood,

Attach thelsoOd,

Tighten the screws,

Do yOu understand?

Is the screw tight?

r

6. Now you do it.

Are you ready?

[insert]

'

Are you finished?

7. Clean up.

Give me the bit,

item

That's all.

See you tomorrow,

5.

6{Yes,

7,

Please repeat,

Y11. /

No. i

Yes,

a

.
.

No.

Yes,

No.

Not yet.

Goodbye.

.

.

0

.

,
,

,

ITEMS

hand drill

bit

screws .

wood

hole

' screwdriver,

clamp

9

,

,

703



i're.employment Activity o

Phanat Nikhom - Lemon S

MAKING AN EXTENSION

L COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, Basic Skills

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignmenta after initial

training;

b. , , , , working alone

c, , . , showing motor skills and self

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problem.solving judgments

for minor problems while working

to specifications.
. .,

2, Competency 2: The student can apply ,a technique or

procedure (for which training has pre.

viously been given)(o new /different task

which includes using appropriate problem.

) solving skills to plan and accomplish

the task, with minimal or no additional

\ , training.

\3, Competency 6 The student can follow a sequence,

4. Competency 19: The student can demonstrate an aware.

' ness of safety with respect to procedures/

iiractices and villa' cuesisigns,

B, VESL

1, Competency 1; The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about

to receive directions,

b. Follow one.step directions,

c, Follow multiple.iitep directions to

perform a task.

d, Follow directions in use of a hand or

power tool.

e, Respond to simple cautions and nega

live commands,

1253

o;; 2, Competency 2; The student can follow redirected instruc

tiona,

a, Respond to a negative command,

3, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of a task,
)

ar'Provide feedback on progress,

c, Provide specific assessment of a

product.

Competency 4: The student can as for feedback, assist

ance, advice and emergency

b, Ask for assistance or advice from a

supervisor or coworker,

6, Competency 6: The student can ask for clarification,

a, Indicate lack of understanding,

b, Ask for clarification,

c, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

6, Competency 6: The student can ask how to say something

in English,

7, Coin

a. Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures.

etency 9: The student can use numbers,

c. Provide a count,

d, Verify a count,

8, 'Competency 12: The student can read workplace signs,

b, Read safety signs,

9, Competency 13; The student can initiate and respOnd to

greetings and farewells, establish rapport,

a, Greet supervisors and comorkers,

b, Initiate and respond to farewells.

1254



10, Competency 14: The student con identify and introduce

him/herself and others,

11, Identity and introduce himlhermIt

and others,

C, Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 3: Students underetand importance of rules,

policies and procedures common to the

workplace,

b, Given a sample of company rules,

policies and procedums, the student

can distinguish situations which

conform to or violate them,

2, Competency 0: Students understand importance of taking

responsibility for their own and others'

safety on the Job.

b. Given a dangerous situation, student

can identify an appropriate action

to be taken,

IL LESSON CLARIFICATION

706

A. Teaching Points

1. Reinforcement of skills learned, in a previous lesson

a, Stripping a wire,

2, Taking apart and putting together something that includes

a nut and a bolt,

3. Learning that electricity can be dangerous.

4, Learning that a lampcord has 2 wires.

B. Learning Environment

1. This lesson reinforces learning acquisition skills, Students

expected to examine a ready made extension cord and,

th h observation, trial and error, reason how to

puttogether an extension cord that works,

2® This is the first lesson in which a practical electrical device

is made, The lesson is designed to introduce electricity,

in a graphic and comfortable wky. It also illustrates the

reasons for quality standards when joining wire.

3. The teacher continues to foga sharing of information

between workers as the lesson completed,

III. CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A. Questions that Reflect upon Learning

1, 1How are extension cords used?

2, What did you; already know aboUt using electricity?

3, How did you use what you learned before?

4, What did you loam by examining materials and observing

other people?

5. Did some people finiah faster than others? In a Job ,

situation, what problems can arise when some work faster

than others?

8, Were you able to help your classmates (coworkers)

any way? How?

B, Discussion Topics

1, Safety in the use of electricity

2, Saving money around the house

3, Repairable appliances that many people throw or give away

C, First Jobi that Use Related Skills

1. Electronic assembler

, r

1255
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IV. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

Class set of drawing "Short Circuit"

knife, razor knife 1 ouch
screwdriver (small) 1 each
lamp 1 /class

**test light (see drawing) 1/class
wire cutter (needed
only if wire is supplied
in long pieces) 2/class
plug
socket
wire, lampcord

lamp (for testing
extension cords)

1 each
1 each
1 or 2 long pieces
with total length
more than 3
meters for each
student or pieces
of wire from old
extension cords.

1/class

Materials Specialist Note

*Ends of wire which have been stripped have to be
cut off before wire can be Used in this activity,

I 1257
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---VITPROCEDURE---ACEIVITY-P.--MAKING AN EXTENSION

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

P.E,T. ESSON 5 Phanat Nikhom

STUDENT

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYI,LITERACY

1, T introduces VESL and materials, ,

Ss should listen, not try to speak,

2. T gives oral commands, Ss will be

addressed individually and should respond

appropriately, If S is unable to respond,

move on to another S. Retuinto those

wh6 could not respond after correct

responses have been given several times.

1262

710

1. 8s listen,

2. Ss respond with ap-

propate language

and perfOmi the

command given,

1, This is a lampcord,

item

2, Pick up the wire.

item

Put the knife OfieiNther,

item there.

here,

Give me the plug,

her item

him

stand up.

name

Sit down,

Go'over there,

name,,

Come here_

name

ADVANCED

Put this here,

that

these

those

2, O.K.

{0,K,

All right.

O.K.

0,K,

All right.

O.K.

All right,

ITEM

extension cord

lampcord

socket

plug

wire cutter

nut

lamp

REVIEW VOCABULARY

wire

screwdriver

knife

screw

1263



VI,- PROCEDURE --ACTIVITY-1: MAKING 'AN EXTENSION P,E,T, LESSON 6 PhanatrNikhom

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY
,.

3, T; says the names of the tools and

Matelials,

*.,

v

4, T marks off 3 ft, on the edge of two

tables, T demonstrates how to measure 10

the wire for a 6 ft. extension cord by

laying the wire between the two markon

the table,

5.. T demonstrates again, quickly, how to

measure and cut a 6 foot length' of lamp.

cord. After' dividing Ss into groups of

two; T. instructs each S to cut a piece

of lampcord which is, 6 ft long using

the marks on the table edge as a measure.

ment guide, If old wire which is already

cut to the correct length is used, Ss

should verify that fact,

1 i) t's i

3, Ss repeat items, first

as a group tuid then

individually as directed

by the T.

4, Ss obierve and re.

spond to questions.

\ r,"

5, Ss measure and cut.

lampcord in 3 ft,

lengths,

/

3, This is a plug,

3.

4,

,

(It is a)

Yes,

No.

{

Yes,

No, ,

{

0,K.

All right,

0

plug ,

item

.

.

ADVANCED
item

What is this?

4, Measure the wire from

here to there,

Like this, Is it the

same?

Make the wire the

same, From here to

there,

Do you understand?

5, Now you do it,

Cut the wire like this,

' Do it again,

,

This

That

These

Those

Aim
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VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I MAKING AN EXTENSION PIT. LESSON 5 Phanat Nikhom

TEACHER it, STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES AS SEQUENCE LIMING SPEAK G VOCABULARY/LITERACY

6 T shows that lanmkord has two wires by

cutting thetwo:strands apart,

1266
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6, Ss observe and re.

spond aPpropriately.

6, This is a larnpcord.

It has two wires.

Cut the lampeord like

this.

Make two parts,

Do you understand?

[T holds up the razor

knife,]

Use the razor knife,

Be careful,

Watch me again,

,Wrap the wire,

Tighten the screws,

Put the cover one

Now you do it,

Make an extension,

Like this one,

6, Yes,

No.

O.K.

O.K.

1267



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: MAKING AN EXTENSION P.E,T, LESSON 5 Phanat Nikhom

TEACHER . TUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING' I SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

7, T shows a sample extension cord,

p as it around to let Ss look at the

extension cord, I

8, T pas,Os out tools a n d Parts while review.

ing vocaliulary,

9, T demonstrates how to take apart and

put together the socket and plug of an

extension cord, T instructs Ss to make

an extension cord from the parts of

their tables, T should be fairly non. '

directive and let the Ss apply previously

gained skill kiviring, . - 1,, ,,t,
0:ir ,

,

%

1268

0

7. Ss observe and r '

spond as pr .,", : te,

,.,

8. Ss r '., .Rci to V1SL

dril; .

.;

,

.9,, Ss first olQseive,the,

? demonstration and

thei begin to assemble

their extension cord.

,, ,

0

7, This is i tipidon

cord,

Look tit, -
. v ,

8, Everyone,

r/Eake one socket,

7, 0,K,

8. O.K. .

9, 0,K,

j

.

-

1269
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i item

/ (Take one of these)

1 those

9, Watch me,

Take the cover off,

Take the screws out,

Unwrap the wire, ,

give me the,

name

screwdriver,

item



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I ; MAKING AN EXTENSION
P,E,T, LESSON 5 Phanat Nikhom

TEACHER
STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

10, T helpi each, 8 as necessary and

encourages students to help each other,

making sure that every person learns to do

each step, T continues to use VESL

when assisting Ss: '

)

;-/
,,

.

.

.1270
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4

10, Ss continue to assem

ble the extension

cord and respond to

each other and the ,

T when appropriate.

.

10, What's that?

Put the screw here,

item

Use the razor. knife,

Be careful,

What do ytiu need?

How's it going?

Do you need help?

....., help her,

name

Do you need help?

Do it like this,Do

Watch me, Put this

here,

Are you finished?

10, (It's) a wire,

8

t

,

,

,

.

.

1271

llem

0 ,K,
,

,,

All right,

(I need) alocket,

item

O.K.

Good,

Not so good,

Yes,

{No,

7
0,K,

Yes,

No,

I don't understand,

O.K.

Yes,

No, not yet,



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY MAKING AN EXTENSION

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING

T .tests each extension cord with a test

light to see that there is no possibility

of a short circuit, As the T demonstrates,

she should refer when possible to a

drawing on the board showing the test

light and testing process,

11, Ss observe and test

their extension cords

when instructed.

12. If the test of the extension failed, the T

asks a. S to take it apart and put it

;i together again, T should aid S if neces

sary, hilt if another S clearly understands

what sh 0 le done should have him/her

aid in' t e repair of faultyrrds,

13. If the test of the extension succeeds,

instructs Ss to: plug the lamp into the

iextension cord which,' lugged into the

outlet, The lamp shoulcs 'ght,'

12, Ss respond to T's

directions and rebuild

their extension cords,

13, Ss plug their exten

sion cord into the

wall and see the lamp

light up,

11. Put this end here,

Like this, .Put the

other end here like

this,

Understand?

This extension is O.K.

The light works,

Now you do it.

12. Does it light?

It's not good,

Take it apart.

Do it one more time,

13, Make the lamp light

up.

Plug this in here.

Where does this plug

go?

Good, Plug it in, ,

11, I Yes,

No,

12, 0 K

13, O.K.

(In the wall) here,

VOCABULARY/LITERACY

3
715



VL PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I MAKING AN EXTENSION
P,E.T. LESSON 6 Phut Wm

TEACHER
4

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOM TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

T demonstrates what happens when

there is a short circuit, using &tures,

a, T shows extension with the socket

taken apart,,

b, One strand((one very thin wire) is

connected to the wrong screw,

c, T plugs this extension in, There is a

bright flame for a very short time,

until the strand of wire burns up,

d, T silks safety sign,

Referring to the drawing on the board,

T points out why there was a short

current,

NOTE: The trick is to educate, not to scare

the student,

14, Ss observe the de.

monstration and

respond to VESL,

1274
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14, Stand back, /
Be careful,

Danger,

This is a short circuit,

14, 0,K,

O.K.

1275



VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY I, CHANGING THE SIZE OF A DRAWING PIT. LESSON 7 Thiu* Olkhobi'

TEACHER`"
I I

.

STUDENT

,

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING . , SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

qi

5, T gives each S a small cardboard geo.

metric shape, i,e square, circle, triangle

or rectangle, The shape must be small

enough to fit the A, B, C, D/1, 2, 3, 4'

grid, Briefly review names of shapes,

6. T demonstrates how to trace around the

piece on the board while instructing Ss

to follow the same steps by placing

their cardboard pieces on the paper and

drawing around them with a pencil,

Placement on the paper is not important,

After the demonstration, the T monitors

Ss work and encourages Ss use of

VESL.

7, T refers to illustration of numbered and

lettered graph on the blackboard or

previously drawn visual, She instructs the

Ss to label the squares on the top

and side of their graph paper, As Ss

label their papers, T circulates around the'

room correcting and redirecting Ss work,

'T directs those who understand the

, assignment to assist othershaving prob.

lems, As often as necessary, refer to the

boaid illustration and repeat the instiuy

dohs while:clearly gesturing top to

bottom, left to right, ,

1276

.

5, Ss resppn

6, Ss trace

onto graph

following

instructions,

7, Ss, label

sides, their

1; '

/1

,

their designs

paper

the T's

the p and

graph,

/

ir'

Everyone

of graph paper,

5 What's

6, Use the

Trace your

, , on the

u yo

an where,r,

0

' !liTitis,js

tLoo,lut

, .' paper,

,

a ar,..1,,

graph

ilrs here

Does your

' numbers

. Pu ..,

, .
.,

,

take one sheet

'

this?

graph paper, ,

design, ,:

graph papei\

. . '.

r circle

5,

'

I

..

.

0,K;

(It's) a circle,

'

,

' ,

J

e

1

,

.,
,

,

,

a
.$

,. ,

,

,

1

1

,

it

1

r I

)

,

,, I

k I

1

,

.

t

,

.

l'ai

,

4'.

,

,

,

,

1

11

, ,

:,

I II

.

737'

item

,

0 K
,.,

. .

pi' ,

I. ,. ,

4 1

, A, ;

' Ill ''
All rig t:

,, , 0 ,

1'
19

1,

.

' No?It'S mot the s

, ,, ,

, ,

,
4

.

t

1

,,

, .

es
. .,

0. ,

leaseiepeat,

lie

.

a graph;

your Op

Is it the s:. ;

had ndm.

(T not NI'

gait hav

her4 ,
1

4 0

,

,

lu ,ers.

t;
, I"

i
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VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY 1: CHANGING THE SIZE OF A DRAWING

TEACHER

SEQUENCiAND NOTES

P.E,T, LESSON 7 Phanot %horn

STUDENT

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

T provides a ch student with large grid

graph paper and demonstrates how to

transfer a design accurately fromothe small

to the large grid. T asks Ss to, transfer

their first design to the large grid graph

Paper. B C D

4

738

Abel)

,Small grid

8, Ss transfer the first

design to the large

grid graph paper while

responding to instrac.

ono and redirection,

en possible, Ss help,

each ther,

This graph has letters

here (T points]. Does

your graph have letters?

Put the letters down

the side, Do you un

derstand?

Make your graph the

same, like this IT

points to sample

graph) Is it the same?

No it is not the same,

Put the letters/num

bers here,

Make it the same.

8, Use this graph paper,

Copy the design,

One square first,

Now this square,

Like this,

{ Yes,

No,

No,

Please repeat,

Yes,

{No.

All right,

O.K.

O.K.

279

1278



VI., PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I: CHANGING THE SIZE OP A DRAWING PIE.T, LESSON I Phanat Nlkhom

'TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

.....................---------.
TASK SEQUENCE LIFITNING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY:

9. T continues to monitor Ss' work and

prpvides individual instructions, Teacher

may have to stop the clam and repeat

the initial instructions, As work is moni.

9, Ss continuo to draw

. and dorrect their

errors while respond.

Ing to the T and to

9. What are you doing?

It Sharpening a pencil,

Copying (a design).

Erasing,

,

told, teacher elicits appropriate language, each other.

Erasing (a design).

copying,

What is he king?

she,

(--.)

>

{

(What are we doing?)

they

,

0

Erasing a design,

Copying,

,

f-->
10. T/ pcks to see that each S 18 working

c:rilectly and demonstrates the correct

way to complete a line when necessary,

T enco4rages Ss to share thou work,
,

,

10, Ss 'correct their

errors, share their

work and continue to

respond to,the T and

each other,

10, check

10, Yes,.It's right,

No,

_______ ,

'none

Paper,_____'s

name

Is it right ?`

Show me your paper,

What are you doing?

.

Copying (a,design),

Erasing. r
T

)

This is not right,

Put it here, [Teacher

points to line.]

,

O.K.

I don't understand.

Please repeat

...',

, 128 0



VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY I ('RANGING THE SIZE OF A DRAWING

TEACHER

P,E,T, LESSON 7 Phanat Nlkhom

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND N TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

1282

740

Are you finished?

1t's time to dean up,

Goodbye,

Almost,

No, not yat,

{0,K,

All right,

Good.byo,

1283



Pr employment Aellylks

Phani8 Nlkhom - Loa 8

CIRCUIT WITH LIGHT BULB

L COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, DANIC Skills

1, Competency 1; The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training;

b, , working olono

c, , showing motor skills and self.

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problemsolving judgments

for minor problems while working

to specifications.

2, Competency 2; The student can apply a technique or

procedure (for which training has pre

viously been given) to new/different task

which inclad9 using appropriate problem.

solving skills fo plan and accomplish

the task with minimal or no additional

training,

3, Competency 8: The student can utilize plans and patterns.

4, Competency 10;, The student can demonstrite an aware.

ness of safety with respect to procedures/

practices and visual cues/signs,

B. VESL

1, Competency 1; The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about

to receive directions,

b, Follow onestep directions,

c, Follow multiplestep directions to

perform a task,

d. Follow directions in use of a hand or

power tool,

e, Respond to simple cautions and

negative commands,
1284

2, Competency 2: The student cen follow redirected Instil*

Wm,

a, Respond to a negative command,

3, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

perforniance of a task,

a, Provide feedback on progress,

4, Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification,

a, Indicate lack of understanding,

b, Ask for clarification,

c, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

5, Competency 6; The studentean ask how to say something

in English,

a, Ask names of workplace objects and

,procedures.

6, Competency 9: The student can use numbers,

c. Provide a count,

d. Verify a count,

7, Competency 13; The student can initiate arci respond to

greetings and farewells, establishrapport,

a. Greet supervisors and coworkers,

b. Initiate and respond to farewells,

8. Competency 14; The student can identify and introduce

him/herself and others,

a, Identify and introduce him/herself,

and others,

1285
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Cultural Orientation

bompetency 1:' Students understand how pre.eMploy

tent training can assist adjustment to life

in the U.S, byfamiliariiing them, with

the job trainee role:

b StUdent can describe the approaches

to training that are tsediu'the pre!

employment classroOm and relate

these to the initial employment period

in the U,S, workplace.

Students understand how pre.employ.

meat training can assist adjustment to

in the U.S. by helping them to develoP

realistic strategies for gainful employment
r?

2, Competency 2:

a, Student can relate,training to

common entry.leveljobs generally

available to refugees.

b. Given his/her employability profile,

previous work experience and the

current employment situation in the

U,S,, student can establish realistic

goals,-

II. LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Teaching Points ,

1. Making a simple 'circuit,

2, Soldering a tinned wire to another metal surface.

3, Soldering skills.

:4, Working cooperatively and safely,

5. Drawing a picture.of a simple circuit.

6, Making something useful, to be used infuture activities,

Tea hing Tips

0

'his is the firSt time a student is asked to draw what has

uilt, teacher should allow free representation; idea

'16'of schematic drawing is introduced mtich later,

2.86

742

4

,

Learning Environment

1, This lesson introduces the student to the concept of

electical floW in a path. It involves construction of a

simple circuit which lights a bulb.

2. The activity continues to build awareness of safety,

manipulative skills and practice in following a sequence

of directions,

Proper care and storage of tools is emphasized toward the

end of the lesson,

4. Sharing lietween students is encouraged as away to foster

English usage and to increase information transfer,

III, Cultural Orientation

A Questions that Reflect upon Learning

1, In your own country; did your house have electricity?

HoW did you use it? How much did it cost?

2, li'vhat new things did you learn about electricity litthis

lesson?

3. What tools did you use in this lesson? What are safety

guidelines for the use of theselools?

4, lithe light bulb fails to shine, where can you check for

errors?

1287
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IV. MATERIALS

Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

soldering iron
razor knife
cutter, wire cutter
file, metal file (to,clean tip

of soldering iron)
screwdrivers and regular head

phillips head

1 each
1 per pair
3 per class

pencil
solder
flux

sponge (wet and in 'Mastic
container) see diagram

masonite, 30 x 30 cm,
table protector

broken pieces of clay pot:
for soldering iron test

bell wire (tinned 30 cm pieCes
frOni previous lesson) 2 each

light bulb (2.5 volt screw
+- base type)

light bulb holder
battery D cell 1.5 V
student made extension

to cords, see previous
lesson

extension cord (roll-up
type)

adaptor, 3-way
paper towels

3 per class
1 per class
1 per class
1 each
1 box per class
4 continers/

class

4 per class

1 each

1 each

1 each
1 each
1 each

1 each

2 per class
1 per 3
2 each

1288



V, PROCEOIJRE: ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A CIRCUIT WITH LIGHT BULB P,E,T, LESSON 8 Phanat Nikhom

t.1! TEACEIER
STUDENT.

SEQUENCE. AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

T introduces thtnamei,ottoolsand:..:

2, T gives each S a D cell battery,

light bulb, light, bulb socket and two

tinned wires (from lesson on tinning

wire),

744

1289

1, Ss should listen first,

° then respond appro.

:friately,

2, Ss follow .T come

mends,

1, This is a battery

, hand me

name

the battery,

This is a light bulb,

7tenT

What is this?

2. Take one of these,

those,

Take the bulb,

item

Give the wire,

name r7

1, O.K.

That's a

It's item'.

2, O.K.

All right.

1290

ITEM

battery

light bulb

light bulb holder

battery connector

wire

soldering ion



PKOCEbURt ACTIVITY' 1: MAKING A CIRCUIT WITH LIGHT BULB

TEACIIER

SEQUENCE AND NQTES

STUDENT

TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING

P.E,T, LESSON 8 Phanat Nikhom

SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

asks individual Ss questions about

tools and parts, It may be necessary to

remind. Ss to locus on the VESI1 as

they often find the supplies interesting.

:3: Po you have a Wire?

item

4, T instructs Ss to assemble the parts in.

a way that makes the light bulb light.

5. T helps Ss. assemble the parts correctly

so that the bulb lights, Ss will enjoy

exploring the ways that a circuit can be

completed; adequate tme should be r
allowed for this portion of the lesson,

After. Ss have completed a circuit and

their bulb lights; draw a picture of the

circuit and bulb on the board, `(See

drawings).

1291

4, Ss begin to put their

parts together so that

a circuit is made,

causing the light bulb

to go on.

5. Ss complete the

assembly' of a circuit

which causes the bulb

to light.

Who has a wire?

item

What do you have?

4. Make the light bulb

work,

What do you need?

5. Put the battery here.

item

Next put the wire

item

here,

Does it work?

I have,

(I have) a battery.

17n

4, I ne a solder,

item

ITEM

light bulb

light bulb holder

battery

battery holder

battery connector

solder '

1292



V, PROCEDURE A MAKING A CIRCUIT WITH LIGHT BULB
LESSON 8 Phanat Nikhom

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE, AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE,

6. T demonstrates how to solder a tinned

wire to the end of the battery and to the

light bulb socket, Ss, should focus closely

on the demonstration,

6, Ss observe,

7, T gives each S a soldering iron, and

makes other soldering equipment avail.

able, As the tools are passed out,

use the VESL, Remind Ss to keep

the tip of the soldering iron clean Where

possible stress safety points.

8. T instructs Ss to solder the wires to the

light bulb in the same configura

tion the S .used to make the bulb

light. As the T Monitors the Ss

'fork, help them see the difference be

tween the good and bad work Encourage

Ss who are apt at soldering to help

other Ss,

746

1293

7, Ss follow T tom

mands and respond

'..with appropriate

VESL.

8.. Ss solder their cir

cult and respond to

T's questions or

comments,

LISTENING SPEAKING `VOCABULARY/LITERACY

6, Pick up the solderin

iron.

Hold the solderin

non,

Like this,

Plug in the soldering

iron.

Be careful, It's hot,

Watch me.

Solder here,

there,

Like this.

7, What do you need?

Take the flux.

item

Put the flux over

item

there,

*here.

Plug in the extensions,

8, Solder the wires here,

there.

Right here,

r
7, I need the solder,

item

O.K.

All right,

, O.K.

Where?

Is this O.K.?

'94



V, PROCEDURE ACIIVITY 1. MAKING A CIRCUIT WITH LIG;IIT BULB P,E,T, LESSON 8 Phijuiat Nlkl om

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

9 T instructs Ss to find a way to turn off

the light bulb,

1295

9, Ss experiment and

either unscrew the

bulb or turn the bulb

off by unscrewing

it about 1/4 turn,

Look here,.[Pnting];

This, is.agood solder.

.ing,'

Do it like this..

Where is the soldering

iron?

Be careful it is hot,

Put it here (on the

safety holder),

Does the bulb light?

Are you finished?

9, Turn the light off,

All right,

Here,

There,

Over there,

0,K,

Yes,

No,

I,

No, not yet?

Almost,

Yes,

9, 0,K,

1296
747



V, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY MAKING A CIRCUIT surf' LIGHT BULB P,E,T, LESSON 8 ?hot Nikhom

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

10, T hands out paper and pencil to each

S and instructs them to draw a picture

of this circuit. As Ss work, T moves

around the room (taking Ss to compare

their drawing with the circuit in front

of them,

NOTE: T should' erase the drawing done

earlier on the board before this command

is given.

10, Ss 'draw a picture of

their circuits and re.,

sponcl to T with

appropriate language,

748
1297

10, What is this?

ghtures] This is

a circuit.

Draw it,

Draw it like this.

Briefly hold up

paper and pencil

drawing of circuit,]

Do you understand?

[T repeats directions,]

Look at your drawing.

Is it the same or dif

ferent? [T gestures

to circuit and draw.

ing,]

Make the same.

O.K.

No,

Please repeat.

O.K.

{Same.

Different.

4

1298



1,.

Y PROCEDURE. ACTIVIT.1(1 c 1+ijAKI$6:ACIitCDpIT P,E,T, LESS00.11Phanat NIkhom,

TEACHER .

,

. f . /,I,

......,

, S

1,
I'1 '-'1;ISTENING

,

:',TY

ENT4 1,1(

i yii

''.'' SPEAKING

'

., rt

, 1

VOCABULARYILITERA y.SEQUENCE AND NOTES
(

'' TA UENCE

11, T instnicts

with the class,

ofe circuit

ot each 'drawiiii,'

,

..,.

,,,

12, :I', giv each,,.'S

s'to store

'They4iliduld

keep, it separate

' cirCoit will

,..0 .

/ .

'".. v
, ,

... ,

q,

.

}

4

Ss to share thel? pictures ,

ShoWs each ,S's picture .,'

and,points out the good parts

' V .

:.,1.1.

Y.,
? (.1s.

a plastio,ixig iffdinstructs.'

theft circuits in the bags ,

iemov'thetight bulb and
,

from the battery,

bei(ied in aJatar antivi

I. k '),

g
.

0,

.

,

7 r

114

.,

/
4 )
A

1,,

. r

.7

h

) I

,

2'.: . Vi
' '.

I`

9

. , :

..,. .

..
I

: .

i

11,,'Ss, 'respond to, T's .'','

ieti*S, ariPio. '

,;/' natal y.

': "'',
,i

,' 'q.'

,, ) '

,;. I

;,,,,
,

,

,

,

,,,,' ,
J 4

,.

's:I';,' k

. Ss prepare t 0,

Ctiits f lit'or ,
. , Conti,' b. ,.,/ ,

'H.:with 60 ; '
'''

, , angu ., ', /
0

,, I

,,
,

,. , 0

,

'\,

,
, ,

o

4, ,,,

,, , d. A
. I i

1

4

4'

v. i.Is!,.

I ,

)

.. ,......,....._ show him

''"0,, moo' her
I, 1
', . Your drawing.,

,

What is this?

,,,

i
, , ', ,

,

0 1

hi5is'good, [T
,

pomts to specific

t of drawing.]
.

'''

ekes bag.

', . '''';',( ' ,, 0 ,

,. nscAlkthe light'

bi!,1b;

Ut it in the bag.
.

',Put the battery and .

. wires in the bag.

I.

.1'1

.

11.0,K.;

, . ,,

A battery.

wire

bulb

Yes,

12, 01.

Ali right.,

U.K.

749



KOCEDURE ACTIVIT1 i ; MAKING A CIRCUIT WITH LIGHTS BULB
P,E,T L SSON 8 Banat Mom

'rgACLIER'

`4.1MWRIArwafflk

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

STUDENT',

TASK SEQUENCE,,' LISTENING SPEAKING VOCA ARY/LITERACY

13,1. instructs Ss to clean up, stressing that

the soldering irons should 'be properly

cleaned, T shOuld refer to the visual

'`Tleanig the Tip of the SOldering Iron"

NOTE: Have the Ss dean their soldering

irons first so that 'they cool before

storage. T reviews the names of t

as they are put away,

CLEANIN6,Tlit, SOLDSIN6 IRON

750

13. Ss put away t4s,

clean the; soldering'

irons and throw away

scraps.

13, Clean your soldering

irons, Dolt like this,

do you have a

mow

screwdriver?

item

Put it in the b k t,

Where are the pencils?

Put them on the table,

name

Bring me your plastic

bags,

See you tomorrow.

Goodbye
Ir

13, O.K.

Yes, I have a screw.

driver,

item

No, I don't,

0,K,

Here,

:4

All right,

O.K.

Goodbye,

05'

Mt



" ,

111!:`11

,w.

.41

MPg1:ENC1S C'OVEREb,

Basic Skills

1, Competep 1
a I

2, Competency 2;

3, ComPetency 5.

0 iteeti4CY:8'i

v trod

B, V&SL

1, Com tency1:

1303

I

01'

'Pre.employmentctivItr
A 1

Phenol: LeSson,'9

MAKING AND USING AliSt LIGHT

The student can demonstriite the ability

to' perfornfassignments atterpitial

b', , working alone,

c, , showing motor skills and self.

confidence with tasks and,equipment;

making prOblemolving judgments

for minor Problems while Working

to specifications, .

The adept can apply a technique or

procedure for which training has pre.

viously been given) to new/different

task whiCh includes using appropriate

problein.solving Ocilla to plan and

complish ihe task:with Minimal or no

additional training

The student caniir ize classify, an

sort discriniinatin etWeen;

functiOn,.;

1"

The:stud4ht Ca i Utilize Plans and patterns:

. .

c; ', as outpit/product,

The student can folldVisimple directions,

10, A,

a, ,AclitOwledge)t,,hat one iiiabout

. to receive direbtions, a

, Follow .onestdp directions,

PollOw midtiplestep direciions to

perform a task4,

1;1

V. 4

2, Competency 2;

FolloW directions in use of Oand';o

pOWer tool,

e, Respond to simple cautions and

negative commands,

f, Follow directions to complete a form;

The student can follow redirected,insthuc.

tions,7

Respond to a negative command.

3, Competency 3; The student can provide feedback op

performance of a task,

a, Provide feedback on progress,

c, Provide specific assessment of I

a product,'

d. Describe activities in progress and

needs for coMpletion of task,

e. Report time worked.

4 H The student can ask for feedback, assist,

ce, dvice and emergency help,

As for feedback,
k

sit for assistance or advice from a

supervisor or col'Orker,

car Ask for help in an emergency' ,

5, Competencyc5!' Theistudent can ask for clarification',

if:, To,' ,

Indicate lack of.understanding,'.

e. Ask for repetition of demonstration

6 onipetenty h ow to, say something`.

m English{ `'

4, Compethnc

a,

4

a AskOmes of work4ace objects and

:procedures;.,
,..,;

I
751



oinpotency 9; The student can use numbers,

Provide a count,

Verify a count,

8, Competency 13;; The student cap initiate and respond to

greetings and fere,wells,,establIsh rapprt,

a, 'Greet tatp4iti6i and emorkers,

b, and respond to farewells,

9, Competency 14; The student can identify and introduce

herself and others, 1)

Identify and introduce himihev rself

and,others,

C Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 1; Students understand how re lay

ment training can assist adjustmeit to life

in the U.S, by familiarizing them with

the job trainee role;

h, Student can describe the approaChes

to training that'are used in the pre.

err loyment classiooin and relate ti

these to,the initial employmentperiod

in the U.S, workplace.

,LompetencY 2: Students understand how pre-eiiiiiiloy.
,

1,

la ment training can asSist4djustment to life

in the U.S. liy helpi develop; 1,/',

realistic,strategiei''',,, anful emplaym
, 4 klie ; , . ,, #

k.,

'S dent Can r training,to common

.levet.job erallytavallable

to refug4i,

ii

3, Competeney 4; Students understand importance of

develoPing and maintaining good inter.

personal Mationsitis at the workp ,; '1'1

1305

152

. 0.

a, Student cantiv,e examples of wail

to establist iapport with supervisa'

and workers.

# e

b. Given the following incident,'

the students can select from alter.

'native actions the most apPropiiati

one for the American workplace;

3, a coworker who is your friend

leaves the jobx

LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Teaching Points

1:,'Ilroken circuits do not carry electricity.

42, Test light use,,

3; Electricity will flow only through metal objects,

4, Soldering practice,

5, Completing a form,

8, Learning Environment

1, Students have previously joined wire and built a simple

circuit. Now these skills' 4, be used to build a piece of

test equipment, , ....
2, Tlwequipment will be tisfi to test and sort these materials

thatyrry electticity;

3, Thifloson continues to reinforce manipulationikills

aurthe ability 41100irections,

4, Reporting as pg,Vof an'activity is introduced (including

a stress on repolimg of progress).

III 40 ULTUliAl.; EN. TATION

A, Questions that 'Reflect upon Learning

1, What did you learn in thislesson?

2, Naine some materials that will 4104 electricit4

q. What kind)f material(din be Used tolnsullite against

,electric shock? '

4, can you apply this knowledge to your new life

in the USA?

Discussion Topics

1) Safe in the home,

0

;

2'.'"Ii,ays,to Make your houselafelor young children,

1306
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IV, ,MAtERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

soldering iron
`razor knife
file, metal knife
pencil
solder
flux

sponges
'extension (student)
extension (roll-up

type) 2 per 'class
masonite table

?protector . 1 each
clay pot pieces or

solderthg iron
holder

Conduction Test
Report form

objects pictured
on form

objects not pictured
in form
(they should be
made,of one
type of. material,

d t, least one
`riqp)61,xishoUld
be Of metal)

1 per pair,
1 per pair
3:per class

each
box per class

3 containers per
class 44

3 per class
1 per pair

1 per pair

1 each

1 of each per class

4 objects per class

4/

11



V DRAWINGS

CONDUrION TEST REPORT F01311' /1'

STUDENT HANDOUT

CHALK

BUCKET

h.

HINGE

..4

1303'
754
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VIA PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I MAKING AND URN A TEST LIGHT P,E.T. LESSON 9 Ph Mom

'TEACHER '

11.0',114...IIRIPI.,4IPI4....10.0In,RMI.r. -OEM, It.1171M11,211M131M.P.M..........

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AN1 NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING , VOCABULARY /LITERACY

1. T reviews previously,introdueed voca

bulary; ''

, 1!,.
I

.
,

2. I hands out equipment:

a. Plastic bag with the light bulb and

ittery circuit made In the p idvious

lesson,

.1);: Razor knife

T reviews the parts of the circuit,

. .

.

t ; ,

vv;.,,',: i

.

1.310

,

.

1, Ss respond appro;, ,

priately. . '

,. .

,,

2, Ss respondnppro..

i,,,priately,d,;.,

,

4 ..

,

I 0

1, , give me the

' mime

wire,
1,01IMNI

/hill

What's tidal

tlint7' '

What're these?

those?.

l
')

, ,,i'...

il. Everyone take a bag?

Is your test circuit

in'thvbag,.

1,1

2.

,

,J I

t t'

01,

. 1

(It's) a battery,
......,

REVIEW ITEMS,

battery

wire
1,

light bulb

soldering gun

solder

flux

cutters

, .

,

,

.

F,4,

, )17'
. .

i.,.'

131i
755

item

They're solders,

item

,

O.K.

,

es;

o,..

\

.

'4

I do, ..1''t,

0,K,

A razor knife.c. '''')

,
O.K. :

;,,,

'

mime .

:.

IT responds to "no")

Who has 's_
me

bag?

Give him the bag,

her ,

What's.this?

Everyone take a razor

knife1



PROCEDURE' ACTIVITY l; MAKING ANA USINdA1St LIGHT

TEACHLI

SEQUENCE AND NOT TASK SEQUENCB

P,E.T. LESSON 9 PhanatlOchom

STUDENT

LISTENING oSPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

3. T instructs Ss. to take the light bulb and

circuit from the bag and make the bulb

light, t

312.

756

Watch 10, [T holds

up a circuit or visual

of circuit]

What's this?'

3, Sslemove t rcuit 3, Make the bulb light,

screw the bulb to ScreW the bulb in the

the sooket and check socket,

all soldered connec:

tons. /
Does it light?

It doesn't light?

What's the problem?

Check here, [T'

points to soldered

-wired Is it so].

tiered?

No? Then soldeitthe

wire. What do you

need? r

It's a wire,

battery,

light bulb.

3, 0,X,

{Yes,

No,

No, it doesn't,

(The) battery (is) no

em

good.

Yes.

N

411

I peed a battery.

1313



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITYI: CHANGING THE SIZE OF A DRAWING P.E.T. LE$S010 Phanat Mho

1. 4

TEACHER STUDENT
4

/

SEQUENCE ANDNOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

1

,

,

,i,

5, I' gives each a small cardboard geo.

metric shape, lea, square, circle, triangle

or rectangle, Thelshape must be small

enough to fit the A, B, C, D11, 2, 3, 4

grid, Briefly review names of shapes,

6; T demonstratekhow to trace, around the

piece on the board while instructingnstructing Ss

to follow the same steps by placing

, their cardboaid pieces on the paper and

drawing around them with a pencil,

vPlacement on the paper is not important,

After the demonstration, the T monitors
r ,

Ss work and encourages Ss use of

VESL, /

7, T refers to illustration of numbered and

lettered graph on the blackboard or

previously drawn visual, She instructs the

Ss to label the squarekon the top

and side of their graph paper, As Ss

label, their papers, T circulates around the,

room correcting and,redirectieg Ss work,

T cts those whO understand the

assi ent to assist otheri having prob.

,le , As often as necessary, refer to the

board Illustration and repeat the instnic.

dons while clearly gesturing top to,

bottom, left to right,

1314'

; Ss respond,

\

er

6, Ss trace their designs

onto graph paper

following the T's

instructions,

,

,

7, Ss labefthe top and.'

sides, of their graph,

a

,

,

Everyone take one sheet

of graph paper,

5, What's this?

..

6, . Use the graph paper,

\

Trace your design,

on the graph paper,

Put your circle

9,K,

5.,

,

7,

{Yes,

(Its) a circle,

WRITING
a ,

1, 2, 8, 4

ABCD

,

,
,

,,

.

1 0 1 p.'

-1. 01 0 . 737

-.........-
item \

,

0,,

i

All right,

,

No, It's not the,sarne,

No,

Yes, ,

No,

'Please repeat,

item

anywhere,

1, Thli is a graph,

Look at your graph,

paper, Is it the same?

This graph has num.

hers here (T points),
,

Does your graph have

numbers here?n/

.Put th e numbers

acre the top, Do you

understand?

d ,



VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY 1 CHANGING'THE SIZE OF 'A DRAWING,
LESSON1 Thenat Nikhain

TEACHER )
STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES. TASK SEQUENCE ISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILIT RACY

8, T

graph

transfer

to

their

paper,

il
,I

738

,

provides

the

A

o

, $

each

paper and

a design

large grid,

first design

6 C It

,

student

denionsirates

accurately

T

to

I

4

1

\

,

with large grid

how to

frOm the

asks Ss toiansfer

the large grid graph

A e C D

small

,

i

.,,

8, Ss transfer the first

design to thOalie

grid graph paper while

responding to instruc.

tons and redirection, '
When possible, Ss help,

eacirother,

This graph has letters

here [T points], Does

your graph have letter!'?

Put the letters down

the side, Do you un

derstand?

Make your graph the

same, like this IT

points to sample

graph] Is it the same?

No, it is not the same,

,Put the letters/num

bets here,

,

Make it the same,

.

,

,

8, Use this graph paper,

Copy the design,

One square first.

Now this square,

Like this, i . ,

.

h
A

n.

t
Yes,

No;

/
r$

Yes,

No,

Please repeat

.

Yes, ,

No,

All right,

,

0,I{;

,

,

0,

,,,

1317
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4,4

VI PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I

4

ANCIDIO THE SIZE OP A DIMING P L.E,T, ESSON 7 mat IAlthom

TE CHER STUDENT ' i

SEQUENCE AND NOTES . TASK SEQUENCE IiISTINING SPEAKING VOCADULARYILITFRACY

9, T continues

provides

m# have

the initial

torodtescher

('. )

,

10, T check

)0 . correctly

way to

T encourages

I,

.

.

to monitor Ss' work aid

individual instructions, Ditcher

to stop the class and repo,

instructions, As work is

elicits appropriate Ian

4

,

I \

4 '

see that each S is wor

and demonstrates the e rrect

complete a line when emery,

Ss to'share eir work,

1,/ '

,

r.

1318 ,

t

onl.

ago,

1

Mg'

,°

.

.

9, Ss continue to draw

and colrect their

errors while respond.

ing to the T and to

each other,

.

,

?

.

10, $s c'o ct.theirrIP

' egori,4#6 \their

w,Ork andiokinue tot

...respond to the T and

4 ,each other,

/

,,

',

,

,

f .,

,

,

9. What aro you doing?

'

',)

, ' oho ' ,

1

1 (What are we do ?)

, ' they

,

.

10,

,

4,....1
1

9,

,

'

Sharpening a pencil, '

Copying (a design),

Erasing,

,

, .

Eraiing (a'design),

copying,

.

Erasing a design,

Copying,

.

J I

, ..,

yes, It's right, ,

No. ,,

.

, t

Copying '(a design), !

Erasing. '"-` '

,

c . , ,

4

,

, ,
,

Ki ,

I t undeistand;

Please repeat,

i

,

.

. .

,

.

1

.

131
,

'

,
' 1

i ''

,

,

,

o

/

,

t

739

/1

,

10.

,

.,

..'.
\

_,i.check
name

1

's paper, \

tone.

Is it

Show

Whatare

This.is

PU)I

points

right?,
)

me your paper.,

you doing)

e

not right. ',,,

t here, [eleacher

to line.)

,.,
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VI, PROCEDURE -'AeriviTv :.r,HAvniNg ThE BIZH op A DRAWING
P,E1IL_EO$ON 7 PhiumtNikil94

TEACHER , :,' ,,
,

,

, STUDENT
.

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING , VOCABULARY/LITERACY

,

4O

-

4

,

e

4

..

i.

I

\
,

,

\

,

,

1

1320

... e

i

4

,

.

7

,

,

, ,

,

,

. .

,

.
.

0

Are you finished?

It's time to clean up,

)

Good.bye, ,

.

r

,

.

.

.

,

{0,K,

Yes,

Almost,

Na, not y'cit,

All right,

'Good.bye,

4,

1

4

,

1321
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,

e
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COMPETENCIES COVERED

A, kilt Skills

1, Competency 1:

2, Competency 2:

Prcomploymool Activities

Plional Nlklioni = Lesson 8

CIRCUIT WITH LIGHT ULU

The student-can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

troining; ,

1

Worpg alone

ot , Showing motor skills and self,

canfidence with tasks oil equipment;

making problemsolving Judgments

forpinor problems while working

to specifications,

The student can apply 1 technique or

procedure (for which training has pre

silkily beep given) to new/different task

which includes using appropriate problem.

solving skills to plan and accomplish

the task with minimal or no additional

training, ,

3, Competency 8: The student can utilize plans and patterns,

4, Competency 10: The student can demonstrate an aware.

ness of safety with respect to procedures/

practices and visual cues /signs,

B. VESL

1, ComOltencx 1: The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about

to receive directions,

b, Follow one.stsp directions,

c, Follow multiple.step directions to

perform a task,

d, Follow directions in use of a hand or

power tool,

e, Respond tossimple cautions and

negative Commands,

.\\

1322

2; Coinpeteney 2: The student can follow redirected instruc,

Ronk

11, Respond to a negative command,

3, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

perfornionce of a task,

a, Provide feedback on progress,

1. Competency 5: The student can esitfor ilitrifleation,

8, Indicate lack of understanding,

'b, Asklor clarificstion,

c, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

'rhe student can ask how to say something

In English,

5, Competency 6:

6, Competency 9:

Ask names of workplace objects and

procedures,

The student can use numbers,

c, Provide a
t
count:

d, Verify. a count,

7, Competency 13: The student can initiate and respond,to

greetings and farewells,,establish rapport,

a, 'Greet supervisors and toworkers,

IL, Initiate and respond to fareiVells,

8, Competency 14: The student an identify and introduce

him/herself and others,

a; Identify and introdUce him/herself,

and others,

1323
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742

Cultural Orientation

1. Competency 1: Students understand how p employ.

training can assist adjustment top

in e 13,5. by familiarizing them with

the job trainee role:

b. Stiidentitan describethe approaches

to training that are used in the pre .

employment classroom and relate

these to thetritial employment period

in the U.S. workplace,

2, Competency'2: Students understand,how pre.employ.

mend training can assist adjustbent to life.

in the U.S. by helping them to develop

realistic strategies for gainful employment,

av Studenrcan relate training to

common entry4evel jobs generally

available to refugees;

b. A Given hisiher employability profile,,

previous work experience and the

current employment situation in the

U.S., stu4nt can establish realistic,

goals.,

II, LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Teaching P6ints

1, Making.a simple circuit...

2. Soldering a tinned wire to another metal surface;

3. Soldering skills,

4 Working cooperatively and safely,

5. Drawing a picture of a simple circuit,

6, Making something useful, to be used in future activities,.

B. Teaching Tips

Since this is the first time a student is asked to draw what has

been built, teacher should allow free representation, The idea

of scale of schematic drawing is introduced much later,

1324

a1 da

CO,

rd

ming Environient t

1 This lesson introduces the student to the concept of

'electrical flow in a path. It involves construction of a

simple circuit which lights a bulb

2.' The activity continues to bUild awareness of safety,

manipulative skills and practice in following a sequence

'.of directions.

3, Proper care and stbrage of tools is emPhasized toward the

end of the lesson,'

4,. ,Sharing between students is encouraged as a way to loiter

English usage and to, increase information transfer, I

IlL Cultural Odentation.

A, Questions that Reflect upon Learning

.1. In your, own country, did your house have electricity? /

How did you use it? How much did A cost?, e
'

2, iiliat new things did yo,u learn about electricity ip this

leSson?

3, What tools did you use in this lesgon? Wtat are safety

guidelines for the use of these tools? I

4, If the light bulb fails to shine, where can you check for

errors?

1
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IV. MATERIALS

P.

Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

soldering iron
razor knife .

cutter, wire cutter
file, metal-.fired (td clean

of soldering iron)
screwdrivers and regular head

phillips head

-1, each
1 per pair
3 per class

pencil
solder

. flux ).
sponge (wet and in plastic

container) see diagram
masonite, 30 x,30 cm,

table protector
broken pieces of clay pot

Sor soldering iron test 1 each
bell wire (tinned 30 cm pieces

from previous lesson) 2 each

3 .0er, class
1 per clttss
1 per class
1 each .

1."ho* per class
4.boritainers/

class .

4 per class

1 each

light bulb (2.5 volt screw
base type) y 1 each

light bulb holder 1 eachl.
battery D cell 1.5 V 1 each
student made extension

cords, see previous
Jepson .

extension cord .(roll -up
type) .

adaptor, 3-way
.paper towels

1 each

2 per class
1 per 3
2 each



V. PROCEDURE .ACTIVITY I; MAKING A CIRCUIT WITH LIGHT BULB P,E,T, LESSON 8 Phanat Nikhona

TEACHER

SEQUENCE ANO NOTES

11. T introduces the names of tools and

materials, ,

2. T gives each S a D cell battery,

light bulb; light,bulb.socket and tiVo

tinned wires (from lesson On.tinning

wire).

744 132

TASK SEQUENCE,'

1, Ss 'should listen first,

then respond appror

priatelY,

:2, .Ss follow .T

mends...

STUDENT

LISTENING SPEAKIN VOCABULARYILITE CY

This is a battery

hand me

name

the battle

This is alight bulb.

item,

What is this?,

..Take one of these.

those.

Take the bulb.

item

Give the iiie
name rem,

1. 0,K.

That's.a

s e item,

2. H.

All right,

?

0.

132 8

ITEM

battery,

light bulb

light bulb holder

battery connector

wire

soldering iron
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PROCEDURE ACI1 VITY,41: MAKING A CIRCUIT WITH, LIGHT BULB P.E.TAESSON8Phanat Islikhom.

'TEACHER

1/4

SEQUENCE AND NOTES
4 A.

3, T asks' individual Si questions itout.:

tools and parts, It nay be necessary to

remind to focus on theSESL as

they oftedilid theinIpphes interesting;
, ,

4. T instructs Ss to assemble the parti in

a way 'that takes the light bulb light,

,

5, helps Ss 'assemble the parts coixecily

so that the bulb light,s. Si win 'enjoy

expipring them/ays that 4,circuit'can be

cOmpleted;'deque,te tine should be°

allowed for this portion of the lesson:

After Ss hkve completed a circuit and

their bulbliglits; draw a picture of the'

Circuit and bulh:oiLthe hoard, (See

drawings),

1329
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STUDENT

TASK SEQUENCE,

3.i Ss respond to. T

questions.

0

V 0

4, Ss beginto put ihtir

parts together so:that

a circuit is made,

' causing the tot bulb

to goon.

5/ Ss complete the

assembly 'of a circuit

which causes the bulb

to light;'

'0

LISTENING SPEAKING VOC'ABULA1tYILITERACY

3. Do you hoe a wire? 'r

item

Who has Iwire?

11F-n,

`What do you have?

4, Make the light bulb

work,

What do you need?

5, Put the batte her

item

Next put the.wire

item

here,

Does it work?

kliow me?

N

, give

name name

the
znv
item

Are'youfinished?

Good.

13 Yes, I do.

No, I don't,

I have,

(I have) a battery..

riirn
,

4, I need,a solder,

item

5 0,K,

All right.

Yes, .

No.

'0'

N.1

ITEM.

light bulb

light bulb holder

battery

batfery holder

batteiy connector

solder

.133

4. 0

145



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A CIRCUIT Mil LIGHT BULB P.E.TIESSON8Pheat Nikhom

TEACHER ,

., . ^..
,

STUDE)

A

,

,
,

ACABULARYILITERACY

.

. °SEQUEIICE AND NOTES- . TASK SEQUENCE LISTiNilt ,., , . SPEAKING \

A ,
t ,V, . ,

6. T demonstrges how toaderatinned , ',,

ijre to the end of the. fiery and to the '
4

ht bulb Socket.. Ssws uld focus elosely
. , ,

on the demonstrati4 '

i r, .
,-

, , .

i Fr
,, ,

,..,
.,0

14

P. 4

,ii.

i,, ,,,,,,,, > ,
,

0
t.

ach S a soldering iron, and

g, 46 0 ' er soldering equipment avail.
1 le I. ' .

: 4 the tools are passed out,

rte his,.,, . MESL. Remind Ss to keep

; ii of the soldering iron.cIean . Where
,

? possibl ,ttre's safety points;

,.,

,

8. T instructs Ss to solder the wires to the

light'bulb in the,same configure

tion the S used4o make the bulb

light. As the T monitors the Ss

work, help their' see the difference be.

tween the good and bad work. EncoUrage

Ss who are apt at soldering to help

other SS. 4 I
.,

a 1331
,

74'6

6.1Sr observe;

.

.

..
.

7, Ss follo

mands

, with''

VESI,

,

%

V'

. Ss solder

uit and

en

;

.

4 ,

, ! k

'

T corn

d respond

ropriate '

.

\
\,

\
'

their cir

reipond to . ,

tions or

r.

;

,

,
6. Pickup th4soldering

, iron. ,

Hold the soldtling )
4,

, iron.$

Like this. 1 .

Plug'in ihe solcierlig

'Be careful. It's sot .

'latch me, 0 "4

Solder Nere.

. Like this,

,

i

7 What do you need?
:

,

Take the Iflux,

,

1l
1

P .

, . 7

7. I inked the solder._
i' item

.

O. K,

i

All right,

,

I,
.

.

Where?

.

Is this 0.10

,

NI

,

,

.

.

. ii
,0

,

!.

32

.,

-

. ,

x

,,

,

vItem

Put the flux over

0
tem

,,

there,

here.

Plug in the extensions,

. Solder the wires here.

there.

Righthere.

\ ,

Yes.

No.



V. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I : MAKING A CIRCUIT WITH LIGHT BULE
P.M', LESSON 8 Phanat Nikhom

TEACHER , 7.

TASK SEQUENCE

STUDENT

LISTENING

,

SPEAkIN fVOCABULARYILITERACYSEQUENCE AND NOTES

.

.

,

.

.

.

9, T instructs Ss to find a way to turn off

the light bulb.

1333

.

.

9, Ss experiment and

either unscrew the

bulb or turn the bulb

off by unscrewing

it about 'A turn,

Look here; [pointing].

ThOls a good solder.

ing,

DO it like this.

Where is the soldering

iron?.

Be careful it is hot,

Put it here (`on ,the

safety holder),

Does the bulb light?
,

Are you finished?

9. Turn the.light off,
9.0,K,

.

...

All right,

Here,

There,

Over there.

0.K,

{ Yes.

No,

I

No, not yet?

Almost,

Yes,

.

t

,

,

,

1334
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V. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A CIRCUIT WITH LIGHT BULB P.E,T, LESSON 8 Phut Nikhom

TEACHER , SRDENi

SEQUENCE AND NOTES 'TASK SEQUENCE 'LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

1Ss T., hands out paper and pencil to each

S and instructs them to draw a picture

of this circuit, As Ss work, T moves

around the room asking Ss, to compare

their drawing with. the circuit in front

of them

NOTE: T should erase the drawing done .

earlier on the board before this command

is given.

1335
148

'10. Ss draw a picture of 10. What is this?

ait circuits and re.

nd to T with

appropriate language,

(T gestures] This is

a circuit.

Draw it,

Draw it like this.

[Briefly hold up

paper and pencil

drawing of circuit.]

Do you understand?

[I' repeats directions.]

Look at your drawing.

Is it the same orklif.

ferent? (I gestures

to circuit and draw.

ing.)

Make the same,

O.K.

O.K.

Yes,

No.

Please repeat,

{Same.

Different,

1336



V, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY I : MAKING A CIRCUIT WITH LIGHT BULB

TEACHER

's
USSON 8 PhanatNikho11 1

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

11, T instructs So to share their pictures

with the class, Shows each S's picture

of a circuit and points out the good parts

of each drawing,

12, T gives each S a plastic bag,and instructs

Ss to store their circuits in the bag,

They shouk+reinove the light bulb and

keep it separate from the battery, The

circuit will be used in a later activity.

1337

11. Ss respond to Vs

requkuppro.

priately.

12. Ss prepare their cir

cults for storage and

continue to respond

with appropriate

langtiage.

STUDENT

LISTENING SPEAKING

show him

11,0,K,

A battery.

wire

bulb

name her

your drawing.

What is this?

This is good. [T

points to specific

part of drawing,]

Yes,

12. Take a bag.

12, O.K.

Unscrew the light

bulb.

Put it in the bag.

All right.

Put the battery and

wires in the bag.

O.K.

VOCABULARKITERACY

1338



PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY 1; MAKING A CIRCUIT WITH LIGHT BULB

STUDENT

P. T. LESSON 8 Meat Nikhoin

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK. SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VO6ABULRYILITERACY

13, T instructs Ss to clean up, stressing that

the soldering irons should be properly

cleaned, T should refer to the visual

"Cleaning the Tip of the Soldering Iron!"

NOTE: Have the Ss clean their soldering

irons first so that they cool before

storage, T reviews the names of tools

as they are put away.

CLEANING THE. SOLDERING IRON

13. Ss put away tools,,

clean the soldering

irons and throw away

scraps,

150,

13, Clean your soldering

irons, Do it like this

do 'pin have a

name

Screwdriver?

item

Ptit it in tq bucket.

Where ar pencils?

Put them on the table,

name.

Bring me your plastic

bags.

See you tomorrow.

Goodbye.

Yes, I have a screws

driver,

item

No, I don't.

O.K.

Here.

All right.

O.K.

Goodbye,

13



Pre.einployment Activity

Phanat Nikhom Lesson 9

MAKING AND USING A TEST LIGHT

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. 'Basic Skills

1, Competency 1; The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training; 2, Compethncy 2: The student can follow redirected instruc.

tions,

'Follow directions in use of a hand or

rer tool,
e, Respond to simple cautions and

negative commands,

1, Follow, directions to convict° ti forme

b, , Working alone,

c. , showing motor skills and self

confidence with tasks and equipment;,

making problem.solving judgments

for minor problems while working

to specifications,

2. Competency 2:. Thefstudent can apply ,a technique or

procedure (for which training has pre.

viously been given) to newldifferent

task which includes using appropriate

problem.solving skills to plan and ac

comphsh the task with minimal or no

additional training.

3, Competency 5 The student can organize, classify, and

sort discriminating between:

c, , function,

4; Competency 8; The student can utiliie plans and patterns:

c, , as output/product,

B, VESL

1, Competency 1: The student can follow simple directions,

, Acknowledge that one is about

to receive directions, a. Ask names of workplace objects and

b, Follow onestep directions. procedures,

c, Follow multiple.step directions to

perform i task
1341

a, Respond to a negative command,

3.. Competen' 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of a task.

a Provide feedback on progress,

c, Provide specific essment of

a product,

d, Describe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task,

e, Report time worked,

4, Competency'ompetency 4: Theltudent can' ask for feedback, ist

ance, advice and emergency help,

a, Ask forfeedback,

b, Ask for assistance or advice from a

supevisor or coworker,

c. Ask for help in an emergency,

5, Competency 5: The student can ask for clarification,

a, Indicate lack of 'understanding,

c, Ask for repetition of demonstration,

6, Competency 6: The student can ask how to say something

in English.

1342 751



1, Competoncy 9: The student can use numbers,

c, Provide a count,

d. Verify a count,

8, Competency 13: The student can initiate and respond to

greetings and farewells, establish rapprt,

a, Greet supervisors and coworkers,

b, Initiate and respond to farewells,

9, Competency 14: The student can identify and introduce

him/herself and others,

a, Identify and introduce him/herself

.andothers,

C, Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 1: Students understand how pre.employ

went training can assist adjustment to life

in the U,S, by familiarizing them with

the job trainee role:

b. Student can describe the approaches

to training tat are used in the pre.

employmen?classroom and relate

these to the initial employment period

in the U,S, workplace,

2, Competency 2: Students understand how pre.employ.

ment training can assist adjustment to life

in the U,S, by helping to develop

'realistic strategies for gainful employment,t

a, Student can relate training. to common

'41 entry.level jobs generally available

to refugees,

3, Competency 4: Students understand importance of

:developing and afaintaining good inter

personal relationships at the workplace:

a, Student can give examples of was

to establish rapport with supervisors

and workers,

b, Given the folldwing incident,

the students can select from alter.

native. actions the most appropriate

one for the American workplace;

3, a co.worker who is yor friend'

leav4'thelob,

IL LESON CLARIFICATION

A. Teaching Points

I 1, Broken circuits do not carry electricity,

2, Test light use,....

3. Electricity will flow only through metal objects,

Soldering practice,

5. Completing a form,

I 4

11,earning Environment

1, Students have previously joined wire and built a simple

circuit, Now these skills will be used to build a piece of

test equipment, '

2,, The equipment will be used to test and sort these materials

that carry electrioity,

3. This lesson continues to reinforce manipulation skills

and the ability to follow directions,

4: Reporting as part of an activity is introduced (including

a stress on reporting of progress),

III CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A, Questions that Reflect upon Learning

1,. What did you learn in this lesson?

2, Name some materials that will conduct electricity,

3.' What kind of materials can be used to insulate against

electric shock?

4, How cat you apply this knowledge to, yo new life '

in the USA?

Discussion Topics

1, Safety in the home,

2 Wqs to, make your house safe for young children,
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IV, MATERIALS

A. Requitid Materials, Equipmentand Supplies

soldering iron
razor knife
file, metal knife
pencil
Solder
flux

Sponges
extension (student)
extension (rollup

type)
masonite tallIe

protector
clay pot pieces or

soldering iron
holder

Conduction Test
Report form

objects pictured,
on form

objects not pictured
in ,form
(they should be
made of one
type of material,
and at least one
of them should
be all metal)

1 per pair
1 per pair
3 per class
1 each
1 box per class
3 containers per

class
3 per class
1 per pair

2 per class

1 each

1 per pair

1 each

1 of each per class

4 objects per class

1345



V. DRAWINGS

A46

754

CONDUCTION ter REPORT FORM

OBJECT
141.LM,,'

CHALK

BUCKCT

soLc04 Ikti

HwGE

STUDENT HANDOUT

1347



VI. PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY I: NOIN4 AND I BING A ST LET PIT, LISBON 0 Pliant Nikhom

TEACHER .

TASK SEQUENCE

STUDENT

LISTENING SPEAKING

.

VOCABULARY/LITERACYSEQUENCE AND NOTS/' ',

1. T reviews previously intiodwed voca'

bulary,

Ir'

. ,

1

. .

I ,

r

t2. T hands out equipment:

a,' 'Plastic bag with the light bulb and

battery circuit made In the previous

lesson,

1?. Razor knife

'''' ':

I reviews the parts of the circuit.

i

348

1, Ss respond appro.

priatolyi

'

2, Ss respond appro.

Priat°1Yi

)

, give me the

1,

2,'0,K,

.

,

01,

, ,

'[Its) a battery.

Mill

They're solders,

(kin

i

Yes, .

No,

I do.

O.K.

A razor knife,

01,

REVIEW ITEMS
,

name

wire,

item

,

What's this?

that?

What're these?

those?

2, Everyone take a bag?

Is your test circuit

in the ?bug,bag

battery

wire

light bulb

soldering gun

solder

flux

cutters

,

.

.

1349
755

_
name

[T responds to "no"'

Who has 's

name

bag?

Give him the bag.

her

What's this?

Everyone take a razor

knife,



VL-- PROCEDURE- A MKING ND _USIGA TST LIGHT P.E.T. LESSON 9 Banat Mom

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES. TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

3. T instructs Ss to take the light bulb and

circuit from the bag and make the bulb

light.

756

350

3., Ss remove the circuit,

screw the bulb into

the socket and check

all soldered connee

tions,

Watch me, [T holds

up a circuit or visual

of circuit.]

What's this?

3, Make the bulb light,

Screw the bulb in the

socket,

Does it light?

It doesn't light?

What's the problem?

Check here. [T

.points to soldered

wires.] Is it sol.

dered?

No? Then solder the

wire. What do you

need?

It's a wire,

battery,

light' bulb.

3. O.K.

{Yes,

No.

No, it doesn't.

(The) battery (is) no

item

good.

Yes,

No.

I need a battely,

1351



VI;PROCEDURE7-- MAKING1ND-USINGITEST LIGHT. 1.E.T.IESSON 9 PhanatNik of

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

STUDENT

LISTENING SPEAKI6 VOCABULARYILITERAC!

4 When each S has made his/her bulb light

up, T instincts each S to cut the wire

leading from the pOsitive side, of the

battery to the 1, . ;'ulb (about in the

middle).

4. Ss follows the T's in.

structions and cut the:

wire, (,

5. T draws the circuit and light bulb

on the board and shows the cut wire.

T asks what happened to the light.

Ss will probably conclude the battery

is not good.

6. T hands out the soldering equipment

and asks Ss to clean and tin their solder

ing irons. T reviews the language used

from the previous soldering lesson. Refer

to the chart "Cleaning the Tip of the

Soldering Iron" during this step.

4. Cut the wiCre.

Here, Use the

razor Imife like this,

5. Ss observe the draw.

ing and their circuit

and try to respond

to the, T's questions.

6. Ss clean their solder

ing irons and respond

as appropriate.

4, Where?

O.K.

5 Does the bulb work?

6. Take a soldering iron.

Use the file to clean

the tip.

Dip the soldering tip

into the sponge.

Wipe it with paper,

Dip it in the flux.

Tin the tip,like this,

Are you finished?

Show me.

Good,

Now unplug the

soldering iron.

5, No.

353

757



'PROCEDURFACIIVITTEMAIINGMUSING-ATE$T LIGHT

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

N-9-Phanat Nikhom--

STUDENT

SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

instructs' Ss to Ship and tin the cut

esitorder tO.rnake,the tipairit6

robe. T ciretilitOs.:ariOng the Si..

g:this Step, giving directions and

ecking.the quality of work,

8, T tells the Ss' to touch; the tinned wires

together,

1334

758

7, Ss strip rd tin the

wire tips:

8. Ss follow the T's in.

struetions, observe',,,

what happens and

respond with lip*

7. Strip the wires,

Start here.

Twit the wires,

Use the soldering

iron, .Tin the wires.

Yes, Be careful,

It's hot,

8, Touch the wires

together.

No. [ Directions

repeated.]

What happened?

Is it a circuit?

7, All right,

O.K.

Like this?

O.K.

8, Like this?

The bulb lighted,

The bulb did not

light.

{ Yes,

No.

ft

1355.



-VL-PROCEDURE ACTIVIril MAKING AND USING-A TEST LIGHT

TEACHER STUDENT

P.E,T, LESSON 9 Phanat Nikhom

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARYILITERACY

9. T puts an assortment of objects on the

table (see the materials list). Gives

each. a pencil and the "Conduction

Testleport Form'?, Helps Ss identify

te objects on the table with the pict

tures on the form,

T should move around the room during

this activity.

1356

9 Ss identify pictures .

on the Om with

matching objects on

.the table.

'9. Everyone take a

form,

What is this?

FT points to picture

on the font]

pickup, the

riunie

battery,

item

give

name name

the chalk

9, 0,K,

It's a bucket.

item

O.K.

All right.

E M

wood

chalk

bucket

scissors

soldering iron

battery

steel tape

hinge

pencil

eraser

magic marker'

1357
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VL PROCEDIJRE ACTIVITY 1; MAKING AND USING A TEST LIGHT
P,E,T, LESSON 9 Banat Nikhom

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES

STUDENT1....00V
TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING

10. T 'demonstrates the way, to tot the

objects on the table and the way to, record

the test results. Be sure to test one

metal and one nonmetal object,

D. CELL

10. Ss observe and re

spond appropriately,,

760

SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

10. Test this.

Touch the wires here.

Like this.

Does the bulb light?

Put an X on the

paper here when it.

Test the ruler,

Put the wires here.

Does the bulb'light?

Write an X on the

paper here,

Do you understand?

10. Yes.

O.K.

No,

{Yes.

No,

1359



VI PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1 MAKING AND USING A TEST LIGHT P,E,T, LESSON 9 /Phanat Nikhom

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

11. T instructs each S to test the objects on .

the table and record the rt,sulta on the

form. Ss, may benefit from working in

pairs during this exercise. T should

monitor the Ss' work, offering direction

and encouragement.

11, Ss test each object

on the table and

cord the resul

LISTENING: 'SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

Ili Now you do it, 1;/,

Test these.

Mark the form(',

Where do you put

the wires?

[T repeats directions.]

Does the bulb light?

Show me where to

write the X.

Good,

Are you finished?

Do you need more

time?

11, 0,K,

I don't understand,

Please repeat.

{Yes.

No.

Here,

All finished.

Done,

Almost.

Yes. (I need more

time,)

1361
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VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1: MAKING AND USING A TEST LIGHT
P.E,T, LESSON 9 Phanat Nikhom

TEACHER
,

(

STUDENT

..,

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY /LITERACY

C
12, When Ss have tested all objects on the

table, have them separate those objects

that completed the circuit (the bulb lit)

into'one pile and those that did not '

conduct electricity into a second pile.

, .

13. T helps the Ss identify what the objects

in each pile are made of.

1362
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12, Ss sort objects into

two separate piles

according to whether

or not they corn.

plete a circuit

13. Ss observe and re.

spond appropriately.

(
12, test the

.0,#

12,

13.

{Yes.

,

O.K.

Yes, (It does.)

All right.

No, (it doesn't).

Metal,

Wood .

Glass

No.

,

.

,

,

_ ,
none

bucket.

Does the bulb light?,

Good.

Put it here, [one end

of the table.]

Test the eraser.

Does the bulb light?

Put it here. [at the

other end of the

table.]

Now you do it.

13, These turn on the

light.

These are made of

metal.

What is this made of?

Does it turn on the

light?

MATERIALS

4

metal

wood
.c

glass

cloth

.
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'

PROCEDURE:ACI4VTI'Y' I! A LIGHT,

. TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

PIT. LESSON 9 .Plianat:Nikhoni

STUDENT

LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY'

14, T places a few',new untested objects on

the table and asks Ss to,put the objects

in the correct pile.

15, T leads Ss through a series of questions

and answers des d to help Ss con.

ceptualize the4act that metal conducts

electricity,'

16, T instructs the class to clean up,'

14, Ss test the new ob

jects and sort them

correctly.

15, Ss participate in

question and answer

exercise,

16, Ss follow T's instruc

tions,

14, What is this made of?

Can it turn on the

light?

Put it on the table,

What is this made of?

Is it metal?

Put it on the table

over there.,

15, What are these made

Will the bulb light?

Are these metal?

Will the bulb light?

16, what makes the bulb

light?

14, Metal."

Yes,

Cloth.

No,

15, Metal,

Yes,

No,

No,

16:Metal/Scissors,

pregory or item.

1365.
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Protiloyment Activity

Phanat Nikhom Lesson 10

MAKING A CUBE

COMPETENCIES COVERED

A. Basic Skills

1, Competency 1: The student can demonstrate the ability

to perform assignments after initial

training:

r, working alone,

c, showing motor Skills and self.

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problem.solving judgments

for minor problems while working

to specifications,

2, Competency 3 The student can use counting to

complete a task;

making counts,

3; Competency 8: The student can utilize plans and patterns;

as output/product,

VESL:

1, Competency 1; The student can follow simple directions,

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive directions,

b, Follow ontatep directions,

c, Follow multiple.step directions to

perform a' task,

d Follow directions in use of a hand or

power tool;

e, Respond to simple cautions and

negative commands,

f, Follow directions to complete a form,

1366

2, Competency 2: The student can follow redirected instruo.,

tions,

a, Respond to a negative command,

3, Competency 3: The student can provide feedback on

performance of a task,

a, Provide feedbad on progress,

c, Provide specific assessment of a

product.

d. Diescribe activities in progress and

needs for completion of task,

4, Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback, assist

ante, advice and emergency help,

a, Ask for feedback,

b, Ask for stance or advice from a

supervisor or worker,

c, Ask for help in an emergency,

5, Competency 5; The student can ask for &tuition,

a, Indicate lack of understanding,

c, Ask; for repetition of demonstration,

6, Competency 6; The student can ask how to say something

in English,

a, °Ask names of workplace objects and

precedures,

7, Competency,9: Die student can use numbers,'

c Provide a count,

d, Verify a''count,

8, Competency 13:. The student can initiate and respond to

greetings and farewells, establish rapport,

tf, Greet supervisoriand comorkers;

Initiate and respond to farewells,

.1367 765.
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Cl,

9, Competency 14: The student can identify and IntrOduce

him/herself and others,

a, Identify' and introduce him/herself

and others,

Cultural Urientation

1, Competency 1: Students understand how pre.employ.

Ment training can assist adjustment to life

in thet.S, familiarizing them with

the job trainee role:

b,' Student can,describe the approaches

to training that are Used in the pre.

employment classroom and relate

these to the initial employment period

in:the U.S. workplace,

2. Competency 2: Students understand how pre.employ

ment training can assist adjustment to life

in the U.S. by helping then to develop

realistic strategies for gainful employment'

a. Student can relate training to

common entry.level jobs generally

available to refugees,

3., Competency 5:. Students understand the importance of

accomplishingcommunication in accomplishmg job

assignments at the workplacg: e\

a. Given the following situation on

the job, student can select freni

various alternatives the most

prate action:

3, ,being unable to Cry out a givh,
,

task.

1368

4 Competency 7: Students understand that work habits

and decisions affect present and fututo

employment iirospects:

,a, Student can state the components

of a good work record

b, Students can state the possible con.

sequence of losing (being laid 'off

or being fired), changing or

quitting a job,

II, LESSON CLARIFICATION

A, Teaching Points

1, Use flat patterns they have drawn to nulke

Solve e construction problem by visualizing anktlifit,,t ti

solution.

Li, Teaching Tip: In order t ,encourage studenti

patterns for making a 'pit cis' possible, the te'aelier:iin

assistance giVen theisttt ent carefully:

to start. the COn'eeptualiiittiOn process butpt enbugfi t9 s I t

problem. ,

ace

Led ping EittOnme

,.;#

troduces tli Student to Minpk:ingliaOnee

14'.;, "cOunting '
4

.,'.2:''To6nstivetitig a founda b ,

y,helping the stud

th -sans tgbiOCt,'S

4 T And for aoeura

is not measured an

'together well: 'b

%%;,

5. Addit

cuiai

Yet n

Yfitialize, different: Otte

reinforced,'If the' pat r fob

ratelY, the student a box knot go

11

'1 1. 4

stielt as

;

n estimatangltheyolume of 'a

w

11

4'

r



'HI. CULTURAL ORIENTATION.

A, Questions that Reflect upon Learning:

1; What problems did you face in 'completing this task?

2. Can you make any connections to problem.; that might be
faced by somedne new to the American workplace?

3. What benefits are gained through practice in solving problems?

4. How many ways of completing the task did you discover?

. Which patterns are the most economic in the Qs° of paper?
How many patterns can be made froM one piece of paper?

B. Discussion topics:,

1. Many ways of doing the same task.

2. Confronting problems finding alternative solutions -- making
choices : a basis for cultural adjustment.

1V. MATERIALS

A. Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

penc ." 1 each
strai ht edge 1 each
sc; ors 1 each
graph paper j 3 each
poster paper 3 sheets per class
masking tape 1 roll per class

"(6;
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VI PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY I; MAKING A CUBE P LT, LESSON 10 ?hand Mom

TEACHER STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE v" LISTENING',, SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

1, ;I' Introduces the names of tools and

materials,

, .

2, T. draws a square on the board, T iden.

tifies sides by orally repeating the word

as sihe draws the square, T demon.

strates by using a straight edge that all

sides of a square are equal, T looks for

other squares in the room,i,,e,, window,

pattern, T then points out other shapes

and compares square to items that

do not have equal sides.

.1 372

1, Ss should listen first,

then respond tippro.

priately,

2. Ss responds to T

questions,

3

.

,

1, This is a pattern.

t
, $

,

I, Hero it is,

,

Its 1

ITEMS
item

give me the

carbon paper

graph paper

poster paper

pattern

cube

straight edge .

pencil

scissors

tape

,
7691371

_ ,
namee

pattern,

This is graph paper,

ten`"...."

What is this'? .

2, This is a square.

What is it?

This is one side o the

square.

What is it?

There are four sides.

Bich side is the same

(length), This side is

inch's, How

.,..,
item

2, A square,

A
A side,

inches,

long is this side?

Are all sides the same? ,

All side's are equal,

This side equals this

side, What are they?

,

Are they the same?

Are they also equal?

Same is equal.

#

1

Same,
.

Equal.

Yes,

, ,Yes,



VI PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY MAKING A CUBE 113, LESSON 10 Plot Nlkhont

TEACHER STUDENT

111110101111h.....00....1.1111

VOCABULARVILITERACY, SEQUENCE AND NOTES ASK SEQUENCE LISTENING , SPEAKING

3, T holds up sample cube and encourages

Ss to count the sides, T unfolds the

cube, shows Ss the pattern and points

out that each side of the square is equal

In size, I *topes the cube and counts

the sides, emphasizing that each side his

equal to the others,

1.

. ,

1,

4. T takes apart two patterns for cubes

and passes them around for Ss' to

view, Ss should recognize that' the ,

pattern's are different but the finished

cubes look the same,
i/
,

T should emphastze that there are /

possibly more patterns that result in a 1

cube when properly folded; ,

.

3

-170

!3, ,

s

1

I
t

t

/4, Ss.

, the

squares.

,.,.

_:.

,

,

is observe and re.

ond appropriately,

.

fold and unfold

cube, count the

.

3. This Is a cube,'

What Is it?

0'

Count the sides,

How many sides?

This side is _

3, A cube,

6

,

,

,

,

Yil

. '.

#

,..!
inches,

llow,long is this one?

MI sides are what?

Do you understand?

4. This is apattem,

What is it?

Thii is another one

Look at the patterns,

Are they the same or

different?

S(11111! #
.

'Same,

Equal,

Y

CS,

{NO,

4, A pattern,

They are the same.

different.



VI, PROCEDURE ACTIVITY MAIiING A CUBE , PIT, LESSON 10 Phoutt Nilt,hom

TEACIIER STUDENT

SEQUENCE op NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING , SPEAKING' VOCABIJLARYILITERACY

5, T demonstrates to Ss how to make a

pattern for a cube, I draws one of the

patterns on graph paper, cuts It out

and folds It Into a 'obi), T tells Bs to

use graph piper or a sot of six cardboard

squares which can be taped together in

various patterns,

(If Ss cannot respond, tape pattern to

board and have Ss Copy, Encourage

Ss to then make a 2nd pattern.)

,

6. T hands out graph paper, pencils, j
scissors and straight edge, T instrfts

Ss to draw and construct cubes using the

pattern just shown.or by designing now

patterns, ,

I

1376

5, ',Ss observe and re.

spond appropriately,

v

,

6, sirl'esPond appro.

priately,

5, 1 Will make a pattern,

Take the graph paper,

Take the pattern,

squares,

Draw the pattern,

Cut the pattern out,

use scissors,

Fold the paper.

Tape the cube together,

Tape the cube together,

like this,

6, Now you do it,

What do you need?

Take the graph paper,

Make a pattern for the

cube.

{Yes,

No.
,

,

5, Neese repeat.

6. 1 need paper,

scissors,

straight edge.

Like this?

.

.

if 377
771



VI. PROCEDURE ACTIVITY 1 MAKING A CUBE
P.E.T. LESSON 10 Phanat Nikhom

TEACHER STUDENT'

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING, SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

T should encourage Ss to draw any new

patterns they discover on the blackboard

or create on their own,

While Ss work, T moves around class.

room questioning' Ss about.the patterns,

sides, etc,

7, T shows to class a cube with each

dimension twice, as large as the one Ss

constructed and passes it around. Ss

guess how many small cubes will fit into

it, T writes guesses on the board,

7. Ss examine large cube

and respond appro.

priately,

Make another pattern.

Is your pattern dif-

ferent or the same as

this one?

How many sides?

fow many squares?

fCld your pattern,

Make a cube.

Is it right?

Are the sides equal?

Show me your cube.

Good,

,'71. Look at this,

How many small cubes

in ale big cube?

Are you sure?

Same.

Different.

Yes it's ok,

{Yes,

No.

No,

I don't know.



VI PROCEDURE - ;ACTIVITY 1 MAKING A CUBE

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE

P,E,T, LESSON 10 Phl::4-Niklionl

STUDENT

LISTENING SPEAKING VocABOArif LITERACY

8 instructs Ss to test their guesses by

filling the big cube with the small cubes,

(If running out of time, haVe Ss work in

pairs and Write their nuMbeis on the

board,)

9, After the activity, if One permits,

T conducts language practice, (Ss can

respond indiViduallY or in groups. If

students are on higher level, they can

give directions to each other and respond

physically to the directions,)

8, Ss respond appro-

priately,

9, Ss givelli indi-

vidually pr in groups.

If posAle, have them

give commands to each

other,

1380

8. Plaee small cubes

inside the large cube,

How many fit inside?

Look at the big cube

andihe small cubes.

I put the small cube

inside the big cube,

Pick up your small

cube,

Put it inside the big

cube,

Put it outside the big

cube,

Put the small cube on

the top,

Put the small cube on

the bottom.

`Put the big cube on

the right side.

Put the big cube on

the left side.

.PCk up three cubes.

Put the big cube in the

middle,

8. 0,K,

NEW VOCABULARY

inside

outside

on the top

on' the bottom,

on .the right side

on the left side

in the middle

.13
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)

Preeinployineni ACtiVity

; Phanat 'Lesson 'I 1

MA KING A BOX

COMPETENCIE COVERED

A, _Basic Skills

The student can demonstratethe ability

to perform assignments after initial

o
training:

b. working alone,.

c, showing motor skills and self.

confidence with tasks and equipment;

making problemsolving judgments

for minor problem while working

to specifications.

2. Competency 2; The student can apply a technique or

procedure (for which training has pre.

viously been given) to new/different task

which inclUdes using appropriate prbblem

solving skills to plan and accomplish

the task with minimal or no additional

training,

1, Competency 1;

2. Competency 3:

a. , making counts,

4. Cbmpetency 4: The student can Measure using tools;

c. using standard tools, determine

whether duplicated items are equal,

5, Competency 6: The student can follow a sequence.

6, Competency 8: The studeiit can utilize plans and patterns:

, as input/source of infonnation to

perfonn a task,

, , as output/product.

The student can use counting skills

to complete a task,

1382

,. .

.

1.,t1

4

1,4 .

al ethoir.1();, Tiii;student ca.'lernonstrtlt. on,aware

Safety. witirrespect procedures

ractices 'and Nisual:eues/signs,,

VESL

1.

,t§ p 1

'

aomPetency 1: The student can follow simple directions

a, Acknowledge that one is about to

receive, directions,

b. Follow one.step directions,

1. To start a task,

2. To take something apart

'7 3. To put something away

c. Follow multiplestep directions to

perfonn a task,

d. Follow directions in use of a hand

,or power tool,

e. Respond to simple cautions and

negative commands,

2. CoMpetency 2: The student can follow redirected instruc-

tions,

a, Respond to a negative command,

b. Follow instructions, delay, repeat and

reorder an activity,

3, Competency 3; The student can provide feedback on

performance of a task.

a, Provide feedback on progess,

b. ProVide feedback about quality of

work,

c. Provide specific assessment' of a

product.

1333
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4; Competency 4: The student can ask for feedback assist-

ance, advice and emegency help,

b, Ask for assistance or advice from

a supervisor or coworker,

c, Ask for help, in an emergency,

5, Competency, 5: The stuclent'can ask for clarification.

a, Indicate lack of understanding.

c, Ask' for repetition of demonstration,

6, Competency 6: The stndent,can ask how to say something

in English.

7, Competency 7:

a. Ask names o ikplace objects and

procedures,

The student can ask and respond to items

in the workplace.

a, Ask or tell the location of an object

or place,

b, Ask or tell who has an object,

c, Make and respond to a request for an

object.

8. Competency 9: The 'student can use numbers,

c, Provide a count.

d, Verify a count,

e. Read and report a measurement,

.9 Competency 13: The student can initiate and respond tai

greetings and fareweils, establish rapport,

a, Greet supervisors and co-workers,

b, Initiate and respond to farewells,

10. Competency 14: The student can identify and introduce

him /herself and others,

a, Identify and introdute himihenelf

and others.

138

776

ti

C, Cultural Orientation

1, Competency 1: Students understand how pre-employ.

ment training can assist adjusment to life

in the U.S ; by familiarizing them with the

job trainee role:

a. Student can describe his/her respon

sibilltiestin th Ole of a job trainee,

2, Competency 4: Students understand importance of

developing and niaintaining good inter-

personal relationships at the workplace:

b, Given the follow'''.g critical incident,

the students can select from alter-

native actions the most appropriate

one for the American 1,.vorkplace:

2, a co-worker is angry orieems

unfriendly.

3. Competency 5: Students understand the importance

of communication in accomplishing

job assignments at the workplace:

a, Given the f011oWing situations on

the job, studpnt.Can select from

Various alternatiVe the most appro-

priate action:

5, something goes wrong on the job,

II, LESSON CLARIFICATION

A. Teaching Points

1. Following a pattern to make a box,

2, Following a sequence of directions.

3, Approximating linear measurements without the use of

a ruler,

4, Application of glue

5, Following specifications.
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1 Teaching Tip

1 Make sure each of the five directions has a number

in front of it

2, Action words should be written in block letters,

3, The following actions should be illustrated:

a, DRAW

b, COPY

, C U T

d, FOLD

e, GLUE

IV, MATERIALS

A, Required Materials, Equipment and Supplies

1, pencil 1 each

2, straight edge 1 each

3, razor knife 1 each

4, pencil sharpener per cl

5, paper clips 4 eaeh

6, graph paper 3 each

7, carbon paper 2 each

8, wooden ice cream

sticks (applicator

glue) 4 per class

heavy cardboard*

(light colored) 3 sheets per class

direction list** 1 per class

pattem** 1 per class

glue 1 per class

C. Learning Environment

1, In Previous lessons students have viorked with simple'

geometric shapes represented on graph paper and have

made pattemslorand constructed a cube, In this lesson,

the pattern is,mor complex and students will use the

box they build in a later lesson to house an experiment

in electriCal circuits,

B, Note to Materials Specialist
2, The student is encouraged to work with a greater degree of

precision in thislesson while following a more detailed *If time allows cut the sheets into fourths

'set of directions both verbally and in diagram form, **Provided by teaeher

3, Linear measurement, cutting and gluing skills are constantly

reinforced as are the application of spatial judgments

leaned in previous lessons,

III. CULTURAL ORIENTATION

A. Questions that Reflect upon Learning

1, What instructions were you, given for this task?

2, Were any errors 'caused by misunderstanding instructions?

3, On the job, what can you do to be sure that instructions

you give and get are understood? \

4, Were you.able to do this task well the first time?

5, How long do you think it takes a person new to America

to learn hislher. job?

8; Discussion topics

1, Strategies for clarifying instructions,

2, How to handle complicated instructions,

3, Mistakes on the job; what to do when something goes

wrOng,

1386
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V, DRAWINGS

A BOX IS SIMILAR TO

THE CUBE l!tiNECT

EXCEPT THAT YOU HAVE

G REGTANOLE,S AND YOU

ADD FLAPS,



V. DRAWINGS

r:

1390

PATTERN

1

.ml.seP

Box Rititm

1391
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VI PROCEDURE - Anviry I: MAKING A BOX LESSON 11 Phan4NIkhoin

,TEACHER

.111.1.1....I.
SEQUENMAND NOTES TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING

1, T introduces the lesson by reviewing

the new vocabulary,

SPEAKING

1, Serespond appro;,,

priately,

This is a paper clip

Item

, give rd the

name

stick,.

item

0,K,

This is cardboard.

Item

What is this

qardboarci,/

paper clips

glue

stick (to apply glue)

flaps

nave

7.1j.',

These are paper clips.

give a paper

name

clip,

2, T displays, the pattern for inAing4 box

andtIP written list of directions,, They

can also be taped to the table, T instructs

Ss to drafivattern for the box: Slhe

points otitaiat the box is Similar to the

cube built in a previous lesson except"

that 6 rectangles are used instead of

squares and that flaps are added;

1? hands out graph paper, a straight

edge and pencils, Ss need encouragement

and directive commands to accurately,

reprOduCe the pattern, Ss who

the drawing quickly should'helpUd

needing assistance.

/

, Ss observe and then

make their boxes.

Throughout the lesson

Ss use appropriate

language.

2, Look at this, i6s a di

rection sheet, Follow

the directions, First

draw a pattern like this

one, [Shawl sample

pattern*
What is this?

2, &pattern,

Use a graph paper, a

straight edge and a

pencil; Like this,



VI PROCEDURE 7 ACI1'1TY 1118,1KING A BOX

TEACHER

SEQUENCE AND NOTES 1,TASt SEQ

P.E,T. LESSON I.PliktlifNiklioni

Loplc at the patikfiliL

VOUnt the,squares this.,;

way:.

,..,[loWaiany squares'are

there?

SPEAKING VOCABULABYILITERACY

0, Count thesquares this

way.

llow many squares are

there?

Use the graph paper.

Copy the pattern.

,

Usethe straight eflgi-

to make link

Do You'inderstand?

[T repeats the steps

N

O.K. Now copy the

pattern.

782
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VI, PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY I: MAKING ABOX LESSON, T1 Phanat

TEACHER STUDENT
,' SEQUENCE AND N

'C,
TASK ISEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOABULARYILITERACY

,.

3, T handa out carbon paper, and paper

clips, Wilille inonitoring;'use re.direction

langutiOto help, Ss aceurately.transfer

the 'patfern, Makesure Si draw all the

foldedineSindicated, ,

.

.. ,

...,
.

.. . ,

..

'
.. a

,

, .

,..

.

,

39
. ,

.

3, ., Ss ,copy the pattern

foftheliboxes On the

ic tiotird and respond

;,,ipProprlately tci the ,.

,

,.

I

.. . .,, ,. ,
i

c

.

0

..\,..v: ,,

. ,)
I'

:,fi

.

3, Second, copy the Pat;

ter:n auto the card.,

board..

Use carbon paper and

paper clips likp this,
,$

.

Do you understand?

. o
'[T,repeats the instruc

tions given above.]

Mak thisline, Where .

i the straight edge?

0 ,,,,.,

Use it to make a tei.;:

straight line, A

......'.

...,

NO.

,

'[giVkIi reduction

LOok at''' : 's -:

3 OA

All

Yes,

Np;,

Please

Here,

Ist
.,

,

,.

;;',

y

Different.i.

.

right,

,

repeat.

,.

-a

, iv

0 . ,.

..

,

,

.,t,
. .

.

. ...

,..

4

.: 1,,
k

,
i}

,5,,

1,
"..

.,

,

,

..,

,1

..

4-

'

,

''.4.....

.,"

.,
,,.. ..

,.

,- . .
...,,
,.

.

I

1399

nr

,

...,.

.. ,

A
I

".

,

783

-,,,---
. liable

, , pattern?

, .

.Is yours the same or

different?).

$,..... l'ielp himJ f ,

'41' 1ame , her.Jr. I

!Make it' the same,

od,
.,...

a

, ,,

i,, ,



VI. PROCEDURE - ACTIVITY 1: MAKING A BOX
55.1555056r

TEAM

ELT. LESSON 11 Mind Ilikliom

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND TES TASK SEQUEKE LISTENING SPEA VOCABULARY/LITERACY

4 fpasses out tiie razor kn es and

demonstrates how to cut against a straight

edge. Stress safety during this step.

4k

Ss °bacilli) and then

'cut out their patterns

using a, razor knife,

Third, cut the card.

board, Cut it using

the straight edge and

razor knife. Cut ,

aroutidthe pattern,

Watch,

Do you understand?

[T repeats directions

given above,]

Now you do it, Be

careflil;the razor

knife,is shap.

Show me where you

will cut,

Makeithe cut AO ht,

Yes, Good,

No, do it again.

4, O.K.

No,

Please repeat;

A

{Here,

Around here. r

Like, this?

$'

",

rt

5i



r

Phanat Nikhom

Games.

I
I I I



, 1

TEACHER'
,

STUDENT

SEQUENCE AND NOT S TASK SEQUENCE LISTENING SPEAKING VOCABULARY/LITERACY

6 rdemonstrates how to score the ord.'

beard along the fold lines with tharazor

', knife. This will atm d sharp, straight

fold, .1' should stress safety and show the

difference between cutting and scoring. '

a

.,....

i
6. ''P demonitrates to Ss proper gluing tech.

niques with individual Ss as needed.

(T encourages the notions of not wasting

glue and neatness.)

,.
,

AM.., . ,

.., .,
,, y.,,

14'03
1.,

,

5, Ss Observe the demon.

:,' titration, then peore,

their boxes,

,

o

MI

,

,

4,,:,

,'1,, Se oliserve

,

the de

, 'istration.and then glue

',, their bexes -,
,,,: .,

,

.

,

d.

,,

,

,

,,

06 '

'

,

ion.

)

''!.6, Fourth,,score the box,

Use the razor knife,

Do it like thill, IT

demonstrates hoW to

:' score and fold card.

board.] 6

Watch, lie careful.

Don,t cut the car

boardActire it. (T

demonstrates a cut Vs.

yascorel

, ,

Do you understand?

,

6 Fifth Glue itto.' .

' gather, Use a stiek,".

IT demonstrates how'

to glue the ox.]b

!Do you understand?

,

.

[T repeats the steps ,

individually,]

0,K, . Nowglue the

box,

Cleap

Goodbye. ,

,

5

'

6.

. I

O.K.

All right.

Yes,

No,

O.K.

Yes.

No,

Please'repeat

..

All right,

,0 1,
.

Goodbye,

.

): . .

,1

AINNOM1.1...41111

.

.

.,.
1404-.. l'

,

l';,

..,

.i'

,
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WADI', TO LESSONS,4ND CAMES
Pliant %horn

Skills Lesson

Aloining Wire

-Designs and.cetrCles

Making anct,Diawitig a Design

.1, Drilling lioles'
5, Making an Extension

. 6, TinningWire
7, Changing the Size of a Drawing

8, Circuit With Light Bulb

,9, Test, Light,

10, Making a Pariern to Construct
a Cube

,

Game Title

Spinner Game 1:
Reeogniting 0-9
None
Matching Game

Follow the Numbers
Finding Out Who Can

Use a Ruler
None
MakingPlashcards
Dice Game with Scoresheet
Spinner Game 3;
Working, With + and

Spinner Card Game 2:
Recognizing 1.15

I'Dice Game: Make It Equal

!
$1



.....:Spioner Caine: lyninbcr I

ReetigniringNtimb*O..' 9 wit4

Materials '6

)
,

spinner card,nUmber) 1 per class

spinner board

bottlecaps

container (td hold bottlecaps) 1 per class ,

11 per class

(
100 per class

Teaching Points'

StUdents: ,

make one.to.One cOrrespoicl6ce

count up'to nine objects1

.begin to recbgnize and ay nuinbers 0 . 9

, participate In an actin; y taking turns in a

certain order

participate in an activity which has

Activity Guidelines

Teacher;

uses VESL thrpughout the game

places,ltie sp'nner and cOntainer of bottlecaps in the

iniddl 'of the table

introdUce the game hy:

SPiniiing,the spinner

,taking the number of bottlecaps shown by the

/ spinner after it stops moving

Show' how to usg the dots to determine how many

bottlecaps to take)

hitts stndent to his/her left to playins

tructs students to continue playing by going around: the

, table clockwise, giving each student a urn

/instructs studentS to put the bottlecaps ba into the

container afterone time around the ble

instructs students to repeat the game until the

end of the class,

788

re

IOL Lesson

1, Practicesaying numbers 1 . 9,

2, DO THIS, (Show how to spin the spinner.)

TAKE (numbers 1.9)

YOU'RE NEXT. ,

PUT THESE HERE. (Point to container.)

DO IT AGAIN. (Play the game another time,)

3, CLEANUP,

GOODBYE,

Matching Gamei 'Number 1

Shapes and Symbols

Materials
, .

C set (a 'set is made up of a total of 1 set per class

14 cards )with one Of the following

shapes or symbols draWn on each one

(there are two of each kind): a circle,

a triangle, eetangle, a square,

a pluslign, a minus sign, an equalisign,

Teaching Points

Studetits:

team to recognize some basic geometric 0 '' I

pes and math symbols: a rectangle, A square, ,,

atri gle, kcircle, a phis sign, a minus sign and an equals sign

due* ways to,remember the location of things ,

participate in an activity, taking turns in ideitain order

Participate in an activity which has rules

Activity Guidelines

'Teacher:

uses VESL-throughOut the lesson

gathers the class around one table

shows several examples in which two cards have the same

symbol or shape



shows several example's in,Which two cards have

different symbols ond'shapes

places all the cards face Own and in several orderly rows

in the,middle of the tabP,i

turns over any two cardS

ask the students if hey.sare the Same or different

1

keeps the cards if they are the same, bid returns them

to their original fatd dovm position if they are different,

instructs students that:

if they turn over two cards which are the same they keep

them and win enotherturn

the game is over Whekno cars remahl on the table

instructs student tci hisilier left to play

instructs students to continue playing going clopkwise

around thetable,

VESL Lesson

ShOw several sinillar'cards. Say:

THEY ARE THE SAME.

Show several cards which are different,

THEY ARE DIFFERENT.

2. DO THIS. (Show students how to turn over two cards at a time,)

THEY ARE THE SAME,

TAKE THE CARDS.

THEY ARE DIFFERENT,

PUT THE CARDS, BACK.

YOU'RE NEXT.

DO IT AGAIN,

3'. CLEAN UP.

PUT THE CARDS OVER THERE.

GOODBYE. SEE YOU TOMORROW,

1408

Follow the Numbers Game

Tools and Materials

IMO

pencil l each

straight edge 1 each

flasheard sot (made by CiL) 1 per class

number drawing set

(3 or 4 different drawings

per set) 1 each

Teaching Points,

Students:

practice number recognition (0 9)

make a drawing by following numbarS. in a Seqence

develop skills using a straight edge and pencil

Activity Guidelines

Teacher:
I

using a straight edge and pencil, demonstrates

drawing a picture following numbers in sequence

passes out a number drawing, straight qdge and pencil

to each student.

instructs them to complete the drawing as demonstrated

encourages students to complete a number of different

drawings

VESL Lesson

It PICK UP YOUR PENCIL

START HERE,

(Point to, the 0 beginning point of the picture.

DRAW, A LINE FROM 0 TO 1.

USE THE STRAIGHT EDGE

2, NOW DRAW :A LINE FROM 1,11'0 2.

FINISH THE LINES FROM, .2 TO 9.

1409 789
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3, WHAT IS IT?

IT'S A PICTURE,

4, PICK ANOTHER PICTURE,

FINISH THE I,INES,

START WITII,

During the Attivity

5. AltE YOU FINISHED?

WHERE DID YOU START?,

WHERE DID YOU FINISH?

WHAT IS IT?

Advanceti

TeaCh the concepts of BEFORE and AFTER,

6, WHAT,NUMBER IS BEFORE 3?

WHAT NUMBER IS AFTER 2?

Aciluity Guideline $

., Teacher;

gives each student a ruler

elves each student one cardboardirip

msh.ucts each student to determine the length Of hislher strip,

/. and to write It down on a piece of paper to give it orally

in. a way that the other students do not hear,

bsenes and meads the following for each student,

Out Who Can Use a Rub.

Tools and Materials.

ruler 'oath

pencil . 1 each .

cardboard strip

blue (7 cm.) 1 per 3

green (8 cm,) 1 per 3

white (9 cm,) 1 per 3

Oaper, whitv 2 sheets per class

Teaching Points

Students:

experience a testing situation

CORRECT OR EXACT

STUDENT'S COLOR OF LEVEL OF INCORRECT USE ANSWER LIVEN

NAME STRIP CONFIDECE OF 'RULER WRITTEN ORAL

f

1411
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'Making Flashcards Om

. Tools and Mal Is

Pe

, ,

olorod felt (or crayons) 1 each

or 1 per pair

a or, white 18 per class

fl heard set (made by CAL) 1 set,

reachin olds

rude ts

divl an object into equal parts

practice writing and recognizing numbers 0 9

illty GliktOnes

'cher;

uses VESL throiighoublhe a6vity

instructs sttidentti io divide a piece of paper into 10 equal parts

h a %fay that Opts rectangles ,

instructs th'e stUdents to number the pats 0 .,9

instructs tl students to cut out the rectangles

I

instructs the student, s to use the card's in a way that gives them

practice recognizing numbers

VESt Lesson

1, PICK UP THE PAPER r

FOLD THE PAPER

MAKE 10 EQUAL PATS

(Review numbers 1 10)

WRITE NUMBER 1 ON THE PAPER.

LIKE THIS (Show students how to

make the numiNrcarils. Continue with 2 10).

11412,

' I (

?, 1

OUTNHE PAPER.

LIKE71S, (demonstrate).

(Have the students practice Using tho;numi r curds'

with each 'other.)
( ,,c

Si:4, What number?

p2: Five, ,

Si: What number?

82: Ten:

Dice Game with Scoresheet

Tools and Materials

dice

scoresheet (a "T" table with

numbers( 2.12 Written on the

side)

pencil

newsprint

magic marker

Teaching PaiftiS:

Students:

2 each

1 each

. leach

1 per class

1 per class

learn to match minters with quantities of dots

learn to record information on a data sheet(scorecard)

Actioky Guidelines:

ITfacher: .

uses VESL

demonstrates the game by:

rolling two dice ,

4., counting the total number of dots which appear,
4

791



drawing an X nod to Itle number On the coreolkt

whielimmIdes the number ordots

'repeatinK,thi aboVe several times untlktudento tirkierstand

divides the class' into three or four groups

gives each student a scoretet, and each group two dice

Instructs stlidents'to tact turns rolling the dice and

to record the results of era roll on theirscoresheet,,

Op lional
,

, t
\, Instructs students to combine their results on a sheet '

\ ; hf newsprint on Which 8414ge'scoresheet has been drnwn i

r
hoOdure ma(erlait

DICE

SCORES,I EIV

I

rat 1,411

TROWTHE DICE

CO NT THE NUMBER

HO MANY?

(Stu ant answers with the total nu(nber on the dice)

LOOK\AT THE SCORESHEET

DRAW t\Ii X,NEXT TO 5,

(Poinito lippiopriate place on scoresheet or draw a sample,

scoreieet`on the blackboard,)

\ I

Divide the class into snail groups,

Instruct each group:

FIRST THROW.THE ICE

T EN D1tAW AN, X EXT TO THE NUMBER

Y RE NEXT *YOUR TURN

For recording results on the nets/sprint:

'4
HOW MANY 's ALL TOGETHER?

number

1414

r

Oleo Gostle Scoresheet: Mark with an X

I
2

c

,6

" ..U.V...."13paii81111111

r
11

12

as
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Spinoff Como 3; World'itg Wilts t. anti
A

'bob ao41

spinner card :1 1 ivr class

silintier board 1 pit class

holrtlecops (with container) ',100 per class

Teachink Poinri "

Stud Nits'

.learn the function of thin symbols and ,

make recogiing numbers I 1 and

y Goldelides

Teacher,

uses VKSI,

gathers the students around one table locating 11144(10

in a central poslifion

dentonstfatea the game by:

taking 10 bottlecops ,

spinning the spinner and doing what Is Indicated by

the number and symbol he /she lands on; adding to

or taking away from his/her pile

continuing to spin 1 du what isndieldEd until

iv/she has n(caps

guides the spinner board arounkhe table giving each student

a turn s

instructs that the game be continued until someone ma 1

out of bottlecaps

repeats the game as many times as possible

1416

1,moo te.

1,1 TAKE TEN 1101111,EC APS

SPIN

P1,11S

I 11AVITI1EN 11OTTI,ITAlq

TEN PIAS TIIIt EV. IMIAI.S1111111TEEN

NOW I HAVE THIRTEEN,

2,

4

SPIN AGAIN

MINUS,

FIVE MINUS' ONE,11;9110,S MOH

NOV I 'LIVE FOUR

(ontinue the giime mad one person hits nt) 1)010.14'01)4,

110W MANY DO V01,1 HAVE? r

zno?
OK

THE GNIE IS FINISHED,

Spinner Came': 41:

Reengnying Numbers 1.1 5

Tools andMateriali.

spinner ctard number 2, 1 Kr el .

spinner card number 1 ,1 per class

spinier board 4 per class

bottlecaps '" 200 per class

cOlilainer (to hold 1)(41(4111)s) 1 per class

PAW Points

Students:

count up to 15 objects

practice recognizing and saying number 0 15

1417
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Activity Gt elutes

uses VESL

follows guidelines for Spinier Game 1,ljut.Uses spinner card 2

encourages students to say nuibers ancicO,Unt Whenever

possible:

uses spinner,card 1 if studentS are having' card 2

VES1, Lq,s,son

1. THIS IS A SPINNER.

2. SPIN THIS.

(Show.how to spin the dial)

WHAT NURER?

TAKE 5-BOTTLECAPS

3. YOU'RE NEXT,

SPINAT

TAKE BOTTLECAPS

PUT THE BOTTLECAPS HERE

(Show the containers passed out at the beginning.)

NEXT?

SPIN IT.

TAKE. BOTTLE APS. ,

HOW MANY DO YOU HAVE?

1;

794.

Dice Game: Make it Equal

'Tools and Materials

diee

mimber cards 1 2 3;4,

5, 6

"equals" symbol card.

Teaching Points

Students:

.
2 per class

2 Of each number per class

1 per class

learn to show equals using a syMbol
7 '

learn to' match a quantity with a nu(Mber,

make a simple number sentence

Activity'6idelines

Teacher:

passes out number cards, one per student

reviews sayingnumbers

has ?"

picks up one die atid throws it on the table top

"I am throwing the die.",

instructs a student to:

"Throw the die here," (points to spot on the table)

"How many?"

ho hask ?"

itheid." (over th card)

er die instructs another student to:1

the die here."

"How any?"

"Are they equal?" (pointing at dice) ,

if nbt equal, instructs the student to throw the second die

again.

when the dice are equal,Instructs student with the matching

number card to put it over the 'second die/

places the equals number symbol between the two dice

and says " equals; " (points at number and

symbol)

repeats as lOng as time allows,

WHO Ig FIRST?

NEXT

LAST

YOUR TURN

IS IT YOUR TURN?

1418.
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